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FOREWORD
When Richard M. Laws retired in 1996 after a long watch as seal and whale biologist
in Antarctica and elephant and hippo biologist in Africa, director of BAS and finally
Master of St. Edmunds College in Cambridge, he sat down to write his memoirs.
Sadly, however, before this task was completed he suffered a stroke, which, without
compromising his mind and memory unduly, rendered him unable to operate
computers, and his work therefore ground to a full stop.
At the time of my last sabbatical in Cambridge in 2010 it was quite obvious that
nobody in all England felt the urge to help my old friend and that his very many
years of work was in danger of being lost. So, for the lack of others, and, for old
times’ sake, I took upon myself to organize the material with the aim of getting it
published. Little did I know that the material consisted of an unorganized number of
drafts of more than 50 chapters in various stages of completion. In addition the
material was written on outdated computers with programs that are now long
obsolete and the files were consequently very hard to access. In fact, I doubt if it
could have been done without the assistance of a young Norwegian computer
wizard called Peter Munch-Ellingsen.
Luckily, with the same assistance, it has been possible to retrieve electronic versions
of many of Dick’s excellent artistic drawings, which have been included as vignettes
to many of the chapters. They are not all relevant to the contents of the chapters but
they certainly show Dick’s excellent artistic talent.
I have organized the material as best as I can into 3 parts with altogether 51 chapters.
In so doing there is bound to be some overlap, but to avoid that would require
rewriting of several chapters, which is way beyond the scope of this project. Many
times the drafts contained labels saying “Expand”. Obviously I have not done so.
There were also several labels saying “Check!”, which I have not done either.
At the end I have done a rough spell check of the manuscript. In so doing I have used
the Windows spell check and most likely made a mix of English and the American,
and sometimes I have struggled with English, Celtic, Norwegian and African slang
which is used extensively. Hopefully the result is comprehensible, if not perfect, but
this has been a rescue and salvage job with little in it for me, except for the comfort of
having saved what otherwise would have been lost.

Tromsø, 4. October 2012.
Arnoldus Schytte Blix
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Introduction

The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines ‘Memoir’ as an “essay on learned subject
specially studied by the writer”; ‘biography’ as the “written life of a person”; and
‘Autobiography’ as the “written story of one’s own life”. This book describes the first
phase of my life as a combination of autobiography and memoir. Two later books, in
preparation cover another two phases of my life and work. I am inclined to think of
the three as a trilogy of memoirs, because overall it is more slanted towards the
explorations and findings in research on which my professional life has been
focussed than on my life as a whole. I will try here to relate the first phase of my life
and career – described in this book - to the whole, briefly anticipating what followed.
The first three chapters take us through the early years up to my first job and are
plainly in autobiographical, rather than memoir form. They are more expansive
perhaps than is usual in an autobiography because I have attempted to trace the
development of interests and qualities that came to influence and shape my later life.
This should become apparent when the whole is completed. I studied Biology at
school from an interest in natural history, but not until the fifth form. Our biology
master was a mathematician and knew no biology – so in the sixth form we young
biologists taught ourselves by reading up on subjects and conducting seminars for
our fellows. It was a successful expedient as demonstrated by results – for most of us
did well in exams and followed biological professions to a senior level.
The choice of title for a trilogy of memoirs needs some introduction. The large
animals – the very large mammals – involved are the largest of their kind – the
elephant seal, the largest whales, the largest ‘pig’ the hippopotamus - and the largest
land animal the elephant. I was led to study these fascinating beasts, not as part of a
pre-conceived plan, but almost by accident, each element of my career leading on to
the others.
Effectively you might say I had no research training. I took a first class degree at
Cambridge in which the relatively new subject of ecology played a very small part –
the term Ecology was coined by Ernst Haeckel (1834-1919) and Charles Elton framed
the basic principles of modern animal ecology. Elton’s Animal Ecology (1937) an
influential book moved the emphasis from animals as individuals to study of their
populations.
Ten years after its publication my research career began when I was thrown in ‘at
the deep end’, studying the biology and ecology of the huge elephant seals with a
‘nominal’ supervisor. He was a zoologist, Sydney Smith, but not versed in my chosen
field (his was experimental embryology). He was nine or ten thousand miles away
during my field research and long range communications were very primitive at that
time compared with today. Although he was a very important mentor in other ways
– he was a polymath par excellence – I was never really trained in research, but was
self-taught. In fact I wrote the whole of my PhD thesis and was about to submit
before he actually had an opportunity to read it! This was ‘cutting–edge’ research as
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we might say today and led to deep and comprehensive conclusions that were
published in a number of large monographs as well as smaller scientific papers.
Then, after those formative early years in research, I chose to study the huge
whales, blue and fin, as well as the largest toothed whale, the sperm whale. This took
me on a seven-month voyage on the vast Southern Ocean as a whaling inspector. At
the time this was the only feasible way to study the lives of Antarctic whales, by
deduction and extrapolation from their dead bodies; it was a daunting task, but I was
young and confident. This work too was very productive and like the elephant seal
work was applied to conservation and management in the face of insuperable
practical, commercial and international political difficulties.
So it was with some relief that I returned to shore by way of the freshwater
hippopotamus, another fascinating species that was little known and under threat
from increasing human populations. I was able to conduct experimental studies of
population ecology and biology. Then I went on to apply my now unique experience
to the African elephant and tropical ecosystems in high and low rainfall regimes.
Again I strove for a combination of rigorous research, management and conservation
– again eventually frustrated by politics, this time the African variety.
Returning to the Antarctic in the 1970s my research was on other seals, especially
the crabeater, the world’s most abundant species of seal. However I was now mainly
involved in scientific administration, logistics and various other varieties of politics,
including academia. Nearing my 80th year I am still writing papers on seals,
hippopotamuses and elephants.
As well as the very large mammals I observed other animals and polar and
tropical ecosystems in general. The variety of birds and mammals in the East African
savannahs, forests and woodlands that I encountered in the middle of my research
career was staggering compared with the more limited Antarctic faunas centred on
seals, whales, penguins, petrels, albatrosses and krill. I also published on aerial
surveys of East African vegetation and on the growth of bush, woodland and
rainforest trees in relation to elephant usage. Later I drew attention to ecological
interactions in the Southern Ocean between the physical environment and the
various trophic levels over time, that was probably set in train by the
overexploitation of the large whales. I have published papers in scientific journals
covering all these fields.
The wide horizons of the title were both physical and intellectual. In physical terms
they encompassed the endless Antarctic lands and the surrounding great waters, as
well as extensive African savannahs, forests and bushland, and the lakes and rivers
of several countries. Flying at ten thousand feet over the icefields of the Weddell Sea,
or above the polar plateau, there was virtually no horizon, so wide was it; the same
was true of East Africa. As well as the limitless plains of Africa there were wide
political horizons to confront there, as in later years on the multinational stage of
Antarctic science and politics.
The time horizon has been broad, and my research has already covered almost six
decades. When I began my studies ecology was anecdotal, still emerging from
natural history and little known to the General Public. Even life-tables, discovered
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by insurance assessors, were new to work on wild animal populations, which was
mainly directed to short-lived small mammals. Even into the 1960s computers were
not in general use in field biology and application of statistics was quite primitive. In
the span of my career scientific knowledge has grown more than in the total previous
history of our species.
The adventures too were physically satisfying and exciting as well as adventures
of the mind, making new discoveries in various fields of biology. My interests and
activities have been diverse, covering most elements of the spectrum from basic
biological studies, from microbes and the biology of cells, to great whales and mega
herbivores, to comprehensive ecosystem studies – to conservation and management.
My PhD thesis was concerned with the reproduction of the southern elephant seal,
which included the histology (at the cellular level) of its tissues; physiology and
anatomy of the body; the animal’s growth and age; its behaviour and population
dynamics. Not all this work could be included in my thesis and much was developed
and published separately over a decade. I drew up a management plan for the
exploited population at South Georgia when I discovered that it was declining due to
over-hunting and predicted (correctly) that if my proposals were adopted the system
would achieve sustainability and could be monitored using techniques I had
developed. I have also published on the world’s most abundant seal, the crabeater
seal, living in the vast expanses of the southern pack ice zone. All this was new.
At the beginning of my career I had to build my own Antarctic laboratory with
timbers from a derelict Norwegian whaling station. When working on whale biology
I had to convert an old lavatory building into my rough/wet laboratory – it had good
drainage! In Africa in the 1960s I started up two research stations, one in Uganda,
the other in Kenya, building laboratories and attracted substantial funding to the
work. The former later became the Uganda Institute of Ecology. Later the staff of the
British Antarctic Survey (BAS), widely dispersed throughout the UK, were brought
together at Cambridge in purpose-built laboratories, offices and a workshop
complex. Buildings and facilities had more than doubled by the time of my
retirement. And later in my career there were other adventures involving solving
logistic problems, on land and at sea. As director of a large multidisciplinary research
institute, I needed to understand the basics of a whole range of environmental
sciences from the smallest micro-organisms to the largest mammals, fish and birds. I
had to have a grasp of work being undertaken in geology and geophysics, in
palaeontology, glaciology, atmospheric physics, medical research, marine and
freshwater biology, botany. I was director when BAS scientists discovered the
‘Ozone Hole’, an extremely important finding that more than justified the whole
expenditure on our science programmes. Our activities extended into Space
Research. I became involved in the planning and execution of very successful
international research programmes. As Director of BAS I was responsible for some
400 staff, both scientific and support, for two research ships and their crews, for an
air unit of several aircraft working in the Antarctic, for five Antarctic bases (including
re-supply, regular maintenance and construction work). We had to provide medical
and dental facilities and were responsible for people’s safety in rigorous conditions.
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We collaborated with the Royal Navy’s HMS Endurance and in 1982 were intimately
involved in the Falklands conflict, when the Argentine Navy captured our station on
South Georgia.
Involvement in politics and diplomacy, led to a primary role in the formulation of
two important international conservation conventions in the 1970s and 1980s that
were ahead of their time – and still are.
Finally, while still contributing to research and organisation of international
scientific programmes I became closely involved in academic life over eleven years as
Master of a rapidly developing college in Cambridge, one of the world’s five leading
universities. St Edmund’s College has expanded both in academic stature and as a
foremost sporting institution. Through service on the University’s council and a
range of other committees I contributed to its growth and development - the
horizons are still expanding.
In this trilogy I have attempted to convey the excitement and attraction of
research and management, both in theory and in practice. Chapters on research at all
levels are interspersed with the planning and execution of the programmes needed to
elucidate the lives of large mammals – in relation to their environments and the
ecosystems they live in. This is necessary for understanding their ecology and to
formulate the actions necessary to ensure the survival of species, populations and
ecosystems.
On the way I accumulated rich experiences in travels all over the world. I spent in
aggregate three full years in the Antarctic on field work and another four years
accumulated in travels over many years in that region. I spent many months on the
great waters of the Southern Ocean. I lived and worked in East Africa – Uganda,
Kenya and Tanzania – for a total of some five years actually in the field, backed
intermittently by some three years in Cambridge. My work has been a mixture of
pure science, management and conservation and politics; it has been a sustained
commitment over and above travels to conferences and committees around the
world.
Although my primary interests and satisfaction has come from the science, I also
developed an innate artistic talent – in painting in watercolour, oils and acrylics, in
black and white drawings, and in photography which will I hope illustrate this
account. Visual experiences have always been important to me – more so than music
or cuisine for instance. From a biological point of view this led to a special interest in
growth and form, exemplified by my detailed studies of growth of teeth and/or
tusks in seals, whales, hippos and elephants in relation to estimating their ages. I was
also closely involved in the initial work that developed the use of whale ear plugs to
estimate their ages! Also, while my research has been on the largest animals I have
always had an interest in their beauty, and in the shapes and colours of plants and
smaller animals.
I doubt whether anyone has had the good fortune to experience such an
expansive mix of pure scientific research coupled with research in management and
conservation in dramatic environments and circumstances – and involvement in the
upper levels of the scientific civil service and academia. Varied management,
logistical, political and personal responsibilities that have fallen to me are also
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unique. That has been my good fortune and was a prime reason for embarking on
this writing venture. This first book is mainly concerned with my life and
experiences in the study of seals and whales in the Antarctic. Now in my retirement I
am able to look back over all this from a broad perspective in time and space.
I would like to express my thanks to the many people who have helped me in
these adventures, but will mention only a few by name here. Others are referred to in
the text.
Foremost is my lovely wife, Maureen, who for fifty years has been a tower of
strength and support. She has carried the burden of looking after a young family
when I was on my travels. The best part of it was when we could live and work
together as a family during the Africa years; then she was my unpaid secretary. But
this was not possible in the Antarctic. And later when I was travelling to attend farflung committees she was left behind to cope with domestic problems. Never did
she complain although she has a very forthright nature, so I knew it must be all right!
And anyway, ‘absence makes the heart grow fonder’. But it was tough for her at
times particularly in earlier years when communications weren’t so good.
Over the years covered by this first book I would also like to acknowledge the
help and support I received from, my parents and from Freda Woods, from my
schoolteachers at Dame Allan’s School, notably Charles Hay, I C Joslin, Mrs Friend,
Mr. Mallinson. At Cambridge University I was particularly influenced by Sydney
Smith, Eric Smith, Hugh Cott, and by my contemporaries in Part II Zoology. In the
Antarctic context I owe a great deal to Derek Maling and Ralph Lenton and Arthur
Mansfield for their unstinted support in the field often in trying circumstances. Brian
Roberts and Vivian Fuchs were strong mentors: I was helped to get started
particularly by Launcelot Fleming and Colin Bertram.
I have much pleasure in thanking all those who helped me in the Antarctic,
especially my companions, J. A. Kendall, R. A. Lenton, D. H. Maling, A. W.
Mansfield, and the late C. J. Skilling; without their assistance much of the work
would have been impossible. I wish to acknowledge my debt to the managers of
Compana Argentina de Pesca, H. Eskedal, H. Karlsen and H. Larsen for facilitating
my work with the sealers, and to P. H. Tilbury of the South Atlantic Scaling
Company Limited, in the Falkland Islands. I also wish to thank J. A. F. Fozzard for
taking the X-ray photographs.

R. M. Laws
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Chapter 1

Northumberland: Boy on the beach
.... "like a boy playing on the sea-shore,...., whilst the great ocean of truth lay all
undiscovered before me."
Newton: in Brewster l855

O

n 8 June, 1819 a marriage took place in Colombo, Ceylon, ‘between William
Laws, Schoolmaster Sergeant. H.M. 19th Regiment, Bachelor and Sarah Dixon,
spinster, both residing at Point de Galle in the island aforesaid and professing
the Protestant Religion’. William and Sarah were great grandparents on my father's side
of the family. (I don't have any information on my mother's side.) They had two sons,
William Maitland, a Grocer, who founded a chain of stores, still in business in the North
East of England, Laws Stores. The other, my grandfather, was Peter Maitland Laws who
married Alice Harriet Balls. He was professional photographer with a studio in Blackett
Street, Newcastle, at a time when professional photography was in its early stages. The
examples of his work that I have are admirable, both technically and artistically,
although they are only portraits. However, the only one of my grandparents I remember
at all was my maternal grandmother, Alice, who lived with us during my childhood.
My grandfather on mother's side was a successful Builder and quite well off, living in
Tynemouth, and my maternal grandmother was of Scottish descent.
Peter Maitland had three sons, my uncles: Albert; Norman (who married Fredda
Florence Howe); and Malcolm, my Father (who married Florence May Heslop). And
there were two sisters, my aunts: Alice (who married George Easten); and Florence (who
married Charles Kesting). I don't remember my uncles and have a hazy memory of only
one of my aunts, Alice. My Uncle George Easten taught Art at Armstrong College,
Newcastle, (later part of Durham University and the University of Newcastle). Uncle
Norman and Fredda had two sons and a daughter Rita, who married Peter Jensen and
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went to live in Western Australia; I remember Rita well and indeed she visited us in
Cambridge in later years.
Aunt Alice and Uncle George had two sons and two daughters, my cousins, and
this was the part of the family that I had most to do with, at least until I was about 12.
Maitland, who was in the motor trade married Judy and we kept in touch with them
over the years, particularly when they lived in Bedford. I knew slightly one of their sons,
Julian. One daughter, Jill, married Robert Robinson and they had three children, Peter,
Margaret and Pauline, my second cousins. But except as a child I saw little of them.
Peter took up Law and was a Circuit Clerk, living in London latterly; he received a CBE
for his work. Margaret was a senior Civil Servant in Whitehall and Pauline married
Freddy Newton, Clerk of the Course at Gosforth and later at Ripon. My cousin Marion,
I don't remember and think she was unmarried, but Cousin Tommy and Yvonne had a
daughter Gillian, who married Bob Hughes, a Conservative MP; I saw quite a bit of
Tommy (who was Personnel manager at Unilever) and Yvonne, but met Gillian only
once or twice.
I was even less involved with the other side of the Laws family, but knew William’s
daughter Gertie, married name Howe, quite well and Francis Raphael, son by William's
second marriage. Francis had a daughter Anne, who was fond of my Mother and used
to visit. Actually, from the age of twelve, when I moved away from the North-East, I
had very little to do with the extended family, except for my cousins Maitland, Jill, and
Tommy.
I know nothing about my mother's family, apart from the superficial details of my
grandparents and the fact that mother was one of five children.
As to my own history, I was born during the early hours of 23 April l926 - St
George's Day and Shakespeare's birthday, and a few days after Queen Elizabeth II. I
had two brothers, Peter 7 years older and Michael 3 years younger. My mother, Florence
May, born in l896, was large and good looking, a remarkable, dynamic woman who was
very active in public life. My father, Percy Malcolm, born in [l886], tall and grey eyed,
was rather reserved, but had led a very adventurous early life. For most of my
childhood, we lived at Strathmore, 20, Brighton Grove, in Whitley Bay, a well-known a
holiday resort in Northumberland and a dormitory town for Newcastle. This makes me
almost a "Geordie" a root of which I have always been proud; as also that two of my
grandparents were Scottish.
My memories of the early years are rather vague now. We were a middle-class
family. My father had been an outstanding athlete in his younger days. He had
represented the county of Northumberland at cricket; he swam for the county and had
played for a precursor of Newcastle United Football Club. He had received a good
education at Dame Allan's School, Newcastle, but had then run away from home,
travelling to North America, where he undertook a series of outdoor jobs - and periods
out of work. I remember him telling me at a time when I was reading W.H. Davies'
"Autobiography of a Super Tramp", about life on the North American railroads, that he had
experienced riding the rails and outwitting the guards. When in work he lived a rough
life as a lumberjack in Canada, felling the tall trees with a double-bladed axe and huge
cross-cut saw. He had also worked on the Trans-Canada railroad as a surveyor; and had
been gold prospecting in the Yukon Gold Rush in the [l890's?]. He had tales of finding
gold and spending it in the saloons, on poker and whisky, using gold dust and the
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occasional nugget for money. The poems of Robert Service described a life he had
known. It was hard and demanding. He was a quiet, reserved, modest man and I have
often regretted that he did not talk more about those interesting and exciting early years
of his life and that I did not or try to extract and capture his memories.
In the early years of World War I he volunteered for the army in Canada and joined
the Seaforth Highlanders. Expecting to see some fighting he was posted, as he said ‘to
guarding a bridge near Ottawa’ remote from possibility of action. He was intensely
patriotic and he wanted to join in the war with Germany. So he saw his Commanding
Officer and asked if he could be moved; his CO said he could have five weeks
compassionate leave, during which he worked his way across the North Atlantic on a
cattle-boat! Reaching Britain he joined the 50th Division, the Northumberland Fusiliers.
He probably enlisted in the 7th Nortumberland Fusilkers and was trained at Alnwick in
Northumberland. Then, aged 25 was posted to the trenches in l915. This was probably
the Second Battle of Ypres, April-May 1915. It was a war of attrition – trenches, barbed
wire, machine guns and mud; a war of attrition, entailing trench stalemate, advancing
and retreating across open country. Poison gas and tanks came into play. It was a
vicious battle. And protracted, but not for Dad. After only a month in early winter, he
was shot in the thigh - one of the numerous appalling casualties in the Battle of the
Somme. As he lay in the mud of a shell crater in great pain, with other wounded and
dead, someone threw a greatcoat over him for comfort. Some time later stretcher-bearers
from that regiment came out to collect their wounded, and because my father was
covered by one of their great-coats he was brought in. His leg was amputated in a
forward field hospital on the battlefield, without anaesthetics, and he suffered greatly
then and in subsequent operations. I have often thought that but for that remote chance
there would have been no Dick Laws and I would not be writing this account.
Naturally, there are other chances that influence one's life, but to me this has always
seemed utterly critical. His fortitude was an example that influenced me when I found
myself in difficult situations - thankfully none remotely like his.
My mother had a much more normal early life as the daughter of a middle-class
family. She was born in Jesmond, one of five children of Richard Heslop, a successful
builder and his wife. She was educated at Rutherford College Girls' School, Newcastle
and she met my father while serving as a nurse. Dad’s leg was cut off high up leaving
only a small stump, which used to intrigue me as a child, as did his artificial leg. It was
a contraption of aluminum alloy and leather, painted near flesh-colour, which fitted
onto the stump and was held on by a massive leather belt and straps. As he walked it
swung forward at each step and clicked straight. He always had to use a stick, or
crutches, and had a particularly hard time in winter when the ground was slippery. For
someone as active as he had been it was purgatory and a daily reminder of what might
have been; also the contraption didn't fit well and made visits by train down to
Roehampton, the specialist hospital near London, for treatment and re-fitting. It was
very evident that he was in pain for much of the time. The pain was in his mind too,
because he was confined to a desk by his job as clerk, then manager, of a firm of timber
importers situated on the quay-side at Newcastle.
As I have said my mother was a remarkable woman, producing and raising three
sons and sending them to Cambridge University. She had a little money of her own; her
father showed his disapproval of her marriage by cutting her off from his resources and
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not leaving her much when he died. What she had went in educating us, providing
nannies and maids, appropriate to her idea of our family's status. I am sure this would
have been impossible on my father's salary alone. She was much involved in local
politics and was pressed into making her first speech in the year I was born, when she
was 30; she was then chairman of the local ward committee of the Whitley Bay branch of
the Conservative Party. In one address, she bluntly told her audience that if they didn't
buy from their fellow countrymen, they could not expect to weather the Depression; and
she so impressed people that she became the principle speaker in the North-East for the
Conservatives. I remember a silver salver, among others that commemorated thanks for
her support at "the battle for Houghton-le-Spring." She claimed that she was three times
asked to stand as a Member of Parliament. She wasn't keen on toeing the party line and
instead stood as an Independent in l937 in a local ward election, opposing a man and
beating him by 97 votes. She owed her success in these fields to her, energy,
determination and eloquence - a vigorous articulate speaker, with the courage of her
convictions.
For nine years she was the only woman on the council. Three months after she was
first elected she became chairman of the Housing Committee which was in the
vanguard of a points scheme for allocating council houses at that time. She went to
Manchester as chairman of the Committee to see high rise flats, which were then coming
into vogue. She described them as "warehousing people" rather than housing them and
it was her dislike of them that prevented such council housing being built in Whitley
Bay. At one time I recall she was Chairman of the Finance Committee and successfully
applied common sense and a shrewd housewife's financial principles to its work. As
children we were steeped in all these things and obliged to listen to a great deal of talk
and horse-trading of a political nature. What we missed was a bit of love and the
cuddles our small friends received.
My mother was also Secretary of the Special Aid Committee, which helped those in
need, and was one of the first to start a welfare Housing Association . She was also
President of the British Legion (Womens' Section). Later she was spokesman for Whitley
Bay and delivered the Proofs of Evidence at a Public Enquiry into the proposed
unification of Tyneside at a Boundary Commission. She was the first woman to be
Chairman of the Whitley Bay Urban District Council and later was Mayor of Whitley
Bay from 1967 to l968, after it became a Borough, retiring in l969. She was awarded the
MBE for her 23 years' work on area advisory committees, including the Labour
Employment Committee, the Ministry of Pensions and National Insurance Committee
(which later became the Ministry of Health and Social Security Committee). She served
on the Disablement Advisory Committee and the Panel of Registration of Disabled
People (matters on which, through my father's suffering she had deep knowledge).
I had two brothers, Peter over seven years older than me, born in l918, and Michael,
about three years younger, born in 1929. Peter was tall, handsome, an all round athlete,
the Victor ludorum at the school games several years running (in the mid-l930s). I
remember my awe at his performances: 5 ft 3 inches in the high jump which then (l935)
seemed a near impossible attainment - using the new "western roll". He was an allrounder, good at discus, putting-the-shot, long and short distances - a god to his two
younger brothers. He also won his events in the school swimming sports which we
watched in the, to us, splendid atmosphere of the Newcastle Swimming Baths, echoing
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to the cheers of the supporters. Crawl or back-stroke seeming equally effortless, he also
played water-polo, a very strenuous sport and generally seemed totally at home in the
water. I don't think he was much "into" cricket, although I remember watching him play
in his "whites". He excelled on the rugby field, as a three-quarter and played for his
college, St Catharine's, at Cambridge, a strong rugger competitor. He was also
academically successful and obtained an ‘open exhibition’ to the College (less than a
scholarship), which at that time was to me an impossible aspiration; he seemed so far
ahead and remote.
Michael was also bright, (and was also to get an exhibition to St Catharine's). I saw
much more of him as the gap between us was smaller, and later I had the responsibility
of looking after him when we were both evacuated during the War. In those days he
was a very good looking, good-natured, gentle chap and looked up to me, as I looked up
to Peter.
I don't remember much about the extended family. There was Uncle Maitland, who
was a remote figure, trained as an engineer and employed in the motor industry; Aunt
Alice, an elegant lady who descended on us from time to time. Aunt Gertie lived near
and was a small sparrow-like personality, who often popped in to our home for a gossip
in broad Tyneside accents. Uncle Tommy, eventually became Personnel Officer with a
large international company, Unilever, and his wife Yvonne. Also there was 'Uncle'
Stan: I'm not sure where he fitted in - perhaps from my Mother's side of the family. But
he had a very broad 'Geordie' accent. He and his family lived in Jarrow and had a milk
delivery business. As a child it was always a treat to visit him because it meant a trip
across the River Tyne in a ferry, or across the Newcastle Swing Bridge - uniquely, it was
then the only bridge in the world with a 360° turn. We often returned at night - when
the river was exotic and mysterious, with lights reflected in the water. These trips were
also exciting because there was a chance to pat the horses he kept to pull the milk carts
and give them a lump of sugar and smell all the unusual horsey smells in the stable.
Another Uncle, Arthur, lived in North Shields, and there were others. Then there was
Auntie Jill, actually a cousin, who after the death of her first husband, was manageress
of the Black Swan at the little market town of [Alnwick/Morpeth]. Of her three children
Peter, about my age, became a senior legal figure, a Circuit Clerk, in government, rose to
become a senior civil servant (and received a CBE). Margaret, also became a senior civil
servant, and Pauline, married the Clerk to the Course at Gosforth Park, Freddy Newton
- later Clerk to the Course at Ripon. Of the family friends I particularly liked Marie
Galloway, her mother "Em" and her father "Dolf" Albrecht. My mother was an excellent
but plain cook and did quite a bit of entertaining so we boys met adults and learnt at an
early age to hold our own in conversation.
My grandmother on my father's side, Alice, lived with us for a number of years. I
remember her as a rather small and fragile, "little old lady", dressed in black, sequined
dresses; a bit of a ‘Giles’ Grandma, she kept Pontefract cakes (a liquorice sweet) in her
reticule, which she handed out when we were good. This must have been seldom
because we didn't like her, and on occasion I think we made her life a misery by playing
practical jokes on. Balancing books, or perhaps even a can of water over a partly open
door, to fall on her when she entered a room. In short we were horrid to her and I feel
ashamed to recall our pranks; we egged each other on. I don't remember why we didn't
like her, probably because she was rather strict and made life difficult for our parents.
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Dad exacted retribution for such wrongdoings by giving us a beating with his leather
razor strop (he used a cut-throat); this hurt, but not unbearably and we thought
considered it a fair punishment. My Nanny, Mary stayed for many years and was a
tower of strength in the household, and we boys got on well with most of the maids. But
none of them ever stayed for long; usually they had a row with my mother and left - she
had high standards and could be a difficult taskmistress.
Some time around 1933 or l934 we moved to Jesmond, a suburb of Newcastle-uponTyne, for a while. There we lived in a terraced house of three stories and a basement 13, Woodbine Avenue. I don't remember much about that time except for enjoyable
walks in Jesmond Dene, and on the Town Moor, where there was an exciting summer
fair every year, with coconut shys, helter-skelters, dodgem cars, gypsy fortune tellers,
etc. After a year or two we moved back to Whitley Bay, where we resumed living at 20
Brighton Grove, about 300 yards from the sea inland from the "Panama Gardens". It
was a large four-bedroomed house with a small garden front and back. The garden was
not at all well-stocked, but at the back there was a beautiful creamy-petalled rose, with a
delicate scent, probably my first remembered floral experience. I also remember
Montbretia with its bright orange racemes. Although it was all on a small scale, I was
young and so there were serious challenges like climbing over the gate into the
backyard, or up a drainpipe to break in when locked-out. Everything is relative to the
state of one's development! Further down the street there was a vacant plot, with two
wooden garages; it provided a mysterious adventure to climb along, or under them to
explore the plot behind, cut off from the street - and forbidden territory.
Of course it was a splendid place to grow up in, for Whitley Bay had a long beach of
silver sand, stretching from St Mary's Lighthouse in the north to the "Spanish City" (a
permanent fairground) in the south. From time to time we had a dog to exercise (I
remember a wire-haired terrier succeeded by an Irish setter), and there were always
cliffs to climb. For the most part they were undistinguished boulder clay, but at the
southern end were quite impressive sandstone cliffs on which we climbed. There were
also several long drainage ‘moles’ that went out to sea and we used to go out along
these at low tide. One could approach closely the few remaining steel plates of a
shipwreck near the lighthouse. We caught crabs and shrimps and had a go at fishing.
One of my early natural history memories is of coming to the edge of a large rock pool,
at low tide, far out in the bay, and seeing, framed by the dark brown seaweed, a wrasse.
The fish seemed to me monstrous in size and shape, looking up through the clear water,
with its big lips spread as it respired - a very exotic and colourful creature. We also used
to take chances dodging the big waves that flooded the esplanade when the tide was
high and the sea was rough. As I got older I was able to make longer expeditions to the
lighthouse to the north and to Seaton Sluice, a small harbour few miles further on.
There were people to watch fishing off the rocks at St Mary's Island and fishing boats
laying and retrieving lobster pots. We used to explore the golf course in Briar Dene,
collecting lost golf balls.
At night our gang would lurk around building sites, which seemed to be numerous;
I suppose it was quite dangerous, because we would climb to the upper storeys or ‘dare’
each other to walk planks over lime pits - had we fallen in there would have been no
escape. On cold winter nights we could be found crouching round a fire we had made
from wood off-cuts from the house-building, on which we roasted potatoes dug-up
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from the allotments. I can still taste the dry acrid-metallic-electric-acidic feeling of the
black carbonized skin when we pulled them out from the embers - but they were
delicious.
The Spanish city with its high white rotunda and dome was an exotic place - which
in memory was open year round. Colourful gypsy people provided shooting galleries,
coconut ‘shies’, big dipper, whirling machines, a tunnel with ghosts and skeletons,
fortune tellers, toffee apples, candy-floss, ice-cream, seaside rock and so on. There was a
'Treasure' game in a glass cabinet, with a grip-lever outside that controlled a grab inside
the case. The floor of the case was covered with sand and rocks to simulate the sea floor
and strewn with prizes to be picked up and delivered into a moving tray. One
manipulated the grip to select a prize with the grab. These were trashy and very difficult
for the claws to grip; success was rare. (How very slow and primitive indeed compared
with today's computer games!) Unsophisticated (very unsophisticated by today's
standards) gambling, such as rolling pennies onto squares, was on offer, which attracted
various prizes such as big cuddly toys, a doll or a goldfish in a bowl if one won; or
versions of roulette.
There was no television then of course: on Saturday mornings we used to go along
to one of the three cinemas, the "Empire" to see adventure films, such as Flash Gordon,
or "Bring-em-back-alive" Callaghan (my first - if vicarious - encounter with elephants,
hippos, rhinos, giraffes, gorillas, lions, leopards and crocodiles. There were also the
films of Osa and [Martin] Johnson, which introduced me to more natural wildlife in
Kenya. Little did I know that I was to have much more vivid encounters with these
species than the very contrived ones in the films, or that I would live to see a man on the
moon. We used to pay to get into the cinema on Saturday by collecting jam jars, which
we handed in at the box-office. "God Save the King " was played at the end and we all
stood up to attention: I still remember how proud it felt to be British.
My mother was concerned about more civilized matters and I was forced to take
dancing lessons, which I loathed and was never any good at. I was also taught "good
manners" - to stand when a lady entered a room, to open doors, to be helpful around the
house, or digging the garden and so on. I went shopping with my mother, to carry the
purchases and be shown off. My father was a keen card player and each week had a
card-playing evening with three of his friends; when they met at my home I used to
stand and watch the play and listen to the talk. They used cowrie shells for gambling
chips, playing for small stakes. I learnt to play chess and draughts, and other games.
In the summer the beach was a focus and the family spent quite a bit of time there at
weekends. We had a beach tent and deck chairs, which were stored in a building at the
back of the promenade. Many years later my Father became President of the Panama
Swimming Club and after a successful fund-raising drive they were able to build a
clubhouse. I learnt to swim in the sea - really a matter of sink or swim, but it was a
point of honour to achieve mastery of the medium. It was a great feeling of triumph the
first time I was able to swim unassisted out of contact with the bottom and experience
the thrill of being out of my depth. It was also quite a hardy life. I was expected to have
a ‘dip’ every morning, more or less year round, whatever the weather. It was worse for
my father because, with only one leg, he had to hop down to the sea on his crutches and
then throw them down on the sand and slowly immerse himself in the shallow water; at
least we could run in and get it over quickly!
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I was very fond of my father but, though proud of my mother's achievements, I did
not feel loved; there were few warm moments like hugs, cuddles or kisses. She took a
leading role in local politics, first as a conservative and then as an independent. She was
the first woman chairman of the old Whitley Bay Urban District Council in l945 and
later Mayor of the town, by then a Borough, which she served with great distinction for
35 years. She epitomized that great British characteristic of voluntary public service - a
characteristic which has been and is being eroded by today's Welfare State - and she
served with great enthusiasm on many public bodies before entering the council. During
the War she served as chairman of the Manpower Commission in the region. She was a
founder member of the local Council of Social Services and a Chairman of the Whitley
Bay Standing Conference of Women's Organizations. She was awarded an MBE in l972
in recognition of her public service and greatly enjoyed her trip to Buckingham Palace
with her two sons.
A woman of high principle, great integrity and sound commonsense, she was also a
difficult person to live with and the family had to deal with her outbursts, when
(wrongly) she felt herself undervalued. An overall unhappy childhood memory is of
the flaming rows between her and my father, who was all for a quiet life; he had a
pressing personal problem, continuous pain. But, although she was impatient with her
family and not in my recollection a particularly loving mother, she was always
accessible to local people who sought her help with multifarious problems. She was
keenly aware of the injustices of the rating system as a means of raising revenue and of
the unfair burden this represented to those least able to bear it - although in domestic
life she had an extravagant streak. She was a good customer of the local florists' shops
and the house was always well-furnished with vases of fresh cut flowers; our home was
overstocked with linen, clothes, food and domestic supplies, because she always bought
more than necessary.
She was in charge of the town's affairs in the immediate post-war years - a time of
new, exciting, starry-eyed ideas, many of which we have now learned to our cost were
preposterous. For example, as chairman of the Council and of its Finance Committee she
did not share the then current enthusiasm for the new [high-rise tower blocks] as the
solution to the post-war housing problem. Elsewhere throughout the country local
authorities committed themselves to the building of these ill-fated and inhuman
monstrosities (many to be demolished after a mere fifteen years as unfit or unsafe).
Whitley Bay, thanks to my mother's determination and good sense was spared this
horror and instead built the well-planned, generously laid-out ‘Foxhunter's Estate’ of
semi-detached houses - an estate which improved with maturity.
She stood under the Conservative and later Independent banners during what was
often a controversial life in local politics. Independently minded she abhorred the
introduction of party politics into local government, seeing it as an irritating and
unnecessary diversion from the important job in hand - the efficient running of the town
for the benefit of its citizens. To her the expression "parish pump politics" was not a
derogatory one, but in fact the very heart and soul of what local government was, and
should be, all about. She became more and more disillusioned and in l972 resigned as a
counselor; but five years later, at the age of eighty, returned to politics when she
launched a protest group against the rating system.
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From my perspective local politics was for her clearly a very active war, with
allegiances constantly changing - one month a person was "thick as thieves" with her
and the next she would have no good word for them. I see her now as a kind of
Margaret Thatcher on a local scale! She would have made a good MP and was
approached from time to time by people with this in mind, but nothing came of it. She
was very single minded and principled and she did a great deal of good - as
chairwoman of the Finance Committee and the Housing Committee and member of
many others. People used to come to our house for help and advice at all hours and the
telephone rang constantly. I remember at an early age meeting Dame Irene Ward, then
MP for Tynemouth, quite often and on another occasion Alfred Robins, later to become
a Labour Minister. At an early stage of his political career; she was a friend of Neville
Trotter, the MP for Tynemouth towards the end of the century, and he wrote me a
glowing letter about her when she died.
My father remained a keen sportsman although, except for swimming, no longer a
participant, and he took us to soccer and rugger matches in the winter and to cricket in
the summer. We also went to swimming galas where brother Peter was a star
performer. Near the station at Monkseaton were hard tennis-courts and my friends and
I used to play there - in a very unskilled fashion. In the evenings Dad would tinker with
his cat's whisker radio receiver, or do some repairs. I learnt quite a bit about
maintenance and repairs in the house under his tutelage, most importantly to replace
fuses, for we often seemed to have a fuse go. There was a chest in the hall which
contained, as well as tools a conglomeration of components, such as screws, nuts and
bolts, various electrical components, kept in tobacco tins higgeldy-piggldy, against a
foreseeable future use, which rarely came. (I too have a propensity for this). He
encouraged us in model-making - one of the earliest I tried was a wooden Roman Galley
made from a "Hobbies" kit - but we also tried model aeroplanes. And I made the first
attempts at drawing and painting. Dad worked in Newcastle and travelled there each
day by train. His daily schedule was ‘regular as clockwork’, a great contrast to his
earlier lifestyle. Sometimes I would walk with him to the station in the morning, and
often I would meet his train in the evening and walk back home talking about the day's
events. From time to time he would bring back small presents for us, which was
exciting.
We took annual summer holidays, usually if not always to a seaside resort - strange,
since we lived in one - but I realized that it was due to the fact that my father wasn't
mobile and the only place he was not disadvantaged was in the water. We didn't have a
car: probably he could have driven a car with specially modified controls to meet his
disabled condition, but my Mother didn't wish to drive and there was also the cost to
consider. Our summer holidays usually lasted for about a month. I can remember
visiting the Isle of Man, Redcar on the Durham coast, St Abbs in Berwickshire,
Seahouses and Beadnell in Northumberland. The latter was the most regular holiday
destination, but we went one summer to nearby Alnmouth. We would go to a resort and
enjoy the beach, for swimming and sun-bathing. My parents would organize beach
games like rounders, hand-ball, French-cricket and so on for the holidaymakers.
Regattas, with swimming and if we were lucky sailing races were a feature. There were
prizes. Our base during the day was a cubic wooden-framed tent and we took sandwich
lunches so that we could stay out almost all day, weather permitting. One of the
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highlights of the holiday was always a treasure hunt, in later years usually organized by
brother Peter. This led us on a roundabout route through the nearby country, the village
and the harbour, with clues that seemed difficult at the time, hidden in places like a
hollowed-out loaf of bread in a fisherman's boat. Looking back my memories are of
universal fine weather, warm seas and idyllic days in the sun. In the evenings we
would have house games like charades, sardines and murder, and of course there was
always chess, draughts, cards and monopoly. Radio and television weren't on offer.
My favourite place for holidays was Beadnell, a very small fishing village with long
sandy beaches and a small harbour built from sandstone blocks and backed by old lime
kilns. We usually travelled by bus, via Newcastle, and Alnmouth, but sometimes by
train via Newcastle and up the main line to Chathill Junction, where we were met by a
local taxi for the last leg. Once arrived there was always something for small boys to do
and the kindly local fishermen were always willing to spin tales. Initially we stayed in a
boarding house called ‘Alexandra House’; my recollection is that it was a wooden-clad
frame building. Later we stayed in a more solid and comfortable hotel – ‘The Towers’
which had gardens and a tennis court. Just around the corner was the pokey little village
shop, a storehouse with all kinds of treasures and 'goodies' on which we could spend
our pocket money. The village stood just off a main road and a path led over springy
sea-turf, across the fields, with - excitingly - the occasional 'bull, which may well have
been a cow or a heifer for all I know. It gave an adventurous feel and we were careful
not to wear anything red, so as not to anger it and be attacked! Life was full of
perceived adventure and drama. Beyond the fields was a low line of sand dunes, held
together with murram grass, the needle points of which are painful for tender feet, and
then the beach. It was extensive and stretched southwards from the harbour for several
miles of perfect silver sand. We could walk down to the south end and risk quicksands
(an exciting prospect which never transpired) to visit a small suspension bridge, which
was the limit of our territory. Once or twice we stayed in Seahouses, a rather larger
village, with a bigger harbour, where we inspected the boats daily and asked the
fishermen for fish, usually saithe (coalfish) which we took away to cook for supper.
Seahouses had a view of the Farne Islands and Bamborough Castle was not far away.
Both Seahouses and Beadnell had rocky stretches of coast where, at low tide we used to
go looking for cowrie shells, sea urchins, crabs and fish, and wonder over the colourful
sea anemones.
When we arrived at the beginning of the holiday we erected the family tent on the
beach and it was occupied just about every day, though we did make some excursions. I
remember visiting Berwick by bus one day and walking round the walls. My saved-up
pocket money was spent that day to buy a whistle made from the tip of a stag's antler;
another time I bought a sheath knife with a stag's horn handle. Another day I remember
was going to Fallodon, the seat of Earl Grey; it was an estate with extensive woodland
and was managed for wildlife, notably wildfowl. The colourful ducks impressed; it was
there that I first recall seeing Carolina wood drakes and mandarins. Later, one of the
first books I bought was a biography of "Earl Grey of Fallodon". We visited other
Northumbrian towns and villages in the region, like Alnmouth, Craster (still known for
its delicious kippers), and occasionally travelled inland to Rothbury, Morpeth, Alnwick,
Wooller and the Cheviot and Eldon Hills.
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Because we returned each year for several years we knew many of the other
holidaymakers, who became friends, although mostly we did not see them from one
year to the next. And later on there were a few attractive girls who I looked forward to
seeing. We also had a few friends in the village. I remember a picture book 'cottage'
(really a small detached modern house) with blue-painted woodwork and white walls,
where an artist lived with his wife. Much later my parents told me they had considered
buying a cottage on the coast near the harbour; it would have cost about £450 - God
knows what it would cost to buy now, but it would have a been a good investment.
What put them off was their financial situation - they were expecting to have to put
Peter through University - and lack of transport, since neither of my parents drove a car,
which meant that we could not have taken full advantage of it.
The highlight of such a holiday was a day-long boat journey to the Farne Islands
and, if the weather was exceptionally good on to Lindisfarne (Holy Island). We voyaged
in a fishing cobble (pronounced coble), the east-coast design which is so seaworthy, with
beautiful lines, ‘tumbling home’ towards the square stern. Usually the boat was open,
but some had a small deck house aft or perhaps were decked in forward; this was more
often the case when we embarked on the bigger boats at Seahouses. It was on these
trips, when others were suffering, that I first realized that I was one of those lucky souls
who do not suffer from sea-sickness (and in later years, on many voyages to the
Antarctic over the great waters of the Southern Ocean, this was confirmed).
Such a day would start with a walk over to the harbour in the early morning sun,
where the party would clamber into the boat down the cool stone of the quayside. The
engine would be ticking, or rather 'clonking' over and the two fishermen clad in their
working clothes, complete with rubber thighboots and oilskins for use if the weather
worsened. The boat was redolent of the normal fishing activities - pungent fishy smells,
diesel fumes, Stockholm tar and other unknown scents. We took our places and made
ourselves comfortable as the boat rounded the point and headed north for the islands,
accompanied by the plaintively crying seagulls. I liked to have a place up in the bows,
but there might be some competition for this. Often we would have a few lines out
trolling for mackerel. It was a leisurely voyage, with the coast to observe as we passed
Seahouses, the epic Bamborough Castle on its rocky crag and the castle mound of
Lindisfarne ahead in the hazy blue distance. The coast was varied: sandy beaches
backed by sand dunes, separated by rocky headlands. Offshore there was always
something new to observe, seabirds fishing, other boats and the vast expanse of sky that
one experiences when on the water. There were the ever-present noises of the waves,
the tinkling and splashing of water against the hull and the throb of the engine.
The islands grew larger until we could make out the red and white Longstone
Lighthouse, set on a low rocky islet, the larger inner Farne, grass-covered with steep
fringing seabird cliffs, Brownstone. The sea, which had been smooth and calm with a
long rocking swell, became fretted on the surface with eddies and swirls, due to the
currents running between the islands. When we came close to the shore the bottom
appeared to rise up towards us through the crystal clear water, like greenish-tinted
glass. And peering down (that was an attraction of the position at the bow) one could
see the swirling seaweed fronds, holdfasts, sand, rock and shingle of the sea floor, with
sea anemones and sea urchins prominent on the rocks and the occasional fish darting
about.
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If we were lucky we would see a few grey seals, usually in the water, bobbing their
horse-like heads (or so it seemed to me then - I know better now), as they in turn
reflected our curiosity. They were mysterious, rare creatures in those days - large, glossy
and smooth. When they came close to the boat one could see their graceful balletic
swimming motion through the clear water, in striking contrast to their ungainliness
ashore. It was clear to me why they were called ‘the people of the Sea’. In the air about
us we were surrounded by raucous birds - gulls, terns, puffins, guillemots among
others, and - sitting on the water - diving puffins, eider ducks and their more colourful
drakes.
We usually landed on a small crunchy shell-sand beach on Inner Farne, being divebombed by the terns, seemingly pure white against the blue sky. Then we walked up a
slight slope on the delightfully green and springy sea-turf, starred with wild flowers,
most conspicuously the brightly contrasting sea-pinks. There was no restriction on our
movements, although we were asked not to disturb the birds. But it was impossible not
to walk up to a tern's nest to look for the brown-speckled eggs, or camouflaged chicks.
Or to feel the softness of the down in an open eider-duck's nest - and difficult to resist
the temptation to put one's hand down a puffin burrow to see if it was occupied,
experiencing the scary, anticipatory thrill of a nipped finger. One was really in touch
with nature. (This tameness I did not encounter again until I reached the Antarctic many
years later). It was heavenly. We could also go right to the edge of the vertical cliffs (no
restrictive rules - we were trusted not to do anything silly). At close-quarters we
watched the gulls, kittiwakes, guillemots nesting on the rocky ledges in their vertical
city, a place of noise and motion as incoming birds alighted with food for the chicks and
their partners took off on a fishing trip.
Another attraction of this island was St Cuthbert's Chapel, a square, rugged tower,
with a simple altar and carved oak pews inside. We always made a point of visiting it
and absorbing the romance of its history, and we walked over to the automatic
lighthouse, which stained the cliffs white, with its chemical waste. In those days no one
lived on the island and visitors could land and explore at will.
All too soon we were called back to the boat by the fishermen, re-embarked and set
off for the Longstone, through the channels among the rocks, with their seals and birds.
Arrived at the Longstone, we had a slippery walk of a hundred yards or so, over the
seaweed-covered rocks to the lighthouse. The bladder-wrack popped and rustled under
our feet, we slipped on the bright green Ulva and the glossy fronds of Laminaria
impeded progress. The lighthouse itself was a revelation: squeaky-clean, the graceful
curved tower planted firmly on the rocks was painted red and white in bands, all the
brasswork was polished to a bright shine, the linoleum waxed and spotlessly clean. All
the machinery was well oiled - and there was a clean smell about the place. Climbing to
the top we saw the miracle of the light, with its myriad crystal lenses, that revolved at
the touch of a finger. We were allowed out on the balcony to look at the 360 degree
view; then climbed down to see the small museum and to drink in the exciting story of
Grace Darling. The daughter of the lighthouse keeper became a national heroine by her
rescue of the crew of the ‘Forfarshire’ in l838, when she rowed with her father between
the islands in the storm. It was all very exciting for a small boy.
As I said, sometimes we were able to visit Holy Island (Lindisfarne) a few miles
further north, joined to the mainland at low water by a causeway. Holy Island has a
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ruined abbey and a castle on a rocky mound, colourful fishing boats in the small
harbour and other upturned boats painted with pitch, used as storehouses for nets and
lobster-pots by the fishermen. It provided a marked contrast to the Farnes and there
were longer walks to take.
When I was about eight or nine years old I was given my first bicycle. It was quite a
heavy man's bike, second-hand with 28 inch wheels (possibly 30 inches), a ‘Raleigh’ and
very heavy and solidly built. But it had a "Sturmey-Archer" three-speed gear and it got
me around. I was very proud of it and it broadened my range of activities, particularly
during the summer months. I particularly remember cycling one day to Plessey Woods,
a local beauty spot about fourteen miles away from home, with friends. We had an
adventurous day, but eventually, trying to cross a weir over the river I fell into the water
and got thoroughly soaked. We built a fire to dry my clothes, but it wasn't a great
success; the wood wasn't dry, the fire was not very hot and it was very smokey so the
clothes didn't get much drier and they smelt strongly of wood-smoke. Cycling home
damply in the dusk was rather uncomfortable and I caught a tongue-lashing from my
mother when we got back. We made other excursions into the surrounding countryside.
I was not at that time particularly interested in natural history, but we did all the usual
things that boys did, like collecting birds' eggs, and I collected butterflies.
What I do remember is that the countryside was relatively unspoilt, except for the
rivers and streams, which were heavily polluted by the coal dust and other effluents
from the mining industry that surrounded us. Seaton Sluice, a small village to the north
of Whitley Bay, was an attractive and unusual fishing harbour with a narrow exit to the
sea between high cliffs. The river that ran through Hollywell Dene, a wooded valley,
and into Seaton Sluice was for many years completely black, both the banks, river
bottom (seen at low tide) and the water itself. Other rivers were grey from different
industrial activities or black from the coal mining. And of course they supported no fish
or wildlife.
Other transport experiences were when a college friend of Peter's came up during
the University vacation in his Austin seven car, when I was about eleven. He drove us
one fine summer evening to Plessey Woods and it seemed the height of luxury. That
was eclipsed later when I had a ride with my mother and a wealthy friend in a Rolls
Royce; I was ecstatic when the speedometer hit 60 mph, and the car was whisper-quiet broken only by the ticking of the proverbial clock. But for the most part I travelled by
foot, bicycle or public transport.
My first school, from the age of five was the Park Primary School, Monkseaton,
within easy walking distance of my home, which I attended until I was 7 or 8 years old. I
can still remember the thrill of acquiring knowledge, particularly of geography, but I
don't remember much about the school or about my teachers. Inside there was a central
hall, surrounded by classrooms that had large windows opening onto the central area. It
was a rather grim building, withy hard (unforgiving to knees) playgrounds where we
spent the breaks in activities like fighting, kicking a ball about, skipping, and others bowling hoops, marbles, tiddly winks and conkers, which followed a seasonal pattern,
although I can't remember how it was set - except, for obvious reasons the conkers. I
don't remember any of the teachers now, but have vivid memories of the School Dentist,
who came once a year with a mobile surgery. Preventative dentistry was very primitive
then and anaesthetics poor; his visits were very painful and prejudiced me against
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dentists for many years to come. At an early age, perhaps [six], I had had trouble with
infected teeth, (presumably what is known as periodontitis) and went through a rather
daunting operation. It took place in the dining room at home, when, lying on a blanket
on the dining table, with a gas-fire hissing, all my milk-teeth were removed. Although a
general anaesthetic was administered (chloroform) I was partly conscious and still
remember the pain and ignominy of it all.
When the family returned to Whitley Bay in 1935, living again at Strathmore,
Brighton Grove, I entered the North Council Junior School, Whitley Bay, where the
Headmistress was Mrs Veitch. The report at the end of the first year showed that I was
third out of 47 in the class: "Good progress shown. Dick is a very reliable worker"! At the
age of ten I started my first term at Whitley North Junior Council School, Headmaster H
C Gray. My report for July l937 shows me eleventh out of 48 in the class - but I was
much younger than average. (So much for class size as a critical determinant of
learning).
In those early years I was also sent off to Methodist Sunday School each week, but
like most of my contemporaries I wasn't very enthusiastic. I was more interested in the
Cub-Scout Pack which met once a week in the evening to play competitive games, learn
a little of a practical nature - like how to light a fire, or tie a variety of knots - and do
other interesting things together.
The local schools, together with my home environment, must have given me a good
initial education, because I was successful in getting a scholarship to Dame Allan's
School, Newcastle, at the age of eleven. I remember the scholarship exam, in April l937,
which I took in my stride, and the interview in the Headmaster's Office. The Head
during my time was A K Wilson and he complemented me on my vocabulary, which
may have been a significant factor in my success. Of course I had picked up a lot of
words when my mother had rehearsed her "political" speeches at home, and I listened to
the talk when we had visitors. I was awarded a free-place Scholarship beginning in
September l937. The school had recently moved from old buildings in Northumberland
Avenue in the city of Newcastle to the new school in its western suburb of Fenham. My
mother had been very active fund-raising for the move – I think she was Chairman of
the Committee - as my brother Peter went to school there. He left the year before I
entered, to go to Cambridge, but his reputation was still very high with boys and staff a hard act to follow. For a year or two mother was I think Chairman of the School
Governors and she and my father were certainly good friends of the Headmaster. Was
this reflected in my scholarship? - probably not! Well before the new school was built,
the land had been acquired, including playing fields and I can remember Peter's
successes in the school sports where he was Victor Ludorum more than once.
By the time I joined the school that autumn, aged 1112, it had moved to modern
buildings on the new site, with spacious, airy classrooms and well-equipped
laboratories, carpentry workshops, lecture rooms and gymnasium. A private school,
class sizes were much smaller than before (now some 20-30 v. 40-50). It was a day-school
(though the Head was a member of the Headmasters' Conference), and during the
winter I traveled the 12 miles or so by electric train to Newcastle Central Station and
from there took a trolley-bus to school. The train journeys were quite fun because we
had fights with our hated rivals, from Newcastle Royal Grammar School, using elasticbands to fire paper pellets - much to the annoyance of other passengers. I was also given
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a new lightweight "Raleigh" bicycle, with dropped handlebars and 3-speed gears; it was a
glorious shining metallic powder blue and I was very proud of it and kept it in tip-top
condition. I was expected to cycle to school during the summer months. For many years
my Father was an active member of the Panama Swimming Club at Whitley Bay - he
later became its President. We boys were expected to have an early morning swim in the
North Sea each day, year-round, rough or smooth, wet or dry, stormy or not, and no
doubt it toughened us up. Dad set the standard by hopping into the sea on his crutches,
which he then threw ashore and swam off very strongly using a trudgen stroke. So the
days were quite long and I tended to procrastinate over my homework - which was I
think set every night - often ending up doing it on the train on the way to school. That
was more difficult when I cycled!
I don't remember too much about my early days at Dame Allan's. In my report for
the first term I was second out of 29 in the form; "Biology 1st - Excellent. A thorough and
interested worker"; "Geography lst - V. good indeed"; "Drawing 2nd - Excellent. " Other
subjects were not so good. It was all rather novel of course; we wore school uniform a
black blazer with the school badge - a gold shield and cross - a red, black and yellow
striped tie and grey shorts for the younger boys (and trousers later on), with black shoes
and grey stockings. My mother took me shopping in Newcastle, to Isaac Walton, the
school outfitters, with a list of required clothes, including rugby outfit, cricket flannels
and school sweater, black house shoes and physical education kit; everything had to be
just right. Each morning school began with Assembly and hymns in the school hall.
A report from summer l938 reads: "Biology 2nd - V.good indeed. He likes this
work"; "Geography -1st - V.good"; "Drawing 1st - Excellent"; December 1938: "Biology lst
- V. Good indeed"; "Geography - 2nd V.good"; "Drawing 2nd. Excellent"; "Maths not up
to usual mark." I had my brushes with authority and several painful canings from the
Headmaster, though for what transgressions I can't recall. I don't suppose they had any
specially good or bad effect upon me and maybe I was slacking. Clearly I went through
‘a 'bad patch.' By July 1939 the School Reports were not so good: - "slacking over past
year". "Biology 4th in term, 10th in exam - good as a rule"; "Geography - 1st in term; 11th
in exam - Exam. poor for him"; "Drawing 1st - Excellent".
I don't recall too much about the lessons either, but I think most of the masters were
good and some were real 'characters'. Mr Mallinson taught us maths and biology. He
was rather irascible and would sometimes chase us around the classroom trying to hit
us with a length of heavy rubber tubing; when it connected, which fortunately was
seldom, it was really salutory punishment. Mr Pennington was the Physics master; Mr
Walker taught Geography; Mr Little, Music and Scripture (neither of which I was much
good at), "Sandy Haggis" (not his real name!) taught us Latin but not very well; I don't
remember the French master, except that he was very tall and ginger-haired, with a low
level of tolerance; we didn't get on well and on at least one occasion I received a painful
clout to the head. In contrast, there was a very gentle, likeable chap who taught
Carpentry, which came in very handy later in life and we had Art classes, mostly still
life and design as I recall.
Charles ("Charlie" to us boys) Hay, the school chaplain who later became a Canon of
Newcastle Cathedral, was a great rugger enthusiast, having played for some good teams
in his younger days. He taught games and ran the school Scout Troop - the 22nd
Newcastle - and we had some lively and enjoyable times. I was quite keen on sports, but
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didn't have much time for cricket, which was too slow for me. I was particularly keen
on rugger and quite enjoyed the gym classes. Here there was only one snag: when we
had boxing training we paired off with sparring partners, but I always seemed to be
pitted against the Welsh gym master, Mr Jones, who was rather large and expert; quite
often my head was ringing at the end. As to more academic pursuits, I suppose I was
reasonably diligent, but I don't recall enjoying the lessons, except perhaps Geography,
and Geometry which seemed more logical than many of the other subjects. Speech Day
was an annual occasion and I must have done reasonably well because I still have some
prizes with book-plates recording success in a number of subjects, and even form prizes.
Then there were school plays and light operatic performances. I had a minor
singing role in "The Mikado" and was involved in "Ruddigore", but as a scenery painter
- presumably my lack of singing ability was soon ‘rumbled’. (Later as Master of a
Cambridge College I found myself thinking of "Ruddigore" when I presided at High
Table at College feasts before the portraits of previous Masters; but they didn't step
down from the walls to prance and sing!).
In earlier years I had been a keen attender at Cub-Scout meetings, where we played
games in the Methodist Church Hall, learned to tie knots and primitive first aid. At
Dame Allan's I was an enthusiastic Boy Scout, a member of the "Peewit" Patrol, and
greatly enjoyed the annual camps. These took us to interesting camp sites surrounded
by beautiful country mainly near the River Tyne - Riding Mill, Healey, Slaley, with
cross-country exercises, on one occasion all night by moonlight across the Blanchland
Moors through the heather, which made quite an impression on me. It was fun to cook
‘dampers’ and ‘twists’ over open fires and to improvise camp ‘furniture’, like swing
gates, into our kitchen area. I also began to take the various qualifying tests for the scout
badges, which are an incentive to learn about various practical and more academic
subjects. It was at the first of these camps that my interest in natural history was further
stimulated by the discovery of a moorhen's nest on a small island in mid-stream, with
three exquisite blue eggs - I can still recall the excitement of that moment.
Then in l939, when the ‘war clouds were gathering’ and I was aged 13, I went to the
Scottish Schoolboys' camp at Bruar, near Pitlochry in Scotland. This was pitched at the
junction of the Rivers Bruar and Garry. We slept in army bell tents and the leader of our
tent was a very competent older boy, probably about 16 or 17; I don't remember his
name - Jan I think. But he dressed in black shirt and shorts and taught us a great deal
about the outdoor life; he became for us what now is called a ‘role model’! We went on
some long walks past the Falls of Bruar, through pine and deciduous forest and up onto
the heather moorland. The route took us up to the top of Ben a'Ghlo (3,000 feet) and later
we climbed Ben Dearg. These two "Munros" were the first mountains, more properly
hills that I climbed. The camp was attended by very bad weather and heavy flooding,
which almost swamped the campsite, the rivers on either side of us rising rapidly and
becoming strong brown torrents. It was exciting.
So life was continuing in a steady way when events arose that were to change my
future life, and the lives of millions of others, completely.
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Chapter 2

Exploring the Lake District

F

rom the summer of l938 onwards I was well aware of the events leading up to
Munich and the invasion of Czechoslovakia, and that people were getting
increasingly concerned and pessimistic about political developments. I helped
in Whitley Bay with the issue of gas masks, standing behind a trestle table and
handing them out; rather sinister-looking, futuristic contraptions of rubber, with a
metal canister in front to hold the filter – in cheap cardboard boxes.
The War: Evacuation to Wigton
Then suddenly on 1 September l939 we found ourselves being evacuated travelling by train to Wigton in Cumberland. It was quite an adventure, setting off
mid-morning from Manors Station, Newcastle, with our gas masks and labels to
identify us. We changed trains at Carlisle for Wigton and on arrival marched from
the station to Nelson School where we were given rations - chocolate, condensed
milk, corned beef and biscuits. We formed into parties of 15 -20 boys (presumably
the same happened to the girls), and walked out into the town with the local billeting
officer. He knocked on the doors of the houses where we were to billeted and the
housewives chose from among us, however many they had been allocated. It was a
lovely late summer day and all rather novel to us.
I was placed with the Parkers, a very likeable childless couple who lived in a
small cottage in a cobbled yard off the main street, near the southern edge of the
town. It had an outside toilet and the washing place was a stone sink near the front
door. On many mornings I washed in the open from a bucket - later even on days
when it was freezing cold and I had to break the ice on the pail! In a rather more
impressive house just next door
Bill Harrison, a friend, was billeted. The
Parkers' niece, Lily was her name I
think, had a boyfriend with a car and it was
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on his car radio two days later, as we drove through the countryside, that I heard the
Prime Minister’s announcement that Poland had been invaded and the war had
begun.
My memories of Wigton are limited. Its population was about 5,000, many of the
families interrelated and it was still reeling from the depression of the l920's, people
were poor, there were few cars. A clothing factory and a cellophane factory provided
jobs. Later we were shown around the latter; it gave off a powerful smell of carbon
disulphide, which permeated the town; one became more or less used to it after a
while! Market days were a bustle of activity, when lowing and snorting cattle were
driven through the streets to the stalls in the cattle-market and auctioned. There were
little shops where we could spend our pocket money, and a small cinema, the Palace
Cinema in Meeting House Lane, although I don't remember that we ever visited it.
We shared the Nelson School - the Wigton Grammar School - with the local boys,
but the two schools didn't meet very much, for we had our lessons in the morning,
8.0 am to 1.0 pm and they had the afternoon session, when we were able to play
games. By now I was very keen on rugger and we grew into a very good team,
perhaps because of the many hours we put into practices. We found that
Cumberland rugby was a pretty dirty game compared with the more gentle game we
were used to. "Kick 'im off the ball" and "Gouge 'is eyes out" were among the least
offensive familiar cries. I played in various positions, including hooker which was
pretty tough, but I preferred playing in the three-quarters, usually at fly-half or
centre. I remember Arthur Bell (later Director of Kew Gardens), Brian Davison (who
later became a biochemist and went to the University of the West Indies), and
Gwynn Bevan (who got his blue at Cambridge) as three very effective backs. Graham
Rose (later Gardening Correspondent of the Sunday Times) was another team mate
and I think David Lumsden (later Sir David and Director of the Royal Academy of
Music).
A small covered swimming pool or public baths, stood in an isolated position
among the fields, reached by a narrow path, and I suspect fed by a stream. At any
rate the water was always very murky; it was refilled once a week I think, but there
was no filtration plant - and it was always cold. It is surprising that none of us went
down with meningitis, hepatitis or polio, because it was certainly very unsanitary. I
suppose we had showers after games, but have no clear recollection. We also had
gruelling cross-country runs through the muddy paths of the surrounding
countryside. This was obligatory, as was rugger I suppose; I loved rugger, but didn’t
enjoy the runs.
The winter of l939/40 was a very cold one and the fields remained snowcovered. A meeting place in the evenings was on an estate nearby, where there was a
large block of flats, the ‘Jubilee Mansions’. The building was set in a park with a
large pond, on which we skated; it was almost a lake in my memory, and had islands
covered with rhododendron bushes. I had a regular girlfriend, Hilda, an attractive
blond. We used to shelter in the draughty open basement of the flats, with the snow
falling outside and talk for hours. There were braziers and roast chestnuts too at the
skating. The surrounding countryside was farming country and we explored it in the
snow, including some iced-over rivers and quarry pools. Once I fell in and was
lucky to clamber out. It is my first
clear recollection of the beauty of uneven
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snow, catching the light and shadow.
Our school teachers were a good lot. Mr Mallinson ("Mallie") still taught us
maths, but spent a lot of time reminiscing about the First World War and life in the
trenches. "What do you do boys if there's a poison gas attack?" "You take out your
handkerchief, pee on it and put it to your face, breathe through it, and it filters out
the mustard gas!" (Of course this went down very well among the boys – ‘titter,
titter”). He could be irascible and chased us on occasion through the classroom,
calling us "you cheeky wallahs!" and wielding a piece of rubber tubing from the
chemistry lab, which was extremely painful if it made contact; but he was well-liked.
The French teacher was the reverse, a shy, pretty Belgian girl, who was sometimes
the butt of practical jokes and attempts to embarrass her; we liked her but were
rather thoughtlessly cruel. Our Physics teacher, Miss Joslin, was very impressive. She
later became the Headmistress of the Francis Holland School near Baker Street in
London and, many years later, after I had returned from the Antarctic I went there to
give a lecture to her girls.
We helped the war effort by working in the wet and muddy fields grubbing up
potatoes (‘tatie scrattin’) for a shilling an hour. It was back-breaking, miserable, cold
work, but we felt that we were doing our bit for the war effort. We visited the
surrounding country - Solway, Millom, Silloth, and Carlisle - and we had rugger
fixtures with other schools including St Bees and Heversham. In the limited time we
had after the matches with Heversham I made a close friend in John Moss – he also
played hooker - whom I saw much of later as an undergraduate at Cambridge.
A significant day for me was a bus trip we made to the Lake District not far to
the south. Unfortunately it was raining and all the mountains, Helvellyn for instance,
were hidden behind dense clouds almost to the bottom of the valleys; all we saw
were the signposts indicating adventurous walks and footpaths that led up into the
thick cloud layer. However there were better experiences, with visits to Caldbeck
("D'ye ken John Peel"), and Keswick, where we climbed Skiddaw, a very dull climb
up slate screes, which I have never repeated. However, the weather was fine and we
appreciated the extensive view. It was a revelation to me, and only my second hill
walk; the first was Ben A 'Ghlo in Perthshire climbed earlier that year.
We spent two terms at Wigton, an enjoyable time for me. I saw my parents a few
times; they came at least once to Wigton to see where I was billeted. They also
travelled to Carlisle and I took a bus to meet them there. I wrote to them regularly
and it was my father who tended to reply. I suppose mother was too busy; she had a
wartime job as a manpower inspector with the Ministry, in which she was very
successful I believe, because later it led to the award of an MBE. The war didn't
develop in those months - it was the time of "the phony war"- and so the school
returned to Newcastle about February l940 and a more normal life at home ensued
for a while.
Return home and re-evacuation to Windermere
The next few months, living back at home on the coast, were unsettling after
seeing wider horizons. I swam a lot in the cold sea before breakfast (my father was
President of the local Swimming Club) and in summer cycled to school at Fenham, a
suburb of Newcastle, a distance of
about 12 miles each way, in places through
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quite heavy traffic. We settled into the school, which was more modern and better
equipped than the Nelson School, but we missed the half-day schooling and the time
this gave for other activities. I experienced the drawbacks of commuting. Because it
was a day school I also saw less of my school-friends, because most of them lived in
or near Newcastle. However it was good to be near the sea again, to renew
acquaintance with the surrounding countryside and take long walks along the
beaches.
During this time too we had a school scouts' camp at Slaley above the River
Tyne. By then I was patrol leader of the Peewit Patrol and we did all the usual boyscout things - learning to pitch tents, to set up a camp kitchen, to cook "dampers"
over smoky fires, attaining badges. We camped in a large field, but there was wild
country fairly close. I remember the beauty and symmetry of young fir trees, wild
flowers, the haunting call of the curlews, wading across to a small islet in the middle
of clear stream and finding a moorhen's nest with three delicate blue eggs. One
moonlit night we went on a long rough walk over the Blanchland Moors, when we
experienced the sky at night and the mystery of the Milky Way, which I had not seen
so clearly before. On several nights during the camp the sky was lit up by
searchlights and flames and punctuated by explosions over Middlesborough, some
40 miles away. The war was brought home to us vividly; it was beginning to hot up
at last.
Back home there were also several nights of air-raids on the Tyne, the targets
being the shipyards, but often the bomb-aiming was wildly out and some large
bombs fell over Whitley Bay, including what were known as land mines that came
down by parachute. We had constructed a small air-raid shelter - a ‘Morrison shelter’
- in our back garden. It was a pit, dug in the clay soil, with curved corrugated-iron
protective roof and sides, covered by sandbags, but it filled with water and so was
never used! The raids didn't do much damage to Whitley Bay or Newcastle, but a
decision was taken to evacuate the school again in June l940 - this time to
Windermere.
Again we went by train. Again we were taken to our billets and left to settle in.
Bill Harrison and I were billeted at ‘Crossroads House’, on the road leading up from
the Lake Windermere car ferry to Crook and Kendal. The occupants were a lady and
her forceful, unlikeable daughter, aged I suppose about thirty, who didn't take to us.
She had a veterinary practice at the house, and there were lots of dogs and cats
about. It was a temporary billet, as we were expected to stay long-term at a large
house, nearer the lake, but whose owners were then away on holiday. We spent a
few weeks at Crossroads, but didn't really feel welcome there, so it was relief when
we moved to ‘Green Gables’, on 23 July. It was a beautiful home, built in l929 of
green Langdale stone.
There the two of us were placed with a childless couple, Winifred and Cuthbert
Woods. She was an invalid, with a heart condition, in her early fifties at the time, and
had a paid companion Elsie Craston, who completed the household. This four-year
period was the beginning of one of the most formative and idyllic periods of my life,
an introduction to a new and different world and culture.
Freda Woods came from a Westmorland family, the Brunskills, but was born in
Darlington; her father (Walter
Brunskill) had been a wealthy mill owner, a
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keen climber and member of the Fell and Rock Climbing Club and the Alpine Club.
(The Westmorland Cairn on the summit of Great Gable, overlooking Wastwater,
commemorates a cousin, Colonel Horace Westmorland whom I was later to meet).
She was an only child (a younger brother Fred had died at an early age), and had
often been on walking and climbing holidays in the Alps and there were many
mountaineering books on the shelves. She was educated at Bolam Hall and the
Mount School, York and spent a year in "finishing school" at Weisbaden, Germany.
She had a very sociable nature, a keen intellect and sensitive mind, always charming,
gentle and courteous, caring deeply for the sufferings of others and felt deeply about
the many causes that she sought to help. She was well read in the arts and
humanities and had a well-stocked library, to which I had full access.
She and her husband Cuthbert were members of the Society of Friends, or
Quakers, and so they were pacifists. We used to go to Meeting quite often on
Sundays, usually driving to Kendal Meeting House via Crook, on a sunny day a
beautiful drive. Other times we went to Hawkshead or further afield. I enjoyed the
peace and tranquility of the Meeting Houses and the opportunity to think, though
not necessarily about spiritual matters! At other times I was required to go to
Anglican services and was being prepared for confirmation by Charles Hay, the
school Chaplain, a “done thing”. I was in fact confirmed by the Bishop of Carlisle,
and was, I suppose, 'conventionally religious' for that time and at my age. Freda
Woods was very well read and held strong opinions; we had lengthy discussions
about life, literature and poetry, religion, beauty and truth, morality, life, which I had
never had in my own family. I think she regarded me as the son she had never had
and was like a mother to me, very concerned to develop my character and
spirituality. One of her precepts, which I have always tried to follow, was "Don't ever
be satisfied with second best". It would have been difficult to find anyone less like
my mother and she was an equal or greater formative influence, but largely in an
opposite direction. This was to cause problems with my parents later.
Freda Woods had married in l914 and gone to live in Birkenhead. They moved to
Windermere in l929, when Green Gables was built to their wishes. Cuthbert Woods
had been a Professor of Dentistry at Liverpool University, but retired in his forties I
think, to look after his wife, who had a chronic heart condition. He had a welldeveloped sense of humour and a fund of funny stories, many of which related to
the Liverpool music halls of his student days. He was an expert craftsman in wood
and metal. As a hobby he made scale model boats and ships for the Liverpool
Shipping Museum, complete in every detail. He was very interested in ships and
shipping and everything to do with the sea. One of his cousins, Captain William
Tanner, was in the Royal Navy and paid us a visit once. He came straight from the
war and had a lot of impressive stories of his wartime experiences including the
Normandy landings.
Cuthbert Woods also made clocks – starting from scratch, including their
movements, the engraved faces, and their walnut or mahogany cases - both
grandfather clocks and smaller ones. He collected gold turnip watches beautifully
fretted and engraved, some of which he turned into decorative brooches. He was
also interested in local history, mainly of the Liverpool area and North Wales; he
wrote articles on old lighthouses,
and various other antiquities. He was quite
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a good photographer and started me off developing, printing and enlarging. My
parents came over for Easter l941 and gave me a small camera for my birthday, with
which I was delighted; it was my first, constructed of bakelite and cost 1s. 6p, from
Woolworth's: the store had a slogan then: "Nothing over sixpence" and the camera
came in three parts, each costing sixpence! It took rolls of film of 35mm format.
Mr Woods also improved my skills in carpentry and woodcarving, giving me a
set of woodcarving tools, which I still have. And he taught me how to put ships in
bottles, usually Haig's Dimple Scotch bottles, although the household was teetotal!
Later my first ‘published’ article (for a Boy Scout handbook) was on how to put a
ship in a bottle! I still have one example of that skill.
The third person in the menage, Elsie Craston, was a kindly, quiet, cultured,
spiritual, but determined, person of deep character, with a dry sense of humour.
Employed as a companion for Freda Woods, she was central to the working of the
household. She did a lot of the housework and cooking and looked after us boys
very well. Elsie’s hobby was weaving and she had a small loom, which Mr Woods
had made for her, on which she wove table-runners and other ‘craft’ items.
The rough work in the garden was done by Jim, a large slow-witted, but hardworking, countryman. He wielded the large ‘Allen’ motor scythe in the meadow,
and an old-fashioned scythe, which I also learned to use. Haymaking was an
important activity in the summer and leaf-raking in the autumn, in which we all took
part. Mrs Woods meticulously planned the gardening activities, like pruning and
planting, and Mr Woods and Jim carried most of them out. There was also a small
perky Irish terrier, ‘Peter’.
It was an area of large houses standing in their own grounds. I met several of the
neighbours from time to time. One was a collector of the prints of Wencelaus Hollar,
a seventeenth century Bohemian master etcher, who settled in England and is noted
for his ‘Views of London’. I was privileged to see his collection and new
acquisitions. Another was the inventor of the “fluid flywheel” used at that time in
expensive motorcars. Another had invented the “cats eyes” that make night driving
so much safer.
Green Gables: an idyll
It was an idyllic place for a teenager with interests like mine, a life unlike
anything I had experienced before. But Bill found it a bit remote from other
happenings. The house and grounds stood on the eastern side of Lake Windermere
and overlooked the lake at the point where the ferry ran. Beyond lay the everchanging wooded slopes of Claife Heights, behind which the sun set at times in a
blaze of glory. Behind the house, the ground rose abruptly to a steep hill crowned by
a compact larch wood. Most beautiful of all was the view to the north where, beyond
the head of the lake, light and shadow often played over the slopes of Fairfield. To
the east of Fairfield lay Wansfell and Kirkstone Pass and to the west the shoulder of
Helvellyn, Dunmail Raise and the bracken covered slopes of Loughrigg.
The house was solidly built and beautiful in design: it sat comfortably on its
leveled site on the hillside, and from every one of its square-paned, leaded windows
beautiful views were to be seen. The garden was unconventional and irregular;
much of it was wild; it was
frequented by squirrels and many beautiful
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birds; stones and rocks abounded and it was not entirely innocent of weeds - but the
house and garden would always remain dear to the heart of those who knew them
best. The materials used in the building of the house were 'Langdale green' stone and
cream roughcast, and the many green-slated gables gave the house its name. Inset
on the west front between the two main gables was a carved stone dated l929 with
the initials of Freda and Cuthbert Woods. Delicate pink Clematis montana and appleblossom japonica almost covered the south wall: yellow and fragrant white jasmine
and coral red japonica flourished together on the east wall and in winter and spring
the north wall was bright with red Cotoneaster berries and yellow jasmine and
Forsythia.
Most of the garden was hilly. The ground rose behind the house to a knoll,
covered by a glade of larches, scots firs and pines, bounded to the south by an
irregularly shaped lily-pond overhung by willows. (In the mornings rabbits gathered
on the grassy knoll; they also frequented the vegetable garden and so Mr Woods
used to shoot them from the bathroom window with his shotgun!). To the north lay
the "little garden", where flowers, shrubs, heather, cuttings and herbs were all found
growing together. On two sides of the house the ground fell steeply, but a
semicircular walled terrace, enclosing a rose garden was built up on the westward
side; and on the north side there was a terrace bordered by a low, sloping Cotoneaster
hedge. The paved and walled-in rose garden was formal in design: box-edged rosebeds and box balls formed the pattern around a stone sundial; and a mass of
honeysuckle flowered freely over the low wall. A flight of wide stone steps, flanked
by a beech hedge, wound down from the terrace, where azaleas, Berberis and a
flowering Pyrus tree grew beneath the high terrace wall. A group of five yews was
planted in the grass beyond. On the south side of the house, bordering the drive,
rhododendrons formed the background to a rock garden, and to the west of the drive
a walk led to the meadow through a grove of birches, rowans, lilac, holly and shrubs.
Much of the garden was wild, intersected by grassy paths and flights of stone
steps, one such flight leading to a stone stile in the western boundary wall. Apple
trees, crab-apple, double cherry, hawthorn, azalea, Japanese maple, birches, rowans
and sweet-briars were planted in the meadow, which was always rich in wild
flowers in Spring and Summer before the hay was cut. There was a small plantation
of birches, rowans and shrubs on the western boundary and in the swampy ground
in the north west corner; willow and dogwood grew by the lower pond.
One of the greatest attractions of the garden was a stream, which tumbled down
a little glen near the northern boundary in a series of falls and cascades. Flowing
underground through the field above, it entered the garden in a pool, out of which a
waterfall emerged; an arched and cobbled stone bridge spanned it. There was a
pump under the bridge and when dry spells were well advanced Bill and I took
turns some days pumping water into the upper pond for the goldfish and water
lilies.
Beneath a large oak it was dammed to form another pool and fall - a single
stepping-stone here forming the bridge. Dippers were often to be seen in the stream
in the garden, or on a stone at the root of an oak tree. Lower down the stream could
be crossed by a single flagstone, below which was another large pool. Facing south a
summerhouse overlooked the pool,
beyond which lay the lower pond.
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Under great oak trees snowdrops, primroses, wild daffodils, bluebells, wood
anemones and other wild flowers, grew on the north bank of the stream amongst
fern and bracken and a tangle of briars and broom. I planted a little rock garden for
alpine plants in a sheltered spot on this bank, just where it caught the sun's rays.
The interior of Green Gables was all furnished to the highest standards. There
was mahogany paneling in the hall, sitting and dining rooms and the latter two had
beautiful views from window seats looking west and north. Outside was a small
verandah overlooking the formal rose garden. In the porch to the house was a
"quotation" at ceiling height: "Sibi dominus aedificaverunt domus, laborare in vanum qui
inhabitare". It had been carved in oak by Cuthbert Woods. Furniture, carpets and
hangings were all expensive and beautiful; the furniture was antique, and on the
sideboard stood antique cutlery boxes in burr mahogany. The drawing room was
little used but had glass-fronted bookcases, with a wide range of reading matter.
The fireplaces burned log-fires in winter, backed up by central heating, which I
had never experienced before. (One of my earliest memories is of the winter cold
indoors at home, where only the sitting room had a coal and wood fire, and gas fires
in dining room and kitchen weren’t often lit. The result was that the house in general
was like an ice-box. When we went to bed the room was cold, we undressed quickly
and jumped into bed, but the sheets were cold and damp until we warmed them
with our body heat). At Green Gables a boiler, located in a semi-basement, near the
kitchen, provided the central heating. This was Mr Woods' responsibility, but from
time to time he delegated the job to us boys; the main task was raking out the clinker,
which had to be done quite frequently if the fire was not to die. This was
accomplished in the choking fumes of sulphur dioxide gas, enhanced when we
threw water onto the fire to ‘damp it down’ and ‘bank’ it. The fire also had to be
stoked from time to time by hand, a task for which Bill and me were co-opted.
The kitchen was large and airy with huge storage cupboards, and an Aga cooker,
which promoted a cosy fug. The scullery looked out onto the concrete yard between
the kitchen wing and the garage, on which the car - a Daimler - was washed once a
week. Leading out of the main hall, near the front door was a cloakroom and toilet,
and a door led into the garage, with a workbench for rough work. Leading from it
was a long, narrow workroom, where Mr Woods did his finer work; it included a
small lathe, and a darkroom. A spacious flight of stairs rose from the hall to an
upper landing from which bedrooms and Mr Woods' dressing room led, and Bill and
I had rooms, separated by our own bathroom in the wing over the kitchen. The walls
were graced with attractive paintings and photographs, many of them of mountain
scenes. I still have a splendid large hand-coloured photograph in an ornate gilded
frame, of the Matterhorn viewed from Zermatt, which used to hang on my bedroom
wall. There was a lavender scent about the house and creaky wooden floors, which
gave an old-fashioned feel, even though the building was only fifteen years old at
that time.
Schooldays and schoolteachers
We shared with Windermere Grammar School, not as in Wigton in separate
classes, but completely integrated. We cycled about five miles to school each day uphill most of the way there and
mostly downhill coasting in the evening.
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The old school buildings were in Cumbrian stone and slate, but some new prefabricated wooden buildings took care of the necessary expansion. The Headmaster
of the joint schools was A K Wilson, on the surface a bit of a disciplinarian, wielding
the cane as necessary - but essentially a decent, kindly man. Later on when I was in
the sixth form and a prefect, I led a revolt over the school meals, particularly the
lunches, and had a confrontation with him. I then realized how difficult his job was,
as there weren't any real sanctions he could apply against firm informed pressure,
and between us we resolved the problems in discussion and negotiation. I suppose I
was equivalent to Head boy, although there was no such title. Perhaps this was the
beginning of a strong-minded approach to authority, and readiness to fight for what
I felt was right. It was an attitude that led me into some difficult situations during
my career! After his retirement Wilson went to live in Kenya with his daughter and
her family.
A school report for December l940 indicates that I was doing particularly well in
Geography, and I was no longer taking Biology or Drawing. As it was wartime, our
teachers were either women or men older than service age. Mallinson and Miss Joslin
were still there and our pretty young Belgian French mistress. Miss Gent taught us
Latin. We had a very pretty blond History mistress (Jean Humble - called "Blondie"
by the boys, after a then current comic strip). She was the subject of fantasies by us
teenagers, had earlier been engaged to the legendary rugby three-quarter Prince
Obolensky, and later married the school chaplain, Charles Hay (The Reverend
Canon A C de P Hay), much to our surprise. He was a well-liked master,
scoutmaster, and a keen rugger player who had played against (or was it with?)
Obolensky when he had been an undergraduate at St John's College, Cambridge.
When he let this become known it greatly enhanced his reputation, at least among
the sportier types. I cycled across the Pennines to attend their wedding in Newcastle
in April l944.
The chemistry teacher was Mr McKissock; he had a dry sense of humour and
made chemistry interesting; we experimented with ‘bangs and smells’ and he called
his blackboard duster after the Russian Field Marshall who was prominent in the
news at the time – “chuck me Timoshenko's vest" he would say. Physics was taught
by Mr Pennington, a small, wiry, hyperactive and very fit man who enjoyed rugger
and fell walking. I suppose the teachers who had most influence on me were Charles
Hay, Mallinson, and Miss Joslin (whose brother had worked in the Colonial Service
in Nigeria; one of his postings was to the northern town of Jos - so he became known
as ‘Jos of Jos’).
I musn’t leave out Mrs Friend, who taught us art for School Certificate. I owe a
great deal to her influence; she stimulated and developed my early interest in
drawing and painting. This was helped by the fact that the Royal College of Art had
been evacuated to nearby Ambleside and its students held an annual exhibition of
their work. She took some of us to these exhibitions which I found 'eye-opening' for
the quality and diversity of the work, in a whole range of media and techniques. By
then I had begun to do small flower and bird paintings and keep an illustrated
nature diary with drawings and small watercolours of flowers, birds, butterflies and
other insects etc. She also taught me to do calligraphy and encouraged me later
(l943) in writing a book "Green
Gables: a Nature Diary" in calligraphy,
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illustrated with my pen-and-ink drawings. I bound it myself in walnut boards, halfcalf, with end-papers covered with a repeating pattern of individually drawn roses
in pen and ink - a considerable investment of time – but there was no television in
those days!
Below us at the foot of the hill, where the road to Crook leaves the lake shore
road and curves up to the left, the house in the acute angle between the two roads
was owned by a professional artist, Mr Waddington. He had a studio in his garden,
full of his work (oils and watercolours), which I found impressive, and he also took a
friendly interest in my painting and drawing. His grown-up son was an artist too
and produced among other work some attractive designs for book dust-jackets,
which impressed me by their technical facility and clean-cut professional style.
Biological studies: seminars and visits
From l941 I kept a nature diary illustrated in colour (or in l943, black & white);
each new flower I saw in the spring - the crocus, hazel catkins, aconite for example
and also some birds – were painted. I spent an hour or so most evenings recording
and illustrating natural history events.
I had not been seriously taught Biology up to this time, but in the fifth form the
subject was offered and Mallinson, no biologist, was our teacher. It didn't matter too
much at that level, but when I moved into the sixth form and elected to do Biology
for Higher School Certificate it could have been disastrous. Among my biological
colleagues were George Knox, Thomas ‘Thos’ Walker, Brian Davison, Arthur Bell,
Bernard Clough and others, who all went on to do well academically. The way we
solved our problem was to teach ourselves: we read the recommended textbooks and
other books around the subject, like Wells ‘The Science of Life’, which considerably
influenced us. Also I had begun to collect books on natural history by then and we
benefitted from the new, semi-popular, weekly science journal, ‘Discovery’. We took
it in turns to "mug up" on a subject and then to give a seminar to our colleagues. We
also arranged to visit local biological organisations. I well remember a stimulating
visit two of us paid to the Freshwater Biological Association, which occupied Wray
Castle on the other side of Lake Windermere. We cycled over there (turning up
without any prior contact) and asked to see something of the work of the laboratory.
Two members of staff in particular were most kind and gave us the run of the labs.
Dr Winifred Frost was one; she worked on fish and it was she who first made me
aware of the use of annuli in scales, opercular bones and otoliths for ageing (a field
in which I became professionally involved in my later career). Another research
worker there, Dr David Le Cren (who many years later was to be a fellow Director in
the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC)), also took an interest and
showed us round. I remember being told the story of the development of the
wartime perch-fishery of the lake, the concomitant decline of the lake's major
predator population, the pike, and the consequences for the ecosystem. For the first
time I looked down a proper microscope, and was exposed to the wonders and
beauty of phytoplankton architecture and design, learned about the lake’s
sedimentary history, and also saw the experimental studies on fish being conducted
in a flume race in the basement
I remember preparing one
seminar for my fellow sixth form biologists
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on mycorrhiza (the beneficial close association between a fungus and the roots of a
plant), and another on the plankton and sediments of Lake Windermere - and there
were others. It must have worked because in our small sixth form class, several of us
did well and got scholarships to University. I think though that I was the only one in
my year to achieve an Oxbridge scholarship; one of the essays I wrote concerned the
ecology of Lake Windermere and may have tipped the balance! Botany was fairly
easy to teach ourselves: we had the necessary ‘floras’ and keys, collected and
identified plants and learnt their Latin names. (Later my Open Scholarship to St
Catharine's College, Cambridge, was designated "in Botany"). Zoology was more
difficult, because the syllabus required dissections. This presented no problems with
rabbits, frogs, worms and cockroaches, which we could collect locally, and dissect
and draw, following the instructions in our textbooks. However, the dissection of the
dogfish was also in the syllabus and for this we had to ask Mallinson to order
formalin-preserved dogfish for us from a biological supply house. My time in the
sixth form was a gentle introduction to the drastic change that occurs when you go
from school to university and are expected to work responsibly on your own. It must
have had quite a significant formative influence on my later approach to education,
scholarship and research.
Other interests: games, Boy Scouts and CCF
Charles Hay taught several subjects in school, namely Scripture, History and
Games. He had a great interest in the boys and he was a man of great energy, charm
and wit and a truly outstanding schoolmaster and mentor. A great extrovert, he
conducted ‘Gang Shows’, campfire singsongs, and played parts in Gilbert and
Sullivan Operas put on by the school - his performance as Pooh-Bah in the Mikado
was unforgettable. I took part in these too, notably as one of the "three little maids"
singing "willow, tit willow, tit willow . . . . ."!
Charles was also a very good rugby coach and we had a great school team. He
entered into the spirit of the training with his resounding cry "tackle him low " and I
can still see him charging down the pitch with several boys, hanging onto him, being
dragged along. We played most of our games on a pitch, which was very uneven,
and sloping, and even had slight rocky outcrops in places; though this may be an
exaggeration (resulting from the passage of time!). Such a playing field would not be
considered at all acceptable in today's risk-averse society. The pitch also usually had
a small stream running down its centre. My position on the field in many games was
as hooker and it was very muddy and cold, because, being in the Lake District, we
had a great deal of rain. However when playing uphill the ‘stream’ may have made
it easier to get the ball back to the scrum-half! But I enjoyed it and was in my
element. Another school evacuated to Windermere was Ashville College, Harrogate
and we played them at rugger, defeating them and being defeated in turn. We
regarded them as rather a prissy lot though.
In l941 I captained the School rugby team when we went to play Wigton at
Wigton; we had a good game but lost. In March I returned from one rugby match
with a black eye, sprained hand and toe! There was another rugby match at Kendal
one afternoon, from which I returned about 6 pm in a taxi, having hurt my head;
kicked by one of the other team. I
was a bit concussed, very white and faint,
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but was playing rugby again a week later. We had at least one match with
Netherfield workers (from a local factory) - adults, so much bigger than us but we
won, probably because we were fitter!.
We also had a number of fixtures playing against Heversham School, near
Morecambe Bay, which was an altogether different proposition; these games were
very hard and what would now be called ‘physical’. We enjoyed those games
particularly, home or away, and I made good friends among the other team, in the
post-match "get-togethers", in the showers or plunge-bath, or later over tea and
cakes, feeling tired but suffused with well-being, whether we had won or lost. One
particular friend was John Moss, who was I think the rival hooker (I forget, but he
certainly played in the scrum). John had suffered from polio and one of his arms was
wasted, but this did not reduce his drive and menace; and he had a great sense of
humour. (Later we saw much of each other again in Cambridge, where he was at St
John's).
Unfortunately, during these years I had problems with one leg; running flat out
down the pitch I would suddenly be brought up short with an excruciating pain and
either fell to the ground or be unable to move. Despite seeing several specialists,
having X-rays and treatment, it was not cured. But I continued to play, although it
was unsatisfactory, and it was not until my second year at Cambridge that it finally
was cured. (A girl friend suggested that I should go to the British Osteopathic
Society in London, near Paddington Station. After paying only two visits to them it
was completely cured, by manipulation. They didn’t charge a fee, but there was a
box at the foot of the stairs for contributions from grateful patients).
Charles Hay had founded the school Scout Troop at Wigton, the 17th Carlisle
and it continued in Windermere, renamed the 22nd Newcastle, becoming a vital part
of the life of the school. It was an exceptionally good group and I rose to be the
Troop Leader - of a motley crowd of some 60 boys. It included one who became the
Director of Kew Gardens, another who became Director of the Royal Academy of
Music, several University Professors and other University teachers, medical Doctors,
the Gardening Correspondent of the Sunday Times. There were Bank Managers,
Businessmen, and no doubt some who made a career in the Armed Forces and other
professions. It provided a good training for leadership and I organized ‘wide games’
up on Orrest Head above Windermere, and among the bracken, trees and heather at
High Borrans where we had the time of our lives and became closely acquainted
with the local natural history. For instance we collected adders, which abounded; the
farmers believed they were a hazard to their sheep and paid us a small bounty for
the skins - an activity which would certainly be frowned upon now, but was
regarded as a public service then!
I also took parties of scouts to the Ferry Hotel, Bowness, at weekends, where we
undertook various "backwoodsman" type jobs, like felling trees, clearing scrub and
building log-bridges over streams. The way these jobs were carried out was left to
our own ingenuity. In return the hotel manager, who was I think a brother of our
headmaster, used to provide a really slap-up feast of tea, sandwiches and cakes as a
reward for our efforts. These tasks taught us practical skills. Fortunately we did not
have any accidents, though we no doubt took some risks and were lucky. Such
activities would not be permitted,
let alone encouraged, today, but they
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inculcated self-reliance and practical problem solving and I suppose it also taught
me something about leadership. Another interesting part of my life at that time was
a number of weekend visits which I made to High Tower Plantation further south
along Windermere, where there was a scout hut and I met some interesting people. I
also learnt about woodcraft. One of the things I remember was how easy it was to
make a "well" in the mossy/peaty soil, which collected clear, naturally filtered,
drinkable water. Scout camps in ‘the holidays’ were one of the highlights, where we
cooked over campfires and put into practice what we had learnt.
My younger brother Michael, had not initially come to Windermere, but with
some other boys he was evacuated later. I felt a strong responsibility for him and
helped him to settle in. On account of his age he was not billeted out, but lived in the
‘School House’ with other younger boys. Occasionally he came over to Green Gables
for a treat and we played cards or otherwise entertained him. He was a very likeable
and charming lad, three years younger than myself. One memorable day I took him
to Langdale, by bicycle. The two of us spent the day scrambling up the Dungeon
Ghyll, collecting blaeberries. We followed no particular path, but made our way up
the rocky stream, wandering upwards through fields of the berries, eating as many
as we collected and getting our faces stained blue with the juice. One of my favourite
dishes still, is summer-pudding made with blueberries, which was something that
Freda Woods introduced me to. Michael joined the scout troop and appreciated the
varied activities. I think he also participated in the tree felling and bridge building at
the Ferry Hotel.
In September l940, aged 14, I went on my First Class hike for the Boy Scouts; I
think my companion was ‘Thos’ Walker. We went by bus to Troutbeck, with full kit
and camping equipment - I suppose about 40-50 lbs each. We made our way by
Troutbeck Church to Long Green Head Farm and a cart track, and then through
swampy ground by Hagg Ghyll we reached the foot of Froswick. There was a steep
climb up a valley between Froswick and the Tongue and then over scree to the top of
Froswick (2359 ft). A Roman road runs along the ridge. We followed this undulating
path by Ill Bell (2476 ft) and Old Yoke (2163 ft), from where we cut across moorland
and then descended to Kentmere village. Pitching camp in the field behind the Post
Office, having covered about 15 miles, we cooked supper (dumplings, boiled
potatoes and beans, stewed plums).
After a good night's rest, we washed, lit a fire and had breakfast (cornflakes,
scrambled eggs and twists). Then we struck camp and set off in rain through Hall
Woods and, using the compass, to High Borrans, where we had lunch. From there
we went back to Orrest Head and so on down to the Windermere Railway Station.
As we later learnt an error in the instructions from Charles Hay had added a number
of miles to the journey and we had covered about 25 miles. I had to write a report,
which I still have and I see that Charles Hay wrote, encouragingly: "One of the best
1st Class Journey Reports I have had. There is little to criticize. Map, sketches are
excellent and the layout of the report could not be much better. Well done!" Of
course it wasn't all that good, but Charles knew that encouragement is good for the
young.
During my time as a scout I put in a lot of effort into passing various
qualifications, starting with tying
knots and mastering rope-lashings. Later I
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won a large number of decorative scout badges, such as for swimming, first aid,
exploration, cooking, natural history, sailing, artist, etc. One learnt about many
diverse subjects and activities. Each was a challenge, though some were easier than
others, and there was usually a significant practical element. To be awarded them
one took a test and had to achieve a set level; they were objectives to aim for. I also
obtained my first-class badge, which involved the first-class hike, already
mentioned. I got so many badges that I also qualified eventually for the ‘gold cords’,
and ‘bushman's thong’ (an attractive plaited leather decoration which I still have) coveted but rarely achieved distinctions. Together with the triple white stripes of the
Troop Leader there wasn't much of my scout shirt left uncovered! I had a good
patrol, called the ‘Bats’ and we had a lot of fun. I remember that the patrol kept a
diary illustrated with amusing cartoons by George Knox. Others in my form,
including ‘Thos’ Walker and Arthur Bell were also active. I have no doubt that I
benefited greatly from being a scout and it was through the scouts that I first began
to enjoy exploring the fells.
In August l941, when I was fifteen, I received a letter from Charles, thanking me
for the good work and leadership I had put into the troop. Had it not been for ‘Thos’
Walker and myself, he said, there would by now be no Scout Troop in the school. He
wrote: "One of the things which worries me about the school is the lack of leadership,
either capacity or enthusiasm for leadership, which becomes apparent the further up
the school people get." Later, I became an Adventure Scout, a category which began
at age 16-17 I think. We helped out like assistant scoutmasters, but also did more
interesting and demanding things.
We were also expected to join the school's Combined Cadet Force (CCF), and I
achieved the illustrious rank of Sergeant, the highest that a schoolboy could achieve.
We wore the thick, rough and itchy khaki serge battledress, tunic, trousers and
puttees wound over heavy black boots; we came to terms with ‘blanco and bullshit’.
We ‘square-bashed’ about once a week in the school playground, had meetings in
the local drill hall, where we learned the basic skills of warfare (which seemed
apposite in wartime!); we got to know about rifles and how to strip them down, even
fire them. The highlight was dismantling, cleaning and re-assembling a huge brengun, though we never did get around to firing it. We learnt map-reading and other
military accomplishments and did field exercises, sometimes at night. One or two
sayings from these times remain clear in memory such as "never volunteer for
anything"; "Bullshit baffles brains"!
Once the CCF went on a week-long field camp in the grounds of Wray Castle,
overlooking the lake. We slept in army bell-tents, which were not as sensible in my
view as the scouts' ridge-tents. At the beginning of the week we had to erect the
tents; the bell tents were easy enough, but there were also two large marquees to be
used as mess tents. No one seemed to know how to erect them, so I took over the
task. Unfortunately, the poles supplied were of unequal length. Decisively, I sawed
off a foot length from the end of the larger one and the marquee was erected. Almost
at once I realized that another option would have been to dig a hole a foot deep! So
much for my decisive action. The officers (Masters) had to resolve that with the hire
firm, or the army, but fortunately there were no repercussions for me!
Another day that week we
received visitors, including two pretty girls,
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who came by boat across the lake. Somehow that party managed to capsize and
arrived dripping wet. A bell tent was allocated for the girls to change in and while
their clothes were away being dried they were given ill-fitting army battle dress and
trousers to wear. Rather amusingly a guard, with fixed bayonets was put outside the
bell tent in question during this operation. Much excitement at the time, over an
event which would not raise any interest at all among teenagers today, but we were
really rather innocent then!
Mountains, the Polar Regions and Sailing
At Green Gables there was always plenty to occupy me. I also made use of the
library and an abiding interest in mountaineering and polar exploration was begun
by reading the classics - about the Alps, Himalayas, other mountain adventures and
the Arctic and Antarctic. One of our set-books for School Certificate was Ernest
Shackleton's ‘South’, a great classic of adventure. I read about Scott and Shackleton
and Wilson, who I greatly admired, and I bought and was given climbing and polar
books for my own collection. I began to build up a small personal library (Whymper,
Christian Klucker, Younghusband, Scott and Shackleton among others).
In December l940, aged 14, I chose to write an English essay on "Mountain
Climbing"; it was rather naive, but was marked 87%. "Mountaineering is I think, one
of the best, if not the best of outdoor sports . . . . People think it is dangerous . . . .
This is not true. In mountain climbing, as in other sports there are rules - not so welldefined but they are understood rules . . . “Why do men climb mountains? – it is a
fine sport - develops muscles - not competitive - just as important as the physical
side is the spiritual side”. “On a mountain, at peace with the world, one can
appreciate the beauty of Nature's works - meditate on the beauty of the landscape or
perhaps the smallest flower - converse with God - trust partner completely- harmony
and beauty of surroundings together with scent of pine trees or heather - thrill of
climbing a virgin snow ridge - spirit of leadership, etc.”
Another essay on "A Reasonable Faith" was given 84%, but it "did not bring out
the relation between Faith and Reason as much as it should". Another "One or two
paintings I admire" was given 75%: "My favourite artist is Edward Wilson, the
naturalist and scientist, who accompanied R F Scott on his fateful journey to the
South Pole. He painted many pictures, mostly water colours - I most admire the
detail and interest he put into them." "When one takes into consideration that in
painting his polar scenes his hands were often very nearly frost-bitten one must
agree that his work is superb." "He always portrayed the scene which he saw in front
of him and did not . . . allow his imagination to stray." "The work which I like most
depicts a scene in the Antarctic. It shows the skis arranged in a semicircle casting
long shadows over the uneven ice. In the sky is the Aurora borealis [sic: I should have
written australis, and it is actually a paraselene - mock suns] - a circle of colour with
misty beams streaming onto the ice. One can almost feel the stillness of the Barrier
ice - the absolute silence of it - as one looks at this painting. Another shows a scene in
a blizzard, dogs and men almost at their last gasp, trudging through the endless
wilderness of snow, thinking no doubt of their homes in England. The snow is
whirling in gusts and faintly through the blizzard - the whirling snowflakes - come
the rays of the sun outlining the
party in a faint luminous glow. One can
almost feel the silence broken now
and then by the crack of a whip - the grunt
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of a dog perhaps . . . " So clearly, I was already developing a particular interest in
polar exploration!
The Woods had a boathouse on the lakeshore below the house which held a 14 ft
clinker built sailing boat ‘Daphne’, a comfortable broad beamed boat with a brown
lug-sail and centre-board. There was also a 10 ft carvel-built dinghy, built by
Cuthbert Woods. Both were very well constructed and maintained. He taught Bill
and myself to sail and we had numerous excursions to explore the lake; where we
were in ‘Swallows and Amazons’ territory. As we became more expert and confident
we were allowed to go out on our own. It was a difficult place to learn to sail,
because, although there were no complicating tides and rough seas, there were
strong winds and they came from all directions, reflected off the hills. So one had to
keep one’s wits about one. I thoroughly enjoyed “messing about in boats”, landing
on the many islands on the lake, swimming from the boat or shore, and fishing.
Although I never was very skilled in sailing, the experience of using boats was useful
in later years – in the Antarctic and at South Georgia, and subsequently in central
Africa.
Entertaining ourselves
I also read with pleasure the other books from the shelves, among them novels
by Winston Churchill (the novelist, not the politician), Walter Scott, Stevenson,
Dickens, Jane Austen, and Fennimore Cooper's "Last of the Mohicans”. Also plays Shakespeare and Bernard Shaw, poetry - Francis Thompson, Walt Whitman, Robert
Browning, Wordsworth and others.
I also began to buy books with my pocket money, usually from the bookshop in
Kendal. I acquired David Lack's "The life of the Robin", which really opened my eyes
to an interest of animal behaviour, and a number of books on natural history, like
those illustrated by Archibald Thorburn, the "Wayside and Woodland" series. Also,
an anthology "A Book of Birds" with Tunnicliffe's engravings, Clare Leighton's "Four
Hedges", Robert Gibbings "Blue Angels and Whales", set among Pacific coral islands,
illustrated with woodcuts of underwater scenes . . . . . and many others. I think these
all influenced my choices later in life. There was of course no television but we
listened to the radio news and occasional programmes like Tommy Handley's
"ITMA" and "Much Binding in the Marsh", which seemed hilariously funny at the
time. We played card games, ‘Up Jenkins’ and ‘Monopoly’ in the winter evenings.
We went to the cinema in Windermere or Kendal from time to time. The films,
or plays, that I remember start in 1940 with ‘Bluebird’, ‘Gullivers Travels’,
Pygmalion. In l941 there was Charlie’s Aunt (play), ‘Pinocchio’, Charlie Chaplin's
‘Great Dictator’. In l942, ‘The Merchant of Venice’, ‘Gone with the Wind’, notable for
its length. At the end of March l942 we put on a Scout concert (The Gang Show) in St
John's Rooms one evening, in which Bill and I took part. It was entertaining and
amusing, and well attended.
Holidays
My parents, or my mother alone, came over to Windermere several times each year,
for a half term weekend or a week
or so at other times. They were much in
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need of rest from the incessant air raids and so we usually had a quiet time; the lack
of our own transport was limiting. We might go to a film and they came to tea at
Green Gables. In November 1940 our brother Peter arrived for a brief visit; the three
brothers had lunch at the Burnside Hotel and then went on to Dungeon Ghyll,
Langdale where we had a walk. I don’t think I saw him again until the end of
December l943 when I went home for several days to see him - on home on leave
from Africa after three years service.
In the New Year I went skating on School Knott Tarn, a great pleasure. A few
days later we drove to Rydal Water to skate and on to Middlerigg Tarn. Shrove
Tuesday came and although I’d never tossed a pancake before managed five or six
without dropping them. At the beginning of March l941 we made a real holiday of
Half Term and Mrs Woods took us to Grasmere where we had lunch at the cafe on
the bridge, then walked up to Easedale Tarn. We also paid a visit to Heaton
Cooper's Studio and he was very pleasant and talked and showed us his water
colours. They included one that particularly impressed me: it was a snow scene with
trees and a lake and he had depicted the snow by leaving areas of the paper free of
pigment.
For part of Christmas and Easter I usually enjoyed going on holiday with the
Woods, to stay at a farm in one of the Lakeland Valleys. We spent one Christmas at
Seatoller in Borrowdale, at Mrs Bland's house, which was prominent as one walked
up from the main valley towards the village. We enjoyed another Christmas at Yewtree Farm, Stonethwaite, and one Easter at Mrs Plaskett's in Rose Cottage,
Rosthwaite - the Post Office. There we had a suite on the side overlooking the path to
Watendlath and would take walks up there, as well as along the river and down the
valley towards Grange, or up towards Langstrath. One Easter we stayed at
Elterwater, at ‘the Barn’, a large house on the northern side of the village overlooking
bracken and grass. We had walks to the lake and along various paths in the valley
and up towards Silverhow.
Often I would go off for the day on my own, which I enjoyed; it was a challenge
and I was rapidly learning to find my way about safely, with map and compass. I
quickly became very familiar with most of the tops and the routes to them. One day
I took Mrs Woods, who was even then, though only in her mid-fifties, a bit frail, up
Great Gable, by way of Aaron's Slack to Windy Gap, before tackling the rocky route
to the top. At the steeper points I pulled her up by her walking stick. She did very
well and it was a great day for her, because of the family associations and memories
of earlier excursions with her family.
At Elterwater we visited the studio of Bernard Eyre Walker, a water colour
painter whose work I greatly admired. He was said to be colour-blind, but he
produced very impressive paintings of the craggy hills and rocky valleys. One in
particular, of Langstrath from above, Mrs Woods bought and I coveted it. The
Woods knew him and I enjoyed talking with him about painting and the hills. They
also knew a garden designer at Chapel Style, Mr Pierce, who lived in a picturesque
farm, and they had one of Eyre Walker's paintings of the barn there, with dappled
shade. From studying this I learnt how shadows should be painted with muted
colours in blue and neutral tones. Living as a refugee with the Pierces was Ernst
Schwitters, a refugee from Austria
who became well known, something of a
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celebrity, for his avant-garde art. His ‘Merz barn wall’ collage became famous later,
and I suppose I was one of the first to see it. It receives a mention in Gombrich's, ‘The
story of Art’ and is now at the Walker Art Gallery, Newcastle. However I must
confess that I wasn't too impressed at the time! We also visited the Pillar Hotel in the
Langdale Estate, a number of cottages surrounding a restaurant. It was well
designed and the crystal-clear water in river and pools sets off the Langdale green
slate dry-walled buildings.
One day Bill and I travelled with the Woods to Darlington by car. We were
shown Mrs Woods' old haunts and also taken around the family wool Mill.
The Lakeland Fells and rock climbing
It was impossible during the War to contemplate climbing in the Alps, but I
developed a deep love of hills and mountains, which will remain until I die. The
English Lake District is unique, a jewel of great beauty and I always return to it with
a lifting of the heart. I know it better than any other similar-sized piece of the earth
and have walked along most of its tracks and climbed most of the hills; I also did a
bit of rock climbing.
My first real fell walk, in July l940, shortly after we arrived at Windermere, was
with a school party led by Charles Hay and another master William Pennington. We
cycled about fifteen miles to Langdale and, leaving our bikes near the Dungeon
Ghyll Hotel, scrambled up to Stickle Tarn. Then on up endless grassy and heathery
slopes to High Raise and Low White Stones, on to the Langdale Pikes and down
again, to cycle back to Windermere. It was a very hot and dry day, but most
enjoyable and I never looked back after this first stimulating experience (I don't
count Skiddaw, climbed earlier). The next one was up Striding Edge to the summit of
Helvellyn, having cycled to Patterdale on Ullswater.
The pattern that quickly became established was to cycle, usually to Langdale,
then walk up Mickleden to Rossett Ghyll, to Angle Tarn and Esk Hause, and from
there to Scafell, Gable, Bowfell or other tops. Sometimes we covered several summits
in one day, running much of the way. Increasingly I went on my own and as long as
I was back for school at 9.0 am on Monday morning there were no restrictions. I can
remember that sometimes I was very tired by the time I got to the bottom of the hill
leading to Green Gables and it was as much as I could do to push my bike up to the
house. I really enjoyed those adventures on the Lakeland fells.
One day in August Bill and I left early in the morning to climb Helvellyn. via
Striding Edge with seventeen others. It turned out a very wet and misty day and we
returned wet through. The only waterproof I had was an army ground sheet cape,
but because it was rubber sheeting the sweat condensed inside and was as wetting as
the rain! We decided in future to give really wet days a miss if we could in spite of a
desire “to brave the elements". Next time, we were out for the day climbing in
perfect weather, up Great Gable, via Esk Hause with four masters and 14 boys. In
good weather; the party divided almost from the beginning into three groups; led by
Mr Hay, with Mr Milum and Mr Mayfield in the rear. I was in Hay's party and
climbed Scafell Pike after descending Great Gable. Mayfield's party joined us later
for a bathe beneath Gimmer Crag, in Mickleden. Some girls came along as we were
bathing in the nude and we were
embarrassed. Mayfield: "It doesn't matter
boys, don't panic. If they are ladies
they won't look and if they aren't, it doesn't
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matter!"
One Saturday in May l941 I climbed Coniston Old Man and Brim Fell, with
Charles Hay, and five other boys. We took the Ferry to Hawkshead and Coniston,
where we left the bikes and made a very quick ascent of the Old Man by a quarry
road as it got hotter and hotter. But, at last we were able to have a wonderful bathe
in Low Water - deep and clear and cold. We scrambled to the top; then along to
Brimfell, and down the steep slopes to Levers Water and so by old copper mines
(with some scree-running) returned to Church Beck and cycled home via Coniston
and the Ferry. It was a very pleasant day in good company - all good walkers. There
were plenty of other excursions like this.
For Christmas and New Year, l941, the Woods took me to Buttermere, where we
stayed in the Fish Hotel. Bill had gone home to Newcastle. The former Buttermere
Hotel nearby, now a Youth Hostel, was then a ‘Fell and Rock Climbing Club’ Hostel
and there was a meet over the holiday. Freda Woods was a member of the club,
though not active, but she knew some of the older members through her father and
introduced me to them. As a result I was taken up my first rock climb - by Bentley
Beetham (an Everest climber!), Dr Burnett, A T Hargreaves, and E G Sutton, all well
known climbers of those times.
We walked around the shore of Buttermere, up through the wood and across the
screes to Burtness Coomb, enjoying the superb reflections in the calm lake. The first
climb we did was Harrow Buttress. I was third man and after climbing up the first
pitch in an unorthodox fashion, was initiated into the practice of belaying and took
up the following man. So the climb went on until we reached the top, all too quickly,
and I wished it wasn’t over. We went across to the foot of another climb - the Mitre.
This was more difficult and, with only studded shoes I found it tricky. At one point
my foot slipped, the adrenalin flowed and I thought I was off, but the rope held - and
so on to the top. The day passed very quickly; we found our way to the ridge in
thick mist and went on over High Stile to Red Pike and down by Ruddy Beck,
getting back to the ‘Fish’ after dark.
On New Year's Day I went with E G Sutton and another Fell and Rock member,
Miss Winch, to Fleetwith Gully, where we climbed up a very wet stream course,
straddling water, scrambling in the bed of the stream and then climbing up by a
chockstone. After this I tried chimney techniques for the first time, and then up to the
top. Next day I went to Burtness Coomb again where we did Chockstone Slabs, a
face climb ending in a chimney. Again my shoes proved to be unsuitable and one
pitch I only just managed. I really enjoyed this gentle introduction to climbing and
felt very privileged to be in the company of such experts. Later I acquired my first
pair of climbing boots, from Hawkins, Keswick; they were very heavy, with triple
hobnails and clinkers around the welt, but I was thrilled with them.
On the next Half Term holiday I went up the Claife Heights with ‘Thos’ Walker
and a few others. There were large patches of snow about and we walked over
towards Three Dubs Tarn and played some Scout tracking games for the younger
ones. We lit a huge fire near a pine-wood and roasted potatoes in their jackets.
Afterwards we scrambled about on the small crags near the top, with lovely views of
the lake and hills to the west above Coniston. Fairfield was invested by mist. There
was quite a lot of wildlife
including near views of red squirrels.
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One day in April l942 I cycled on my own to Langdale, then walked along
Mickleden and up Rosset Ghyll to Esk Hause, Great End and Scafell Pike. It was very
windy and cold on the tops, as I went over to Scafell by Mickledore and Deep Ghyll
and watched some climbing parties on the crags. Another day that April I cycled to
Blea Tarn and ascended Pike o' Blisco, a scramble. I watched a buzzard perched on a
rock, which circled round until I passed and then returned to its perch. After lunch
by the summit cairn and sketching the Langdale Pikes, I scrambled on past Red Tarn
to Cold Pike and Gaitkins, across to Red How, Stonesty Pike and along Crinkle
Crags. I came back along the side of Pike o' Blisco, by Blake Rigg, to Blea Tarn and
then to Elterwater, seeing fox tracks in a bog on the way.
A few days later I arranged to meet Miss Joslin, one of my schoolteachers, on
Styhead: I cycled to Langdale, and went up Mickleden to Stake Pass, over Black
Crags and Rosset Pike to Angle Tarn. Then it was over Esk Hause to Styhead Pass,
where I spent the day with Miss Joslin and Miss Pattison of the Fell & Rock CC. We
scrambled along past Kern Knotts to the Napes Needle and up to the foot of the
climb. People were climbing Tophet Bastion, and we scrambled across to Sphinx
Rock - though perhaps a better name would be Sioux Rock, as the face looks very
like a Red Indian's. The others accompanied me to Grains Ghyll, where we parted
and I returned to my bike via Esk Hause and Rosset Ghyll.
Other solitary climbs followed and then, one day in September, 1942 I cycled to
the New Dungeon Ghyll Hotel, intending to climb the Langdale Pikes. There I met a
young Irishman called Bill Perrott, who was a few years older than me, and a keen
rock climber. He was with a small group and we all went climbing on Pavey Ark. It
was a very good day. We had lunch at the start of Great Gully and then started on
that climb, which was quite interesting. But it took a long time as there were five of
us, three of whom had never climbed before. Also the rope was too short; we had
only 150 ft and several times I had to untie before climbing a pitch. But I found the
climb very enjoyable - especially the famous Brant and Slape and the pitch below it.
Then we went along the Rake to Gwynne's Chimney. Bill led one of the others up it
and I led up to the ‘Gun’; there I tied onto Bill’s rope and he brought me up the last
pitch. We scrambled to the top of Pavey Ark and went around to the foot of the
Rake. Here the party split - the others had had enough. Bill and I went on to Rake
and Chimney; we did only the first two pitches and decided to turn back as it was so
wet and slimy. I cycled home and was in time for tea, though as I approached home
the weather, which had looked very threatening, broke and the rain came down in
torrents.
On a fine day a week later Bill and I cycled to Langdale, taking camping gear; he
told me the tent had been on Everest – to Camp Six, and I was thrilled. From the
New Hotel we walked slowly up Mickleden, and watched some climbers on Gimmer
Crag on the way. Our kit was in two packs and we took turns at carrying the heavier
one. We ascended Rosset Ghyll slowly, so slow that some tourists passed us on the
way. And at the top we saw a chap carrying a bicycle - long before the days of
mountain bikes! We drank from Angle Tarn and then walked on to Sprinkling Tarn,
where we intended to pitch the tent. Reaching the campsite we hid the tent under a
boulder, had some bread and cheese and set off for Great Gable.
We soon reached Kern Knotts
and started on the Chimney. This was very
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straightforward until we came to the steep slabs at the top, which were so polished
that it was extremely difficult to climb them in my boots. We scrambled around the
crag and I did the first bit of the Innominate Crack, but didn't persevere, and climbed
the Kern Knotts Crack instead. We then moved on to the Napes Needle and put on
rubbers. I went straight up the Wastdale Crack, without the rope - I really enjoyed it.
On the shoulder however we saw that the rock was very smooth and polished and
we were defeated at the Mantleshelf, where, owing to our inexperience we just
couldn’t get further.
Down again after several attempts to climb it and - feeling a bit frustrated - we
went on to the Arrowhead Arête. There are some wonderful situations on it. Also the
sun was sinking and the clouds were turning a pale pink, giving a splendid view.
From the top of the Arrowhead we scrambled up to Mallory's Climb, which was
good fun and started up a ridge onto a wonderfully airy face - or so it seemed to me
then. We next climbed two cracks up to the Westmorland Cairn and on to the top of
Gable. Then we hurried down in the gathering dusk, making an enjoyable scree run
down Little Hell's Gate to recover our rucksack. Back to Sprinkling Tarn in the dusk,
where we pitched the tent and got into our sleeping bags. We had sardines and
bread, with some squashed tomatoes, for supper and so to sleep.
After a good night and breakfast of bread, marmalade and cheese we headed for
Great End and climbed the South-east Gully. It was a good start for the day and I led,
with wonderful views, looking out. It was very wet and slimy in parts and there
were lots of blueberries to eat on the way. There was an easy cave pitch, which I
liked. This climb was one of the longest gully climbs in Britain. From the cairn at the
top of Great End we struck across the tops to Scafell Pike where we had a short rest.
There was not much to see as the mist was all around us, so we walked on to
Mickledore and reached the path at about 11.30 am. We lunched at the foot of Moss
Ghyll at noon and then started to climb it, but decided it was too wet and slimy for
us.
We went on a bit further and climbed a steep wall leading to the Progress. From
there we did Steep Ghyll Slabs, which I particularly enjoyed. We took our time over
this climb and seeing the very ‘greasy’ pitches ahead, went back along the Corridor
Route. It took rather a long time getting back to the camp and after a meal, we
packed up the kit and started back to Langdale. It was 9 pm when we reached the
hotel again and we had no cycle lights. So we cycled carefully to Skelwith Bridge,
pitched the tent in pitch darkness and had bread and cheese for supper. At 6.45 am
we had breakfast, packed the tent and I cycled back to Windermere, to get to school
by 9 am. We had had a grand time and we had done - a chimney climb, a crack
climb, ridge climb, gully climb, face climb and a slab climb - a good assortment.
We did some other climbing together, mainly climbs of about "Difficult" or "Very
Difficult" standard, not very special. I did a bit of other climbing on my own, but
nothing very serious; it was all rather low key compared with the present day’s
extreme climbing routes, but enjoyable. Later Bill invited me to go on an expedition
to the Himalayas - to climb Masherbrum. I would have given anything to go, but I
was still at school and I couldn't afford the cost. Bill went and wrote back, with
exciting tales and photographs. I determined to do something similar as soon as I
could.
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Another day I particularly remember, in December l942 I walked up Birch Hill
and over the top to Lingmoor Fell. The views were glorious - cloud shadows chasing
across the Helvellyn Range and the shafts of light falling on Wetherlam from a
stormy sky - there were storm lights over the fells to the north too. A spider's web at
the top was of pearly beauty, beaded with raindrops; I wondered that it could be so
strong - enough to hold the heavy raindrops in the wind. Then over to Lingmoor
Tarn, Oakhowe and Side Pike and then back.
Another good day that year came at the end of December in Langdale. There
was a glorious sunrise, followed by a bright but very cold day, with a strong wind
and few clouds. I walked to Silver Howe and then along the ridge, where wonderful
views opened out, of Fairfield and Helvellyn with new snow and cloud shadows
chasing across them. Higher up the tarns and pools were iced and the bogs too,
making the ground very crisp underfoot. Once on Silver Howe the wind was terrific
and I put on my balaclava. From a small recess in the crags by Stickle Tarn I watched
a sleek fox, as it loped off - as surprised to see me as I was to see it. The tarn was
lashed into a fury by the wind and clouds of spray rose up to twenty feet; the grass at
the edges of the tarn was frozen in beautiful patterns. I climbed Pavey Ark by Jack's
Rake over crags that were very heavily iced, then along to Harrison Stickle. A
blizzard came and I descended into the valley. When I reached the tarn again the sun
was shining and I was almost tempted to go back up again. Instead I had the rest of
my lunch and found a hard-boiled egg in my pack (they were so rare in wartime). It
started to snow again in the valley and I didn't regret the decision to return to Barn
Howe in time for tea.
The beginning of March, l943 was a day's holiday from school, so some of us
decided to go to Harter fell - an isolated hill above the Duddon Valley. It has a
craggy top and is said to be the only real mountain in England - as it is the only one
that cannot be climbed without using hands as well as feet. The party included Jack
Pearson, Rennie Brown, my brother Michael and myself. We cycled to Little
Langdale, and on the way I saw a stoat - in white winter coat - with the black tip to
its tail. It was chasing a squirrel, which dashed up a tall oak tree and remained about
halfway up, absolutely motionless. The stoat, after nosing around at the foot of the
tree, and attempting to climb it, went off. After a few minutes the squirrel came
down and made off.
We arrived at Little Langdale village and came to Fell Foot Farm, where we left
our bikes in a barn and started up Wrynose Pass. The clouds were very low and it
became increasingly evident that it was to be a day of bad weather. As we reached
the top of the pass and started off down the other side it was simply bucketting.
Reaching the floor of the valley we could see only a few yards around us owing
to the mist. Suddenly there was a roar, we jumped aside and a grinning army
dispatch rider whizzed past at about 60 mph! A few miles further on we were
overtaken by Bruce Thompson, County Commissioner (of Scouts) for Westmorland.
He was on his bicycle and was carrying his pump in his hand; numerous punctures
meant that he had to blow up his tyres every half-mile. A few hundred yards ahead
we came to the small farm at the head of the Duddon.
It was mid-afternoon as we hurried on up the winding road over Hardknott
Pass. The mist, was, if anything,
worse and when we reached the top there
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was still another 212 miles across country to the top of Harter Fell. As we had to be
home by supper time, we turned back, rather disappointed and started on the long
trudge back. It was uneventful, but at the top of Wrynose we were passed by the
returning dispatch rider still grinning. We reached Fell Foot, collected our bikes, and
after thanking the farmer, set off on the last lap.
At the end of April I went fell-walking from Elterwater on a beautiful sunny day,
climbing the Wetherlam and Coniston Old Man range. First to Little Langdale, from
where I struck across the fellside for some distance and then straight uphill beside a
small stream. I found various attractive flowers growing there most of the way up;
the bilberry flowers gave promise of a good crop of fruit later on. On the next section
there was good scrambling and marvelous views, the cloud shadows were chasing
over the fells - continuously changing. Reaching the top of Wetherlam I had lunch,
then swung down to the gap between Wetherlam and Swirt How, where I met a
party of eight schoolboys from Wigan with a master. I chatted with them for a while
and went on up Swirt How with them, where the mist closed in and it looked rather
grim. On reaching the top we struck across the fellside towards Grey Friar. They
were going on to the YH at Eskdale. They told me that two aeroplanes had crashed
on Coniston Old Man on Good Friday and that there was a cordon of soldiers all
around to keep off undesirables – such as me!
I hadn't time for Coniston Old Man and Dow Crag, so pointed out to them the
way down to Eskdale and then went on up Grey Friar. From the top I had a good
view of all the fells. Harter Fell was immediately opposite and looked inviting, but I
just went back along the top and down to Fell Foot farm by the Rough Crags and
Wetside Edge. A buzzard was circling around above the valley - it seemed hardly to
move its wings at all and passed so close to me so that I could see its markings
clearly. I was much impressed
During these years I had many other days on the hills and also went cycling in
the countryside surrounding Windermere on botanical trips. One day I took a
cycling trip with Cuthbert Woods to Silverdale and Grange-Over-Sands. In the old
coaching days, and earlier, parties used to cross the sands of Morecambe Bay, and
Mr Woods had made a study of the history of these crossings. He had also walked
across himself more than once. This is a little risky, because there is a chance of being
caught by the tide, which comes in quickly. As a boy he had been often to Silverdale
and had a lot of stories to tell. I cycled to Scout Scar another time, a limestone
outcrop with an interesting flora, in which I was interested. The route lay through
the Lythe Valley, famous for its damson blossom in the spring - and of course
damson fruits.
I also cycled longer distances on my own, when I returned home during summer
holidays from school. The distance from Windermere to Whitley Bay was about 110
miles. In April l943 for instance I cycled home one day. I started about 11.15 am and
at 10.45 pm phoned back to Green Gables to let them know that I had arrived safelytaking 111/2 hours over the Pennines, involving plenty of walking uphill. At the end
of July that year I left early one morning for holiday in Northumberland, and there
were other occasions, not noted.
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Progress of the war as seen from Paradise
In general life was very good, but meanwhile the War was proceeding and we
followed its progress on the radio - or wireless as it was called then. The war had
little direct effect on me. Rationing and the black-out were with us. We fed well and I
seldom felt hungry, despite rationing, although the variety of supplies was limited;
stews and vegetable and cheese dishes were common and we ate a lot of bread. Cars
were fitted with louvered masks on the headlights that prevented the light from
shining upwards in case there were enemy aircraft about, but also made it very
difficult to see the road! Drawing the blackout curtains was an evening chore.
I don’t remember reading newspapers much in those days. Most of our news of
events came from the wireless, and these recollections are inevitably slanted by
subjective attitudes, in particular, by the Woods’ links with Liverpool and our
relative proximity. Events affecting that city were prominent in our minds, Tyneside
too in mine. The following recollections reflects these biases.
In l940, the war news continued to be bad in August, with very heavy air raids
on London. Buckingham Palace was hit more than once although no one was
injured. The Queen's Private apartments and the private chapel were hit and many
of the large hospitals in London too, with some casualties. By mid August the latest
news was that 300 people in London had been killed by bombs and 99 injured. A few
days later we heard the very sad news that a ship carrying people to Canada from
Britain as evacuees had been torpedoed; 294 people were drowned including 82
children. In November there was very heavy bombing of Coventry and many dead
and injured.
The war news in March l941 was still very depressing; there had been a big air
raid on London and smaller ones in other places - and ever more casualties. The
news was that an Atlantic naval battle was expected. In the middle of the month we
had a disturbed night with many planes flying over us - our own we believed - and
next day were told that there was an air raid over Carlisle; the war was getting
closer. A few days later Liverpool was badly bombed and Wallasey had neither
water nor electricity; there were 500 dead and 800 injured in Liverpool. Towards the
end of March there was more bad news from the BBC: London had been very badly
bombed - the worst that year.
By Easter the war news was getting graver each day. Several of our big towns
had been heavily raided and many people killed. In the east the Germans had
invaded Salonika and heavy fighting was going on. Early in May we heard of terrible
devastation done to Liverpool by the German bombers. The centre of the city and
the docks were smouldering ruins and thousands were homeless or dead. A week
later there was more grim news from London: the Houses of Parliament,
Westminster Abbey and British Museum had been heavily bombed; and other places
too.
The astonishing news broke of Rudolf Hess's (Hitler’s deputy) flight to Britain.
He had landed by parachute, broken his ankle and was at present in hospital in
Glasgow. The German wireless broadcast to their people that he was missing and
was insane. More details followed from the BBC: he was examined by doctors and
found to be healthy physically, just suffering from broken ankle. He was declared to
have escaped from Germany and
was a refugee in Britain. We found it all
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very strange as he was evidently a great friend and favourite of Hitler's.
At the end of May the wider war news worsened, with many losses on our side.
The island of Crete had largely been taken over by the Germans, and our own troops
were exhausted and had no reinforcements. Soon afterwards the British were obliged
to evacuate from Crete to Egypt with very serious losses. There were direct effects of
war on our lives: catering became more difficult; butter was to be still further
rationed and also milk and eggs, clothes too could only be bought with coupons.
What a long time it seemed since we had seen oranges, apples, pears, bananas,
tomatoes, onions, dried fruit and several other staples we were accustomed to.
Throughout June the war news continued grave. Fighting in Syria continued. The
Prime Minister broadcast that Germany had invaded Russia, which surprised us as
we thought Russia was their ally!
On the night of 23 July l941 we were awakened by a thunderous noise and later
learnt that bombs were dropped in Troutbeck a few miles away from us; no serious
damage. The enemy was evidently looking for a plane factory that was being built in
Windermere near to Troutbeck.
In September, the news from abroad continued to be bad; the Germans seemed
to be gaining ground in Russia and there were fears of an invasion of Britain. By
mid-October the Germans were only about sixty miles from Moscow. The war news
continued to be very grave and a week later 100 Frenchmen were reported shot in
one village for the murder of 2 German officers. In mid-November we heard the
news that the Germans had torpedoed and sunk the ‘Ark Royal’, aircraft carrier.
Fortunately most of the crew were safe.
On 9 December we learnt that Japan had declared war on the United States and
had bombed Pearl Harbor in the Hawaian Islands, killing many Americans. The US
was now at war with Japan, Germany and Italy. Next day Churchill announced the
bad news that the battleship ‘Prince of Wales’ and the battlecruiser ‘Repulse’ had been
sunk off Malaya. In mid-February l942 he gave a short address in the evening before
the news, announcing in a sad tone that Singapore had been obliged to surrender.
On the home front we heard in March that petrol rations were to be much
reduced for private cars, clothes rations would be reduced, and men's clothes were
not to have turn-up trousers or double-breasted jackets and coats. In June the War
news continued serious: in North Africa Tobruk and Bardia were taken. In the
middle of November, because of a big victory in Egypt church bells were to be rung
all over Britain by order of the government. (There had been a ban on church bell
ringing, except in the event of an invasion by the enemy, since the war began).
Startling news that Mussolini had resigned came at the end of July, l943. Italy was
under a new government. In September it asked the allies for an armistice and it was
granted. At the end of December I cycled home for a fortnight, to see Peter who was
home on leave from Africa after three years service.
In June1944, Britain and our allies invaded Europe to rid it of Nazi rule. The
King broadcast a message from the Queen and himself - Pray for God's will to be
done. Towards the end of the month my elder brother Peter, who was a lieutenant in
the Durham Light Infantry, was wounded, defending a farmhouse in an advanced
position near Caen, during the heavy fighting that preceded the breakout from the
initial bridgeheads. We had news
from my parents that he had been severely
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wounded by mortar shrapnel - abdominal wounds - he was moved to the Royal
Derby Infirmary and was not expected to survive the operations. It must have
brought back very hurtful/traumatic memories to my father. On 22 June l944 we
were concerned to hear that Peter had abdominal wounds. It seemed that he was
more seriously wounded than at first thought. On 24 June, Dad and Mother phoned
about more bad news of Peter and asked me and Michael to go to Derby to be with
them and to visit Peter. We travelled down by train. It was one of those interminable
wartime journeys, changing at Crewe, and we found a Bed-and-Breakfast place to
stay. Next morning, on reaching the ward we were shocked to see how grey and ill
Peter looked; it was all rather upsetting. We returned to Windermere on 26 June
because I had an important exam to sit next day (for Higher School Certificate), for
which I wasn’t in the optimum frame of mind! Fortunately Peter made a complete
recovery, although he proved to be allergic to the new wonder drug Penicillin. He
was awarded the Military Cross.
School work and Cambridge scholarship
At school I was preoccupied that summer taking my Higher School Certificate in
Botany and Zoology (full subjects), Chemistry and Physics (half subjects). I did well,
and also took scholarship level in Botany and Zoology, achieving ‘distinction’
markings in both. Not really knowing what I wanted to do I had chosen to go in for
Medicine. The choice was between King's College, Newcastle, then part of Durham
University, and Cambridge, where I took the Scholarship exams at St. Catharine's
and Peterhouse (Peter had been an Exhibitioner at St Catharine's). I travelled down
to Cambridge for about three weeks in March l944, to sit these exams. I felt very
unsure of myself socially; for example I didn't know what to do about tipping the
gyp (Syd Alderton) who looked after us candidates and I wasn't sure how to handle
other things, so probably appeared rather ‘wet’. However, I sat the exam and didn't
find the papers too bad.
An interview that formed part of it took place in the Master's Lodge I think - or
perhaps it was the Senior Combination Room. A vivid picture in my mind is of a
glowing open fire and we sat around it in roomy, high-backed chairs. The then
Master was Dr Chaytor, who had twinkling eyes and asked me penetrating
questions (or so they seemed to me at the time). I met Sydney Smith for the first time;
he was the college’s Director of Studies in Zoology, and was later to become a great
friend, mentor and influence in my life. The Zoology viva was probably the most
daunting part of this experience. The examiners were Sidney Smith and
L.A.Borradaile, who Sydney told me was nicknamed ‘the white rat’. A white-haired
old man (a relative term!) he was lead author of the standard invertebrate Zoology
textbook of the time - known to a generation of zoologists as BEPS (Borradaile,
Eastham, Potts & Saunders). Not having been formally taught biology at school, I
had had no practice in vivas, and anyway no preparation or wide practical
experience of Zoology. One question that completely floored me was in the form of
a ‘spot-test’. In these tests candidates were given objects to identify, or asked to look
down a microscope at slides and to comment. One of my spot-tests was the clavicle
of a turtle. For those who haven't seen this it is a bone that has three ‘arms’, more or
less at right angles like an oldfashioned cobbler's last. I’d never seen
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anything like it, hadn’t the faintest idea what it was and couldn't even guess!
By contrast the Botany viva went quite well. I was examined by Professor Harry
Godwin, FRS who was very friendly and asked me questions about various plants he
produced, which I had no difficulty in answering - fortunately remembering the
Latin names. I was a bit stumped when he handed me a mouldy lemon and asked
me to comment. But I talked about Penicillium, which I was familiar with from
Peter’s operations and it had recently been in the news as a ‘wonder drug’;
fortunately it was the required response. In the written exam my brief acquaintance
with the work of the Freshwater Biological Association also paid off, as I was able to
write a substantial essay on the phytoplankton of Lake Windermere in answering
one of the questions!
Then I moved across from St Catharine's to Peterhouse to sit the exam there. I
was given a room in the oldest part of the college, on a staircase built about 1243 AD
and called ‘Noah's Ark’. I began the exams, but to my relief after sitting some of the
papers, I was told on 23 March that I had been successful at St Catharine's and had
been awarded an Open Scholarship (value £60 annually; quite a substantial sum in
those days). Naturally I was delighted. That was the only exam that I’ve been able to
walk out of, without completing it! Later I was also awarded a State Scholarship
(about £100) and a Northumberland County Major Scholarship (£60 a year) on the
basis of my performance in the Higher School Certificate. These scholarships covered
most of the costs of my university education, although there would still be a small
call on my parents' limited resources. I returned to Windermere.
While taking the St Catharine's exam I met twin brothers, Roland and Sidney
Leeson, who were taking the same exams. They were day-boys at the Perse School
in Cambridge and lived at home. The Perse had a strong academic tradition, they
had received a proper formal training in biology, and were very accomplished in
field work. I envied them this. They also obtained scholarships at Cath's and we
became good friends. In the weekend between my two exams we went out on one or
two field trips together, and in the months before the start of the University term we
corresponded and exchanged ideas and specimens of natural history interest.
My remaining time at Windermere went all too quickly. In mid June I travelled
to Cambridge again for a week of exams – for the First MB in Chemistry - necessary
for registration as a medical student. That was quite a month for exams. I took my
Higher School Certificate in June and afterwards went home to Whitley Bay. There
were heated arguments with my parents over my friendship with Freda and
Cuthbert Woods, which they wanted me to end. Perhaps it wasn’t surprising. They
were not happy about the fact that I had picked up pacifist inclinations from them (a
feature of the Quakers’ faith) questioning the war, which was anathema to my
Father, coming on top of his own wrecked life and Peter's wounds. But I was
unwilling to give up my close friendship with the Woods household after living
there for 412 years as a member of it. So I returned to Green Gables. I went home
again several times in August for further talks, but each time was put under a lot of
pressure and returned to Green Gables. They threatened not to support me at
Cambridge. It was a very stressful time for me and also for them.
(As it happened the strength of my anti-war feelings was not put formally to the
test. The War in Europe was now
drawing towards a close and military
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service was deferred for students until they had taken degrees. In the event my
views changed soon after entering Cambridge, and my period of National Service
was deferred on graduation in l947 after the War had ended, so that I could
undertake Antarctic work with the Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey. I was
never called for National Service, although other contemporaries including Arthur
Mansfield, and my younger brother Michael were. This was because the relevant
authorities decided that my Antarctic service was judged to have replaced it!)
I kept on trying to resolve the clash of wills, and went home again in September,
but returned to Windermere for a few days at the beginning of October. Soon
afterwards I phoned Peter to tell him that I had decided to remain at Green Gables.
He came over and put pressure on me but without success. Mr Wilson, the
Headmaster also had a go at me. Later I decided to return home and after further
words and long conferences with the family (parents and Peter), when I was put
under more pressure, a compromise was reached. So, a little late for the start of term,
I travelled down by train on 12 October to Cambridge to become a member of St
Catharine's College, bruised by recent events. I did keep in touch with the Woods
though. Later, they packed up my books, my only remaining possessions at Green
Gables, and sent one big trunk and five large boxes to Cambridge. A new phase of
my life was just beginning.
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Chapter 3

A Cambridge Student

I

travelled down to Cambridge for the beginning of the Michaelmas Term l944,
with a tin trunk containing most of my belongings. As a Scholar I was given
rooms in College and for the first two years I lived on J staircase, room 5. The
third year I went out to digs on Eltisley Avenue, where I had a bedroom and a small
separate sitting room with a bow window.
Life in general
Accommodation in college was on staircases off which a number of ‘sets’ of
rooms opened. Each set comprised a sitting room and separate bedroom, sharing a
small "gyp-room" with a gas ring and sink; we weren’t supposed to do any cooking,
but could boil a kettle for tea. My Gyp (college servant) was the same Syd Alderton
who had looked after me when I came up for the scholarship exams. I found the
Cambridge ambience very much to my liking. It was the first time I had been
independent and the first time I had lived in a city and what a city – in terms of
history, beautiful buildings and environment, quite apart from the social
opportunities. First I got caught up in the ‘freshers’ week, with so many possible
activities – clubs to join. The University Mountaineering Club of course, and the Bird
Club (which had a lovely tie - green with a black-redstart embroidered on it); the
Natural History Society, enlisted me; I also joined the C U Medical Society as a life
member - the tie was quite colourful. I never joined the Union Society, although later
I went along to some of the more interesting debates.
I joined the College Rugby Club and was given a Freshers' Trial for the
University, but didn't get very far. However, I did become a member of the College
first Rugby XV from the beginning and remained a member throughout my
undergraduate years. I was also elected a member of the prestigious Kittens' Club,
which was a social club, mainly if not entirely composed of rugger players, but with
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a limited membership of about twelve. We had parties in College at which a great
deal of beer was consumed and bawdy songs sung. The Kittens also organized
parties and dances at places like the Barn (at Fen Ditton), the Golden Lion (at
Royston), the Red Lion (at Trumpington), and other venues. I rowed in the rugger
boat in the May bump races; we were a motley crew and one year managed to sink. I
am not sure now whether we made any bumps, but we probably did - we were very
enthusiastic and fit though not very skilled or graceful. I also played tennis and
squash for the College, though I was never interested in cricket.
I had met up with John Moss, against whom I’d played schools rugger in
Westmorland and he was now at St John’s. In the Lent Term was the rugby cuppers
tournament and I think that in the three years I was playing for Cath’s we ended up
playing in the final against St John’s. We thought it would be good to play together
for a change as a team and John and I were instrumental in forming a club selected
from the first teams of the two colleges – which we called the XXI Club, because it
had 21 members. I don’t now remember the other John’s members, except for Alan
Longhurst. We had quite a strong fixture list, mainly with matches against RAF and
Army teams in East Anglia; as they were generally older and heavier than we were,
these games were hard-fought.
I developed punting skills - skills that have never left me - and became quite an
expert. On summer afternoons, often with a few girls, we would punt up to the
Orchard tea rooms at Grantchester. In May Week we punted down to the Madrigals
at Kings. And those days we could still swim in the River Cam, either at the men’s
bathing place, which had some privacy for changing, or from the grassy banks
anywhere. I went bird watching at the local sewage farm and in the Ouse washes,
where in the winter terms the migrants were passing through; also out to Madingley
Woods at night in summer to hear the nightingales, and to Wicken Fen and Welney
Marshes for fenland birds. Much later several contemporaries reminded me that we
had been bird watching together in those days. Among them were David Cobham,
whom I later met again when he produced an Antarctic Film, John Haynes, who
became a headmaster and Tony Hurrell (later Sir Anthony Hurrell) who was in the
Foreign Service, at one time Ambassador to Nepal, lucky chap, among other
postings.
The winters were very cold and there was no central heating of course. In those
days the entrances to College staircases were open and the cold seeped or flowed in.
The rooms had fireplaces, but coal was rationed to a bucketful a week, so we had to
be careful. My bedroom had a washbasin, but for a shower or bath I had to walk
outside across the court to the basement of another building.
It was in the closing months of the war in Europe and food rationing was with
us. One of the features of Cambridge then was the ‘Fitzbillie bag’. Fitzbillie's was a
cake shop and if one had one of their bags, with a name written on it - it was a
passport to relative luxury. On presentation of the bag, and the necessary food
coupons one could buy a cake; without the bag we went without cakes, because
there weren’t enough to go round. It took me a year to get such a bag, and then only
by inheriting a rather tattered one from a friend ‘going down’, but this meant that I
had ‘made it’. My usual choice was the Fitzbillie's date cake because it was filling.
One food that was not in short supply was dried egg powder - for obvious reasons; it
was rather tasteless. But we seemed to be perpetually hungry and used to fill up on
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stodgy dried egg omelettes late at night, to keep the hunger pangs at bay, before we
went to bed. In my first year I made friends with an American airman whom I met
and invited in for tea; we had some interesting conversations. One outcome was that
he wrote home to his sister and she sent me regular food parcels for a time, which
were very welcome. We entertained friends, of both sexes, to tea and toasted
crumpets before the fire - when we had not run out of coal. I suppose we had a lot of
carbohydrate and not very much meat in the College meals, but we did quite well
and were healthy. One food much detested was tinned snoek – sharkmeat from
South Africa.
It was also possible to eat out when funds ran to it. The curry restaurants were
popular. And we frequented pubs. Until then I had no experience of drinking. Green
Gables was tee-total and I had been limited to the odd sherry or shandy before
Sunday lunch at home in Whitley Bay, or a special nip of whisky or Gin and Stones
Ginger, for a nightcap in the evening. Now we spent many evenings at the pubs. The
‘Eagle’, the ‘Anchor’, the ‘Mill’ and the ‘Little Rose’ were the ones near to St
Catharine's, which we frequented most, but sometimes we went further afield, to the
‘Baron of Beef’ or the ‘Pickerel’, which later were put out of bounds, as haunts of
prostitutes and American airmen. Or we ran out to the ‘Green Man’ or ‘Red Lion’ in
Grantchester by way of training, or to the Trumpington pubs.
In College from time to time I was required to read a lengthy Latin grace before
dinner in Hall because this was a duty shared by the Scholars. We had a competition
to see who could read it the fastest and I became quite fluent. I still remember and
can reel off the words - "Oculi omnium aspiciunt et in te sperant, Domine. Tu das iis
Escas illorum tempore opportuno . . .“ When eating in hall we wore our tattered, short,
gowns and were required to wear them in the streets after dark, otherwise we were
likely to be accosted by the Proctors and their ‘Bulldogs’ and fined for being without
a gown – as ‘improperly dressed’. The College gates were locked at ten o'clock and
to get inside after this you either had to have a pass from your Tutor or pay a fine.
So we learnt to climb into College and the ‘night climbers of Cambridge’ were active.
There was a book of this title that we all studied, which described all the routes and
their degrees of difficulty; some were very dangerous, so climbing was frowned
upon.
Students climbed the towers of King's College Chapel and placed
chamberpots, (which were still in regular use at that time), on the pinnacles; the
engineers on at least one occasion dismantled a Morris Seven car and reassembled it
on top.
It was all new and exciting and one was free to experiment and be independent
in a way that had not been possible before. Also, collegiate society during the early
years when I was a student constituted a particularly interesting mix. There were
young people like myself who had come straight up from school and older students
who had interrupted their studies to go to war, or had not gone to University from
school at the usual age, but returned from the war with a wealth of experiences,
good and bad. Many of my friends had been in the tank battles in the Western
desert, in the Navy commanding Motor Torpedo Boats (MTBs), in the RAF, flying
fighter planes. Some had been captured and incarcerated in Prisoner of War camps
in Japan or Germany; some had been wounded. We all got on well together and
both played and studied hard. The returned warriors were I suppose more serious
and had thought about what they wanted to do with their lives; they were more
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experienced and some of them had a lot of style. Looking back, I think they were
extremely tolerant of naive young ‘sprogs’, like myself, who had come up straight
from school and knew nothing about life.
Among close friends I particularly remember were: Syd Fox, Captain of the
College and University rugby clubs; Ian Beer, later Headmaster of Harrow and
President of the CURUFC; John Haynes (another Headmaster); Arthur Lee, who
became Director of the Lowestoft Fisheries Laboratory; Bill Pile, later Sir William,
and Permanent Secretary at the Home Office; and G P Mason, later a High Court
Judge - all serious rugger players, several awarded blues. Another was Frank
Merritt, a returned war veteran, who had been incarcerated in a Japanese Prisoner of
War camp; he was now reading and later researching in physical chemistry.
I had a particular girl friend and a few others.
My funds were quite limited, but I managed to live reasonably well. I even
bought a suit, tailor-made at in Trinity Street, a double-breasted navy blue blazer
and later a dinner jacket - initially I had to hire one when needed. I also acquired a
college rugger colours blazer - maroon, with silver buttons and bearing a rather
splendid, colourful shield with a Catharine wheel in gold wire, on the breast pocket.
Also ties and scarves of course of various kinds.
Academic work
Teaching at the University of Cambridge has two major components. The
University provides the formal lectures, the libraries and laboratories and sets and
marks the examinations. And the Colleges, individually, provide accommodation
and informal tuition by means of Tutors and Supervisors. Advice to students on
general academic matters and what University courses they should take, is given by
Directors of Studies, also appointed by the College. The College, through the Tutorial
system is responsible for their general well-being.
In the beginning I was a medical student, having taken my First MB qualification
and reading for the Natural Sciences Tripos: Anatomy, Physiology, Zoology and
Biochemistry for Part I of the Natural Sciences Tripos. I quickly became familiar with
the teaching system, because of the self-reliance that had been inculcated at school.
The lectures varied in quality; some were very dull others extraordinary stimulating,
if occasionally somewhat bizarre, including for example Lord Adrian, a Nobel prizewinner, introducing us to the behaviour of Pavlov's dogs, and demonstrating
conditioned reflexes with a live cat that had been beheaded. In Physiology we
experimented on ourselves - for example pouring cold water into our ears to
experience the loss of balance as the semi-circular canals were influenced. I also
remember impressive lectures and practicals on vision by Roughton, and learning
the rudiments of histology from E N Wilmer. I was supervised in physiology by W S
Feldberg, later FRS, who was Reader in Physiology and a very enthusiastic teacher;
his research then was at the ‘cutting edge’ on acetylcholine, a neurotransmitter. I
don’t now recall the names of my supervisor in Biochemistry but D V Davies
supervised me in Anatomy.
In Zoology, a subject in which I was very interested, the teaching was then rather
formalized and a major part of the courses consisted of morphology and systematics
- subjects which are hardly touched upon today. But the practicals were interesting
and I had a bench next to Mick Steele-Bodger of later rugby football fame. I almost
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never saw him because he cut most of the practicals in favour of rugger. (When the
results came out he got a "special" - meaning he had failed, but had permission to sit
the examination again. Apparently his brother got a third - a pass. The story went
that their father sent Mick congratulations and a fiver, but his brother was
admonished and told to pull his socks up). David Attenborough was a near
contemporary, but neither of us now remember meeting at that time.
Among the demonstrators at the practicals was Anna Bidder, later the first
President of Lucy Cavendish College who, when we met again many years later, still
remembered the quality of my drawings in the practicals. John Bradfield, was a few
years ahead of me, and was researching for his PhD on the mechanics of animal
locomotion (toads I think). Later he went on to become a very successful Senior
Bursar of Trinity College, with an annual budget of £20 million or so, and to found
the Cambridge Science Park. George Hughes, a year or two my senior, taught us in
the practicals and went on to the Chair of Zoology at Bristol. Michael Swann, also
demonstrated to us; he was doing research with Lord Rothschild and went on to
become Professor of Zoology and Vice-Chancellor at Edinburgh, Chairman of the
BBC, and as Lord Swann, Master of Oriel College, Oxford, for a short time. There
were many other interesting people.
In Zoology I was taught by Sir James Gray, Carl Pantin, George Salt, Hugh Cott,
Vincent Wigglesworth, Arthur Ramsay, J E Smith, George Carter, Sydney Smith,
Laurence Picken, Hugh Whiting, F R Parrington, Hans Lissman, Margaret Brown,
among others. Another friend was Oliver Barclay, a PhD student who went on to
become a clerk to the House of Commons. Most of the lectures I didn’t find very
stimulating, although many of these people were Fellows of the Royal Society (FRS)
then or later, and very talented. I suppose that my heart was not really in the
invertebrate morphology and experimental biology, which were strengths of the
department at that time. There is no doubt that it was important work, which laid
the foundation for later progress and Carl Pantin was an exceptional invertebrate
physiologist.
But the mechanics of animal locomotion, a strength of the department, left me
cold, nor was I very interested in insect physiology, which was another strength of
the department. My heart was really in vertebrate Zoology and my preference was
for treating animals as a whole – not for the reductionism then fashionable.
Considering that I later became an ecologist I really had very little ecological
training. My main recollection of the weighting of the courses in that direction is of
dry lectures by George Salt, illustrating the principles of ecology using flour beetles,
or borer beatles, wheat sawfly etc., as examples to illustrate density dependence and
other concepts.
Some compensation was that Carl Pantin had a very broad knowledge of natural
history and George Carter (‘Uncle George’ to us) had been on field trips to the
Paraguayan swamps in South America - the Chaco - and had practical knowledge of
field ecology; lung fishes were a specialty of his. Hugh Cott too was an enthusiastic
all round field naturalist who was also a skilled photographer and illustrator in black
and white, as well as a painter. He lectured to us on diverse aspects of vertebrate
biology and brought the subject to life. During the war he had been engaged on
research into camouflage techniques, drawing upon animal camouflage, and
illustrating the principles - counter-shading, disruptive camouflage and so on - with
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his delightful pen and ink drawings. His book, Adaptive Coloration in Animals, is a
classic. He later worked on crocodiles in Africa and it was Hugh who was
responsible for introducing me to African research many years later, which became
an important phase of my career. Carl Pantin was also influential in that.
Hans Lissman was a fish physiologist, who was the first (after Winifred Frost at
Windermere) to stimulate my interest in serial growth layers when he invited me to
give a seminar to the Part II Zoology course on the topic. This was a field in which I
became involved early in my research career. His major personal achievement in
research was to discover the [electrical sensory system] of fish. I was also fortunate to
attend lectures on statistics by R A Fisher, but they were very difficult to follow,
because he assumed a knowledge that we didn't have. The course began very
simply with us tossing coins as an introduction to probability theory but as the
lectures quickly escalated in difficulty attendance on the course rapidly shrank over
several weeks until there was only a handful of us left, and very few actually
finished the course. I signed up for it three times I believe, but never completed it!
However I was awarded a first in Part I Zoology and later in Part II.
I also read Biochemistry which I quite enjoyed, and the Cambridge department
under Baldwin was a centre of excellence in the subject, but I was never much good
at it. I only managed a second in Part I of the Tripos.
In my first year, as a medical student, Anatomy was an important subject. In
addition to the lectures, we had to put in a great deal of time in the dissecting room
(DR) learning the anatomy of the human body. Like many budding medical students
I had wondered in advance what it would be like to dissect human corpses and
whether one would be robust enough to cope. In the event a few students had initial
problems, though not me, and occasionally one fainted, but we all came to terms
with it quite soon, the women as well if not better than men. We had Gray's
Anatomy of course, but in the detailed dissection we worked from Cunningham's
Anatomy, a textbook in several volumes, with clear illustrations. It took us step by
step through the dissection of each part of the body, starting at a superficial level and
‘peeling off’ layer by layer of muscles, ligaments, blood vessels and nerves – down to
the bones. There was an all-pervading sickly-sweet smell of embalming fluid,
formalin based, but there was really no close similarity between the dried up,
wizened corpses and living human beings, so it all quickly became very matter-offact.
We were paired off in this work and I found myself working with Gareth Owen,
a dark Welshman. He was Organ Scholar at Downing College and occasionally I
would accompany him at lunchtime to King's College, or other College Chapels
where he practiced on the organ. At the other extreme we also spent drinking time
together in the pubs. At that time the Cambridge medical students shared the
dissecting room (DR) with St Bartholomew's Hospital Medical School, London,
which had been evacuated to Cambridge. It early became clear to us that the Bart's
students had better teaching in dissection than us - a more practical but adequately
academic approach, rather than the parrot-like learning we were expected to acquire
at Cambridge. The Barts’ philosophy in anatomy was more concerned with function
as well as form.
Gareth and I worked well together; we had to get through a ‘part’ each term in
great detail, and we were examined periodically by the ‘Demonstrators’ who
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patrolled the DR. At the end of each term we had to get ‘signed up’ to confirm that
we had indeed done the requisite ‘part’ to an adequate standard. The two of us
started on an arm the first term and went on to do leg and then I think, thorax (the
chest). This experience proved useful later when I worked on large animals, or even
in understanding medical problems, affecting these parts. I would have gone on to
do head & neck and abdomen, but at the end of the first year I chose to drop
anatomy and end my short career in medical science.
The reasons were twofold. As I have said the Anatomy teaching was not good
enough, but also I found it virtually impossible to combine Anatomy with Zoology,
because both subjects entailed many hours a week of practical work. In addition I
was not very happy with the amassing of detail without a strong basis of science.
However, there were some elements that stimulated me, for example the functional
anatomy being taught elsewhere by people like Le Gros Clark, Wood Jones and J Z
Young. In contrast our Professor was known as "butcher" Harris, a nickname said to
derive from the fact that he had first learned anatomy in his father’s shop. He was
intentionally rather crude and made a misery of the lives of the women students
attending his courses, by telling jokes and dirty stories at their expense. But he was
also a knowledgeable and interesting man. When he retired from the Cambridge
Chair he became Professor of Anatomy at Alexandria, Egypt! It was in one of
Harris's lectures that I first heard of the elephant seal - in connection with its
polygynous (harem breeding) habits, turned to effect in one of Harris’s stories, and
investigations on that species became the object of my first research project some
years later.
Like most of my friends I had a fervent dislike of exams, but I was quite well
organized about my work and didn't do an excessive amount of last minute revision.
I remember one morning, during my first year I think, when I was walking down
King's Parade, at about 9.30 am, that a Porter from St Catharine's came up to me:
"You should be in an examination now, Sir, and we've been looking all over for you.
You'd better get along there right now." I had completely forgotten, but I went along
to the examination room more than half an hour late, did my best with the paper,
and can't have done too badly. Sydney Smith swore that there were Freudian
undertones to this behaviour, that I so disliked exams that my subconscious had
made me forget; I don't think it was so complicated, and in fact I must have been
quite relaxed to forget completely in this way! However, I don't suppose it happens
often and I never made that mistake again.
The Tripos system at Cambridge meant that most students reading Natural
Sciences did Part I in two years, some took three years. It consisted of a mix of three
or four related subjects, though there was and still is a wide range of choice. We
went on to specialize in one subject for Part II, in my case Zoology, in which we
could choose several from a number of specialized options; this could be done in one
or two years. One had to be ‘in residence’ three terms a year for three academic years
to get a degree. I took two years over Part I and one year over Part II.
For my second year I took up Botany in place of Anatomy. Fortunately I had
already done a great deal of botany (self-taught) at school, and had obtained my
college scholarship largely on the botanical papers. So I managed to get a second in
Part I Botany in one year without much work, having already done much of it at
school. The Botany course was largely classical, with an emphasis on morphology
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and classification, taught by [Paul?] Gilmour. However, one of our lecturers was
Paul Richards FRS, an authority on the tropical rain forest and author of the standard
textbook on the subject. (Years later I was to work briefly in East African rain
forests). Harry Godwin FRS was doing very interesting work on quaternary studies.
Professor Brooks was into plant physiology and Thoday, and Catcheside, both later
FRSs, introduced us to plant genetics. We also had field excursions, collecting and
identifying plants, such as the chalk flora of Devil's dyke and the Gog Magog Hills,
also the Breckland sandy heath. We visited Wicken Fen (where we also had Zoology
field trips, seeing swallow-tailed butterflies for the first time), Hayley Wood and so
on; also studying aspects of their ecology.
In St Catharine's my Tutors in successive years were the Dean, Canon
Christopher Waddams, (an Anglican clergymen), Alfred Steers, Professor of
Geography, Donald Portway, later to become Master, and Fred Dainton, a chemist,
later FRS, Vice-Chancellor of Leeds University, and a Life Peer. Red headed
Christopher was a very kind man, a mathematician, who was always good for a
discussion on philosophy, morals, or religion. He used to have us up to his rooms
for coffee after lunch or dinner, when we were required to grind the coffee beans in a
hand-grinder, an instrument of torture, which one usually had to clasp between the
knees with great difficulty, while grinding large quantities of beans. He prided
himself on not having a sense of humour, though perhaps this was his humorous
side; for he would listen to us tell a funny story and then very straight-faced say, "I
don't see what is funny about that. Please explain it to me". Of course there are few if
any funny stories that can stand up to that response! Yet, as I say he was a very kind
man.
In College my closest friend was Arthur Mansfield, who came from Wimbledon
and was also reading Zoology. Arthur too played rugger and we had many interests
in common. We enjoyed life to the full and talked about many kinds of ideas and
subjects. This was a friendship that continues today, although Arthur has lived in
Canada for many years and we hadn’t seen each other for some time, until he visited
in 2002 and 2003. (I was instrumental in him becoming a polar biologist, for I
persuaded him to join me on my second Antarctic trip in l950 (which is the subject of
chapter 8). Later he worked in the Canadian Arctic as Director of the Arctic
Biological Unit, located near Montreal. Others in our group were the Leeson twins,
Chris and Roland, who went on to become Professors in Anatomy, Alan Wallace
who became a GP in Tasmania, Peter Williams, also a Professor of Anatomy who
edited many editions of Gray’s Anatomy. There was Derek Thornton, a chemist who
went into industry, and John Temple who was reading geology and went on to
become a Professor at Birkbeck College. These were my closest academic friends in
college. Other friends were in on other colleges, of whom I suppose Norman Holme,
a large, blond, placid, west countryman from Trinity Hall, was closest for we took
supervisions in Zoology together for years and had similar interests in marine
biology. Norman and I had Zoology supervisions with Eric Smith, a quiet, reflective,
but thought-provoking man who was a fount of knowledge on marine biology, later
to become Sir Eric Smith, Director of the Plymouth Marine Laboratory (and a fellow
Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) Director for a while). He like many
of my teachers was an FRS; I kept in touch with him until he died in l990.
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Cultural influences at that time
Sydney Smith was my Director of Studies and supervisor in Zoology. He was a
remarkable man and had a very strong influence on my development as an
undergraduate and later in life. By research specialization he was an experimental
embryologist, but had an encyclopedic knowledge of Zoology, the fine arts in
general and Chinese porcelain in particular. He was also very knowledgeable about
literature, early biological illustration, Darwin's letters, and was a bon viveur and
wine steward of the College. Sydney was also a talented pianist, to concert standard,
and was proud of having been allowed by Pablo Casals on occasion to carry his cello.
At his social evenings we were privileged to listen to his piano playing, and
encouraged to listen to his eclectic collection of records, or handle his objets d’artes;
we also appreciated his skills as a chef. I learnt a great deal from him, other than
Zoology. His supervisions in Zoology, which I took with Norman Holme, were
absorbing. It was not a question of filling in detail on the lectures and discussing our
feeble attempts at essays he had set us on zoological topics, but in discussion we
covered a very diverse range of other subjects and concepts, in both arts and
sciences.
Sydney looked after his students very well; he insisted we relax properly before
exams and on a number of such occasions he took several of us to camp at
Hemingford on the River Ouse over the pre-exam weekend, where we swam and
punted and unwound from the tension. He also took some of us to Whipsnade, by
train to Hitchin and then a cycle ride to the Downs. It was there that I first started to
appreciate larger animals. He had a superb and comprehensive photographic outfit
of Leica equipment, and he developed our photographic skills, a process begun at
school by Cuthbert Woods at Windermere. Showing a remarkable degree of trust he
even lent me as a young student his expensive equipment, including long range
telephoto lenses to take out into the field for experiments in photography, which laid
the foundation for whatever skills I later developed in this field.
Sydney introduced me to the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, which has
very special and diverse collections. We visited it together from time to time, a new
experience for me, and we discussed the paintings in detail. It was my first close
encounter with art appreciation and with the impressionists (Degas, Matisse and
Renoir were my particular favourites), with the English water colour school (Blake,
Cotman and De Wint made a particular impression) - and with Constable's oils, of
which the Fitzwilliam had a representative collection. I recall an occasion when
Sydney pointed out the technical skill of Constable, where he had loaded his palette
knife with more than one colour, and applied it horizontally so that the layers fitted
with a vertical church spire; it seemed impossible brilliance. There were many other
favourite works including a D Y Cameron landscape of Spain, which particularly
caught my fancy. (Many years later I looked for it in the Collection, but couldn't find
it, until I saw it in 1988 on the wall of David Williams’ (Vice-Chancellor's) office; it
was like meeting an old friend). I also visited the London galleries frequently,
including the Wallace Collection and built up a collection of prints and postcards.
This exposure to the visual Arts was all quite new to me and truly an eye-opener.
Among others who had a deep influence on me was Laurence Picken, a lecturer
in Zoology. His formal academic subject was fine structure of the cell, which he
studied by light microscope. But he had also taught himself Chinese from a dual
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text, had acquired a collection of Chinese books, and objets d'artes; he was a
composer and already an authority, even then, on Balkan and Chinese music. A
Fellow of Jesus College, I benefited from intellectually stimulating dinners in his
rooms when we talked about a wide range of topics and sampled the products of the
Jesus College kitchen, which included their famous crême brulées. His spacious
rooms housed a clavichord, and he was a practiced performer on it. Sadly the
invention of the electron microscope overtook his light microscopy studies, but he
went on to become a Lecturer in Oriental Studies, a measure of his intellectual
stature. He made an outstanding contribution to Chinese studies at Cambridge; he
"single-handed reconstructed the court music of the Tang Dynasty".
I took the opportunity to go to the many concerts on offer in Cambridge: King's
College Chapel, other colleges, CUMS, and in London, the Albert Hall mainly, but
also the lunchtime concerts at the National Gallery, at which Myra Hess among
others performed. Christopher Waddams, the Dean, who was I believe tone deaf,
took me to my first ballet performance at Sadler's Wells, Schumann's Papillons. I was
entranced, and later made a point of going to evening performances at the Royal
Opera House, where I saw for the first time classical ballet, like Swan Lake and
Giselle, with Dame Margot Fonteyn and Moira Shearer and Robert Helpman among
others. I remember my first taste of modern ballet, the New York Theatre Ballet, and
Jerome Robbins’ "Fancy Free".
I also began to go to the opera later, shortly after the war ended, starting with a
performance of Mozart's "Cosi fan Tutte", by the Vienna State Opera, at Covent
Garden. In my memory it was a rich, elegant, joyous, lavish and colourful
production enhanced by the sparkling contrast with wartime and post-war greyness
and austerity. I also went to plays, but don't remember them now - and of course
we went to the Windmill Theatre. In those days I would take the train down to
London, queue for a ticket to a show, to stand at the back of the stalls for the evening
performance. The choice afterwards was to stay until the end and take the milk
train, after some hours at the station, or leave early for the 11.30pm train from
Liverpool Street. I spent many nights on a station bench. There was much else on in
Cambridge too, from the “Footlights” to Shakespeare’s or Greek Plays, such as
Aristophanes, "The Frogs" (“Brekekekex co-ax co-ax” etc.), from Jazz concerts to King’s
College Chapel.
I was a keen member of the CU Film society and particularly recall: Hedy
Lamarr in “Extasy” (in which she made brief appearances in the nude), “Le roi
s'amuse”, “Jour de Fête”, “Le Jour se lève”, “Cabinet of Dr Caligari”, the “Battleship
Potemkin”, Eisenstein’s “Ivan the Terrible”. The Marx Bros “Night at the Opera” was
hilarious (with John Moss beside me, leg in plaster from a rugger injury, stamping
boisterously on the floor).
I was elected Secretary of the Cath’s Junior Common Room (JCR), which meant
that I was responsible for ordering the newspapers, redecorating, renewing furniture
and curtains, paying the bills and keeping the accounts. In what capacity I’m not
sure, but on one occasion I invited Marie Stopes the birth control pioneer, to give a
lecture to the JCR (or to a College Society) and took her out to dinner. Regarded as
rather daring in those repressed days the evening was a great success.
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Reading parties and vacation work
In the l940's it was still the thing for students to go on ‘reading parties’ during
the Easter vacation. I went twice with Christopher and half a dozen other students
as his guests to North Devon where we stayed at a farm, ‘Cranscombe’ on the
northern fringe of Exmoor. On one of these trips Fred and Barbara Dainton joined us;
Fred had lost a finger in an explosion in his lab at Cambridge and was recovering.
We ate well, chopped and split wood and did other country tasks, and went for long
walks along the coast to Hunter's Inn and Heddon's Mouth, down to Lynmouth,
across Exmoor, along the Brendon Valley to the Doone Valley. This was Lorna
Doone country and we all re-read R D Blackmore's novel (I had read it earlier at
school as a set book in English literature classes). On the way we would refresh
ourselves with cider, whortleberry pie and cream teas. We usually ended up at the
end of the day in the local pub, the Brendon Arms, for a pint or two of cider, before
running up the hill, passing an imaginary rugger ball - for we kept up our rugby
training - to the farm. Not a lot of reading was done, for the exercise, fresh air, and
draught cider, not to mention the fact that lighting in the farm was by oil lamps,
meant that we tended to ‘nod off’ in the evenings before the log fire. Christopher
bought a small car - a Morris Seven - and gave some of us driving lessons. Once we
drove all the way to Devon but other times we went by train to South Molton and
cycled from there across Exmoor via Simonsbath to Brendon.
Sydney Smith took some of us down to Plymouth at his expense and introduced
us to the marine fauna and to research in the Laboratory. We also went on a twoweek-long Easter Course at the Plymouth Marine Laboratory in one of the vacations
as part of our course. This introduced us to shore collecting and the enormous
variety of colourful and fascinating organisms in rock pools and the intertidal zone.
We also went out on the laboratory launch and dredged in deeper waters, caught
fish and generally messed about in boats. We did experiments in the laboratory and
saw for the first time the dramatic colour changes of live cuttlefish. During another
Easter vacation there was a field course at a sea loch, Lough Ine, near Skibbereen, in
Southern Ireland, but I couldn't afford the travel and missed a valuable experience.
We visited the London Zoo and were taken behind the scenes, where one of my
clearest memories is of several of us handling a twenty foot long python. It was
surprising how warm and smooth it was, and how strong. I spent a lot of time in the
Zoology Museum at Cambridge examining preserved specimens in fluid-filled glass
jars, looking at stuffed animals and birds and at skeletons and fossils – and making
drawings.
In vacations at home in Whitley Bay, I spent much of my time at the Dove
Marine Laboratory at Cullercoats (attached to the Newcastle College of Durham
University). The Secretary of the Laboratory, Mrs Cowan, was a friend of my
mother's who made me very welcome, and I was able to rub shoulders with the few
researchers working there. I spent a lot of time shore collecting - looking for
invertebrate fauna in the rock pools. I became particularly interested in the
nudibranchs, small, often very colourful slug-like creatures, in various shapes and
sizes. They were depicted in one of the classic volumes on the British fauna,
published by the Ray Society, ‘The Nudibranchs’, by Alder and Hancock, with
beautiful coloured plates.
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Hancock had been a famous Northumberland naturalist and the large, wellstocked, natural history museum in Newcastle was named after him. I spent much
time there too, studying the specimens and making drawings and paintings of the
stuffed birds. I developed a style influenced I suppose by Talbot Kelly, but different.
I still have most of these, although I gave a number away. I also came into contact
with Bewick’s wood engravings, which influenced my later pen and ink drawings. I
came to know Grace Watt, later the Curator, because she was also an acquaintance of
my mother. A few years on, when I was working on Antarctic seals, she had become
an expert on the grey seals of the Farne Islands and we exchanged letters and
publications. Indeed I think there was probably much closer contact by students in
those days with teachers and researchers in Cambridge and elsewhere than now.
I had a State Scholarship, a County Major Scholarship and an Open Scholarship
at St Catharine's, but was only allowed to receive cumulative grants from these up to
a ceiling of about £200 or so, which was quite low even for those days. (This was
equivalent to some £5,000 -6,000 fifty years later, based on the Retail Price Index). My
parents were not well off and so I had to be careful about money. I earned some
money during most vacations, which helped, but the system also expected us to
spend a significant amount of time studying during the vacations.
My most enjoyable, successful (and lucrative), vacation job was one Christmas
vacation when I lived with Professor P D F Murray and his wife Barbara in their
house on Storey’s Way, Cambridge, drawing many of the illustrations for his
textbook ‘Biology’. He was a charming and very likeable Australian, a Professor of
Biology at St Bartholomew's Hospital Medical School, then established in
Cambridge. He would tell me what he wanted me to illustrate and provide
materials - a skeleton, a bone, a dissection of a rabbit or a dogfish, an earthworm or a
frog, flowers, fruits or whatever, from which I made pen and ink drawings. He was
pleased with the result and I made about £100 (now in the l990's equivalent to nearly
£3,000) – not bad for the work of a month or so. This book did quite well, going into
several reprintings, and I later regretted not having asked for royalties rather than a
lump sum! However, it also gave me experience relevant to my courses. Later David
Lack FRS, Director of the Edward Grey Institute of Ornithology, Oxford, whom I had
met at an ornithological conference at Wadham College in l947, invited me to
illustrate a children's book he was writing. I agreed to take it on and a made a start,
but he was very difficult to please and, to my shame, I wasn’t able to finish it before I
departed for the Antarctic.
Part II Zoology
In my third year then, I took Part II Zoology. It was very different from Part I, if
only because the class numbered only 24 and we got to know each other very well.
This class, which took finals in l947 came to be known as the ‘golden year’ and peer
pressure competition may have been an important element, at least as far as I was
concerned. Much of one’s learning comes from contact and discussion with fellow
students. Of the 24, a third obtained First Class Honours in the exams; in those days,
unlike now, the proportion of firsts averaged about 10%, so it was an exceptional
group. I can remember most of my classmates: among them were Janet Singer, Jane
Ramsay, [Jane Bidder ?], Murdo Mitchison, Ray Beverton, John Carthy, John
Cloudesley-Thompson, Alan Crompton, Alan Charig, Arthur Mansfield, Norman
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Holme, Ken Ashby, Alan Cock, Elspeth McConnachie, Ursula Grigg, Fergus
O'Rourke, Geoffrey Matthews. Three of us later became FRS's, and eight, at least,
became Professors or Directors of Research of similar seniority. Ray Beverton, FRS ,
was the outstanding student of that year and many years later was my “boss” as
Secretary of the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC).
In Part II I specialised in experimental physiology, ecology and vertebrate
biology. Hans Lissman (later FRS) was one of our teachers and he persuaded me to
give my first seminar to the class, on the subject of serial growth layers in bones and
scales. (This may have been influential in my later discovery of annual growth
layers in the teeth of seals and other mammals, which came to have a significant
influence on our understanding of population ecology of mammals, chapter 9).
Winter privations
The winters at that time were very cold. The Cam froze over and it was possible
to walk along it, even skate as far as Ely one year. There is a field just at the
beginning of Grantchester Meadows, to the west of Cambridge which used to be
flooded and formed a makeshift skating rink, although it did have a cast-iron lamp
standard in the centre of the ice, around which we skated. Skating was such a
feature of these years that I bought a pair of ice skates. (Now, in the 2000's, the
skeleton of the lamp standard is still there but defunct - and winters have not been
really cold for many years).
Our living conditions were more rigorous too, particularly with fuel rationing.
The winter of my last year as an undergraduate - the winter of l947 - was the worst
on record: the longest period without sun, the lowest average temperature, the
fiercest snowstorms and the deepest drifts for many years. From mid-January to
mid-March the whole of Europe was gripped by freezing temperatures. Services
were badly affected and food supplies got shorter. The privations began towards the
end of l946 when it rained and rained; one day in November 7 inches fell. There was
a white Christmas and further snow flurries in early January. The temperature
remained below freezing for nearly eight weeks. There were gale force winds and
snowdrifts up to 10 ft deep over most of South-East England at the end of January.
More than 4 million sheep and lambs and 30,000 cattle died. Supplies of food and
fuel diminished; we were still on rationing: about 1 lb of meat, 11/2 oz cheese, 2 pints
of milk and an egg, each week; bread was rationed. The mines were nationalized
then and at the end of l946 stocks were at such a low level that coal deliveries were
cut. There wasn't enough even for a normal winter and by the end of January
reserves were down to 10 days, so deliveries were further cut. Early in February
electricity supplies were cut for 5 hours a day. Radio programmes went off the air.
According to a contemporary account: “In mid March l947, the county
[Cambridgeshire] was still in chaos, due to a heavy fall of snow. Housewives were
being urged to conserve their liquid milk supplies since roads blocked by snow were
preventing milk lorries getting through to farms. Some villages were completely cut
off with waist-high drifts. It was said to be the worst snow since l927, drifts varying
from two to 12 feet deep in the countryside. The London to Royston road was
blocked, and cars had to be dug out of drifts. Bus services were suspended and
villages completely cut off by road. Soon the snow was melting and by 14 March
Cambridge was hit by some of the worst flooding for nearly thirty years. Silver Street
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was closed to all traffic, the Backs were under water, Midsummer Common was a
swimming pool for ducks and houses at Riverside had a foot of water in their
ground floor rooms. At the Tivoli Cinema, near Mitcham's Corner the front stalls
were flooded”.
Fen Causeway really was a causeway, with swirling muddy waters on all sides.
On 16 March a gale developed which added to the havoc, stripping the roof from the
kitchens of Downing College. In Fitzroy Street the window of a Chemist's shop were
smashed and roof tiles were stripped. Trees were uprooted and the chaos continued.
All this was a foretaste of conditions I was to experience a year or so later, when I
went down to the Antarctic; it was pre-adaptive although I didn't know it at the
time! I was preoccupied with academic work, sports and social activities, which
despite the privations continued unabated.
A growing interest in Polar Exploration
As a boy I had developed a strong interest in mountaineering and polar
exploration, while living in the Lake District (Chapter 2). I had read many of the
classic accounts of polar exploration - in fact we had taken Shackleton's classic
‘South’ as a set book for the School Certificate English literature examination. I had
been entranced by the descriptions of life in the polar regions and their natural
history, and very impressed by the paintings and drawings of Edward Wilson and
the photographs of R F Ponting. Cambridge was the home of the Scott Polar
Research Institute, founded in memory of Captain R F Scott of the Antarctic, and it
had in its archives the largest single collection of Wilson's watercolours. There was
also an excellent polar library.
The institute was the only centre of research in polar studies in Britain and one
of few in the world, so it was a natural magnet for people interested in the history of
the polar regions, or in planning expeditions. Naturally I gravitated there whenever
I could find time and listened avidly to fascinating talk among the resident experts
and visitors. Interested students were welcome to drop in for talk and there were
some lectures to attend. We met in the small office of Elizabeth Rought who was the
Director's Secretary, a charming, friendly and very pretty girl, several years older
than us. We sat around on the floor, if it was crowded, and took tea and cakes.
Among us from time to time was Christopher Brasher who was on the way to
becoming a famous long distance runner, and an Olympic Gold Medallist - and had
already been on polar expeditions.
Dr Launcelot Fleming was the Director during my initial contacts and later Dr
Colin Bertram was appointed Director. Dr Brian Roberts was attached to the
Institute but spent most of his time as Head of the Polar Regions Section of the
Foreign Office in London. Brian and Colin were biologists, (specializing in birds and
seals respectively) and Launcelot was a geologist but had later taken holy orders and
was now Dean of Trinity Hall. All three had been on the British Grahamland
Expedition (BGLE), l934-37, sailing down to the Antarctic Peninsula on the steam
yacht ‘Penola’ under the leadership of John Rymill, and between them there was a
fund of fascinating experience. This was one of the most productive scientific
expeditions of that time, which had set a standard for later work. The talk was all of
dog travel, the wildlife, the rigours of the environment and the nature and
achievements of the men involved.
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Brian had done some novel work on penguins and on the Wilson's petrel; he was
a bibliophile and an avid collector of polar books. He was responsible for the
organization of the library; incredibly knowledgeable, and methodical, he had
developed a classification system for the library and the reprint collection, which I
was later to find invaluable. Colin had done innovative research on the Weddell and
crabeater seals of the Antarctic, breaking new ground and introducing a more
scientific approach replacing the former anecdotal natural history, which largely
constituted the literature up to then. He had also written a very interesting and
readable introduction to the polar regions, ‘Antarctic and Antarctic’. I found myself
drawn to their work. Launcelot was a charming man, who went on to become
Bishop of Portsmouth and of Norwich, and later as Dean of Windsor a friend of the
Queen and Duke of Edinburgh. Brian, Colin and Launcelot later became mentors,
good friends and supporters.
Towards my first job
Towards the end of the final summer term, before the examinations, I had
already had offers of several jobs. One was in fisheries research at the Lowestoft
Fisheries Laboratory, under Michael Graham, who had visited Cambridge, looking
for recruits and interested me in the possibilities. Another involved research on
larval settling at the Plymouth Laboratory under F S Russell, the Director, who was
building up a world-beating team. A third was research on Hippopotamus biology in
the Gambia as a member of an Oxford and Cambridge student Expedition. Then one
day, as I was walking into a lecture, John Carthy asked if I was interested in going to
the Antarctic to work on elephant seal biology. A physicist, Gordon Robin (later to
become Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute and a good friend), a member
of the Falklands Islands Dependencies Survey (FIDS) had reported large numbers of
elephant seals at Signy Island, one of the South Orkney Islands (earlier reported by
James Marr of Discovery Investigations), and that there was a small breeding
population there in the austral spring. Brian Roberts was looking for a biologist to
go there to work as a member of FIDS. I was a bit surprised that he hadn’t
approached me directly, but perhaps he’d put John Carthy up to it.
I expressed an interest and was later called to London for interview at Queen
Anne's Mansions, near St James's Park. Having negotiated flights of ricketty wooden
stairs in the old building I found the interview room on the very top floor. I was
interviewed by Captain Ted Bingham, RN, Brian Roberts and a chap called Hoff
representing the Colonial Office I think. I suppose the latter was what would be
called a classics generalist; he was anti-science, or at least strongly conveyed that
impression at my interview, and was rather aggressive as I recall, claiming that
scientists were uncultured, illiterate philistines etc. Perhaps he was just trying to
provoke me, but I took a dislike to him and pointed out in response that in my view
scientists - including this one - knew much more about literature and the arts than
arts graduates did about science. Despite this rejoinder, I was offered the job,
starting at the end of October, when I would have two months to prepare, before
departure. The job was "all-found", housing, food and clothing provided and the
salary was £360 a year! This was equivalent to some £8,000 a year today.
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The glorious Summer of l947
Meanwhile, at the end of the summer term, after taking our finals, Alan Wallace,
Pete Williams and I went to the Gower Peninsula, via Caerleon, where Pete lived.
While staying with him we visited the Roman amphitheatre, an impressive site. On
the Gower we camped in a field near the Rhossili Post Office, where we received by
telegram our results in the final exams; we had all three got First Class degrees which was just as well, as it would have been sad had there been an odd one out! We
were also informed that we had got College Prizes for our performance and later
bought some books with the prize money. While there we had a very relaxed time,
sleeping in a very small tent, swimming and generally enjoying ourselves. We
visited the cave of the Red Lady of Pavilund - a prehistoric site, with some very
vague cave engravings and I think paintings. It stimulated an interest in archaeology
and prehistoric art, which has lasted. I also remember that one afternoon rushing
down one of the very large sand dunes, we surprised two girls who were sunbathing in the nude and how startled they were by this unexpected invasion of their
privacy.
That summer of l947, following the exceptionally hard winter was idyllic - every
day was soft, warm and sunny, and I don't remember any rain. Later in the summer
I joined a party based at Starcross on the Exe Estuary. The objective was to carry out
a survey of Dawlish Warren, organized by Norman Holme. Another friend, Arthur
Lee, a geographer and fellow rugger player at Cath’s (earlier an MTB Commander in
the Royal Navy during the war), Ursula Grigg, a zoologist in our final year class, and
a girl called Stella who was a botanist, completed the team. We men lived in a
Ministry of Agriculture concrete prefabricated hut. The girls slept in a small tent on
the lawn outside and we often woke them in the morning with spray from a
watering can poked through the tent flaps. We had a small boat, with a ‘Seagull’
outboard engine, which we moored at Starcross overnight. Each day of that
blindingly light and warm summer we puttered down to the mud flats on the north
(inland) side of Dawlish Warren, a sand spit which almost closed off the estuary.
Arthur was engaged in a plane-table survey - and taught me the rudiments (which
might come in useful in the Antarctic). He produced a detailed map of the Warren
and the mudflats.
The rest of us spent the time sampling the fauna on the mudflats. We placed 1metre-square quadrats randomly, dug out the mud within them to a depth of about a
foot and extracted the fauna. This mainly consisted of a tiny gastropod (snail),
Hydrobia, of which there were tens of thousands. We sieved them, cleaned the
samples and counted them - all in the burning sun. We also looked at other
representatives of the fauna and examined other habitats, such as the sandbanks in
the middle of the estuary. (Norman later published the survey results in the Journal
of the Marine Biological Association). Of course we became very healthy from this
way of life, sunburned to a walnut brown,
Some friends had a chalet among the dunes on the south side of the Warren and
we would go there for a tea break. One of the party was a very pretty girl, with
black hair and blue eyes - and some days we used to break off and go sailing in an
International class sailing dinghy. We entered for races in the Regatta, but didn't do
particularly well. Our team also explored the wider reaches of the estuary. We even
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went up to Topsham and sampled the Exeter Ship Canal, looking for Aurelia, an
unusual freshwater medusa (small jellyfish), which is found only there.
At the end of each day we puttered back to a pub at a riverside wharf on the
west bank of the estuary, south of Starcross. There we drank pints of draft scrumpy
cider and staggered home to a sound sleep. Waking again to the sun, we got the
girls up, sometimes by spraying with a hosepipe into their tent; male chauvinism
was rife I’m afraid.
It was an idyllic summer, one of the hottest in living memory, endless sunshine
day after day for several months. Sadly, it had to come to an end. I had to prepare
for the next part of my life: my first great adventure, the long journey to the bottom
of the world - to the Antarctic, via South America.
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Chapter 4

Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey :
my first job, 1947

F I Dependencies coat of arms
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s a boy I had developed a strong interest in mountaineering and polar
exploration, while living in the Lake District (Chapter 2). I had read many of
the classic accounts of polar exploration - in fact we had taken Shackleton's
classic ‘South’ as a set book for the School Certificate English literature examination.
I had been entranced by the descriptions of life in the polar regions and their natural
history, and extremely impressed by the paintings and drawings of Edward Wilson
and the photographs of R F Ponting. Cambridge was the home of the Scott Polar
Research Institute (SPRI), founded in memory of Captain R F Scott of the Antarctic,
and it had in its archives the largest single collection of Wilson's watercolours. There
was also an excellent polar library.
Towards my first job
The institute was the only centre of research in polar studies in Britain and so
was a magnet for people interested in the history of the polar regions, or in planning
expeditions. Naturally I gravitated there and listened avidly to fascinating talk
among the resident experts and visitors. Interested students were welcome to drop
in for talk and there were some lectures to attend. Tea was provided in the small
office of Elizabeth Rought who was the Director's Secretary, a charming, friendly and
very pretty girl, but probably several years older than we were. We sat around on
the floor, if it was crowded and took tea and cakes. Among us from time to time was
Christopher Brasher who was on the way to becoming a famous long distance
runner, and an Olympic Gold Medallist - and had been on polar expeditions. From
time to time we had an opportunity to meet visiting polar explorers and scientists.
Launcelot Fleming was the Director during my initial contacts and later Colin
Bertram was appointed Director. Brian Roberts was attached to the Institute but
spent most of his time in London, as Head of the Polar Regions Section of the Foreign
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Office. Brian and Colin were biologists, (specialising in birds and seals respectively)
and Launcelot was a geologist but had later taken holy orders and was now Dean of
Trinity Hall. All three had been on the British Grahamland Expedition (BGLE), l93437, sailing down to the Antarctic Peninsula on the steam yacht ‘Penola’ under the
leadership of John Rymill, and between them there was a fund of fascinating
experience. BGLE was one of the most productive scientific expeditions of that time,
which had set a standard for later work. The talk was all of dog-sledging, polar
equipment, the wildlife, the rigours of the environment and the nature of the men
involved.
Brian had done some novel work on penguins and on the Wilson's petrel and he
was a bibliophile and an avid collector of polar books. He was responsible for the
organisation of the library; incredibly knowledgeable, and methodical; he had
developed a classification system for the SPRI library and established the reprint
collection, which I was later to find invaluable. Colin had done innovative research
on the Weddell and crabeater seals of the Antarctic, breaking new ground and
introducing a more scientific approach essentially replacing the former anecdotal
natural history, which largely constituted the literature up to then. He had also
written a very interesting and readable introduction to the polar regions, ‘Antarctic
and Antarctic’. I found myself drawn to their work. Launcelot was a delightful man,
who went on to become Bishop of Portsmouth and then of Norwich, and later as
Dean of Windsor friendly with the Queen and Duke of Edinburgh. Brian, Colin and
Launcelot were later to become good friends, mentors and supporters.
Towards the end of that final summer term at Cambridge, before the
examinations, I had already had offers of several jobs. First, in fisheries research at
the Lowestoft Fisheries Laboratory, under Michael Graham, who had visited
Cambridge, looking for recruits and interested me in the possibilities. Secondly,
research on larval settling at the Plymouth Laboratory under F S Russell, the
Director, who was building up a world-beating team. Thirdly, a study of
Hippopotamus biology in the Gambia, as a member of an Oxford and Cambridge
student Expedition. Then one day, as I was walking into a lecture, John Carthy
asked if I was interested in going to the Antarctic to work on elephant seal biology. A
physicist, Gordon Robin (later to become Director of the SPRI and a good friend), a
member of the Falklands Islands Dependencies Survey (FIDS), had reported large
numbers of elephant seals at Signy Island, one of the South Orkney Islands. This
followed reports by James Marr of Discovery Investigations, but Robin found there
was a small breeding population there in the austral spring. Brian Roberts was
looking for a biologist to go there to work as a member of FIDS. I was a bit surprised
that he hadn’t approached me directly, but perhaps he’d put John Carthy up to it?
I expressed an interest and was later called to London for interview at Queen
Anne's Mansions, near St James's Park. Having negotiated flights of rickety wooden
stairs in the old building I found the interview room on the very top floor. There I
was interviewed by Captain Ted Bingham, RN, Dr Brian Roberts and an unpleasant
Colonial Office chap called Hoff I think. I suppose the latter was what would be
called a, Arts generalist; he was anti-science, or at least strongly conveyed that
impression at my interview, and was rather aggressive as I recall, claiming that
scientists were uncultured, illiterate philistines etc.. Perhaps he was just trying to
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provoke me, but I took a dislike to him and pointed out in response that in my view
scientists - including this one - knew much more about literature and the arts than
arts graduates did about science. Despite this rejoinder, I was promptly offered the
job, starting at the end of October, when I would have only a month or so to prepare
before departure. The job was "all-found", housing, food and clothing, and the salary
was £360 a year! This was equivalent to some £8,000 a year today. (Many years later
reading his Obituary in the Times I learnt more about Hoff.
Some background history
Until then I knew nothing about FIDS, in fact had never heard of the
organisation. As I recall I didn’t even know where the Falkland Islands were located;
if asked I might have said “Somewhere off the West Coast of Scotland”! So first let
me give some background.
The Discovery Investigations, 1925 – 1951, set up by the British Colonial Office in
1923, was the first Antarctic venture to conduct a coherent research programme in
the Antarctic, sustained over many years. The programme was undertaken because
of concerns about the overexploitation of the large whales and the future of the
whaling industry. The research – financed by a levy placed on the whaling industry
by the British Government - was centred on the biology of whales and their place in
the ecosystem, but it included work on other higher predators, particularly seals and
fish. This British research program also contributed much to knowledge of the
Southern Ocean, far in advance of its time. Thirteen extensive voyages by RRS
Discovery (Scott’s old ship) and other vessels between 1925 and 1939 set new
standards in Oceanographic research, and demonstrated the main currents and water
masses in the region. A marine biologist Stanley Kemp was the first Director; (his
daughter Belinda, a Zoologist was a contemporary of mine at Cambridge). A marine
biological laboratory, within Discovery House was opened at Grytviken in 1925 and
work began there under Dr N A Mackintosh, continuing during each whaling season
until 1931. It provided the first modern understanding of the Antarctic plankton,
marine mammals, birds, fish and other consumers of krill. It was a hugely important
precursor of modern research on large whales and their environment. Among other
successes it instituted a tagging program that provided the best evidence for the
long-range migrations of the large rorquals, until modern electronic/satellite tags
were employed recently. Many thousands of biological specimens were amassed in
the Discovery Collections, based in the British Museum (Natural History) and the
results of their study published in an impressive series of monographs, the Discovery
Reports. In many ways these collections, databases and publications are still
unsurpassed. After 1951 it was incorporated in the newly formed British National
Institute of Oceanography (NIO).
The British Graham Land Expedition (BGLE), 1934 -1937 was a small privately
organised venture in an old French fishing schooner, re-named the Penola, captained
by R E D Ryder. It further developed methods of polar travel and discovery
originated in the Arctic by small private student expeditions led by Gino Watkins,
which were very cost-effective. BGLE was also privately organised and led by John
Rymill, supported to the tune of £10,000 each by the Royal Geographical Society and
the Colonial Office. Its members were unpaid and the scientists served as Penola ’s
crew. Wintering bases were established off the Antarctic Peninsula on the Argentine
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Islands and the Debenham Islands (in Marguerite Bay), in successive seasons.
Extensive scientific programmes were conducted in meteorology, geology, glaciology
and biology. The expedition took a small aircraft, useful for reconnaissance and
during dog sledge journeys and flights the west coast, and off lying islands of the
Antarctic Peninsula were surveyed as far south as southern Alexander Island.
Sledging parties discovered King George VI Sound and travelled as far south as 72° S
and across the Antarctic Peninsula to the east. They established that it was indeed a
peninsula, not an island. Penola spent the 1936 winter at the Falkland Islands and
South Georgia where Brian Roberts made important ornithological investigations.
The efficient methods of travel and field research and results of studies on birds and
seals (my main interest), by Brian Roberts and Colin Bertram, set a new standard.
The expedition also developed new techniques of polar travel and design of polar
clothing. A second expedition planned for 1939-40 was abandoned after the outbreak
of World War II.
Operation Tabarin
In January l943, during World War II the War Cabinet approved an expedition
to the Falkland Islands Dependencies. The objectives were to strengthen the British
claim to sovereignty in the face of claims by Argentina and Chile; and to deny the use
of harbours and oil fuel stocks to enemy shipping. The operation was put under
Admiralty control and was to be secret – code-named ‘Operation Tabarin’ after a
famous Paris nightclub. News of the expedition was not released until April 1944.
The expedition was planned by a committee of representatives from
government departments, including the Admiralty, Foreign Office and Colonial
Office. It was an informal committee comprising people with polar expertise mainly from Discovery Investigations and British Grahamland Expedition (BGLE) and it provided advice on scientific possibilities and logistics. The Governor of the
Falkland Islands, representing the Colonial Office, was to be in overall control of the
expedition, once it was in the field, and Cdr J W S Marr, RNVR, was appointed
Expedition Leader. Marr had Antarctic experience from service on Shackleton’s last
expedition, attached as a Boy Scout (l921-22) and with Discovery Investigations from
l927-30.
In the l943/44 season bases were established at Port Lockroy (Base A) and
Deception Island (B), by HMS William Scoresby and SS Fitzroy, the cargo/passenger
ship owned by the Falkland Islands Company. A [Naval Meteorological Service] and
Post Offices were set up. The following season the SS Eagle from Newfoundland was
chartered for the relief of the bases and in that season the main base was established
as planned at Hope Bay (D) and a base hut erected at Sandefjord Bay (B), Coronation
Island, South Orkney Islands.
Marr was replaced as expedition leader by Captain A Taylor, Royal Canadian
Engineers, in February 1945 and in July ‘Operation Tabarin’ was renamed the
Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey (FIDS) and the Colonial Office took over full
responsibility. Funding and logistics continued to be the responsibility of the
Admiralty. The informal Advisory Committee was serviced by Dr B B Roberts,
Colonial Office Research Department. Arrangements were made to store data,
records and specimens from ‘Operation Tabarin’ and FIDS in the Discovery
Committee accommodation in the British Museum (Natural History).
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Surgeon Commander E W Bingham, RN, was appointed Field Leader for the
l945/46 season and the William Scoresby and Fitzroy continued to provide logistic
support. In addition MV Trepassey was chartered from the Canadian Government.
Further bases were established at Cape Geddes (C), Laurie Island, South Orkney
Islands and Stonington Island (E), Marguerite Bay, at the base of the Antarctic
Peninsula.
From the l946/47 season FIDS was financed by the Colonial Office and the
logistic support continued as before. An aircraft (Auster “Autocrat”) was acquired
and operated from Stonington until September l947. Bingham was put in overall
charge of FIDS by the Governor, with a deputy (Base Leader) at each base, and
additional bases were established at the Argentine Islands, Antarctic Peninsula (F),
Admiralty Bay, South Shetland Islands (G), and Signy Island South Orkney Islands
(H). Bingham issued Scientific and Survey Instructions and the Falkland Islands
Meteorological Service, administered by the UK Meteorological Office took over
meteorological reporting.
A policy decision was taken by government in September 1947 to continue
FIDS, to reinforce Britain’s territorial claims and explore the economic potential of
the Dependencies. From this followed the purchase of HMS Pretext in l947, which
was renamed MV John Biscoe, after an early British explorer, and used for the relief of
the bases. In April l948 the Governor of the Falkland Islands took over the
administrative and financial responsibility for FIDS. He appointed a Secretary to
head a small FIDS administrative staff in Stanley, Falkland Islands, who became
known as “Secfids” from the telegraphic address. Colonel K S Pierce-Butler (formerly
Base Leader, Stonington) was the first Secfids. A FID Scientific Committee was
formally appointed by the Colonial Secretary in London to replace the earlier
informal committee. Crown Agents became responsible for supplies, equipment and
recruitment and a FIDS London Office was set up where Secfids spent part of each
year.
Preparations for my first research programme
Towards the end of October, l947, I went down to London to prepare for my
Antarctic adventure. Owing to delays in refitting the ship, I was to have six clear
weeks (ie more than expected) to define the research programme I was to undertake,
reading the relevant literature (fortunately not too extensive at that time), and
acquiring equipment and materials for two years' work. I was fortunate in being able
to consult Colin Bertram and Brian Roberts. Colin made available to me, in his
rooms at St John's College in Cambridge his collection of scientific reprints of
scientific papers and books on seal biology. Brian was extremely helpful in advising
me on birds, equipment, paints and dyes (for marking seals), and the procedure for
purchasing formalin and duty-free alcohol (for preserving specimens!). Ted
Bingham gave me introductions to the Naval Dockyard at Chatham, which I visited
and where I had equipment made, including branding irons for permanently
marking the seals and a large tripod for weighing seal pups (which in practice
proved to be much too flimsy!). I had just £100 to spend on all this equipment,
including preservatives, other chemicals for specialist fixation of tissues, brandingirons, collecting jars, weighing equipment, spring balance, etc. I also visited the ICI
Dyestuffs Division and the Paints Division, to discuss ways of marking seals for
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observations of their behaviour. I had discussions at Cambridge about registering
for a PhD degree, with Sydney Smith as my Supervisor. At that time there were few
precedents then and it was decided that I should go off the Antarctic and, depending
on the progress made during the first two years, it would later be decided how much
of this time could count towards the University's residence requirements for a PhD.
My initial journey down to London on 29 October was uneventful. I had hoped
to see Bill Pile, a contemporary of mine at College, now an official in the Home
Office, but when I got there I found that he had left for New York the previous day.
This upset my plans but fortunately I had Professor and Mrs. Murray's telephone;
they were able to put me up for the night and it was good to meet them again. I saw
the manuscript (of the book I had illustrated) in book form but for some reason it
wouldn't be out until next October at the earliest.
The following morning I did what personal shopping was needed and selected a
camera that would be suitable for my work. It was a Leica II with an f3.4 Summar
lens and shutter speeds from 1/500th sec and time. I had to buy it from my own
resources, which meant arranging a bank loan. I met Bill Sladen at the British
Museum, Natural History (BM) after lunch, and we had a meeting with the Director,
Dr Kinnear. As a result I was given about £8 worth of books and papers as
presentation copies to take away with me, and a course on bird-skinning was
arranged. This was very generous and the Museum authorities were also very
helpful about materials and equipment. In the evening we had dinner with Brian
Roberts at his London club, the RAC, and discussed equipment lists and similar
matters. Bill took me back to Esher for two nights. Then we trained to Tring and had
a bird-skinning lesson on a rook, getting back in time to pop into Bingham's office for
a short time. I collected some bird drawings that I had left with him. There was
further business next morning and we travelled up to Cambridge. I had dinner with
Brian Roberts that evening and discussed plans for the work, from 8 o’clock. until
midnight.
Next day was spent reading and preparing equipment lists. I dined in College on
High table and afterwards in the SCR. The gathering was sketched by Hanslip
Fletcher, the artist, who was also a guest. A very interesting Dutch professor, De
Jonge - who was a well-known anthropologist was also there and I enjoyed a talk
with him. The following day there was again much to be done and Bill left
Cambridge the day after. That evening I dined as Colin Bertram's guest, on St. John's
high table, where he was a tutor. He started his career down in the Antarctic, much
as I was doing - but 13 years before.
I found myself enjoying the new sort of life I now led in London as a 'civil
servant'! There was much to be done in the way of getting equipment and seeing
people. I had access to a shorthand typist and for the first time could dictate my
business letters. I saw our ship, the M/V John Biscoe, for the first time. She looked
seaworthy if a little dirty and rusty and she was tiny - a mere l,200 tons displacement.
That day she was in a mess but by the end of the month when we were to sail all
would be shipshape again. I arranged to stay for 3-4 days with Bill Sladen at his
home in Esher, to discuss joint programmes.
I had arranged to go to the Naval workshops at Chatham to get some smith's
work done - fabrication of branding irons and the like. It seemed very improbable
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that the ship would be ready to sail before the end of the month and when I spoke to
Captain McFie that day he thought it might be well into December before she would
leave dock. She still had to be refitted with new bunks and other accommodation and
equipment.
A letter arrived asking me to submit a new design for the cover of the Ibis. This
was the oldest ornithological journal and I felt it was quite an honour to be asked but
as the deadline was the end of the month, given all my pressing tasks, I was not able
to accept. The President of the society was Dr Kinnear, the director of the Natural
History Museum.
I based myself in Cambridge, at last received the final instructions from the
Colonial Office (FIDS) and there appeared to be little likelihood of our leaving
England before the end of November, as the ship was still undergoing extensive
repairs in London dock near Tower Bridge. I spent a few hours at the docks looking
over the ship which was presently dignified by the name AN 76, but was to be
named ‘John Biscoe’, after an early British Antarctic explorer, when the relevant
committee had made up its mind.
Then out of the blue, there was mention on the radio of the re-naming ceremony
and that the sailing date was now to be in a few days time, a Thursday. I had been
sleeping on the ship with three other expedition members for the last two nights. The
bunks were very comfortable but there was very little space for our kit. The
ceremony performed by Mrs Creech-Jones, the wife of the Colonial Secretary, was
not very impressive, and it was cold; a redeeming feature was the refreshments. I
had an interview with a BBC reporter but couldn’t tell him much. On the Monday
night I took a room at the Bonington Hotel and reported on Tuesday, thinking we
would be sailing as arranged. Of course the usual delays were evident and it
transpired that the ship hadn't yet been on sea trials. It was just as well for there was
still a great deal for me to do. I hailed a taxi and brought my personal kit to the office.
Then I laid on a lorry to bring my 20 crates and drums of scientific equipment,
accumulated at the British Museum, down to the ship - where I saw it safely stowed
at night.
I discovered that there were at least two North country chaps. One, I knew from
Cambridge days (Mike Green) and the other, Derek Maling I had climbed with years
before in the Lake District (Chapter 2). We all went down to the ship together and
turned in after a fish and chip supper. The following day, the ship underwent her
sea-trials and we had to be off her by 8.0 o’clock; we re-joined her at Tilbury at 4.30
pm. and she was to sail on Friday at the 'crack of dawn' according to Bingham. All
this delay was most unsettling but I was still very keen and all would be well once
we sailed.
Everyone told us that the John Biscoe was the best Antarctic ship yet, so we
concluded that the others must have been exceptionally small and even more
crowded! Her decks were by now loaded with gear of every description, including a
large stack of timber and a crated aircraft sitting on the fore-deck. The dockers and
crew worked until very late on the last evening putting the final touches to it and
battening down the deck cargo. This left little room for deck tennis etc (!) and we
would have to feed in relays as the mess room was tiny.
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I was sorry to miss my elder brother Peter, who was coming to England on leave
from West Africa. It meant that we wouldn't meet again until his third leave from
then. I heard that I would be Base Leader, also the Postmaster and be issued with a
special postal frank for the South Orkney's - there would be a new stamp issue.
On 16 December we all came to the FIDS Office as instructed to find that the
sailing date had been postponed, but I arranged to move onto the ship that night,
with Derek Maling, Michael Green and Jimmy Knox (a Radio Operator). When I
walked along the gang plank onto the ship at 10.30 pm I found the others ensconced
in the midships berths! We bussed to Piccadilly next morning and had breakfast in
the Lyons Corner House. Then I went along to the Office and afterwards to
Waterlow's about supplies (specially printed specimen labels) and to Brian Robert's
office near Waterloo. I saw the British Museum equipment off and loaded personal
kit onto the same lorry. That afternoon I again looked into the Office and later met
Derek and Michael at Eros, Piccadilly Circus. We had an excellent dinner at the
Comedy Restaurant and later a second one on the ‘John Biscoe’ - rock salmon (i.e.
dogfish) and chips provided by Jimmy.
On the 18th, a busy morning followed by lunch at Favas in Frith Street. I made
my will after lunch and then caught a taxi to Fenchurch Street Station where a crowd
of us Antarctic types gathered and converged on the 3.25 pm train for Tilbury.
Arrived at the ship we were interviewed by the Press: "Can we quote you Sir, as
saying you are thrilled?" ...."Have you left a girl behind? . . ." etc. Bunks were allotted
by drawing numbered slips and I got number 13, which placed me in the port cabin
aft. This had been the small ship's laundry in its earlier incarnation but even though
there were five other bunks in a tiny space, there was more room than in the
midships ‘slums’. However there was only just room between the bunks to dress
and access was by a "manhole cover" and a vertical ladder from the deck. We called it
“the black hole of Calcutta”. The cook provided a large meal, and after unpacking,
making beds and manhandling other luggage we went out for a drink. I was on the
second night watch at 9.0 o’clock, but fortunately nothing much happened. We had
several naval blokes in our party and one of them, Lieut. Commander "Tanky"
Scadding went on first watch and gave me all the 'gen' when I relieved him. The food
was the best I'd had for several years, lashings of it and very well served. Eating
space was unfortunately rather cramped and throughout the voyage we had to take
our meals in three or four shifts. After all the delays we were now due to sail next
day 19 December. At last the great adventure was to begin.
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Chapter 5

To Sea in a Tub: Voyage of the John
Biscoe, 1947-1948

W

e were still in London on l9 December, and were due to sail next day.
Captain McFie had now recruited most of the crew from layabouts on
the dockside, a motley and unimpressive collection. After breakfast
we split up into parties tackling various jobs about the ship. I was checking the
medical stores with Derek Maling and David Dalgliesh - a RN SurgeonLieutenant, who was to become a great friend over the years; he was about six
years older than myself. I took some representative photos of the general chaos
of the ship from the quayside and by climbing up onto moving cranes. After
lunch I switched to Bosun's stores party, which involved lowering drums of
paint and rope in very large coils, by pulley, into the forward hold. The Bosun
came along and was marked as a ‘Union man’ when he suggested knocking off
for tea at 3 o’clock. After tea I switched to lifeboat stores and continued until
dinner.
At 5.30 pm the ship cast off from Tilbury dock and moved down to a buoy
in mid-stream. The radio-operators installed radio sets and there was a
performance of Handel's ‘Messiah’. Later, in the ‘midships club’, we all sat
around puffing pipes or playing recorders - in and out of tune. In the aft cabin
there followed a discussion on biology, from sea snakes to seals. The expedition
members were formally signed on as supernumeraries at sh.1/- a month!
Next day at 9.30 am. we slipped our mooring and, with the Pilot aboard,
steamed downstream on one engine, pursuing an erratic course. We were told
that this was due to the helmsman not being used to the steering wheel, but
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suspected it might have been the result of heavy drinking the night before.
There was still little sign of the crew except at ‘smokoe’ (tea or coffee break) and
meal times; otherwise they seemed to keep to their bunks. I spent the morning
issuing boots and clearing out the Wardroom, which was in a mess. After lunch
the usual jobs kept us busy: cleaning decks, lashing down stores, rigging
shelves, lights and tables in our cabin. I found a spare piece of wood for a
drawing board and smoothed it with a file and emery paper. Together with
Derek I filled the last water-tanks in the Carley floats (life rafts) and the boats
were lashed down.
We were treated to a very colourful and spectacular sunset. Ranks of low
stratus cloud were tinted salmon pink and Derek and I amused ourselves by
pointing out various potential climbing routes up buttresses of clouds. Some
looked very like climbs we knew - Tower Ridge, Ben Nevis; Kern Knotts - with
Sepulchre and Buttonhook; Scafell Central Buttress and so on. By sunset we
were off Margate and, with both engines running now, making relatively rapid
progress down the Channel. Dover was brightly illuminated and it was
possible to see the cliffs and Castle clearly, because we were quite near the shore
and the moon was bright. A large evening meal followed, chats with Mac and
various members of the crew - and then scrounging tea and bread in the galley.
For the first time I saw the dropping of a pilot - off Dungeness. A small launch
came alongside and the Pilot, perched precariously on a rope-ladder leaped into
it, his bag being swung down after him on a rope. The Royal Sovereign light
was showing when I turned in.
Next day I was on the Bosun's work party during the morning - lashing
down the anchors and then swabbing down the wooden decks. The sun came
out and for a few hours several of us sat at the stern, watching the gulls in the
wake - herring gulls, a few common, lesser and greater-black-backed, several
immature herring and some immature black-headed. We came to recognize one
gull from a peculiar feather pattern, continuously hovering over the galley, the
sun shining through its wings and lighting them up as if from within. They
kept to a constant beat, gliding forwards on the port side, alongside us, then
swooping down, around and soaring up across the stern. The manœuvre was
accomplished with very little movement of the wings. Occasionally some refuse
was thrown out of the galley on the starboard side, or the propeller, passing
through a shoal of fish, would stun them and the gulls would alight on the
water, wings beating, to snatch a tasty morsel. If there was a particularly good
harvest of tidbits the crowd of gulls dropped astern to be lost to sight. But they
always caught up with us again.
In the cabin I put some pictures up above my bunk and created a
hammock of rope for loose belongings. The weather was beginning to roughen
and the ship to roll heavily and pitch violently. Several people were down with
seasickness by tea time - and there was a shortage of bread. We passed Sark,
Alderney and Guernsey and, after dark, the Isle de Bas light. We expected it
would take 36 hours to cross the dreaded Bay of Biscay and the sea was
roughening.
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I had a very good night's sleep, despite the boat rolling and pitching although nothing to what we must expect. The log showed 222 miles since we
dropped the Pilot at Dungeness. With Bob Spivey (formerly a paratrooper) I
was on watch on the bridge from 8 o'clock to noon. The Second Officer, Tom
Miller, pointed out the various instruments and duties and I took over the
wheel for a short time. The swell was quite heavy and I found it difficult to
steer a straight course - to an observer the ship would have seemed to be taking
evasive measures! Several gannets crossed the bow flying north-north-westerly
and a school of bottlenose dolphins joined us. There were about a dozen and
several turned and accompanied the ship, playing in the foam and turmoil
created by the bows. They darted across the bows and back again, showing
their white bellies. When they broke the surface, the blowholes opened and
closed regularly, the dorsal fin cutting the surface made a spray and they went
back to their play. In their movements they are the aquatic counterpart to the
gulls astern, which that day consisted almost entirely of kittiwakes. Later in the
day I saw two guillemots and Pat (Toynbee) reported a whale blowing about
two miles away.
Dr Vivian Fuchs was the leader of the expedition, older than the rest of us
and with some Arctic and African experience. He was sharing a cabin
amidships with Dr Stuart Slessor who had been down with FIDS already as
Expedition Leader and had much experience of dog-sledging. After lunch I
helped him and Mac to sort out some engine parts, did some painting and then
chatted until teatime. At 10 o’clock I went on watch. It was very pleasant to
stand on the bridge, with lowering clouds thinly veiling the moon. There were
very few ships about - in fact I saw only four that watch. The time passed very
quickly.
Next I had a free day, which I spent mainly on the bridge, watching the
birds - kittiwakes, skuas, gannets and a lesser-black-backed gull and a puffin.
The Christmas tree was decorated and I painted a large Christmas card to go on
it. The weather became noticeably warmer on Christmas Eve, and apart from
the sea breeze it was very warm. We took to wearing shorts and little else and
shortly after Christmas began to sleep out on deck, continuing until nearing the
Falkland Islands some weeks later. There were 46 of us including the crew on
board the ship and we all had a very enjoyable time, except that some people
were seasick initially. The Bay of Biscay was really quite calm for December. I
felt very fit and the food was excellent. Our Christmas celebrations were very
jolly and there was a traditional Christmas dinner washed down with some
good wine, followed by much merriment and fun, although it was my
misfortune to be on galley duty. This was not at all pleasant - smells and heat and for the first and only time in my life I suffered from seasickness.
An appropriate church service was held on the foredeck, and we sang "For
those in peril on the sea" and a carol. The Christmas dinner was up to all
expectations. At 10.30 am we had broached several bottles of sherry, gin,
vermouth etc. and so by first sitting an hour later all were quite merry. The
photographers were leaning at crazy angles from all vantage points trying to
catch us off our guard, but we bore up to it admirably.
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The menu was:
Soup
Turkey
Sage and Onion Stuffing
Roast and Mashed Potatoes
Green Peas
Christmas Pudding
Sherry
Graves, l943
Macon, l942
We adjourned to the cabin of the First Officer (Lord Headley) for coffee; he
was a short balding Irish peer with a droll sense of humour. Dr Stuart Slessor,
the only one of us with Antarctic experience (at Stonington) began a long
discourse on polar travel, on which he was very knowledgeable, but was not
allowed to finish as David entered and spilt several cups of coffee. The party
was growing quite wild when I left and took up a seat in the stern to watch six
great skuas that were following the ship. They are beautiful birds of very subtle
mixtures of browns, black and white. They glided effortlessly to and fro behind
us, and the predominant impression was of a sleek, almost pigeon-like body to
which the wings seemed only remotely connected. Later Dr Fuchs talked to me
about the Polar Medal and told me that I would be in charge of the base at Signy
Island. Derek had indicated that he would like to go there also and the chances
of our being together appeared quite good.
After tea there was more liquor and Captain McFie, ‘tight as a tick’, kept
us all amused by reciting humorous poetry. He had lost his gold tooth filling
earlier on and so to the slight slurring of words was added a sibilant whistle. A
rumour was spread by the Chief Officer to the effect that the water supply was
very low and a visit to Madeira for fresh water would be necessary. But the
Captain was in no state to make any pronouncement. The water supply was
turned off, and in the general confusion ‘Tubby’ the cook was seized with a fit
of manic depression and had to be restrained from jumping overboard. Quite a
start to the voyage.
It was very hot below and so I dressed and went up to the bridge at 2.30
am. The night was beautiful with the moon very high in the heavens and low
cirro-cumulus scudding across its face. The sea was calm and holding the
moon’s silver gold reflection, constantly changing. Below me the creamy white
bow-wave stirred up the plankton and pinpoints of greenish luminescence
showed the presence of ctenophores or Noctiluca and possibly an amphipod. At
3.15 am the Second Officer took a star-sight with the sextant which I timing for
him. Venus and Orion were very bright, but the other stars were by this time
obscured by moving cloud forms. I stood out on the port side until 5.30 am
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when I went down to my bunk as the moon went down. It was a good time very peaceful with no other ships in sight.
Next day - Boxing Day - was free but I had plenty to occupy me. I saw a
small petrel with brown upperparts and conspicuous white rump. Most likely
it was the Madeiran fork-tailed petrel and in flight similar to Leach's storm
petrel. Later we saw a yellow-legged herring gull. After lunch there was a
lifeboat drill, which seemed rather pointless - all we did was line up in front of
the allocated boats - yet perhaps not so pointless, since it showed that at least
three people had not yet grasped the difference between port and starboard.
That afternoon Dr Slessor gave a very interesting talk on husky dogs and
Eskimo (now known as Inuit). The Eskimo were anthropologically interesting,
he said, and had been derived from a stock that crossed the Bering Strait from
Siberia. He went on to talk mainly about the dogs - driving, breeding,
behaviour etc. There were three types of husky: the very small Greenland dog
used for short journeys with a lightly loaded sledge; the larger Labrador dog;
and the very large 6'6" Newfoundland husky. These were bred with wolves to
increase their hardiness. The FIDS dogs were all from Labrador. He gave an
interesting account of the psychology of dogs, types of sledges used (3" hickory
runners for the Antarctic plateau, 1" steel for the sea ice) and the various Eskimo
commands. These and the judicious use of the whip should be sufficient to
control any team, but in case of emergency, we were told, one could always stop
by overturning the sledge!
The radio-operators started morse and semaphore classes for the
uninitiated; there was to be a brains trust; and Steve (McNeile) was writing a
comic opera. There seemed little chance of seeing Madeira that night as it was
raining heavily and visibility was limited. I had a long talk with Dr Fuchs who
put me wise to the political situation down south. He also showed me the
provisional list for base ‘H’ Signy Island. It included Jim Knox (radio operator)
and Ken Pawson (meteorologist), and a Falkland Islander. I said I would prefer
to have Derek Maling with me, but Ken was a good fellow and I was sure we
would get on very well. In fact there were very few of my companions that I
would not have been happy with. Fuchs had been at Cambridge and had
limited polar experience in Greenland. He had completed a geological PhD
from Cambridge on the East African Rift Valley. He had also been in the war
and an administrator in the occupation, so had much experience and was easy
to talk to. Steve dragged me into the chorus of his light opera and David
showed me some of his photo albums, including some Skye photos. Later I
borrowed the canvas bucket from the bridge and took water samples - but
didn't get anything macroscopic. It was stiflingly hot as I went to bed.
Next day I was on the Bosun's party during the morning; we scrubbed the
decks very thoroughly with soft soap and caustic soda in an abortive attempt to
remove the diesel oil, which was continually overflowing. The Bosun, Macleod,
was a definite menace with his hosepipe and Jim (Knox) got an eyeful trying to
defend his ‘dobeying’ (washing) which was hung out to dry. It was a very fine
morning and people blossomed out in shorts, so in the afternoon I did likewise
and lay lizard-like in the sun; it was getting very strong. While I was trying to
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adjust the binocular focus to watch a bird I saw a flying fish in the field of view,
as it seemingly hovered for several seconds in the trough of the swell. The wind
against it had slowed it down until it was almost stationary. In the next few
days we would come upon them in scores. Earlier in the day I had climbed to
the crow's nest to see the Salvage Islands to port; they appeared as small
volcanic cones on the horizon. After lunch the island of Tenerife was visible on
the port bow; there was some discussion at first as to whether it was a cloud
effect, but when these cleared a little later the north end of the island could be
plainly seen.
The opera group met after lunch for first rehearsal, which went very well.
Immediately afterwards we had a 'Brains Trust’, but the questions were not
very stimulating and I left to go on the bridge from which by now both north
and south extremities of Tenerife could be seen, although the central heights
were in cloud. The Pico de Teide could just be made out. To the southwest, part
of the island of Palma was visible at the eastern end of a menacing rainsquall. I
took the following information from the Africa Pilot:
"Tenerife is the largest and most remarkable of Islas Canarias. It is
traversed centrally nearly the whole of its length by a very high range of
mountains, the sides of which slope steeply towards the sea. Forests and
brushwood cover parts of the higher ground and some of the valleys
abound in vegetation. Pico de Teyde is 12,140 feet high and the cone is very
small in proportion, being only 536 feet in height; the crater at its top is
about 120 ft deep."
"Palma has two mountain ranges, the highest point being Pico de Cruz
which is 7,736 ft high..." "Cliff bound Hierro is almost inaccessible."

The sun was setting behind Palma, which was by now shrouded in thick
black clouds and the cliffs at the north and south extremities were silhouetted
against a flaming orange-yellow strip of clear sky. Soon after Gomera appeared
to port and later the moon came out when we were abeam of its long, rugged
mass, the stars very bright and the track of the moon leading across the sea to
the island like the trail of some titanic snail. We stood talking at the forepeak in
the bright moonlight for hours and Pat Toynbee and Steve were reciting their
parts for the ‘Shakespeare Festival’. It was then 9 o’clock and two hours later
we were abeam the light of Fuente Calliente on Palma. This dipped shortly after
midnight and we came abeam of Hierro at about 1.30 am, but did not see the
light of Porta Conchilla around the southwest corner until shortly after 3 o’clock
in the morning.
Hierro was still on the horizon the following morning, with a streamer of
cloud blowing out to the east – ever changing but remaining the same length.
The sky was pale with fluffy yellow cumulus dotted about. The steering gear
went wrong again and we began to go round in circles; fortunately it was soon
put right. We were averaging 10.3 knots and expected to reach St Vincent on
New Year’s Eve, hopefully in time for the fiesta ashore. While sitting on the
deck after breakfast I watched a flying fish, a small one, pursued by a black and
white dolphin about four feet long. About 400 yards abeam to port a large
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silver fish, perhaps 4-5 ft long was splashing about, plunging out of the water to
fall on its belly. I took it to be a bonito, although based on no scientific
identification; it just conformed to my preformed picture of the species. Duties
over I sat reading the ‘Voyage of the Beagle’ in the scorching hot sun. A
rehearsal for ‘HMS John Biscoe’ after lunch; a discussion on flags; and Pat
(Toynbee) organised a surprise entertainment. Each of us had to talk
impromptu for two minutes on a subject drawn from a hat; these ranged from
"The sex life of the bull frog" to "Do barmaids eat their young?" Dudley (Beves),
our ‘Times’ newspaper correspondent, appeared in his hat to great amusement
and by unanimouis demand he talked on "The importance of being Ernest".
The steering mechanism continued to break down at intervals all day;
apparently the switch on the automatic steering engine had broken. For much
of the day the hand-steering apparatus was in use - very hard work. On the
bridge Ken (Blaiklock) who was on watch pointed out the various stars and
constellations to me; he was a surveyor. Next day was my turn again as a galley
(kitchen) slave, so there wasn't much to record. In the afternoon Ken (Pawson)
gave a talk on Astronomy. He began with the sun, described sunspot cycles
and went on to discuss their magnetic effects, leading to the question of auroras.
Finally came comets and meteor showers and in the ensuing discussion we
dealt with the effect of sunspots on radio waves. Our group was the source of
much eclectic knowledge.
There was a glorious sunset, which defied description, but I'll try. On a
backcloth of the most delicate pastel shades of turquoise, yellow and red, was
superimposed a radiating system of feathered altostratus cloud. Where these
met a pattern of cumulus, coloured incandescent copper-gold, emerged. As we
watched the colours became suffused more and more with crimson and the
shadowed parts with deep purple; the sea was reddish-purple also.
For me 30 December was a day of leisure and I spent the morning reading
in the sun. There were now many flying fish scudding away from the ship; the
first sign of their presence was a series of white splashes in the trough of a wave
- caused not by the wind, but by the passage of a small flock of these creatures.
When they emerged from the water they looked just like large metallic-blue
dragonflies, some travelling for 20 or 30 feet in the air before being
overwhelmed by a wave. There was a strong wind, lashing the sea into a fury
of spray. The sun shining on the breaking waves gave rise to many small
rainbows, which looked incredibly beautiful against the dark Prussian blue of
the sea. The afternoon passed in much the same way, save for a definite feeling
of thirst - due to the fact that the water tanks were empty! The distilling
apparatus was not working properly and there would be no relief until we
reached St Vincent the following morning. Only two birds were seen. In the
morning a small brown petrel with white rump; it had a bat-like flight and was
probably a Madeiran (or Leach's) fork-tailed petrel. Later, from the stern David
(Dalgleish) and I saw a similar bird, but the wings seemed to be shorter and I
was struck by the resemblance to a sand martin, remarked on by E.A.Wilson in
describing Wilson's storm petrel.
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On New Year’s Eve it was extremely hot throughout the day. Flying fish
appeared in great numbers and one or two had flown aboard in the night. In
fact I was woken that morning by hearing someone say "Shall I hold it over his
nose?" and opening my eyes saw, first a flying-fish - not flying but hanging
from a wire - and above it Ted's (Gutteridge) smiling face. Jumbo (Nichols) had
one for breakfast and said it tasted like sea trout; I painted mine in watercolour.
Just after lunch, when standing at the bows, a pair of Wilson's storm petrels
flew with characteristic flight, paddling the water every 2 or 3 yards, their long
legs and yellow feet plainly visible. We saw a great skua. Objects floated past
us at intervals but we were not able to collect any; they looked like cephalopod
shells with barnacles etc. attached.
After lunch we sighted Santa Lucia (1296 ft), the first of the Cape Verde
Islands on our port bow. The day was very hazy and the island appeared
higher than it was because its base could not be seen. As we came closer we
made out the line of breakers along the shore. It is a volcanic island with some
very striking peaks and a symmetrical cone in the south. St Vincent and Santa
Antao came in sight ahead and at 4 o’clock we anchored in Porto Grande the
main anchorage, where stood the town of Sao Vicente. The islands were
volcanic with craggy ridges that reminded me of the island of Skye. What little
vegetation there was looked parched and brown; we heard later that there had
been no rain for four years! In the valleys were old lava flows, looking like vast
black glaciers shining in the sun. The geologists had fun speculating about the
rock formations. We slipped past a massive isolated rock in the harbour
entrance (Ilhe dos Passaros, 283 ft) which carries a lighthouse on its summit;
past the terraces of gun emplacements built during the war, and rounded the
promontory to find ourselves in amongst the shipping in the harbour. Signals
and the quarantine flag were run up and the Pilot, Port MO and British Agent to
one of the oil companies came aboard. From London we had taken 11 days,
over a distance of 2568 miles, at an average speed of 9.51 knots.
There were two ships at anchor and several dilapidated rowing boats came
out to us, some with native boys who dived for pennies; others with ragged
native rowers commanded by a ‘spiv’, with a white cap and affluent manner,
belied by his clothing. These of course were the ‘bumboats’ of which I had
heard; they immediately began to sell and barter local goods, straw hats,
coconuts, oranges and bananas and dived for pennies. I traded some cigarettes
for a piece of Madeira lace. The town of St Vincent was bleak, straggling along
the shores of the bay, but it looked quite pretty from a distance in the late
afternoon sun and I was impressed by the diverse pattern of the roofs, and the
white-washed walls. It was a typical Portuguese town, of about 30,000
inhabitants, with numerous cobbled streets and squares - and trees which cast
shade and probably could only survive by absorbing the dew, which is
considerable. Behind on the red volcanic slopes were the scattered villas of the
suburbs.
Shore leave was granted and we began to negotiate with the bumboat boys
to take us ashore and back - the snag being that once they got us there they
would have asked an exorbitant price for the return trip. As it happened the
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Captain's launch came alongside and he wasn't ready, so David, Bill (Sladen, the
other MO) and I went ashore in it - and sent it back for the Captain! We went
into the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. and there met Mr MacDonald, the Agent, who
lent us a boy to show us around. The two MO's bought medical stores and a
bottle of Eno's fruit salts (which cost David Esc 35, about shs. 8/-, an exorbitant
price in those days!). We went round to the Café Sport and had a couple of iced
Jim Collins's. Jock and the Second Engineer arrived and some sailors from the
‘Carlton’- a ship from the Tyne. When MacDonald was free we went along to
his house, above the hospital and had quite a party, his wife Eileen and the local
Surgeon making six of us. We had several drinks and I sampled the local cane
brandy - about 73 over proof!
After dinner we went on to the home of the Surgeon, Chief MO; born on
the island, he was educated at Lisbon and then had been to America for a year
or two before returning to take up this post. I can't recall his name. He took us
to his home for some real Madeira wine. The house was attractive with arches
along the verandah and a loggia at the back. He kept a large monkey in an
enclosure there, which was very fierce and made a lot of noise. Screaming and
roaring, and rattling of the bars of the cage, punctuated the talk at the dinner
table. (In later years I dined out on this tale, and the monkey became a gorilla! I
hadn't realized this until I re-read my diary; how the memory deceives with
time!)
With half an hour to go to midnight we went into the Portuguese Club
across the square, where the New Year's Eve Ball was going strongly. We were
introduced to a number of girls and made to feel very much at home, so that
when the clock struck midnight we were not left out of the general ecstatic
embraces with which the Portuguese greet the New Year. Every one began to
shout ‘nif’ and to prance around merrily, holding hands and weaving in and out
of the arches. I had a lot of dances with several rather pretty girls, in particular
Odise and Marie. The ballroom was a riot of colour from the ladies dresses; the
men were in evening dress or uniform, but no comments were passed on David
and me who were only wearing lounge suits. We were treated as guests of
honour after Mac had introduced us.
Bill was in rather battered bags and tweed jacket and didn't dance. The
Argentine Consul buttonholed him, asked leading questions and wanted to
know if we were naval officers. That seemed to be the general impression,
although we did our best to disillusion them. We had a grand time after being
cooped up on our cramped ship, as many dances as we wished, and were
decorated with the ‘order’ of Vittorio Palma (whatever that may be!) by several
pretty girls. At 3 o’clock Bill was anxious to leave, and said later that he
couldn't get us to move. Not surprisingly as we had all imbibed quantities of
excellent champagne and Madeira, which was running like water. Mac was very
much under the weather.
However, we managed to make our leave-taking fairly quickly and the
launch was laid on to deliver us to the ship. Captain McFie had been to the
other fiesta - which was fancy dress - and he had a ‘Toreador’ and two heavily
mantilla'd women in his cabin - who turned out to be men in drag. We got
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them off the ship, into the launch and away ashore and Dr Fuchs, who had
remained on board, gave us the other news. The Bosun had been drinking
heavily, and had a black prostitute in his cabin, a Canadian stowaway had been
thrown off the ship and various attempts had been made by the locals to steal
equipment - they were partially successful having been over the ground earlier
in the day. So to bed at 3.30 am after a cold shower.
On New Year's Day I was up at 6 o’clock and climbed up to the crow's nest
to demonstrate that I had no hangover and look at the view. The island ranges
are divided by a valley, which runs from the southwest part of Porte Grande,
the sound in which we were anchored. To the south where the valley begins
was a flat, sandy plain with a surprisingly thick growth of palms and scrub.
Otherwise, apart from small green tamarisk shrubs the island appeared to be
completely barren. The rainfall was very sparse and erratic and all the water
had to be shipped over the channel from a permanent spring on Sao Antao. The
highest point on the island is Monte Verde (which is brown!) rising to 2539 ft. in
the northeast. To the east was a series of brown, barren ridges, crowned by
Vigia (Vulture), a peak with a twin crag summit and a seemingly permanent
cloud banner. The sun rose from behind it, lighting up the Ilhe dos Passaros,
with its conspicuous white steps and the high ridges to our west - with a profile
like a human face in profile - said to be Napoleon's.
Jumbo (Nicols) had put a shark line out, though without catching any; the
‘Carlton’ had caught several sharks and an octopus. We saw its crew throw the
Canadian stowaway overboard, but he did not attract the attention of sharks;
perhaps they had caught them all. The only birds I saw were the brown boobies,
which were fairly numerous and kites, which took scraps from the water. The
bumboat boys came out again and I bartered some of our foul scotch flake
tobacco for a straw hat, some sea-shells and oranges. We also got a few stalks of
bananas. In trading we cut the bumboats down to a quarter of the starting price
and then beat them down a bit lower. Ken, Bill and I chartered one of the boats
to row us about a hundred yards away from the ship so that we could take
some photographs; to our surprise the ‘Biscoe’ looked very handsome. Just
before leaving in the afternoon a large school of scombrids (like mackerel)
skipped across the surface of the water, looking almost like flying fish; a shark
may have been chasing them. We heard that a native diver was killed yesterday
by a ‘blanket fish’ (manta ray), but that sounded improbable.
The ship weighed anchor and left Porto Grande at 2 o’clock. At sea again a
school of dolphins accompanied us for some time. There were two species: a
large grey-green-black animal with white underside, mottled flanks, blackish
flippers and a longish snout. It may have been. The other, much smaller, was
the bottle-nosed dolphin. The former was leaping erratically, up to five feet out
of the water. Flying-fish were very abundant and I noticed that the pectoral fins
seemed much darker than those we had met further north. Two large petrels
were flying about 200 yards abeam, possibly Madeiran little-shearwaters. After
dark, while reading on the after deck, a shout from Derek indicated something
exciting. A small bird had flown onto him as he lay in his sleeping bag under
the after lifeboat. We captured it and were able to look it up and identify it as a
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frigate petrel or white-faced storm petrel, Pelagodroma marina, which breeds in
the group.
January 2 was very hot and we didn’t work, but read and talked. I painted
a yellow flower collected in Sao Vicente. Once, while watching the bow wave, I
saw a large medusa about two feet across. Murky plans for the crossing the line
ceremony, were being formulated by the First Mate and others. Next morning I
was on watch from 4 to 8 o’clock and saw the whole unfolding of the dawn,
from the moment when the sky around Capella lightened and made it seem less
bright. We took star sights on alpha Crisus, Aldebaran and Arcturus. I found
the 4 to 8 watch much the most enjoyable as it covered sunrise and sunset, and I
appreciated Tom Miller, the Second Mate's, company. I saw eight Leach's forktailed petrels together in the afternoon and noted the light brown markings on
the wings, white rump extending round to the flanks on some birds; on some
there was a faint grey mark up the middle of the rump. David and Bill reported
a whale blowing a bushy cloud at 8 o’clock, about half a mile to port. It came
nearer blowing several times - probably a sperm whale. A shark with a high,
pointed dorsal fin appeared and cruised alongside before crossing our wake
and being left astern.
Crossing the Line
A few days later, at night, a dark petrel appeared and flew round and
round the light on the mizzen-mast until finally it hit one of the stays and
fluttered to the deck. We caught it and put it in a box to photograph and paint
the following day, which turned out to be extremely hot and humid. The petrel
was a Leach's fork-tailed petrel; I killed it that afternoon and skinned it (for the
museum) after I had painted it. As we were using the hose on deck, a school of
large dolphins approached the ship and played under the bows. They were
mottled grey-brown except the underside, which was cream-coloured, and they
had short beaks. We played the hose on them which induced the largest to
jump about six feet into the air. In the clear green-blue water they were very
beautiful.
In the evening we put on our concert and it was received with much
applause. Dudley was most mirth provoking, as Stewart Grainger in ‘Rank's
famous four’; a close second came Jock with Robbie Burn's soliloquy on the
Haggis ‘Chieftain o' the pudden race’. Our opera ‘H M S John Biscoe’ went very
well, as did ‘Pyramus and Thisbe’ in which I had the part of vile wall! Captain
McFie made a speech of thanks, having enjoyed the evening and endorsed a
wild party lasting until 2 o’clock.
By 6 January, seventeen days into the voyage, we were 55 miles past the
Equator and going ‘downhill’ with the brakes on, that is rather slowly. The
main feature of the day had been the crossing-the-line ceremony for which a
large canvas bath had been made. The Bosun was Neptune and one of the
seamen Aphrodite; the Chief Engineer was the Barber; Doc Slessor the Court
Physician; (George) Barry the Judge Advocate; Jumbo (Nicol), Colonel
Flannelfin the Chief of Police; and there was a supporting cast of Police and
Polar Bears. Dudley was the first victim, then the Second Officer, myself third
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and the others followed in quick succession. I received a ‘Royal Warrant’ made
out to me; “age: stripling, class for leave: green, class for conduct: lower than a
seals belly...” The charge was that I did, "with cruel branding irons, hurt annoy
and insult, with criminal intent our Royal Sea Elephants and did so abuse them
that they were sore put to it to find who was Angus and who was Agnes.
Sentenced to be " Shaved with a red hot razor. Bathed in boiling oil and
deprived of the rights of man. Thence to be purged and lustrated." I gave the
polar bears as good as I got and ducked the three of them. Afterwards of course
the whole court was thrown in - Barry first, in a splendid struggle. While we
spliced the main-brace with gin and vermouth, there was a commotion to port,
where several large fish, silvery with long dorsal fins and long beak were
leaping 3-4 feet above the surface. Swordfish or sailfish perhaps? We had no
means of telling.
A spate of verse had begun to be let loose on the notice board, first::
"Oh! I love to scuttle scuttle
(A cephalopodic cuttle)
through the waters of a prehistoric sea,
in pursuit of protoplasmic animalculae phantasmic,
but potential of the life that is to be.
Oh! I love to wallow wallow
in a wet and muddy hollow
and paddle in the puddles after rain
I'm a Pliocenic saurian who roars with voice stentorian
o'er mushy marsh and pestilential plain
Oh! I love to flitter flitter
in the soft autumnal glitter
making wheezy sounds with flabby leather wings
I'm a playful pterodactyl
and in joy I often quack till
the murky Mesozoic welkin rings.
Oh! I love to burrow burrow in a hot and sandy furrow;
I must excavate in ditches little subterranean niches
and revel in the musky scent of day.
('tis said the backside of this fellow
is tattoed red and yellow,
a point on which biologists all bank).
So each fossil that he sat on
was imprinted with his pattern
and his name and number, I'm a lizard who abhors the light of
day’
date and rank!)
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Oh! I love to waddle waddle
On the fringes of the Weddell
I'm a seal much sought by science on these shores
So if by chance you find me
Just stop and look behind me
Then report sex, size and shape to Dickie Laws.
We had sighted no land since St Vincent, but now woke to a wild dawn to
see the island of Fernando Noronha on the western horizon and the
whitewashed buildings of a penal settlement and a leper colony. I made a
watercolour sketch. The most conspicuous feature was a long curved tooth of
rock, 1,200 feet high, which overhangs. Darwin described the island as being
covered with dense vegetation. I could see the streaks of lava flows and volcanic
rubble and scree running down into the deep green of the coastal fringe. Large
numbers of birds from nesting colonies on the island flew past the ship,
evidently bound for their fishing grounds. Most interesting was the large great
frigate bird, with white throat and breast, long black tail and wings. It sailed
slowly and majestically over the ship. There were a few flocks of terns about,
probably sooty terns and a few of the smaller brown-winged tern. In addition
there were large numbers of brown and blue-faced boobies, which were seen
again later in the day. Two other birds were: a buffy-grey plover with a white
rump and Leach's fork-tailed petrel.
Pat Toynbee told me that he had seen numbers of phosphorescent jellyfish
while he was on watch and throughout the day we saw beautiful pale pink-lilac
‘Portuguese men o’ war’ (Physalia); attempts to catch one were abortive.
Dolphins joined us from time to time as well as schools of tuna. We had a lucid
talk from Eric Platt on field geology. I spent some time compiling biological
instructions to the bases and gave a couple of talks on seals.
Derek produced another piece of verse:
Well Capn i met
tubby the steward
tryin to find a
bottle of gin in the
forrard hold this
morning
a helluva comedown
this is for me cock
he says a few
brief centuries
ago one of the
chief bull
ele
phant
seals
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in South Georgia
and today
the steward of the
john biscoe
but watthehell
cock wotthehell
its cheerio
my deario that
pulls you through
when it gets you
down
cock
you might as well
chuck yourself
over the
bleedin side.
see here tubby
i said i thought
you told me that
it was tweedle-dum
(and tweedle-dee)
you used to be
before you
transmigrated into
the frame of a
steward.
Where do you get
this bull elephant
seal stuff
question mark.
i was several
things my little
insect says he
being tweedle-dum
(and tweedle-dee)
was only an incident
in my career
and i was always getting
the rough end of it
always being misunder
stood by some strait
laced, prune faced
bunch of pissy mouthed
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sisters of uncharity
the things that have
been said about me
cock
exclamation mark.
framed cock always
framed that is the
story of all my lives
framed by one of the
younger bull seals
(mr laws will tell
you how the bastards
lurk about trying
to snatch our cows)
framed by a crow
as black as any
tar barrel just like
one of them great
shite hawks in st
vincent
but toujours gai
cock
toujours gai
always keep smiling
cock
once it gets you down
you might as well go
over
the bleeding side
Tubby came along and read it aloud, asked us what ‘toujours gai’ meant,
and was quite proud of his relationship to the elephant seals! Another take-off
dealt with what Shakespeare, Ben Johnson, Herrick and Samuel Johnson would
have said had they been members of the expedition. Tubby quite genuinely
thought they were expeditioners and we played him up.
Mike Green produced:
TO HIS SLOWE EATERS
Had we but world enough and time,
This slowness, Gannets, were no crime.
You could sit down and eat your meals
And crack your jokes and talk till peals,
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Of bawdy laughter penetrate
Unto the galley. Dick could eat
Unlimited second helpings, Bill
Could have his mug without the fill
Of slime and oil that crusts the rim
(This matter unhygienic worries him)
Brian would have a serviette
And have no need to put his shirt
Across his knees.
You could have all the apricots
And custard tarts you wish and pots
Of jam. The mustard, salt and Worcester sauce
Would all be in their places. 'Course
We'd fill your mugs a hundredth time
With water, tea or juice of lime.
And you would smoke your pipes and chuck
Your fags and matches till the deck
Was ankle-deep in ash - but bye
And bye we'd sweep it clean away.
But at my back I always hear
The Second Sitting drawing near:
And yonder all before you lie
Mountains of unwashed crockery.
Your bodies must no more be found
Upon the mess deck - look around
Pick up your shirts and pipes and hats
And take your tea upon the decks
To swill; but don't (Oh! heinous sin) forget
to bring the mugs back to the sink.
(How do you think the others are going to drink?)
Rather at once your food devour
Than linger over it hour by hour
Do you roll all your eggs and all
Your porridge up into one ball
And push the mess with good celerity
Into your mouth. Get up and fly!
Make way! Make way! for more do come
To eat, and after all have done
Allow them peace to eat, poor sods,
Who slaved all day to feed your bods.
"A Galley Slave"
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Another fine day came, with it a big swell. Jumbo and I cleared out the
heads (WCs), but the scuppers were blocked and since the method was to turn
on the hose there was soon several inches of water over the mess deck and
cabins. It took us some time to clear it up. There were flying fish about,
although not very abundant, and numbers of pink Physalia. I did some
dobeying (clothes washing) and Jack gave a talk on making bread and cakes,
but unfortunately there was a wind blowing and I couldn't hear it all. David
and I talked for hours in the starlight about things in general, people,
philosophies, morals and codes of behaviour.
I woke, on the monkey-island, to find myself sharing a pillow with Brian
and a brilliant sunrise in sight every time the ship rolled to port. The wind was
freshening and there were ominous dark clouds above. David had a flying fish
for breakfast and I did a quick dissection to see if it conformed to my
speculations. The optic lobes and cerebellum were large as were the semicircular canals, correlated with large eyes (feeds at dusk?) and balancing for
gliding flight. I had a free day, but with the ship rolling violently and the
clinometer registering more than 32° from the vertical it was difficult to do
anything. Some large waves were shipped. Bill had to postpone his lecture.
A commentary on the current conditions:
DRIP, DRIP, DRIP
We are sailing away to a land
Which the misguided at home understand
Is an area so cold
And our venture so bold
What is really in store for our band?
It would seem if you stop to reflect
Tax your knowledge and try to detect
Any hardship down South
Worse than those in Thames' mouth
Then your fears for the future reject.
Take the level to which you have sunk
In a thirty 'gree roll in your bunk
But in Marguerite Bay
It is seldom that way
And at hand for your head an ice chunk.
Continuing with thoughts of our sleep
Relief from such items we seek
As smells of fuel oil
Old cabbages, boiled,
And thick air causing slumber so deep.
The ice, which we'll sleep on we think
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Will be safe to step on and drink
But this useless stuff
At present so rough
Is causing our vessel to sink.
Over ocean we've chanced now to ramble
On our future we’re not wise to gamble
But wherever we be
Compared with this sea
It couldn't be more of a shambles.
A comment from Brian: "Two years will make a man of you - or a seal!"
Approximate navigation, medical and dental “training”
Most days we were on duty: on bridge watch, steering watch, bosun's party,
painting the ship, swabbing the decks, galley duty (the worst) and so on. One
night I was on bridge watch from 4 to 8 o’clock; star sights on Fomalhaut, Venus
and Aldabaran. The flying fish we were now seeing were very large and solitary
and with wings in a variegated pattern of brown and transparent areas. I put up
the first installment of ‘Hints to collectors – Seals’ (illustrated with cartoons) on
the notice board. It was Jumbo's birthday so we had the weekly ration of liquor
and it developed into quite a party. The Chief Officer (Lord Headley) came
along and took David and me into his cabin, where he produced a bottle of gin;
then the Captain came along with another bottle and later Number One
produced a further bottle. Things went with a swing, until David broke the
desk by sitting on it when the ship rolled. Captain McFie was amusing and
reminisced at length about his experiences and career. (He had spent four
seasons in the Antarctic, in RRS ‘William Scoresby’ as Second Officer, 1935-37 and
in in RRS ‘Discovery II’ as Chief Officer, 1937-39). We went to bed very late in a
boisterous mood and Dudley was most concerned for me, thinking we wouldn't
manage to climb the vertical ladder up to the Monkey Bridge. However we got
rid of him and negotiated the climb with ease.
I was again on watch, but from 4 to 8 o’clock. The First Officer was again
‘pissed as a newt’ and found difficulty taking the star sights and plotting the
position on the chart. The result was maybe within 20 miles of the real position;
we diplomatically blamed the ship's rolling. In fact this was a not infrequent
happening. I used to stay on the bridge until the Second Officer (Tom Miller)
came up to take over the next watch. He would stride over to the chart table,
take up a rubber and without looking closely, rub out the pencilled ‘cocked hat’
(indicating the estimated position of the ship as calculated by the Chief Officer).
Then, taking up the sextant he would say "Now lets see where we really are!"
The Second Officer was really the only reliable deck officer, for the Captain and
First Officer were drunk a lot of the time and the Third Officer was a bit of a
dreamer, who spent much of his time writing poetry.
This was a little disturbing if one stopped to think of it, so, as there was
nothing we could do about it - we tried not to! At 9 o’clock next morning I
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reported for the Bosun's party and was swilling decks until the Church service
at 11.30 am. In the afternoon I slept and read alternately under the after lifeboat
- seemingly the only patch of shade on the whole deck. I saw an immature bluefooted booby, which briefly flew around and then left us. A small shoal of
brown fish, unidentified, broke surface to port.
Another day, after a very comfortable night I woke to a shower of rain at 5
o’clock. I was detailed for galley duty, so there was not much to record. A moth
was caught on board and later I saw a dragonfly above the bridge, flying in a
south easterly direction. At 4.30 pm a school of 7-8 large dolphins began to play
around the bows. I did some quick sketches, although by the time I had
collected paper and pencil I saw them only for a short time before they left us.
The water was very clear and the lighter parts of the animals were bright
emerald green under-water. When they jumped the belly was pink, with flanks
mottled and the back grey-brown. Towards evening we came to a patch of
smooth satin-surfaced water of only 30 fathoms depth on the echo-sounder.
The water was very green and there was a smell in the air reminiscent of
Seahouses harbour (Northumberland) at low tide. A truly wonderful sunset
ensued with heavy black stratus above and long low cumulus masses low on
the horizon, looking like rugged islands. The sun's reflection was represented
by coppery vermiculations.
Dr Fuchs now showed me the definitive list for Base H, Signy Island: Derek
Maling (Meteorologist), Ralph Lenton (Radio Operator), both aged 24 [?], a
Falkland Islander (General Assistant) to be picked up at Port Stanley and myself
as Base Leader. It was identical with the preference I had expressed and
couldn't have been better - anyway Fuchs had consulted me and it was my
choice. I had climbed with Derek in the Lakes in l942 and he had been in the
RAF as a Flight Lieutenant; Ralph was acting as ship’s carpenter on the voyage
and was a great handyman. (Of course the choice was limited; the two doctors
were to go to Bases D and E, the relatively large sledging bases, as were the
geologists and surveyors.)
That night the lights of Rio were visible on the starboard bow, followed
later by Cape Frio light. During the evening there was a continuous spectacular
display of summer lightning over the hills behind Rio. While standing in the
bows watching all this several dolphins appeared and we could trace all their
movements by the phosphorescence in the water.
Next day I had the usual free day following galley duty and so David and I
did our dobeying. At 8 o’clock there were two fins off the starboard beam,
which were either sharks or swordfish. I'm not sure which but ‘Number One’
(First Officer) had seen a swordfish close-to earlier, so probably these were too.
A large shoal of fish was disturbing the water about half a mile to port. We
passed through a long streak of plankton, which made a straw-coloured scum
on the surface and from a distance gave the impression of being a shoal. A
greater shearwater was flying around the ship later.
Jock the ship’s Electrician had a very painful abscess at the base of a
fingernail and David decided to operate. We found that the only syringes in the
medical kit were of 2cc capacity and there were only three of those; the
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anaesthetic - Pentathol - required about 10 cc to take effect. After much
tinkering a rubber-tubing feed was fixed up so that the syringes could be
interchanged. It was difficult to get Jock under with this quite inadequate
equipment and Derek, who was also assisting, fainted while I was filling a
syringe from a phial he held. Jock burst out singing and quoting Rabbie Burns
and the operation was completed. He told us later that he felt no pain - but
during the treatment his body appeared to be writhing in agony. I viewed it all
quite objectively; who knows but I might have made a good doctor!
More Wildlife
I had another day off and spent most of it writing letters. Large birds were
seen at intervals during the day: brown except for white lower breast and
abdomen; wings and flight petrel-like. It conformed to Alexander's description
of Schlegel's petrel. There were several tuna and a turmoil of small fish at
lunchtime. At 3.30 pm we saw four young sperm whales off the starboard bow;
they were blunt nosed with a single puffy spout. I borrowed Dr Fuch's
microscope and looked at the plankton, which I had collected the previous day desmids I think but they had rather disintegrated overnight. There were also
some small amphipods and a species of cyclopoid copepod. Conditions were
very primitive - the microscope on top of an oil drum, spray and wind, and
people having their hair cut just behind me. Every now and then I would have
to move the whole apparatus when someone wanted to get into the after hatch.
How good it would have been to have a square yard of bench in a
laboratory with decent equipment; a petrological microscope was not ideal.
Dave Golton (meteorologist) showed me a humming-bird hawkmoth that he
had captured during the night and put in a matchbox. Unfortunately Bill
opened the box and it flew off before I really had time to observe it properly.
Later we found a large red dragonfly in the wardroom. Pat Toynbee gave an
amusing talk entitled ‘Two years with the Antarctic whaling fleet’; he had
served in the Antarctic on an ‘armed merchant raider’ the Empress of Bermuda
during the war. Another wonderful sunset came with a complete spectrum
above the horizon: brilliant orange cirrus against a blue sky, and the sea at one
time like red ink, with bright mauve, green, yellow and blue reflected from the
sky. The surface looked almost fluorescent.
On the morning of 15 January it was very rough but I sat at the stern and
read, and drew Schlegel's petrels. We saw our first albatross - an immature
‘wanderer’, which was later joined by two others. They followed the ship
throughout the day. There were dozens of Schlegel's petrels and some of them
came in very close, passing only 8 or 9 feet above our heads. Another smaller
bird appeared which I identified as a dusky shearwater.
The Captain reported a minke whale in the afternoon, brown from the film
of diatoms on its skin. At 6 o’clock, while on watch, I saw seven or eight whales
blowing about a mile or so dead ahead and as we came up to them their backs
and dorsal fins were visible when they came up to blow. One of them sounded
only 20 yards from our starboard beam, throwing up its massive black tail
flukes and plunging almost vertically downwards. Another small sperm whale
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cruised alongside the ship for a few hundred yards, blowing and showing the
very stumpy dorsal fin and square head of this species. The whole of its brown
body - length about 25 feet - was clearly visible to me looking down from the
bridge. Then it sounded. We altered course for another group of sperm whales,
identified by their puffy spouts, but they scattered and I didn’t get such a good
view. Dudley gave an amusing talk on ‘South America from the windows of
Whitehall’.
Next day’s morning watch was quite uneventful. I watched a bosun bird:
the wings were white with black tips, tail long and the bill red. With rapid
plover-like wing beats it passed across our bows from SE to W - a red-billed
tropic bird. An immature wandering albatross was seen at the same time.
Between 4 and 6 o’clock we passed large flocks of black-browed and yellownosed albatrosses, sitting on the water. There were numbers of black-capped
petrels and a few Schlegel's. In the afternoon I assisted in the pulling of two
teeth from ‘Greaser’ Cox, a lower right molar and a wisdom tooth - part of my
dental training! Dr Slessor talked to us Base Leaders about the medical stores.
Next day as I woke Lobos Island – breeding ground of fur seals - was
abeam to starboard, with the long grey line of the Uruguayan coast on the
horizon. In the early morning, uniform grey light, it was uninspiring. I saw my
first two Dominican gulls following the ship and by the end of the watch they
had increased to twenty. We passed the Banco Ingles lightship at 10.36 am, the
Pilot boarded at 1.15 pm and at 1.50 pm we entered the harbour. The harbour
birds were: Patagonian black-headed gull and Bigua cormorant. At 2.20 pm we
moored alongside; 16 days 2 hours and 13 minutes from St Vincent, having
traveled 3,717 nautical miles.
Montevideo, my first foreign city
The port officials came aboard and the formalities were completed. The
mail was delivered but it was incomplete; I had only two letters - from Freda
Woods and Oliver Barclay (a Cambridge friend). We were allowed currency of
10 pesos a day (a peso being equivalent to about 2sh 6d) and went ashore at 4.30
pm. Montevideo was my first experience of a foreign city. Mr Botterell, the
agent for Royal Mail Line had told us that we could make use of the English
Club at Calle 25 de Mayo, so we made tracks there to ‘up-homers’ as David said
- a naval term. We found the club eventually, with difficulty due to language
problems. We had a beer and met Tom Torry. He was going out to a little cafe
in Pocitos, where he usually went on a Saturday and took David, Derek and
myself along. It turned out to be a very ‘continental’ cafe shaded by plane trees.
We sat at a table outside and a friendly waiter called Vasquez served us; he was
Spanish and had come over fairly recently. We drank caña - a local jungle-juice and ate olives and peanuts and talked about Uruguay, Argentina and Home.
We met various other members of the English colony in Montevideo: two ‘Jocks’
who were in the wool trade; Mr and Mrs Settle who invited us out for the
following afternoon and Eleanor, their young daughter of five, who was a
charmer. Mrs Settle was a nurse at St Thomas's before coming out to Uruguay.
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After a very enjoyable and noisy evening enjoying release from the confines
of the ship, we went back to the Club for supper; this was a large meal. Then
after several gin and tonics Derek left early as he was very tired. David and I
suddenly realized that we were the last people in the Club and departed at
about 2 o’clock in the morning. On our way back to the dock we called in at a
low pub for an iced beer and were accosted by Hanrahan, one of the Greasers
from the ‘Biscoe’ - "ever so slightly whistled". Back on the ship, after eluding the
many prostitutes, we found the Captain and Number One going strong and
were ordered to join in. At 4 o’clock we staggered with stretchers to the after
deck and got to sleep on them about 4.30 am.
David and I awoke the following morning somewhat jaded; We took
aspirins and Eno's fruit salts to correct this and felt fine. The Captain called us in
for a scotch and milk, which takes "all the wrinkles out of your stomachs", as he
said. David and I then went down to the tramlines and jumped on a number 37
tram to the Zoo. After conducting a voluble conversation with a Uruguayan
lady who spoke French, we found that it was the wrong one. Then after a long
wait we jumped on a no.41 and eventually arrived at the Zoo. The gardens
were beautifully laid out - tall palms, shady climbers and many brightly
coloured flowers. The ‘capinchos’ (Hydrochoerus capybara) were most interesting
to me, also three hippotamuses in their pond, white peacocks, storks, ibises, and
many local birds including black-necked swans. In the trees were many little
turtle doves, the size of a thrush with conspicuous white patches on wings and
tail. We took the 141 bus back to the ‘Aduana’ (Customs House) and had a late
lunch on the ship, of cold meat and beans, and one peach eaten from the tin.
When the Settles arrived I showed them around the ship. Then, collecting
our bathing kit, we departed for Carrasco beach, passing a very drunken Bosun
on the gangplank. The 104 bus took us through the town and along the coast.
The beaches were large, flat and silvery - and on the landward side were small
shrubs and trees. The grass in places stretched right down to the water's edge but it was still brown river water, although a little salty. We bathed, did
acrobatics for little Eleanor's amusement, drank ‘Coral’ beer, walked and bathed
again. It was a relief to be unconfined after being cooped up on our little ship.
Everywhere groups of Uruguayan youths were playing football, using coats as
goalposts - just as in England. Their ball control was very skillful. At a large tea
garden behind the Hotel Carrasco we had an excellent tea of toast, butter, jam,
cakes, scones, biscuits and capped it with a large strawberry ice cream. ‘Spiv’
(Spivey) and ‘Mac’ (McNeile) came in later. There were large crowds waiting for
buses, so we took a taxi back to the Settle's home. They had a beautiful garden
with some unusual plants and we walked and talked until Eleanor had to go to
bed. Then we had a meal and drinks - listened to ‘L'apres midi d'une faune’ had more drinks (including very earthy Bourbon whisky) - and then talked until
it was quite late.
We walked back to the Club Inglese, where we found that its members had
all left because of the Captain's drunken behaviour earlier. He and the First
Mate had been dancing on the tables! This engendered an acute depression,
which was enhanced on arrival at the ship by the arrest of our Estonian seaman,
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the only real seaman in the crew. He had been drinking and had run amok with
a crowbar all over the ship. The guard on our gangplank had come aboard and
the Estonian had broken his arm with a blow from the iron bar, but then the
guard knocked him out with one blow of his fist (he was said to be the
heavyweight boxing champion of Uruguay). As our Estonian lay in the
scuppers, the guard blew a whistle and a detachment of Maritime Police,
wearing fancy-dress uniforms, led by two officers, one with a large drawn
sword, came on board and dragged him off to gaol. We turned in after deep
and sombre thoughts on the general set-up of the expedition. I would be glad
when we got down south and were on our own, away from events like these.
Jumbo's ankle had earlier been damaged by a fall from the deck cargo.
David laid on a taxi and someone from the British Agency to show us around.
We went up to the British Hospital along tree-shaded streets, with typically
Spanish houses, and much wrought-iron work. Once there, Jumbo's ankle was
X-rayed, after much mañana talk, by a very pleasant Doctor who had spent a
year in London during his training. David had a long session with the Matron
and obtained some medical stores he needed. Back to the ‘John Biscoe’ for drinks
with the Captain before lunch. Then up to the main shopping streets to buy
some Kodachrome film; here Derek had a long argument with the assistant,
which threatened to develop into an international incident, but for the timely
arrival of the Norwegian Agent. We were only able to buy two colour films
each - we couldn't afford more with our currency allowance – and they were to
last us two years! Afterwards we sat in the sun in the Plaza Independencia
taking in the atmosphere. We also had a couple of beers and a shoe-shine;
Derek wearing some very dirty old shoes got his money's worth! Next we
browsed in various bookshops, the best run by a girl from Brussels who spoke
very good English and sold no Spanish books. We made one or two purchases.
I tried to get some zoological books at the Foyles of Montevideo, but was
unsuccessful, except for American editions of Darwin's Origin, and Thoreau's
Walden.
At the Club we had tea and buttered toast and met Peter Swann. After a
few G&Ts we heard that there was a new ration of Pesos, so went back to the
ship to collect. On returning to the Club we found Dudley, a little inebriated,
chipping at the bar in imitation of Eric Platt geologising. We met up with Brian,
and Bill and Phil returned from a purchasing expedition. Brian invited us all
out to dinner, so we all piled into a car, dropped Bill who was late for an
appointment, and Brian, Pat, Phil and the three Ds went to Los Palmos. Here
we had more G&Ts and a colossal meal. We began with chicken and salad, with
a Chablis wine; there followed the most enormous steak I've ever seen - it
completely filled the plate and was one and a half inches thick - with two eggs
and lashings of chips piled high, red wine and cheese and biscuits. We returned
to Brian's house for whisky and sodas - and a succession of shaggy-dog stories.
When we got back to the ship at 2 o’clock and said our goodbyes, Derek
went to bed and David prepared to, while I talked with the Fireman on guard,
with the aid of Number Three's dictionary, feeling all the time about a foot
above the deck. While this was going on the Captain returned with a blond
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chorus girl from Leicester. David and I talked at length, went to bed and got up
again when Number One came on board. Eventually we did get off to sleep at
4.30 am. with, for me, the unpleasant prospect of galley duty at 6.30 am.
I was on galley duty until 11 o’clock. Then David and I put on suits and
went up to the English Club for a few G&Ts and lunch with Peter Swann, Drs
Fuchs and Slessor and Andre Liotard. He was a very charming French polar
explorer planning an expedition, who was joining us for the season, and hoping
to pick up some ideas from FIDS. We then looked unsuccessfully for the
Natural History Museum and did some shopping before returning to the ship,
when I resumed my existence as a galley slave. We had taken on a new seaman,
since the Estonian was in clink and unlikely to be free for some time. He seemed
a very nice chap - a nephew of Bosun Macleod, called MacIver. The Estonian
would be a great loss, since he was the only real seaman aboard and had all the
necessary skills. I would always remember watching him climb the forestay to
the main mast, hand-over-hand in rough weather.
Heading South again
A fresh breeze blew as we left the port at 6 o’clock accompanied by
Dominican and Patagonian black-headed gulls; it was to be more than two years
before I was again in a city environment. I looked forward to the next part of
the adventure, as the Antarctic slowly drew nearer.
Having a reputation as an artist, I was detailed to paint the name and
registration of the ship on the lifebelts, but the brushes provided were quite
unsuitable and I decided that the lifeboats could wait until I had better tools! At
12 noon (31°51'S; 56°27'W) one seal was seen off the starboard bow and at 6
o’clock several seals and penguins - the penguins porpoising (probably
rockhoppers?). One seal was only ten yards from the ship, a southern sea lion I
thought, but it was difficult to be sure. During the afternoon numbers of blackcapped and dusky petrels, sooty shearwaters (or great-winged petrels?) and
some Schlegel's petrels, accompanied us. We were also followed by what I took
to be a sooty albatross.
Next day I was woken at 7.45 am by David, who was on the dog-watch, to
see two blue whales on the starboard quarter, my first sighting of this species.
Although they were not close they were huge and very impressive, moving
majestically and seemingly in ‘slow motion’. At 11 o’clock thick brown patches
of seaweed - kelp - began to appear and we passed them throughout the day. I
read most of the day and David did his mending. At midday a Wilson's petrel
appeared and was in evidence for a while. There was also what we took to be a
giant petrel; also black-capped petrels and an odd looking petrel with black
head and body (white-chinned?). At 6.15 pm a large albatross with wing span of
about 10 feet was seen from the bridge; it was probably a wandering albatross
in juvenile plumage.
We saw several more whales throughout that day. Another blue whale
surfaced at two cables distance. An hour later the fourth blue whale of the day
surfaced off the starboard bow and blew twice at 5 minute intervals. And at
7.40 pm, when we were at 42°02'S; 56°06'W, a very large blue whale was seen to
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starboard three miles away. It had a spout of over 30 ft high and surfaced at
about 10 minute intervals.
The best cetacean sighting was at 4.50 pm, when a school of about 60
dolphins approached the ship from a southeasterly direction.
Some
accompanied us for a few minutes and I got some good photographs. There
were two types - one greyish on top and white below, with no definite line of
demarcation and with a very pointed beak; it also had two parallel white lines
along its flanks. The other species was black and white, with a clear-cut
demarcation, no dorsal fin, and a white beak. I drew the grey species. The
school was accompanied by a flock of black-capped petrels. (The black and
white dolphin was a southern right whale dolphin, Lissodelphis peronii, and this
was only the tenth recorded sighting. It was included later in Dr F C Fraser's
paper on the species (l958?) and was one of the most northerly sightings. I was
only to see it once again many years later in the Antarctic, as a large school
closely associated with pilot whales, and published that sighting myself. We
had a French lesson from André Liotard and a very good talk on climbing and
skiing from Derek in the evening.
Just before breakfast ten killer whales were sighted off the port bow about
half a mile distant and another school appeared ten minutes later in
approximately the same relative position, coming towards us and disappearing
beneath the ship. There were numerous Schlegel's petrels and Wilson's storm
petrels all day and a few black-capped petrels, a giant petrel appeared, circling
around and at 8 o’clock a black-browed albatross was in company. Towards
dusk there were a few white-headed petrels, which I was unable to find in
Alexander (Lesson's petrel?).
‘Junior’ (Lt.Cdr ‘Tanky’ Scadding) gave an amusing talk on "Weather (or
not)" in the evening. As it was Friday night we had the weekly liquor issue and
a party developed. The Captain invited David and me in for whiskies and
between his sneezes (for he had a severe cold) I found that he had served for a
number of years on RRS Discovery as a member of ‘Discovery Investigations’ and
knew several of the people at the Plymouth Lab. We extricated ourselves with
difficulty and retired to the Wardroom where Number One appeared and drew
us the plans for his ‘seagull trap’. I can't remember the details now, but it was
hilariously funny at the time! We got away at last and to bed at 1.30 am.
On 24 January three or four fin whales were seen and six dolphins played
in the foam at the bows. Schlegel's petrels were with us all day and individual
black-browed, sooty, and immature wandering albatrosses. There were more
white-headed petrels in small numbers. While on the 4-8 o’clock watch I saw a
group of six Magellan penguins swimming dead ahead and had them in the
field of the glasses until they dived, when the ship came up to them. The white
bands were very distinct and the back was a chocolate brown colour. That
evening we saw the approaching lights of the SS ‘Lafonia’, the Falkland Islands
mail ship, on her way to Montevideo.
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The Falkland Islands
Then, at 4.45 am the Falkland Islands came into view on the southern
horizon as the sun appeared over the banks of grey cloud in a glorious burst of
colour - making the fluffy strato-cumulus look like flames. As we drew closer
the various hills began to stand out. The general impression was reminiscent of
the Scotland’s west coast. There was a short coastal plain from which rose the
brownish hills, broken here and there by tumbled crags of greyish rock. Mount
Vernet and Mount Kent were at first the dominating hills but as we drew nearer
they were supplanted by Mount Low. We rounded Volunteer Point, keeping
well out in order to avoid the rocks indicated by the breakers. A skua flew
across the bows, three neat little Commerson's dolphins, immaculate black-andwhite, raced alongside occasionally jumping – ‘swish-thump’ - and showing as
green shapeless forms beneath the waves and the foam, at times looking like
torpedoes as their dorsal fins finely cut the surface and left a white wake. The
sky was by now free of all but long cirrus bands. There was a definite nip in the
air and a scent of peat smoke and wild thyme as we drew near the shore, which
reminded me of Scotland and England.
Kidney Island came into view, covered with the lumpy, dark-green tussock
grass, and with large breakers crashing at the foot of its low cliffs. An
occasional penguin swam, diving when the ship drew near, mostly they were
Magellan's but an occasional gentoo. There were rookeries on Kidney Island
and some of the coves nearby. As we rounded Mengeary Point we were
surrounded by a flock of Dominican gulls scrambling for scraps. King shags
and rock shags flew alongside battling against the headwind; terns and giant
petrels wheeled about us. The slabs on the south face of Mt Low looked
interesting from a rock-climbing point of view and we saw the first of the ‘stone
rivers’, which are such a conspicuous feature of the islands, caused by frost
heave and solifluction. To the south was Cape Pembroke lighthouse, the two
conspicuous Tussock Islands and Yorke Point, backed by beautiful silver sands,
which gave rise to the lovely sea-green tints which one gets in shallow water
over such sand.
Inland were rather barren sandy patches with few plants, relieved by
occasional, rock outcrops of quartzite. To the west was range upon range of
fells looking for all the world like part of the English Lake District. Particularly
striking were Mt William, Tumbledown Mountain, the Two Sisters - a perfect
col formation - Mt Vernet and Mt Kent. The sun shone brightly over the nearer
hills, but further west oppressive black storm clouds showed.
At 9.30 am we passed through the Narrows, which are one cable (200
yards) wide but always seem much less; in fact the navigable channel is nearer
60 yards across because of the kelp-covered rocks which stretch out under water
from either shore. The ship was moored to the public jetty by 9.45 am and we
prepared for Miles Clifford, HE, the Governor's inspection. Since the sloop
HMS ‘Snipe’ bearing the Governor from the Antarctic had not returned from the
south, Mrs Clifford came on board instead and we dutifully shook hands with
her before she disappeared into the wardroom for cocktails. Derek extracted 120
ft of rope from the Bosun's locker and we prepared to go climbing on Mt
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William, which looked rocky enough. We first withdrew £2 in Falkland Islands
money (since people had been working a currency racket between the islands
and Monte, the English pound was no longer accepted), and then we collected
Ken Pawson and Dave Golton.
We took the road along the side of the ‘loch’. Port Stanley, a town of red
corrugated iron roofs, boasts the most southerly cathedral in the world - which
has a cast iron roof - and all the important buildings were ranged along the
seafront. We walked past the Colony Club, Police Station, Post Office,
Government House, Treasury, army camp (unoccupied) with a large cinemalike frontage (which, we later learnt was the Officers' Mess), and out into the
country. There were numerous large orange jelly-fish washed up on the shore;
unusual mussels and seaweed made it quite unlike a British shore, but in its
larger aspects the scene was very like a small sea loch on the west coast of
Scotland. Having passed all the buildings we left the road and climbed over
heathy ground to Sapper Hill. There were numerous red berries of the plant the
locals (‘kelpers’) called ‘heath’ or ‘diddle dee’ and a small aven. Also masses of
fluffy white seed heads very similar to the English clematis, but growing on a
prostrate plant with fleshy leaves.
Between Sapper Hill and the foot of the rocks of Mount William the
ground was for the most part boggy. We pressed on across this with frequent
halts as I found new plants to examine. There were masses of daisies, oxeyes
and a yellow composite with large flowers in single heads. The most beautiful
plant was a small campanula, white-petalled with purple tips and a delightful
asymmetry. The grasses and sedges looked interesting but we pressed on, as
time was short. At the foot of Mount William were masses of ferns, like
compound harts-tongues. The quartzite rocks dipped to the north so that the
ridge on which we now started to climb was overhanging on its southern side.
As the wind and rain came from the north west, we were in exposed positions
most of the way. It was delightful gritty rock to climb on and we followed the
ridge in a terrific wind until it became necessary either to leave it or to rope up.
So we left it for a short distance and did some more botanizing. There were
some very large saxifrage domes, but none in flower; alchemillas, sorrels, a
white composite with very hairy leaves and stems, and a cloudberry-like flower
that had a single red berry when in fruit.
My damaged finger grew troublesome and I left a trail of blood to mark
my first ascent of Mount William. The top was a shallow corrie with a buttress
in the middle of the open end of the U. We decided to climb up this from the
southeast and accordingly roped up. It was a climb of no more than ‘moderate’
difficulty. Then down boilerplate slabs along the foot and up an interesting
route on limited holds - a bit like Cioch slab in Skye. We scrambled down a
grassy gulley and across a large stone river up the slopes of Mount
Tumbledown. The rain was still going strong but we were only too pleased after the restricting life on the ship - to find ourselves out on the hills, to care
about being soaked. The north side of Mount Tumbledown was more
interesting than the south as it boasted some steep and in places overhanging
crags.
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Next day I was on galley duty so the time was virtually wasted, but with
Bill I did manage to get over to see the Hamilton's. Mrs Hamilton, who was
charming, came from Newcastle and we had a long talk. Dr Hamilton, known
as ‘shag’ Hamilton, (from his ornithological interests), a fellow biologist, was the
Government Naturalist, and was formerly employed in the ‘Discovery’
Investigations. He gave me information on dolphins but was not able to meet
my need for a microscope. I had a long zoological talk with him. I also met Mrs
Arthur (wife of the Colonial Secretary) and was invited to "cockers"(cocktails).
Mike Green and Bill, who were with me left early in order to take advantage of
a lorry that was going to the head of the Moody Valley. So I was left to finish the
work in the galley on my own. I spent the afternoon writing and David
arranged for us to go riding after tea with ‘Toothy’ (another naval term for the
government dentist - Gerald Roberts). We went along to the Club dressed for
riding but no horses were forthcoming, so we went back and changed. While
David was at the ship I arranged for us to go out to dinner with Jimmy Sladen,
the Doctor. This was an interesting meal, the other guest being Mr Creece the
Manager of the Falkland Islands Company. We learnt a great deal about the
islands, the way of life there and the sheep-farming settlements in ‘the camp’.
After supper we returned to the club and played liar dice.
On 27 January we all met at Government House in the morning for a stern
talk by Fuchs on ‘fraternising with the crew’. Last night there had been more
trouble - two barrels of rum smuggled ashore by the crew. The Bosun was
again very unmanageable and abusive to the Chief Engineer. It looked as
though he would be discharged – which would be a very good thing.
Afterwards we called at the Treasury to draw £10 spending money and in the
afternoon we did some shopping. A plan by Tankey to borrow a boat to sail
over to Sparrow Cove did not come off. I posted some mail and David obtained
a set of Falkland Islands stamps and had them postmarked. We met ‘Toothy’
later and he informed us that riding was off again. At the same time we met
Doc Arthur, who invited us up to "cockers" with him. This proved to be quite a
party, with the Captain and Mr and Mrs Hamilton present. Mrs Ham was a
very interesting person and had a great sense of humour. We walked back to
the club for a few G & T's and met the Second Officer who we invited to supper.
Back to the Club again for more G & T's, a very short appearance at the dance,
owing to a definite lack of talent, and back to the ship at 1.0 am.
Next day the frigate HMS 'Snipe' arrived early in the morning, bearing HE
the Governor. David and I had arranged sandwiches for lunch to enable us to
take the whole day out and Derek and Ken were going riding. Bill was
unattached and asked if he could come with us. We began at 11 o’clock from
‘the Globe’ having had a beer. There we met Dickie Dawes (the Naval CPO)
again, talking about his "pink mullet" and "forty thousand f*****g gnomes" and
"boozers gloom" at the w/t station. He had frequently experienced DT's and
wasn't at all reticent about the fact. We went up hill and after turning east at the
top hailed a lorry, which took us, together with five kelpers to the hayfield,
where they were going to work. The road ran over a peaty bog and moorland
such as one can see in most parts of the Western Highlands of Scotland.
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A short walk down the road led us to the beach at the north side of
Rookery Bay. This was of rounded pebbles covered with kelp hold-fasts and
leaves and with various shells, washed up - ascidians, crabs, octopus eggs and
other. The grass was springy sea turf and came right down to the pebble beach.
The sky was grey but luminous and for 400 yards out to sea the water was calm
due to the presence of vast kelp beds damping down the waves. Over it flew
piping oyster-catchers, smaller grey waders and rock-shags in small parties. We
pressed on over some sand dunes of very fine blown grey sand to the rocks at
Hooker's Point and on rounding a corner we saw a small starling (?) with bright
crimson patch on its breast and white superciliary stripe. This bird was perched
a few yards ahead of us and kept company while we were on the rocks of the
point. Ahead were a number of blue-eyed, or king, shags perched on the rocks
of a ridge running eastwards into the sea. They were very attractive birds, with
cobalt blue-circled eyes, white breast and abdomen, glossy black upper parts
and orange feet. On moving on again I saw a large male sea lion lying on the
pebbles of the next rocky cove, having been so engrossed in the shags that I
completely missed seeing it until I was almost on top of it. It was about eight
feet in length and had been dead for perhaps a day. Its face was badly
lacerated, but the cause of death was not obvious. This was the first time I saw
one close-up, a powerful beast.
North of Hooker's Point lay Surf Bay, which was very similar to Rookery
Bay - the kelp beds beginning about 200 yards from the shore, in a continuous
band stretching out to sea. In the free water between this encircling band and
the shore, three beautiful black and white Commerson's dolphins were
disporting themselves. Possibly, we thought, they were trapped inside the
bunched kelp until the rising tide released them? We wandered on along the
shore seeing various interesting plants and wading birds, including a black
oyster-catcher. In one crack was a young rock-shag with a parent flying nearby
as we passed. The nature of the shore changed and, as time was getting on, we
struck inland across the tussocky sand dunes, which made the going difficult.
At 1.30 pm we reached Cape Pembroke lighthouse and had lunch on the shore
to the east of the buildings. While seated there we saw a night heron, oyster
catchers, one black oyster-catcher, shags, giant petrels, Dominican gulls,
(another gull species with red legs), black-browed albatross and black-capped
petrels.
After lunch the keeper showed us around. The lighthouse was maintained
by Trinity House, London, and was essentially no different from other
lighthouses I had seen, but one did get a unique view from the platform. We
pressed on along the north shore seeing terns, black-oystercatchers, small
phalaropes and steamer-ducks in small parties on the incredibly sea-green sea.
The fauna of the rock pools was immensely interesting to me and very rich. In a
very few minutes I saw in the clear water spider-crabs, a pink rough-surfaced
crab, isopods like Sphaeroma swimming upside down with pleopods beating
wildly. There were various amphipods, colourful chitons, Fissurella - like
limpets, sea anemones of diverse colouring, starfish and brittle-stars, worms,
two types of tubicolous worm - one colonial like Sabellaria, with brown
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branchiae, and a large encrusting sponge with red inhalant openings of halfinch diameter. In addition there were the usual algal masses of Enteromorpha
and many other unusual algae, barnacles, limpets, small fish etc. A very full,
colourful and varied fauna. Oh for a couple of collecting jars!
At the west end of the bay before Yorke Bay, between Yorke Point and the
Tussock Islands, there was a large flock of steamer-ducks roosting on the beach
and amongst them we saw through binoculars, first one, then two or three
PENGUINS! As we approached cautiously we made out one gentoo and three
Magellans. The ducks were very nervous and waddled into the sea, but the
penguins allowed us to get very close before the Magellans (called ‘jackass’ on
the islands) moved towards the water and then the gentoo made a move almost
too late. We made a rush to cut it off from the sea, but it lay on its breast and
using wings and feet for propulsion tobogganed into the sea just before we
could reach it. Once in the sea all three sped away in the clear green water porpoising at great speed.
As it was getting late and David and Bill had to get back for ‘cockers’, we
left the shore and cut back overland to Canopus Hill. And thence to the Mons
Star Inn where we had very refreshing beers and told the proprietor to expect
Dickie Dawes and ourselves on a fishing trip next day. Incidentally before
reaching the Mons Star, David and I had a bathe in Surf Bay in a very cold
wind. It was as David said like bathing in neat cold whisky (not that I had tried
this!) - very invigorating. Bill watched the small waders in the beach rock pools
while we were dressing and took one or two photos. We pressed on along the
road from the Mons Star and with the aid of a short lorry lift seated on its load
of peat, we reached the ship at about 6.0 o’clock, giving the others time to
change into their suits. I went along to the Red Cross for supper with Derek, to
be joined by David later. Then into the Club for our daily G & T's, later David
and I walked up to the top of the hill and talked for hours in the dark sitting on
a five-barred gate.
On 29 January we spent the early part of the morning tidying up for HE's
(the Governor's) inspection. The ‘John Biscoe’ moved out into mid-harbour and
we were unable to get ashore except by courtesy of the launches from HMS
‘Snipe’ or HMS ‘Gold Ranger’ (a naval supply tanker from Bermuda). Derek and
I went ashore at 1.30 pm, loaded with films and developing equipment. The
‘John Biscoe’ was oiling alongside ‘Gold Ranger’, only 20 yards from the jetty
which made the manœuvering of the launch from ‘Snipe’ even more fraught
than it might have been. We bought printing paper, chemicals etc at the
Falkland Islands Company Store and at the Orchid Store. Later Derek went
along to the Matthew's for his bath while I made my way in Gordon Howkin's
(Chief Meterologist's) car to Government House. I had an appointment with HE
at 3.30 pm when he told me formally that I would be Base leader at H. We had a
chat.
Then on to the Matthews, where Derek and I were asked to tea, but
declined because we were due to go to the Hallet's home – where we hoped to
use their darkroom. Mrs Hallet, holding a blue-eyed baby called Christine, gave
us tea and cakes and then we retired to the darkroom. As we meant to develop
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several cassettes and Dennis Hallet asked us to develop some of his films, we
were late in finishing and stayed to supper and drinks afterwards - and were
later joined by Bill Bailey, Joan, Ken and George Barry. Barry would talk at
great length and we didn’t escape until after midnight.
It was a cold and windy night and we reached the pier, to find that no
launch had been sent from the ‘Snipe’, and a lighter from the ‘Gold Ranger’ was
there but wasn't going out until 4.30 am. The lights of ‘Snipe’, ‘Gold Ranger’ and
‘John Biscoe’ were all plainly visible and we flashed a message in morse code
which ‘John Biscoe’ picked up and replied to. We asked her to pass it on to the
‘Snipe’, which gave no response to our repeated flashes. The First Officer of
‘Snipe’ was also waiting on the pier and numbers of ratings, also the First Officer
from ‘Gold Ranger’ and several Trinidadians who were obviously feeling the
cold.
It was not until 2.30 am, after much flashing of lights that a launch from
'Snipe' came alongside, tossing like a cork in the heavy seas. The more drunken
of the sailors were taken off in it and eventually we were able to get off in the
third boat, thanks to the ‘Snipe’s First Officer. The First Officer of 'Gold Ranger'
was rather mad that no boat had put ashore from his ship. Leaving behind
several 'Biscoe' chaps to be picked up next time with the ‘Snipe's’ Chief Officer
we nosed out from the jetty into the darkness and considerable swell. The small
boat was tossed about quite violently and shipped a lot of water. Fortunately
we made it to ‘Snipe’ and then pushed upwind to ‘John Biscoe’ where a ladder
was lowered. Jock lost his cap and in trying to get up I had my fingers crushed
between the launch and the ‘John Biscoe", but managed to climb the ladder. At
3.0 am I turned in after a hurried snack of fried potatoes in pitch darkness as all
the lighting was off. The officer on watch of ‘Snipe’ was not willing to risk a
further trip, as the launch's engine was ‘dicky’, so ordered it to tie up behind the
‘Snipe’. I suppose we were lucky to get back when we did. (This was the first of
many such dangerous adventures that occurred over the years!)
On 30 January the other survivors of the previous night's party came on
board after spending the night ashore in the power-house. We drew alongside
at 10.0 o’clock and at 11.30 went along to Government House where HE gave us
a pep talk. The Base Leaders were made magistrates in a very short time. (As it
happened I was the only one actually appointed ‘legally’, because as we swore
the oath I remembered to swear allegiance to Queen Elizabeth and not to King
George VI as it was printed in the book!). David was asked to do a post-mortem
on a woman who had died under anaesthesia at the hospital and Derek and I
went off to collect our films - dry by now. After lunch David and I went
shopping and I collected a microscope which I had arranged to borrow from the
Agriculture Department.
We went up to the hospital to collect oil for the immersion objective (lens)
and I left David there preparing for the inquest at 4.30 pm. Then walked up the
hill and sat down to watch a soccer match between two teams from the ‘Snipe’.
It was such bad football that I fell asleep and woke later with a start to find
David had appeared, having finished the autopsy. I went back to the ship to
wash and change, having first been up to visit the Hamiltons where I was to
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meet Derek. They were out but I found Ham (also the Government Magistrate)
in his office waiting for the inquest to begin. Derek was not there. I met David
at 6.15 pm in the Club and we went along to the Matthews for our bath. Fuchs
was in occupation, so we first had ‘cockers’ and then David went up. Mrs
Mathews showed me her ducks and a pair of upland geese in the garden; they
also had a pair of dachshunds called ‘Sausage’ and ‘Bacon’, which were in
quarantine. Formerly she had some penguins too but had sent them to the
Bronx Zoo, New York. I had my bath and as I came down several new arrivals
appeared. We had a vast buffet supper. Mrs M. was French and had a real flair
for cooking. What I remember most is the delicious gooseberries and cream.
More ‘cockers’ and at 10.30 pm we all left. David and I went into the Club for a
few G & T's and then back to the ship, fairly early for us.
Next day Brian, Pat and Doc Slessor left us for the ‘Snipe’, on which they
were to travel as far as Signy Island as guests. I de-mothed my case before
taking it along to the PWD store where it was to rest for two years. It was a
very wet and windy day, with sudden squalls, which caught one off balance. It
looked rather menacing outside the harbour and the ‘Gold Ranger’ had reanchored just inside the Narrows instead of leaving harbour as had been her
intention. We up-anchored at 10.30 am - a very neat piece of maneuvering by
the Captain as we were in a very awkward position. As it was we re-anchored
just inside the Narrows and the ‘Gold Ranger’ left for Bermuda.

Our first iceberg

At 1.30 pm we weighed anchor again and left Stanley. In the open water
outside we were tossed about violently and the swell was terrific. So when we
began to ship water green over the bows the Captain became rather anxious
about the deck cargo. He attempted to turn around almost losing way in the
mountainous seas and rolling through 90 degrees, a maneuvre accompanied by
noises of much smashing of crockery. But fortunately being lucky at the first
attempt, we were able to put into Sparrow Cove and anchored there. There
were several penguins huddled near the ship and the wrecked and stranded
hulk of Brunel's ‘Great Britain’ was only 200 yards away from us, where it had
been beached since 1937. This was the world's first ocean liner built of iron, and
launched in Bristol in l843, 322 ft long with a tonnage of 3,270. It was covered
with a dense population of mussels, some of which we collected later for
supper. There was a thick mist, which reduced visibility and cut off the top of
Mount Low. While we were there people fished and read: I made up for lost
sleep.
I was on Bosun's party next morning. The wind was quite strong but the
mist had cleared and we got a good view of Mount Low. We saw the colony of
gentoo and jackass penguins to the east of Sparrow Cove - and there seemed to
be a number of trespassing sheep in their midst. Towards lunchtime we saw the
‘Gold Ranger’ returning having met heavy seas. Earlier the ‘Snipe’ had steamed
out to sea bound for Deception Island, where we were later to meet her. I spent
the afternoon reading, talking and fishing. Tankey's hook was broken by a large
fish - or was it the kelp? Later in the day he caught a hagfish, a foot in length,
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which was attached to a slimy grey cocoon; it had bitten at the hook, which was
firmly embedded; on the whole rather an obscene sight. After his earlier lack of
success Derek caught a young rock cod. Bill of course washed sheepskins he
had bought, heedless of the shortage of fresh water, and came in for censure.
The weather brightened that evening and we were again under way at 6.0
o’clock. Some of us stood on the monkey-island as the ship, rolling heavily, and
escorted by gulls, penguins, terns and giant petrels, slowly drew away from the
Falklands. The view we had of the hills around Stanley was quite unforgettable.
From heavy black storm clouds a curtain of sunlight pleated into rays, cast a
glow over all the crags and fells, leaving each new horizon to form a darker
edge so as to be gently silhouetted. To the north the incandescent yellow
merged into the purple of Mount Vernet. Fuchs talked to the Base Leaders at
7.0 o’clock and gave us our political instructions.
I was on watch with the Second Officer from 1-2 am and 3-4 am. The
waves were mountainous and the ship developed a roll of 45 degrees at times in
a swell twenty feet or more high. Icebergs had been reported from 49°S so we
had to keep a very careful watch. It was cold and when I got my head down to
"crash a swede" (nautical term!), I found that I was very tired indeed. As a result
I lay in bed until 10.45 am, thus missing breakfast. It was quite sunny on deck,
so David, Derek and I sat and applied saddle soap to boots. After lunch I was
on watch again from 1 -2 pm and 3-4 pm. In between I read Per Gynt; Cox
"smelt" ice and predicted a berg at 8 o’clock, but none came in sight; later I had a
long helpful talk with Fuchs about base organization. Black-headed and giant
petrels, grey-backed petrels, prion species, Wilson's storm petrels, blackbrowed, wandering and sooty albatrosses and a skua were seen during the day.
By 3 February it was definitely colder, but still no bergs. The temperature
at noon was about 46°F telling us that we had not yet crossed the Antarctic
Convergence, where the colder Antarctic water meets the warmer temperate
waters. The sea had assumed more of a grey-blue cast and the sky was for the
most part grey and overcast. In the morning several fin whale blows showed to
port and in the late afternoon two blue whales came quite close. I stood for a
long time on the monkey-bridge. Wilson's petrels and the blue-grey prions
were all about us. I had several excellent close-up views of a black-browed
albatross, which hovered over the bridge from time to time. Ralph made an
ejector for his .22 rifle and we shot at bottles and cans thrown over the side. The
swell was still heavy and, with the roll of the ship to complicate matters, our
marksmanship was mediocre.
Next day the sea was smoother, but the swell greater. It was markedly
colder with the air temperature 37°F at noon. Evidently we were now south of
the Antarctic Convergence. In the morning five fin whales passed close to the
ship, travelling in a north-easterly direction. Their spouts were about 12 feet
high and the wind blew them out of vertical. The small, curved dorsal fin was
diagnostic and they showed a lot of their backs when surfacing - leaving an oily
slick on the surface at that point. We were accompanied by black-browed and
sooty albatrosses, Wilson's petrels, and many small prions which had beautiful
powder blue backs and buffy wings. Their heads had a dark grey cap and there
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was a black terminal band to the tail; the underside of their wings and bodies
was white and shone in the sun.
At 3.45 pm I saw my first iceberg - initially a white spot on the horizon,
which assumed an architectural shape under the binoculars; but it turned out to
be only a small bergy bit. There were lots of ‘growlers’ about later and the first
real berg at 5.0 o’clock. A few hours later a wonderfully sculptured glacier berg
passed to our starboard side. Its shape and colouring were exquisite, as only ice
can produce, but it was still rather far away for us to see at all well and was
swallowed up in a sea-fog that closed down on us. The sea was steel grey and
almost glassy calm and there were several bands of ringed (chinstrap) penguins,
porpoising away from our bows as night fell.
On the 5th I was up at 6.30 am, to see many large tabular bergs around us –
in fresh green translucent shades and great variation in form and structure.
Some were breaking up, pieces falling off into the sea. We were by now in the
Bransfield Strait separating the Antarctic Peninsula from the South Shetland
Islands. While I was on galley duty the precipitous rocks and ice slopes of Smith
Island (6,600 ft) came partly into view through a rift in the sea fog and leaden
clouds, while delicate fluffy snowflakes drifted about us. This was a mystical
setting for my first sight of Antarctic land. There were very many ringed and
some macaroni penguins near, cape-pigeons, terns, giant petrels; mature
wandering albatrosses flew among the large bergs very near the ship, with
fantastic fretted towers and miniature mountain peaks. It was very calm with a
slight swell. At 8.30 am Snow Island and Castle Rock (a volcanic plug) off Smith
Island came into view dead ahead as we emerged from a bank of fog and we
altered course quickly. Then the low-lying Snow Island, with its ice cliffs and
outlying rocky islets showed up when the weather cleared for a short while.
Smith Island was visible again later, with the snow peak of Mount Bartlett on
Livingston Island rising behind it to 5,280 feet. There were many ringed
penguins in the sea around us. The cargo was unlashed in preparation for
unloading, but had to be lashed down again when heavier seas developed.
Deception Island and the South Orkneys
Then Deception Island appeared, cloud-capped and sombre, with less
snow than the other islands. It is volcanic and there are hot springs in places
along its shore. In shape it is roughly a horseshoe, with an excellent natural
harbour in the centre. It is bounded by cliffs of black basalt, red and black larva
ash, and rugged outlying rocks. Rounding the coast to the west, we entered
Whalers’ Bay through the narrow and impressive passage called Neptune's
Bellows and dropped anchor in Pendulum Cove, in 36 fathoms, after a total
passage time from Stanley of 3 days, 18 hours and 50 minutes, and a distance
traveled of 746 miles.
The Norwegian whalers built a shore station here in l912-13, which had
fallen into disuse since the whalers began to use factory ships in the l920’s.
There was talk of them reopening it again. The wrecked whaling station
installations straggled along the shore and to its west was the wooden fourteen-
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roomed FIDS base hut. We were surrounded by dirty snow slopes, with black
ash slopes like slag-heaps sloping down to the shore. In the natural harbour
was an Argentine gunboat, the size of a small tug, and HMS ‘Snipe’; the
Governor was on board her making an inspection of his territory. Here the
aircraft was landed and the stores for the next year's party. As we turned to
unloading stores ‘Snipe’ sailed for Signy Island and South Georgia.
We unlashed the deck cargo again. First in order to gain access to the hold
we had to unload two large crates containing the de Havilland Hornet Moth
aircraft, which were blocking the entrance and a period of inactivity ensued,
while a method was worked out to get the aircraft ashore. The crew built a
large raft from ship’s life rafts (Carley floats) and empty drums. Then, most
precariously perched, the plane was taken ashore. (Sadly, the skis for the plane
still had to come from Canada and later on her second cruise ‘Snipe’ brought in
a case thought to contain them, but when opened it was found to contain only
stove pipes. Without skis the Hornet Moth in its crates remained on the beach
until it was taken back to Stanley a year later! )
Then the rest of the cargo was landed. We didn't have an opportunity to
explore the island, or even the vicinity of the base, and after a hectic three days
we left Deception at 10.30 am, on 8 February, passing under the huge basalt
cliffs of Neptune's Bellows and heading for Signy Island at last. We saw the
outer side of the island now - black beaches, caves and grotesque rock
formations and bizarre colouring. Livingston Island was visible to the
southwest. At 2 o’clock Cape Melville was 11 miles off, at 7 o’clock Penguin
Island near Admiralty Bay was 12 miles off and at 9.30 pm we saw Bridgeman
Island, an extinct volcano, which occasionally shows a trace of smoke. (It
looked like a large version of the Bass Rock). Then we passed the rugged, snowand ice-covered, Elephant and Clarence Islands. It was on inhospitable Elephant
Island that Ernest Shackleton's expedition had spent some months in 1916 living
under boats while Shackleton and five others others sailed 1450km to South
Georgia in a modified whaleboat too organize a rescue.
We were accompanied by large numbers of Wilson's petrels, many capepigeons, black-browed and mature wandering albatrosses, a light-mantled
sooty albatross, grey giant-petrels and a few ghostly silver-grey fulmars. I saw
my first sheathbill. Also during the morning six killer whales were sighted a
mile away, and blue whale and fin whale spouts throughout the day. We passed
between large tabular bergs calved from ice shelves far to the south, with many
caves coloured in blues and greens. We called these ‘whale hangars’. The water
was blue at the foot of the ice cliffs, fringed by a shallow ram or ‘beach’. Brash
ice streamed or formed narrow lines among the icebergs. We disturbed a flock
of twenty silver-grey fulmars and cape-pigeons were abundant. I also saw an
almost pure white giant-petrel with only a few small black specks on the upper
wing. The ship’s noon position was 61° 47' S 54° 17´'W.
Next day we passed through many icebergs of all shapes and sizes. I have
never seen such a concentration since and the initial novelty soon wore off, but
they remain amongst the most beautiful sights of the Antarctic. It is only in
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midsummer when some begin to get dirty and decayed that one no longer
appreciates their beauty.
The Inaccessible Islands, the most westerly land in the South Orkneys,
came into view that day at 3 o’clock and we were heading for them when
someone switched on the fathometer and was shocked to get a sounding of only
8 fathoms. Panic stations and we altered course! Then Signy Island came into
view at last, a long, low, dark shape, contrasting markedly with the
mountainous, ice covered Coronation Island to the north. The weather
deteriorated and it was very gloomy, raining steadily, as we arrived at Borge
Bay, Signy Island, on the southern shore of which the base was sited. After a
voyage of nearly two months, we had to move further out to anchor for the
night and it was frustrating for us three, having come so far, to see our home for
the next two years but be unable to get ashore. As the weather clamped down
and it darkened we could see the beacon of light on Berntsen Point, which
marked the position of the base.
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Chapter 6

Signy Island : Settling in

Base H, Signy Island

I

landed on Signy for the first time on 11 February l948. It was very dull and
cloudy with a fresh breeze from the sea and the base was barely visible
through the mist and rain. Dr Fuchs had been ashore at 6.0am. When he
came back he described how, as he went ashore, he had seen a pile of apparently
dead elephant seals on the beach below the base - and wondered what on earth
the Fids had been up to. But when he landed he was relieved to discover that
they were alive - noisy and smelly - when disturbed.
A Hasty Relief Operation
I was able to go ashore at 7.0 am, and I met Gordon Robin, the outgoing
Base Leader, for the first time. He was an Australian physicist, employed as a
meteorologist, who had intended to do research using radar techniques for
mapping. But the previous year his radar equipment didn't arrive and so he
turned his hand to plane-table mapping of the island and making various
observations on its biology and geology. His companions were three Falkland
Islanders.
The base hut measured about 20 feet x 14 feet in area and stood on a
peninsula, above Factory Cove, in Borge Bay on the East coast of Signy Island. It
commanded very fine views of the mountainous south coast of Coronation
Island to the north and of the North-east coast of Signy. After a quick visit to the
tiny base hut, I spent most of the day heaving stores ashore, as the boat, under
'Tanky' Scadding, brought scow loads of stores in to the boulder beach. It was
heavy and tiring labour, but every one worked hard and effectively as a team.
There were crates of all shapes, sizes and weights, including ponderous 45gallon
drums of fuel, and about twenty tons of anthracite in 56 pound hessian sacks.
All had to be brought ashore to a temporary small floating jetty and then
manhandled across the boulder beach. The base was near the crest of the ridge
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behind, about 70 feet above sea level and all the stores would eventually have to
be taken up there over 170 yards of rough ground.
During the day we took time off the heavy work and Gordon officially
handed the base over to me. In all we had about 6 hours, discontinuously, for
this task. The hand-over involved passing on local knowledge, taking over the
Post Office business (stamps and cash) and reconciling accounts, receiving the
stores inventories - food, clothing, fuel and the few items of scientific equipment,
among other things. Derek and Ralph took over their respective 'departments',
meteorology and radio communications, from the men they were relieving. The
time went very quickly and was not nearly long enough, considering that we
three newcomers had no Antarctic experience and were starting from scratch.
But we were very enthusiastic and excited to be starting our new life in this
rugged setting. Although that day was typical of Signy weather - cold and wet it didn't dampen our enthusiasm. The outgoing team moved onto the ship and
we moved our personal belongings into the tiny hut. Then at the end of a long
and tiring day the ship's party departed and we were left for our first night alone
in that remote piece of the Antarctic.
We were woken at 4 o’clock by two blasts on the John Biscoe's siren as she
left, leaving the three of us in sole possession of the island. We expected her
back later in the season to land the fourth member of our winter party (a
Falkland Islander) - but in the event a heavy concentration of pack ice and bergs
closed in early and we didn't see another ship for ten months. Apart from an
Argentine base on Laurie Island, only about 30 miles away to the East, but in
effect inaccessible to us, the nearest people were thousand miles away. The three
of us were Derek Maling, ex-RAF, Ralph Lenton ex-Naval radio operator and
myself. Derek had begun a degree course in Geography at Durham University;
he was the Meteorological Officer and was able to do some glaciology and
geology in addition. I had climbed with him in the Lake District one day in l943
(chapter 2). Ralph had been apprenticed as a cooper; he had been in the building
trade before joining the Navy as a Petty Officer, and had other experience like
running a transport café on the A1. His practical skills were to prove most useful
over the months ahead. I was Biologist, Magistrate and Base Leader. Both Derek
and Ralph were three years older than me and had much more experience of life;
I understood that I had been put in charge to ensure that my research received
support.
H was the smallest FIDS base. Base E (Stonington) was the main base with
11 men; the others were B (Deception Island), D (Hope Bay), F (Argentine
Islands), and G (Admiralty Bay). Hope Bay had a similar complement to
Stonington, but the smaller bases usually had 4 or 5 men. (In fact, although we
didn't know it then, we were destined to have only 3 in my first year, which
necessarily constrained the time I had for scientific work. We were also the
second smallest party to winter in this part of the world (Bagshawe and Lester
had wintered at Waterboat Point, Antarctic Peninsula, in l922). I was very
pleased that, in the event, we pulled through very well, largely I think due to the
fact that we always had far more to do than we had time for!
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Before going further some background information about the history and
environment of Signy Island is called for and of its neighbour, the larger
Coronation Island which dominated our landscapes.
The South Orkney Islands
Discovery and subsequent history. Two sealers, a Briton George Powell, aboard
the Dove from London and the American Nathaniel Palmer, on the James Monroe
from Stonington, USA, discovered and charted the archipelago of the South
Orkney Islands. Powell recounts how on 6 December, 1821, he landed on the
eastern end of Coronation Island; he took possession in the name of King George
IV and "as I imagined it to be the first land discovered since the coronation of
our most gracious sovereign, he named it CORONATION ISLE". Six days later
Michael Mcleod, in charge of the Beaufoy, discovered the islands independently.
He returned in February l822 with James Weddell, aboard the brig Jane, and
landed on the north coast of Coronation Island. Weddell later returned on Jane to
survey the north coasts of the Islands, accompanied by Matthew Brisbane in
command of Beaufoy, who charted the south coast, discovering but not naming
Signy Island.
A French expedition led by J S C Dumont D'Urville, aboard Astrolabe, with C
H Jacquinot on Zelée, twice visited the group during January and February l838,
but during the next 65 years only 6 visits are recorded, including E Dallman on
the Grönland and C A Larsen aboard Jason. W S Bruce aboard Scotia established
the first station on Laurie Island in March l903, which was occupied by the
Scottish National Antarctic Expedition and transferred to Argentina in l904/05.
Whaling activities began in l907/08 when a floating factory Sabraon and two
catchers Puma and Lynx were sent to the islands by the Newfoundland Whaling
Company, but it was not until January l912 that the first whale, a humpback was
taken by Petter Sörlie. He was working for AS Rethval of Oslo, whose floating
factory Falkland was based at Falkland Harbour, Powell Island, under a license
issued by the Falkland Islands Dependencies Government. During l912-13 Sörlie,
aboard Paal, charted the group and named Signy Island after his wife, Signy
Sörlie. Floating whaling factories visited the South Orkney Islands annually until
1914/15, and some 2,000 whales were taken. In February l913, Tioga,
commanded by M T Moe, one of the first factory ships to flense whales at sea,
dragged her anchors in a gale. She was blown ashore at Port Jebsen (on the east
coast of Signy) and wrecked; the remains were still largely visible above water
during my time there. The war intervened but whaling was resumed in l921
when the Tonsberg Havalfangeri established a shore station at Factory Cove. It
ran for four years but ceased to operate in 1925/26. Subsequently, floating
factories anchored in Borge Bay operated until l928/29 and about 3,500 whales
were taken during the period l921-29, when the industry moved to wide-ranging
pelagic whaling from roving factory ships and catchers.
The British Discovery Investigations began in l925 and in l927 their research
ship, the original Discovery (of Captain Scott's 1901-04 expedition), visited Signy
Island. Her replacement was RRS Discovery II, which visited the islands several
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times during l929-1937. In l931/32 she surveyed the South Orkney Islands and in
l935 James Marr reported on them. During the Second World War HMS
Carnavon Castle visited Signy Island in l943 and hoisted the British Flag.
Next, a FIDS base hut (Base P) was erected at Sandefjord Bay, Coronation
Island, in February l945, by a party from William Scoresby, but was never
occupied. (I visited it just before I departed in l950, when I discovered that it was
purpose-built and very much more comfortable than our later Base H on Signy
Island!). Another base (Base C) was erected at Cape Geddes, Laurie Island, in
January-February l946 and occupied by a party under MA Choyce. Gordon
Robin and his team took over a year later, but then, on 17 March l947 it was
closed down and Robin's party left for Signy Island. Meanwhile a hut had been
erected above Factory Cove, near Berntsen Point, during the previous week and
named Clifford House, after the Governor, Miles Clifford; its geographical
coordinates were 60°42'S; 45°36'W. A Nissen hut transferred from Cape Geddes
was also erected and meteorological and generator huts were put up in April,
using materials from the derelict nearby whalers' living quarters. Reflecting the
political situation of the times, three "British Crown Land" notices were erected
at Knife Point, Waterpipe Beach, and near the base on Berntsen Point.
Some of the old whaling station still remained. The collapsed whalers' living
quarters were still there on the slope above. There were five steam tanks,
(shaped like large jars standing on end ‘digesters’ for processing whales),
enclosed in a wooden structure with a ramp leading up to a wooden deck to
provide access to their mouths. There was also a boiler and its collapsed
chimney, winches and a tank. A small wooden whaling 'plan' could be seen on
the shore and a stock of loose coal. Near it were several steel barges and wooden
barges, including a derelict 28 ft wooden-hulled steam launch, and a number of
empty oil drums. Also on the shore, under Berntsen Point was a dry, wellconstructed, explosives store, containing detonators, shells, black-powder and
harpoon heads for the whaling guns. Other relics of the whalers were heavy
mooring shackles and chains let into the rocks and an old Pump Hut across the
bay, from which fresh water used to be pumped through a large bore steel
pipeline to Waterpipe Beach on the west shore of Borge Bay. The sea floor of
Borge Bay was strewn with the bones of the slaughtered whales.
Signy Island. The island is low-lying with miniature peaks and ridges and a
central ice cap. Lying off the middle of the south coast of Coronation Island, the
largest of the South Orkney Islands, it is separated from it by Normanna Strait,
about two miles wide. In outline the island is roughly triangular, 4.5 x 3 miles;
12.2 sq. miles in area, the south coast its base and the apex in Robin Peak (858 ft)
towering over North Point and Stygian Cove. (I have used the official place
names in this account; in my time some of the features had different names). It
had a thin permanent ice cap, crevassed in places, which covered the interior of
the island, rising to a height of 922 ft at Tioga Hill, and reaching the sea at the
ice-cliffs of the McLeod Glacier in Clowes Bay to the south. It reached the East
coast about 400 yards from our hut, as the small Orwell Glacier. The centre of the
island formed an icy plateau with sharply defined edges and steep slopes,
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surrounding the high ground on nearly every side. Flat or slightly rounded
“tops” rise from the plateau and are connected by shallow cols. In summer much
of the island was snow- and ice-free, particularly in the low lying coastal areas to
east and south-east, which are rocky, with peat bogs, glacial drift and frost
shattered debris.
Moving clockwise around the island from the north, all the coastline is rocky
or boulder beaches, mostly backed by cliffs (sandy beaches are rare in the
Antarctic). On the East coast, there is first Stygian Cove, bounded to the west by
the sheer cliffs of Robin Peak and to the east by Berry Head. Then, following the
coastline southwards, two small coves, Tern Cove and Starfish Cove, indent the
coast before Balin Point, the northern limit of Borge Bay. Inland were the
Wallows, named for the dense moulting concentrations of elephant seals, which
hauled out during the summer. To the west of Balin Point, the two small Thule
Islands extend into Borge Bay enclosing Mirounga Flats. Borge Bay includes the
rocky islets of Billie Rocks, Bare Rock and Outer Island. A shallow, muddy tidal
pool, Elephant Flats, opens from the southwest corner of Borge Bay. The remains
of a terminal moraine block its mouth at low tide when it is more or less dry.
Continuing southwards Factory Cove comes next, with Knife Point,
Mooring Point and Drying Point to the north of it and Berntsen Point to the east.
A small, unfenced, whalers' cemetery consisting of 5 wooden crosses was placed
close to Drying Point. Observation Bluff rises to 353 ft south of Factory Cove and
Berntsen Point and extends eastwards to Polynesia Point; it was from this Bluff
that we carried out our daily ice observation. The FIDS base site was chosen
close to Berntsen Point, above the remains of the old whaling station. Access on
foot from the base to the rest of the island entails climbing over Observation
Bluff to the south, or a steep pull up the Stone Chute leading east from Factory
Cove to Moraine Valley and Drying Point. At low tide the mouth of Elephant
Flats can be crossed to gain access the northern part of the island.
South of Observation Bluff lies another large bay, Paal Harbour, bounded to
the west by Roberts Bluff and to the south by Retthval Point. Gourlay Peninsula
extends southwards from this point, like a six fingered hand, including Gourlay
Point and Lenton Point. A scattered group of small islands, the Oliphant Islands,
lies further south. On the south coast, the island's largest bay, Clowes Bay
extends from Oliphant Islands to Confusion Point and at its centre is a collection
of small rocky islands including appropriately named Shagnasty. This bay was
backed by the McLeod Glacier, a line of almost continuous ice cliffs nearly a mile
long. West from Confusion Point one then sees Moe Island, rising 736 ft to Snipe
Peak; it lies south-west of Signy Island across the narrow Fyr Channel, and south
of it are the Mariholm islets.
Turning the south west corner and heading northwards along the west-coast
of Signy, the first feature is Porteous Point, enclosing Cummings Cove. This
cove is backed by a large amphitheatre, bounded to the south by the ridge of the
Gneiss Hills and to the north by Tioga Ridge, which runs east from Jebsen Point.
Next comes Port Jebsen, with Jebsen Rocks half a mile to the northwest. A series
of shallow coves indents the coast north from Port Jebsen, separated by Thulla
Point and Foca Point, beyond which is Express Cove. The rest of the west coast
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leading to North Point is more or less linear with Spindrift Rocks lying close
offshore and Flensing Islets further out to sea.
Signy Island is composed mainly of sedimentary rocks, quartz mica schists
and amphibolites, with local marble outcrops occurring as prominent knolls in
coastal areas, for example between Elephant Flats and Jane Peak. Glaciers have
eroded the land and there are conspicuous moraines. Freeze and thaw action has
heaved the mineral soils, forming conspicuous patterned ground, including
stone polygons and circles in flat areas and stone stripes on the slopes. More
stable substrates prove suitable for moss and lichen establishment. The mosses
predominate on low-lying ground near the coasts, in moist areas in depressions,
and around the lakes and streams. While mosses also occur in drier, more
exposed habitats, lichens predominate there, including rock-encrusting species.
Colourful marine lichens occur on the rocky shores. Some north-facing slopes
have continuous stands of tussock-forming mosses and small clumps of the only
two flowering plants are found there - a grass, Deschampsia caespitatosa and a
relative of the sea pink of British coasts, Colobanthus quitensis. Neither of these
plants flower every year in the hostile environment and this is one of the few
places in the Antarctic at which they have been found. I also found a small
toadstool - probably introduced by the whalers.
The island is dotted with 17 lakes (ranging in character from very barren to
rich in life), and some short seasonal streams. The largest are in Three Lakes
Valley extending south from Stygian Cove towards Elephant Flats. Moraine
Valley runs south from Elephant Flats between Rusty Bluff (713 ft) and Garnet
Hill (728 ft), a much-trodden route leading over to Gourlay Peninsula. In places
a few small streams flow for a few weeks during the summer; we depended on
one of these for our drinking water in summer (but in winter we had to melt
snow blocks).
Low-lying Signy Island has large penguin colonies, containing chinstrap,
Adelie, gentoo and a few macaroni, mainly located at the three points of the
triangle. There are shag colonies at North Point and Shagnasty; and other species
breed wherever there is ground free of permanent snow and ice. The main
elephant seal concentrations occupy the beaches and inland wallows in the lowlying north-eastern part of the island, from Factory Cove to Berryman Bay and
Weddell seals are found all round the shores, together with occasional leopard
and crabeater seals. (Since my day thousands of fur seals have taken to coming
ashore in summer, numbers now reaching 20,000 ).
Coronation Island. To the north the ice-wall of Coronation Island provides a
backdrop to most views on Signy Island, extending about thirty miles from West
to East. It is rugged and mountainous; the large glaciers reach sea level and there
are many small hanging glaciers and permanent ice caps. The island curves to
northwest and northeast of Signy, shaped like a large banana. From our base hut
the view took in Snow Hill (869 ft), Jane Peak (666 ft) and Robin Peak (854 ft), on
Signy. The south coast of Coronation Island extends in an arc encompassing
Brisbane Heights and Wave Peak (3149 ft) overlooking a large glacier (now
named Laws Glacier) fringing Marshall Bay. Cape Hansen is prominent as a
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black-ridged "helmet" between Marshall and Iceberg Bays, 3.5 miles from the
base. Shingle Cove, which was the site of the first depot we layed, is tucked in
behind Cape Hansen. Northwest of Iceberg Bay is Shattered Ridge, and beyond
that Mount Nivea (4154 ft), the most conspicuous and beautiful peak viewed
from Berntsen Point across the Sunshine Glacier. The Rime Crests rise
precipitately behind Reid Island, the eastern limit of Iceberg Bay, - so called
because, due to the frequent cloud cover, they are thickly covered in rime
deposits, with prominent ice bosses and fluted ice walls. (We called this section
Avalanche Corrie).
Rocky headlands divide glacier icefalls along the south coast: Amphibolite
Point, Saunders Point and Schist Point. Mount Noble (3817 ft) located near the
north coast of Coronation Island, looms over the range of nearer peaks. Finally
to the east of Signy, some 20 km across Orwell Sound is a rocky range known as
the Divide Peaks, the Divide itself, a narow cleft and a series of islands Matthews Island, Robertson Islands, Steepholm, Skilling and Atriceps Island,
fifteen miles from base. .
The western third of Coronation Island was not visible from our home,
hidden by the rugged ridge of Snow Hill, Jane Peak and Mount Robin. From any
of these hills one can see across Norway Bight to the graceful Sandefjord Peaks the Sandefjord Twins we called them - and beyond them on a clear day the
Inaccessible Islands. The Twins are the western termination of the rounded
Pomona Plateau. Nearer, in line with the Twins, Meier Point and the Gosling
Islands mark the western margin of Norway Bight. On the eastern shore of this
large bay is Mansfield Point, Steney Point and Cape Vik, which is the southern
extent of the Cragsmen Peaks (called by us the Cuillins) that run south from
Brisbane Heights.
Although the peaks of Coronation Island are not very high they rise steeply
from the level of the surrounding polar sea and, with their heavy glaciation and
the polar climate, are comparable to alpine peaks. On a clear day it presented a
breathtaking view which we never tired of. In summer the blue seas separating
us from Coronation Island, and the waters around our island home were packed
with a dense concentration of tabular icebergs and smaller bergs and bergy bits
of all shapes and sizes. They had drifted up in the current from the vast ice
shelves of the Weddell Sea that lay to the south. Reaching our island group they
had grounded in the shallower shelf waters, only the smaller ones penetrating
into inshore waters.
Most of the low-lying headlands and offshore islands on the south side of
Coronation Island, like the Signy coastal areas, were snow free in summer, and
have similar vegetation. But for the most part they lack penguin colonies and
elephant seal haul-outs (perhaps because the large glaciers make them colder);
the vegetation is correspondingly richer, especially on Lynch Island just west of
Cape Hansen.
Climate and sea ice. The climate is maritime and at least one of the summer
months has a mean sea level air temperature above freezing point. The mean
annual temperature is -3.8°C and the mean for the coldest winter month is
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seldom below -12°C. In terms of human susceptibility it is effectively colder if
the wind chill factor is applied. However, we did experience temperatures of 40°C on a winter journey and this was very cold, particularly when a wind was
blowing. An air temperature of -40°C with a wind of only [25 knots] is
equivalent to a wind chill of - 60°C and much colder in a gale). On a still sunny
day in summer though, the solar radiation allowed us to go shirtless when
working outdoors in the sun, but it remained cold in the shade. (The solar
maximum temperature was typically 45°C on a fine February day when the
shade air temperature was 2°C). The coldest month is usually July, the warmest
February. The prevailing westerly winds blow from southwest to northwest and
frequent warm northerly winds are experienced due to föhn effects, as clouds
pour from the north over the mountain barrier of Coronation Island. Gales occur
on about 60 days a year and at times the wind strengths were off the scale of our
anemometer, more than [100 mph]!
In fact the South Orkneys lie in a zone with the highest annual average cloud
cover in the world, also the strongest winds at sea producing the highest waves!
The day to day weather is determined by a succession of depressions travelling
around the Antarctic from West to East, which bring changeable weather as the
fronts pass through with monotonous regularity. They also bring rapidly
changing sea conditions, as we were to find on occasion to our alarm. In winter
when the sea is frozen well north of the islands the depression tracks tend to
pass further to the north and in general, though colder, the winter climate is
preferable.
So we experienced frequent heavy cloud cover and lack of sunshine and
frequent, often heavy, precipitation as snow or rain, which may fall in any
month. In an average year, from the records, there are about 280 days with
snowfall and drifting snow occurs on about 120 days! Signy experiences 60-80%
cloud cover in winter and 80% in summer; a common weather condition known
to us as ‘mank’ is when the island is shrouded in low cloud. Conversely ‘dingle
days’ occurred once or twice a week, more often in winter. The average total
annual sunshine is 520 hours (a mere 14% of that theoretically possible!).
The seasonal temperature changes are also influenced by the presence of sea
ice - as pack ice and icebergs move up to or away from the islands - producing
falling and rising temperatures. When the sea freezes to form fast ice the
temperature plummets, rising again when the ice breaks up and moves away.
Such fluctuations may happen many times during the summer and occasionally
during the winter, under the influence of sea swell and wind sheer. Over some
forty years of records the pack was usually sighted first in April/May (83%),
otherwise in June/July (17%). Sea ice thick enough to walk upon has been first
recorded over this period in April (7.5%), May (40%), June (37.5%) and July
(15%). The ice has moved out of Factory Cove in June (3%), in August (8%), in
September (26%), October (26%), November 21%) and December (l6%). In our
two years (l948 and l949) the pack was first sighted on 4 and 5 April; it could
safely be walked on by 7 May and 13 April respectively, and went out on 29
October and 19 November. These were therefore years with relatively long
periods of fast ice and lower than usual air temperatures, as we were to find out.
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Settling in
A new way of life. The limited summer season was drawing to a close and we had
to get organized, so as to be ready for the winter. First I issued the polar
clothing. In my case I received: 1 pair of underpants, 2 khaki shirts (army issue,
too small and very tight!), 1 khaki battledress (also on the small side), 1 outer
Anorak (khaki) secondhand, 2 pairs of striped pyjamas, 1 fur cap. There wasn't
much else remotely my size in the store. It was hardly a good start as the first
principle of polar clothing is that it should be loose fitting! Derek and I were in
for a thin time if we couldn't get more suitable stuff. It was fortunate that we
had some clothing of our own with us, but it was hardly 'polar clothing'! We
hoped the next call of the ship would bring more suitable garb.
Our next job was to stack the new stores that had already been brought up
to the hut. Then we began carrying the remainder up from the shore, a distance
of about 170 yards and a climb of 70 ft. Although fit, we found this very
exhausting; even though a number of items had not been delivered, including 8
tons of coal, this still left 20 tons to carry up the hill on our backs! It was to take
us several weeks, interspersed with our other activities. We stacked the supplies
alongside and inside the Nissen hut, checking them off against the cargo
manifests as we did so. That first day Ralph undertook the cooking, making a
magnificent mutton dish, from one of several sheep carcasses that the ship had
brought in; we had to eat them before they "went off" - as we had no
refrigeration. So huge legs of mutton featured in our meals as we strove to
consume the supply before it became uneatable! On the first Sunday we had a
rest and a walk, when Ralph slipped and slid down a snow slope, acquiring
some first hand experience, fortunately with no adverse effects. With Derek I
climbed Observation Bluff behind the base and then walked over to the nearby
Orwell Glacier.
During our second week, a magnificent sunny day arrived. We felt
sufficiently advanced with the work to take morning coffee in the "garden", in
front of our simple home, taking in the superb view of Coronation Island to the
north, while we discussed plans for journeys. But the weather soon deteriorated
again to the Signy norm.
We had three radio schedules a day - at 9 o’clock, 3 o’clock and 8 o’clock
local time. They were primarily for official communications and for reporting
the regular three times a day Meteorological Observations (Met Obs). Both the
early and late schedules tended to interfere with meals if we weren't careful.
Incidentally, I have to confess that we often didn't get up earlier than was
necessary for the 9 o’clock schedule unless the weather was good! While Derek
and Ralph were busy with Met Obs after lunch I often went up to Biggs Bluff
with the binoculars and counted the elephant seals in Paal Harbour.
One evening the filmy stratus clouds, which had been partly veiling the
peaks on Coronation Island lifted and at sunset the whole massif was clear. The
snow assumed a creamy yellow coloration, which made a vivid contrast with the
deep evening sky. Long evening shadows enhanced every groove and ridge on
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the ice faces of the peaks and the whole range looked Himalayan; one forgot that
most of the peaks were less than 3,000 ft high. But climbs started from sea level
and at once met with difficult rock and ice so that, discounting the weather, they
corresponded to peaks of perhaps 12,000 ft in the Alps. Add to this the rigorous
weather conditions and the difficulty of effecting a landing at any but a few
widely separated points and you have a challenging mountaineering problem. I
hoped that my zoological work next summer would give me time to do some
surveying and climbing across the strait.
A large concentration of bergs, driven by the ocean currents had now piled
up in the shallow water of Paal Harbour and along the coast of Coronation.
Their architecture went in for Norman rather than Gothic arches! To the south
the sea was for the most part ice-free. In the next few days more large bergs
moved up from the south overnight but strong north winds would blew most of
them out again. The brash ice was spreading into the bay again and the
temperature was about 4°C that day.
Another night, before turning in I went over to the cairn on Berntsen Point.
The eastern part of Coronation was a grey silhouette with long fleecy stratus
banks above, but to the west the mountains were bathed in silver moonlight
painting a track across the bay. A large and very bright lunar halo with two
mock moons seemed to indicate dirty weather in the offing. Sure enough it was
raining heavily next morning and continued wet all day; that night a 50 mph
gale was shaking the hut, but inside all was snug.
On 1 March Ralph came up with me when I went to make the ice
observation. The water in Paal Harbour below us was a brilliant clear blue
through which it was possible to see the underwater parts of the numerous
‘growlers’ – large chunks of ice. There were several red and green snow patches
too high for them to be due to contamination by penguins. On the land north of
Gourlay Point were numerous patches of smoothed rocky ground - evidently
indicating the areas covered in season by penguin rookeries. In one or two places
were groups of the residual breeding population numbering, all told, about
10,000 on that stretch of coast.
Later that day we crossed by boat to the northern part of Borge Bay and I
found a score or so of elephant seals ranged along the beach in Stygian Cove in
lifeless postures. Near one of them a snow petrel was amongst the brash ice,
unable to fly although it flapped its wings and, when caught and examined, it
seemed quite sound. Amongst the brash it could be seen only with difficulty: in
the hand it was without doubt one of the most beautiful birds I had seen. The
black beak and greyish-mauve legs afforded a marked contrast with the pure
white fluffy plumage. The interior of its mouth was mauve-pink. There were
eleven skuas on that stretch of the beach and I hoped the snowy would not fall
foul of them. Derek collected some rock specimens but none of great interest.
Large bright green areas we saw on this flat ground, were due to an alga Prasiola
which forms extensive mats on 'manured' areas around penguin colonies and
seal wallows. The temperature in the shade rose to over 5°C and there were over
8.9 hours of sunshine that day! As we rowed back for the Met Ob and W/T
(wireless-telegraphy, ie radio) schedule, pink fine-weather cirrus shone against a
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torquoise evening sky and the peaks of Coronation were bathed in a brilliant
'alpenglow". It was chilly on the water after the sun went down and we were
glad to step ashore.
A few days later we decided on a re-ordering of the hut and loft which took
us all day. It was bitterly cold, with a blizzard of wind-blown snow outside. I
was instructed that a daily Ice Report was to be sent in Government Telegraph
Code (GTC – in five letter groups) from that day. BBC Overseas News
announced that Ernest Bevin, the Foreign Minister, had stated: "British officials
in command of bases in the Falkland Islands Dependencies have been given
instructions for dealing with Argentine and Chilean intruders " We also heard
that "the cruiser Nigeria has sailed for the southern Dependencies with Mr Miles
Clifford, the Governor of the Falkland Islands on board. He will make his annual
tour of the Dependencies." So we could evidently expect a visit.
We received a message from Dr Fuchs stating that all unserviceable
equipment was to be put on the Biscoe; also coal sacks and empty 40 gallon
drums. Later we overheard him talking to Ken Butler (Base Leader at
Stonington) on R/T (radio telephone). The Biscoe was on her way from
Deception to Hope Bay. Evidently she was then to return to Stanley and would
call on us on the second trip. The cruiser HMS Nigeria was at Deception Island
but unlikely to visit Signy. This secondhand receipt of news was irritating to us.
In view of the dearth of news from outside it was increasingly frustrating that
we were never told anything and had to find out for ourselves in this way; it was
to be a repeated complaint over the months. We listened after dinner to a concert
on the radio: Vivaldi, Violin Concerto and Mendelsohn "Fair sea and a
prosperous voyage" overture; the reception was quite good.
Derek's bread baking a few days later was not a success; the dough began to
rise and then deflated completely when he gave it an encouraging pat. It cooled
so was put on the Esse (stove) to warm up, but when we got back from a walk
the bottom half was brown and cooked, leaving half-cooked dough on top. It
was from this that he made up the loaves and left two in overnight. The result two pretty solid bricks which we intended to use as part of the foundations for
our new cocktail lounge! We chalked it all up to experience. We heard the Biscoe
on R/T - they were still at Hope Bay - and HMS Snipe too.
Building a laboratory. Ralph drew up a simple design and marked it out on the
ground. We dug trenches for the foundations and filled them with stones.
Unfortunately, the ground was a quaking jelly, as the hut was sited in a bog, and the
warmth of the hut had melted the underlying permafrost! As we dug, the soil
flowed from under the hut and exposed the original foundations. So we gave up
digging and instead threw enormous quantities of rocks into the bog until they
ceased to sink. We placed 6 x 3 inch beams and filled the gaps between them with
small stones and gravel.
All the materials had to be carried to the site. The timber came from a derelict
dormitory-hostel for the whalers 150 yards away. Constructed of 8 x 4 ft pine
panels, beautifully tongued-and-grooved, with an air gap between inner and outer
faces, it demonstrated the Norwegian’s mastery of timber. We dismantled them and
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filled the gaps with wood wool and other insulation material from the now
redundant packaging of our stores. The floor of the extension would also be
insulated in this way - in great contrast to our living hut, which had a solid, rough
wooden floor that conducted heat out.
We were concerned to achieve as much building as possible before a snowfall
interrupted our work, so worked through the days, finishing the foundations and
making many journeys across the slope to collect materials for the construction. It
was heavy work for the three of us. As we had feared, a change in the weather
stopped building in mid February, when we had a snowfall of six inches. However,
we were able to cover the site with a tarpaulin after brushing off the snow.
Three days later work on the roof began, using large beams carried up from the
old whaling station to build a triangular gable end and rafters fitted on to the main
hut. By then we were very fit and quite expert at carrying heavy weights, but the
wind made our loads almost unmanageable at times. Also snowdrifts had
accumulated in places and the terrain was very difficult when we were laden.
Somehow the three of us managed to lift all the beams into place and Ralph's skills
became even more evident as we fitted the structure together. At the end of the
month we coaxed the gable end into position, expending much foot-poundage
raising it, and at the end of that day had most of the rafters and ceiling joists in
position. We used 6" x 2" beams for these; Ralph informed us that this size was
never used for an ordinary house in England; only such buildings as Town Halls
required them! In the sun it was quite warm when working out of the wind, and we
had about 312 hours of sunshine.
Five days later, we were still transporting timber and that afternoon we were
able to get half the roof on the laboratory. Another two fine days should see the roof
finished. But a rapid fall in temperature overnight took us down to -7°C at
breakfast next day and it remained low. A force 6 wind made it colder and of course
by then we were engaged on a sedentary occupation - nailing on the roof planks.
That night the roof was complete and awaited the application of roofing felt, which
we had to bring indoors to thaw out near the stove to make it manageable in the
cold. We also laid part of the floor, between the tongue-and-grooved bottom floor
and the true floor we placed an insulating layer of straw, wood wool or sawdust of
which we had plenty. Next day we put two windows into the lab walls.
The clouds on Coronation Island then dispersed exposing the whole length of
the mountain ridge. There were 3.4 hrs of sunshine and, as the wind was light, work
outside was pleasant even though the temperature was only -3°C. We put on
roofing felt, 39 yards of it. The felt on the outside walls of the existing hut was a
major factor in the production of condensation patches inside, so instead of felt we
planned to apply an extra layer of match-boarding to the walls. Across the hillside
the Norwegian hut was gradually disappearing as we removed its walls and floor!
Despite being exposed for over twenty years, the wood was in excellent condition,
except for surface weathering, no doubt due to the absence of rot fungi. We worked
on until the felting was complete and it was too cold to work any longer and were
very relieved that the roof of the main hut was now waterproof again.
So the finished laboratory had double walls with an insulating layer of wood
wool, it had a double floor (also insulated), and it measured 12 ft x 10 ft with a
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spacious loft above for storage purposes. We had fitted benches and cupboards; and
we used it as a workshop in addition to its intended use as a lab. Unfortunately, as
the ship did not return that season, it was to lack any kind of heating. Consequently
in winter the temperatures inside frequently fell to below -17°C which made it
impossible to work there. Our hope was that the ship would deliver a stove the
following spring. It was expected to heat a greenhouse, which we would erect when
the ship brought the rest of the timber and the missing glass! Then we would be
able to grow flowers and fresh vegetables. I missed flowers and the scent of flowers
almost more than anything else in the next two years.
We built a deck of boarding on the south side, while Ralph glazed more lab
windows. The biological collecting tanks and jars were moved into the loft where
they were out of the wet; then we laid the bearers for the deck, which would be a
useful place to stack stores. I intended to construct a rough workbench for rough
cleaning of skulls and messy dissections and planned to erect walls and a roof over
this area.
By the middle of March the roof was dry so we patched up the tears made by
the recent gales, tarred the seams and fitted the ridge plate. We made the whole
structure weatherproof, using hessian and a liberal application of tar. Derek and I
cleared a drainage channel and made a beginning on a graveled space around the
building; we burned most of the rubbish. A few days later we had also completed
the flooring of the lab. It looked very homely with light streaming from the
windows in the dusk.
Finally on l9 March we cut a hole into the main hut where the glazed connecting
door was to go and were shocked to find that there was no insulation in the walls of
the living hut. The timber had been brought down to the island as deck cargo,
which was soaked with water on passage and swelled. Our living hut was of frame
construction, with an outer layer of this initially wet timber, covered with roofing
felt. On the inside of the frame there was only a thin layer of softboard. The planks
of timber had dried out as the hut warmed up, so we found 12 inch gaps between
them. The result was that the protection from the elements was in large part merely
a thin layer of roofing felt, and one of softboard! Later in the year this was to be
reflected in the very low temperatures we experienced in our living quarters.
A new glazed door almost doubled the amount of light coming into the living
hut, which was a very welcome improvement. By 1 April the new ‘wing’ was
almost ready for occupation. I carried in chemicals and equipment and it now began
to look more like a laboratory. One calm morning we melted down more pitch for
the roof and hammered down the ends of the ridge piece.
Two days later dawned as a beautiful still morning with not a breath of wind
and the Coronation peaks were clear of cloud. By noon, however, Ralph and I were
working in the teeth of a blizzard ‘tarring and sawdust-ing’ parts of the roof: the
sawdust acted like straw in bricks to hold the tar and make it more weatherproof.
Ralph and I began stripping the weather-boarding from the remaining sections at
the Norwegian hut. Eventually the laboratory walls had three thicknesses of
boarding, together with a layer of sisalcraft and four inches of good insulation – a
great improvement on our living hut!
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Work continued on the fitting out and over the next few weeks as time allowed
we made various finishing touches. With the blow-lamp burning the lab
temperature rose to 10°C – attesting the efficiency of the insulation and evidently the
best way to heat the place! By mid-May however, with no heating it was down to 10°C and all the solutions were frozen up or beginning to freeze. When the lab
temperature fell to -14°C, all my fixatives were frozen solid and I brought them into
the living hut to thaw out.
A two-seater privy and other construction. We had another smaller building project to
undertake and in the middle of March started work on a new two-seater lavatory,
pre-fabricated by Boulton & Paul. Ralph and I spent most of a day putting the
framework together - in driving sleet and snow for the last three hours. Over the
next week or so, we erected the walls and sloping roof and inserted a floor; there
was a flight of steps leading up to the door which had a latch! Inside were two seats,
with drums beneath to take the excrement, which rapidly froze and was
periodically thrown into Gash Cove. Our privy stood North of the other huts with
fine views of Coronation Island.
Although the building of the laboratory had taken the best part of two months
since our arrival we had not been idle in other ways and were gaining experience of
the environment, of which more below. During May we altered the layout of the
living hut so that we each had a bunk at floor level. We continued to make use of
the timber from the whaling station to construct cupboards, drawers and shelves for
our belongings. We all took turns in painting the ceiling and the door into the lab,
which brightened the hut. Derek built a set of drawers for his charts; we ripped out
the old desk from the wall and, with a little encouragement it more or less fell to
pieces. He put on a new glass top and later placed a 1:12,500 map of Signy under it,
as well as the various temperature conversion tables etc.
Initial Explorations. We were extremely busy during the first fortnight after landing
so didn’t venture away from base, but 1 March was fine, so we decided to take a
break. Leaving base at 6 o’clock that evening we rowed north across the bay to Balin
Point, making the crossing in just 20 minutes and landing near a number of elephant
seals and gentoo penguins. What a contrast. the elephants were in tight pods - gross,
dirty and smelly, moulting their skins and hair, snapping at each other. The gentoos
were small, elegant, glossy black and white, with red beaks. We walked over to the
Wallows and Stygian Cove. In the northernmost of three freshwater lakes we noted
numbers of freshwater crustaceans (fairy shrimps). We followed the outlet stream
down to the beach of Stygian Cove where there were two monumental, bleached
whale skulls at the water's edge. The beach was piled high with brash ice, which
stretched for two or three yards out into the sea. A score or so of elephant seals were
ranged along the beach in lifeless postures, occasionally twitching and belching, or
adjusting their position for comfort.
One morning a few weeks later there was not a breath of wind - the anemometer
cups were stationary. It was one of those still, clear days with extensive thin cloud
cover and a very moist atmosphere. Although, because of the absence of wind, it felt
very warm outside it was yet cold enough to cause the layer of ice on the pools
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thicken. All day as we worked the silence was punctuated at intervals by the rumble
of avalanches on Coronation. The barometer was shooting up rapidly and this lent to
the silence a certain menace, which was borne out later in the day. At 5 o’clock we
decided to take the dory across the bay and stopped work. I put on my 'tropical kit'
(cotton jacket and trousers), which was perhaps the most satisfactory of our clothing.
By then it was raining steadily as we rowed across the bay in a light breeze with
elegant Dominican gulls wheeling and screaming around us. The water north of
Billie Rocks was very shallow and the bottom was large, glacially deposited boulders
with brown seaweed growing between them.
We landed on the west shore of the entrance to Elephant Flats, near a large
'smother' of elephant seals. Derek wanted to look at the light-coloured rock band on
the crags at the top of the dry valley, which ran into the flats. Ralph and I went up to
the old whalers' Pump Hut passing outcrops of the same crystalline limestone. It
stood on the northeast shore of the first of the three freshwater lakes and the engines,
which had driven the pumps for the whalers' freshwater supplies some 30 years
earlier, appeared to be in good order. It might even be possible, we speculated, to
use one as an engine for the derelict launch at the whaling station! The 3 inch
galvanized piping which led down to the beach was all rust-free and in good order. I
might move into this hut during the seal breeding season so as to be nearer my
expected study area. The weather, which had been growing steadily worse, now
threw a blizzard at us. We pressed on to the second lake, where I found more fairy
shrimps. It was getting late so we walked east to the shore and cut across to the bay
where the boat was beached. Derek was there gently ‘tormenting’ elephant seals by
getting them to open their mouths to roar in outrage and then gently lobbing small
stones into the bright pink caverns. We hurried back to base in the dory, to get back
in time for the Met Ob.
Next afternoon after the radio schedule we decided to take advantage of
continuing fine weather to get a better view of the island as a whole by climbing to
the ice cap. We took our ice axes, a 120 ft rope, and our snow-goggles and went up to
the saddle and then southwards along the ridge to Roberts Bluff. This took us well
above the valley leading into Elephant Flats and from this high position we saw a
small glacier lake. We scrambled down a steep slope to the moraine fringing the
nevé - it couldn't be termed a glacier - which extended down from the icecap to the
East side of the valley. A swift glacier stream ran down its margin to feed the lake we
had seen from the top and we pressed on to a small rock peak of garnet-bearing
rocks, which commanded this southwest corner of the icecap.
We made height rapidly and negotiating several crevasses and a bergschrund
reached our first summit, which was unnamed. We sat for a while above a rock face
of some 300 ft which rose up from the ice. While looking at some loose rocks Derek
said he had found a Collembolan: I had a look at it and pronounced it a mite – a red
Acarinid, and on further examination there turned out to be many more. It was an
interesting find because earlier visitors had not recorded any, so I took some back in
a matchbox. (We named this small peak Mite Peak, but later it became known
officially as Garnet Hill.)
A rock and ice ridge ran to the north from this peak (725ft) and abutted onto a
snow and ice slope leading to Snow Hill (866ft) and thence in a horseshoe to Tioga
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Hill (907ft). This is the highest point on the island, overlooks Port Jebsen on the west
coast and provides a comprehensive view of the northern sector of the island. Seen
from our position the southeast face of Jane Peak (666ft) looked quite sheer. Port
Jebsen was choc-a-bloc with icebergs of all shapes and sizes and the concentration
extended some way out to sea. Further west was a sea of fluffy stratus covering the
coast of Coronation Island westwards from Cape Vik, obscuring Norway Bight as far
as the twin peaks above Sandefjord Bay, which rose above the clouds. A very red
sunset began to develop and we set off back to Snow Hill where we indulged in
some rock collecting.
Then, roping up, we set off down the Orwell Glacier. It was quite steep and I
went first prodding for crevasses with my ice axe; there were several transverse
crevasses, which we crossed carefully and then came to a small icefall with several
crevasses and a steeper slope falling away below. We quickly crossed this and did a
sitting glissade down the steep slope, which took us onto the bare part of the glacier
where the crevasses were quite plain to see. Crossing the moraine we made for the
glacier lake, seen earlier from above. It was perfectly still - even the seals were quiet.
Two Dominican gulls flew by and were mirrored in the black lake. We took different
routes back and arrived at base about the same time for the Ob and a late dinner.
Next we explored the southeast peninsula. In the middle of March Ralph and I
set out to row round the coast to Gourlay Point; the sea was a bit choppy but the
wind was behind us. Derek decided to walk, but we saw no sign of him until we
were nearly at our destination when he appeared on top of Observation Bluff.
Several chinstrap penguins were porpoising, surfacing at 5-second intervals as
though chased by a seal. Others surfaced near the boat and swam around
incuriously.
We landed on the only feasible beach - in the southwest corner of Paal Harbour –
occupied by a pod of elephant seals. The rocks around were packed with penguins chiefly chinstrap plus a few gentoos - in all stages of moult and post-moult. Some
were still 'necking', one I watched stealing stones from an unoccupied nest and
building a nest, and territorial behaviour appeared well-marked. This was
interesting, because the young were now reared and the breeding season had ended.
Many sheathbills were still present and 4 or 5 skuas were watching from prominent
rocks. Ralph and I wandered around the coast and in every little cove there were
elephant seals. This probably meant that an accurate census would entail a
systematic survey of the whole coastline whether steep and rocky or not. As dusk
descended Derek returned with us in the boat, with an escort of Wilson's petrels,
prions and a Cape pigeon gliding around, as we crossed Paal Harbour in the
thickening shadows. The sea was rougher and a long, heavy swell made rowing
harder. Landing Ralph in Gash Cove we rounded the point into the bay and he had
put on the lights in the hut by the time we got back.
The last day of March dawned fine (although later it clouded over) and I was
ready to make my first seal census in Borge Bay; the others came along as well,
intending to return for the 3 o’clock Ob. We had difficulty getting the dory into the
water as the shore was fringed by floe ice, wave-rounded and frozen to the rocks;
then once in the water we had to keep a close lookout for large chunks of brash.
Landing at Waterpipe Beach we split up, Derek going inland and Ralph and I
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following the coast. In my inexperience I found it difficult to distinguish the sexes
other than the large bulls. We did a count of seals on a stretch of coast. Then Ralph
went back to the boat to take Derek home for the Ob.
I ate my lunch and then worked the rest of the Borge Bay coastline, covering
every yard of it. It was evident that it would be possible in future counts to omit
quite large stretches of coast with no places for seals to haul out. Snow petrels and
Cape pigeons were very numerous flying near the cliffs, calling harshly, and every
suitable crack or ledge held their nests. Many had two birds present and I watched
several landing at the nests. Quite a few birds flew down and landed amongst the
brash; they paddled about and drank the seawater, then flew off again.
On the Thule islands southwest of Balin Point, numerous empty limpet shells
seemed to indicate a Dominican gull colony; these birds were very numerous, about
70% being immature. I walked on around the coast to the west of Stygian Cove, but
soon the coast became too steep to provide suitable haul-out places for seals. So I
ended the count just north of the stream from the smallest freshwater lake - later
known as Sombre Lake (because overshadowed by high cliffs). All the freshwater
lakes were frozen and bore my weight. On the largest was a single elephant and
broken ice indicated that more had been there. I could find no trace of crustaceans
although I cut through the ice in several places with my ice-axe. As I walked back to
the beach where I was to meet the others the sun was shining through rifts in the
clouds, lighting up the islands and parts of Coronation with a golden radiance,
which was enhanced by a deep purple sky. I whistled and the others came over the
hillside. While Derek went up to Stygian Cove for more rock specimens Ralph and I
rowed around to Waterpipe Beach to continue the seal count. Porpoising penguins
accompanied us and snow petrels, Cape pigeons and giant petrels flew around with
an occasional Wilson's petrel.
It was getting dark and we finished the census about 6.15 pm, as it was getting
too dark to see the seals. The total was 1,079 for the area north of Orwell Glacier and
as far as the west shore of Stygian Cove. I thought this count was probably fairly
accurate but seals in the sea are difficult to see. It appeared that about 90% of the
seals present were males and of these 441 or roughly 40% were large harem bulls.
There appeared to be few, if any, males and females less than 3 years old. Derek met
us and we rowed back as up to 5,000 shags flew across the bay and circled around
Outer Islet before settling there.
A few days later, after lunch, I completed the seal census for Borge Bay. This
time I walked over to the foot of the Orwell Glacier, but was only able to get about
half way along below the ice-cliffs before the pebble beach ended. The water near the
ice-foot was quite deep, the beach shelving steeply. From my position there I was
able to look along a deep crevasse and for sheer beauty it took a lot of beating. The
walls had numerous glinting convex facets, like chipped glass or flint, each of which
caught the light in a different way. Making my way along the shore I recorded some
interesting observations on elephants and made my count. There were 72 large bulls,
and 123 others of which only 9 were females. Numbers had fallen off in Elephant
Flats, but on Drying Point they were about the same as when we arrived on the
island. Other beaches showed if anything an increase.
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A fortnight later, we decided to go skiing on the ice slopes behind Observation
Bluff which should have had a coating of snow. It was late by the time we had fitted
skis and so on, but 3 hrs remained until Ob time. I intended to count seals in Clowes
Bay on the south coast, when the others had to return. Carrying skis we walked over
to Elephant Flats and up the valley onto the McLeod Glacier. Unfortunately, we
found the snow very hard and discontinuous with bare ice in patches. Hardly the
best surface for skiing, let alone learning to ski. We all took some hard tumbles and
would be stiff next day. The bindings of my skis were not sufficiently tight which
reduced control considerably; Ralph had Kandahars and Derek Alpinas like myself;
none of us had metal edges. We found some quite good powder snow later, but it too
was discontinuous. So the others left for the Ob. and I left my skis by a prominent
rock and strolled down the glacier.
There were several giant petrels roosting on the lower slopes, and skuas and
Dominicans flew around. The seals were not very numerous and the beaches
difficult of access due to ice cliffs. In future I would try to use the dory for that bit of
coast. I worked along the coast to the west, giving the crevassed front of the glacier
near the ice cliffs a wide berth. After the eastern ice cliffs there were bands of rocks
forming moraines which swept down to a point where there were two or three
islands. These were later to be named Shagnasty Islands (occupied by a shag
colony). Penguin rookeries occupied the point and islands, and red excreta indicated
Adélies. I also estimated about 5,000 chinstrap penguins on this part of the coast but didn't notice the shag colony. Most of the chinstraps had finished moulting but
some had a few old feathers still attached. From my perch on top of the ice cliffs I
watched parties of penguins swimming and porpoising in the clear water far below.
They moved very quickly and erratically - much faster than most fish. Periodically
they shot out of the water and in again with a loud splash - almost a report. I
watched them jumping out of the water onto floes in the bay and some, slipping
back into the water on the steeper growlers, showed great perseverance in
attempting again and again to climb out.
The next section of Clowes Bay contained no suitable beaches for elephants and
anyway a count would only be possible from the sea, because of heavy crevassing
and steep rock cliffs. Accordingly, I turned back having seen one Weddell seal on a
floe. I extended the count northeast from where I had started and covered all of the
coast up to Northern Oliphant Islets. In this bay there was an accumulation of floe ice
supporting no less than 17 Weddells and one leopard seal. I then returned over the
pass as it was getting dark, picking up my skis on the way. I got in late feeling pretty
tired and with the beginnings of stiffness in various muscles - the result of falling
repeatedly on hard blue ice.
A week later the temperature had fallen to -8°C. The sun came out to enhance
the beauty of new fallen snow, and it seemed set for a fine day, so I decided to do
another seal census around the northwest coast. We set out at about 11 o’clock and
had a little difficulty launching the dory. Small brash had frozen on the shore and the
recent snowfalls had covered it to form a shelf about a foot above high water. In the
sea large chunks of brash and growlers had to be avoided until about ten yards out
when open water began. But it was coated with the crystal patterns of young ice and
in the absence of wind it was very smooth and 'oily'. We made our way inside Billie
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Rocks, Ralph rowing and Derek perched precariously on the stern, steering. There
seemed to be fewer seals on the beaches than last time. Over the entrance to Elephant
Flats a thick sludge had formed by snow falling on wet new ice - forming into cakes.
It slowed us down appreciably but we managed to land on Waterpipe Beach and
walked up past the pump hut and across the small freshwater lake to the foot of a
steep snowslope, leading to a col below Jane Peak. The view opened out and we
climbed the ‘peak’; Derek wanted to collect some rock specimens, which he had left
there and Ralph was not averse to more climbing so up we went. The peak proper
was rather disappointing, being little more than a ‘gendarme’. It had a columnar
appearance from the southwest but this was due to the vertical strata and not to any
intrinsic columnar crystalline structure of the rock - which was metamorphic. To the
east the cliffs were higher and quite exposed - steep ice slopes dropping away from
the foot of the crags.
The peaks of Coronation were more or less cloud-free and away to the west were
the twin Sandefjord Peaks looking remarkably regular in form and subtly coloured.
To the west of Cape Vik at the deepest part of Norway Bight a deep cut valley
appeared to run north, forming the eastern boundary of the Pomona Plateau of
Coronation Island which abutted onto the ‘twins’ to the west. The middle distance
was a tangled mass of icebergs of all shapes and sizes. The colouring of the ice and
snow slopes was so very pure, and again I was struck by the differing qualities and
colour shades of the icebergs, ice and snow slopes and sky. The ice was greenish, the
snow had a hint of purple in the shadows and the clear sky was more or less
intermediate. Derek took some bearings and Ralph and I went along to the col
between Jane Peak and Robin Peak; he returned to base and I carried on downhill,
and attempted to cut straight across country to North Point. As it was, I found the
easiest route lay near the coast, because there were buttresses and gullies filled with
deep snowdrifts inland.
The seal count began just East of North Point where the coast became more or
less impassible due to the bulk of Robin Peak. In a cove some 200-300 chinstrap
penguins, some on nests, were pursuing their usual behaviour patterns. There were
also a few elegant gentoos on nests, which were much more timid than the chinstrap
and scuttled away when approached. The chinstrap invariably stood their ground
and ‘barked’; some even went so far as to attack my shins with beak and flippers. On
North Point itself was a large chinstrap penguin rookery and I had to make my way
through this causing considerable upset to the occupants. But those birds not directly
affected showed a surprising lack of interest in the intruder.
The West coast was pretty well ice-bound. There were great numbers of small
floes in the shallow water, further out larger bergy bits, and large tabular bergs in
even deeper water where they had grounded. In the bays there was plenty of young
ice - some of it up to 12 inch thick, and where it had been broken up pancake ice had
formed, the pancakes for the most part under a foot across. They are appropriately
named, forming as plates of ice jostle each other so that their edges become
upturned. The spaces between the pancakes had refrozen in most bays, to form large
sheets of snow-covered ice floating freely. On many of the floes along this part of the
coast Weddell seals basked in the sun and I saw two crabeaters.
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Giant petrel colonies were numerous above the steep sea cliffs and I noticed a
large number of white downy youngsters. Some of the parents remained by their
young and vomited their smelly red oil at me, but only because they had no clear run
for takeoff. Many birds of the year were congregated on the seaward side of the
colonies and attempted to fly away at my approach. They lumbered along,
desperately beating wings and crashing into rocks in abortive attempts. Then,
coming to the cliff edge, they found themselves airborne for a few brief seconds,
landing with a crash on the beach or ice, or after a great splash in the water they
paddled furiously out to sea. In such a large bird this behaviour seemed out of place
compared with the tameness of the other species, and I was concerned that they
should be so timid. The smaller snow petrel was much braver and usually stayed at
its nesting hole or retreated a little way inside when disturbed. Cape pigeons were
more wary and flew off on approach. I watched a couple of snowies in a rock cranny,
evidently a nesting site, rubbing bills together, bobbing their heads alternately from
side to side and uttering a trilling note.
This coastline was largely devoid of suitable beaches for elephant seals. At the
headlands there was often a series of islands or rocks stringing out to sea. The
innermost of the series was connected to land by a low-lying shingle beach, forming
a suitable hauling-out area for elephants. Apart from a few stray individuals, all the
elephants I counted were confined to these locations and there were 110 on that
stretch of coast. A band of eight terns flew northeast above me, mostly with the adult
markings of S. hirundinacea, but one was an immature individual with mottled back.
The sunset over the Sandefjord Peaks that day was exquisite, lighting up the
surface of the water by reflection and transforming the west-facing sides of the bergs
to gold. Then the sun sank below a line of dark clouds, which suddenly appeared
from nowhere, and I knew it was time to make tracks for home. Two Weddells were
lying out on the shore of the last bay I visited and I roused one of them. He looked at
me, showed his teeth and leisurely made his way to the water, stopped to drink and
then slipped into and under water. His head reappeared some 20 yards out,
regarding me with a quizzical expression. I made my way back over the col between
Snow Hill and Jane Peak and saw Ralph rowing over in the dory to fetch me as I
came down the last slopes. My feet were getting cold and I was glad to sit down in
the warmth of the hut. The others had been over to Outer Islet where Derek had
taken some bearings on the peaks of Coronation Island with the met. theodolite.
One morning in mid April was still and calm with very little wind and the
temperature had dropped to -8°C. We had breakfast early, did the Obs. and radio
schedule and by 10 o’clock were ready to leave for Confusion Point on the south
coast. The clouds were breaking up and although there was a constant light fall of
snow it looked a day of promise. As my skis required another coat of Stockholm tar I
decided to travel over the ice-sheet on snowshoes. Derek and Ralph brought their
skis along and we walked to the glacier behind Observation Bluff. I was ahead and
had put on my snowshoes when the others came up. Thinking that they would
quickly overtake me on skis I started off and covered the ground with surprising
speed. Snowshoes are not difficult to use; one soon becomes accustomed to the
waddling gait necessary to avoid tripping up, and sliding the shoe forwards,
pressing down on the heel so as not to dig in the toes.
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It proved impossible to travel along the coast owing to the crevasses near the ice
cliffs and to the steep ice slope to the east of Confusion Island. Instead I climbed up
the snow-covered slopes to a col between two humps and removing the snowshoes I
climbed the ridge to a higher summit. Derek came along much later and I saw Ralph
going back towards Gourlay Peninsula. On inspecting the nearby coast through
binoculars it looked impassable, but starting near Confusion Island I worked round
to Cummings Cove, covering as much of the shore as possible. It was deeply
indented with narrow coves, and the headlands between were high and very steep
so any detailed survey of it would necessarily be very laborious. In any case I saw
very few suitable elephant seal beaches (indeed during the day I observed only 12
elephants). Now that I knew the position of the possible beaches, ensuing surveys
would be that much less laborious since it would be appropriate to miss out
unsuitable stretches of the coast. The north side of Fyr Channel was dotted with
large rookeries of chinstrap penguins - still occupied, though with much diminished
populations. I followed the coast all the way except for one place where steep ice
slopes made a detour inland and uphill necessary. On many of the floes in Fyr
Channel Weddells were basking, some of the bays were frequented by leopards, and
I noted one crabeater.
All the bird species were abundant except for giant petrels, but I saw only one or
two adults and certainly there were no nesting colonies on that stretch of coast.
Snowies and Cape pigeons were particularly abundant. In one cove there was a
gathering of 30 or so snowies. They were squabbling, hopping from one piece of ice
to another. As they were all congregated near the centre of a shapely berg they were
seen against a background of turquoise blue (which should make a good subject for a
painting). Their black feet appeared strangely prominent against the ice.
I made my way around Porteous Point and into Cummings Cove. Some very
large and thick ice floes floated in the bay and on many of the smaller floes lay
solitary Weddells; one supported a leopard and crabeaters within 12 ft of each other
(the leopard is a predator on young crabeaters). Then I noticed a leopard seal in the
water tearing to pieces the hindquarters of a small elephant. Gripping the meat
between its vicious jaws, submerging until only its back was showing, and then by
arching back and flexing its tail, it flung its head backwards with a jerk, tearing off
chunks of the prey. Raising its head vertically it then swallowed once, twice. A
crowd of Cape pigeons, a few snowies and two Dominicans gathered round for the
pickings. I climbed back to the col and made my way in the gathering dusk over the
ice sheet and so to base over the top, my beard a tangle of icicles. Snow goggles were
most irritating as condensation freezes in such conditions and they had to be cleaned
very frequently, because travel is awkward when seeing everything through a mist.
A few days later came another glorious morning and the air temperature had
fallen to -10°C. The sunshine recorder was to record a remarkable 6.2 hrs of sun that
day! As it looked so promising I went with Derek over to Port Jebsen on the West
coast to continue the seal census. The pack was blocking all the bays on the east coast
and almost filled Normanna Strait - about 810ths cover; to the south it was about
710ths with many small and some large bergs moving up. So this explained the
temperature drop. Elephant Flats was quite frozen over and in Factory Cove the new
ice was forming pancakes.
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We cut across Orwell Glacier and roped up to safeguard against crevasses. It
was not really necessary as the crevasses on Signy are nearly all small and narrow,
and very obvious. However, inexperienced as we were, it was good practice and on
Coronation, which we hoped to visit later in the year, the glaciers are much more
heavily crevassed. On the steep slopes we found treacherous windslab which broke
off at the steps we kicked, to fall away in great chunks. In places it was necessary to
cut steps in the hard blue ice and at one point there was a steep snow wall to
overcome. The wide crevasses here were bridged with well-consolidated snow and
we made use of the snow bridges - sometimes unknowingly they were so thick. Our
route took us up to the foot of a rock buttress to our left and then over varying snow
and ice surfaces. Reaching the top we went across to Snow Hill and the rocks to the
west. We intended striking across to where I left off the earlier survey of the westcoast, but had to make a wide detour to avoid ice cliffs and a steep slope. Derek
turned back about 1.30 pm, for the Met Ob. and I made my way down an ice valley
to the coast.
I saw no Weddells or crabeaters, although there were many suitable floes, and
only one leopard; the elephants too were very few. Penguins were represented only
by some tracks. Possibly I thought, they might come ashore at night to roost and go
out to sea during the day. In the misleadingly named 'Port' Jebsen the wreck of the
Tioga was pretty badly smashed up. On the shore in the centre of the bay was a large
boiler from the wreck. It was here that a medium-sized male elephant seal
unexpectedly charged me. I retreated a few yards and then gave him a rap on the
nose, which evoked noisy roars, but he didn’t try to attack me again.
As it was getting late and the sun was now obscured I made my way back up to
the rim of the corrie, on the way unexpectedly finding two parasols of a small
toadstool, growing in a patch of moss on the talus slope. I continued the count up to
Cummings Cove, thus at last completing the coastal survey around Signy Island. The
storm broke as I worked up the hill towards Tioga Hill and I had to fight my way
round the horseshoe to the shelter of Garnet Hill in a howling blizzard. I went down
the scree on the east side of Garnet Hill and along the ablation channel at its foot. The
ice sheet there was almost denuded of snow and I glissaded the last bit on hard blue
ice and returned to base by the now familiar route down the Stone Chute.
At the beginning of May the pack ice had been blown in and out of the bay and
its edge could be seen stretching northeast to southwest from Robertson Islands to
Clowes Bay. With the wind from the north, we decided that it was quite safe to go
across to Balin Point to take the bearings necessary from there. We got away about 10
o’clock, the sea glassy-calm, and Derek rowed across. I lay with my head over the
bows to examine the bottom and it was very warm and idyllic. With eyes closed we
might almost have been on the River Cam in summer. Save that the view and
country was such a contrast, and a dory was rather more practical than a punt. The
whalebone that littered the bottom was in patches - each evidently the relics of an
entire whale, and in very good preservation for the most part. Some pieces had
crumbled away and there the shape of a jaw bone might be preserved only by many
small pebble-sized chunks of bone. Similarly shaped, light-coloured streaks on the
bottom I took to be the final stages of disintegration.
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Another day in the middle of May began well with a clear sky and no wind as
Derek and I left for Robin Peak with the theodolite. There was a shower of small ice
crystals glittering in the diffuse sunlight and incomplete haloes round the sun parhelia. It was very warm climbing up the Stone Chute but on top a breeze cooled us
as we strode down the slope to Elephant Flats through the snow drifts - drift snow is
always much less annoying when going downhill. I cut across the Flats at the
entrance; the whole surface was bearing quite well and it was not necessary to keep
to the floes. Derek followed in my footsteps very slowly looking as though he
thought the ice was going to swallow him up at any moment; he was heavier than I
of course! There was time to do a seal count on the adjacent beaches before he joined
me.
From there we crossed Pumphouse Lake and into the corrie between Jane Peak
and Robin. A very gentle slope of compacted snow and roughened ice led up to the
col. The views were excellent at first and then low clouds began to obliterate the
tops. Derek couldn't make the final direct slope up to Robin, which at one point was
blue ice (his boots were not gripping well) so he went round and up the rocks to the
west. But I went straight up and towards the top, feeling rather warm with the
exertions and looking at the ground ahead as this was the most comfortable posture
when carrying a load. Suddenly the ground disappeared and I was looking down at
Stygian Cove nearly a thousand feet below. The exposure was awe inspiring, the
drop for the top 500 ft being just about vertical, if not overhanging. There were some
small cornices to which I thought it best to give a wide berth. All was still except for
my breathing.
Down in the bay elephants lay on the thick ice or crawled about leaving a brown
trail of excreta. There were several groups on the beach, showing up distinctly
against the white carpet. From these groups came clouds of steam, snortings and
bellowings. Brief upheavals could be seen, as two animals had a difference of
opinion ending in mutual exhaustion and re-positioning. A crack in the sea ice
extended out to the pack, and in the stillness sounds of further cracks and groans as
the ice took the strain of the tidal movements. We had seen a group of about a
hundred penguins on this ice earlier in the day but now all that remained was their
tracks over the ice. Ralph down below saw them moving east and watched them as
far as Outer Islet.
We set up the theodolite, but the clouds were low and the reference object (Cape
Hansen) was obscured. After a short wait it cleared a little enabling a few bearings to
be taken, but closing in again quite soon. It was minus 23°C up there and our beards,
moustaches, even eyelashes, were white with ice formed by our breath freezing. I
went over to look at the coast around North Point and had a surprisingly good view
from one of the rock buttresses. So far as I could see there were no seal of any species
on this stretch of coast or on floes offshore, but on the beach west of Jane Peak lay six
medium-sized elephants. It was quite likely that these were the sole remaining seals
on the West coast, since on my previous survey there had been very few. I walked
over to the most northerly point of the summit ridge and looked down into
Normanna Strait, then back at the summit. The view of it from there was very
striking, with large snow cornices in the foreground and the very steep peak rising to
a perfect point, where Derek was taking bearings. I rejoined him and after a few
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more we set off down - but not before a solitary plump sheathbill fluttered up and
alighted just beside us - all curiosity. We hurried down and I managed to put a foot
through the ice on the other side of Pebble Beach; it wasn’t really safe yet.
In early June I woke one day to a lovely dawn, with orange-red clouds over
Mount Nivea on Coronation, green-blue sea to the east and black new ice in the bay.
Jane Peak and Snow Hill were bathed in yellow light from the rising sun and long
blue shadows broke the monotony of the snow slopes. I sketched and made notes on
colours before breakfast and later we left on ski for Gourlay Point. Snow with rain
crust in parts and very variable texture brought several tumbles. We skied up
Moraine Valley and through the ablation channel below Roberts Bluff. From there it
was an exhilarating run down to the cove in Paal Harbour.
A perfect view of Coronation was reflected in the smooth water of the Sound
and framed by the shadowed Roberts Bluff and weird snow shapes in the
foreground. The new ice in the bay shone a bright orange where the sun reached it
and looked almost like a bright sandy beach. I took some photographs of this
wonderful prospect and sketched it while the others took skiing action-shots of each
other. The pack-fog drifted in across Coronation and provided subtle light and
shadow effects - with delicate pastel shades of grey, mauve and blue. I just had time
to finish my sketch before it all turned into a featureless grey void.
We skied over the col to the southwest and on to the shore of Clowes Bay, but no
life was visible and we pressed on across the partially snow-covered slopes and
around the coast of the Gourlay Peninsula. Although the snow lay thick, it was not
enough to cover all the loose rocks and skiing was made more interesting by side
jumps and jump turns to avoid them. The trip was good cross-country exercise with
varied skiing. On the way back it was a good run down Moraine Valley and I did a
very steep and fast run down the slope above the Stone Chute.
Another fine clear morning arrived when the sun rose rapidly behind Mount
Nivea, casting at first a rosy light, suffusing downwards, then bright yellow and
finally dazzling white. I decided to go over to the western side of the island again to
check if there were any seals left. Ralph elected to stay behind and Derek and I set off
just after the sun reached the hut. As we swished across the bay-ice on skis, we saw
that Ralph was going down to the point to fish. The going was very good as we went
into Mirounga Flats threading a way between the ice hummocks and pressure
mounds. Cutting up the side of the hill to the west we had a run down the other
slope and across the middle lake. Thence via the middle lake to the Jane Peak ridge
followed by a good run down into the corrie enclosed by this ridge and the main
watershed ridge. The snow on the opposite slope was firm and it was easy going up
to the Robin Col.
I ‘shushed’ down slowly for a few minutes and then stopped when I came out of
the shadow and made sketches of the view, as the lighting was rather unusual. On
Coronation Island the low-slanting rays of the sun made the snow on the Deacon
Hill ice cap and on the Sandefjord Peaks look like sand in colour and texture; the sky
was light turquoise and brightly reflected in the open leads, while patches of young
ice were russet-brown. Fog and a fragmentary fog bow lay to the southeast; to the
north was a very striking sun-pillar, with needle-shaped ice crystals sparkling in the
air. Derek had not yet been down to the West coast so he went on ahead. I did two
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sketches (the Twins and the Cuillins), and feeling very cold (temperature about 18°C) went on down to the coast in a series of swings; it was exhilarating running,
with only a few exposed rocks to worry about.
I skied northwards with frequent halts to take in the views, making sketches and
notes on colours and taking one or two photographs. I met Derek as he was coming
back from North Point. There were some seals ahead, that I wanted to see, so he
turned back with me. There were penguin tracks in the area but no penguins. Three
large bulls were in the cove south of the North Point cove and two on the slopes
above. We followed the tracks of one seal and found that it had been doing some
mountaineering! It had started from the cove east of North Point and climbed uphill
to a point about 150 ft above. There he had spent the night in a 'bivouac' and ‘skied’
or rather slid downhill from there that morning. I say ‘skied’ because according to
the tracks he had been stemming with his body and at one point had made a perfect
stem turn; the hind-flippers had served as a brake in places. Also this seal showed a
degree of directive intelligence; the tracks showed that he had taken several routes
towards the shore, turning back each time when he reached a steep slope. As we
watched he made yet another exploratory trip, humping downhill, stopping above a
considerable ice cliff, looking around and then turning back uphill.
Near at hand were many pools of open water in the sea ice and the pack
stretched to the horizon with many bergs embedded in it. We returned to base via
Robin Col, an enjoyable downhill run to the lake and across the bay to Bare Rock. An
appreciable tide crack had opened around the rock but the ice was not yet suitable
for our survey base-line measurement, being rather thin and rotten in places. That
evening I worked up both sketches in watercolour and was pleased with the results.
To bed early with a crescent moon outside and Beethoven sonatas on the
gramophone.
On 21 June, Midwinter Day, Derek and I again set off on skis across Elephant
Flats for a seal count. The surface was very sticky in parts, where the sea-water had
flooded out from the tide cracks. We headed straight for Stygian Cove through
Paternoster Valley, skiing over the lakes, which were frozen over. The wind was
quite strong and blew the dry snow in waves and flurries over the surface, like sand
on a beach. In Stygian Cove eddies of wind at the base of the cliffs produced fantastic
shapes of whirling snow, lit up by weak sunlight. From Stygian Cove we followed
the coast around to Elephant Flats again and thence back to base. There were no seal
on the north-facing beaches, possibly owing to the strong northerly wind, and I
counted only 20 in all.
At the beginning of August thin stratus cloud over Coronation Island cleared
one day after breakfast and we had a lovely day ahead. We skied across the sea ice,
with theodolite, tripod and plane-table, around Berntsen Point and across Paal
Harbour. Finding myself ahead of the others I stopped to make a sketch of Garnet
Hill, which was looking very fine, with clear-cut shadows. The others caught up, and
Ralph stayed behind with me, while Derek pushed on. I finished the sketch in about
ten minutes and we followed Derek’s tracks, but then lost them at the top of a steep
slope. There was still no sign of Derek, so we pushed on into the bay. He had turned
aside at the ice slope and come about 14 mile along the shore, to reach the sea ice and
eventually we realized that he was behind us.
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Derek and I had a look at a rock exposure and he collected geological specimens
while I pushed on, as I hoped to get a sketch looking through Fyr Channel. While I
was stopped for this Ralph went on and Derek passed me. The ice was broken up
from Confusion Point to Fyr Channel, but then it was smooth through the gap. We
had a fine view of the Cragsmen Peaks (known to us then as the Cuillins), with a
halo over them, but the rest of Coronation Island was in cloud. We went on around
the northwest corner of Moe Island, past lovely jade-coloured icebergs; the rock
scenery too was very beautiful. We lunched on the shore, feeling very cold.
By now it was clouding over, so there was no chance of survey work and we
headed for home. Ralph complained of a blister, Derek too; and I also had two
painful ones, caused by my too-small boots freezing stiff. I was in front and moving
faster than the others, because I had a longer stride on the skis, and I kept stopping
to allow the others to catch up. Then I got into a 'day-dreaming' frame of mind and
was across Clowes Bay without realizing it; the others were far behind so I had a
long, cold wait and resolved to bring up the rear in future! The others caught up but
insisted on retaining their loads, so we proceeded slowly home. Derek's binding kept
slipping off and at Polynesia Point he took off his skis and continued slowly on foot.
I followed behind in case there was rotten ice and he needed help. We got back
without further incidents, to find a very cold hut, but got a fire going and had a hot
meal.
A few days later Derek intended to go to North Point, but Ralph wished to stay
in and do some ironing as his feet were sore. So the two of us crossed the ice to
Elephant Flats, skied up to the ablation channel and onto the icecap via Garnet Hill.
The going was good but the surface icy and crusty. As we climbed the pack-fog
moved in so we could not see the state of the sea-ice at all well. The recent leads were
obvious, although by now well covered with thick ice. The fog crept stealthily
around the coasts and moved up the hills to the southwest of Clowes Bay. We skied
across to Tioga Hill where we stopped for coffee. I took another round of photos and
two of the Moe Island summit poking through the clouds of pack fog - with Derek's
trinol lens (100mm). The views were magnificent and I did a quick sketch of the
Cuillins and the scarp to Norway Bight. The snow slopes were very brilliant with
deep purple-blue shadows. Tongues of the pack-fog were moving into Normanna
Strait and tips of icebergs were showing above this fleecy blanket. To cap it all there
was a striking solar corona. We got back to base at 2.30 pm to find Ralph fishing; he
had caught one Antarctic cod weighing 1012 ounces.
In mid August we went over the island again to Tioga Hill. The snow was just
too soft and wavy to provide good running. The visibility was exceptionally good
and the Laurie Island mountains showed up well to the east, behind the Divide,
looking very rugged in the distance. The Inaccessible Islands to the west were very
clear and the snow on them shone golden in the sunlight. The sky over Norway
Bight was decorated with pink clouds, which looked like the stains left by spilt red
ink. Then down a slope at a moderate pace and over the Snow Hill summit. We had
an exhilarating run down, though encountering some icy patches. Ralph had seen us
on the top from base, decided to come up and managed to reach Jane Peak Col to
meet us. We flashed past him and waited where we came to a stop. Then together
back to base for the Ob. - later than expected.
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On another fine day at the end of August Derek and I took the theodolite up to
the top of Mount Stygian again. We skied by the usual route to Robin Col, where we
left the skis, and on to the summit, which we reached in under an hour from base.
Derek set up the tripod and achieved a round of angles while I took photos with the
Trinol lens. The views were superb. Some very large icebergs were visible between
Coronation Island and Inaccessible Islands, which looked like one continuous line of
ice cliffs more than ten miles long. Some leads had opened off Cape Vik, otherwise
none could be seen as far as the horizon. Down then, stopping for a cup of coffee
where we had left the skis, and off again down the slope. I whizzed past Derek at
speed and had an exhilarating run to the bottom in thin snow - complicated by the
swaying of my burden of theodolite, tripod and rucksack. I looked back for Derek
and saw him lying down near the top. I wasn't sure whether he was all right, so
shouted; there was no reply or movement so I turned and began to go back up again
when he got up and came down slowly to join me. He had banged his head when he
fell, but no harm done.
In these ways we were gradually accumulating experience of getting around
safely (?) in our new environment.
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Chapter 7

Signy Island: Life on Base

T

he living hut was a single-storey frame building with double wooden walls, but
no insulation. It measured about 20 by 14 ft. with three small windows, only
one of which opened. The walls didn't reach normal ceiling height, so the
ceiling was angled where the roof sloped down to meet the walls. In the first month
after arrival we constructed a laboratory extension (chapter 6), and in the second
summer we completed a new 'wing' which was to be used as an extra store room,
more weatherproof than the Nissen hut.
The hut and living arrangements. There was little free floor space in the living hut. The
rest was occupied by an Esse cooking stove plus another stove (Esse ‘Fairy’ for
winter heating), a kitchen bench and cupboards, four beds, bookshelves, medicine
chest, dining table and four folding wood and canvas ‘director’ chairs, the
meteorological table and the radio bench. All the wall space of the living hut was
taken up by shelves for books, records and personal gear, instruments, crockery,
wireless equipment and so on. As one of the officers from HMS Sparrow remarked,
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"the thing that strikes you is that everything is represented - from shoe-repairing
tools and a last, to saucepans; from meteorological instruments to snowshoes and
pickled biological specimens". There was little in the way of decoration. I framed a
picture of the Yorkshire Dales and hung it on the north wall. Other posters went up
on the oblique top of the walls and a picture of Snowdon over the lab doorway.
Heating, lighting, washing. Two solid fuel stoves (Esse make) heated the hut when the
weather was colder. The cooking stove glowed red-hot some mornings after a gale,
even though the regulator setting was at ‘minimum heat’. It was a most changeable
beast and might well burn out. We then had to re-light it, a job made easy if it was
possible to use embers from the other fire.
During the first year paraffin burning Tilley pressure lamps, with asbestos
mantles, provided our lighting. They involved a daily evening routine and once we
learnt their idiosyncrasies they were little trouble and, properly adjusted, gave a
reasonably bright light. As a special treat we occasionally used electricity for lighting
and for photographic enlarging, but the fuel supplies were extremely limited so we
had to be very parsimonious. Serious problems engaged us during the second year
because the original small generators were by then ‘on their last-legs’ and eventually
packed up altogether. Unfortunately larger replacement generators proved to be very
thirsty for fuel and consequently electric light was either a luxury or unavailable. We
received a message from Dr Fuchs one day about their using diesel gas-oil in lamps
at Stonington and something about the supply lasting "25 years 16 days 13 mins!" I
sent a reply "We have enough elephant seal blubber to keep us in lighting for 275
years 29 days 11 hrs 27 mins 11 secs. Hope to be relieved before then. Fuchs replied:
"Oh what a glorious thing, To be a blubber-king!"
We slept in reasonably comfortable wooden bunks with mattresses and sheets. It
was quite difficult keeping the sheets white as we couldn't send them to a laundry
and had no facilities - no washing machine or mangle – and there were no detergents,
only soap and soap flakes. We cut a petrol drum in half and it made a passable
washtub, heated over a primus in the Nissen hut. Our best opportunity to do a wash
came during our week on cook's duty, which came round every three weeks at first –
and once a month in the second year when there were four of us. Water had either to
be fetched 200 yards from the stream (when it flowed) or produced by melting snow
in a metal tank that stood near the cooking stove. This involved collecting snow
blocks to pass through the kitchen window. Drying was the main difficulty to be
overcome as, except for a very few days in midsummer, the temperature was such
that the washing froze into boards when hung out of doors or in the Nissen. We
made a drying rack to dry them over the Esse, and this was inconvenient too. On
such a day I would carry up three loads of water - six jerricans, 24 gallons in all before beginning the washing session and I might wash stockings, handkerchiefs,
shirts, pants and vest, a large bath towel, 6 tea cloths. There would be more to do the
next reasonable day – trousers, sheets and pillowcases, etc. The sheets took plenty of
rinsing and used up a lot of precious water. We also scrubbed out the kitchen,
including the rough wooden floor liberally soiled with coal dust, weekly, and the rest
of the hut less frequently.
Our infrequent baths were usually taken in the evening. Having ensured that
there was plenty of water in the tank we had to heat it up by the kettlefull on the
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stove. A galvanized hip bath was a silly little contraption and only held part of me at
a time, then overflowed! Still it was usually a pleasant relaxation to have a bath
again, although one attracted surprisingly little dirt. It wasn't so pleasant though in a
cold spell, when icy draughts came up through the floor boards. In fact during the
winter, if we spilt any water on the floor it froze, because there was no insulation. So
it was good to slip into bed after a doubtfully hot bath to warm up again.
The other buildings. The other buildings were a shed divided into generator room and
meteorological store, where hydrogen was chemically generated for the met balloons
(a dangerous activity; fortunately in the second year we had cylinders of hydrogen
gas, heavy to move around). We erected a two-seater privy. There was a standard
Nissen hut, rather the worse for wear and painted red. In it we kept our food and
chandlery stores, ropes, blocks etc., sledges, skis, clothing and spare bedding, and all
sorts of other stuff. It was like a cross between a very primitive and untidy general
store in a small village and a junk store. Because the base was undermanned we
‘rather let it go.’ But we spent much time patching it up and filling in gaps in the
structure with wood or tow. When there was a blizzard, which was quite often
except in summer, fine drift snow tended to accumulate inside, dusting the contents
with white; and after the worst storms we had to dig out deep drifts.
On the shore near the point stood a red-painted wooden hut, erected by the
whaling company as an explosives store, which still contained explosives – powder,
charges and detonators. We opened one of the tins to see whether the powder had
deteriorated, laid a train and had quite a reasonable puff. It must have lain there over
twenty years and was still effective. This hut was very well constructed, more
weatherproof then our base, and would serve well as an emergency hut if necessary
(in the case of fire or other damage to our main hut). But the explosives were of no
use to us, so in the second year Charlie and I spent some time disposing of them; we
cut a hole in the ice some way offshore, sledged the boxes across to it and dumped
them in the sea.
Clothing. On the whole the clothing for our first year was inadequate by normal
standards. For general wear about the base we had khaki battledress (serge and
tropical action rig – the latter was windproof), naval work suits (as overalls), sea boot
stockings and socks, long winter drawers and vests, string vests (knitted from real
string), striped pyjamas, scratchy army shirts which improved with washing, etc. No
handkerchiefs were provided and during the second year I found myself just about
out of them. Towels were provided. For winter wear there were Labrador pattern
anoraks (windproof outer and blanket inner with puppy skin trimmings to the
hood), and windproof overtrousers, ‘Scapa scanties’ (a naval term for heavy knitted
woolen long John drawers), sealskin boots, stiff leather boots, duffel slippers and
leather gloves with duffel inners. None of our clothing was waterproof, except heavy
oilskins and sou'westers (oilskin fishermen's hats).
But there were serious deficiencies. A major problem was that when we first went
down, FIDS’ policy was to hold stocks of clothing on each base, and issue items to
base members as needed. Unfortunately the stocks of clothing at Signy when we
arrived were minimal, particularly the large sizes. Trousers were in especially short
supply and, in a message sent out within two weeks of arriving, I requested Dr
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Fuchs to arrange for us to be sent two large battle dresses and four large shirts. They
did not arrive and I was reduced to wearing trousers I had brought with me for the
voyage out - and eventually to the trousers of my grey chalk-stripe suit, tailor-made
in student days by Shephards in Trinity Street, Cambridge! The only ‘issue’ outer
clothing I had in the first year that fitted me was naval ‘fatigues’ (work-suit garments
like prisoners used to wear - navy blue button-up cotton jacket and boiler-suit
trousers). Fortunately there were some white woolen RN jerseys and sea boot
stockings.
Boots were also a serious problem. We were issued with RBLTs (rubber-bottomsleather-tops) manufactured in Canada, which were suitable in summer, but too cold
for winter wear, even though they had thick felt inners. Initially for winter we had no
eskimo mukluks, a more practical winter footwear.
So we fell back on sealskin boots with duffel inners, but found them too small and
were unable to wear them; possibly frequent wearing around base would stretch
them? Eventually we learnt the trick of soaking them in water (which made them
flexible), putting them on wet and wearing them until they dried. They were the
warmest footwear we had, but were not ideal in our circumstances and descending
the stone chute wearing sealskin boots was very hard on the toes; also they provided
no support to our feet. However, they could only be worn in freezing temperatures
and were very vulnerable to tearing on the sharp South Orkney rocks. Derek had a
bad frostbite attack due to this, when his sealskin boots, ripped on rocks, filled with
snow. By July however, I was wearing sealskin boots and duffle slippers with 1 pair
of socks. Even so they were too small for my large feet, which were cramped and
usually going white in patches when we came in from outside. I could find none
larger, so would try stretching - or possibly chewing ("Oh! for a helpful eskimo" I
cried).
Consequently I used to suffer from continuously cold feet and occasional frostbite
wearing issue boots (listed as Army snow-boots) which were too small for me. They
were leather-soled and for a grip we had to fix triple-hobnails, which of course
conducted the heat away from one's feet. Also the leather uppers were inflexible and
set like iron in the cold.
However, I had only one really bad attack of frostbite during the two years and
this was while pitching the tent in a blizzard at camp three on the l948 winter
journey, when I couldn't tend to my feet until the tent was erected. (Usually on such
occasions we could take off our army boots and rub our feet back to life before they
got too cold). When I wore my own climbing boots I was not troubled in this way,
but a snag was that they couldn't be worn with the skis. So I ordered a personal pair
of ski boots from Lawrie’s in London, which arrived at the next relief and fitted very
well, so I didn't have any trouble in my second year.
Also in February l949 when we unpacked the incoming stores - surprise, surprise!
In response to our pleas for better boots FIDS had sent some beautiful pairs made by
Lawrie: size 14, with warm fleece lining which was detachable. New windproof
clothing had been specially designed by Colonel Ken Butler and was excellent. The
anoraks had pockets, draw strings to pull the hood close around the throat and face,
and other draw strings around the waist and thighs. Moreover they were ventile
cloth, windproof and more or less waterproof. The gloves had also been specially
designed and were warm. Other clothing was now supplied in appropriate sizes, but
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the trouser problem was not yet solved; they “were sending some trousers with the
next ship”! After a trouserless year that would be a good thing. For use with the dory
there were oilskins and rubber thigh boots (but unfortunately they leaked and we
had no repair outfit - so we seldom used them)!
We had long narrow cross country skis with Kandahar bindings but no metal
edges. We also had a primitive six foot Army sledge, with wooden runners that had
to be frequently primed with Stockholm tar to reduce friction and preserve them.
We also had a bivvy tent in our supplies which, when we unpacked it, turned out to
be very flimsy, with inadequate flimsy bamboo poles, and a mosquito netting
ventilator.
Other equipment. The standard of equipment supplied at our first relief in December
l948 was also very much better than we found on our arrival. Our boat was a small
Newfoundland ‘dory’. In my first year's equipment requests I put in for an outboard
motor for coastal journeys and it actually arrived. A classic ‘Seagull’, it was
uncomplicated and ran very well; I had a lot of experience with the same make on
the River Exe Survey in the summer of l947 before I left home. I was hoping to make
some crossings with it to the south coast of Coronation Island for seal and penguin
census counts, and topographical survey.
We had a number of guns in the armory (actually a rack in one corner): .303 rifles,
.22 rifles, 12-bore shotgun, .45 revolvers. After cleaning the 12-bore we found that the
.303s were all in very bad order. The barrels could not have been cleaned at all last
year and so we gave them the boiling water treatment.
We had three ice chisels for testing the safety of the sea ice and for digging fishing
and sounding holes in the sea-ice. They were simply six foot poles with a chisel like
piece of iron attached to one end.
Daily life and work on base: In April 1948 there was a very long message from Dr Fuchs
about ration scales and a request for demands for stores to be in by 7 May. The food
scale had been reduced, as London was intimating that there was to be a cut in the
budget. It was better that changes should be as requested by the bases rather than
arbitrary cuts in London Office. We spent a number of evenings going through stores
lists and working on stores demands, but at the beginning of May we were still
making out yet more lists. I had had some queries, but no reply to my messages as
yet, which was holding up the stores requisition lists. Ralph sent lists for
transmission to London, also listing missing stores (expected but not received) for the
year.
One of my official duties was to act as Postmaster, responding to philatelists’
orders. Ralph helped me by typing terse notes about the ‘regulations’ to send to
importunate stamp collectors. To one chap who said, as a civil servant, that
regulations could easily be circumvented I wrote a stiff letter. Others who had sent
magazines etc or were decent enough to write a pleasant letter I also sent a covering
note. This kept Ralph and me at work until 3.0 am some nights. As the ‘Civil
authority’, I also received a diverse post-bag of letters that in a larger community
would have gone to the Local Council. There were enquiries about the population
(reply “3 men and 100,000 penguins"), public health ("inadequate"), local industries
("arts and crafts") and so on.
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As to rubbish disposal, the site was simply a gulley running into the sea cove
(“Gash Cove”) to the East of the hut and about fifty yards away. The trip to this
‘Gash Dump’ was a trudge, two or three times daily, and it could be quite dangerous
on nights when there was no moon and it was pitch black. The duty cook usually
found it was necessary to pay two visits a day. If wearing sealskin boots, as was
likely when the weather was cold, one had to be very careful crossing the snow slope
just above the gulley. A slip would take one 60 ft, right down onto the sea ice or into
the tide crack and it could mean a long climb round to get back; fortunately we
avoided such a mishap.
Ralph began his maintenance duties by checking the fuel and did some repairs to
the generator. He and Derek went down to the shore to check on our petrol supply
and found that size, shape and markings of the drums were no guarantee of contents.
Early on we had a general clear up and stocktaking, repeated at intervals. At the end
of my first week's cook duty I finished my washing and baked 16 lbs of bread for the
following week, had a successful afternoon making pastry and after an early dinner
settled down to an evening writing and reading. It was seldom that the cook had any
evening left after dinner and this was a pleasant change. Other evenings Ralph was
busy with the generators and other odd jobs. Derek might be cooking and adding up
figures for the monthly means. I was working in my laboratory.
Ralph and I rolled one of the empty 45 gallon fuel drums to the lab for use as a
water tank. That afternoon I installed it, filled it with snow, and made a wooden
cover for it. Ralph constructed a reel for the trawl twine, which was in a bad tangle.
My boots acquired a coat of seal oil and seemed to be much the better for it. One day
in April as I carried up two sacks of coal from the digesters I noticed that the bottom
of the dory was worn free of paint; so we needed to give it another coat before
winter. First we turned it upside down and cleaned out the snow and ice. It would
need to dry before it would be worth patching and tarring it.
From May onwards the hut was frequently very cold and we all huddled close to
the fire. The temperature at floor level was often well below freezing. The trouble
was that the hut stood on a wooden base raised a foot from the ground and consisted
of two layers of 1 ins. timbers with no space between. If we accidentally spilt water
on the floor in places it bubbled and instantly froze. For a period during the winter
Derek placed thermographs inside the hut at floor level and at ceiling height. The
traces showed it was not unusual for the temperature at ceiling height to be +25°C
and at floor level -10°C.. This environmental gradient encouraged us in the bad habit
of sitting with our feet resting, on a bunk or chair off the floor, muffled in duffel boot
linings. We had some really violent howling gales up to and above Force 12
(hurricane strength) which rocked the hut and lowered the temperature outside, to a
wind chill equivalent of perhaps -50°C or so, therefore affecting the indoor
temperature too. .
One evening in May the wind dropped and after washing and getting ready for
bed I went out in my pajamas to see what the air temperature at the met screen was. I
was evidently getting quite used to the cold, for the thermometer reading was -20°C
and I didn't feel at all cold. On 3 August when I woke the temperature at the level of
my bed was -3.5°C - no wonder my nose was cold! At floor level it often fell to -10°C
during the night and was -+8.5°C at breakfast-time. But some nights when the wind
dropped and it was flat calm, it became very warm and stifling in the hut and we
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might have to get up during the night to open the window. Some mornings we
would find that the stove had burnt out overnight due to the wind, but we cooked
breakfast on the primuses.
Many days passed quickly just doing odd jobs. At the end of June the chimney of
the cooking stove collapsed due to rusting. Ralph and I spent much of a morning
seated on top of the whaling digesters and taking it in turn to saw through a length
of old 6 inch iron piping, which we needed for its repair. We carried it up the hill
after knocking the accumulated moss and rubbish of 20 years from it. Then we
erected it with Derek's help. Though crooked it turned out to be a great
improvement. Another day we took the water tank outside to clean it, quite a job for
the three of us, as it required careful maneuvering to move it at all.
In July we received a message from Dr Fuchs about the coal sacks - they were
valuable @ 5/6d each - and should be carefully husbanded!
One spring day in October it was mild and wet and we spent the morning
clearing up; I dug the drift from the laboratory, duckboarding and porch and took
the door of the lab out to dry. We made a bonfire of rubbish and removed some junk
from the lab. Derek meanwhile tidied up around the door of the hut, the thaw
continued and it was very soggy outside. One November day my diary notes that I
had a lot to do so remained behind when the others went out. I was cook that week,
so did the usual chores associated with the cooking - emptying gash bucket, refilling
stove, removing ashes and cleaning the Esse cooker. I carried water, washed clothes,
baked bread, developed a film, attended to the small ‘aquarium’ we had built to hold
marine life temporarily (and took the sea temperature), etc. It all took time. Next
morning I cooked, carried water, did washing etc. Ralph put a pane of glass in the
generator hut, smashed when the starting cord broke and he fell over into it. After
that he began to scrape out the dory, prior to re-painting it. Derek was typing out the
results of the triangulation and plotting it on the map. Later I filled in new data on
my graphs and worked out a framework for the annual base report. There were other
reports to write before the ship arrived, a general clean-up, stores inventories etc.
Early in November I began the annual report with the compilation of tables of
data and over the next 2 or 3 weeks we were all occupied on writing reports and
other papers for the relief. Derek worked on the survey report. I was preparing
graphs etc. for the elephant seal report and writing and typing it. I also wrote a Bird
Report and catalogue of ‘Paintings and sketches’. Then we worked several evenings
on stores inventories etc. in the Nissen hut until supper. I helped Ralph with the
Nissen hut cleanup and we had a bonfire. Ralph was working on the canteen stores
and bills and typing stores lists. My personal telegram account worked out at £8.3.0; I
had sent 22 of them. Writing reports went on until the end of November and on 3
December the ship arrived.
After the Relief. In early December after the ship left we had lost Ralph to Base G,
Admiralty Bay and acquired John Kendall and Charlie Skilling. John was a
Yorkshireman, grey haired and much older than the rest of us, with few interests
other than his work. He had been a nurse in a mental home (or ‘asylum’ as they were
called in those days), a quiet man, with some gruesome stories to tell. He was now
our Radio operator and seldom went out, having no interest in the wildlife or scenery
it seemed. Charlie was a slim, dark haired 19-year-old Falkland Islander, with a
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lively, questioning mind. He fitted in very well and was always willing to help others
with whatever tasks were going. He was particularly helpful to Derek and myself in
our fieldwork. And he learnt a lot. He enjoyed the outside activities and took to
skiing like a natural. Having an extra man made all the difference to the routine work
of keeping ourselves alive and maintaining the facilities. Initially all of us were
occupied unpacking new stores and exclaiming at various ‘goodies’, finding
treasures and cleaning up; wood-wool packing was everywhere. We unpacked yet
more stores, then stacked the remaining crates and found that the H2O2 cylinders
(needed for Hydrogen production for the met balloons) were leaking.
The newly arrived Seagull outboard motor was much appreciated! But a few days
later it was not working! Dammit! Next morning we tinkered with it and Charlie and
I made a frame to attach it to the boat. We were able to resume our field activities on
11 December, when we went to Gourlay by boat. The outboard's performance was
excellent and we returned in thick fog, steering by compass across Paal Harbour. We
had fried penguin eggs for supper, but some were in a late embryo stage! The new
supply of mutton carcasses was already "going off".
On 15 December I noted that we all spent the day carrying the remaining 12 cwt
(56 lb) sacks of coal up from the beach, where the ship had left them. It was hard
work. We each carried 10 sacks and then had a half-hour rest before resuming. That
day according to my diary I carried in all 50 sacks, that is 112 tons 70 ft up from shore
to base. Next day we were again shifting coal all day; I brought up 30 sacks. But the
pile on shore to be moved didn't seem to diminish. After a further day of coal
carrying however, we had brought all but 15 sacks up to the hut - some 314 tons in
three days!
On Christmas Day l948 we went out to Bare Rock where Derek took a round of
angles by theodolite from the cairn, also from near the ammunition hut, and I did
some sketching. We had a pleasant, but quiet day, consuming an excellent Christmas
cake, iced and with a seal, tripod and sling on top of it, marking the strenuous
research work we were doing (described later). We played the gramophone. At the
end of December I carried out a stamp inventory and in early January finished the
Post Office business. One lovely day with 5 hours of sunshine we spent clearing up
the site and got up all the remaining stores except some burst coal sacks. We had a
bonfire of rubbish. There was no time to write letters; hopefully next day?
In early March I typed out stores requisitions and later made a list of medical
stores. On 18 March we had a pre-winter cleanup.
Derek took charge of the outboard motor one day, but this was a mistake as we
spent an hour or so trying to get it started and then had to row across to Balin Point
beach. (However it must be said, despite my sarcasm, that I had been equally
unsuccessful on occasion before then!). Now I tried unsuccessfully to start it on the
way across - probably the carburetor was flooded - but then I had no difficulty
starting the engine for the return trip. One morning towards the end of March, we
quickly got the outboard going and Derek and Charlie went up to the icecap on
glaciological work. In the afternoon we were all set to go across the bay for a seal
count, but lost the outboard overboard! We fished for it but without success. It was
late by then so we went back to the hut and I got on with the cooking. A few days
later we lost our dory in a storm - a catastrophe. We had gone over to Drying Point to
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kill and post mortem some seals for the research (described later) and a heavy sea
arose quickly so that I judged it unsafe to return by boat. Unfortunately there was no
suitable beach on which to haul up the heavy boat so we left her moored in a
sheltered cove on the north side of the point. The heavy sea didn't subside for several
days and our boat was smashed to pieces; on the third day it had been reduced to
one plank, which was still tied onto the mooring rope! On 27 March we found a few
more bits of and one oar intact. It was bad luck and truly a disaster for us. I had to
prepare a report on the loss of course, but the Governor was very decent about it and
later a Norwegian pram dinghy was brought in from the Falklands to take its place.
Unfortunately the expected greenhouse parts had not all arrived with the ship.
The heating stove did arrive however, and the pipes which were to have heated the
greenhouse. I planned to install the stove in the laboratory and run the pipes through
into the new room we had begun to construct. It would be useful to have some more
space, as the hut got crowded at times, especially when we were all at home. We
installed the heating system as planned, and early April found John and I thawing
out the heating pipes with blowlamps and lighting the stove. All seemed to be going
very well but then we noticed a trickle of water coming from the boiler. It had
cracked in at least three places along the welded joints probably due to residual
water in the boiler, expanding earlier as it froze. This put paid to our plans for
‘central heating.’
In the middle of April I nailed my winter boots using up my own supply of Swiss
tricounis. My feet were very troublesome and that morning even while inside I had a
touch of frostbite! The floor temperature was about -13°C. Probably my feet would
have been all right if I had kept moving. I had a haircut that day and shaved off my
beard. Result - unrecognizable! Incidentally we made a practice of growing our
beards for about six months and then remaining clean-shaven for the next six
months; that way we introduced a little variety into our small society in the form of
new faces!
Another day early in July I burned my hands on the cooking stove and spent the
rest of the day working in the Nissen. I got through checking most of the stores. Next
day I spent some time digging out food crates buried under the snow, finished
checking the food stores and typed out lists in the evening. When I retired to bed at
10.30 pm I had a cold - contracted from the straw in the crates I supposed. I drew
plans of the new internal arrangement for the Nissen hut and started a new food
ration book scheme. I tackled the Post Office, dealt summarily with the stamp
collectors and began on the balance sheets. In August l949 I finished cataloguing the
negatives and started to copy the list into the photographic register; I also sorted out
and marked all the prints. This took a few days and then I began on the photographic
register, logging all the prints. Another day I spent some time digging out drifts and
a kerosene drum buried 6 ft down.
On 24 August 1949 I began writing the Yearly Report; it was going to be a long
job because we had achieved so much. Next day I worked on my seal report most of
the day. In September I did more work on the seal data and later began to write the
bird report. On 30 November I wrote up the biological register in the morning and
then worked on the snowy petrel report. Derek was working on his glaciological
report. On 8 December I spent most of the day sorting and packing specimens and
duplicating station lists etc. On 10 December we were all occupied packing
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specimens, clothes etc. and there was little time for anything else; in the evening I
was typing out lists. Next day I was kept busy packing specimens, chemicals and
equipment to go to South Georgia. I got John to pack the clothing etc.
On 22 January l950, with the ship imminently expected, I made a pontoon landing
stage with Charlie's help, and Derek later helped to lash it up. This took most of the
day and later we floated it at high tide - it appeared to be quite satisfactory.
I have tried in this section to give a rough idea of how we spent our time, apart
from our specialist duties, by giving examples of how typical days passed.
Health and medical problems: We were all pretty fit. Seals' wounds suppurated very
badly and we were always very careful after killing and cutting up seals to attend
to any cuts or scratches immediately. Of course when a ship called we all went
down with fierce colds within a very short time. Cold germs in the normal course
of affairs are absent and the Antarctic is a very healthy place - one can get very
wet, frozen and miserable without any chance of catching a cold - the germs just
seemed not to survive the low temperatures. But germs were present in straw or
other packing, which insulated them from the cold. When cold germs were
introduced, as by the arrival of a ship, or on opening a bale of clothing or pickle
jars in sawdust, everyone caught cold automatically. Over one winter period of
several days, I was checking and restacking the stores in the Nissen hut and
unfortunately caught a violent cold from opening the crates containing packing
material or boxes of clothing. And as one lost one's resistance to colds down there,
they were easily picked up in these circumstances. This occasionally occurred at
other times when engaged on similar activities and we were all affected in this
way. Another recurring condition we all suffered from at times was piles, caused
by sitting for too long on cold rock or ice! Uncomfortable but fortunately not
serious.
Beforehand, as Base Leader, I had been given virtually no training in medical
or dental matters. There had been some discussion of a few possible major
problems, for example how to deal with a case of suspected appendicitis (“the
patient should rest on his back in bed with knees up and be given plenty of fluids;
hopefully he will recover”), snow blindness, frostbite or simple fractures. We had
a limited supply of vitamin pills and few medicines; there were some ampoules of
‘Omnopon’, a powerful painkiller, cocaine lamellae for snow blindness and so on.
There were various bandages, dressings and antiseptic preparations and we had a
heavy unwieldy stretcher, really quite out of place there.
For dentistry there was a Submarine Dental Kit in a splendid mahogany box,
including an array of fearsome pincers, probes and other instruments; there was
oil of cloves and temporary packing for cavities that lost their fillings - a common
event in our cold climate. I had little idea of how to use them and because of the
uncertain radio communications we couldn't be sure of getting advice from a
doctor in an emergency.
I suppose that dental problems were chronic, as the fillings contracted and
dislodged themselves in the cold, but we had few other problems. My first case
was when Derek gashed a finger rather badly with the pick-axe when digging out
a sack of coal; I dressed it with ‘triple-dye’. Ralph pranged his left foot on a nail
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one morning. It was a large nail and rusty and went right into the ball of the foot
with consequent heavy bleeding; it was very painful and limited his activities for
a while. I dressed it and changed the dressings regularly - the wound seemed
quite clean but it became more painful and the pain spread up his leg. However, I
didn't think there was a danger of infection and fortunately it cleared up in a few
days.
At the beginning of April 1948 I took my daily nicotinic acid (Vitamin B)
tablet and started on my breakfast of scrambled penguin eggs. Suddenly I began
to tingle all over as if badly sunburned and had a headache. I had to lie down and
the others said I was very flushed, although my temperature was only slightly up.
I felt rotten with a fever and spent most of the day in bed, but at 4 o’clock I got up
feeling fairly well. I thought it might be excess vitamin B, but had no medical
handbook - or perhaps there was a "Ship Captain's Medical Guide" but I have
forgotten? Anyway, I sent David Dalgliesh a message saying I'd got collywobbles
after a bath and sunstroke after eating fish. Unsympathetically he replied on R/T
that it was obvious I'd been having too many gin & tonics. (Years later I checked
and discovered that the adverse effects of nicotinic acid include: flushing,
dizziness, nausea, palpitations and itching).
Early in April I got out the tripod and attached my spring balance (for
weighing seals). Then we all sat in a loop of chain and weighed ourselves. The
results were:
Derek
203 lbs
Dick
182 lbs
Ralph
157 lbs
Three weeks later we were each a few pounds heavier but a little later, after
dieting, we weighed
Derek
194 lbs
Dick
176 Lbs
Ralph
150 lb
In May I went to bed very early one day having got a whiff of chloroform
while killing a bird for skinning and felt a bit sick. Another day I had a splitting
headache, cured eventually by aspirin. Derek had sinus trouble, so I tried giving
him steam inhalations and it seemed to help. He had sinus trouble again at the
end of December, but it quickly cleared up.
In June the first year, when we spent a morning of unskilled skiing, we all
had more or less painful mishaps. Derek fell and twisted his wrist which was
possibly sprained; I did the same to my knee when one ski came off as I was
enjoying a most exhilarating run down a snow gulley. We rubbed afflicted parts
with oil of wintergreen. In June too, the third finger of my left hand became rather
painful and there was a red, shiny swelling at the base of the nail. I thought it
might be a whitlow, so I began putting kaolin poultices on the finger as the
inflammation increased. I also made a leather finger-stall for it as otherwise the
bandage got very dirty and ragged. It was awkward now using that hand.
Eventually I operated on the whitlow - painful but effective - I got out about a
teaspoonful of pus and dressed the crater with sulphanilamide powder and tulle.
The finger continued to throb for days and the incision was about 14 inch deep,
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but healed fairly quickly. I caught it just in time as the nail bed had begun to
fester.
In July I collected together a medical kit for sledging and typed out a list of
instructions to go with it - just in case I became a victim! Derek developed a bad
headache, possibly from snow glare affecting his eyes.
On l August we weighed ourselves again; we had put on a bit of blubber and
were heavier:
Derek
201 lbs
Dick
181 lbs
Ralph
l58 lbs
On 8 August Derek developed a large blister which was exuding pus, but
otherwise looked healthy enough. I put on a dry dressing, which cleared it up.
Another day I felt unwell and went to bed for an hour until dinner; improved
then and typed up notes after dinner.
There were occasional ‘psychological’ problems too. At the end of June Ralph
was rather moody one day for no apparent reason; for five days in August he was
again very moody and in low spirits, which I wasn’t able to raise. At the
beginning of September he was low and suffering from a headache. I took his
temperature but it was only slightly up. He went to bed early, but read until 11.l5
pm so I thought his headache couldn't be too bad! I had one that night too; the
Tilley light was very dim. Next day he was still low and went out early on to
Gourlay Point. I had a long talk with him when he came back and we also had a
drink at dinner, which was cheering. He became much better and we decided he
had been suffering from melancholia. (Nowadays it would probably be
diagnosed as Seasonal Affective Disorder or SAD).
One morning I had a row with Ralph because he took some of my special
yellow paint and numbered the snowy and giant nests on Knife Point. I was
annoyed because my stock of these special paints was very limited and they were
intended for marking seals; indiscriminate application was useless. But I knew he
was only trying to be helpful. I have no doubt that the others must have become
annoyed with me from time to time, but don’t recollect any particular situations.
I developed quite badly frostbitten toes on the main winter journey 1948, and
after our return they became very swollen with very large blisters enveloping the
whole front part of both feet; it was painful and my feet were sensitive to
vibration - people walking near. I stayed in bed but there was no improvement in
the foot. Weeks later my toes were still without sensation and it was cold outside
so I stayed in although it was a lovely day. Towards the end of September Derek
wasn't feeling well - a stomach problem - so I kept him in bed. And at the end of
September one of Ralph's eyes was painful, so I bathed it in boracic acid solution
and squirted in some golden eye ointment.
I developed another filthy cold at the beginning of January after I had been
unpacking some clothing. Although I felt like going to bed I was on cook duty, so
soldiered on; it lasted only for a few days but wasn’t an ordinary cold. Another
day I fell and grazed my hand badly and it was covered in noxious dirt from a
seal wallow, but I cleaned it up and later soused it in dettol, when it healed
quickly.
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These kinds of minor problems recurred and each of us suffered from snow
blindness once, through not wearing our snow goggles. Once affected you take
care not to suffer again. It is a very painful condition, like having very gritty sand
under one's eyelids and it affects the sight. The treatment was to insert a cocaine
lamella to relieve the pain and sit it out for a few days.
However, of the long winters and short periods of daylight had a clear effect
on our moods. (Now called SAD, this is known to be mediated by melatonin
secretion). I must say that I didn't find l949 as enjoyable as the previous year; our
trio then had been an unusual combination. In such a small community one
notices and is irritated by quite small mannerisms of other people, which
anywhere else would go unnoticed. And of course it works both ways. Also the
novelty too had worn off a bit for me in the second year. Don't think from this
that I wasn't enjoying life because I was, very much - but perhaps I came to
appreciate civilization a bit more than I did when I left it. At Signy it was so
crowded, relatively - outside the hut there were thousands of square miles of
uninhabited country and yet we were shut in a small hut under 300 square feet in
area! Our individual territories were very small, averaging no more than 10 x 10
feet square. Except by going outside one couldn't get away from the others, but it
only really became apparent in the winter when the days were so short and one
was of necessity confined to the hut for long periods by the weather. This
condition, together with SAD, later became known in FIDS as ‘winteritis’. One of
the most important positive influences was that we all had plenty to do, too much
in fact. And when I got a bit ‘cheesed-off’ I found that painting was a good outlet,
because I became so absorbed in catching the colours and forms that everything
else was forgotten until I'd finished.
By April l949 John was becoming very untidy and slack with the meals; when
his week's cooking ended we would get into a better routine. He also developed a
very bad habit of sleeping in the evening and having to be woken at bedtime. He
then couldn't get to sleep and lay with the light on until after 4.0 am. It was very
annoying. I had a talk with him about late nights and he was first to bed that
night. One evening it was relatively fine though cold we went up to Mite Peak on
ski leaving John sitting by the fire; it was always difficult to get him away from
the hut. Later he fell asleep again and had to be woken. These problems
continued through the winter. On 8 June l949 John heard that his mother had died
and this noticeably affected him for some weeks.
Another factor was that, particularly in the first year when there were only
three of us, we got to know each other very well. This to the extent that after the
initial months we usually knew what the other was thinking; in this situation
conversation lapses and there are long companionable silences. Also there were
problems of moodiness that affected us all. We knew that we had to live together
amicably, so when moods descended on us we each tended to remove ourselves
from the others, either physically or mentally, until it passed off. Otherwise there
might have been angry confrontations that would have been regrettable. The
causes of the moods were usually insignificant - intolerance of particular
mannerisms oft-repeated (Derek’s loud laugh could irritate!) an imagined slight,
on sledging trips the suspicion that one wasn't getting one's fair share of the food
- little things. On some occasions one just needed some solitude, the continual
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presence of others got one down. In July l949 I noted in my diary: "A bright moon
later and I went for a stroll on the sea ice for the solitude and silence. There was a
cross of light with the moon at the centre and a corona surrounding it."
One form of winteritis, thoughts that were present throughout the year,
though exaggerated in winter, were gripes about the administration of FIDS. I
was not even sure that I would be left in charge of the base as I was rather
outspoken in my communications and annual reports! There were plenty of
avoidable annoyances about the set up - probably the main one being the lack of
firsthand news about FIDS itself. For example there were two fatal accidents in
the second year. At base G, Admiralty Bay, an accident resulted in the death of
Eric Platt, the geologist and Base leader there. He died of exposure after a rather
foolhardy journey over glaciers without proper equipment. At base D, Hope Bay,
there was a catastrophic fire resulting in the death of Michael Green, who was at
Cambridge with me, and Dick Bird. We heard of both of these accidents long after
it was common property and were naturally rather annoyed that we had not been
told when the press ban was lifted. Also, we were usually uninformed about the
movements of the ships, the next mail delivery and so on. We didn't really know
what went on except by eavesdropping on the radio. But we made a joke about it
usually and managed to keep a sense of proportion.
All in all we were pretty fit - and lucky - so the medical and social problems
were minor.
Food supplies The food supplied was adequate, though greatly lacking in variety
and mainly tinned or dried materials. Because we lacked refrigeration - even in
winter ice caves were not cold enough to preserve meat - fresh material soon
went off. Although we acquired a few mutton carcasses, some fresh vegetables
and fruit when the ships visited us, no more than twice a year; these supplies
had to be eaten before they ‘went off’. The tinned meat was Argentine stewed
steak, steak and kidney pudding, pork and vegetable (least appetizing),
sausage, corned beef, ham (very good), veal and ham, spam, bacon, corned
beef and bacon sides and middles (not tinned). There was tinned fish: salmon,
sardines, pilchards, herrings in tomato sauce (horrible). There were tinned
vegetables - peas, celery, tomatoes, carrots, potatoes, baked beans, spaghetti in
tomato sauce. Dried vegetables were pretty tasteless (usually sent as 14 inch
cubes): potatoes, beans, French beans, carrots, onion, barley, beetroot,
powdered potatoes and at the beginning of the year, fresh potatoes. Also
tinned fruit (peaches, plums, apricots, pears, fruit salad), asparagus, dates, rice,
semolina, cornflour, jellies, porridge, flour (for bread etc.), custard powder,
marmite, meat extract, bisto, ovaltine, horlicks, nescafé, tea, coffee, boiled
sweets, hard biscuits, butter, chocolate, cocoa, cheese, jams, honey, syrup and
all sorts of oddments.
Except for an excess of full-strength Navy rum, alcohol was in short
supply, because the London dockers had removed the bottles of spirits (gin
and whisky) from the crates and substituted bricks for them - kindly people!
The intended ration would have been a bottle a month. We had no beer, but
made cider from dried apple rings and baker's yeast.
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For sledging, a winter activity described later, we had to use corned beef
and we made up the other rations from the standard supplies, but in the
second year we received sledging boxes each with 20 man-days of proper
sledging food, including pemmican and Kendal mint cake, calculated to give
the necessary calories. (Pemmican was originally developed from a North
American Indian recipe based on dried caribou meat, fat and wild berries,
pounded together to make a bar).
On the whole though, we did very much better than in post-war England,
where rationing was still in force. In general we consumed about 4,000 calories
a day when at base and up to 7,000 calories a day when on man-hauling sledge
journeys in winter. My weight was soon up to l3-1312 stone. But one certainly
needed the extra food intake.
We were able to supplement our diet and introduce variety by living off
the land, or rather sea. We caught fish by line or trap, mainly the Antarctic cod,
Notothenia neglecta, with tasty, firm flesh. Occasionally we had fresh seal meat:
delicacies included young crabeater seals, especially liver or filet steak, leopard
seal brains on toast, seal chitterlings (the small intestine of one species is
several hundred feet long). We didn't care much for elephant seal meat, which
has a repulsive oily taste, but could have thrived on it in extremity.
Occasionally we shot a bird, usually gull or shag; we also tried penguin, but
the very dark meat was not attractive. All the birds had a layer of fat under the
skin, which had to be removed before cooking. Birds were usually roasted preferably after marinading in vinegar. The eggs of several seabirds were
appreciated, though the whites of penguin eggs are an off-putting translucent
bluish-grey and better used in cakes or omelets than fried or boiled.
Particularly to be avoided were giant petrels (repulsive as flesh or eggs). We
took vitamin tablets to ward off scurvy and cope with deficiencies (vitamins A,
B, C, D) and also we had Califorange - the concentrated orange juice provided
by the Ministry of Food in those days for bonny babies.
It was necessary to ration our food, but this was only to prevent our using
too much of one thing at the expense of others. If there were no rationing there
would soon have been no tinned fruit left!
Canteen stores. Free canteen stores, which included such items as toothpaste,
toothbrushes, soap, razor blades (a large stock), pipes, tobacco (Bulwark,
Players medium, Three Nuns, St. Bruno, Gold Block, Glasgow Smoking
Mixture (foul), Scotch Flake (also pretty foul)) were provided. Cigarettes:
(Players, Craven A, Woodbines, Senior Service, Wills Gold Flake etc.) I stuck
with Bulwark for my pipe, sometimes mixed with Players Medium and - when
we had used up all the Bulwark - Three Nuns. I never liked cigarettes. It wasn't
an addiction and I could do without it quite easily. I hadn't been a smoker
before; it was in the days before there was any suggestion of a link with lung
cancer, and I had taken up smoking a pipe thinking it would assuage hungerpangs, so that I could spend lengthy periods in the field without taking food
along! [Other canteen stores were charged for and we had to keep a record.]
There were also items like mending wool, buttons, etc.
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Cooking. During the winter we were kept busy maintaining the various limited
supplies and facilities. Merely keeping alive took up most of one's time down
there, especially when there were only three of us to do things. In summer
water was brought up in Jerri cans from a dam at a stream about [150] yards
away over very rough, boggy and stony ground - and for much of the time
through snowdrifts into which one sank at least up to one's knees. In the winter
all our water had to be obtained by melting snow - for drinking, cooking,
washing ourselves, our clothes, and dishes. For at least six months of the year it
was necessary to obtain water in this way, a very laborious job.
I didn't much enjoy cooking and towards the end of the duty week it got a
bit difficult to think of a menu - and the customers were very particular, but we
did very well really. In my opinion the main reason it was the worst
occupation, was because it imposed a regular pattern of mealtimes (though we
might go without lunch), which broke into time needed for research. As we
took spells of one week at a time, it came round every third week in the first
year and every fourth week in the second year. Towards the end we had
become quite good cooks and made excellent pastry, cakes (even meringues). I
was never able to be certain of making good bread; it was somewhat
unpredictable as to whether the dough would rise or not and the coldness of
the hut and icy draughts didn't help!
Even so early as two weeks after landing, the ‘pièce de résistance’ of our
meal was Derek's Veal and Ham pie. We made steak and kidney pies with
‘rough puff-pastry’ crusts - we were already getting quite technical about such
matters. Early in March Ralph made an excellent Swiss roll which
unfortunately tasted of margerine; the margerine stocks had deteriorated with
age and tasted very oily and tainted – a bit like whale oil.
The key to success as cook was the ability to control the performance of the
stove. But this wasn't always possible. For example 12 March was another wet
and windy day, if anything worse than usual, the temperature rising to about
3°C and winds gusting to over 70 mph. The stove was still going great guns
and much too hot. We all felt very heavy that morning and later when Ralph
came to make the bread the solder on the baking tins melted in the oven! The
warm spell had caused the remainder of the tin of yeast in use to go bad, and
the remains of our first sheep carcass had gone off and had to be scrapped.
Next day the great rise in air temperature associated with the current storm,
which had begun three days earlier, had resulted in the scrapping of a second
carcass. We had chops from this at lunch and all had stomach disorders. Ralph
cut a joint for that evening's meal that smelt bad, so I examined the rest of the
meat and condemned it, to be consumed by the skuas.
A week later Derek made a baking which came out very well. We had
cheese and rice for dinner - an excellent combination, followed by coffee and
rum - even better! It was very odd that one forgot about such things and could
manage well without them; sweets and chocolate also went almost untouched
and I didn't see us finishing our ration for the year. After lunch that day I
worked out the calorific value of our daily food consumption: it was about
[7,000] calories/ man - that was over twice what I had been consuming as a
student in England in the previous few years! No wonder we were all putting
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on weight, although we were doing hard physical work often in the cold. We
decided to cut down to about 4,000 calories.
Some examples of my early menus were: tomato soup, meat pie with
cabbage, mashed potatoes, and semolina as a pudding; Cornish pasties, oven
chips, peas. On 15 April I had a busy time cooking and baking bread while the
others went out for a walk. I made a hot-pot-pie for dinner in an endeavour to
use up the suet and it was quite good. There was pastry pie for lunch and I
made jelly and put it outside to gel where it froze solid of course, so I had to
thaw it out. Next day I made Toad-in-the-hole and frozen pears for dinner.
Next time round on 6 May I spent the day cooking sponge cakes - chocolate,
plain and marble cake, and in the more usual preparation of meals.
23 April l948 was my birthday, 22 years old that day and, according to my
thinking at that time, with only 8 more years to live. But if the next two were as
eventful as l948 I should have no grouse! Derek gave me a pair of slippers that
he had made - white with leather sole and black pom-poms so that I felt a bit
like a circus clown when wearing them. Ralph produced a chocolate and cream
sponge cake for tea but better was to follow. For dinner we had seal liver, peas
and potatoes followed by trifle and then a large iced birthday cake with six
Met. balloon candles and the inscription in chocolate: "Many Happy Returns,
Dick", a letter H on one side and a penguin on the other: definitely a culinary
masterpiece. I blew out the candles and Derek photographed the festive scene.
We had a bit of a celebration which included the others filling up a water
jug, in which there was by accident a little waste Bouin's fluid (a biological
fixative based on Picric acid). When added to their drinks it tasted bitter and
when we identified its origin I was accused of ‘fixing’ them! Later, as the
evening progressed, we went out determined to have an explosion for a bit of
excitement. This did have some point, as I wanted to blast a hole in the rocks so
that I could study colonization of a shore pool. In the howling blizzard we set
up two charges (of the black powder for harpoon guns) with detonators, all
from the old whalers' explosives store, and fired at the detonators from a safe
distance using a .303 rifle. Unfortunately the wind deflected our shots and we
had no explosion. I had a birthday message from David Dalgliesh in which he
said they were taking 4 dog teams up the glacier, lucky chaps.
Then 8 May, Derek's Birthday, came and I busied myself cooking and
preparing special dishes. I made some marzipan icing for the cake from butter,
sugar, flour and almond essence, icing sugar on top and a sponge cake model
of Napes Needle (Lake District), coated with chocolate on top; there was a
figure with ice axe on top and four candles at the corners. I put chocolate eyes
and mouth on my one successful meringue (made from penguin egg whites).
The cakes went down well - especially the marzipan icing and Ralph took
photographs of the two of us.
In June Derek produced a roly-poly stuffed with steak for dinner. We
decided to call it "time", because it hung heavily, as time was said to do in
winter down there. I already thought the long winter evenings when time
hangs heavily were a myth invented by past polar explorers seeking to arouse
public sympathy; we none of us ever found them tedious. 13 July was Ralph's
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birthday. The birthday cake was very tasty and we had ginger snaps and a rich
cream sponge cake.
In November we made several trips to Gourlay Point to collect penguin
eggs for eating, bringing back about a hundred eggs each time, which were
stored in flour; in the second year a preservative coating called Oteg arrived.
But one problem was that we had nowhere warm to store eggs and we lost a
large proportion from their freezing and cracking, not from going bad in the
usual way, but after they thawed. Two of my specialties were ‘Toad-in-thehole’ and ‘Dead-man's-leg’, both quite stodgy and one evening I produced both
for dinner.
My birthday came around again and Derek shot a Dominican gull for
dinner - its stomach full of bacon rind! Charlie spent some time trying to get
another, but although one was circling around he had no luck; I drew a cartoon
to mark the occasion. Derek prepared a fine dinner of five courses: Soup,
Asparagus, Roast Gull, carrots, chips, apple-sauce stuffing; fruit salad and
cream gateaux. We had beer (one bottle), sherry, gin, whisky and rum, to
choose from by then, an advance on our first year. Remembering my last
birthday we took it easily and then sat around and talked, feeling very full.
That year we celebrated Derek's birthday a little late. I made the cake and a
small additional cake in advance; the large cake took 9 hrs to cook! Next day I
made marzipan icing for the birthday cake, shot and skinned a Dominican gull
and made some bread. There were other preparations for the birthday and
washing and mending took up plenty of the time. On the day I spent most of it
cooking and preparing for the party. I iced the cake and decorated it with
sledging scenes cut out in silver paper. Also baked scores of éclairs, finished
baking the bread and made some cream. For dinner we had roast gull and
stuffing, apple sauce, green peas and mashed potato, followed by trifle.
So it went on over the two years, punctuated by a few winter sledging trips
(camping) and very occasional visits from ships when we experienced
professional cooking in civilized surroundings aboard, and received
supplements of fresh fruit and vegetables and sheep carcasses from the
Falkland Islands. Once our weights had stabilized - after we had built up our
muscles by hard physical work and exercise and later deposited a blubberlayer as a response to the cold - they remained fairly constant over the months.
My own weight stabilized at about 1312 stones.
Cultural activities and values: We spent a great deal of time outdoors, but on some
days we were confined to the hut by the weather. Activities then were unchanging,
whether during the day or in the evening. We usually put in more time during the
day on maintenance activities and similar work and paperwork was more of an
evening activity. After supper we usually sat writing up the day's work, and any
diaries that we kept. Specimens I had collected were dealt with or put into jars or
trays for attention next morning. Frequently one was too tired to do more than sit
and listen to the gramophone or radio, or perhaps read a little. But on the whole the
days were pretty full and there wasn't much time for relaxation. In the winter, time
was almost as short as in the longer days of summer.
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The long winter evenings when, it had been suggested, time would hang heavily
on our hands, proved all too short. Consequently we didn't make use of the chestexpanders, cards, dartboard and other items which had been provided for our
amusement! We had few entertainments except music and reading, although there
was always a game of cards or chess to play as a last resort. That first winter Ralph
made exquisite model furniture from hardwood packing cases; I painted from my
sketches and Derek read, wrote or translated.
Our gramophone was an HMV wind-up model, 78 rpm with steel needles. The
selection of records supplied was biased towards popular tunes, with a few classical
recordings; FIDS provided only one new near-classical record for our first year. The
existing selection was eclectic, records ranging from chamber music (string quartets)
to orchestral music (symphonies and concertos), some lieder recordings, selections of
operatic arias, Gilbert and Sullivan and other light opera and what we thought of as
Falkland Islands music (pop music, cowboy songs, country music etc.). The better
recordings were rather worn. Some of my abiding and most evocative memories are
of Joan Hammond singing "Oh my beloved Father" and "Visi d'Arte", Schubert's
"Unfinished", [Sibelius' "Voces Intimae"?]. However the gramophone was worn out literally - and on 8 September l949 John spent the morning trying to mend it and
found that the worm-gear was worn through. We had no spare, couldn't make a
replacement and were left without a gramophone for the last six months – a tragedy.
Fortunately South American radio stations don't confine themselves entirely to
South American music and we heard some symphony concerts; we also listened to
many of the seasonally broadcast Promenade Concerts - the Proms - on the BBC
Overseas Service although the radio reception was variable.
Photography was another absorbing activity both outdoors and one which filled
many long evenings. We all had cameras and FIDS had supplied an old wooden
bellows camera - 12-plate size - and some plates. Derek had an enlarger sent out from
home for our second year and it was excellent, even though we had no darkroom. I
was able to enlarge a number of my negatives and intended to print a selection for
my parents, but later the breakdown of the generator scotched that (see later). My
Leica camera had amply repaid the money I spent on it and I don't know what I
would have done without it. I just had the one Elmar 35 mm lens, but Derek had a
Trinol 100mm, which I borrowed from time to time. On 13 November, l948, I took my
first Kodachrome colour photographs: Sunset in Marshall Bay. I had only two colour
films, which was all I had been able to afford on my foreign currency allowance in
Montevideo and I had shown great discipline in not using them before.
Bad weather activities were legion. A typical February day was one when for the
last few days we had been in the grip of a particularly unpleasant spell of weather.
Though the temperature had been high (ie had not fallen below -7°C), the strong
wind made it rather chilly outside. This prevented me from doing any bird work,
because it upset the weighing balance, and no seal work was possible because of the
high seas, which prevented me from getting across the mouth of mouth of Shallow
Bay. Consequently I would be painting and catching up on letter writing. I'd just
done a painting of a Snowy Petrel on its nest in a rock fissure, and one of a Wilson's
Storm Petrel paddling near an iceberg - plenty of blues and greens in the reflections.
These were the first two "full works”, as opposed to sketches, that I ever painted
(February 1948).
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11 February l949 was the anniversary of our arrival at Signy Island the previous
year and the weather was almost identical. It didn't feel as if a year had passed and
many events seemed to have just happened, when in fact they took place several
months earlier. This was no doubt because we had few outside events to help date
progress. To mark the occasion we had a large dinner - celery soup, roast mutton
with mint sauce, cabbage and mashed potatoes. Christmas pudding and rum butter
finished the meal. Derek made a celebratory cake - with one candle - but we were so
full after the plum pudding that we were unable to deal with it.
On a typical day in l949 we had pancakes for lunch with corned beef and mashed
potatoes (from the dried powder, ‘Pom’). For dinner we had had oxtail soup
followed by stew, French beans and potatoes, with tinned peaches as a desert. We
took coffee (Nescafé) afterwards, and some nights a drink of either whisky or gin.
Dinner over we usually settled down to do the writing, work, sewing or darning or
whatever there was on hand. Charlie and John might amuse themselves playing
cards, or chess, or working out crossword puzzles. I was trying to interest Charlie in
painting and sketching, as it was most important that we should all have plenty to
do, especially in the winter when the daylight hours were minimal. I was very glad
that I had always been able to entertain myself easily - it was essential down there.
He was getting interested and had quite a talent for sketching. Derek might be
engaged in more intellectual pursuits, like translating a paperback from the German,
using a dictionary and guessing as to the grammar. And we tried to keep up our
diaries, not always with success.
Some nights there was interest outside. The winter nights around midwinter l949
were typical. Just then the moon was full and the nights very clear. The moon
seemed much brighter than I remembered it ever being at home and one could see a
long way. This was probably due to the reflection from the snow. The moon cast
shadows quite different from the sun as it rose much further south than England’s
sun ever did. These shadows threw up new detail in the mountains, shadows that
one didn't get with the sun, and gave a different impression of the topography,
which was very useful for the survey work and for the planning of journeys. When
the moon was out I usually walked to what we called ‘the bridge’. It was a crag on
the ridge behind the hut which had a cleft, so formed that one could stand there,
resting one's elbows on the rock in front rather like standing on the bridge of a ship. I
could see the light of the hut below to the left looking very lonely amongst all the
snow and rock. There were the lines of our footprints leading to the Met screen, the
gash dump, generator and Nissen huts and privy, other less well-trodden tracks in
various directions, as well as numerous ski tracks on the slopes near the hut where
we had been practicing. The crags of the point looked very black and the tide-cracks
in the sea-ice showed up silver in the moonlight where the water had overflowed
with the rising tide.
There might be a line of pack fog to the east creeping slowly up the sound and
looking almost incandescent. At other times the horizon was clear and I could make
out the peaks on the Mossman Peninsula of Laurie Island (the most easterly of the
group - on which was situated an Argentine base) about 50 miles away. I could tell
where the pack started because the broken surface was much whiter. There was
almost invariably a corona round the moon - like a halo but closer and with the order
of the colours reversed. If there wasn't either, which was unusual, my breath
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condensing provided an artificial halo. Sometimes too there was a natural halo - like
a rainbow, except that it was a ring around the moon, not opposite to it and the
colouring was fainter and more delicate.
Some nights too the snowies (snow petrels) were in. They flew back and forth
outside their nests along the face of the forbidding black crags, sometimes provoking
the occupants of another nest to chatter at them for coming too close, but usually
quite silent. If I sat still near the nests they might land at my side, as the prions often
did, mistaking me for a rock. Usually they appeared quite suddenly like ghosts and
disappeared just as quickly. Sometimes they were outlined against the moon for a
moment and its light shone through the feathers of their wings and they might hover
for a second framed by the lunar halo - incredibly beautiful and spiritual they were.
Then I would begin to feel a bit chilly after a time - remember that the temperature
was probably -7°C or so - and feel really cold. Sometimes I climbed a bit higher so as
to look down into Paal Harbour, the sea corrie on the other side of the ridge behind
the hut and, warmed by the exertion, could sit for a while longer, with the snowies
wafting about in the stillness. I had a view out over the pack towards the Antarctic
continent at the other side of the Weddell Sea a thousand miles to the southeast. Then
down again to the warmth of the hut and off to bed. These clear nights (and days)
were one of the bonuses of the winter period.
At other times, while the weather was poor I would have been doing some
enlarging. I must have accumulated about 500 negatives by then and most of them
were quite good. I might also have completed another watercolour; I still had a
number of them to be worked up from the sketches made over the last year. So I
would plan on a session the next week and try to get photos and paintings done
before we went out sledging - I expected to have a lot more material to work up
when we got back.
On another typical evening everyone would be the picture of industry. In one
corner Charlie would be mending a pair of boots with great exertion and constant
thumps. John perched on his stool at the set calling amateur radio operators perhaps there was a Russian on at the moment – Moscow, or Hawaii. Derek, sitting
near the stove, would be working out some angles in connection with the survey.
Perhaps I had a great wash of socks that week - there might be about l5 pairs in the
tub and they would already have had three changes of water without any
appreciable effect. They got very oily working with the seals - and the birds, which
ejected evil smelling oil.
Painting: During the two winters I completed a number of paintings and sketches. I
also did four oil paintings but two were unfinished as I ran out of pigments. I
enjoyed drawing exactly and realistically from nature and in earlier years I had put
in a lot of time and hard work to achieve control over pencil, pen and brush.
However, it was in the Antarctic that my painting really began to take-off. I had
brought a stock of sketchbooks, paper and watercolour materials, of the best quality I
could afford. On the voyage out, although the ship was very small and cramped for
space, there was plenty of time; in the tropics it was very hot and the paint dried very
quickly on the paper, posing difficulties. I did a little sketching in the Falklands, but
the early months at Signy were very busy indeed, so I didn't begin drawing and
painting until the beginning of winter, when the elephant seals had left.
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Edward Wilson, the biologist with Captain Scott's expeditions, who was a role
model for me at that time, had produced an amazing amount of high quality work.
His paintings, which I had studied in the archive of the Scott Polar Research Institute,
in Cambridge days, had impressed me enormously and I attempted to emulate him.
Painting was not as painful for me as for Wilson, because our climate was on the
whole less rigorous. But at times during the winters it did get quite cold - down to c.
- 40° C on the man-hauling sledging trips that we made (feeling as low as -60° to 70°C if the wind chill factor was taken into account).
It is difficult, if not impossible, to paint in these conditions because of the cold,
the wind and tiredness. Besides there was my energetic field research to do, so time
was very limited during daylight hours and one often felt tired in the evening. In any
case, even during the day the hut interior was very dark. Like Wilson I made rapid
pencil sketches in the open, with detailed 'shorthand' notes of colour effects. Like
Wilson, I worked up the sketches into finished watercolour paintings during the
winter evenings, often months later. We had no electricity during the first winter and
so the illumination was provided by Tilley oil lamps, and had a yellow hue. My
earliest paintings reflect this and the snow shadows tend to be green, but I soon
learnt to compensate.
Initially I painted small landscapes featuring Signy and Coronation Island and
was fascinated by the shapes and colours of snow and shadows, learning how to
suggest textures and to paint rock exposures. I learnt that the impression of snow can
be created by leaving areas of white paper untouched - what you leave out is as
important as what is put in. I was also interested in sunsets, fuzzy pack fog and
cloud effects. Later I painted larger pictures and for the most part came to
standardize on Rowney Whatman 9 lb Imperial paper (20 x 14 inches) which was
packaged in blocks of 20 sheets. I also painted some very large pictures (for
watercolours that is) of up to 34 x 21 inches. For these I made a number of smaller
pencil sketches, subsequently combined for the finished painting, and for them I had
ordered quantities of heavy watercolour paper.
The other work I produced consisted of more detailed drawings and paintings of
biological subjects - the freshwater crustaceans, marine fauna such as nudibranchs
and their egg masses, crustaceans, polyps, worms, fish, and a squid that I captured,
terrestrial animals and lichens. In spring and summer I painted elephant seals,
Weddell seals and their pups, and birds. I was also collecting and preparing study
skins of birds for the Natural History Museum in London, so I took the opportunity
to draw and paint them. Like Wilson or Tunnicliffe, though lacking their skill, I made
a series of paintings indoors of birds such as blue-eyed shag, Wilson's storm-petrel,
snow petrel, cape pigeon, skua, gull, penguins and so on, showing the head in
profile, outstretched wing, leg and foot. I also undertook a number of pen and ink
drawings, on Bristol board, of birds, animals and people, and a series to illustrate the
elephant seal work, some of which were later published.
I had worked up most of my field sketches by the end of the winter, but ran out
of paper and still had a few to do. I was very pleased with them, as I hadn't done any
serious landscape painting before. Jack Shirley, one of my college friends sent some
new paints in response to a cable I sent him, and more which I had requested came
out from FIDS. Also my father sent drawing blocks at my request. All the drawings
were supposed to be the property of the Colonial Office as were the negatives of my
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photographs. My agreement with the Colonial Office provided for me to retain the
drawings for my own use "for a reasonable time after my return to England." I sent
one to Brian Roberts so that he would be aware of their quality, so they would send
me more materials when I ordered them!
In that first winter Ralph was busy making a cabinet or chest of
drawers/dressing table; it was a beautiful piece of miniature work, in walnut from a
packing case. I made a sealskin tobacco pouch one evening. Ralph also built a model
aeroplane and a matchstick model - of what I don’t recall.
Radio programmes: On 26 March l948 we heard on the radio the usual preliminary to
the Boat Race - interviewing the boatmen. At 11.45 am, next day we listened to the
commentary of the race. Cambridge - of course - won easily by six lengths in the
record time of 17 min 50 sec (cf the previous fastest time of 18 min 3 sec in l934). They
caught a crab at the start but picked up very well and rowed home easily.
We heard the BBC Overseas Programme News when ionospheric conditions
permitted but this varied with the seasons.
One night we listened to Eric Barker and Co. in ‘Merry-go-round’. This was most
amusing and somehow Sir Adrian Boult had been induced to take part. He was most
amusing but one felt that this might be the thin end of the wedge; next thing would
be Bernard Shaw in ‘Itma’. The comedy series ‘Much Binding in the Marsh’ set in a
RAF station was a regular favourite. We also listened to serious talks; one I recall was
a very interesting talk by the scientist John Hammond on ‘artifical pregnancy’. We
heard readings from literature, for example John Buchan's ‘The Three Hostages’. We
listened to the various FIDS programmes on the radio and enjoyed the record
requests. We heard several entertaining or interesting programmes on the BBC
World Service on the radio and ‘Ring up the Curtain’, a selection from Sadler's Wells
ballets, including ‘The Gods go a Begging’ I remember.
I noted that one evening in March we listened to Beethoven's 7th and Mozart's
39th Symphonies; later that month, when there was heavy snow outside drifting up
to the windows, we listened to Schubert's ‘Unfinished’ - the only symphony we
possessed on record. We heard some Easter music from a South American station. By
May the days were becoming very short and we enjoyed a Sibelius quartet and two
Beethoven sonatas and in June I went to sleep with Schubert's fifth on the radio. In
September we listened to Leonora no. 3 and the ‘Haffner’ Symphony on radio one
afternoon. Another afternoon we listened to a Beethoven Prom - Leonora no.3, the 1st
Piano Concerto and 4th Symphony. It was good to have these reminders of
civilization, though the pianist was not very good and reception was poor.
We were completely ‘off the air’ for 6 weeks from November l948 to January l949
when the generator broke down, so we greatly missed the radio programmes and
had to rely more on our records. However this was a time of year when we were
very much occupied with field-work. But one consequence was that we were
completely out of touch with the outside world, and it left gaps in our general
knowledge. For example the Berlin airlift began in June l948 and lasted to 30
September l949; during part of this politically formative time we were off the air.
Reading. A small library of a less than a hundred books was provided from a ships’
library service. Derek and I had brought down some books with us, which was
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fortunate, as apart from a few novels (Dickens, Jane Austen, Hardy, and others) the
base library was very low-brow. Even the thrillers weren't thrilling and we had titles
like ‘Tales of the Turf’, by Captain X".
That autumn I read a number of Bernard Shaw’s plays, for relaxation. My diary
notes that "Shaw does write a lot of tripe about vivisection & biology in general. He
has all the superstitions and cant of an uninformed bricklayer, and judged on this
work is as far behind the times now as he was ahead in the l890s. It is quite amusing
if the illogicalities & quibbling criticisms are ignored"; how pompous! Over the
months other books that left an impression were ‘Madame Bovary’ in an American
translation, Pater's ‘Marius the Epicurean’. Through the months ahead my reading
included Ruskin on mountain form; he had good descriptions of rock colouring, but
his geology was antique; Janet Whitney's biography of ‘Elizabeth Fry’; G W Young's
‘Mountain Craft’. ‘The Right Place’ - delicious prose, but I didn't note the author;
appropriately I read Anatole France' ‘Penguin Island’, which was amusing; ‘Candide’
and ‘Famous Trick’ (whatever that may be). In December I was re-reading Apsley
Cherry Garrard's ‘The worst journey in the world’.
At the beginning of l949 I read ‘The Horses Mouth’ by Joyce Carey - very good;
‘Journey without maps’ (but my diary doesn’t state the author); ‘Anna Karenina’ (at a
time when John I noted was immersed in ‘Forever Amber’). Then a batch of
biological works which I had brought with me: F S Russell’s ‘Behaviour of animals’;
Charles Darwin on Sexual Selection and Polygamy; Scholander's diving experiments
on seals, whales and penguins, and others. In April I was reading ‘The Fifth Seal’ (not
a book about seals!), more Shaw, Butler's ‘Erewhon’. And so it went on, but as time
passed I seemed to do less reading and more of other activities.
Skiing and other experiences: At the beginning of April we decided to go skiing on the
ice slopes at the head of Moraine Valley, which we expected to have a coating of
snow, but unfortunately we found the snow very hard and discontinuous with bare
ice in patches. It was hardly the best surface for skiing, let alone learning. We all took
some hard tumbles and were stiff next day. Ralph had Kandahar bindings, and Derek
Alpina like myself; these bindings were not sufficiently tight and together with lack of
metal edges, reduced control considerably. We found some quite good powder snow
later on a steeper slope, but it too was discontinuous. The others left for the Ob. and I
left my skis by a prominent rock and strolled down the glacier munching the biscuits
that were my lunch. This was my first day's skiing ever and I enjoyed it very much.
We continued skiing on suitable days and gradually built up some proficiency, if not
style.
One day at the end of April we decided to have a bit of fun, so went down to the
point after the Ob. taking three black-powder explosive charges and .303s. Ralph
placed the charges, one on a floe, one in a crack and the other between two large
rocks. Then we fired at them. One fell into the water when a bullet chipped away the
ice I exploded the next one at my fourth shot and it burnt with a big flame and cloud
of blue smoke but otherwise without much effect. The third charge we hit and
turned over but it didn't explode - a bit of an anti-climax and all rather juvenile.
One day in the middle of May, Coronation was very clear at daybreak, clouded
over during the day and was again clear at sunset. After the afternoon Ob, the peaks
of the ridge were a cold matt-white broken only by the black of rock exposures; the
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ridge was silhouetted against a dark blue-black sky. In places were subtle bluepurple tints and Mount Noble peering over the white curtain of the ridge was a
touch green in hue. A few snowies had been about that day and by nightfall were
chattering as usual on the crags. The bay was bathed in bright moonlight but
Coronation was shrouded in a checkerwork pattern of diffuse cloud shadows. The
moon reflected from the bay ice had a double intensity; and the ice slopes of Robin
Peak and the central ice cap sparkled like tinsel as it shone on the many discrete
patches of bare blue ice. There was a mystical quality about the scene which kept me
standing in my shirt-sleeves with the thermometers registering 7°C of frost. It was
only the cold that eventually drove me indoors. The snowies by then were silent and
the only sound outside was of the ice creaking and groaning.
A few days later the moon came up and after dinner Derek and I went up onto
Observation Bluff, where we sat companionably for half an hour. The moonlight lit
up the snow and made it sparkle like diamonds. The stars were very bright in a deep
blue sky and snowies were flying close about us. Low fog banks condensed over the
pack and moved in. Coronation Island was draped with cloud, but the peaks rose
above it and in places the layer was so thin that one could make out the moonlit
details of glaciers and ridges through it.
At the end of May Derek and Ralph went down to the shore near the digesters
and ventured out onto the floes just offshore. They brought in three excellent fish and
solved my difficulty as cook of producing a novel dish for dinner. Later we skied,
but the rain had made the surface crust very icy and very unpleasant for skiing, as
one cannot edge at all.
At the start of June a blizzard moved quite a depth of snow onto the slope and
we all three spent a large part of the morning skiing, all three having more or less
painful mishaps. Derek fell and twisted his wrist, spraining it. I did the same to my
knee when one ski came free, as I was enjoying an exhilarating, fast run down the
snow gulley and Ralph fell a few times. We rubbed afflicted parts with oil of
wintergreen.
Next day the snow surface was excellent and Ralph and Derek were skiing most
of the day, doing Bilgeri exercises to the gramophone. (The Polish Army
ski manual, written by a Colonel Bilgeri, was our bible, translated into English by the
father of my Cambridge friend Norman Holme who had given me a copy). They
made quite an amusing sight practicing ‘dipping-and-swinging’ to a very fast record.
I took some photographs of them 'skiing on the spot' and then went in to work in the
lab. as my knee was very painful. We all went onto the 'nursery' slopes another
morning after a new fall of snow and I was up to some good Telemark turns and
jumps and jump turns. Later in the day we had several runs down from the col and
Ralph and I stayed out until after dark. Next day in the evening we all skied until
after dark though Derek had to go in to see to the evening meal. I had now more or
less mastered the Telemark swing to the left, and I also did some jump-turns at rather
greater angles than before. We spent several more happy hours during June
improving our performance.
Towards the end of June Derek and I skied on the fresh snow, a covering of
about 2 ins. on top of the hard icy surface, and consequently when turning we
skidded. It was rather fun coming down the slope at speed and side-slipping for
some 20 yards. I built a small ski jump at the foot of the slope, with an elevation of 3-
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4 ft., banking up snow behind some wooden boxes. It required a further snowfall to
consolidate it and then it was ready for use. In July the surface wasn't good and my
skis were initially very sticky as they were freshly tarred, burning Stockholm tar into
the wood with a blow-lamp. Also the wind had blown the snow into drifts and in
places there was an icy rain-thaw crust. Another day I went skiing as a sea fog came
in. I did half a dozen runs over the jump, covering about 10 ft or more horizontally. I
landed well four times and carried on down the slope, but the other two times I
landed, the skis shot forward and I sat down with a bump! Ralph tried it and landed
with a crash; he wasn't keen to try again. Looking back we were very foolhardy, but
in the flush of youth didn't consider the likelihood of accidents; a broken leg would
have set us back pretty badly though.
One night at the end of June when the moon came up it appeared to have a green
rim, due to the very deep blue of the sky. There were golden clouds behind it and
silver-edged cloud maps above and below. It laid a hazy track on the water. A few
days later at the Stone Chute cairn we were entranced by a good solar halo with
mock suns. There were ice prisms in the air, sparkling in the sunlight.
Derek and I took a typical airing later in July; we went up to Observation Bluff in
fresh, floury, powder-snow and some deep drifts. The sun was low and casting
beautiful shadows, the snow in sunshine sparkling in myriads of tiny points. We
went down towards the Point but it proved tricky in sealskin boots, especially where
there was an underlying layer of hard ice. So when we came to the first step in the
ridge we turned back, glissaded some of the way down and cut steps for the icy
parts.
Another July morning we walked through the hummocked sea ice to a berg
which we had named ‘the floating dock’ for obvious reasons - it had a kind of crater
in the centre with two turrets of ice at either end. We took some photographs and
walked further on so that we might photograph Paal Harbour. I found a small icecave formed by blocks in one of the pressure ridges and, lying down in it, tried to
analyze the colours, but came to the conclusion that they were much too beautiful
and subtly different, to describe adequately. The colours in one small ice-cave were
wonderful: green-blues of the ice and delicate pinks, mauves, blues and creams of the
snow surface. At one end was a small opening and the blue ice within was sharply
contrasted with the the snow which looked a purplish-blue, almost mauve, whereas
normally the eye registers it as a deep pure cobalt!
On the first day of August we went onto the ice cap via Elephant Flats. Deep
snow covered the Flats, which made for heavy going. We had a close look at the cliffs
of Orwell Glacier and then went up the valley between Jane Peak buttresses and
Snow Hill. It was good in there and an excellent slope for skiing; we climbed up a bit
and I sketched the Jane Peak view; then on to the Snow Hill summit. Enveloped in
the blizzard, we made our way down, with visibility reduced to 20 yards at times,
and so back across the sea ice to base. In mid-September Ralph went to Gourlay
Peninsula and came back with an emperor penguin which he had shepherded across
the ice. I went out to see it and then it escaped, tobogganing down the hill. While I
went in for a camera, Ralph chased it and recaptured it.
Another day in September, after the early jobs were done, we climbed up to the
top of Roberts Bluff. Ralph said he would follow on and Derek and I set off across the
slope – geologising - and made our way slowly to the top. There was one tricky pitch
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of soft snow over ice, which required a delicate balance. Ralph joined us on the top
and we went on along the ridge, stopping to make observations. There were some
very noticeable folds in the geological strata up there. On the eastern side of the Bluff
was some lovely pink quartz-rich pink schist. Derek showed me an odd crystal
formation in the limestone on the moraine islets that he thought might be a crinoid,
but I thought not.
One day as it was a fine evening and the sunset promised to be good I decided to
return from Gourlay over the top of Rusty Bluff. This meant kicking steps up a steep
snow slope, which was tiring work but well worth it. I sat for some time on the
summit watching the colour of the Coronation peaks turn from lemon yellow
through orange and salmon pink to a bright crimson alpen-glow, then fading to rose
and the characteristic after-glow of salmon pink. As I started downwards only the
highest peaks were lit up. The others had all assumed a uniform pearly grey colour.
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Chapter 8

Signy Island: Sea ice and weather

Iceberg with three towers.

T

he day we arrived at Signy in February it felt rather cold and we were
surprised to see the men on base moving around on shore in their shirtsleeves,
when we had piled on cold weather clothing! For the first few weeks after our
arrival we experienced air temperatures round about freezing point, changing
together with the wind strengths, as the depressions moved through. We
acclimatized very quickly and in a couple of weeks were shedding layers of clothing.
It got colder in March – to about -8°C by the middle of the month, with snowfalls
intermittently. We made daily ice observations, weather permitting, from the top of
Observation Bluff, but only an arc of view from Normanna Strait to Roberts Bluff
was visible. Some mornings there was heavy sleet or snow and visibility from the
ridge was limited to less than a mile. When our other interests took us up onto the ice
cap we took the opportunity to make additional wider sea ice observations. In those
early days there was usually a large concentration of grounded bergs around the
Robertson Islands and some large tabular bergs began moving up from the south,
but no pack ice.
In those two years, apart from our work, the most influential factor affecting us
was the weather. As well as a sub-weekly pattern there was a seasonal pattern. We
were living in the worst climate in the world, one moment it could be very warm,
then the temperature would drop like a stone as a cold front passed through. These
came with monotonous regularity, one passing through every few days as they
moved rapidly around the continent. We were in their track most of the year and the
only let up was during winter when the pack ice enveloped the island and caused the
depression to change track to the north of us, producing slightly better weather. In
the account that follows I have tried to indicate the monotonous regularity of the
weather patterns as we experienced them, and inevitably this tends to be
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reflected in the writing.
Summer l948. We experienced strong gales, strong enough to rock the hut violently,
on occasion; fortunately it was tied down with thick cables. The bay was full of pack
one morning, but by the time I climbed to the ridge it had all been blown eastwards
through Normanna Strait. In Paal Harbour the pack was very dense but thinned out
rapidly to the east. These floes looked very old and ‘decaying’ under the water but
very fresh above; snow had fallen on old growlers (….) to a depth of a couple of feet
and only partly consolidated. Most of them were cracking across the top. Some very
large tabular bergs were moving up from the southeast in the current. Later that day
the pack moved out eastwards under the influence of a strong North-west wind
which brought snow. Next day there had been a heavy snowfall overnight and the
drifts of wind-blown snow were in parts quite deep.
Over the next few weeks the collection of tabular bergs off Gourlay Point showed
little decrease in numbers but individual bergs were becoming smaller as they broke
up. The pack moved into the bay and jammed tight in a belt along the coast from
Elephant Flats to Berryhead and our side of Billie Rocks. We had a message from Dr
Fuchs asking for daily ice reports with the morning meteorological observations. It
got colder, air temperature -7°C, at the end of the month and a light breeze made it
feel colder. The pack was all along the eastern shores now: larger floes and growlers
close inshore and a gradation outwards with very small particles on its seaward
border.
At the beginning of April the ice was densely packed to the South-east with some
large tabular bergs and on the horizon it appeared to be continuous. Numerous snow
petrels were flying amongst the pack. We hoped it was not closing in for the winter
as it could prevent the ship's return visit. The wind, after blowing very strongly all
night, stopped. Fine wind-blown snow had infiltrated through every crack and
cranny in the lab, Nissen and generator huts. The door of the Met hut blew open and
inside it was now one great snowdrift, which it took some time to remove. Influenced
by the pack ice the air temperature was now down to -10°C and thick snowstorms
made the ice observation impossible. We felt cold with the drop in temperature, but
acclimated again within a fortnight or so to the new norm.
So it continued, with pack and iceberg movements from day to day and weather
depressions passing through frequently. A blizzard hit us at daybreak on 10 April;
the air temperature was low that night -24°C and it was still very windy two days
later, with intermittent blizzards. The barometer was down to 950 millibars which
was the lowest we had yet seen, but the outside temperature was now 5.5°C. Two
days later came a still, calm morning with air temperature -11°C. By mid April, on a
lovely calm morning, Elephant Flats was pretty well iced over with only a small area
of open water in its centre. Ice cover to the south was 310ths pack and many small
bergs.
Autumn l948 A few days later the westerly wind had blown most of the pack
eastwards and it now formed a line from Reid Island south; our bay was clear for the
most part. The temperature rose that evening when it snowed, and then fell over the
next few days as the wind blew at gale force. By 19 April the morning temperature
was -9.5°C and rose a couple of degrees during the day; there were blizzards
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all morning and intermittently during the afternoon. The edge of pack stretched from
Reid Island to Paal Harbour. Next morning the temperature was -9°C and it fell to 10.7°C at noon and to -12°C at 8 o’clock, in combination with a sustained wind from
the south. This was the coldest sustained weather we had yet experienced. In
addition the pack was now completely blocking Normanna Strait, and stretched as
far as the horizon. Several large new bergs had moved in to the Robertson Islands.
New ice was forming in the cove and after lunch Derek and I rowed out to Bare Rock
and then poled the dory back through the pancake ice.
The air temperature had dropped to -13.7°C overnight; it rose to -11°C at noon
and remained there for the rest of the day. As a result of the low temperatures the
bay was now covered with young ice about 1 in thick with about 6-8 ft of open water
round the coast at most points. Low cloud and high wind made it uncomfortable to
be outside. Fog during the night deposited delicate loose crystals on the wireless
mast-stays and aerials and the new ice in the bay was covered with beautiful ice
flowers 1 ins. diameter.
There were several leads in the pack, the water mirror-calm and glassy clear.
Penguins were wandering about on the ice and swimming in the open leads; one
group fall into a lead when the ice they stood on collapsed. Later the fog dispersed,
and the sun shone from a clear sky, transforming the landscape. The banks of fog
along the shores of Coronation Island were particularly beautiful but eventually they
too dispersed. The sun lit up the ice flowers and imparted a sparkle to snow and ice
that had been lacking earlier. One of the most striking qualities was the complete
silence that prevailed. It lasted for perhaps half an hour in the sunshine before the
rumbles of avalanches on Coronation Island began. In this time even the penguins,
which had been squawking to each other, were hushed as though they too were in
silent contemplation of the loveliness around. The fact that such days were so
infrequent served only to enhance their beauty when they did come. One's
appreciative faculties are sharpened by a period of fasting.
Walking over Observation Bluff that afternoon I enjoyed a superb sunset - the ice
and pack a restrained pink and the leads of open water to the east reflecting applegreen from the sky. As the sun went down a very bright moon arose casting long
shadows. It was now very bright outside with the moon's golden track over the floes.
I went out from time to time trying to absorb it in all its beauty. It is difficult to
convey the magic of the Antarctic, difficult to do it justice. It is really many times
finer than I can describe and there was a sense of isolation, which I never felt
elsewhere. In truth we were very isolated of course and there were only three of us.
The silence enhances this feeling of isolation, although in fact it is never really silent
because there is always some movement of the ice, and avalanches perhaps or the
bellow of an elephant seal in one of the bays.
We thought that we were now firmly in the grip of the pack, but then on 23 April
the temperature rose to -1°C and it continued mild all day. A gale came through,
gusts were up to [70] knots and the wind generally at force 10 (c.50 k). The strong
wind had blown most of the pack eastwards, but the new ice in the bay was intact.
The air temperature remained around -2.8 °C all next day but the wind-chill made
the cold really ‘bite’. The pack was still in more or less the same position, but some
large bergs were parked off Robertson Islands that I had not seen before.
One day at the end of April, when the air temperature remained between -
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1.2°C and +1 °C, there was a continuous covering of new ice on the bay and it was
thickening and layering due to sheets sliding over and under each other in the sea
swell overnight. The air was very still with reflections in the clear patches
Another day it was round about +1 °C all day and inside the hut was too warm
for comfort that night. Derek wanted to take some bearings from Balin Point and the
bay was fairly free of ice. We launched the dory quite easily, but the new ice was
thicker than we thought and it took much time and effort to get across just to Knife
Point - like rowing through treacle! Quite suddenly a heavy sea sprang up and white
tops were forming. I was afraid that the pack would come in and prevent us getting
back to the beach so we decided to turn round. Sure enough the pack came in and in
half an hour the bay was full of large floes. We had snow that night and all next day
there was thick fog. The days were now very short. The pack to the south was very
fragmented, but the large bergs remained and in our cove there were several large
bergy bits and growlers.
It became unseasonably warm - to +3.9°C at night - starting with an orange dawn
light on Wave Peak, which spread and diluted its intensity on the other mountains.
The sky was cloudless, but as the sun warmed the ground, small clouds appeared
and coalesced only to dissipate on rising. We had quite a controversy at breakfast as
to whether a cloud on Snow Hill was a cloud or merely the rocks with rime
encrustation. Nevertheless clouds never really developed and the sunshine recorder
burned a trace of 6.6 hrs.
On 4 May the morning temperature was +1.3 °C. After a false start the sun came
out and Coronation appeared above low cloud, a sea fret developed and blotted out
everything for an hour or so, then just as quickly it cleared again and remained clear
- the night was starlit. The ice now stretched in a line from Gourlay Point to
Robertson Islands with a number of large bergs studded in it. The pack was
unconsolidated but appeared to be continuous on the horizon. More mild and
blustery weather followed; the sea was in a fury and a considerable swell broke on
the edge of the ice. The brash in the bay was pretty solid and the edge moved north
as the swell brought in more to add to it.
Next day after a gale during the night it was calm at daybreak and the
temperature fell to fell to -3.3°C by the evening. Then the wind got up again, gale and
snow continued throughout the night and in the morning it was -5.5°C, remaining
steady throughout the day. The sun shone for 1.6 hrs and the brown moss looked
ruby coloured contrasted with the pale blue shadows on the snow. The pack had
been blown out of sight. There were however some very large bergs along the
horizon and a suspicion of ice-blink (…) to the south.
A few days later the morning temperature was -7.3°C but rose during the day to
-4.2°C. The recorder showed 2.5 hrs of sunshine, but this was more real than
apparent! A gale was blowing most of the day and when Derek and I went up to
Observation Bluff for the ice observation it was very chilly. The pack began to appear
again in long strings from the south. At night the wind dropped, so it was flat calm
outside and very warm inside. There was a snowfall in the night and a blizzard all
next day reaching 45 knots at night. The body of the pack was nowhere to be seen,
but isolated floes and thin brash were moving into the bay to pile up on the eastfacing shores. The gale continued and the temperature fell rapidly to -10°C the next
night, when it weakened and gusts became infrequent. The gale had torn off
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some of the roofing-felt on the lab so I nailed matchboarding in place to minimize
further damage - a very cold job in the wind. Now that the wind had dropped it was
warmer in the hut, but I lit the hurricane lamp in the lab in order to keep the
temperature a little above that outside.
A week later saw a very sudden drop in temperature - to -12.9°C that evening.
We woke to a moderately calm day with gusts of wind and snow flurries. The sun
shone intermittently for 1.6 hrs in all. The temperature next morning was -3°C and it
fell steadily throughout the day, which was windy with flurries of wind-blown snow
to make it unpleasant. We saw that the pack to the south was very solid with only a
few narrow leads; there were many medium-sized bergs. Around the east coast was
a lane of open water between the pack and the as yet unconsolidated bay ice.
Elephant Flats was well frozen over now and we thought it should be weightbearing.
Winter l948. These large fluctuations in the weather ended abruptly in mid- May as
the temperatures plummeted, due to the dense sea ice now enveloping us and the
shift of depressions northwards. The temperature was down to -11.3°C that morning;
at midday it was -16C° and at 8 o’clock we registered our lowest minus temperature
yet, -20.4°C. We had entered a new seasonal phase and our bodies had to adapt to it
by acclimatizing again. A blizzard was blowing outside and it was not inviting. Our
little hut was now very cold and we huddled close to the fire: the temperature at
floor level was well below freezing. The sea was quite frozen over with no open
water. It continued to get colder. On the morning of 14 May it was -18.9°C, rose to 16.5°C at noon and fell again to - 22.3°C that evening. The bay ice was now weightbearing and what had been until recently an open lead between it and the pack was
frozen over and patterned with lovely delicate frost flowers. Next morning the
temperature was -22°C and remained so throughout the day.
The sea was all frozen over now as far as the eye could see. The consolidated pack
was to south and east and half-filling Normanna Strait; then an area of dark new ice
which was the last to freeze over; and around the coast a fringe of ice of 4-5 in
thickness and varying width. This younger ice bore our weight now but at the shore
there were tide-cracks and loose blocks in open water. It was still not really safe for
travel. I remembered that a safe thickness in Greenland was considered to be 5 inches
but we would wait a few more days before we measured out the baseline for survey
triangulation.
The daily pattern continued, with temperatures in the mornings below -20°C,
rising during the day to -18° or even - 10°C. The ice was covered with beautiful frost
flowers formed of radiating platelets which reflected the light from their faces. We
wandered up and down on the ice and chopped a hole in it to determine its
thickness; it was just about 5 inches deep. There was no change in the general ice
picture, but the larger growlers and bergy bits were surrounded with open water and
rotten ice where the tides had prevented consolidation.
On a typical day at this time Coronation Island was often very clear at daybreak
but clouded over during the day and was again clear at sunset. Usually after the 3.0
pm Ob. it was silhouetted against a dark blue-black sky, the peaks of the ridge a cold
matt-white broken only by the black of rock exposures. Over parts were subtle bluepurple tints, and Mount Noble, peering over the white curtain of the nearer ridge,
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was a touch green in hue. A few snowies would be about, chattering as usual on the
crags at night, the bay might be bathed in bright moonlight but Coronation Island
would be shrouded in a checkerwork pattern of diffuse cloud shadows. The moon
reflected from the bay ice had a double intensity. There was a mystical quality about
the scene, which could keep me standing in my shirt sleeves with the thermometers
registering -11°C or less; it was the cold which drove me indoors, the snowies by now
silent and the only sound outside was the ice creaking and groaning.
We much appreciated the location of our hut near the top of the ridge, which
meant that the magnificent unbroken views when it was clear compensated for
exposure to the gales.
Then the temperatures rose for a couple of days to -5.5°C at nightfall and a much
warmer -1°C next morning. Now freezing rain coated everything with a glaze of ice;
it turned later to snow and drifts formed - some up to 4 ft deep outside the met hut; it
was very sticky stuff, coating even vertical surfaces up to 112 inches thick. We retired
to bed, with the temperature up to +0.5°C and a howling gale rocking the hut, to our
alarm. It would have some effect on the sea ice I was afraid, although the bay ice was
now at least 9 inches thick. Ralph reported a crack already in the newer ice off
Berntsen Point.
But the temperature fell again next morning and at 8 o’clock that night was
down to -13.5°F. The gale had had some effect on the ice, as two cracks had appeared
in the bay, running south from Billie Rocks. The tide had overflowed from these and
the ice appeared to be rotten; in fact it should be unchanged and now that the spell of
higher temperatures was over we thought it would probably remain a fixture until
next spring. The wind dropped about 6 am and rose again that evening when it was
blowing from the south and the temperature was down to -14°C.
On 22 May we woke to a really wonderful morning. The air temperature was 14°C and very large snowflakes were falling - some up to 12 inch in diameter and
drifting erratically like feathers in the still air. The early morning clouds still clung to
Coronation Island, its ridges lit up by the sun. (I drew the view to the northeast and
made colour notes for a painting. In Nature there is never any clash of colours,
however opposed they may be. Thus, one notes purples and blue-greens or crimson
and scarlet in opposition, but the effect is beautiful; unfortunately it didn't often
come off when I tried to capture it on paper!) Then the mist closed in and the
afternoon was dull, but later the moon came out.
However, these pleasant conditions were not to continue and next morning the
temperature was -3°C and continued to rise all day, reading +0.2°C at night. A strong
northerly gale raged all day and under its influence the pack moved out. That
evening there was open water in the Strait and from Outer Islet eastwards; the ice
was gone except for a few large bergs - one just outside Outer Islet - and some
streams of pack south of the Robertson Islands. Blizzard conditions prevailed all day
and piled great drifts in front of our door and over the generator hut: such were the
effects of a northerly wind. There was an excellent double corona. The temperature
continued to rise next day to +5.6°C. The weather was windy and snowing at first,
later changing to rain. Over the next few days it remained warm, the temperature
between +0.7°C and +6.7°C, lower at night.
At the end of May the weather pendulum began to swing the other way again.
The day began with temperature just above freezing, but it steadily declined
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through the day until at 8 o’clock the thermometers read only -9.6°C and the pack,
producing this swing, which had been out of sight for some days, was now lining the
eastern horizon. The pressure on it from the south must be increasing and we could
expect it to move in again. A blizzard developed at 1 o’clock with the passing of the
cold front. The temperature fell to -17.2°C during the day, but rose slowly again until
at 8 o’clock it was -12.5°C. The pack moved in again during the next two days to
surround the Robertson Islands, but thick fog to the south east made it difficult to
define the pack edge.
On 3 June the temperature was fluctuating oddly; it was +2.6°C that morning,
but had fallen to -10°C by evening. The meteorological register informed me that at 2
o’clock a cold front was seen, felt, or otherwise detected; to my mind the met
phenomenon of the day was the ending of the blizzard - no doubt subdued by the
cold front. Meanwhile the ice moved out until only our cove remained filled. The
blizzard had thrown quite a depth of snow onto the slope and I went up to the ridge
on skis to make the ice-ob, but the sea and sky were obscured. Next day the air
temperature ranged between -10°C and -8°C throughout the day, though the sun
made it feel a lot warmer.. The snow surface was excellent for skiing.
So the weather fluctuations continued and I wished it could be more stable
around one level. We all went skiing on the 'nursery' slopes one morning on a new
fall of snow. The bay ice was now for the most part floating free and there was 200300 yards of open water between its edge and the shore. The pack in loose streams
moved up the Sound and through Normanna Strait and after a few days of these
temperatures it became colder again. On 11 June for example the temperature was
between -13°C and -15°C all day; next day it rose to -7.2°C. The bay ice was quite
strong and in places about 9 inches thick. More bergs had moved up from the south
and stranded along the south coast of Coronation. A few days later the temperature
was between -12°C and -23°C, quite an appreciable change again. The dawn was
lovely and then the pack fog crept into the bay. Next day it was between -14.5°C and
+1.7°C - very much warmer that evening. There was another lovely dawn, but cracks
appeared in the bay ice and the pack was breaking up again, with long leads to the
southeast. A gale hit us in the evening and lasted a couple of days.
Three days later it began with the temperature at +1.2°C, falling to -1.2°C in the
evening and a pool of water opened inside Bare Rock. Numerous large bergs were
grounded south of the Robertson Islands and the edge of the pack was between there
and Confusion Point. Next day the sea was high and increasing and the bay ice was
breaking up in a great swell; all day there was the noise of ice blocks crashing and
grinding, one against another. In the evening the wind dropped a little, but not
before the waves had broken up the ice so that there was now open water almost to
Knife Point. The ice-edge out to the east wasn't visible because of snowfall. It was
very instructive to see the way in which the brash ice blanketed the effect of the
swell, so that even with a heavy swell in open water the surface was usually fairly
flat and motionless only 20-30 yds in from the open water.
Yet again a very rapid fall in temperature occurred - from -1°C one morning to 21.3°C at night; over 20° in just 11 hrs! It was a very raw day, with intermittent
blizzarding and after lunch when we went out to bring in petrol we found it very
cold in the snowstorm. We hadn't acclimatized to this further change and had to
dress up more warmly - difficult with our limited supply of clothing. This gale
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completely broke up the ice in the bay, but it wasn't possible to see out to sea because
of the bad visibility. Then in the evening the sky cleared and we saw a very clear
lunar halo. Over the next two days the temperature rose to -0.5°C at nightfall, slightly
warmer overnight, then falling to -6°C the next night. The wind from the north had
blown the pack south and it wasn't visible from the top of the Bluff. There was very
little ice in any of the bays, although in Stygian Cove, as might be expected, there was
plenty of brash.
Midwinter. On Midwinter Day, 22 June, the morning temperature was about freezing
point, but fell during the day to -14.3°C; no pack was in sight, but visibility was fairly
low. Temperatures continued dropping to -20.6°C in the morning, rising to -16.5°C at
the Ob that evening. Young ice was again forming on the sea and there were streams
of brash, very scattered, in the sound. The sea to the east was obscured but I got
glimpses of the main body of the pack, just beyond Gourlay Point. The morning
temperature was -10°C, rising to +1.5°C during the following day. After lunch we
found ourselves in the grip of another gale, with high temperatures - around +2°C.
The gale continued and a thaw began. The ice in the bay was nearly all broken up
again.
The sun doesn’t completely leave the South Orkney Islands during the winter as
it does further south; we were well north of the Antarctic Circle. But the days were
very short in winter and coupled with the fact that the South Orkneys weather was,
according to Derek, the worst in the world, with the sky completely covered with
cloud for about 910ths of the year, it makes even a short day like a twilight. Also,
when the sun was low in the north the high curtain wall of Coronation Island
mountains cast us into shadow, so on base we did lose the direct light of the sun,
even in the absence of cloud, for a number of days around midwinter.
The gale and thaw continued during most of the following day. Some brash
remained in the bay and although the visibility was poor I could see the edge of the
pack extending in a line south of the Robertson Islands. The new moon came up on
its side that night. It appeared to have a green rim, due to the very deep blue of the
sky and there were golden clouds behind it and silver-edged cloud maps above and
below. It made a hazy track on the water. Temperatures continued high, around
+1.5°C for several days; the rain changed to hail and then wet snow; the wind
increased in force and blew me over the icy slopes, lifting me off the ground during
one exceptionally fierce gust. I took my snowshoes off, as the rawhide had become
quite waterlogged and it was very tiring going through the deep snowdrifts on foot.
The sea was whipped up to a turmoil of white tops and clouds of spray when the
waves hit the ice-foot and the grounded bergy bits - a day which reminded me of a
visit to Talisker cliffs on the west coast of Skye.
The mean June air temperature was -5.0°C and at the end of the month it looked
as though the ‘muggy spell’ was nearly over. But, on 1 July the temperature rose to 2.5°C during the day, while the gale continued. Derek and I went up to the col to see
the ice; the slopes were in a treacherous state, with pond-ice and verglas on the rocks,
and we took rather longer than usual over the climb. We saw that the pack was just
off Gourlay Point and the Oliphant Islets - about 510 ths cover to the horizon and
large areas of clear water to the southeast. The edge of the pack was an unbroken line
along the horizon. Off Gourlay Point was a large area of close pack, about 4 miles
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by 6 enclosing some large tabular bergs one of which had overturned recently. There
was plenty of brash and sludge in Borge Bay. Temperatures remained rather lower
than in recent days, though not really cold.
Three days later there was a sudden drop in temperature to -21.7°C during the
night. In the morning it was -19.5°C, rising during the day to -17.8°C; the change was
felt by all of us. Next day it was even colder; it was blizzarding and felt very cold, the
temperature down to -24°C. By the 11 o’clock Ob it had risen to -18.4°C when Derek
and I went up to the top of Observation Bluff to see how the pack looked. The sea
was frozen and there were numbers of large bergs concentrated along the south
coasts of Signy and Coronation; the edge of the pack was about eight miles
southwest and not easily distinguishable. Prominent ice-blink was visible to the
south, so the pack was probably fairly extensive. We had to cut steps down as the
surface was very glazed and slippery.
Another few days and the temperature was -27.2°C, falling during the day to 29°C , the pack unbroken to the horizon. The sea was still re-freezing and while
crossing Starfish Bay on the ice it began to groan and sag. The surface was sticky and
ice-axes went through in patches, so we got off it as soon as possible! 8 July was a
clear, crisp, sparkling morning, with the temperature at -25°C and powder snow
everywhere. I saw Derek on top of the crags and went up to join him. The pack was
unbroken to the horizon. Later the temperature rose a few degrees and next day it
was up to -18.6°C and continued rising during the day to -9°C. The sea was now
quite frozen over, except for an east-west lead just off the Robertson Islands. Pack fog
was forming over it, in a black cloud creeping in from the south. There were two
other leads each a few hundred yards long, just off Gourlay Point, aligned towards
the Divide, but it wasn't possible to distinguish the pack from the fast ice as the latter
was hummocked too.
The temperature next morning was -5°C; it was gloriously fine, falling during the
day to -13°C, and on 11 July it was fine again, the temperature down to -27.8°C,
falling further during the day to -32°C.. Derek and I went up to Observation Bluff in
fresh, floury, powder-snow and some deep drifts. The sun was low and casting
beautiful shadows, the sunlit snow sparkling in myriads of tiny points and the air
was full of diamonds. The spell of low temperatures and fine weather continued,
including a minimum overnight temperature of -33.4°C, our lowest yet. There was no
change in the ice situation; the bay ice was about 6 in to 1 ft thick.
Then in mid- July the temperature had begun to rise again, to -20.2°C in the
morning, having been -29°C at minimum the previous night. It rose during the day to
-13°C. The bay ice averaged 9 inches in thickness now, but in places it was over a foot
thick. I got about halfway through my task before it became too much and I could see
neither end of the line. So I turned back, and following a perfect curve, was heading
for Bare Rock and about to take a compass bearing, when the blizzard cleared a little
and I saw Berntsen Point. I changed direction and met Ralph on the way back; he
was coming out to look for me and helped pull the sounding sledge, which was now
heavily coated with ice. We had quite a struggle to get it up the hill. The temperature
next morning was about -18°C, but fell two degrees during the day. The bay ice was
about 1 ft thick now; was it thinner over deeper water?
Two days later the temperature was well down again; -27°C that morning and
falling 2 degrees during the day. Next morning it was -24°C and rose 2 degrees,
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then shot up to -4°C overnight, falling during the day to -15.3°F. On 18 July the
temperature was -18.5°C, down to -24.2°C by nightfall and still falling. There were
narrow leads running northeast from Gourlay Point and a very large lead about one
mile east of that point extending at least five miles in a southeasterly direction until
visibility was curtailed. It was a bright moonlit night and a double corona formed.
Next morning the temperature was -21°C, rising to -7.8°C by nightfall. The
clouds were closing in as we climbed up to make an ice observation from Roberts
Bluff and there was little view left when we reached the summit, save for the pack to
the east. We sat down in a spot that was relatively sheltered from the cold wind and
drank coffee. I did a hurried sketch of the pack and Gourlay Point to Oliphant Islets;
there was a most beautiful fog-bow over there with very brilliant colouring. Many
large leads in the pack isolated large areas of ice and cut it up into hummocked floes
of a mile or so in diameter. Unfortunately it wasn't possible to see the horizon clearly,
but the cover was probably 7/10ths pack to the horizon.
During the rest of July we had generally low temperatures, -19°C to -4°C,
varying according to the time of day and the weather patterns. Some days the packfog moved in very rapidly and the day was to be dull and cloudy; sometimes the
weather changed rapidly during the day, with clouds down to 300 ft. There were
numerous large new bergs around, and similar leads but more open water than
previously. The sea was rough and the brash was noisy. On a few days blizzards
developed with strong squalls, and we had from 1 to 2 inches of snow.
On l August Ralph and I went up to Snow Hill to view the ice. There was one
large lead running from Gourlay Point, curving round until parallel with the
Coronation Island coast. A large area of open water showed where the previous lead
was off Clowes Bay, and numerous leads to the South and Southeast. One very large
berg, as seen from our icecap, appeared higher than the peaks south of the Divide but couldn't have been. The ice cover was about 610ths; to the west it was solid and
there were many bergs; to the south were several open leads. Two days later the
weather was colder. A wind was blowing and the air temperature was -25°C so it felt
very cold, and inside when I woke the temperature at the level of my bed was -3.5°C
- no wonder my nose was cold! At floor level it had fallen to -10.5°C during the night
and was still only -8.2°C at breakfast-time. The cold weather continued: 5 August
was a good day, but felt very cold and when I went down to take the sea temperature
- 1.8°C - the air temperature was -30°C. Derek and I went up to the top of the Bluff
and found the sea was all ice-covered, with parts where there had previously been
leads showing up well as flat gleaming plains. There was pack fog to the south but
very good views and a solar halo shone at sunset over Stygian Col.
Next day was fine, with the temperature at -31.8°C and we decided to go up onto
the ice cap. The record for that day shows a continuous trace burnt into the sunshine
card; the air temperature rose up to -20.5°C and the sea temperature was -1.8°C. As a
result sea smoke was ‘boiling’ off the tide cracks. Later I worked up a painting which
was successful in catching the light effects and the brilliance.
On 10 August a large lead showed apparently stretching from Signy to the
Robertson Islands. I took a sea temperature reading and found it higher than usual, 1°C, possibly related to a rising tide and the large area of open water to the
southeast? In mid-August there were many small leads in the pack ice around Signy
to the South, West and East - some as far as the Inaccessible Islands - running
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north to south. The wind remained bitter and visibility was low. The snowdrift to the
West of the generator hut was very deep and Ralph cut a tunnel through it - though
too narrow for Derek and me (!) - and its roof was in danger of falling in. It was a
lovely clear night with a moon and a double corona. Coronation Island was clear at
first but a veil of mist developed later and cut off the base of the mountains. The ice
distribution remained much the same, with open water from Gourlay almost to the
Robertson Islands. Several large bergs had been grounded just off the Robertsons for
over a month now.
I went down one morning to take the sea surface temperature, but had difficulty
getting access to water as it was all snowed over, and there was 3 inches of water
under the snow layer and on top of the ice. I thought this must be water that had
seeped up through the ice, and not melt-water from the snow. The sea water
temperature was -1.5°C. 20 August was windy again, the ice line from Gourlay
Peninsula nearly to Reid Island, and the horizon was free of the main body of the
pack. There were many thin north-south streams of pack and large numbers of bergs
of all sizes.
I took the sea temperature on 21 August and it was down again, as was the air
temperature.. We went to Gourlay taking the route over the top of the Bluff, so as to
see the sea ice. The cover was 910ths to the horizon, with few leads. A week later the
pack was broken by leads, one very large one off Gourlay Point running north-south,
in a wedge shape, with the thin end to the north; the bay ice was solid to a line
joining Gourlay Point and Reid Island.
Spring l948. On the last day of August there was a 45 knot gale, with blizzard and
drift snow, and we were indoors pretty well all day. Next day was windy again with
drift snow; but 3 September was a gloriously fine day with eight hours of sunshine; a
week or so later we had blizzarding and bad weather again. On 25 September I went
to the top with Derek, where we found no change in the ice, except for a tongue of
pack ice which had thrust through a large lead to the east, cutting it into two sections.
At the end of September gale and dense drift snow kept us indoors. On 3 October I
went with Ralph across to the northwest coast by Robin Peak. The ice was decaying
and Ralph went through one crack and got wet. There was a large lead off Cape Vik
and other small ones in the area between Moe Island and Return Point. Another large
lead extended to the south in an area off the south coast of Signy Island and ran up
past Gourlay Point. Clouds were rolling on over Coronation Island from the north so
we suspected there was open water there.
It was mild and wet on 5 October and the thaw continued; the ground was very
soggy outside. The sea ice cover was only about 210 ths with a large area of open
water almost to the horizon and up to the line of previous leads between Gourlay
Point and Reid Island. Two days later the ice-edge was about two miles from the
Coronation coast, with open water beyond Return Point to the south. By l9 October
the principal lead was increasing but there were few other leads and 910 th ice cover
to the southwest. So it continued. In early November, a dismal morning, the ice in the
bay was lessening and no pack was visible, but there were plenty of bergs on the
horizon south of the Robertson Islands.
By 4 November the Elephant Flats ice was breaking up. I sought the bottom with
a 10 ft rod, in the centre of the bay, without success. But I found there was a
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sudden deepening from 2 ft to 5 ft at the inner side of the boulder-strewn area of
moraine across the mouth. Then depths increased to 8 ft over about another 6 ft and
to 10 ft over a further 6 ft; a very abrupt change to depths greater than I had thought.
The ice disposition showed no change: no bergs to the south, no brash in the bay. The
distribution of bergs, bergy bits, pack and brash changed with the tide and wind.
On 6 November I went up to the top in the morning and saw no pack or bergs on
the horizon, only some brash in Paal Harbour. In mid-November it was fine at times
with intermittent blizzards that, with a strong wind made for very low visibility. We
had some snow. There was a message from the Governor asking for ice reports at 1
o’clock daily, heralding the approach of the relief ships. As the end of the winter
neared we began to look forward to seeing some green again. The monotonous
whiteness of snow under dull conditions had become rather dreary (of course
nothing can beat snow when lit up by the sun, but the mean annual cloud amount at
Signy is as high as anywhere in the world). Later during a summer, once the initial
‘spring’ green had faded somewhat, we looked forward again to a time when the
slopes would be snow-covered and skiing near the base would again be possible.
Summer l948-49. On 27 November the ice was rapidly going out and the bay full of
brash. 17 December was a miserable day of blizzards and we stayed in. The pack
filled the bay. Next day, it was blocking the mouth of our bay and the water inside
was calm. In Orwell Sound there were three or four bergs and a little brash. A
pleasant surprise was 7 January, a lovely day with 5 hours of sunshine; there was
pack ice on the eastern horizon, south of the Robertson Islands.
We watched a dramatic Föhn wind effect over Coronation on 12 January and the
next day it was foul, with fog and drizzle at times; there were lovely salmon-pink
clouds with a grey fogbank in the southern quarter of the horizon, but no pack. 20
January was another foul day with blizzards; there was brash in the bay - terns
sitting on it, heavy seas and blizzards, so poor visibility. The gale continued all night
and it snowed. During the day the air temperature rose to +2°C and the solar
maximum temperature was 40°C! On 24 January we woke to another lovely day: the
grey haze over Coronation Island was just lifting, the sun sparkled on the water and
the thaw streams were singing in the moss banks. The moss patches looked very
vivid with the moistness upon them, but by noon they were fairly dry. The air
temperature rose to 5.5°C during the day (the solar maximum temperature was again
40°C) and we had 4.5 hours of sunshine.
On 28 January there were three hours of sunshine, but the temperature fell and
everything froze up outside. A chill wind made it uncomfortable outdoors, but
Charlie and I went up to the top in the afternoon. No pack could be seen and very
few bergs in the southeast sector of the panorama. In Orwell Sound, however, there
were several new bergs - some quite large, fresh and with prominent stratification of
the snow and ice layers. We had 5.l hours of sunshine two days later, with the
temperature around -1°C, but it was a dull day on the whole with frequent squalls of
snow and some hail.
A heavy snowfall overnight had deposited deep drifts around the hut on 1
February and the temperature remained near freezing point. The snow was still lying
next day and the appearance of our landscape had changed completely. By contrast
with its whiteness the other colours looked rather drab - and only two days
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before I had remarked how vivid were the greens! It was an overcast day with odd
gleams of sunshine and in the morning we all went round to Gourlay by sea. There
was plenty of fresh ice in the sound and I steered a wavy course to avoid the lumps
of brash - some transparent and not to be detected except for the bump of them
striking the bows. A heavy swell with cross waves tossed us about, especially off the
headlands along our way. Unfortunately the day, which had looked promising,
worsened and soon we were in a thick snowstorm in the middle of Paal Harbour;
when it passed mist closed down to a few hundred feet, cutting off the summits of
the hills. The weather continued in the same vein, the temperature falling to -4.5°C at
one time; the sun came through in brief patches, in all 1.2 hrs of it; then a blizzard
raged and the temperature fell a degree; it continued unpleasant out.
At the end of the first week of February the temperature dropped to -6.7°C
during the day. The wind, which whipped up the snow into blinding furies, was
most unpleasant and I hoped there was more of summer to come! The bad weather
continued though, with temperature at -6°C and wind and drift snow all day. We
had now been having wintery weather for a long spell and were surely due for a
break soon? The previous year at that time we had had some very good days with
bright sunshine and high temperatures; now most of the snow below 300 feet was
gone except for the permanent snow drifts and very little ice to be seen. By the start
of March l949 the snow had begun to go under a steady downpour of rain. Under
those conditions the island bore similarities to certain parts of the Scottish highlands;
there were similar black crags with moss- and lichen-coloured patches, the same
areas of scree and boulders, the same mossy bogs. In fact apart from the large
number of icebergs around us, stranded where the shallower water began, and
masses of brash-ice in the bay it might have been a scene by any Scottish loch.
On 3 March heavy rain falling throughout the night had given rise to numerous
streams rushing down the slopes. By morning the downpour had ceased and the sun
acting on the sodden ground produced a blanket of mist. This was thick and
enhanced the heat of the sun so that in a very short time it was like walking through
a tropical hothouse. This sudden trick of the weather was rather pleasant; it was
good to hear the sound of rushing water and to see the streams, which were usually
but a sluggish brown, flow strongly. The moisture in the air rendered the colouring,
especially of the vegetation, more vivid and the crags and ice showed to great
advantage when they appeared through rifts in the fog. Later in the day I saw a
faintly coloured fogbow in Mirounga Flats. The mists were continually dispersing
and reforming and were, if anything, thicker when I reached the dory again and I
went a bit off course on the way back to base.
We were experiencing very high temperatures now: the absolute maximum for
the South Orkneys was 11°C and one day we considered we had at least that
(possibly it climbed higher but we had no maximum thermometer at the time). These
high temperatures had resulted in the worst weather yet, the visibility was 100 yards
or so and the rain was bucketting down; it was impossible weather. In summer it was
too often overcast and dull, though on the rare days when it was fine it could be
really warm and pleasant in the sun and surprisingly like parts of Scotland.
We had another example of the annoying properties of our weather on 4 March.
At 7 o’clock it was a beautiful morning and we decided to travel by boat across to a
peninsula on Coronation Island which we had not yet visited and which was fairly
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accessible. We had breakfast and loaded the dory with tent, sleeping bags and food
etc. in case the sea changed and a stay on the other side was necessary. As we were
about to launch the boat the day suddenly changed and within ten minutes - no more
- the wind had turned to the north and had whipped up the sea into white horses. At
the same time cloud began to pour south over the cols on Coronation Island, where it
tended to bank up on the heavily iced north coast, and the peaks were soon shrouded
in cloud. Of course with the country under cloud there was not much point crossing
over, as one objective was to carry on the survey and there wasn't much future in
that if one couldn't see anything! We decided to give it an hour to change, but it
worsened so rapidly that it was obvious our plans would have to be cancelled. The
day remained changeable with variable mists, a frequent rumble of avalanches from
Coronation Island and calving ice cliffs and bergs. Wave Peak looked very remote
when it appeared above a layer of mist. There was much more rock showing than
ever before.
Autumn l949. We were into autumn now. By mid-March the horizon to the south was
open water and next day a violent storm hit us. More foul weather arrived, with
blizzards, and on 1 April the temperature was only -10°C, but rose during the day to
-7°C. We awoke to fitful gleams of sunshine but when the morning mists dispersed
the sun shined brightly until about 6.30 pm. Next day began with the temperature at
about -14°C and it steadily fell by a couple of degrees. This was well below the mean
temperature for April and only a few degrees higher than the absolute April
minimum for the South Orkneys - and it was only the second day of the month!
Associated with the low temperature was a wind and frequent snowfalls.
The temperature was up slightly next morning and a snowfall overnight had
added 2 ins to the drifts; it remained cold throughout the day and a strong wind
whipped up the snow. On 4 April it was fairly warm -7°C. A strong wind blew all
day with snow and occasional hailstorms. The hut was very cold, with frost crystals
growing on the floor; what was it going to be like in the coming winter? But then
next day, the temperature was -3°C and rose during the day by 2 degrees; the wind
strong in the morning, dropped and there were several hours of calm. Pack ice
lurked off the southeast corner of the island.
Two days later was poor, although good in comparison with the recent weather,
but the barometer suddenly dropped and a strong wind came, bringing with it heavy
snow and whipping up the sea. We had freezing rain next morning with temperature
at -1°C, succeeded by a sudden drop in temperature and blinding snow - another
cold front had arrived! The day remained poor and the temperature fell to -10.5°C
with a further fall in temperature overnight and some new snow. The pack was
moving in under the influence of a southerly wind, and that night it was about
halfway between Signy and the Robertson Islands; it was solid all the way to the
horizon. On 9 April the day warmed to freezing point but, with the passage of a cold
front, the pen arm of the thermograph dropped vertically for several degrees. It
eased off a little and ended that night at -13.2°C. A blizzard blew throughout the day,
with the wind remarkably constant around 40 mph.
Winter l949 10 April introduced more wintry conditions; a fine day with young ice
covering most of the bay and the surrounding hills mirrored in the open
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patches. The sun came through for increasingly long periods and the wind eased off
a little. Temperature that morning was -13°C but soon rose to -10.5°C under the
influence of the solar radiation. The pack was now much closer. It penetrated during
the day into Normanna Strait and came to line the south coast of Coronation Island;
to the east there was a large tongue just off Outer Islet and the cover to the horizon
was about 710 ths.
Snow fell heavily overnight and it continued all day, the temperature rising from
-10°C to -1°C. Borge Bay and Normanna Strait were almost full of pack – large floes
and a little small stuff. Within the ice were calm patches in which the icebergs and
mountains were mirrored. On 12 April the temperature was -13.4°C and fell steadily
during the day to -19°C; this was a full month before the corresponding low
temperatures the preceding year. Snow fell steadily and the pack moved further into
the bay while the open water was all frozen over and covered with snow.
The cold spell continued with temperature around -18°C. During the better part
of the days it remained calm, and when the sun came out for a short time in the
mornings it was a beautiful serene scene. I tested the ice in Elephant Flats just inside
the bar. It was 5 ins thick and bearing so I began to cross, testing it with my ice axe.
Just a few feet from the other side I came upon a patch of soggy stuff and, while
looking for a crossing place, first one and then the other foot slowly sank into the
water and I went up to my waist before I stopped myself. I got a foot against the
other side of the hole and pushed away sliding on my back on the ice. Then I
slithered a bit further onto firm ice, and as I was soaked and it was rather chilly I
retraced my steps.
Next day was a glorious morning with the air temperature at -15°C. It rose to 1°C. Sunshine broke through the mists and lit up the pack and the glistening silvery
frost-flowers on the young ice. It was shining fitfully the following morning and a
northerly gale was blowing when we climbed up to Snow Hill; the temperature was
rising steadily and the wind increased as we came down by the screen and Garnet
Hill. By then a full gale (over 60 knots) was blowing. It continued to blow and the
wind had had little effect on the ice although it was from the north, but some leads
had opened up and the thinner young ice was thawing rapidly.
On 18 April the temperature was down to -18°C and a furious gale made it very
unpleasant to be out. All the ice had all blown out of the cove as far as Billie Rocks
but when the wind dropped young ice quickly formed. The gale raged throughout
the night and continued next day. Although the outside air temperature remained
between -18°C and -15°C, the hut was very cold and a thermometer placed on the
floor 8 ins from the Esse cooker read -8°C. Another reading taken beside the medical
chest was -11°C and the surface water in the snow water tank by the stove was
frozen! The wind was still blowing strongly when we went to bed.
Two days later the temperature was still down at -14.5°C to -21°C and the sea
was freezing rapidly with woolly frost smoke rising from the open patches. The
morning was beautiful with bright sunshine and after doing the chores associated
with cooking I walked along the shore. Pancake ice was thick along the coast, the
cakes cemented into large rafts and the turned up edges looking like lines of icing
sugar. A penguin swam leisurely by and when I stopped to make a sketch I heard a
seal breathing nearby; a small elephant was in the water and watched me approach. I
took a couple of photos and it then turned leisurely and swam away, using only
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its fore-flippers. I took a series of photos and then just sat for some time in the crisp,
clear air watching the sea smoke rising and young ice forming, almost as I watched.
But the weather changed rapidly and in the afternoon, wind and blizzards began.
The next day was really foul, with the temperature around -18°C most of the time
and a strong wind blowing. New drifts were forming and the eastern side of the lab
was drifted up. In the hut the floor temperature was -10.5°C and the water in the
tank froze.
After the bad weather 25 April was a fine day at last and the temperature had
risen to -1.5°C. The sun set behind Robin Peak and the colours were as beautiful as
any I had seen. The dark grey-green of the young ice set off the colours in the leads
reflected from the sky as the sunset advanced. First it was blue, then green,
turquoise, lemon-yellow, copper, pink. The light blue-green of the ice-foot improved
as the light decreased. On the Coronation peaks the colours were no less fine. But
soon a muggy day with intermittent snowfall supervened, the temperature up to
3.1°C but falling to -6°C later. The wind had loosened the bay ice at the edge, but the
majority of it remained intact.
Temperatures were fairly high next morning but fell to -10°C and below before
dusk. Pack fog drifted in but cleared intermittently in the morning revealing
beautiful colours and some very clear reflections in the still water. In the afternoon
the fog clamped down, but cleared just before sunset, when bright crimson clouds
over Jane Peak were thrown up against a yellow green sky and contrasted with the
delicate shades of purple and mauve on the snow. I did a quick sketch.
Gales and temperatures around freezing point continued, but on 2 May it
became colder again, -3°C that morning, up to +1°C during the day and down again
to -16.5°C at night. A gale was blowing all the time with occasional gusts to 63 mph.
It was quite impossible out. To bed at 11 0’clock - as the gale continued at reduced
force. Another poor day followed, with strong winds and temperature falling from 9°C to -13.2°C and below. After the Ob Derek and I on foot and Charlie on ski went
up to the icecap screen. It was uneventful and the wind had dropped. We could see
that the pack ice was pretty solid to the south and east with small leads.
The pattern now went into a cold spell. On 4 May the temperature was between
-21°C and -22°C all day; it fell to -25.5°C next day but there was little sun, and rime
was forming everywhere. Next day was another cold one, but fine with temperature
about -21.5°C. A few days later the temperature was about -20°C in the morning and
the sky clear and deep blue. The new sea ice was covered with a dense carpet of frost
flowers some of which were 2 to 3 inches long and formed like minute shrubs. They
made the going very sticky.
The temperature began to rise again and a week later a thaw had begun,
producing foul weather - fog, drizzle and wind at times. Next day the temperature
was at +1°C and everything was dripping in the thaw. On 13 May high temperatures
continued all day together with a strong wind, but the sea ice was still quite firm and
no cracks were evident yet. The gale continued with temperatures up to +2°C and
another followed overnight and most of the next morning. Again the ice stood up to
the wind well, and there were no cracks as yet. The gale was still blowing 3 days later
and the temperature falling; the ice remained firm. The sky was overcast and low
clouds blotted out most of the island. Then it rained and the rain froze as it fell so
that my jacket was soon iced up.
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A very fine morning now came, with sun streaming into the hut, though it was
remarkable how quickly the altitude of the sun had decreased during the past few
weeks. The temperatures were around -6.5°C and very soon pack fog and mist closed
in cutting out both sun and views. Other very fine days followed, with temperatures
around -2°C. Then, on 21 May, came another really filthy day with wind reaching
gale force at times, and rain snow or sleet at intervals; the temperature that night
reached +5°C but was 2 degrees lower in the morning. The foul weather continued,
wind and rain at first and the temperature dropping to around -8°C. The wind was
fairly constant throughout the day but the ice seemed not to be breaking up any
further.
The daytime temperatures remained similar over the next few days and then one
evening another cold front came through and the temperature dropped to -13°C in a
few hours. It hung around -10.5°C next morning and fell a few degrees at night; it
was at -11°C the following morning and fell to below -19°C that evening dropping
like a stone. There was a steady 20 mph wind that night and all day it had been
blizzarding. The solar max. temperatures also showed a sudden falling off at the end
of April. We had several days of -20°C, some clear, others with cloud and wind. The
ice was pretty solid all around with the exception of a small lead to Outer Islet, open
water at Cape Vik, and open water or a newly frozen area around Return Point.
31 May was a very fine day with temperatures between -16.5ºC and -11.5°C. But
1 June was another unpleasant day - cloud, blown snow, wind to gale strength and
temperature between -14.5° and -9.5°C. It was followed by a fine day with
temperatures around -15°C. There was a marked mirage over the ice and the pack to
the East was bright salmon-pink, under purple stratus cloud - a vivid contrast. Laurie
Island looked very fine as seen through the Divide. There were fluctuating conditions
until 5 June when a huge rise in temperature occurred overnight and it was up to
+0.5°C during the day. The weather was foul again - gale and occasional snow. One
or two small new leads had opened in the newest ice but otherwise no change. The
bad weather continued but the temperature was down to -18.8°C on the morning of 8
June and fell to -22°C by evening, remaining cold but overcast. Next day was cold
again and there was a very fine halo and some beautiful lighting effects from the low
sun and pack fog covering the sea ice. A foul day followed with temperatures from
around -20°C and frequent snow squalls and the next day the temperature was down
to -31ºC, the effect emphasized by a slight wind. It remained foggy all day with
occasional snow showers.
It continued cold, -28°C during the morning and a little cooler before evening.
Later I walked up to ‘the Bridge’ in brilliant moonlight. All was very clear and calm,
the silence accentuated by the creaks and groans of the ice moving with the tide. I sat
for a time until it began to feel chilly and, remembering it was -29°C, returned to the
hut. Fine cold weather continued until mid-June which was a foul day with
temperatures changing from -4°C in the morning to above freezing at night. Another
poor day followed with temperatures above freezing and wind at gale force plus
sleet and snow. The temperature then dropped rapidly during the night and next
morning stood at -12°C; during the day it fell still further. It remained around -16.5°C
for several days and then shot up to -4.5°C, on a day that began rather murkily, the
sun obscured by low cloud, but clearing partially later in the day to give a
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fine sunset effect on the Coronation peaks. That night it was clear and starlit but
there were still patches of low cloud.
Midwinter l949. Midwinter came round again. On 21 June the temperature was
+0.5°C with snow and drift all day. On 3 July: it dropped to -15.5°C during the day
but rose rapidly to -1°C just before midnight. Foul weather followed until, on 8 July,
it fell again during the night and was down to -16°C in the morning. The clouds
began to clear and it promised to be a fine day, but I was rather disturbed to note the
encroachment of loose pack and open water to the south and west; that meant that
the north coast of Coronation Island might be open. The open conditions extended
around Signy in a U-shaped curve with a large pool of open water at Cape Vik and
more open water at Return Point. 10 July was a day which began well and appeared
to be improving but fog came in and cut down visibility. Later it snowed and the
temperature fell from -3.5°C in the morning to -12°C.
Next day, a foggy dull day with temperature falling from -17°C to -22°C, was
followed by a day with temperatures down to -27C - a lovely clear sunny day. Then
came a blizzard all next day with wind around 50 mph and temperatures rising a
degree or so. This was followed by a cold but sunny day, when temperatures fell
from -25.5°C to -32°C. The temperature was down to similar levels next morning and
continued to fall during the day. That night it was -34.5°C and as it was a clear night
it would likely get colder by radiation.
But the overturn in the weather that we had become used to followed as the
temperatures rose again. 16 July was a fine morning with temperature at -24.5°C
rising during the day to -14°C, followed by a muggy day with a starting temperature
of -2°C; it snowed most of that day. Next day the temperature was down again
remaining around -26°C to -28°C falling in the evening to -31°C and fell during the
night by a further degree. Although it had risen a little by morning it was
nevertheless still very cold owing to the wind. It rose to -23°C during the day and
then later shot up above zero, heralding poor weather again. So filthy weather - gale
and blizzard - ensued and we had a succession of mainly poor days in the second
half of August, with temperatures about -1°C and everything wet. The wind was at
gale force, with wet snow and sleet, not at all pleasant.
The pattern was broken briefly at the end of August, a glorious day, with
temperatures of around -20°C. We climbed Roberts Bluff and surveyed although the
wind was cold on the fingers. There were fine views and we saw that the lead had
closed up. Later Charlie and I went up to the top again for a lovely sunset and
afterglow. Next day the bad weather resumed, a gale and high temperatures
continued all day and the lead widened considerably. But it became colder the next
day, 1 September, when the temperature fell to -20.5°C by evening. A cold wind and
low visibility made it very unpleasant outside and I ventured no further than
Observation Bluff. The lead had encroached further and now extended well to the
south.
On 2 September the temperature which was -18.5°C in the morning rose to -5°C
by evening and the rise was accompanied by wind and drifting snow. The lead to
the east was very much larger now and at one point there was open water on the
horizon. There was a rapid clearance: deep purple clouds with a golden rim threw up
Jane Peak in sharp white silhouette and above was a deep ultramarine sky and a
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straight-edge of purple cloud to the east of it. This changed to a strangely luminous
yellow brown - the crags of Coronation standing out as if bathed in flames. As we
watched the clear sky was invaded by cloud starting as a 'wooliness' along the
summit ridges. The yellows turned through orange to crimson and the purples
became richer. The final state was a deep purple sky with the mountains showing in
parts as glowing cobalt, and in other parts as a dull white wall. Finally a further
clearance occurred to the east and the half moon appeared.
Spring l949. On 3 September the ice was breaking up all around - open water
extended in a U-shape from the Oliphant Islands to Return Point; there was open
water at Cape Vik and patches around the bergs off the west coast. It looked
unpromising. The see-saw of periods of low temperatures and fine calm weather
succeeded by higher temperatures and poor weather with gales continued as the
depressions moved through remorselessly. On 8 September the pack was pressed
tight against the young ice but would move out again with a suitable wind.
A week later the temperature was -1°C after a rapid rise overnight and rose to
+1°C during the day. Charlie and Derek went up to Garnet Hill in the afternoon
when it was clearer, and watched the ice going out quite rapidly; there appeared to
be open water to the Divide. Next came a foul day with temperature above freezing
and gale and sleet. When I went outside the door that morning I saw that the
anemometer was smashed and the nephoscope (instrument for looking at clouds)
had been wrenched from its post. The temperature remained high, the wind at gale
force and snow and sleet squalls. On the morning of 22 September the temperature
was +1°C and there was no wind, but the weather soon deteriorated and by evening
we were in a howling gale with the temperature at -6.5°C. It continued. John, Charlie
and I went out on ski to the ice edge where I had been observing the seals, and again
on 25 September, a warm day with temperature up to +2.5°C. These days were
overcast and the wind was strong and persistent. The cracks in the fast ice were
about 6 inches to 1 ft wide and had a film of brown algal scum (diatoms), one or two
Pyrosoma colonies and I saw one of the orange alcyonarians.
By contrast 26 September was a lovely day with temperatures up to +2.5°C; the
sun shone brightly all day and produced a solar maximum temperature of 39°C. But
next day a blizzard was raging outside and everything was very wet. So it continued,
some days up to +2°C and calm, others colder with persistent wind, and
temperatures falling to -16°C at night. Working outside, which we had to do, was
rigorous.
We observed an eclipse of the moon on 6 October, the shadow a deep purple. A
few days later during the night the temperature rose to 6.5°C and it was 3°C next
morning. Consequently the snow cover disappeared almost overnight and in places
there were streams under the snow. The sea ice was bare of snow and covered with
green pools of thaw water. Brown and green algal growth made variegated stains on
the surface and along the lines of the cracks. On 12 October I went round the seals in
the morning and returned soaked, as I was out in a blizzard of wet snow. Next day
the temperature was down to -3°C and a bitter wind was blowing.
But on 14 October the temperature was up again to 6.5°C. Walking over the sea
ice, with its large pools of thaw water, reminded one of being on the sands of an
estuary at low tide. Delicate sunset colourings were reflected in the pools,
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mauve, violet, purple, deep blue, oranges and greens - the deep grey-green sea ice
separating the pools emphasized the reflections. The temperatures were now in the
range +1°C to 6.5°C with winds of 50 mph, but fell again by the end of the month,
when no open water was visible from Garnet Hill.
November opened with temperatures around -6°C and continued slightly
warmer. There had been no change in the ice by 11 November, but afterwards we
were unable to make ice observations because of the bad weather, which led to the
break up of the ice. There were strong winds most of the time and the bay ice
continued to break up, but 20 November was a day with bright sunshine at times and
when the wind dropped it was warm. 24 November was a gloriously fine day with
the edge of the pack advancing up the sound towards us; it moved right into the bay.
And 26 November was a fine day: wind, blue sea, white pack and clouds. The wind
dropped and a lovely evening followed, the sea dead-calm with clear reflections, sky
duck-egg blue with darker purplish clouds.
Summer l949-50. On 30 November the temperature was around -3°C all day. There
had been heavy snow overnight and all day which transformed the landscape; there
was now 2 ft of snow in most places. There was still plenty of sea ice enveloping us
and on 7 December we recorded 910 ths all around. Two days later the pack was solid
to the west beyond Sandefjord Bay.
During January as in the previous year the weather was variable - some fine days
and some bad, some with pack ice close and others with little or none in sight. The
temperatures stayed just under freezing point for the most part. On 20 January
though it was up to 3.5°C and the weather bad with storms and drifting snow and
rain; a very heavy sea was running. Several large bergs passed across the bay giving rise to arguments among us as to their draught.
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Chapter 9

Coronation Island: More distant
journeys

Wave Peak Buttress, Coronation Island

O

n 22 March, some five weeks after landing on our island, we woke to find the
sun streaming into the hut from a cloudless sky. I roused the other two and
cooked an early breakfast, as we were going over to Coronation for the day.
(We had to snatch at any fine day that presented itself as they came so infrequently).
We put together food for two weeks (a rule even for day trips away from our island),
tent, primus, sleeping bags, 4 gallons of kerosene, matches and so on, in addition to
the scientific and climbing kit. I asked Ralph to tell Terry Randall at Base E
(Stonington) that we intended going over to Coronation Island and that there would
be no 6 o’clock Met Ob.
After chipping the ice off the dory and fitting new thole pins we set off piled
high with kit, over a placid [3] miles of sea. There was plenty of brash ice in the bay
and we had to look out for chunks. Past various familiar icebergs we made our way,
and initially headed for Lynch Island in Marshall Bay, West of Cape Hansen, so as to
allow as much time as possible to row across the westerly current in Normanna
Strait, if it turned out to be strong. Gordon Robin had warned us of this, but in fact
we had no difficulty and made quite a straight course for Cape Hansen. On the way
we passed many floating Pyrosoma colonies up to 2 ft long, like ghostly white
sausages. We made for the bay to the East of Cape Hansen into which a small glacier
flowed. Across its mouth was a line of rocky islets, one big one with a columnar
structure being apparently continuous with a vertical dyke (of basalt) in the steep
eastern face of Cape Hansen, and forming a prominent crest on its top. The bay was
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full of brash ice and small growlers but we effected an easy landing on shelving iceworn rocks which sloped off quickly to deep water and a clean sandy bottom. We
secured the dory and spent about half an hour reconnoitering this stretch of coast.
About 20 yards from our landing was a 9 ft seal with coat in very good postmoult condition. It was dark-grey, almost black, dorsally and the flanks and belly
were flecked with silver grey. Its head was disproportionately small and the neck
similarly slender, mounted on rather powerful shoulders behind which the barrellike body tailed off. The tail itself was quite long for a seal. The vibrissae (whiskers)
were very long and its teeth looked rather vicious. Derek went up to it and stroked
its muzzle! It made no effort to attack him but backed away. Derek photographed it
and then as I wished to see it swimming we prodded it with an ice axe to encourage
it to take to the water. It wasn't happy with this and vocalised and snapped its jaws.
We persuaded it into the water and it swam lithely away thrashing its hind-flippers.
It was a handsome beast and its movements on land were more graceful and sinuous
than the elephant seals we were used to. Making its way across the bay it hauled out
on an islet where, with the aid of binoculars, I could see three other similar seals. It
was the first of this kind we had seen and I thought at first it must be a leopard seal,
but later realized it was actually a Weddell. We cut up the hillside after counting the
elephants in sight mostly at the head of the bay on a boulder beach - 32, all small
ones. There were penguin tracks in the snow and some nesting areas with the red
excreta characteristic of the Adélie penguin rookeries.
A short vertical cliff along the north side of the bay had a columnar structure. At
its foot was a flat area of rocks, iceworn and tidewashed, which extended in a belt of
about 10 yards across before shelving steeply into the sand. We had to go to the head
of the bay in order to get around these cliffs which although only ten feet high in
places were heavily iced from sea spray. The entire hillside was covered with
squarish blocks, which may have been weathered basalt - it looked igneous. We
meant to return later to collect specimens and take angles from the cairn, but were
unable to do so.
On the ridge I came across the cairn marked on the chart as ∆ 270 ft. This position
offered a superb view of the ice cliffs of Iceberg Bay, which is very aptly named. It
also showed me that the next bay was probably the best place for us to place a depot.
A scramble some 200 ft up the ridge (which we decided to call Cairn Ridge) enabled
us to see that there was a good gravelly beach in the next bay. From there it should
be easy to get up behind the head of the bay and so on to the ice cap; or we could
turn northwards along the coast to the large Sunshine Glacier entering Iceberg Bay.
Another alternative was to go West across a low col to Marshall Bay. Returning to the
boat we rowed along the precipitous rocky coast to this cove. From the sea it looked
quite inaccessible due to a heavy concentration of brash ice - some large growlers and
one bergy bit which cracked and overturned when we were quite close to it. - but we
knew from our earlier inspection that we could beach the dory there. The beach
shelved gradually and then steepened up to high tide mark after which it eased off.
We had to haul the boat up to this line as the tide coming in would float off some
large bits of brash and these might damage the boat or carry it away! On the beach
were 19 elephants and a dozen gentoo penguins.
Derek built a cairn 20 ft above sea level and fixed its position by compass
bearings, while Ralph and I established a stores depot near it. After lunch we left for
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the interior. In the rocks of the old moraine, which extended along the south coast of
this bay I found a few patches of grass! The same species as occurred on Signy,
Deschampsia caespitosa. There was evidence of a penguin rookery along the top of the
moraine ridge. The excreta were red and several dead Adélies were scattered about,
but we saw no living Adélies. On the next beach were 47 elephants and at the head of
the bay on a beach overhung by the ice cliffs of the glacier were a dozen more.
We pressed on westwards up the ice slopes towards the saddle, donning snowgoggles against the intense glare. This glacier was quite small, having a lunar shaped
snout and appeared to be regressing; the glacier in the first bay was similar, as also
the one to the North side of this bay. I thought that probably most of the glaciers in
the South Orkneys were regressing - from what I had now seen of Signy Island,
Iceberg Bay and Marshall Bay. The saddle became a level snow plain sloping very
gradually westwards to the large glaciers of Marshall Bay.
We had noticed some very ominous black clouds bearing in from the southwest
and now the wind hit us on the top whipping up the fine surface snow into devilish
flurries and whorls, which were most irritating. It was not sensible to continue, so
while Derek took the height by aneroid barometer (560 ft uncorrected) I made my
way south to the rocks which constituted the eastern end of Cairn Ridge. These were
the usual mica-schist and from them I was able to see the coast of Marshall Bay. The
island marked on the l933 Discovery map was now joined to the mainland by thick
landfast glacier ice. (It was later named Lynch Island after a nineteenth century
American sealer). It appeared to provide a good landing point having gentle beaches
and good snow slopes rising northwest. The storm now blotted out the view, so I
retraced my steps to join the others and down we went, hurrying. The open crevasses
on this glacier were entirely confined to its centre and we were able to ski down quite
quickly; the snow surface was perfect. Before coming here again we must renovate
the skis and become, all of us, proficient with them. They were undoubtedly the ideal
method of getting about in this kind of country.
Walking back along the coast to the dory we watched two Weddell seals on a
small rock islet 30 yards out. Our shingle beach was an ideal landing and if a field
hut could be built it would be the best site possible; we named it Shingle Cove. It was
sheltered from south and north and more or less from the east. Long unbroken scree
slopes above falling from the crags of Cairn Ridge and the abundance of mosses and
lichens made this (North) side of the ridge look quite different. On the South side we
had encountered heavy icing and quite deep snow in parts; here it was fairly free of
snow. We left tent, food, primus, 4 galls kerosene, and other items in a dump near
the 20 ft cairn and placed flat stones over all to weight it down. Then we pushed off
the dory and with Ralph and I at the oars headed for Signy. We kept close to the
shore - as the wind was very strong - and avoided the wind as far as possible by
rowing inside the islets, up to Cape Hansen.
None of us had any experience of the conditions we met in Normanna Strait. The
wind was whipping up the sea and I had visions of us spending 2 or 3 nights on
Coronation, but decided to try it as there were no white tops yet. Derek relieved
Ralph at the oars and we set off. We decided to head Southwest - half into the wind
so as to take the seas for the most part head-on and by making allowance for the
wind to get straight across by the shortest distance to Stygian Cove on Signy.
Fortunately this was what we achieved after 40 minutes of hectic work. The wind
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came in squalls, which tended to push us round, and we shipped quite a bit of water
as the waves increased. Also the dory was sitting quite high in the water and the
windage was making it difficult to steer; Ralph recalled that he had read that
Newfoundland cod fishermen in these conditions used to take out the plug, and
allow water into the boat before re-plugging it. The dory should then lie lower in the
water and be more manageable. So we did this and I carried on rowing with our feet
in several inches of water! It seemed to work. Giant petrels followed us circling
round and a beautiful snowy petrel appeared out of the spray, whisked around us,
and was off among the brash again. Some of the brash was quite big and we
inevitably hit some of it, which fortunately did no visible damage. It was all a bit
frightening and the adrenalin was flowing, for had we missed our landing, we would
have been blown irreversibly out into the vast Southern Ocean and perished.
However, we came safely back to Signy and at Balin Point Ralph took over and
gave me a spell. We were back at base by 5.20 pm having taken about 112 hrs to row
back. We thawed out, sent a report to Dr Fuchs with the Ob. and had dinner and
export Gin - in celebration of David Dalgleish's birthday - and then early to bed. It
had been one of the best days ever!
We made our next journey after the sea had frozen over. A good day came on 21
July, with a fine morning and the promise of it continuing, so up early and off manhauling to Coronation Island, having packed the sledge, lunch and all that was
necessary for an enforced stay if the ice should break up. The temperature was 16.5°C, rising during the day to -15°C. We put Ralph in the lead trace so that he could
set the pace as, being the smallest, his rate was slowest. It was a lovely day, but very
warm pulling the sledge, and we were soon reduced to wearing only shirts - and
trousers. It took us about two hours steady hauling to make our way across; patchy
going, with pressure-ridges - in some parts badly hummocked, in others fairly level.
After passing North Point we had excellent views of the Cragsman Peaks (which we
knew as the Cuillins) and of the Sandefjord Twins. We passed Cape Hansen and
moved West to Leopard Bay, as it looked level and we thought that the skerries
would have prevented the formation of bad pressure tangles. This proved to be so
and we had easier going for a stretch. On the foreland of Cairn Ridge I pointed out to
Derek a dyke of hard black rock (dolerite) and we went across to look at it. I took
photographs while he collected rock specimens. Looking back, Signy Island was in
bright sunlight and all the details of the topography were shown up clearly - but
there was no time for sketching, we must press on.
We hitched up again and went on around the corner to Shingle Bay. We had
intended to go up to the top of Cape Hansen where Derek could take a round of
angles and I could get some useful plane-table rays. But time was pressing, so instead
we decided to work from the Discovery Cairn. We lunched in Shingle Bay, examined
the store depot, and decided to take the tent with us back to base, as thaw and freeze
action had firmly fixed it in position. It took Ralph and me some time to extricate it
and the primus from the ice. Derek went on up the hillside to the cairn, while I fixed
the position of the depot cairn by resection on the plane-table. From the Discovery
cairn I got rays on all the necessary points, although it was very cold work. Derek
managed to get his round of angles.
By now it was growing overcast and about 3.30 pm, having finished planetabling, we decided to return home without further delay. Derek had been trying to
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get some rock specimens from the south side of the ridge, but found it very icy and
tricky, so he came back empty-handed. And so we trudged across the frozen sea to
base after an enjoyable day.
4 August was a fine day and we decided to visit Reid Island, North-east across
the strait. We left base after doing the usual jobs, each of us on skis and carrying a
load: I took the theodolite, Derek the tripod and a rucksack, Ralph a rucksack and the
plane-table. We went skied across the sea-ice in a haze of tiny falling ice crystals,
which glittered and scintillated in many coloured points. Derek took a photograph
with my head silhouetted against the sun, so as to shut out the glare and gave me an
undeserved halo. Only the tops of the Coronation Island peaks were visible, but we
hoped it would clear; there was a fine double halo and mock-suns. Ralph dropped
some way behind and we had frequent halts to allow him to catch up. I was going
well and the heavy theodolite was no trouble, for I preferred it to the other loads,
although the others didn't. It took us about 2 hours to get to Reid Island. Signy was
lost in the haze - a peculiar formation - and a wind of force 4 (c.15 knots) blew up and
sent rivers of snow along the surface. The air temperature was -27.5°C and the wind
made it worse, but it actually felt quite warm due to our exertions. There were no
birds.
From Bare Rock to Reid Island the surface was a very broken in the consolidated
pack ice, but the going was good, especially in parts where there was no crust. When
we reached Reid Island I made a quick sketch: snow slopes and the peaks from
Mount Nivea (our new name for ‘Snow Mountain’) to Rime Peak Col, between Nivea
and the plateau. The route up Nivea looked feasible, though the crags to the east
were bad and there was a torturous icefall to the west. The northwest ridge of Nivea
looked impossible - heavily iced with bosses or towers, but it was later climbed, in
l956.
We decided to do the surveying while we were still warm from our exertions on
the journey, so we carried the gear up to the top of Reid Island, which is the same
height as Berntsen Point. Derek took angles with the theodolite, and I set up the
plane-table and got to work. Surveying at -28°C is an agonizing business and the
force 4 wind made it worse. It was necessary to remove gloves, sight and draw in the
line and make a note, by which time one's hands were numb, followed by a wait of 510 minutes necessary to warm them up before continuing. As a result, in the 112
hours on the summit no more than about 15 sights were possible, but all were
valuable. An island charted by Discovery Investigations north of Reid Island was
seen not to exist. I got the upper end of Windscoop Buttress and the humps on the
ridge of Mount Nivea, Alasdair, the col, and plotted in the shape of the peninsula
north of Reid Island.
We came down and had a cup of coffee and Derek collected a few rocks. We had
arrived at 2 o’clock and set off again at 4.10 pm. Then Derek's binding snapped and
so I asked Ralph to go on ahead and waited until Derek patched it up. We set off
again, myself bringing up the rear, and soon caught up with Ralph. When the sun
went down we could actually see much more, because the visibility improved. We
experienced wonderful views of the Sandefjord Twins and the Cragsman Peaks (our
Cuillins), with a brilliant sunset sky silhouetting them. Derek and Ralph were tired
and I was now in front picking out the way, with frequent halts for them to catch up.
At the end of the broken area I pressed on to base which I reached about 6 o’clock. (I
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was fitter than the others because my work on the seals was strenuous and took me
out from base more). I brewed tea and lit the lamps for when they arrived 15 minutes
later; we had taken 2 hours over the return and it had been a very good day. We
talked and smoked during the evening and I worked up my pencil notes into a
drawing of Iceberg Bay to be painted later.
A few days later low cloud invested Coronation Island, but it was thin with the
sun shining through, so we expected the weather to improve, and we decided to go
to Cape Vik. Ralph's ankle was painful and he elected to stay behind, which
unfortunately gave Derek and me increased loads. The surface was good as far as
Balin Point where we looked back and saw a colourful fogbow which Derek
photographed. The ice became broken and we threaded our way through it, until we
were past North Point where it gave way to a level surface stretching to Cape Vik
across Marshall Bay. There were good views of the crags of Robin Peak showing the
different rock types. Crossing the strait we met patches of very sticky snow where
sea water had percolated through and the salt made the going hard.
When we were near Cape Vik, a great roaring of seals came up from the tide
crack around a berg and an immature Dominican gull was flying around. The noise
increased and at intervals seals' flippers and heads appeared, but then it became
quiet. When we reached Cape Vik and looked back through the theodolite, we could
see a large male Weddell hauled out near the berg with a large bleeding wound on
its neck - so probably two territorial males had been fighting underwater. A 3-year
old male elephant seal was blowing in the tide crack. I plane-tabled while Derek took
a round of angles with the theodolite and then collected rocks. I drew Wave Peak in
the last of the sun lighting the summit and West face - a beautiful mountain it is.
A penguin rookery with red excreta extended over the coastal spits of scree
origin and I found a dead chinstrap penguin, so the rookery was probably mixed
chinstrap and Adélie; an elephant seal was snorting in the tide-crack. As we returned
there was a gorgeous sunset behind the Sandefjord Twins. It was very tiring on the
sticky surface and we took 2 hours back to the hut. We exchanged loads halfway and
encountered broken ice which made the going more difficult. Derek fell two or three
times. We had a very lazy evening. I developed a film, which had some good photos
from Reid Island and one of Ralph holding a large fish. We went to bed feeling very
tired.
Next, 23 August was a fine day so we opted for a climb to the top of Cape
Hansen, taking a theodolite, tripod and plane-table. Ralph didn't want to come
although I pressed him, so consequently Derek and I were each carrying 50 lb loads
when we set out on ski over the sea ice. The surface was very patchy with sticky
areas of snow of the consistency of wet sugar. After passing Starfish Bay the surface
improved slightly. It took us just over an hour to get to the western corner of Cape
Hansen. Weddells were coming up to breathe at tiny domed breathing holes in the
ice; underwater they were vocalizing, making a noise like hammering water pipes.
Here we stopped to examine the rocks and Derek nearly fell into the tide-crack at
one point where there was a pronounced 3 ft ice-foot. I found a route and went over
the broken pack ice on ski, while Derek collected rocks. We went on round the coast
to the West end of the Cape Hansen dyke. Derek collected specimens while I did a
sketch of the Cragsman (Cuillins) Peaks from there, with isolated rocks in
continuation of the dyke in the foreground. The dyke was of dolerite and with lovely
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delicate colouring - in parts a very deep olive grey/black and in others reddish due
to oxidized iron. Derek's hammer shaft broke and we pressed on round the corner
and then up the edge of a snow slope to the foot of a gully.
We left our skis there and climbed up the ridge to the south of the gully. I
changed to climbing boots, as we were on slippery pond ice. Then up to the col - very
heavy going and difficult. At one point Derek got stuck and became rattled, so we
retraced our steps and up again more to the left. The loads made the climb more
difficult. I went on to the col and waited; I took off my socks and rubbed my feet, as I
couldn't do anything else to prevent frostbite. Once at the col the worst was over and
the slope eased off, though still very icy. The dyke was like a cockscomb on top and I
took two photos with Derek to give it scale. The rock was a beautiful red-brown with
a purple lustre, and a blue sky behind gave contrast. On then, to the summit and a
terrific precipice with a corniced edge and vertical, if not overhanging, for the top
300-400 ft. We set up the theodolite and plane-table, got to work about 2.45 pm. and
worked until just after 4 o’clock. The temperature then was -24°C and it felt very
cold. I got all the points on the Cragsmen (Cuillins) and in Marshall Bay, also Iceberg
Bay, Reid Island and most of the hinterland, but the high peaks were mostly in cloud.
From the top we could see 12 Weddell seals in Marshall Bay, 4 in Leopard Bay and 8
in the strait.
Pack ice stretched to the horizon with leads to the southwest and southeast. A
large concourse of bergs lay around and beyond the Robertson Islands and from a
line south of Return Point to the western horizon; there were a few off Clowes Bay.
One large lead of open water ran south from Cape Vik and parallel ones towards
Norway Bight. The ice appeared to be fairly stable.
We left a visiting card in an empty Heinz mayonnaise jar and, having completed
our first 'ascent' on Coronation Island, and feeling frozen hurried down at speed,
along the north ridge to the top of Half Moon Glacier. From there down to our skis
with a halt for coffee and chocolate before the sun disappeared. We skied back to
base in the gathering gloom, myself leading carrying the theodolite and plane-table
equipment. Derek took the rucksack with the tripod. We made good time and saw
the light from the hut; it was quite dark at 6.10 pm and at one point Derek fell down,
so we stopped and talked about England's green fields and woods and rivers and the
South African landscape. Then on again still talking about South Africa, which Derek
knew. We got back to base at 7 o’clock, thawed out in the warmth and light and went
to bed early after supper.
A month later, on an exceptionally fine day, we made another trip away from the
island. The three of us left about 9.30am for isolated Gerd Island (to the north-west of
Signy), but Derek, whose stomach was upset, accompanied Ralph and me only as far
as Stygian Cove. It was very warm and we stopped to remove jerseys. From Stygian
Col we noticed fog moving up from the south -; evidently there was much open
water down there; but we pressed on. We had a good ski run down the slopes on the
West side, but Ralph had a bad spill at the bottom. We couldn’t see Gerd Island but
went on across the ice, using a big tabular berg we had noted, parked in front of the
island, as a landmark. The ice was very pressured and hummocked as far as this berg
and then we had a smooth surface to the island. The Weddells were in much greater
numbers than last time I was there (?) , confined to within 3-400 yards of the island.
The tide crack appeared to be larger. There were Dominicans about, but the
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immatures had been absent for some time now. Giants were at their colonies and we
saw some snowies.
From its position out to the west Gerd Island was very good for observations of
areas we didn't usually see. We arrived about 11.30 am, having made quite good
going as it was 612 miles as-the-crow-flies - 9 miles by the route we took - with much
broken ice to cross. I set up the plane-table; the pack fog had been variable and now
cleared a little though never completely. I fixed the position of Gerd Island by
resection and it seemed to correspond with the Discovery survey. Then I got an
excellent series of rays to all the prominent features on both sides of Norway Bight,
except for some indefinite small islands further to the west of us. We could see that,
behind Blaven, one of the Cragsman (Cuillin) Peaks, there were gentle, smooth
glacier slopes providing easy access inland. The whole appearance of the Cragsmen
was different from that angle. Ralph built a cairn and I made four sketches. Then we
set off for home, noting a good echo from the castle berg. The return trip was
uneventful and we reached our tiny home, tired and sunburnt at 5.30 pm.
The Winter Journey, 1948
Preparations. We wanted to get away from base for a few weeks and were resolved to
travel by man-hauling sledges. That was the way Scott and Shackleton travelled and
that way one knows that any results are due to one's own efforts. So in one way it
was more satisfactory than using dogs, if rather masochistic! In any case it would
have been quite impracticable to maintain a dog team at Signy as travel was not then
an official objective and the biological work came first. Hope Bay (Base D) and
Stonington (Base E) each ran several dog teams but they had more men, were able to
sledge for more of the year over a wider region - and topographic mapping and
geology were priority objectives, requiring extensive travel. (Later some dogsledging was done from Signy, but the uncertain sea ice conditions posed problems).
So as the weeks passed after our arrival we began to think about travelling
further afield as, for Derek and me at least, this was one of the opportunities that had
brought us to the Antarctic. Our first thoughts were to visit the western end of
Coronation Island, as far as Sandefjord Bay and hopefully round to the north coast.
Before we could undertake any journeys, however, we had to acquire experience of
an unfamiliar environment and put together an appropriate selection of equipment
and stores from our ‘job lot’ of polar equipment. The first we did by travelling about
Signy Island and on day trips over to Coronation Island to the north, as already
described; also, when the snow cover developed, by learning to ski. Our preparations
were necessarily spread over several months as the autumn lengthened and winter
began. Fortunately our tiny library on base included a full set of the Polar Record, a
journal that had articles on polar travel and equipment - and became our Bible in this
context.
First, on 12 March I opened the crate containing the 'lightweight mountain tent'.
This was most certainly not lightweight and was indeed likely to hinder our
operations on Coronation Island by greatly reducing our mobility. It had come
ashore with us and apparently weighed about the same as the pyramid tent stored in
the Nissen hut. The provision of a genuine 'Primus' stove was a partial
compensation. Then on 18 March I got the skis out - some of them were very worn.
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The only Kandahar bindings we had were the type in which the quick-release was on
the ski fitting and having been most-used those skis were very worn, so we
transferred the bindings to the least-worn pairs. In any case we were due for a case of
new skis in the year's stores still to come later in the season - presumably at least two
pairs plus Kandahar bindings. Derek gave the old skis a coat of linseed oil. We also
gave the clumsy Army sledges a coat of linseed oil and took the two least worn to
pieces for scraping and re-lashing, as the rawhide bindings had become rather slack.
Both skis and sledge runners were coated with a mixture of Stockholm tar and
linseed oil and seemed to be soaking it up quite well. Derek cooked the skis, burning
in the tar with a blowlamp. The sledges were 7 foot Nansen (modified) and we
busied ourselves getting them in order - two were more or less ready but the third
was in pieces and had to be assembled from scratch using bits and pieces. Derek was
in charge of the sledge repairs. Derek and Ralph bound the metal struts to the sledge
runners and soldered them to give strength; we thought that copper wire should be
strong enough.
I outlined our plans over the radio to Dr Fuchs at Base E and after lunch on 25
March a message came through from him promising me 100 man/days of sledging
rations, skis, rope, crampons, and a man-hauling sledge if required. He enjoined us
not to take any undue risks. I replied later that day thanking him. and told him we
had sledges. I also asked for a diagram of a man-hauling harness by mail if the ship
got through.
Unfortunately on 9 April a message came to say that Fitzroy would not be calling
at Base E due to adverse ice conditions; so this meant no pemmican or other field
rations or proper sledging equipment would be transferred. A few days later
however, we overheard a message from Dr Fuchs to Hope Bay (Base D) asking them
to send us pemmican etc. to us, which was welcome news. Then on 24 April there
was a message from Fuchs to say that as there were to be only two in party to
Coronation we must restrict our work to the coast. So I asked whether there was any
chance of all three of us being allowed away from base for the Coronation work. He
replied saying that we could be out of wireless contact for no more than 6 days, and
that he would like to be informed at least 48 hrs in advance of departure if possible.
This was disappointing.
It was getting colder day by day and one morning in the middle of May I got out
the duffel slippers and sealskin boots and we managed to find pairs which fitted.
They were all in very poor condition and needed a good oiling. As we weren't too
happy about the ‘lightweight mountain tent’ We erected the pyramid tent on a patch
of snow near the Met screen. But we found that it was in rather bad condition:
several tapes were missing, there were stains on the inner lining and signs of mildew
also. Also I was rather disturbed at the small size of the floor which was only 5 ft x 5
ft. After the Ob that day Derek and I got out the sleeping bags from the Nissen where
they had been getting damper and colder than ever. Now they were all draped
around the living hut - airing.
I slept out that night to test the sleeping bags. I had been waiting for low
temperatures as a good test, and it was -13.5°C, but I couldn't persuade either of the
others to spend the night in the tent with me! In the event I had a more or less
comfortable night, punctuated by the crackle of the tent fabric in the wind and by
occasional wakings to the cold. Unfortunately the tent was very small and it was not
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possible to lie full length, even diagonally. Another problem was that the sleeping
bags (which had been brought down earlier by a film crew) were too short and had
no drawstring round the neck so that they slipped off one's shoulders. The other snag
was that I was sleeping on frozen footprints - just too large to make comfortable hipholes! The temperature varied between -15°C and -21°C. Derek woke me in the
morning with a cup of tea.
At the start of July I began the compilation of a list of equipment for the
proposed trip. One problem was footwear. I had been wearing sealskin boots and 2
pairs of duffle slippers with a pair of socks. They were too small and my feet were
cramped and consequently going white in patches by the time we got back from day
trips. I could find none larger, so we would have to try stretching - or possibly
chewing. A grim outlook for the winter journeys? Perhaps frequent wearing around
base would stretch them. Also going down the stone chute wearing sealskin boots
was very hard on the toes. Later we learnt that the technique was to soak sealskin
boots in water, put them on wet, over duffel slippers, and let them dry on; then they
expanded to fit one's feet. So we did this, and they fitted, but we were still unhappy
about using them over rocks and on ice slopes. Eventually we had to use the leather
Army issue snow boots, which set iron hard in the cold and had to be nailed with
metal hob nails to grip; also none were really big enough for my feet. At a critical
stage of the journey this had unfortunate consequences at least for me.
As the temperatures fell I issued the ‘Scapa scanties’ (knitted grey woollen ‘long
Johns’), which we would take on the trip. Another item of equipment was sledging
harness; we didn't have dogs so would be man-hauling. So Derek and I spent a day
making man-hauling harnesses. Our ideas came from the Polar Record and the
designs were similar, but Derek used tubular lampwick, knotted through eyes and I
used flat lampwick and sewed it on. Mine was very comfortable, but the other design
was easier to make and would be easier to mend if it broke. We went out on the ice
and tried out the harnesses with a loaded sledge; they were very comfortable and we
could get a good pull. I then spent most of a day making a sledge harness for Ralph. I
made it with brass eyelets and tubular lampwick, as easier to make and repair; but
was it as strong as the others? I made 10 hardwood pegs for the tent and Derek began
to repair the second sledge, which he finished by the end of July.
On the journey Derek would make geological observations and use the
theodolite for triangulation; I would make a plane-table map. So I drew up a planetable sheet with a graticule and plotted in the triangulation points Derek had
calculated by then. The sheet extended from west of Cape Vik to Rime Crests
(Avalanche Corrie). Next day I put it on squares of plywood, so that they were
interchangeable, fixed quite firmly in position by means of a strip of elastoplast or
sticky tape. In this way we could take separate sheets of the different areas. Another
afternoon I spent enlarging the Discovery chart to 1:100,000 and putting a graticule on
the new plane-table sheets to this scale. I decided to map Coronation Island on this
scale except for a middle section at 1:50,000. In this way it could be fitted on 2 sheets
with a reasonable overlap. I stuck on a new plane-table sheet and drew a graticule on
the sheet for the western half of Coronation Island. Derek was making preparations
for his survey work. He worked out the triangulation data with apparently good
results.
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On 24 August we went through the sledging ration I had worked out for the
winter journey and made some changes; we decided that it should provide about 4
500 calories a day. (Captain Scott's party man-hauling to the South Pole were on
4,600 calories a day, for a much longer period). We began to go through the
equipment lists and agreed them between us. We fixed on 1 September as the day for
our departure. One afternoon we put on the crampons and adjusted them to fit.
Derek and I went out to try them and made the first ascent of Gash Gully, finishing
up an almost vertical wall of hard snow, in which steps had to be cut. I began to dig
out the tent, which we had pitched near the hut. It was quite a job as base of the tent
had frozen into a mass of ice, which I thawed using salt. 30 August was a bad day
and blizzarding. I finished the sledging harness and spent a lot of time after the 9
o’clock Ob freeing the remainder of the tent. Derek helped me to carry it into the hut
and drape it in a corner near my bed to thaw. One evening I cleaned up a crabeater
seal skin I had collected and got it ready for washing and drying so that we could
make sealskins for the skis (the stiff hairs provide traction). Next day I cut it up into 2
inch strips for the skis and 312 inch strips for the sledge runners; then I began making
the sealskins for my skis. I was still stitching and only 34 finished at 11.15 pm; it was
taking longer than I thought. I finished one of the sealskins on 31 August, working
through the morning and until tea-time.
On 1 September I made a series of line drawings of the coast of Coronation
Island from my sketches to show especially the shape of the skyline, in case of doubt,
from the other (North) side; we were optimistic!! Derek plotted his triangulation points
and we compared them with my enlarged map of Coronation on scale of 1: 100,000
(taken from the Discovery chart). The latter appeared to be well out, especially in the
Sandefjord Bay area and around Mount Noble; it put Mount Nivea very near the
North coast, so Coronation Island might in fact be much wider and Sörlie's map a
closer approximation. I made out a coded message to Dr Fuchs outlining plans for
the journey and stating that in an emergency we would head for the Sandefjord Bay
hut, and reported that we would be off the air for 6 days from 4 September. I began
work on the second sealskin and finished the main sewing by 10.30 pm.; Derek
finished one of his sealskins. Before going to bed I cleaned most of the remaining ice
off the tent and chipped it from the hut floor - where it had refrozen! We weren't
happy with this tent but the other one was certainly too small for three of us. Hoever,
Ralph now told us he didn't want to go on the trip after all, so I sent a message to
Fuchs informing him of the change of plan and Derek and I decided to take the
'lightweight tent’, apparently designed for tropical use.
We finished the sealskins and tried them out on the slopes; fortunately they gave
a very good grip. I began on one for the sledge, which I finished next day and also
did the remainder of the sketches. Derek worked on map plotting, I did much
darning and other preparation for Coronation, including loading seven film cassettes.
In the afternoon I did more line drawings of Coronation Island and sewed them up
as a notebook. Finally, on 4 September, we finished the sealskins and got the food
ready. Also the map was finally plotted and the drawing kit put together. I was up
until 2 am making lists of kit and so on.
The winter journey, 1948. On 24 August we went through the sledging ration I had
worked out for the winter journey and made some changes; we decided that it
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should provide about 4 500 calories a day. (Captain Scott's party man-hauling to the
South Pole were on 4,600 calories a day, for a much longer period).
The weather was windy, but fine, and after breakfast we skied across the bay toward
Shattered Ridge, and the adjacent glaciers and conspicuous tilted strata. To where a
200 ft snow slope near the ice cliffs gave access to Sunshine Glacier below the eastern
end of the ridge. We found this slope very steep and of hard ice near the top. I kicked
steps up the first bit and then had to cut steps in the ice with my ice-axe, Derek then
came up and we decided to leave our skis and proceed on foot. We climbed up to the
exposed rocks of Shattered Ridge, Derek collected specimens and I set up the planetable, whereupon squalls and snow flurries covered everything and I had to stop. We
decided to turn back as it was getting late and the weather looked settled bad. But
first we climbed the slopes towards the steeper rock strata and were engulfed by a
thick blizzard and strong winds buffeted us, so we set off back down the slopes. A
small avalanche swept over me, fortunately just as I had belayed to take in Derek and
the rope. We then went across to the foot of Shattered Ridge to collect rocks and were
back in camp by 4.30 pm.
There were snow petrels on the moraine in Shingle Bay, with pronounced greywhite vermiculations on their backs. They behaved normally, but I watched one pair
apparently attempting to mate - one hovering in the wind above the back of the other
and attempting to land, but frustrated by the strong gusts.
Next morning, 7 September, Derek was on cook; outside there was a strong wind
and driving snow, so we thought at first that it was better to stay put. But when the
sun came out and the snow stopped we decided to go westwards over the col to
Marshall Bay. We cleaned up the campsite, loaded the sledge and so on - and left a
note for Ralph, pinned to the depot (pyramid) tent. The scenery was great and we
took photographs. The slope up to the col soon steepened and we had to use blockand-tackle to get the loaded sledge up. Derek fixed the block and pulled in the rope,
while I pushed from behind; I had to embed the skis transversely in order to get a
footing as the snow was soft and deep. We got over the worst of it by very strenuous
and tiring work; then the ice axe we were using to anchor the block snapped in the
middle and we had to adopt a different tactic. We took it in turns, one pulling and
the other pushing, up to the top of the col. Although it was only 500 ft above sea level
it took us three hours in the force-10 wind. We went down again to collect our skis as
the wind increased and pitched camp about 5.30 pm just over the top in the lee of
some rocks. It had been a grueling day's work. According to the army manual for the
training of mountain troops, which had just come out, 200 lbs was the maximum load
for three men with an extra man to push behind! As Ralph decided not to come,
Derek and I had been pulling 500 lbs up steep slopes. We had supper and went to
bed early; there was more order that night although we had camped late.
We had a very bad night, wind force-12 and drift snow coming through the
inappropriate mosquito netting ventilators. I had an inch of snow covering my
sleeping bag and head that morning. The wind rattled the tent and there were
crackings and other loud reports; then there would be a lull for a few moments while
one waited in apprehension for the next blast. Surprisingly our flimsy tent stood up
to it, even though the side-guys came loose, perhaps because we had chosen a
relatively sheltered site. I had been awake all night except for a short dream before
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dawn. We were tired that morning, the gale continued, and the falling snow cut the
visibility down to 200 yards. We had a leisurely breakfast and talked about various
topics, while drying our socks and clothes over the primus stove.
At 1 o’clock the weather abated and we chose to go over to the crags of Wave
Peak to collect rocks. We went on ski, and roped up in case there were crevasses
underfoot, but came without incident to the foot of the steep snow slope leading up
to the crags. We collected our specimens - quartz schist with thin veins of secondary
quartz in microfolds - and went down again. We then had a very unpleasant
surprise: when we came to open a 7 lb tin of corned beef, we found it was black and
uneatable; a second tin was all right, the rations were ample and we could not finish
our helpings. However, we were annoyed that we had had to pull excess weight up
to the col. How good it would be to have proper sledging rations, but as Signy was
not supposed to be a sledging base I suppose we couldn't complain. We had a good
view south into Stygian Cove, Signy Island and saw that a large lead had formed
around the island from north-northeast to south-southwest. The usual lead at Cape
Vik was still open and large, but otherwise the sea ice appeared to be quite firm.
Next day also began with very low visibility and drift snow and wind. We
breakfasted at 8 o’clock and then began packing just before the weather cleared.
Derek did most of the packing and I resected our position on the plane-table and got
rays to a number of landmarks. We also built a cairn and left a visiting card. I did a
sketch of the Cragsman (Cuillins) Peaks from ‘Bruach na Frithe’ around to ‘Sgurr
Alasdair’ (our unofficial names) and the scarp - on two pages of my sketch book.
When the mists and low cloud lifted we had dramatic clear views all around us. We
set off pulling the sledge at noon and reached the erratics below Thrust Plane
Buttress in an hour. I took photos while Derek examined, but did not collect, rocks epidote schist and a reddish schist. I sketched what we called the ‘abominable snow
men’ - two rock outcrops on the ridge to the east. Then we went on again, reaching
Wave Peak Buttress just before 2 o’clock.; we climbed a 45° slope (which seemed very
steep to us). Derek went on up to collect rocks - quartz-rich gneiss with a good deal
of contortion and mica inclusions - while I did a sketch of Wave Peak Buttress.
On again then, pulling on foot over an undulating rotten surface and avoiding
the obviously crevassed areas. We had superb views of Wave Peak from this
unfamiliar angle and saw and heard numerous avalanches from the ice cliffs above
on Wave Peak and the scarp. We kept high up, insofar as it was possible, in order to
avoid losing height. The last pull up to the col between the Cragsmen Peaks and the
main ridge was the worst, but with one pushing and the other pulling we made it
and pitched camp just about 80 ft below the crest of the col on a small flat area. Derek
put his foot into a crevasse near here, fortunately only a foot across. But there were
strong winds and snow flurries, and in these conditions it took us 45 min to pitch our
small tent and ensconce ourselves within. We were inside just after 5 o’clock when it
was already dark.
Both my feet were badly frostbitten, due to my totally unsuitable leather boots.
(They were undersized Army ‘snow boots’ with hob- and clinker-nails that
conducted the cold through the soles to my feet and, because my feet were cramped,
circulation was restricted). My boots had been frozen stiff all day and were more or
less immovable at first, until they thawed out a little in the tent. Because of the storm
I had not been able to remove them outside, when I first felt the problem beginning,
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as was standard practice, because our first priority in the conditions prevailing was
to erect the tent. Even in the relatively warm tent it took about two hours to restore
the circulation and it was very painful too; when I took my boots off my feet were the
colour of tallow candles and as hard as wood - frozen stiff in fact! The right big toe
looked particularly swollen and liable to blister. I hoped they would be all right.
When it was clear, between gusts, we could see ‘Sgurr nan Gillean’ to the South
of our camp and the superb South-west face of ‘Sgurr Alasdair’ above us to the
North. We were well away from it and free from avalanche danger. The top of the col
was about 80 ft above us and fairly flat; the wind swept furiously over it and in a
torment of blown snow battered the tent. (This col was later named Cold Blow Col).
We had heard seal noises all day, when the wind permitted, and there were snow
petrels nesting on the northwest face of Wave Peak Buttress and on the crags of
‘Sgurr nan Gillean’. In some of the ice falls below the plateau, there were interesting
‘block-schollen’ formations in which the annual layered structure of the ice could be
clearly seen. I cooked supper of corned beef (fortunately untainted), potatoes,
tomatoes, and butter hoosh, biscuits, mint cake, Califorange and coffee.
We had hoped to reach a col leading over to the north coast of Coronation Island
but it was not to be, for we spent a sleepless night enduring a very strong blow,
which early on collapsed the tent about us. The flimsy 12 inch bamboo tent pole
segments snapped like matchsticks during the night; the first went at midnight and
the others followed rapidly. Fortunately the single thickness of fabric held but we
had to fight against the snow which threatened to bury the tent and penetrated the
mosquito netting (truly!) ventilators. We spent the night sitting hunched-up in our
sleeping bags, holding onto the poles, as the snow-drift collapsed the walls of the tent
upon us, so that the space around us diminished. Then, on looking outside that
morning we were alarmed to see the sea ice between Coronation Island and Signy
Island breaking up. The flat surface was etched with black cracks, which were
spreading and getting wider. If we were not to be marooned for a lengthy spell on
Coronation Island we had to race back to base. So we broke camp very quickly,
crossed the glacier at record speed and dumped half the stores in a cache at Shingle
Cove before hot-footing it across the strait. The ice was rotten but safe enough. (In
fact it didn't finally go until the end of October, but we weren’t taking chances). And
so - skiing and pulling the sledge - back to our small island home. We were pretty
well done in after a week of it and on one day it had taken us several hours to cover a
mile.
Subsequently, my frost-bitten feet gave me hell, but there was no alternative. As
a result they became very badly blistered, the toes and ball of the foot swelling up to
tennis-ball size. On 12 September I sent a message to David Dalgliesh about my
frostbite and he replied with advice - assuming it was very serious, saying I had
better go to bed. There was one from Fuchs about footwear - referring to an article in
Polar Record about mukluks - and asking for an account of the journey. I drafted a
message about footwear and one on the journey and then retired to bed; Derek
sterilized a needle and pricked the blisters, which collapsed and eventually healed.
So ended prematurely our first winter journey. We had been lucky in view of our
inexperience.
In our absence Ralph had found the isolation and loneliness rather eerie, but
busied himself with work. One evening, reading near the stove, he was startled by a
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loud explosion, which rattled him. It was so unexpected and he couldn't think what
had caused it. But eventually he discovered it was our home-brewed cider, which
had been quietly fermenting away in a stoneware jar - and had blown its top!
Unfortunately we were not to make another journey until July l949. By 26
September, however, the ice in the strait was firm again and the three of us went over
to Coronation Island to collect the depot we had left on our rapid retreat, and to
examine the vicinity of Cape Hansen and Marshall Bay. The snow surface was good
and we quickly crossed to Shingle Bay. The depot was in good order and we
retrieved rock specimens and loaded the sledge. Then we went up to the col where I
did a sketch of the view to the northeast. The others went on to our former camp II
while I finished the sketch, Derek collected geological specimens and I joined them.
We skied down to Marshall Bay. On the way I had an almighty tumble at speed and
did a complete somersault, ending up with both skis sticking 2 feet into the snow and
upright. But fortunately no damage was done. I sketched the small island and then
we went over to it. Derek geologised and I sketched the Signy view. There were two
islands here, the northern one connected with the ice sheet behind. There was plenty
of grass on the southern island and soil polygons on the north-facing slopes and we
decided to name it Grassy Island (but it was later formally named Lynch Island). I
intended to make a proper botanical survey later. There were many seals there. We
made our way back to base, all sunburned and very warm from our exertions and
thanks to a good surface the pulling was easy.

Winter Journeys, l949
Preparations. Cooped up as we were in our cramped little hut, changes of scene were
desirable for us. Earlier we had considered the possibility of boat travel in the island
group, and as soon as the biological work permitted, hoped to make a couple of
journeys along the south coast of Coronation Island. I didn't know whether this
would receive approval though, as the position at the smaller bases with regard to
field trips had changed after a fatal accident at base G (Admiralty Bay), when Eric
Platt had died of exposure. I had sent a message proposing two coastal boat journeys:
the first, westwards along the south coast of Coronation Island to Sandefjord Bay, by
myself and Charlie; the second eastwards to the Divide by Derek and John. The
objects were seal census and topographic and geological survey, the minimum
duration of each, 10 days. The second would involve a period off the air.
Eventually however, we favoured a sledging trip. John was not at all keen on
coming so would stay behind to do the daily meteorological observations and
maintain communication with the outside world. The new plan was for three of us to
go over the sea ice along the south coast of Coronation Island to the Divide, which
leads to the eastern coast of Coronation. Thence up the East coast and as far as
possible along the North coast. If possible we hoped to return by crossing Coronation
Island from north to south just west of Signy Island, making a round trip of it. So
much depended on the condition of the sea ice - if there was open water along the
north coast we couldn’t get so far. (With hindsight all this was extremely ambitious!)
We expected to be out a month and hoped that there might be time for a second
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journey of about the same duration so that we could get the western end of
Coronation surveyed. Three men are really the minimum number for man-hauling Derek and I were really played out the previous winter dragging our load. But a field
party of three would leave one man on his own which was by no means ideal. At 50
John was a good deal older than the rest of us and didn't seem to be very keen on
getting about the island. He wasn't happy on skis and we would have to take two
tents etc. I thought he would probably be quite happy on his own for a month, which
was as long as we expected to be away at one time. Before making any definite plans
I planned to talk it over with him.
Day trips. Meanwhile we resolved to get as much sledging experience as we could.
On 9 May Charlie and Derek spent the day preparing to go to the South west corner
of the island and next day packed the sledge. John and I accompanied them on the
first part of the haul, which was the worst, first across the sea ice, over Elephant Flats
to the corner by the moraine as this seemed the easiest route. It was a stiff pull up the
first section of the drifted-over stream, with two pushing and two pulling, and then
up gentle slopes to the foot of the ablation channel. Here the slope steepened but we
carried on to the top, using the block-and-tackle to get out of the channel.
At this point John and I returned in time for the Ob and at 6.45 pm we had a
radio schedule with the travellers, but could only hear Derek very faintly for a short
time. Still we knew that they had pitched camp. They were away for 3 days and on
12 May, after lunch we sighted 2 weary figures coming down the Stone Chute with
the sledge so I went across to give them a hand. The ice was still safe but very soggy.
They were wet through and tired and had been able to do very little on account of
atrocious weather. I gave them a large lunch after they had changed and we heard
their news. They had seen two elephant seals heading south-southwest from Moe
Island and there was a pod on the shore of Fyr Channel. As to geology, they had
covered the Tula Bay area but that was all. They had tales of a large, magnificent, ice
cave with beautiful frost ‘cups’.
On 2 June Derek, Charlie and I skied over to the Oliphant Islands. We had a good
run down from the top of the ablation channel and were able to get out over the sea
ice as far as the first island to the south of Dove Strait. This had a massive clean-cut
cliff with blocks standing out like ‘stacks’ and we had to try one or two routes before
we got to the top. Charlie and I built a cairn, while Derek set up the theodolite and
took a round of angles. Fortunately we could just see the summit of Cape Hansen
above Observation Bluff. I did one or two sketches of parts of Coronation Island,
which revealed detail not seen from elsewhere.
12 June promised to be a good day and I decided to go over to ‘Castle Cape’ on
Coronation with Charlie, to look for signs of seals and to see if there were any
suitable beaches. Temperatures were -8°C to -10ºC. The going was good, apart from
sticky ice in the most recently frozen area. The pack began about half way across but
was open and there were wide avenues between the floes. The sun was not very
bright, due to plenty of low cloud. Passing to the west of Reid Island we encountered
some large cracks running East-West. Then we split and Charlie went down the west
side of the peninsula while I examined the eastern shore. I came upon some peculiar
tracks and had just decided that they were drifted up penguin tracks when I saw a
gentoo scrabbling about near the tide-crack. They were evidently made by of several
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penguins but I saw no more birds. The coast here was very craggy and abrupt with
cliffs over 60 ft high. On the West side there were signs of a raised beach at 30-40 ft.
The rock appeared to be the usual schist with a harder band running down through
‘Castle Crag’ and along the cape to Reid Island - probably gneiss. We appreciated a
pronounced solar halo and also a reflected halo on the ice, which appeared to be two
arcs of a circle intersecting about 6 ft in front of me; it was rather an unusual
phenomenon. Sunshine Glacier was covered with many puffs of vapour, issuing
from the abundant crevasses (warmer air hitting cold surface air), and made it look
quite volcanic.
Devil's Point looked pretty inaccessible, the crags rime-covered and shelving
downwards. I got a good view of the Rime Crests; the projecting bosses of ice with
which they were decorated were huge and quite fantastic - and most of them
overhung. I think they exceed anything seen in the Alps, or possibly the Himalayas.
This side of Coronation rises almost vertically from the coast, especially when seen in
profile. I found only one ‘beach’ - in the bay to the west facing the glacier - but there
were suitable shelving rocks around most of the coast. I met Charlie who had broken
one of his skis along its edge. We began the return journey at 2.0 o’clock and the sun
had gone down by then, but we hurried back taking 112 hrs to base.
Preparations for the main journey. In early July we began preparing equipment for the
main winter journey. We made new baskets for our ski sticks - from plywood - and I
made the second of a pair of winter bindings. Another bright sunny day we all went
over to the pump hut to look for metal tubing suitable for ski stick ferrules. Derek
made a winter binding one evening. John spent an hour or two trying to get the R/T
working, with Ralph’s help over the air - but no luck. I thought we would probably
have to take the 22 set sledging, in which case it would be necessary to leave the
theodolite behind. I hadn't really thought it necessary and put it to Derek who
agreed.
One day I completed all the sawing and planing of wood for a handlebar
attachment to the sledge. It fitted across the rear end and made it look rather like a
railway porter's truck, but would make pushing easier. (They aren’t usually fitted to
sledges for man-hauling but I thought it would be worth trying). With intermittent
help from Charlie and John, I lashed and soldered the runners from the old sledges.
Derek had a morse-code lesson from John. Another day I continued work on the
sledge; finished the soldering etc. and began on the handle-bars which was all that
remained. John also gave me a brief morse session one evening when Derek was
making cold weather ski bindings.
After another busy day on the sledge it was finished except for a few tiddly bits
of lashing; it should be satisfactory. Derek was doing odds and ends of preparations
for the map making. We had another morse lesson - a bit too fast for me but still
quite useful; I almost knew the alphabet now. Most of another day we spent working
on the sledge - lashings, splicing trace loop and so on. - tried out and found very
satisfactory. Two ration boxes were fitted between the supports of the handlebars. I
opened and examined the contents of two ration boxes; there were several luxuries
that could be dispersed with, and the tins and box weighed 13 lbs out of the 50 lbs
total rations! I sent a message to Dr Fuchs asking what number of man-days this
represented - I made it 20. I received reply from him to my earlier message about the
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journey, asking for details. Derek worked on the triangulation. We had further morse
lessons and I found that I could get along quite well at 4 words/minute although
there were about seven or eight letters I still didn't know.
Another morning was spent creosoting the lashings on the sledge and oiling the
handlebars. I tarred the sledge runners and then Derek and I took the 22 set, some
way out on the ice to test the equipment for performance. After preliminary
problems it worked well - both reception and transmission being excellent. It began
to get colder and we returned, having given John an opportunity to tune the R/T. I
tarred 3 pairs of ski. In mid-July there was a message from Dr Fuchs re sledging
rations etc. which was very helpful - it appeared that most of his suggested
alterations had already been incorporated in the year's ration boxes a great
improvement on last year.
So it continued: Derek sewed, Charlie made winter bindings; I was now busy
cooking but found time to make some equipment. Derek stitched his sealskins;
Charlie finished his bindings. John had a long session with Terry Randall (Base E),
who advised against taking the 22 set sledging on account of batteries freezing.
Derek continued working on his skins and finished one evening, when Charlie
immediately began on his. I began to unpick my skins in preparation for re-sewing
them, which kept me busy all of one day.
Derek plotted the triangulation and transferred it to a planetable sheet; it looked
very satisfactory. When he finished the plotting he went out around the glacier stakes
and I pasted the sheet onto a board for the planetable. I worked on another ski and
Charlie worked on his. So our preparations continued.
One morning I brought in extra clothing from the Nissen hut - new socks and
gloves for the field trip. It looked as though we should be able to get away on the 21st,
which would give us 30 days away. I had a talk with John about radio
communication; the accumulator was freezing and losing its charge and John
thought it was unreliable. - so we decided to take the 18 set instead. In any case it
would be much less weight to pull - a major consideration.
Check-list of equipment and stores for a longer journey:
Survey preparations: Complete triangulation and plotting; draw rough map.
Food ration: plan for about 28 oz (800g) a day.
Equipment:
1. Tent - check tapes, 12 hardwood pegs.
2. Sledges: put 2 into first class condition.
3. Make 3 sets of man harnesses.
4. Repair skins for skis
5. Make ski wax - fairly soft consistency.
6. Medical: Pack small first aid kit in haversack:
7. Clothing:
8. Bedding:
9. Radio and batteries
10. Survey:
1 plane table and tripod; 2 prismatic compasses; 1 aneroid barometer and
thermometer; - notebooks
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11.Scientific:
1 collecting jar (70% alcohol)
10 specimen tubes
3 sketch blocks
4 2B pencils
1 rubber
plus geological equipment
12.General:
2 primus stoves and spares
6 galls. kerosene
1 bottle alcohol
- wool and darning needles
- cotton thread and needles
1 ball of twine
1 block and tackle
160 ft climbing rope
1 shovel
- soap
4 sledge sealskins
1 cigarette lighter
- candles
This all had to be lashed onto our sledges and dragged behind us.
The Winter Journey, l949. 20 July was warmer than usual, even muggy, the
temperature between -24°C and -27°C. We worked on preparations for the trip all
day, and were all ready for a start next morning. The seals were almost gone now so
there was no reason for further delay, except to be certain that the sea ice was really
fast. Unfortunately, the pack had moved right in to the coast of Coronation before
freezing fast, which would mean dragging the sledge over hummocked areas - very
much harder work than over the flat sea ice. To travel on land was quite impossible
as Coronation Island was far too rugged, with ridges and glaciers along the way.
So, on the afternoon of 21 July, Derek, Charlie and I left base. The air temperature
was -29°C, the day cloudy and overcast, but cleared as we left although there was
always plenty of cloud. We had two 7 ft man-hauling sledges and a pyramid tent. We
first pulled the number 1 sledge (with handlebars), and left it half way to Reid Island,
then going back for the second. The day deteriorated and a slight wind arose by the
time we halted for lunch at 5.15 pm, having taken both sledges halfway. We decided
to go on for half an hour with number 1 sledge, pitch camp, and return for number 2.
We managed this, getting nearly to Reid Island and I took on the first week of
cooking to see how the rations would pan out. I got the primus going about 8 o’clock
and we kept it on until 11 o’clock. There was trouble with the pemmican, which was
frozen solid, and we felt the shortage of cooking pans. Derek contacted John at base,
at 9 o’clock, but lost him almost immediately. He spent about an hour playing about
with the set and adjusting the aerial outside and we had supper when he returned.
To bed at 11.15 pm, warm, well fed and comfortable.
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It was a misty day when I looked out of the tent next morning; even though the
temperature was -27.5°C it felt decidedly damp. After breakfast we loaded the
sledges, which took some time because we hadn't yet developed a smooth routine.
We packed up the tent, which went on top of the sledge-load and then lashed it all
down. We were now under the mountains of Coronation Island and the sea ice was
badly broken up and hummocked. This meant that we didn't have a straight pull but
had to pursue a winding course to avoid the floes and ice hummocks. We pulled the
heavier sledge first making our way for 2 hours through high bergs with fantastic
shapes and beautiful colouring. A glance at the watch showed that it was time we set
up camp to allow for bringing up the second sledge. We had covered very little
distance but camped near a very large berg, which resembled an old Spanish galleon
with a high poop deck. There was an area of rather rotten-looking ice around this
berg where it had been moving under the influence of the tide so I chose a camp site
some distance away - though the berg was so large that it appeared to loom directly
over us.
We had lunch in the tent and skied back for the other sledge, passing several
penguin tracks and two seal blowholes, surprised that it seemed so far. On the way
back to camp we passed a Weddell seal which had just hauled out by its blowhole; it
was a male and bleeding from many wounds so we assumed that it had been in a
fight with another male - rather early in the season. We were all feeling tired. As the
water is so very much warmer than the air (it never gets much below –1.8°C), we
think that the air temperature must have risen somewhat, but when we get back to
the tent the thermometer reads -29°C.. These temperatures would be fairly high for
winter temperatures in North America or Siberia, but it felt much colder camping on
the sea ice. It was dark by the time we got in to camp, just south of the bluff on the
eastern side of Avalanche Corrie (now called Rime Crests). The temperature that
night was -29.5°C and we were glad to get into the tent with the primus roaring
away. Our pemmican hoosh seemed not quite so filling though.
Next morning it was colder, -35°C, and all inside the tent was heavily rimed from
our frozen breath; it was rather trying lighting the primus. It was colder than we had
ever recorded at base, probably because we were in a cold pocket near the coastal
glaciers. Next morning we had to dry out the clothes so it took longer before starting
off. It had been a fine, clear night and the morning was bright and sunny with just a
trace of cirrus in the sky. Unfortunately we were in the shadow of the Coronation
Island mountains, and so the low sun didn't reach us; we would be in their shadow
until we reached the Divide. Again we made only a short distance. We camped at the
foot of a conspicuous wall of rock, which was the end of a spur separating two of the
corries on Coronation; we called it Pyramid Point from its shape. It was about two
miles west of Saunders Point which was to have been our day's target, but it was
bitterly cold that morning and the surface was very bad for pulling. We returned for
the second sledge and got back to camp at 7.15 pm as dusk was closing down. The
temperature read -15°C as we turned in, but we were warm enough inside.
The usual camping routine was as follows. The days were so short that we
pitched camp before 4.30 pm. It took us about 5 min to erect the tent and throw snow
on the valance at the bottom of the tent; passing the sleeping bags and other kit
inside to the cook took another 5 min. Then, while the others tidied up outside, the
cook got started on the cooking of the evening meal. We used a primus stove and
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cooking took quite a time as water was obtained by putting the snow-filled pan on
the stove. Meanwhile the others would have crawled into the tent through a sleeve
opening, which was then closed (there was a tubular hosepipe ventilator at the top of
the pyramid). We all changed socks and duffle slippers and hung them up to dry,
together with our gloves and sealskin boots, at the apex of the tent. The evening meal
was very nourishing and at the beginning of the trip very filling. It consisted of 5.6
ozs pemmican, 3 oz pea flour, l oz potato powder, some dried onion and occasionally
a rasher of bacon (per man). This was eaten with a ‘dog biscuit’, plenty of butter, l oz
chocolate and 1 oz mint cake. We had a mug of tea and milk with about 8 lumps of
sugar. Equal shares were ensured by one of us turning his back, while the cook
pointed to each of the dishes, and saying a name.
The meal was generally sufficient to warm us up and then one-by-one we
climbed into the sleeping bags - a bit of a struggle as the small tent was only meant
for 2 people and the bags were made of very heavy materials. The cook washed up,
not very conscientiously, and after this the primus was turned up for 12 hour or so to
dry out the duffles and socks hanging at the top of the tent. Then once the primus
was turned out we snuggled down into our bags as quickly as possible, for in spite of
the double-walled tent the temperature dropped rapidly to almost outside
temperature. All that was then to be seen before the candle was extinguished were
three brown sacks with three noses peeping out. The temperature fell and the vapour
in the tent condensed on the walls as feathers of hoar frost.
In the morning I would wake up to the alarm clock, gaze up at the roof, which
was thickly coated with frost feathers, and know that it was another day of low
temperatures. I got up and lit the primus stove, my fingers getting slightly frostbitten
if I accidentally touched the cold metal. Then the stove was placed on the bag of the
person lying in the centre and allowed to burn away for 12 hour to dry off the tent
and warm it up; only then did I begin to cook the breakfast using snow brought in
the night before. The meal was soon ready; it consisted of 3 ozs oatmeal, 8 lumps of
sugar, some butter (amounting to about 5 ozs per day) and milk. This was washed
down with a drink of orange juice with hot water. The cook went on to make the
cocoa for lunch (a small thermos each) and 3 biscuits each plus butter and marmite.
The others meanwhile got up and began to pack the kit. The sledge runners were
scraped and the sledge loaded, the cook passing items outside as they were ready
and finally untying the floor-cloth at the corners and climbing out himself.
On 24 July the morning temperature was -28°C but rose 4ºC during the day. The
surface was still bad for pulling and we decided to set up camp at Saunders Point
that night in order to do some survey and geology. We hauled the first sledge to the
point over a variable but generally poor surface. Just after leaving Pyramid Point I
found that my ski binding was broken; the leather of the sole was cracked along the
line of the stitches. I tried pulling with it turned back, but then had to pull on foot. At
first this was easier than on ski, but the patches of deep snow began to tell and by the
time I had walked back again I was feeling tired. We pulled the second sledge up to
the first one, passing several penguin tracks, which was again rather surprising in
view of the distance from open water; they must have walked a long way. I had by
then begun to feel quite energetic again, but the others were tired and I wished to get
the radio working that night if possible. So we camped at the East side of Saunders
Point and tried to warm up the battery in time for the 6 o’clock schedule. I clasped it
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to my bosom, while Derek fiddled with the set - but no joy. A Dominican gull flew
overhead and I decided that carrier pigeons would provide more reliable
communications - or sheathbills?
I took the planetable onto the crest of the low ridge behind the camp, fixed our
position and drew in a number of rays. It was bitterly cold; the temperature about 24°C with a wind. This campsite was very fine. The tent stood at the mouth of a bay
shaped like a ‘U’, the two arms comprising our peninsula and on the other side a
wall of rock, which rose sheer for about 1,000 feet. The rounded part of the ‘U’ was
formed by two glaciers, which ended in ice cliffs of from 80 ft to l50 ft high. The
largest of these glaciers ran down from a beautiful triangular peak, which was in
shadow - all but the summit picked out in sunlight and looking very remote and
serene. Derek had been collecting some rocks and Charlie walking about to keep
warm. It darkened early, but we turned in feeling much warmer.
The temperature was up to -14.5°C next morning and everything felt very damp.
We had a lot of trouble with the primus, which refused to go until I refilled it with
new paraffin. By the time I had finished cooking breakfast and cocoa for lunch I was
quite groggy from the fumes and came out for air, just as a gentoo penguin was
passing, its tail dragging in the snow. We started about 2 o’clock and I felt very
unwell as we hauled the first sledge to a peninsula east of the two large crags. It was
laborious; we sank into the snow and on the return trip wore skis, which made
pulling easier, though uncomfortable. It was a longer pull than the previous day, but
still very short - perhaps 3 miles. We pulled through floes with drift snow in patches
and had relayed the second sledge by 6 o’clock. By then the weather was
deteriorating and we were in a thick snowstorm. The next headland looked too far
away for us to reach that day and so we stopped and camped in a less than ideal
situation at the foot of some crags. Derek geologised and found the rock was little
different from that on Signy Island. Again we had no success with the radio. It
couldn't be the batteries, as they were quite warm after hanging at the apex of the
tent for an hour. A snow petrel flew over. By this time I was beginning to feel really
hungry. But Charlie was a bit like the Dormouse at the Mad Hatter's tea party; he
had a struggle to eat all his pemmican, and then feeling full he sank back in his
sleeping bag and disappeared from sight.
We made an earlier start next day! Breakfast was finished by 11 o’clock and we
departed about 1 o’clock; but we were still taking too long over striking camp. That
day we managed to take the first sledge to The Divide in one pull. Derek's binding
broke at the same point as mine and he preferred to pull on foot. The temperature
that morning was -10.5°C and at night it was -12°C. It was so warm pulling that we
removed our anoraks. We made our way under the colossal precipices of the Divide
Range - the crags rose sheer from sea level for over 2,000 ft, seamed with avalanche
chutes and the upper part heavily iced. The rock here changed from the usual schists
of the rest of the island, to a massive conglomerate rock, which overlaid the schist.
An occasional snow petrel flew across the black crags and once we saw a pair of
shags against the sky far up.
We passed three promontories and on to the surprise of The Divide itself. To the
north was a twisted mass of ice with complicated icefalls and isolated small crags,
while to the south rose a small peak reminiscent of the Riffelhorn or Matterhorn. The
Divide itself was a narrow rift in the rock barrier, only about 6 ft wide and a few feet
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above sea level. The rock walls rose vertically on either side and a curious formation,
looking rather like a pig, stood guard over the entrance: shades of Rider Haggard!
Through it one could see the icy hills of Laurie and Powell Islands. We scrambled
through and had our first good view of these islands, but unfortunately the sun was
obscured all day so the view lacked depth. Here we had an unpleasant surprise, for
the ice in Lewthwaite Strait was very thin and appeared to have frozen over only
recently. It was really not very safe. The rock there was new to us - a coarse
conglomerate, composed mainly of metamorphic fragments. It appeared to extend
west of the Divide as far as the rocks of a snow dome buttress. Powell and Laurie
Islands were imposing and not quite what I had expected. We pitched the tent
expecting to spend a few days at the Divide before moving on and this might permit
the sea ice to thicken.
The temperature was -22°C the following morning and the sun was lighting the
tops of the peaks. The low cloud moved away and we left camp at 1 o’clock,
intending to make for Spence Harbour across the sea ice in Lewthwaite Strait. I wore
my Lawrie boots, which were much warmer than the sealskins. All went well until
we rounded the corner where a dolomite-like ridge ran southeasterly out from the
Divide Range. Here we struck a patch of rotten ice, so headed out for an island in the
middle of the strait. It was delightful to be out of the mountains' shadow and in the
sun again. The misty clouds formed and dispersed and reformed, and the beauty and
variety in form of Powell Island impressed us. A gull flew over and when we
reached the island we found another dead Dominican and a few feathers, but only its
own tracks. It had been dead for some time as there was a thick hoar frost deposit on
the body; perhaps it had died of cold?
I set up the planetable, resected the position and did a round of angles. Derek
collected rocks and Charlie walked around the island. There were traces of a mixed
rookery of Adélie and chinstrap penguins. As the ice was not safe to proceed further,
we retraced our steps and had lunch on the coast of the headland south of the Divide.
Powell Island looked very fine, with a strand flat glacier to the south and extensive
highland glaciation, becoming heavier towards the north. There was a continuous
ridge running from north to south. Petter Bay was only slightly indented and Spence
Harbour an extension of it separated by a small morainic peninsula.
The hinterland of Coronation Island was very impressive from where we were
now - a relatively low ice-sheet blanketed the land, with rock peaks rising from it.
The Divide Range was almost as steep to the East as it was on its western face, but
much more heavily iced and the massive rock slabs, where they appeared, covered in
a thick deposit of rime. There was a col to the Northwest of these peaks, which led
over to our camp 5 and was a simple walk this side. North of this was a striking rock
ridge and then a large peak with Square Peak behind.
When the mists dispersed we saw The Turret, which was as fine a piece of rock
as one could wish, almost vertical on all sides and with a small cap of highland ice.
Behind it to the west was a flattish col leading to Gibbon Bay, and in the distance the
ridge leading to Cape Bennett was visible. We were shocked to see open water just
north of Spence Harbour; any attempt to travel northwards would have to be
overland, crossing glaciers, and would require reconnaissance. Charlie and I went up
to the col between the two peaks south of The Divide, but I was unable to get the
angles I had hoped for, so we returned, having seen a splendid view of Signy Island
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with the Sandefjord Twins behind it. Derek came up to meet us and we all made for
the knoll north of Coffer Island, which was a plane table station, getting some useful
intersections. The cairn there was built by Discovery Investigations. It was very cold,
so we returned to camp by 7 o’clock. Supper was bacon in hash, which was good;
again no luck with the radio. Derek checked the paraffin supply; we had used 511ths.
The temperature was -21°C, but had risen to -l9°C by 9 o’clock.
On 28 July there was a strong wind all through the night and I didn't sleep well.
The inside of the tent was quite heavily rimed, and the temperature was -16°C when
I looked out. Drift and low cloud reduced the visibility and survey was out of the
question. Also it was bitterly cold in the wind. We decided to lie-up until the weather
improved. I was glad to have finished my week's cooking and spent the morning in
my sleeping bag, but was very uncomfortable as there was a large wet patch, where
water had soaked through the old groundsheet.
We went out after lunch and examined the moraines on each side of The Divide.
A large chinstrap penguin rookery appeared to extend all over this area to a height of
300 ft. A sheathbill appeared pecking at tins and later a Dominican gull flew over.
We brought the radio indoors and thawed it out hearing Ralph clearly at 9 o’clock
calling a sledge-party and John on C/W, but weren't sure whether he heard us. It
seemed that the set would not work at low temperatures, which was very annoying
as we had to pull it and the lead-acid batteries, a considerable addition to our loads.
The wind continued all day so we remained in camp; there was no clearance in the
weather either.
The gale continued throughout the night with unabated force. There were loud
reports as gusts hit the tent, preceded by a rumbling as they approached. We were
camped on the sea ice - not good practice - and the tide-crack groaned at intervals as
it moved with the tide. Several more cracks formed near the tent, but none passed
through it as yet! I slept warmly, if not well, and it was very pleasant not to have to
prepare breakfast. Strong winds and drifting snow continued next day and the
temperature was -14°C - going down. There was no sign of the ice in the strait
breaking up, but our arc of visibility was limited. I thought the younger ice north of
the islands must have broken up. Powell and Laurie Islands were clear. At 1 o’clock
the wind appeared to abate slightly, although visibility was still very low. We made
our way south down the coast, crossing to the nearest of the Robertson Islands and
continuing around it and so back to The Divide by 6 o’clock. The rock of the island
we visited showed stages in the transition from conglomerate to schistose rocks and
the conglomerate was wind-sculpted. It was too windy to carry out any survey work,
but I kept an eye open for traces of penguins. It appeared that there were extensive
rookeries on all of these islands. The weather worsened and clouds poured over
Coronation Island, blotting out Signy. One got an interesting north-south crosssection of the weather from our vantage point.
It was very hot in the tent during the night of 30 July (-10°C), despite a howling
gale which flapped the canvas. I found it so warm that I lay half out of my inner
sleeping bag and little sleep was possible because of the violence of the storm. Due to
melt beneath the floor it was sinking deeper and we must move the tent. The
temperature next morning was -11°C, with a variable wind and reasonable visibility.
The paraffin can had 3 inches left, that was 4 days at 34 inch a day. We moved the tent
about 20 yards onto a new site on wind slab snow. At about 1.30 pm we left camp
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and made our way down the West side of the islands to the southernmost of them.
At first Coronation Island was relatively free from cloud and we had fine views of
the south coast and of Mount Noble. This mountain has a form reminiscent of The
Turret and I was inclined to think it was also composed of conglomerate. A ridge
joins it to the peak we saw above Petter Bay. By the time I reached the southernmost
island cloud was clamping down. We had lunch and the others went on round the
island while I set up the plane table and attempted to get a resection. Waiting for
some time hoping the cloud might lift, met with no luck. So I went on to join the
others at South Cape. They had been turned back by the rotten sea ice and, the coast
being precipitous, could not get around the ice-foot.
We retraced our steps and I started up a snow gully intending to cross the island.
Charlie, who was wearing slippery sealskin boots could not follow us, so we turned
back and went round the coast the way we had come. We walked round between this
island and the flat-topped one to the north. I drew in the coastline as plane tabling
was out of the question; we noticed several differences from the Admiralty Chart. On
a small promontory of the southernmost island there were about 70-80 blue-eyed
shags roosting and from the number of nest sites the concluded the breeding
population was about 100 pairs. A large penguin rookery covered most of this island
- probably chinstrap penguins as we found a dead chick. A sheathbill flew over to
investigate us. There was no sign of the Long Island marked on the chart, so we
assumed it to be a small rock that was in about the right position. We had poor views
of Laurie Island but Powell Island was clear.
We returned to camp around the islands, meeting with a gentoo penguin en
route and seeing the tracks of a Weddell seal and later the animal itself. The moon lit
us on our way for the last hour or so, we reached camp about 8 o’clock. There
seemed to be more room in the tent that night. Yet again we had no success with the
radio. The temperature was -4°C. Charlie didn't set the alarm so we were a little later
finishing breakfast next morning. We slept well but I found it a bit cold lying in an
outside berth. The temperature was -14°C and a strong wind blew up snow squalls.
The peaks above us were in sunlight, but to the east there was a solid wall of black
cloud, with the sun just showing above it. Signy Island and the rest of Coronation
Island appeared to be in cloud and in any case surveying was out of the question
because of the wind.
The ice in Lewthwaite Strait was firm as far as visibility extended - which wasn't
far. The surface was much better - a kind of wind slab rather than mushy soft snow.
There had been one or two avalanches near, but none very large and we decided to
go around Coffer Island so that Derek could complete his geological survey of the
islands. We made our way southwards over the sea ice, which was easier going than
before, as most of the loose snow had been blown off or compacted. It was snowing
when we started and gradually worsened. We passed between the land and the
islands and Derek made notes and collected rocks. Wind erosion was very
pronounced with some fantastic forms, arches, tunnels, bosses, etc. sculpted in the
conglomerate. Then, in crossing a tide-crack he put a foot into the water and got wet.
We turned back soon after as he was afraid it might get frost-bitten. Back to camp in
a blizzard, reaching it by 5 o’clock when the temperature was -11°C, but by the time
we turned in that night it had risen to -7°C.
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On 1 August the temperature was -14°C, the wind still strong, but we had an
almost completely clear sky by 1 o’clock. We decided to make our way northwards
and to try to get as far as Gibbon Bay. But it was 1.30 pm before we were able to
leave, because Charlie spent much time looking for socks, duffels etc. We made good
time across the sea ice to the rock exposure that forms the south arm of Spence
Harbour. It was conglomerate. On the rocks there were abundant signs of recent
penguin habitation, probably a rookery in summer. A snow petrel flew over.
I set up the plane table and got a resection - then drew in the rays to a number of
points. We had lunch and then roped-up and moved towards the col leading to
Gibbon Bay. The going was good, mostly windslab surface and only one crevasse to
negotiate, which was adequately bridged. Clouds, which had been gathering, now
began to pour over the col we were making for and we decided to go westwards to
visit some rock nunataks, instead of continuing northwards. We visited one small
rock outcrop and then cut up to the two conspicuous nunataks beyond the Divide
Range. Time was passing and we didn't reach the foot of the rocks until 6.15 pm, so
that it was not possible to ascend to the summit in the daylight left. Derek collected
some rock, which was in transition from schist to conglomerate.
There was a large snowfield in this area - rather like the southern glacier on
Signy Island, with gently undulating slopes that flowed down to the coast to the
north, where the mountains rose above the snowfield. Thick mist and snowstorms
closed in as we started down. Derek wished to collect some rock at a small nunatak
on the way down and then we hurried on as it was getting dark. I had decided to
head diagonally across the ice sheet in a South-southeasterly direction, so as to get
into Petter Bay where there were some rock outcrops between two bays lined with
ice cliffs. A half moon was shining by now and the clouds parted occasionally, but it
was difficult to find the way. I put my foot into a small crevasse and thereafter we
roped and moved singly - much slower but safer. In this way I probed my way
through a maze of crevasses, heading I thought for the rock outcrop. It was rather
murky, which made for difficulty. I came as I thought, to a particularly wide crevasse
and then the moon shone through a rift in the cloud and I saw that I was right on the
edge of a 100 ft ice cliff, dropping to the sea ice. Our exit from the glacier was about
300 yards further south. We retraced our steps until out of the badly crevassed area
and then cut diagonally down again in the darkness. The snow was balling on the
soles of my boots and I noticed a strange white aureole around each boot as I put it
down, and decided that it was moonlight reflecting from the snow on the sole of my
boot. We struck the right direction this time, climbed down a rather steep snow-slope
and were on the level sea ice by 9.30 pm. A brisk walk brought us to the tent by 10.15
pm to find all well and the temperature at -13°C.
The wind was strong during the night, continuing next morning, but we slept
well. Our thermometer was lost, evidently blown away, but it seemed a bit warmer.
The wind was blowing and there was a lot of drift snow, so we sat tight. I spent the
morning sewing a new fastening onto one of my sealskins, as the old one was lost.
The rest of the day I read the ‘Beagle’ Diary" until it was dark. The wind was blowing
constantly and a heavy snowfall encroaching upon the tent. A cold front came
through about 11 o’clock and everything froze up.
3 August was a warm, slightly windy morning. It was moderately clear to the
East but a heavy fog bank moved South. It seemed probable that the weather would
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break so we decided to travel back along the coast to the West, for geology and
survey if wind and cloud permitted. We left camp at 1.15 pm and ploughed through
the snow to the first point. Here I got a resection and drew in some rays, while Derek
geologised. He caught up as I finished and we had lunch about 3.30 pm on a floe.
The cocoa was very good; the addition of butter in preparation raises the boiling
point and keeps it hotter.
On again to the next point which wasn't very conspicuous. There I got a resection
and drew in some rays and then we all made for the next conspicuous point to the
west. We climbed a steep snow slope behind the point but the clouds clamped down
and I was unable to get a resection. So we roped up and I belayed while Derek went
to collect some rocks. Then down again and a long trudge back to the camp in snow
showers. There was a very fine sky to the south. The contact between the
conglomerate and the schist runs along the line of the crags, ascending from sea level
near camp 6 to several hundred feet below the summit of the Divide Range. It was
visible for the most part as a sharply defined line or rake on the face of the crag, with
massive boiler-plate slabs above and the more shattered schist below. We saw
several snow petrels and a fine V of flying shags, two giant petrels and a Dominican in addition to the sheathbill camp followers. It was calm and the temperature high.,
A very severe wind blew throughout the night, continuing through the morning.
We felt very much colder and swirls of drift snow limited visibility. When I walked
through the Divide that morning the wind was so concentrated that it was only by
using my ice axe that I was able to stand up at all. The ice in Lewthwaite Strait
appeared still to be quite solid, but it wasn't possible to see far to the north. I cleared
the big drifts, which had formed during the night on the East and West walls of the
tent and crawled in again, to spend the day drawing and reading. Derek was at his
magnum opus - the translation of Kafka's ‘The Castle’ into English using a GermanEnglish dictionary. Charlie was reading an ‘Esquire’ magazine. I had now reached the
chapters in the ‘Beagle Diary’ on Tahiti and the Galapagos - and found them
warming in our situation. An extra biscuit at lunch was a pleasant surprise. When I
went out again at 6 o’clock the wind was appreciably weaker, but the sun had gone
in and to the north through Lewthwaite Strait was an ugly green, purple and crimson
sky. The enforced lie-ups were getting us down and made us critical of each other, so
that I thought Derek was taking up more room than he should - damn him! - and no
doubt he reciprocated.
We had a sleepless night largely due to lack of space and were quite glad to rise
early. The morning was fine - the sun bathing the crags above in a warm glow, and
there were clear, cold horizons. I began to dig the sledges out before breakfast as I
felt that we should start back to base. The surface appeared good and the day
probably would not hold for survey.
Derek had some trouble with the primus, so that although he was up early we
were no earlier finishing breakfast. He was a long time over other tasks and Charlie
and I, having dug out the tent, sledges etc. and packed what we could, had a game of
football with an empty tin while waiting. Then all of us had trouble with our
bindings - my second one snapped as I put it on - and they all required attention.
Consequently it was not until 2.15 pm that we moved off with the first load. A small
male Weddell hauled out onto the ice just before we left and spent the day travelling
about aimlessly in the vicinity, as we saw him again on returning for the second
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sledge. He was bleeding from one or two wounds in the abdomen. A sheathbill
came to collect our scraps and later we saw a single snow petrel.
Charlie was having trouble with his ski-bindings, so Derek and I hauled about
half way on our own, as far as the west side of Schist Point, and pitched camp on the
sea-ice. It was a good flat site so the tent seemed much more spacious. Derek wanted
to examine the coast in detail and I wished to do some more survey, so we would
stay there a day or two. We returned for the second sledge after having lunch. We all
had continuing trouble with our ski-bindings and Derek discarded his skis as one
was attached by only one screw. On the second haul therefore Charlie and I moved
on skis and Derek afoot - fortunately on a hard wind-slab surface.
It was pleasing to feel how much easier it was to pull the sledges now, so they
were evidently lighter in spite of the substantial load of rocks we had picked up! The
surface was better than on the outward journey and we reached camp around 7.30
pm feeling quite fresh and lay, eagerly awaiting the hoosh. It took a long time to
cook, but was very satisfying. Derek evidently disliked pemmican as he tried to foist
his share on me; but I foiled him, much as I would have liked to eat it. He turned the
primus out early, to conserve fuel, with the result that our sleeping bags - which had
not been unrolled - were stiff and icy. We spent a miserable night.
I was awake most of the night and got up at 5.15 am. It was an overcast morning
and there had been about 4 inches of powdery new snow overnight. A sheathbill and
giant petrel hung around. Breakfast was over early and I skied to a rock about half a
mile away where I set up the plane table. I got two sights all right but had to wait
hours for the cloud to lift on the Divide Range. Then, after re-orientation - I had to
wait about half an hour and so on! I got a good series of rays, but all above 1000 ft
was hidden in cloud.
Derek had started off rock collecting and Charlie, after a few abortive attempts to
pull number 2 sledge on his own, came out to me. It was a cold morning and my
fingers and feet were pretty badly frost-nipped. Luckily I caught it in time and sat in
the tent for 12 hour restoring the circulation. We had our lunch at 2 o’clock and then
loaded the plane table and tripod onto number 2 sledge and pulled it on foot, striking
out at first to the southwest to avoid the deep snow in this bay. Our progress was
good and by 4.30 pm, passing two Weddells along the way, we had reached a rock
about three-quarters of the way to Saunders Point. I set up the plane table, got a
resection and drew in a lot of rays, completing the survey of the coast as far as
Saunders Point. Unfortunately the country above 1,000 ft was still unmapped. Derek
joined us just as I finished at 5.15 pm and followed while Charlie and I pulled to
Saunders Point.
We left the sledge above the tide crack and Derek left his day's collection of rocks
- altogether there must have been about 60 lbs altogether so far. He found some veins
of an igneous intrusion that day, otherwise no changes in that stretch of coast. We
walked back to the camp following our outward track and arrived about 7.30 pm. I
attempted to dry out my sleeping bag - and was hoping the pemmican would be a bit
thicker that night.
I slept warmly and quite well - in the centre - but woke with a stiff shoulder.
Breakfast over I loaded the sledge and we left with the first sledge. We pulled, again
on foot, and made very good progress. It developed into a fine clear day, so that we
saw all the mountains plainly. Our ‘Square Peak’ was visible over a col to the East of
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one we called the ‘Finsterarhorn’, and East of the former was another peak, which I
presumed to be the one we saw rising from the Petter Bay ice. We had lunch about
and then pulled on until 4 o’clock, when we pitched camp on the sea ice, about 400
yards south of Pyramid Point. We returned for the second sledge - at Saunders Point
- and dragged it up, reaching camp at 5.30 pm. As it was so early we decided to pull
on with the second sledge in the direction of Reid Island. The surface had been quite
good all day but westwards from the camp we struck a lot of drift snow, which was
quite deep in places.
We pulled to within about 12 mile of our berg camp and then, leaving the sledge
there, returned to camp at 7.10 pm. This had been our best day's pulling yet;
although we hadn't come very far, we had passed three of our outgoing campsites.
The temperatures had been very low all day, probably near -34°C. Derek thought we
were in a pocket of cold air beneath the corries; it felt as cold - if not colder - as when
we had recorded a temperature of -35°C before we broke the thermometer. There
were no birds about and no seals to be seen. A very fine sunset lit up the skies to the
west - with woolly clouds and vivid colouring. My sleeping bag was again frozen
stiff and I spent some time trying to thaw it out.
I reflected that back home that day was August Bank Holiday, in contrast to our
situation. It was a cold night and I slept fitfully. The morning was overcast and
survey wasn't possible so we decided that Derek should continue geologising along
the coast while Charlie and I pulled number 2 sledge to Reid Island. We left a little
after Derek made off for Tophet Bastion, intending to work westwards from there.
The sledge was very difficult to start as snow was balled on the runners – these were
the days before frictionless ‘Tufnel’. We tried first to start it without turning it over
and scraping the runners - the trace broke. Then we pulled, lifting the bow onto an
icy patch and soon got it started. The surface was generally poor and we found the
sledge very much heavier to pull than yesterday. In addition there was a lot of
broken pack ice to negotiate. But we moved inside the bergs and had a pack-free
surface for a couple of miles - which brought us to Reid Island. Our clock was not
working, but it was probably about 4 o’clock when we stopped some 100 yards south
of Reid Island and ate some biscuits.
A bitter wind had troubled us during the last part of the pull and Charlie was not
keen to go further, so we returned in our tracks. The hills had been overcast all day,
down to about 1,000 ft, but as we passed the Berg camp it cleared for a short time and
the sun lit up the higher peaks. Signy appeared for a moment and then pack fog
drifted in from the east and obliterated everything. It became very cold - at least 34°C we thought - and we were glad to get back to camp and a thermos of hot cocoa.
Derek appeared about 30 minutes later having covered the coast to Pyramid Point.
He had found his boots useless as they were iron-hard and snow was balling on the
soles. He had also broken my ice axe; I supposed the cold had made the wood
brittle. Charlie had turned in to his sleeping bag and I went to meet Derek. We had a
lot of trouble lighting the primus, which emitted toxic fumes (and perhaps carbon
monoxide), so we had to open the inner door to the tent and it was very cold. On
turning in, we left the sleeve open.
I wore two pairs of Scapa scanties in an attempt to defeat the cold! But it was
another cold night and I was glad to get up eventually, having spent half the time
shivering. We were all ready to leave at 12.15 pm, having struck camp and loaded the
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sledge slightly differently, with the result that the load was longer and lower - and
the centre of gravity lower. It made quite a difference to the pulling, although the
surface was still very bad. We pulled to Reid Island without a break and pitched
camp about 3 o’clock. The day had been reasonable - little wind and the cloud base at
1,500 ft. Now a slight wind developed and it began to clear. Derek and Charlie went
off to examine ‘Castle Cape’ and I followed our tracks back for about 112 miles where
I got a resection near the large berg. I took a good series of rays before the sun went
down. It was a protracted business: I drew two or three rays and then paced around
swinging my arms to get hands and feet warm again - and then repeated the process
time after time until the work was done. I would need another resection between this
one and Pyramid Point.
The berg had a large concave face just above me and this produced a very fine
echo, which I tested repeatedly. A seal was blowing but I didn't investigate closely as
the ice looked rotten. I retraced my steps for about 12 mile and then, seeing Derek and
Charlie in the distance, I headed for them and met them half way down the East side
of the peninsula. We walked back to camp with cloud pouring over the col from the
north. A mirage effect due to the cold, advanced upon us like a wall and then
disappeared as we felt the colder air hit us. After supper there was a very fine lunar
halo - double with well-marked mock-moons and horns; a diamond parhelia was
formed at the same time and it felt very cold.
Again it was a very cold night, spent tossing and turning. That morning there
were many feathers of frost and hoar crystals in the tent. It was a clear cold day
(about -43°C we guessed), so I hoped to do some survey. Then Charlie and I would
pull number 2 sledge to the pack ice edge and with luck Derek would finish the
geology in time to help us to pull number 1 sledge back to base. Unfortunately he
was wearing sealskin boots and tore one on sharp rocks as he was collecting. In the
course of an hour or so snow entered the boot, his feet became frozen, and by the
time he appreciated the problem it was well advanced. He rejoined us and thawed
out his feet, but large blisters developed. He had no choice but to walk back to base
with us as we couldn't pull him on the sledge, and this didn't help his feet. Back at
the hut he retired to bed after I had lanced the blisters and it took several days before
he was able to walk again.
We had enjoyed our 3-week winter journey, although it had been cold and, with
our primitive equipment - particularly the inadequate footwear - it had been hard
work. We had not travelled far, but felt that we had experienced to some small
degree the hardships that the pioneers in the heroic era had coped with; but we were
very annoyed at having hauled the heavy, and as it turned out, useless radio
equipment and its batteries.
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Chapter 10

Earth Sciences, Communications and
Ships: 1948-49

We awaited a final call from the Biscoe to deliver missing supplies and bring in a
fourth man to make up our complement for the winter. Then, on 20 March a long
code message came through from Dr Fuchs; the Biscoe had been delayed due to
serious engine trouble. He sought an indication of our minimum requirements to
maintain the efficiency of the base throughout a year. It looked as if the Biscoe was
not coming and with luck we might receive some other vessel instead. Apart from
the incoming mail, none of us would mind if no ship came! We speculated that one of
the infamous crew had thrown a spanner or something larger into the works and
discussed the possibilities in a facetious vein.
Next day we listened to the Stanley Newsletter on the radio and heard that the
Fitzroy (the Falkland Islands Company supply ship) had picked up engine spares for
the Biscoe in Montevideo, and was on her way to Stanley. On 25 March a code
message came through saying that the Biscoe couldn’t make a second trip, but the
Governor was coming on another ship. We had a message from Dr Fuchs on 6 April
saying that the Fitzroy had been chartered (said to be at a cost of £6,000) and would
arrive at Base F (Argentine Islands) in a couple of days time. It also sought the names
of men with one-year contracts who wished to stay for two years. We heard the UK
budget broadcast and Derek decided to stay on!
By 10 April the Fitzroy had not been able to reach the Argentine Islands and two
days later we overheard a message to Base D (Hope Bay) stating that her order of
calling would now be D, G (Admiralty Bay), H (Signy), then presumably on to South
Georgia. Four days later we received a message telling us that the she couldn’t get to
D on account of ice and H was regarded as impossible due to a heavy concentration
of pack ice. Consequently we didn't get any mail and a large portion of our stores
didn't arrive that season. Fortunately nothing absolutely essential was missing. A
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two-year stock of food, clothing (though not in our case), fuel, food and so on is kept
at each base as a reserve against such exceptional conditions. In many respects it was
like being at a lonely lighthouse – except that we were far more remote and isolated.
So our trio would not become a quartet, nor were we likely to see much of
Coronation Island, because we were currently so badly provided with equipment.
The Fitzroy charter seemed to have accomplished little and we all felt rather irked
because we thought it should be possible to get through to Signy. But we accepted
our fate philosophically and made the best of things. We were to be the smallest
party to winter since Bagshawe and Lester in l922, but had the advantage over them
of limited radio communication. This was by W/T (wireless telegraphy, ie Morse
code) and R/T (radio telegraphy, voice), the latter was only possible under good
ionospheric conditions. There were official messages – ‘signals’ they were called
(mainly the Fortnightly Reports, stores indents and signals concerning other
administrative matters). Radio communication was difficult and we were the most
remote outpost among the bases, but we had made good friends on the voyage
south, now at the other bases, and continued to have chats over the radio with them
when conditions permitted.
One day I had a chat with David Dalgliesh, he on R/T and myself on W/T. I
heard all about his dog team and that the aeroplane wasn’t coming. He and Spiv
(Spivey) were “making one from plywood”; I said we were “making an aircraft
carrier from our old steel barges”. Another day David came up on R/T saying that
his husky pups were very messy and housed in the workshop because of the cold.
Unfortunately he couldn't hear my replies because of the atmospherics. I talked to
Jumbo Nicol and Bill Thomas at F: they described some terns they had observed and
I asked them to collect two as specimens. Their local penguins were mostly Adélies.
As for seals, they had Weddells and a few crabeaters, and a few days earlier had seen
a leopard; no fur seals had been seen. The husky pups were "hell let loose". Jumbo
was keeping a shirt I'd lent him – I told him to take good care of it, as it was now the
only one that fitted me! In May 1948 Ralph had long sessions with Hope Bay on the
radio and a long message about snowies came in from Bill Sladen. Later Bill tried to
have a chat, but he couldn't hear me because of the static, so it was rather
unprofitable.
In the middle of June there was a telegram from Dad telling me that my elder
brother Peter and Lorna, his wife, had gone out to Sokoto, Nigeria, where Peter was
now District Officer. Also I heard that my mother had been returned to the local
Council! On 24 June, just after Midwinter, Ralph had a long chat with Terry Randall
at E, but all we got out of him was that they baked a 20 lb cake at Stonington for the
Midwinter party. So far, their lowest temperature had been –38°C. We received a
telegram from Gordon Robin: "Midwinter Greetings – longest half now over".
Later in June the FIDS winter broadcasts from Stanley began. The Governor
opened the proceedings with a series of greetings to Base Leaders and John Huckle
recited a poem, bristling with imperialistic phrases and references to the South
American states – apparently dealing with the wanderings of a penguin – of
uncertain heredity. There was much static and interference so we heard only
occasional snatches, which made it even more bizarre. Later I received a copy in the
mail from my college friend, Arthur Mansfield; it was taken from Punch, and entitled
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“The King Penguin” On re-reading it the distinctive jingoistic flavour of those times
comes through, so it is worth quoting:
The King Penguin
On a desolate rock of the outer isles the lord of the penguins stood
And he looked his last on the stormy blast and a world that was not good
For the Nicaraguan Navy swept the rim of the icy seas
And the Guatemalan flag flew high on the rude Antarctic breeze
And he folded his flippers about his breast and he murmured "Was it vain
The fight for trade that the sea-dogs made with the towering ships of Spain?
I have grown too old to be consoled, too old to shout hurrah
At the threats of war from Ecuador and the sloops of Panama:
Little by little they break away from the breed that gave me birth
The lordliest empire ever seen by the sun that tours the earth
(For a Briton's hand upon British land as soon as his face was wet
Would wave him on before he was gone, he had no time to set).
But now the Yugo-Slavian types can mock at the power I knew,
And the Falkland gulls salute the hulls of the squadrons of Peru;
I have seen the days when the guns would blaze and the whole sea surge with
foam
Or ever they let some alien set his foot on my island home.
I have lived too long to see the wrong of a Patagonian peace
Imposed on the grebe and the albatross and the kelp and the upland geese."
He folded his flippers about his breast, and he paced his piece of rock,
He saw the Bolivian Admiral land and he could not stand the shock;
He dived for ever beneath the waves, but as he plunged he said
"I will not bow to a stranger's rule, I am English born and bred,
They have taken the splendour away from the world, and now
they have laid their ban
On the University graduate vote – and I was a Balliol man."

Bud Young then spoke for some time after noisily drinking a glass of beer. We
heard of the Biscoe's eventful return journey to Britain, when she towed the Highland
Monarch into a port in Brazil and claimed salvage money. There followed a series of
records and messages from their relatives to various Falkland Islanders serving on
FIDS and later we listened to ‘Much Binding in the Marsh’, a popular radio comedy
show at that time, and heard the midnight news on BBC World Service. Joe Louis
was still the World heavyweight champion and Chile was now in the sterling area.
The latter was rather important to us as it meant that we might be able to travel in
South America, breaking the voyage home. So there was some chance of our getting
to Tierra del Fuego yet! (Derek in fact did.)
At the beginning of July I received a telegram from the Governor requesting
information on the state of the digesters in the sealing factory. We expected him to be
better informed, as it was a whaling factory and was dealt with in Robin's report.
However I duly went down to the shore to inspect the digesters and the boiler, and
sent a report stating that I considered them quite useless due to heavy rusting, etc.
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In mid-July we listened to the FIDS broadcast again – now mainly the usual
‘kelper’ (Falkland Islander) brand of popular music, predominantly ‘country &
western’. Ralph was having trouble with the radio, but we heard officially that the
Governor was now en-route for London. Later we overheard on the radio that Dr
Fuchs was shortly going south on a 30-day depot-laying sledge trip. In August we
listened again to the FIDS programme on the radio and enjoyed the records for a
change. There was another message from Dave Jones (Base E) re glaciological
equipment. In the middle of August Ralph, trying to send out our monthly air-letters,
met with the usual procrastination. (This was a facility enabling us to send one air
letter a month to one named contact in the UK, and receive one.) We tried to listen
again to the FIDS programme but the reception was bad and we heard little.
On 15 August I drafted the Fortnightly Report, but the transmitter gave a crackle
and a flash as Ralph was sending and took sometime to repair. As a result he
couldn’t send the airmail letters out. I hoped our personal orders (to make up for the
deficiencies of supplies on base) wouldn't ‘miss the boat’. We later managed to send
out a message to say that we were closing down for four days to overhaul the
generator. Ralph dismantled, cleaned and reassembled it with some help from me.
Radio reception improved: we heard a FIDS radio programme but only records
and small talk. On the Overseas Service there was reference to discussions on British
Colonies and the question of the Trusteeship of the Antarctic was aired. Chile was
said to be against it. But the programme was very uninformative; we hoped to hear
more. Another day we overheard a radio message indicating that a sledging party
was three days overdue at base F (Argentine Islands). Also a message from Eric Platt
at G (Admiralty Bay) told us that he had found an outcrop of quartz diorite.
Eavesdropping was one of the few ways we had for getting news about the
organization and we became increasingly frustrated over the months by the lack of
official information on matters of import and interest to us. Ralph was at the radio for
a long time getting data on station frequencies from Jimmy Knox and then drew up a
chart.
Another afternoon we listened again to the FIDS radio programme. Matthews, the
ColSec who was leaving soon, had some interesting information: about Penelope, a 40
ton carvel-oak ship was now in the Falklands; on the political situation we could
expect an official message on government policy when the Governor returned from
London. This was to be the last programme in the series. Next day Ralph overhead
signals about Penelope – she was to be manned by naval officers and crew, a
Commander, 3 lieutenants and a met man.
Approaching the end of August Ralph made contact with some interesting
amateur radio stations in the Belgian Congo and other parts of Africa, and South
America. On 31 August he was repeatedly trying to send a message to base G re
seals. Terry Randall's voice broke in and then there was atmospherics and a lot of
W/T keying in Morse code), trying to find a suitable frequency – and then the
generator failed – it was out of petrol. Ralph found that the voltmeter was bust and
of course by the time it was mended there was no point in trying to contact the others
again that day. These are a few examples of the many frustrations we experienced in
our isolation. Later there was a message from Dr Fuchs, referring to our geological
discoveries, and showing interest in our “enterprising fishing". He had seen a snow
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petrel in the vicinity of Alexander Island on his sledging trip, a long long way from
the ocean. But there was no real information about what was going on.
At the beginning of September I received a message from Bill Sladen about
chinstrap penguins. He was to go sledging to Ross Island with Mike Green early in
October. We received a message from Fuchs to say that a dentist was coming down,
which was welcome news. Ralph checked the 18 set (radio). There was a message
from Fuchs: "Your plans approved" (for a sledging trip). We overheard Terry Randall
talking – sledging with Pat Toynbee – and learnt that David Dalgliesh was off
sledging on the 15th. We overheard a message to Lockroy, saying “30 days trip too
long” and urging the usual precautions, so we knew that others were trying to get
out into the field. I sent a personal message to Robert Lawrie's in London, ordering
crampons. As Dr Fuchs was having a tooth filled by David – lucky chap! – Bernard
Stonehouse spoke to us on R/T about boots. We had had trouble getting the sealskin
boots to fit us. He had suggestions for stretching the boots, but we had tried them all.
In desperation he said: "Try chewing them".
Discussion opened about personnel movements next season. I received a coded
message forwarded by Dr Fuchs: " From Governor – the composition of base H next
year to be Laws, Thomas, Meteorologist and a Falkland Islander. Maling to
accompany Jefford in 48 ton ketch [presumably the Penelope we had heard of earlier]
on a coastal survey of West coast of Grahamland. Lenton destination unknown.” This
was a damper on us as it meant a breakup. A couple of days later we intercepted a
message from Argentine Islands to Dr Fuchs – "Thomas not keen on moving to H
because of the lack of mountaineering opportunities." On 19 September we
overheard the Governor talking over the radio. Topics included: Helicopters,
Cambridge, Wordie, Scott Polar Research Institute (SPRI), John Biscoe, Penelope and
internal matters. A week later we overheard Huckle on the radio, telling the
Governor about his plans for South American travel. The Governor seemed
sympathetic. These outside interests all added a little variety to life, but we would
like to have been much better informed..
At the end of September 1948 there was an announcement on the radio about the
Antarctic Research vessel ‘John Biscoe’; only 8 newcomers were expected to be chosen
from 500 applicants; stamp sales were good and so on. Ralph contacted a South
African and a Brazilian radio ham (= amateur). In the evening we listened to
amusing Falkland Islands Radio programmes. At the beginning of October 1948 there
was a message from Dr Fuchs to say that he was back from a good journey, but the
northern party was still in the field. Ralph was playing on the ham radio frequencies
and I made a woodcut for his QSL cards (these are cards exchanged by radio hams
confirming contacts – useful in their competitions to see who could make the most).
One night when I was on cook duties, dinner was late as I thought Ralph was still
trying to send the Ob. when he was in fact indulging in amateur radio contacts.
Damn! Irritated I delayed the meal for an hour.
There was a message from Bill Sladen saying that he was making observations on
the snowies, but the huskies had eaten all but four specimens! There were 700
Adélies there (Hope Bay). I told him of an emperor penguin we had captured and the
other birds here. Another message came in from Dr Fuchs about a change of plans
for 2-year men. Derek replied saying he would be pleased if he was sent to the
Peninsula, but would also be pleased to hear that he could stay on Signy.
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We heard that the "John Biscoe" had sailed from England on the 14 October.
Bernard Stonehouse came up on the radio; he had found a king penguin colony on
the Dion Islets. This was very surprising, because they are sub-Antarctic penguins.
Next day there was an official message from Dr Fuchs: "150 king penguins found on
Dion Island, south of Adelaide Island. Will confirm whether king or emperor". In the
event they were of course found to be emperors.
A week later we overheard wireless conversations – that a sledge party had
returned to base at Lockroy and a sledge party from Base E (Stonington) was
expected to be out for another 3 weeks. In the evening Ralph tried to contact radio
hams on R/T, but had no luck. There was a message from the Colonial Secretary that
interested me: A Government Naturalist would be appointed in l949, a sealing
license was being issued – and then he dealt with other affairs. The Falklands were
acquiring two Auster aircraft for public transport about the islands. United Whalers
would share facilities at Deception Island.
I sent a message to Jim Chaplin (meteorologist) who we had learnt was to join us
at Signy) asking him to bring 4 drawing blocks and 6 octavo notebooks. I also sent an
enquiry to the Colonial Secretary re the Government Naturalist post. There was a
message from the Governor asking for ice reports at 1 o’clock daily; evidently the
Biscoe was getting closer.
Tragic news came to us in November when we learned that Eric Platt (Admiralty
Bay geologist) was dead; he had been one of us on the first John Biscoe voyage. Later
we overheard further details. It appeared that he and Jack Weir went over to Cape
Lion's Rump to collect penguin eggs and on the way back Eric had a heart attack and
became almost unconscious. Jack managed to take him to a point 3 miles east of base
and at midnight decided to go to base for help, but Eric was dead when they
returned. So very sad.
The 1948-l949 Relief was approaching. On 16 November 1948 a Radio message
informed us that we could expect the John Biscoe on the 30th. A few days later we
talked to F (Argentine Islands) in the evening and they were all drunk! A week later
a message from Terry Randall casually mentioned that the 22 set (radio) should be
taken to G (Admiralty Bay) by Ralph when he transferred. Another case of Signy left
out in the cold! Fuming, I managed to get this reversed, because we would need it
when we went sledging. I wrote a recommendation for Ralph to the RSGB (the Radio
Society of Great Britain).
On the 28th we heard that the John Biscoe would leave Stanley next day in
company with HMS ‘Sparrow’ (a frigate – sister ship to the Snipe, which had made an
Antarctic cruise down our way last year). All this was exciting, the first potential
break in our nine months of isolation. The two ships steadily approached us and
eventually came out of the fog on the morning of 3 December. The Biscoe had been
refitted and now looked quite different from the glorified barrel in which we sailed
down. They had trouble with icebergs and brash ice; to cope both were fitted with
radar but the Biscoe's set was not functioning. We had been in radio communication
with them for some days and knew more or less where they were all the time until
we saw them. At one point it appeared likely that they would have to turn back, the
ice was so thick, and the usual heavy fog shrouded everything. Both HMS Sparrow
and the John Biscoe anchored just off Berntsen Point and sent boats to the shore with
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the mail and two men who were to join me, along with a radio operator for the next
year.
Of the newcomers to base Jim Chaplin was to be the meteorological officer (Derek
remaining for the summer) and Charlie Skilling, a Falkland Islander, was employed
as a handyman and general assistant. Jim, a Navy meteorologist during the war, had
been a keen Boy Scout; he knew one or two people that I knew. Charlie was young,
only l9, and I wasn't sure how he would settle in. No replacement radio operator had
arrived and so we were left without one until the ship called in again. We would be
able for a time to keep in touch by listening to BBC programmes but unable to send
anything out. It was a little worrying as we were now to be completely cut off from the
outside. If the ship didn't manage to get in again, we would remain so until next
season, late 1949. Although this was most improbable, the lack of medical advice if
anything went wrong in that line was a rather worrying aspect.
It was good to see new faces. The officers of the Sparrow invited us on board for
dinner and we had a good time. They had a stock of good South American wines,
which provided a very enjoyable change to palates anaesthetized by whisky and gin
(all we had). [??] The dinner was good and afterwards we sat around and chatted
and then saw a film ‘Cluny Brown’ – this only served to make civilization less
desirable, but was quite amusing as we were in the mood to be amused after ten
months of making our own entertainment. The Surgeon-Lieutenant was a very
friendly type and showed me around his surgery, supplied me with a pound of
Barneys Punchbowl tobacco, some Field magazines, twelve-bore ammunition and
some anaesthetic (local) in case I had to do some tooth extraction. He also showed me
around the ship – and took me up onto the bridge, the first time I had been around a
warship. He also offered to do some tooth-pulling, but as a dentist was reputed to be
coming around on the second trip, and the surgeon made it plain that he was by no
means expert, we didn't risk it. I had broken a tooth opening a bottle of Enos Fruit
salts at the beginning of the year and it had given me a little trouble. The molar was
flush with the gum – what remained of it. We all had problems from time to time
with fillings that fell out.
Commander Waterhouse the Captain, was a charming man – and very worried
for the safety of his ship in all the ice. He had had a lot of experience of ice in the
Arctic, but said that it was quite different down South. In the north one meets the
pack before the bergs, but in the Antarctic the heavy stuff comes first and is much
more dangerous. In addition the fog which usually surrounded the South Orkneys at
this time of year made it doubly difficult to navigate. The purpose of this trip was a
show of force to impress the Argentines and Chileans that Britain meant business.
The only Argentine warship I had seen up to now was a small thing like a Tyne
tugboat, which was in Deception Island harbour when we arrived there nearly a year
ago. There was an Argentine base about 50 miles from Signy Island, on Laurie Island,
but of course we never saw them. It was possible that they would send a gunboat or
a cruiser down as a show of force – in which case as Magistrate I would have to
deliver a formal note of protest. Major Ken Pierce-Butler, FIDS Secretary, or SecFids,
was on board the Biscoe and gave me my new instructions on the political situation. I
had been afraid that a new policy might be to restrict the activities of the small bases
in view of the accidents of the past year, but this was unfounded.
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The ships left on 5 December. I was truly sad to see Ralph leave, for he had
complemented the skills/experience of Derek and myself and was reliable, a good
friend and a tower of strength. As Radio Operator he had huge responsibilities and
now that he was gone we realized how indispensable he had been. On 7 December
we tried to contact Stanley Radio but heard little; on the 15th we had no luck trying
to contact Ralph on the R/T. We listened occasionally to the BBC: ‘Much Binding in
the Marsh’ and ‘Calling the Falkland Islands’. But for nearly seven weeks we were to
be completely out of touch with the outside world.
We had been off the air since the first visit of HMS Sparrow, which called in on
December 3rd with the Biscoe. The last working generator, which supplied the
electricity for our radio, had broken down completely and we now had no radio
operator to mend it. In any case we could not have sent much, because our morse
was not that good. By January we were asking ourselves "where is the Biscoe?" She
was supposed to be making three visits to Signy that season. The first two were to
drop new personnel, the third was the Governor's tour of inspection, but was quite
likely not to come off. It was a good thing that the ship had been able to leave
England earlier than usual. Ice conditions are always uncertain and the longer the
ship was in the area, the more likely it was that it would be able to make the
necessary calls.
Consequently it was quite a surprise to see HMS Sparrow coming out of the fog on
the afternoon of 21 January, but no Biscoe. She anchored in the bay and boats put out
and brought some stores ashore plus some mail. The main mail, would I expected be
delivered at the beginning of March if the Biscoe got through again on her third trip
south. The first boat brought Captain Waterhouse ashore and we learnt that Jim was
to go to Admiralty Bay and Derek was to stay, which was good news. John Kendall,
the new radio operator had been flown out from England at very short notice. A
Yorkshiremen, he was about 50 and had spent a year in Northern Iceland during the
war – in the navy. He seemed a good chap. The wartime experience of Captain
Waterhouse included escort-group duties on North Atlantic convoys. The Doctor
was interested in birds and went around the nests; I pointed out the interest of the
work we'd been doing.
One of the Engineers and an Electrician had a look at the defunct generator for us.
Both generators had been running for two or three years now without any major
overhaul so their failure was not surprising. Despite the fact that I had predicted this,
nothing had been done about it. We had been left without any new generators or
even spares for the ones we had. We were now promised two new generators but I
was keeping my fingers crossed until they arrived!
We were taken out to the ship at 7.30 pm for dinner. Once there we luxuriated in
showers with lashings of piping hot water and then drinks and talk in the wardroom.
Captain Waterhouse sent a message to the Governor and then we had dinner with
him in his palatial cabin – or so it seemed to us! We had interesting talk, punctuated
by alarms about bergy bits coming close and having to be fended off, so the Captain
occasionally got up to see for himself. He showed us the itineraries for the ships,
which no one had told us about. It was all very civilized, though the cabin felt very
hot after our ultra cool living quarters, and enjoyable. And they were very
hospitable and interested in all our doings, but it came to an end all too soon.
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We said goodbye to Jim, and John stayed on board overnight to see to the repair
of the generator. Some mail had arrived for us, so we read our letters – personal ones,
one from Ken Pierce-Butler, packages from Falkland Islands Company too. On 22
January we were up at 3 o’clock, but no sign of life on the Sparrow, so we went back
to bed again! We had breakfast at 9 o’clock and spent the morning waiting and
unpacking various crates that the ship had already brought us: new skis, ice-axes,
clothing and boots, anoraks, gloves etc. They had brought mutton carcasses and
pork, and we found a crate of oranges labeled gin! I received a new Parker '5l pen.
The new equipment was really good and it was about time that the quality
improved; up until then it was second-hand army stuff for the most part. (The only
touch of frostbite I had was owing to wearing issue boots which were too small for
me; FIDS didn't cater for large people.) These improvements were due to Ken Butler,
but the equipment still hadn't all arrived and at least two crates were lost overboard
from the ship when unloading. Naturally as I had responsibility for the smooth
running of the base I felt rather strongly about the general mixup.
A boat put off for the shore at 12.30 pm bringing back John and the engines; they
had been working on them all night. Then the boat went immediately back to the
Sparrow, which was getting up steam, and sailed as soon as it was hoisted aboard. All
very hasty! We had had only a few hours company with other people on this visit
and seen only a few new faces, but it had been a refreshing interlude.
John put in more work on the small generator and had it going by 7 o’clock, but it
was ‘hunting’ – carburetor trouble we thought? It seemed a bit of an anti-climax,
after all the efforts and waiting. In the event we had continuing problems with the
generators but John worked on them all the next day and met with some success. The
small Reliant was running quite well although it fluctuated a lot; it seemed to work
better with a heavy load. The Briggs and Stratton appeared to be all right too, but the
piston rings, phosphor-bronze, were a tight fit and tended to stick. It was difficult to
start and would require careful running in. John was settling in quite well, but had
had a baptism of fire and was understandably worried about his generators. He
continued to be immersed in the engine problems, but got in touch with Ralph at
Admiralty Bay. I learnt that he spent time at Adelvik in Iceland during the war,
where he claimed there was more snow than we had at Signy.
Our first major task after the departure of Sparrow was the erection of a new radio
aerial. Fortunately we had a fine, warm day with little wind and the mast was very
easily lowered and raised. The new aerial was very much better than the old. It was
L-shaped and ran in a north-northwest to south-southeast direction; it was a half
wavelength long and the main radiations were at right angles to its length. John
explained all this, but I was little the wiser. Over the year John had to put in a great
deal of time trying to maintain the generators. The little Reliance was still unreliable
and cut out often for no apparent reason. Working on the radio, he managed to
eliminate a great deal of the noise as we discovered on 2 February when Jimmy Knox
came over well on the R/T – and talked very patronizingly to John about radio
schedules etc. That was the first opportunity that I had had to send off any ‘signals’,
as the big generator broke down the day after the Sparrow left on 4 December. He
forestalled my message to Dr Fuchs about replacement generators, by informing us
that we were to get two new generators from Stanley (and my trousers at last – size
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18!); also various thermometers, stop-watch etc. I sent a telegram home to say all was
well, since this was the first opportunity since the beginning of December. No
private telegrams had come through and I supposed they had been mislaid in the
usual inefficiency. John contacted some radio amateurs in February for a brief spell
and I sent another signal asking about private messages for us in the period 3
December to 22 January when we were off the air, asking for confirmation either
way, as the last one was not even acknowledged. This brought a message from Fuchs
reminding us that stores demands should be completed for the third visit of the John
Biscoe!
I sent a GLT home and had a telegram from Dad to say my letter had been
received and all was well. We overheard some of the outgoing Hope Bay crowd at
Deception Island, talking to E (Stonington). Bill Sladen and Frank Elliott were going
to Alexander Island; the others were heading home, except Brian Jefford who was
probably going to Admiralty Bay. This was the first we had heard about Hope Bay
since the fire. This lack of news was really infuriating and whenever John attempted
to ask for information he was immediately snubbed. What a set-up!
So far as we knew at the beginning of February the Biscoe was due to head south
as the ice in Marguerite Bay, was breaking up, making possible it was hoped, the
relief of Stonington (E) the southernmost base. She would call at the other bases enroute and then after returning to Port Stanley would call on us again on the third trip,
ice and weather permitting. Next, we learnt that she was now on her way south to
base A, Port Lockroy, which meant that she would definitely not be calling on us
until her third trip – a good thing from our point of view. We knew that the cruiser
HMS Glasgow was on her way south to make a show of force for the benefit of the
Argentines, but we wouldn't be seeing her at Signy. Commander Waterhouse had
told me, "there is a gentleman's agreement not to send any heavy stuff further south
than 60°S". The silly season was almost over by now and we would all be rather
pleased when left to ourselves for a further period of ten months or more. It was a
nuisance to be expecting all these ships as there were various preparations to be
made for the arrival of each and it interfered with our varied work. I was certainly
looking forward to another year at Signy. Despite numerous drawbacks the quality
of our life took a lot of beating.
By early March our latest news was that the Biscoe was on her way to South
Georgia. This meant that she would call at Signy before the other bases, which was
disappointing. I had hoped that she would viisit us last so that we should see some of
our friends before they returned to civilization. Also it probably meant that we
would remain short of equipment which was to have been sent up from Marguerite
Bay; such items as tent poles, ski bindings and sticks and a balance for weighing seals
next year. Large trousers for me had by now I hoped been acquired in Port Stanley!
One day early in March we had to close down communications for a generator
overhaul; John was fully occupied keeping the ancient generators functional. Next
day the generator appeared to be going well and he sent in the weather reports. But
then more problems developed and he became thoroughly ‘cheesed-off’ with his
radio problems, as he was trying to get through on the 22 set, but control was
officious. The generator valves broke again – and so it went on.
In mid-March we learnt that John Biscoe had arrived at South Georgia. We still had
no firm news of her ETA with us, but on 19 March we had talks with her on the R/T
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and learnt she was due at Signy next day! Again we had had little advance warning
and had been expecting her for about a week. We learnt that there had been a great
gale raging during this time and the Biscoe had to remain at South Georgia until it
had blown over. She had also to undergo some engine repairs. During this period we
also were more or less confined to base, but spent some days preparing elephant seal
carcasses for dog food at base ‘B’ – altogether we had about 3 tons of meat ready for
them when they arrived!
The Biscoe eventually turned into the bay at about l0 o’clock on 20 March and the
Governor came ashore in the first boat, with the mail, to inspect the base. It was good
to get all the letters as this was to be the last trip of the season and we could expect
no more mail until next December at the earliest. There was some new equipment,
including a decent tent, ski sticks, etc. Also a Norwegian pram dinghy – very heavy
and about 18 ft long, with a Seagull outboard motor – to replace the wrecked dory.
Two new Coventry Climax generators of larger capacity were landed to take the place
of the old machines and this took a load off my mind. The Auditor came ashore to
examine the accounts of the Post Office. This was one of my chief bugbears as there
were hundreds of letters from stamp collectors in each mail and it was surprising
how much work that entailed. Although my accounts weren't quite correct the error
was at least on the credit side!
I thought the Governor was quite pleased with everything though it had been
difficult to keep the place in good order, owing to its rough and ready construction
and with the limited equipment and supplies we had. (It is much more difficult to
keep a rough wooden floor clean, than one covered in linoleum! Also we had been
undermanned. Last year Gordon had had two supernumeraries, Falkland Islander
handymen, who were available to do all the routine maintenance). After the
inspection and when the first business was done I went aboard with the Governor.
He had a large, beautifully furnished suite leading off from the bridge (the Captain's
quarters when the Governor was not aboard), in great contrast to our primitive
accommodation. It was newly built, no doubt at great cost, and took up much
valuable fore-deck space. (We thought the money could have been better spent – on
good clothing and equipment for example!). Here we had sherry and a general talk
and then a meal. After this he went through the yearly report with me and seemed
quite impressed with the research that had been achieved. He said that he had been
very interested in my biological reports, which pleased me, and we discussed a
number of specific points.
I mentioned that I should like a third year if possible in order to complete my
work. This had been affected last season by: a) The abnormal ice conditions that year
and the understaffing of the base, which resulted in my being unable to do all the
seal work I planned. b.) Half the seal breeding population was carried away on the
ice. There was a great deal to do and I should like another year to continue the
survey. Personally, I liked the life immensely, but at £360 a year it was a relatively
underpaid job and I should like a little more in the bank. The question then arose as
to whether it would be better to remain at Signy for my third year or go to South
Georgia. There were points in favour of both options but on the whole I felt that
South Georgia was the best place for a further year. It would provide an opportunity
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to study a very large established elephant seal population – probably the largest of
them all – and to apply my research findings to reviewing the management of the
sealing industry there. The Governor said that he was not in favour of people staying
for longer than two years, but that in my case as I had my teeth into a job of work he
was all in favour of it. I supposed that I should know definitely in a few months time.
Another point favouring South Georgia, apart from the practical considerations, was
that there were more people at South Georgia and after another year at a small base I
might be quite glad of that. (I didn't think that was necessarily so!). He told me that
next year he intended to turn Signy into a 5-man base and agreed with me that the
present base was not suitable. It was small, got awfully draughty in winter and was
difficult to keep clean; so next year a new hut was to be erected.
The mail brought me a letter from Christopher Waddams in Cambridge (formerly
my Tutor) in which he hinted, I thought, at my being offered a Fellowship by St
Catharine's. He said obliquely that he "would like my residence in Cambridge to be
more permanent" and that he would do all he could at that end. Of course that is
what I wanted myself, provided that I could get away occasionally on expeditions
and so on. Apparently Cath's now would have a few extra Fellowships and Research
Scholarships (Junior Research Fellowships) going. It would be nice to get back to
Cambridge. I was very pleased with what I had been able to do so far and I thought
that I would have ample material to submit for a PhD. thesis (although I was not yet
registered for it). I would also be able to write a few papers on birds and
invertebrates. It was difficult in my isolation though to be sure that it was not just
wishful thinking! There was no one currently available with whom I could discuss
these matters.
Also I still had no clear ideas about a permanent line of work in my career. I
expected to spend a year or so after my return working up my material and data,
either at the Zoology Department or perhaps at the Scott Polar Research Institute
(SPRI) with a Department of Scientific & Industrial Research (DSIR) grant, or a salary
from the Colonial Office. The latter would be preferable, as I would be able to apply
for a DSIR grant at a later date if I wanted to extend my research. Furthermore, in
financial terms the DSIR grant was a mere pittance.
I had been developing a number of quite innovative lines of work in the seal
study and my penguin research was new. The laboratory we built had been a
godsend. I sent a cable to Sydney Smith asking for specific information on
histological techniques. He was still in America but Dr. Goodhart chased up the
reference for me and Ron (Sydney's assistant) made up several solutions and
dispatched them to me.
I also had letters from friends. Only one or two of my contemporaries were left in
Cambridge now, apart from the Dons I knew. Frank Merret was hoping to get a
Lectureship in the Chemistry department; John Temple was working for his PhD in
the Geology Department, and of course there were a few people who did Part II
Zoology with me, still in the Zoological Department. Norman Holme wrote from the
Laboratory at Plymouth where he seemed to be enjoying life. Arthur Mansfield was
in Ceylon, an Instructor-Lieutenant in the Navy, Ursula Grigg was at Plymouth, Alan
Wallace and Pete Williams were working hard at Hospital and should be fullyfledged doctors in another year; the Leeson twins were in the same stage at Kings
College Hospital; and so on. I had a letter from Arthur Lee who was working for the
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Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries at Lowestoft. He had been up almost as far as
Spitsbergen and his letter had been posted in Hammerfest. I also had a letter from
Gordon Robin, i/c Base H last year who was now doing Nuclear Physics at
Birmingham University under Professor Oliphant.
On 2 April 1949 there was a message from Dr Fuchs saying that in future all
messages were to be sent direct to the Governor – well, not quite all. We wondered
what was behind this bald statement. Then, three days later, we overheard some R/T
conversations with the Biscoe and gathered that she was going to Admiralty Bay next
day. Unless the ice conditions changed rapidly, Marguerite Bay would be
inaccessible for that season – there would be no relief this year for the eleven men
there!
A newsletter came from the Colonial Secretary; we heard the budget comments
on the radio (or wireless as we called it then) and had an orchestral concert, until
generator trouble led to an early bedtime. I prepared yet another Fortnightly Report
and received a message from the Governor requesting information on a variety of
subjects. There were other exchanges by radio. A message from Dr Fuchs asked if I
was satisfied with my research results, and if I would be able to complete my field
work over the next year. We heard the Governor talk but reception was very
distorted.
Our second winter Winter, l949, was approaching. On 19 April there was an ‘all
bases’ message from Fuchs about third years and one to me concerning my new seal
discoveries and my request for a third year. I replied and he responded saying that
he agreed with the South Georgia proposal (for me to work there for a year) and
asked what was the minimum assistance I required. One came from David for my
birthday and one from Pat Toynbee. It appeared that they had a cider still in
production! For my birthday on 23 April I had a long cable from home which was a
pleasant surprise, but evidently the last lot of mail had not yet arrived there. We had
a fire drill on 29 April and I made out the Fortnightly Report, which went in on the
l5th and 30th of the month. These reports baldly summarized: a) work done; b)
outstanding meteorology; c) fire drill held. The latter had been instituted in the
current year and I was expected to hold a fire drill once a fortnight and report that it
had been done. This required that everyone go out to their fire points and I inspected
them – i.e. said that they can go in again. That day I found that one of the
extinguishers was frozen up!
At the beginning of May 1949 Ralph called us on R/T from G (Admiralty Bay)
with a message for Derek about glacier temperatures: a new base member –
glaciologist Geoffrey Hattersley-Smith from Oxford, had apparently drilled two
holes 30 ft and 15 ft deep. Ralph also asked me to send him measurements of the
Signy hut as he was designing an extension to be erected at Signy next year. (So there
was not to be a new hut after all!) Later we heard that the Governor intended to send
a naval corvette to move the Base G hut to Signy, as Base G was to close down next
year. Ralph was hoping to stay a third year with myself, or Brian Jefford as BL. I told
him I expected to go to South Georgia but we didn't have time to chat for long, as
Stanley Radio was due to come up on air. Later John managed to contact Ralph
again, who appeared keen to go to South Georgia; I hoped it would all come off. Bill
Sladen had apparently gone home and was hoping to return to Base E as doctor next
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year. In May 1949 I pursued the prospect of a year at South Georgia and a message
from Sec Fids asked for a new scientific requisition list, assuming I would be working
there next season. This looked promising and I compiled a list, including camping
equipment. On 19 May Ralph came up on R/T and we had a short session; he had
not yet made up his mind about a third year. I had another message about stores
requisitions for South Georgia in June. On 17 August Ralph and I had another long
talk about South Georgia; he would definitely like to join me there if possible.
I sent a signal to Fuchs seeking his views, and on 24 August there was a message
in from Bill Sladen, from UK: He said opinion at Cambridge was divided as to
whether I should go directly to South Georgia for a third year. Would I prefer a break
of 6 months at Cambridge before South Georgia? This was followed by a message
from Fuchs, saying that it wouldn't be possible for Ralph to have third year. Then
early in September a signal came from Ken Butler: Bill had contacted Professor James
Gray (Zoology) who recommended my return to Cambridge provided I could go to
South Georgia in October l950; Sydney Smith was away and he required my final
decision. I sent off the necessary reply proposing to return to Cambridge. On 15
September a message came from Ken Butler, saying that Sydney Smith had
established there would be accommodation for me in Cambridge and confirming the
South Georgia move. All seemed to be working out well. There was some further
information on 22 October, when John had a long session on R/T with Ralph:
apparently Danny Borland and Gordon ‘Widger’ Stock, two meteorologists, were to
have been my companions in South Georgia had I gone there direct.
On 12 May John and I worked on the extra generator hut and got about half the
framework erected. Next day John and Charlie carried on with the construction, but
it was not until 6 June that John, Derek and I finally felted the new hut. It looked a
scrappy job but was weatherproof and we had been handicapped all along by lack of
decent wood – our projects had previously ‘cannibalized’ all that was available on
our island!
Initially we operated the two new 4-cyclinder Coventry Climax 1.5 KW engines to
generate our electricity and had no difficulties maintaining regular radio
communications over the early winter months, but then we ran into serious
communications problems for the rest of the year. The problem was that, although
we now had two functional, new generators, they were really too big for our needs
and consumed much, much more fuel than the old ones – a serious oversight and
handicap. John realized this a little late, but tried an alternative approach in June
when, as a fuel economy measure, he ran one of these generators on two cylinders
and reckoned that it used only half the petrol needed on all four cylinders. However,
it still used far more than the smaller machines. So we were concerned about
running out of fuel if we used them as planned and turned our attention again to the
old ones, to minimize consumption – we didn't want to go off the air again.
We persevered with the old models, particularly the 500 watt Reliance, which was
the most economic on fuel – when it functioned! At the end of May, to keep it going,
John decided he had to fit new piston rings, but it still refused to work. He spent
another evening trying to get it going and a few days later, after struggling with both
old generators, he got the small one going for an afternoon Ob. I assisted in the
evening when we managed to start the larger one as well. In early June he was still
having problems, working on the generators off and on. (One evening I was
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enlarging photographs when the generator gave out in the middle of one session.) A
few days later John found a way to start the big ‘genny’ – by stuffing a petrol-soaked
wad in the air intake, and was very pleased with himself.
Ultimately we had to use the small Reliance generator through the winter, though
keeping it running was a never-ending task for John. The big end of the larger Briggs
and Stratton generator had gone bust for good. In a way this was a good thing as the
small generator used only a quarter as much fuel as the larger one (and a tiny
fraction of the Coventry Climax consumption) which allowed us to listen to the radio
more often. It provided better lighting than we obtained with the paraffin lamps.
Just in case anything happened to him I got John, as a back-up, to type out
operating instructions for the generators, transmitters and receivers. For the same
reason we had additional morse lessons and I could now get along quite well at 4-5
words/minute although there were about seven or eight letters I wasn’t fluent with.
On 16 June the flywheel came off the small Reliance genny while it was running but
John thought he could get it on again. On 5 July he took its oil pump to pieces and
got it going, but it was very temperamental. He had further trouble with it in August,
got it going again, but it kept stopping; he made a replacement engine part but it
didn't do the trick.
So our troubles persisted throughout the winter. John would finish working on
the little end and the Reliance would work well for a few days, then require attention
again. On 1 September he seemed to have discovered the cause of most of the trouble
with it – a loose cam which was upsetting the valve timing. After a lot of trouble it
was working well, but let him down yet again. He continued to have trouble with the
generators and the fuel supply was running very low so we couldn't use the Coventry
Climaxes. On New Year's Day we had the radio on for a few hours in the evening –
running the Reliance on alcohol! – and a few days later he had them both running on
white spirit! We even considered Navy rum, which we had in excess. It really was a
saga and John showed great perseverance in these troubles. Had the generators
supplied been smaller, or the fuel supply for them larger it would have been a
different story.
Personal contacts. Once a month I received a message from home and occasional
others from friends, like the Woods and various Cambridge friends. In July we also
heard that Bill Sladen had been given an MBE for his actions after the fire at Hope
Bay. Then John made contact with an amateur radio ham, Derick Ritson, at Hexham
who was a friend of Derek's. We sent him our home phone numbers, so that he could
pass on our news. This was, strictly speaking illegal, as radio hams are expected only
to exchange technical data on strength of signal, and so on. We had quite a number of
contacts with him. In October I learnt from him that my brother Peter was on a
course at Cambridge until March and staying on for another month in Britain on
holiday so I should see him on my return. On 18 October Derick Ritson told me that
my Mother was planning to visit him.
Later I learnt from him that Marie Galloway – a friend – had just been married. In
late November 1949 John had a sched with Derick Ritson who told me that my
Mother had seen Sydney Smith in Cambridge and he had confirmed that lab
accommodation was booked for me in Cambridge. She had also seen Brian Roberts
who didn't know how I would get home but recommended that I brought my
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specimens back myself under my personal supervision; and she had also seen Mrs
Fuchs. On 9 January there was a message from Dad telling me that Peter was home.
We heard more music courtesy of the BBC, but only when the reception was clear,
which was infrequent. In May we listened to the Mozart Bassoon Concerto and part
of the Haffner symphony; in June we heard the Emperor Concerto but reception was
very bad. In July there were some record requests for Fids on Stanley Radio, mainly
popular music. A highlight that month was a Bach recital by Harold Dark, which
took me back in mind to Kings College Chapel. In August we enjoyed a promenade
concert: Beethoven, Egmont overture, 3rd piano concerto and 7th symphony.
We continued to have limited contact with other bases, mainly Ralph at G
(Admiralty Bay) and with Base E (Stonington). In May there was a message from
Fuchs about a special BBC programme – ‘Calling Base E’, and we heard the first
broadcast in June, which was to Spiv (Bob Spivey). Jumbo Nicol sent midwinter
greetings from Base A and we learned that they were planning a 10-day sledging
trip. A week later there was a message from Fuchs saying that André Liotard (Leader
of the French Expedition to Terre Adélie – who had been with us on the first voyage
of the Biscoe) had sent best wishes to all. Derek and I compiled a message in French to
André who, was expecting to start again in September. No news of any of the sledge
parties, though it appeared that there was another party sledging out from Base E. In
July there was a message from Dr Fuchs about ‘Calling all Fids’, another programme
arranged with the BBC. We heard on ‘Calling Base E’ that a dock strike had spread to
the porters at Smithfield. The politics all seemed so remote.
Early in May David Dalgliesh told us that they were going to the Dion Islands,
south of Adelaide Island, at the end of the month to study emperor penguins. In June
we heard the second of a series of broadcasts ‘Calling Base E’ (Stonington) which had
been cut off by ice where the so-called ‘lost eleven’ had gone un-relieved the
previous season. The BBC had offered to make a series of broadcasts to them on the
lines of the wartime programmes where parents and friends spoke and played a
record. I didn't know whether it was a very good thing, for it might tend to make
people feel lonelier rather than the reverse. We learnt that Bernard Stonehouse was in
radio contact again from the Dions; the first eggs were laid June 4th. They were
having an interesting time with the emperors. I felt quite envious. David sent us a
message saying they were getting on well with the emperors and having lots of
scrambled eggs! He also sent the cider recipe. A message from Fuchs said that he and
Spiv had visited the Maurice Fauré Islands from where they saw no open water to
the west. Their transmitter was damaged when they crossed thirteen miles of rough
brash. It was all very interesting to us in our isolation.
In July we heard another ‘Calling Base E’ programme featuring David – a
pleasing series of selections – apparently they were living in igloos at Dion Islands. It
was good to have some information about what was going on elsewhere. Apart from
this and journeys out there by supporting parties from Stonington there had only
been one sledging trip from bases so far that winter. Base F (Argentine Islands)
closed down for ten days while they all went out in the field and caused some
anxiety by being several days overdue. With the exception of Deception Island where
there were no opportunities for sledging, Signy was the only base without dogs and I
wanted to do some useful man-hauling trips if only because of this.
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One day I had a long R/T chat with Ralph and we discussed the new hut
extension, seals, birds etc. Ralph seemed to be getting on well and the others were
going out sledging shortly – to Esther Harbour. He reported that there were no signs
of growth rings – an important discovery I had made – in leopard seal teeth;, which
was a disappointment. (Much later I found that leopard seal teeth did in fact contain
clear layers that could be used for ageing). I sent a message in code to Dr Fuchs about
our journey plans. At the end of August l949, after we returned from our winter
journey, there was a message from him, asking for a report on the journey. There
was also a coded message asking me if I considered John suitable for Base Leader at
Signy next year, with a 4-man party; I replied in the negative. I didn't think John had
the qualities necessary and that he wouldn’t cope with the responsibility. In
September I had a chat with Ralph; Ken Pawson also came on the air and we passed
greetings. BBC Radio informed us Launcelot Fleming was now Bishop of
Portsmouth.
In mid-September we intercepted message saying Bill Sladen was to be Base
leader at Signy next year, and Jim Chaplin would be in charge at base A, B or G.
There was a long message from Dr Fuchs about disposal of specimens and records.
In October John heard that he was expected to do Met. next year and Derek put in
some time 'instructing' him. In November there was a message from Spiv asking how
fast John could send and receive Morse.
There were various messages about stores and equipment. For example all
existing medical stores were to be withdrawn next year and replaced by standard
units. We had a message about stores lists to be prepared for 1 November and 31
December, also one querying various stores requests; and another about Stamp
Collectors.
The l949-1950 relief approached. “No one ever tells us anything” was the
continuing cry, and in October we began to piece together some information about
the relief. On 11 October the BBC announced the sailing of the John Biscoe from
England under Captain Harry Kirkwood, and on 19 October there was a message
from Base E relaying a message from him. The Biscoe had crossed the Bay of Biscay
and was off Spain. She expected to reach Stanley on 14 November, but on 24
November we still had no information about her itinerary. From past form I expected
that our first intimation would be contacting her on R/T as she approached us. Then
at the end of November we learnt that her planned itinerary was to visit bases B, G,
and H spending 4 days at each base. Next day we received further information on
R/T from Ken Butler on Biscoe. The Norseman and Auster aircraft were to fly out
Base E personnel but not until later in the season. After visiting the four bases she
planned to visit South Georgia.
On 30 November we learnt that Biscoe was in Boyd Strait near Castle Rock; next
day she was in Harmony Cove, Nelson Strait, evidently turned back by ice in Boyd
Strait. On 4 December the BBC gave an account of Biscoe at Deception Island in their
news bulletins. She was due at Admiralty Bay on 8 December and next day we heard
that she had arrived. There were now doubts about reaching Signy and they wanted
to get to South Georgia for Christmas. On 11 December I had a chat with Ralph and
learnt that in fact Biscoe had to go to South Georgia to connect with the Norwegian-
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Swedish-British expedition so as to give them some dogs. So I didn't expect they
would try very hard to get to us, and if they did they wouldn't stay long.
On 14 December we realized that Biscoe was north of King George Island and
steaming at 712 knots through fog, course 054°; apparently she had now developed
engine trouble. On 7 January we overheard a signal detailing the movements of the
Biscoe but were little the wiser and on 11 January Ralph came up on R/T for a chat,
but still no news of the Biscoe's plans.
My diary doesn’t say much about the summer period December to February,
when I was immersed in my field researches. Then, on [23 February 1950] the John
Biscoe arrived at our island with HE the Governor on board. She departed on [28
February], with Derek, John, Charlie and me on board, first call Port Stanley. During
the five days, which passed very quickly, I had several discussions with Miles
[Clifford] about my work and plans, which involved spending six months at
Cambridge, writing up and preparing for a year at South Georgia, to study elephant
seals and the sealing industry there.
I also joined in the relief operation, again helping to transport many tons of stores
and supplies by hand 70 feet up the rocky slope to the base site. It had been decided
increase the complement to 5 and to rebuild the base. Bill Sladen was the new Base
Leader and I handed over to him. With him were John Cheal (Surveyor), Eric Salmon
(Meteorologist), Ron Worswick, and Dave Duke (radio operator). While the
handover and re-supply went ahead the materials for enlarging the base,
incorporating our old home, were unloaded and building began. It had also been
decided to remove the husky dogs from Argentine Islands base and three teams were
put ashore at Signy. During my research we had collected a supply of seal meat for
dog food, we helped with the feeding process, and got to know them. We envied our
successors their luck in having these splendid animals to keep them company and
make winter travel easier. They were to help with the geological and topographical
survey of Coronation Island until 1964.
A journalist, Douglas Liversidge, was on the ship and conducted several
interviews with me. I also demonstrated aspects of my field work and collecting
methods, which later led to several articles and a book by Liversidge. During this
time too the John Biscoe visited Sandefjord Bay at the western end of Coronation
Island, where a base had been constructed in February 1945. (The original intention
had been to establish a station on Signy Island in 1944, but this was not achieved and
the hut was erected instead at Sandefjord Bay, in February 1945, although there were
insufficient personnel to occupy it. Instead a new hut at Cape Geddes, Laurie Island
replaced it in 1946. Both the Sandefjord Bay hut and the Cape Geddes hut (especially)
were vastly superior in size and comfort to our primitive little home on Signy. ) We
went ashore, on the way seeing at close quarters a leopard seal killing a penguin in
the brash ice. We discovered that the base hut had been erected inside a dense
penguin rookery. Apart from the noise there was a pervasive smell – particularly
oppressive in the pure Antarctic air – and having climbed the cliffs into the rookery
we were spattered by penguin faeces as birds fleeing from us threw up shit with their
flippers and spattered our clothes. When we got back to the ship I was standing on
the main deck when, from above the jacket of a suit followed by a pair of trousers,
fluttered into the sea. Looking up I saw that it was Douglas, who had foolishly worn
a suit to visit the base hut, and evidently now considered it was permanently ruined!
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Then at the end of February just over two enjoyable and exciting years after we
had first landed on Signy we departed, as I then thought probably for ever, heading
directly for the Falkland Islands. We were disappointed to have no opportunity of
seeing either the Antarctic Peninsula, or South Georgia.
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Chapter 11

Elephant seals, fieldwork: 1948 – 1949

Bull, cow and pup, in repose – with man for scale

T

he coasts of the island are rocky and much indented and I made regular seal
censuses which involved a thorough check on all beaches and isolated coves
around the island. In every little cove there might be some elephant seals even
towards the end of the summer. An accurate census entailed a systematic survey of
the whole coastline whether steep and rocky or not. However, I quickly established
that the vast majority of elephant seals congregated for moulting on the north-east
part of the island in Borge Bay, which became my main study area. This was
convenient as it was near the base. I made frequent and intensive counts in that area
backed up by fewer extensive counts over the whole coastline of the island. In
making these counts I covered the coast and inland wallows, divided into naturally
defined areas for studying movements between beaches. At their peak in that first
summer there were 3,200 elephant seals in the main study area – of about km2.
Each count of that small area involved covering ten miles or so and in the process
I made observations on their behaviour. The most common seal was the elephant
seal, the main subject of my research, which hauled out in limited numbers for
breeding and now in summer was ashore for 4-6 weeks to moult. It is an ugly
monster at all but the youngest ages; the male has a proboscis and this together with
its great size (up to 20 ft long and to 4 tons or more in weight) is the reason for its
name. By the time we had arrived, the numbers were past their peak.
The least attractive part of my work involved collecting records and specimens
for subsequent laboratory analysis – biometrics, skulls, reproductive organs, stomach
samples, parasites. This involved killing individuals of both sexes and all ages – I
developed a new, accurate method of telling their age.
The other seal species on the island were the Weddell seal, the crabeater, the
leopard seal and a solitary fur seal. The first two are much more attractive than the
elephants, which are gross and very ugly except as pups, when they are fur-covered
and their bark is like a Pekinese dog! We saw very few crabeaters during my time at
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Signy. The leopard is supposed to be rather dangerous and it kills and eats penguins
and other seals, but we had little trouble with them.
Two weeks after our arrival the numbers of elephant seals in our vicinity were
increasing rapidly. There were 29 around the old whaling station and 46 observed in
Paal Harbour, rising over the next few days to about 120. I hadn't time to do any
other counts, because the initial task was to move stores, and complete the laboratory
before high winds and snow made the work too unpleasant.
On 4 March before dinner Ralph and I went down to the cove to look at a young
elephant seal about 3 ft long. It was one of the pups of the year and its coat was a
light grey, quite long and silky. It was well-padded with blubber, which protected it
when scrambling over the rocks. Over the next few days I watched pairs of young
elephant seals, doing mock-battle together. One afternoon there were four of them in
the deep pool in the rocks at Berntsen Point. They were splashing about playfully,
snapping at each other and surging like salmon as the waves of the heavy swell
swamped the pool. All were heavily scarred about the neck, axilla and flanks, though
only 2-yr olds I thought. Elephant numbers in Paal Harbour increased to 189 by midMarch and it was very difficult to count them when they were congregated in a ‘pod’
let alone to do a count of proportional age groups, but my skills were honed by
experience over the ensuing weeks.
In the denser concentrations the moulting elephant seals lay in stinking wallows
bunched together like sardines in oil – actually their own shit.. In the larger pods they
lay two and sometimes three deep, a roaring, snorting, writhing mass of blubber and
a revolting smell was wafted on the wind; it was in fact ‘visible’ on cold days,
because clouds of ammoniacal vapour emanated from them. Dante would have got
good ideas for describing another pit of hell. I walked through the area until I came
to a pod, then mounted the highest rock or hill around to count them. This could be
rather difficult, as I found at the height of the following season's moulting period,
when there were often over 300 to a pod in my main study area, in places twolayered. I needed to get an idea of the sex and age structure of the population hauled
out at different times. If it was not possible to make a direct count the proportions by
age groups of both sexes, I counted a section and then applied the ratios to the whole.
Another four days and the seals on Signy Island seemed to have reached their
maximum numbers yet. I should finish the island survey as soon as possible. Ralph
marked some of the 23 bulls behind the digesters with paint.
I prepared maps for the census and made the first systematic count at the end of
March. The others came along as well, intending to return for the 3.0 o’clock Met Ob.
Landing at Waterpipe Beach we split up Derek going inland and Ralph and I
following the coast of the study area. I soon found that, inexperienced as I was, it was
difficult to distinguish the sexes other than the large bulls, though with practice it
became easier. We counted the seals on the coast and islands of Borge Bay up to the
top of Mirounga Flats in the north and inland wallows. Then Ralph went back to the
boat to take Derek home for the Ob. I had my lunch and worked right along the
remainder of the coast covering every yard of it; this established that it would be
possible on subsequent counts to miss out quite large stretches of coast, which were
unsuitable for seals to haul out.
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We finished the census at 6.15 pm when it was getting too dark to see the seals.
The total was 1,055 for the area north of Orwell Glacier and as far as the west shore of
Stygian Cove. I thought this count was reasonably accurate but there were numbers
of seals in the sea or wallows, which were difficult to count. About 90% of the seals
present were males and of these 441 or roughly 40% were large harem bulls. It was
difficult to distinguish males and females below 3 years old. I was still very
inexperienced and occasionally I was able to see from the genitals of an individual I
had classed as a male, that it was actually a female – or vice versa.
Sporadic ‘fighting’, chiefly between smaller seals continued. In most cases it
seemed more play than fight and the pair would swim off together gamboling. In
other cases the thrusts and bites appeared to be vicious and the number of animals
with fresh wounds seemed to bear this out. One medium-sized female bore two 9inch gashes on either side of her neck which were still bleeding and looked freshly
inflicted.
After lunch on 3 April I completed a seal count for Borge Bay. Making my way
along the shore I recorded some interesting observations on elephants and made a
careful count. There were 72 large bulls and 123 others of which only 9 were females.
Numbers had fallen off in Elephant Flats, but on Drying Point they were about the
same as when we arrived. Other beaches showed if anything an increase.
I tried out some thinned cellulose paint (for marking elephant seals) in my spray.
Using the yellow paint, I marked a big bull elephant behind the digesters – as well as
some sheathbills – but it looked as though I would end up using a brush at the end of
a long rod! Of course I was well spattered with yellow paint myself by the time I had
finished.
Next day I made a seal count on south coast and found that the western half of
Clowes Bay contained no suitable beaches for elephants and anyway a count would
only be possible from the sea, because of heavily crevassed glacier ice and steep rock
cliffs. Accordingly I turned back and extended the count north-east from where I had
started, to cover the entire coast up to northern Oliphant Islets. In this bay there was
a dense accumulation of ice floes and I counted no less than 17 Weddells and one
leopard. Total elephants on the count: 33 large males; 101 others, mostly male; total
Weddells 18. There were 63 elephants in Paal Harbour.
A week later there were only 70 elephant seals in Paal Harbour (10 large, 8
medium and 52 small males) and next day I decided to do a seal census around the
north-west coast. Ralph rowed me northwards inside Billie Rocks, and I began the
count in a cove to the east of North Point where the coast became more or less
impassible and steep due to the bulk of Robin Peak. I walked along the coast, which
was for the most part devoid of suitable beaches for elephant seals. At the headlands
between the bays there was often a string of islands or rocks jutting out to sea, the
innermost of the series being usually connected to land by a low-lying shingle beach,
which formed a suitable hauling out area for elephants. Apart from a few stray
individuals all the elephants I counted were confined to these beaches. Seal numbers
were apparently slightly less than before and there were 110 on the stretch of coast I
covered.
On 13 April I resumed the count on the south coast. After inspection through
binoculars it all looked very impassable so I began at the cliffs of Confusion Point
and worked round westwards to Cummings Cove covering as much of the coast as
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possible. The shore here was deeply indented with narrow coves and the headlands
between were high and very steep, so any survey was necessarily laborious. There
were very few suitable elephant seal beaches (indeed during that day I observed only
12 elephants). Now that I knew the position of the possible beaches, ensuing surveys
would be much less laborious since it would be all right to miss out stretches of the
coast. I made my way around Porteous Point and into Cummings Cove.
Two days later Derek counted the seals between base and Orwell Glacier for me.
There were very few in Elephant Flats now as it was pretty well iced over with only a
small area of open water in the centre. Next day, as the weather looked so promising
I decided to go over to the Port Jebsen coast to finish the all-island seal census.
Elephant Flats was quite frozen over and in our bay the new ice was forming
pancakes. We cut across Orwell Glacier, then went across to Snow Hill and the rocks
to the west. I intended striking across to where I broke off the survey of the west
coast on the 11th but was forced to make a wide detour to avoid ice cliffs and steep
slopes. Derek turned back about 1.30 pm and I made my way down the ice valley to
the coast. I saw no Weddells or crabeaters and only one leopard, although there were
many suitable floes. The elephants were very sparse.
On the shore in the centre of Port Jebsen was a large boiler – from the wreck of
the Tioga. It was here that a medium-sized male elephant seal charged me in a very
atypical manner; I went back a few yards and then gave him a rap on the nose which
made him quite noisy but he didn't try to attack me again. I continued the count to
Cummings Cove, thus completing the survey of Signy Island. Then back over Tioga
Hill and round the Horseshoe to Garnet Hill.
Next week I went out again to count seals, hoping to get across the mouth of
Elephant Flats on the floes but this wasn't possible as a near gale arose and I found
open water at the entrance. So I made a count of the elephants on the south side of
the Flats. Numbers had gone up, due no doubt to evacuation of the more ice-bound
beaches. There were 119 in the area covered – mostly large males and only one
undoubted female. On 26 April I counted the seals in the main study area starting at
Stygian Cove. There had been a general falling off in numbers but still many groups
of large bulls. (There were were 313 large males, 138 medium males, and 15 small
males; I saw no females.) Making my way up Jane Peak I met Derek on the way
down having taken all the bearings he needed. Together we went back to the beach
and Ralph took Derek back for the Met Ob. I stayed over to finish the count, working
north from Elephant Flats.
The pack came in two days later and in half an hour the bay was full of large
floes – on one of which was an elephant. Next day there was another elephant on
floes near Berntsen Point. Two days later the pack was still in the bay and many
elephant seals were venturing onto floes near the beaches. Their numbers seemed
much less. On 1 May Ralph and I went up to Biggs Bluff and saw only four seals
offshore on floes, one of which was a leopard and the others elephants. It was
interesting to me that elephants hauled out on ice floes; this had not been reported
before and was in extreme contrast to the northern elephant seal, which basks on
sub-tropical beaches off California!
Next day I made a count from Berntsen Point to the glacier returning after dark.
The seals were rapidly falling off in numbers and most were in the water and
fighting; there were 44 on this stretch of coast. Next day Ralph and I had a look for
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seals on two beaches, for killing, examination and specimen collection. There were
none suitable for my purposes so I made for the Starfish Bay beaches while Ralph
rowed the dory round to the point. There were no females about and the first suitable
seal I found was a male on the rocks at the south end.
This was one of the defining moments in my life. I loaded the .303 rifle and brought it
to my shoulder, and got the seal's neck in my sights about where I estimated the neck
vertebrae to be. But I couldn't bring myself to pull the trigger; shaking with
indecision and reluctance to take its life my brain just couldn't order my finger to pull
the trigger. But I knew that the success of all my research depended on making these
collections; it was the only way to obtain the material needed to study growth, age
and reproduction. I had filed the noses off some .303 bullets to make them more
lethal and fired two at the seal with little effect except that it was bleeding quickly
and dying slowly. This was terrible! Ralph appeared in the dory at this moment and I
had to hold fire for fear of ricochets. The seal didn't seem to be in pain and was more
or less torpid, but I fired again aiming as near the skull as I dared. But it was too near
and, although it killed the animal instantaneously, I later found that the skull was
badly cracked, which greatly impaired its value as a specimen. I was appalled by all
this.
Ralph gave me a hand in dealing with the carcass but even so the process took
more than an hour. It was all we could do between us to roll the seal over to make
the necessary ventral incision to open it up. I measured it and made the collections of
reproductive material I needed for my research (testis, epididymis, baculum, skull).
There was nothing in the way of parasites in the intestine and very few in the
stomach, which was full of stones. I spent the afternoon boiling the [two] skulls and
cleaning them.
On 7 May I went over the top to Elephant Flats, thence back to base along the
coast counting seals. There were a few in Elephant Flats and only one group on the
Drying Point beach. In all I counted 47 on this stretch of coast. Next day there were
25 seals in Paal Harbour mostly medium-sized. It seemed that the large bulls left
earlier than the sub-adults.
A few days later there were several elephants near the digesters and I decided to
shoot one of them, so I collected all the gear and went down. I chose one of a bunch
of six males, which looked to be a year older than the last one and killed it outright at
the first shot, using .303 with the point filed off. It was less traumatic for me than the
first killing. Ralph brought some wood down and lit a brazier, as it was fiercely cold.
I got all the measurements and specimens needed but it took time, requiring three of
us to roll it over! There was a very natural tendency to skimp the work under such
conditions that had to be resisted strongly. I paid frequent visits to the fire to restore
a little feeling to my hands. Ralph was very helpful. As we worked plenty of blood
stained the snow and it was all very distasteful – but necessary.
An elephant poked its head out amongst the pancake ice just offshore and with
head thrown back was trying to swallow a large Notothenia – about 1 ft in length. This
was a large mouthful for it and was crunched once, twice, thrice between the postcanine teeth before being swallowed head first. It was a very interesting observation
as, according to Matthews, elephant seals fed exclusively on cuttlefish. In the
stomach I found 12 lbs of sand and a few nematodes, plus 2 pints of strongly
smelling, yellow-green gastric juice. Back in the hut again I dealt with the specimens
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and it was then time for lunch. There were 28 seals in Paal Harbour: 5 large, 6 small,
17 medium males.
A few days later a smallish elephant seal hauled out in Gash Cove and I set out
to kill it. Derek came along to give me a hand to turn it over. He wanted to try the .45
revolver to see if it was more effective than the .303 rifle. We took the plate camera
down so as to get photographs of the seal before shooting it, as these should be more
value than photos of a stretched-out lifeless lump. It would be useful to have a
gallery of pictures to compare with the other data I collected. In the next cove there
was a smaller seal on the cemented floes at the water's edge and I decided to have a
go at it as well. After photographing it Derek took two shots to kill it – the second
breaking the neck, but not I hoped the skull. We then went back to shoot the first one.
Derek fired about six times without killing it and I had to go back for more
ammunition before it was dispatched; it wasn't possible to turn it over in order to kill
it quickly by stabbing in the heart. I began to deal with the smaller seal, which was a
female: removed ovaries, reproductive tract and mammary glands as well as making
other routine measurements and collections. The other seal, an immature male, took
longer and because of my lack of experience I found no testes in the usual position;
the only organ which I pickled hoping it might be a testis was, I later decided, a
lymph gland! I was still a bit queasy about killing but it had become more matter-offact.
These operations took time and I needed a break to warm my hands which,
covered with frozen blood, were rather cold. Neither of the stomachs contained any
food and but few parasites. The male seal had several 8-9 inch tapeworms in its
rectum and I collected these. Leaving the seals’ heads above high water mark, I
carried the other specimens back to the hut and the afternoon passed quickly dealing
with them. I collected the skulls and cleaned them next morning.
A couple of days later I counted the seals on Drying Point and then picked my
way across the floes in the mouth of Elephant Flats; the route was quite firm and
safe. The count was quicker than usual as there were fewer seals than before and I
was able to get across to the islands and around parts of the coast on the sea ice. The
seal I had shot in Starfish Bay had been more or less picked clean by four giant
petrels, which ambled away at my approach; they had done a good job of cleaning
the skeleton or at least the part showing above the snow. I walked round to Stygian
Cove and found a number of seals in small coves, where before I had only seen one
or two at a time.
I hurried back across the three lakes, as one foot was wet as a result of putting it
through the ice. At –20°C it was very cold and I was white-haired with rime, at least
my beard was, by the time I got back. An elephant was lying on the bay ice like a fat
black slug, its trail leading from Billie Rock. There were 240 seals in all on this stretch
of the coast, more than I had expected.
On 15 May we climbed Robin Peak and had a good view from the top. Down in
the bay elephants lay on the thick ice or crawled about leaving brown slug-trails of
excreta on the pristine snow. There were several groups on the beach, showing up
distinctly against the white surround. From these came clouds of steam and
snortings and bellowings. Brief upheavals could be seen, while two bulls had a
difference of opinion ending in apparent exhaustion. A large crack in the sea ice
extended out to the pack and the stillness was broken by sounds of further cracks
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and groans as the ice took the strain of the tide. I went over to look at the coast
around North Point and had a surprisingly good view from one of the rock
buttresses. So far as I could see there were no seal of any species on that stretch of
coast or on floes. On the beach west of Jane Peak were six medium elephants and I
thought it quite likely that these were the sole surviving seals on the west coast, since
on my previous survey there were very few more to the south.
Next day an elephant came up to breathe in the tide crack at Berntsen Point and
submerged again. Then I heard heavy breathing and in the next ‘creek’ saw two
elephants – their heads just above water. They submerged for 312 min and
reappeared further along the coast. The following day I watched an elephant that
was using the tide-crack as a breathing hole. It floated there staring up at me looking
very serious and surprisingly intelligent, then yawned and submerged slowly. It was
gone with a flick of its tail and a creaking of the ice.
A few days later three elephants hauled out in deep snow near the pool on the
point, but only one remained when I went down after dark and it had changed
position. Clambering over the rocks I heard a curious regular thumping and was at a
loss for an explanation until I saw a black shape moving rapidly across the ice in
spurts of about 20 yards. It was an elephant and moving in a dead-straight line.
When I went along to where it was headed I found it lying in the tide crack; it had
come across from Outer Islet in about 2 min – not bad going for such an ungainly
beast.
After breakfast next day I went to the Point to look for seals and birds, and found
one elephant seal jammed between two ice blocks, where I had left it the previous
night and one out on a floe near the breaking rock. On the ice was a large set of tracks
going out towards Outer Islet, then turning around about 100 yards out. It was the
track of the elephant seal I had seen last night moving across the ice. The tracks
looked like a colossal loop of film – the body track forming the film frames and the
flipper tracks the sprocket holes – and I felt it was worth a photograph as it gave a
good idea of the method of locomotion. Another seal in the cave West of Knife Point
turned out to be an elephant and several other elephants were moving out over the
ice.
On 22 May I walked across the bay ice to Drying Point. It was quite safe now and
about 10 in thick with 2 in of new snow on top of the ice; this short cut made it only a
short stroll now to Elephant Flats and one could avoid the Stone Chute, ascending
which was always a bit of a bind. I counted the seals, 57 in all, and then Derek turned
back and I headed for the next beach. Only two seals were present now, where earlier
there had been over 200. I had meant to cover the entire coastline up to Berryman
Bay but as I had forgotten my snow goggles thought it best to turn back at Balin
Point. Later I found only one seal in the area. It was struggling along a tide crack just
east of the island and frequently breaking through, but it hadn't the sense to leave the
crack for the firm ice. Possibly it saw it as a track to follow.
The succeeding day produced a marked drop in the number of elephants visible
from Drying Point beach and about six were crossing the bay ice eastwards towards
open water. Earlier one mature bull had headed west towards Drying Point and I
watched it move slowly across the bay from Bare Rock; possibly it was returning
from a fishing excursion. Next day when I went down to the point the elephant there
had sunk quite deeply between two ice blocks and its body was badly twisted. It
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couldn't move and there was nothing I could do to help it. Two other elephants
crossed over to Drying Point; one from its tracks had difficulty in crossing the tidecrack onto the bay ice and floundered for about 15 yards before succeeding. The
Drying Point beach appeared to have only a few scattered seals, perhaps 20 in all.
Unfortunately I was not able to find time to get away from base to make a count. The
seal on Berntsen Point was quite obviously in pain and I decided to have another
attempt to get it out, so we went down with blocks and tackle and ice axes. After
much effort we had cleared away several ice blocks and eased the position of the
animal, which was a relatively young but mature bull, about 12 ft long. We lifted its
flippers from under it and tried to hoist it out by the tail, but the tackle slipped. I put
in a cattle ear mark on the hind-flipper and we left it in a much easier position, from
which it should be able to extricate itself.
On 2 June I made a seal count in Borge Bay and around to Stygian Cove. Derek
came with me, though he forecast a blizzard. We crossed Elephant Flats and made
straight for Stygian Cove in swirls of snow. It was already warmer than when we set
out and our view was somewhat limited by the drifting snow which heralded the
blizzard proper. From Stygian Cove, where the elephants were reduced to a smother
in the eastern corner, we returned around the coast, while the weather steadily
deteriorated. By the time we reached the Flats again conditions were quite
unpleasant and we reached the hut looking, doubtless, like two ‘abominable
snowmen’. Altogether I counted 128 seals – a significant drop in numbers. None of
them had completed their moult.
Two days later there were two elephants on Outer Islet and the tracks of another
across the ice. Next day the two were still there and we could hear elephants roaring
and fighting, but the snow limited visibility. Over the next few days there were
usually from 9-16 elephants on Drying Point beach.
On 11 June I decided to visit the other side of the island to see if there were any
seals left there. I went anti-clockwise and met Derek at 1.20 pm as he was coming
back from geologising at North Point. There were some seals ahead, which I wanted
to look at, so he turned back with me. Three large bulls were in the cove south of the
North Point cove and two on the slopes above. We followed one seal's tracks and
found that it had been doing some mountaineering! It had evidently started from the
cove east of North Point and climbed uphill to a point about 150 ft above; there it had
spent the night in a ‘bivouac’ and slid or rather skied downhill from there in the
morning. I say ‘skied’ because from the tracks it had been stemming with its body
and at one point had made a perfect turn! The hind-flippers had been used in places
as a brake. This seal showed a high degree of directive intelligence; the tracks
showed that he had taken several routes towards the shore, turning back each time
when he reached the brink of a steep slope. As we watched he made yet another
exploratory trip, humping downhill, stopping above a considerable ice cliff, looking
around and then turning back uphill.
On 17 June I received an exasperating message from Bill Sladen re Professor
Richard Harrison's specimen ‘requirements’, pointing out – patronizingly – aspects of
which I was well aware, making assumptions that were quite unjustified; also asking
me to collect a lot of seal material for him. He hadn’t been at all helpful when I was
starting my project and the whole thing was written in such a superior tone that I
sent a very snooty signal in return. On reflection perhaps better not to have sent it!
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A few days later, Midwinter's Day, Derek came on another seal count. The two
of us set off on skis across Shallow Bay on a surface that was very sticky in parts, due
to the effect of sea-water flooding out from the tide cracks. We headed straight for
Stygian Cove through Three Lakes Valley, skiing over the frozen lakes, and then
followed the coast around to Elephant Flats again and thence back to base. There
were no seal on the north-facing beaches, possibly owing to the strong northerly
wind and I counted only 20 in all.
Towards the end of June I examined some seal claws which I had collected to
assess whether bands I had noticed in them could be used for estimating age. I also
drew up a definitive programme of seal work for the breeding season. That evening
elephant seals were roaring on Drying Point; they were very late in leaving. Next day
I went over to Shallow Bay on foot to look for them. A thaw continued and the snow
drifts were composed of large wet crystals, so I sank in to the waist in places,
especially climbing up the Stone Chute. I went down towards Drying Point Beach,
but the west and north slopes were covered in treacherous verglas so I contented
myself with a bird's-eye view of the beach and picked out two elephants sheltering
behind the largest rock.
On 29 June I did another seal count, although the weather wasn't promising. The
others weren't keen to come so I went alone on snowshoes. It began to rain very soon
after I left the hut and I was quickly soaked to the skin crossing Elephant Flats,
passing close under the snout of Orwell Glacier, and across the three lakes to Stygian
Cove. There were four elephants there, the only seals I met. I carried on around the
coast as the rain changed to hail followed by wet snow. The wind increased in force
and blew me over the icy slopes, lifting me off the ground during one exceptionally
fierce gust. I took the snowshoes off as the rawhide had become quite waterlogged
and it was very tiring going through the deep snowdrifts on foot. The sea was
whipped up to a confusion of white tops and clouds of spray when the waves hit the
ice foot and grounded bergy bits. The visibility was very low and no ice observation
was possible.
Then, on a sad and memorable day at the beginning of July, I decided to shoot
one of three elephant seals left on the Drying Point beach and took the .45 revolver
along instead of a .303 rifle – for convenience. I still found it difficult to bring myself
to shoot a seal, but screwed up my resolve and fired at the neck (in order not to
damage the skull). This weapon, however, hadn't sufficient power for the task and I
put seven bullets into the animal without killing it. The first bullet more or less
paralysed the hind-part of its body, so had evidently hit the neck vertebrae and
damaged the spinal cord. It was still very much alive, however, and slipped through
a crack in the ice foot into the sea. There I shot it point-blank through the top of the
skull as it wasn't possible to do anything with it in the water. This appeared to kill it
and it floated motionless. But when we tried to haul it out of the water it came to life
again; evidently the coup-de-grace, which had entered the skull above the right eye,
had merely knocked it out – or it was a reflex action. Another bullet finished it, but it
wasn't possible to haul it out of the water. This was a horrific experience, and another
hard lesson to make sure that the first shot was always effective.
I hurried back to base to get a block and tackle to haul it out of the water, and
then when I came back it wasn't there. We looked all around without success and
concluded that reflex action had carried it away. Surely it must be dead? This very
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unpleasant and salutary incident illustrated the extraordinary tenacity of life in the
elephant seal (which applies to seals in general) and I resolved to use the .303 in
future. The prospects of killing large bulls without damaging the skull now seemed
rather remote but I couldn't contemplate repeating such a disaster. The following day
the sea froze for the winter and some months later – on 26 October – the mystery was
resolved (see later). (I found that the best weapon for killing even large bulls, was a
.22 rifle with high velocity bullets that penetrated the skull cleanly, leaving a small
clean hole that didn’t damage the skull for future research.)
At this time there were five elephants in Stygian Cove; the seal carcass had gone
from Drying Point Beach and also the other two seals. Paal Harbour was free of ice
and there were four elephants there. In another cove I watched an elephant trying to
climb out of the water onto the fast-ice. It forced its tail-flippers down and managed
to get a fore-flipper onto the ice, then propelling with the hind-flippers it tried to haul
out, but was unsuccessful. I was interested to establish when the last elephants left,
so on 7 July I made a count on snowshoes with Derek, up the Stone Chute and across
Elephant Flats, thence across the bay ice to Balin Point and around the coast to
Stygian Cove. We saw no seals. But next day there was one elephant seal in Paal
Harbour. By 11 July the bay ice was six inches thick. Ralph was on the ice at the
fishing hole and twice a Weddell seal came up to blow but when I got there it wasn't
to be seen. It was all very beautiful with Coronation as the backcloth. Five days later
we covered the routine seal count areas and saw nothing: no seals throughout the
area.
Next day, however, I saw an elephant seal blowing in the tide-crack around a
large bergy bit. It expired before submerging. Then it came to each of the sounding
holes as we left them, using the crown of its head and scraping with its back to enlarge
the holes. It followed us to several holes in the line of soundings, before moving off.
We watched it surface at one hole, but it saw us and sank down very quickly.
Elephant seals had never before been reported closely involved with sea ice and so
these observations were all very interesting and exciting. In fact August was the only
month in l948 when the elephants were completely absent from Signy Island.
I made detailed studies of the elephant seals in the 1948 breeding season, which were
to prove even more interesting. That year the fast ice remained intact around the
island until the night of 29/30 October and most of the pups were born on the ice
that year – the first time this had been recorded for the elephant seal. We saw the first
bull near North Point, Signy Island, on 3 September But it was not until two weeks
later that another appeared. On that day, and again two days later, a huge bull (the
‘Green’ bull, which I marked with green paint) was hauled out on the ice near
Gourlay Point and further north was another. The ice edge stretched north-east
towards Coronation Island. On 26 and 28 September the Green bull was present in
Stygian Cove but wasn't seen again until 6 October when it crossed the fast ice from
the east and lay near Balin Point in the evening. Another five elephant seals were also
seen heading north-west from the ice-edge.
On 6 October Derek and I followed the coast to around North Point. There was no
sign of the very large elephant seal we had seen earlier though his distinctive tracks
were everywhere. One bull was moving in over the sea ice and by that evening it was
behind Balin Point; another five elephants were heading north-west from the ice-
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edge. Next day five cow elephants were near the ice edge, two moving west some
way in from the edge and two large bulls lay near Shag Rock.
On 8 Oct there were still five elephants in a group near the ice edge. Were these
females and were they going to give birth on the ice? If so it would be an exciting
development, for this had never been reported. Two elephants were moving
westward and were just outside Outer Islet that morning. I assumed they were
females because they moved very slowly and with frequent halts, and held their hind
ends off the ground when moving. At 10.30 am they reached Drying Point beach, a
good two miles from the ice edge, having spent at least 24 hours on the journey. I
went over to Drying Point to check: both were females, large, fairly old and very
corpulent; they looked in excellent condition. Using my brush-on-a-pole, I marked
them with yellow paint on the side near the tail – for future identification. The larger
of the two had many recent open scars on the back of her neck and on her foreflippers; I gave her one yellow mark. The other was not so aggressive, she stayed put
and I gave her two yellow strokes. Then I went on overland to Stygian Cove and
back around the coast.
There were now two females and a very large male at the Wallows, with one
pup, and I painted all of them green. They were three miles in from the ice edge and
the birth may have been premature; the pup was very recent and still caked with
blood and the mother, seemed exhausted – no sign of the placenta, which the skuas
had taken. Lying around in the snow were tufts of natal hair, lanugo, a sooty-brown
in colour. The pup had a tar-black face and flippers, black dorsal surface and a
longitudinal band of black underneath, tailing off in front of its umbilicus; tufts of
natal hair persisted in these black areas. The rest of the coat was a light silvery-buff in
colour and the hairs were short, curly and springy. Most of the natal hair had been
shed in utero and the pup was now in its second coat, a surprising observation as
pre-natal moulting had never been recorded. Fresh blood was on the cord, which
was about ten inches long. The pup scratched frequently, especially where blood and
slime were caked on the coat. The fore-flippers were very flexible, but otherwise it
was still and quiet and it shivered; it's bark was harsh, throaty and low pitched.
There were several lines of tracks about this incipient harem, which were fresh –
no more than a day old. They were absent two days before. I put the time of birth at
early in the morning or the previous night. The pup was still wet and bedraggled and
had a high-pitched bark – like a Pekingese dog. It moved in the usual elephant
fashion, but with little pelvic thrust. I noticed that it had a tendency to arch the body,
lifting the hindquarters as the adults did – in contrast to the other species. The most
striking features were the large size of its head, the prominence of its nose and the
‘wasted’ body.
One female lay on her side giving convulsive shudders, raising her hind-flippers;
the other roared and made for me when I approached. She then moved over to the
bull, which attempted to pair with her. He placed his chin on her back, then got a
flipper over her and brought the hind part of his body round sideways so that he was
lying on his side parallel with her. She snapped at him and tried to break away,
roaring, but the bull grasped her by the neck with his teeth. Unwilling she angled her
body away. Occasionally the frustrated bull roared, throaty and low pitched. The
pup followed its mother, barking and yelping. Then all four them lay motionless
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while I watched for an hour in a snowstorm. I returned to base by 3.30 pm – hard
going in the snow.
Then we kept watch on the females on Drying Point and at 4.50 pm the pregnant
female (marked yellow) gave birth. It took about ten minutes as I watched through
binoculars, and finally at 5 o’clock she swung around through 90° and the cord was
broken. Later I approached, but had great difficulty getting the pup away from her
for weighing. Its weight, taken after a struggle, was a huge 101 pounds; the length
nose-flipper 64 inches, and it had no teeth erupted; a fleshy 14 inch umbilical cord of
which the proximal 3 inches were black, was attached. The claws of the fore-flipper
were 112 inches long. At the base of the vibrissae were bright pink fleshy swellings,
which gave its face an odd appearance. Its natal hair was long (1-112 inches), sootyblack and bedraggled. The bark was harsher than in the older pups of the green
harem. I tagged it for identification purposes, with a numbered metal tag I had
designed and made from the metal strip used for ringing large birds. The mother lay,
moaning with an occasional throbbing, which seemed to stick in her throat. The
maternal end of the cord hung out of the vagina and was expelled with the placenta
at 6.10 pm; it was a mass of engorged blood vessels and about 1 inch thick, ‘zonary’
type (ie a circular band), and about 10-12 inches broad. I examined the end of the
cord, which was ragged and frayed, due to the blood vessels unraveling; the
containing membrane was weak and would break easily. Apparently the 12-14 inches
section attached to the pup was much stronger which determined where the cord
broke – that is between the cow and the tough bit attached to the pup. I had no doubt
about it having been broken; the mother had not bitten through it.
Next morning, the green harem contained an extra cow, which I marked with a
green blob on the right ‘shoulder’. When I arrived they were all lying quietly, the bull
about 18 yards from the cows, but he became rather a nuisance and complicated
matters by bouncing over to see what was going on – bouncing in his blubber sheath
like a large, inflated tyre. The female and pup in Mirounga Flats (yellow harem) had
been moving around in an area of 20 x 10 yards and the ground was stained with
blood and faeces. The pup shivered almost incessantly, possibly because the thick
natal coat had been shed in utero, and the blubber wasn’t yet thick enough to
compensate for its loss? (Later I took a time-series of body temperatures to see how
they changed).
Returning to the green harem, I found it had calmed down in my absence. The
third female lay on her belly, occasionally raising the two ends of her body – pivoting
and rocking back and forth like a rocking horse. She made a low, sustained, moaning
noise and then moved over to female number 1, who was lying some yards away
with her pup. Number 3 rested her head on the hind-flipper of number 1, who tried
to move away and was snapped at. The pup of number 1 was barking and nuzzling
for the nipples, and she moved away with it, followed by number 3 who pivoted
around so that they were lying head to tail. Number 1 turned on her side for the pup
to feed, while number 2 lay quietly on her side, occasionally raising her hind flippers.
I then noticed that number 3 had a yellow mark, indicating that she had come over
from Drying Point. The female on Drying Point (Yellow l) was still passing blood and
mucus. Her pup was active and feeding; it could readily bend its fore-flippers in all
ways and scratched its back with ease.
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About 4.30 pm I counted a bull and seven cows way out on the edge of the fast
ice between Gourlay and Reid Island and there was another female 60 yards
northeast of Berntsen Point, lying on her side. By 6.30pm this female had moved and
was heading North-northwest, moving for about eight yards at a time, with long
halts in between. Three bulls and six cows were now visible at the ice edge and one
cow was moving in our direction, about half way between Outer Islet and the shore.
Later Ralph helped me make ferrules for the paint-brushes so that I could attach
them interchangeably to the bamboo poles, and we made a carrying box for the
paints and other equipment. We were up until midnight.
On 10 October a full blizzard was blowing when I went over to see the seals. The
pup at Drying Point was active, though encrusted with ice. It was visibly fatter; no
teeth pierced the gums yet and the pink pimples at the base of the vibrissae were still
prominent. In the green harem there was a new cow, which was larger than the
others, but still only one pup. I tried out the new brushes by painting her red above
green on the scapula; the red showed up very well but I found that the green faded
easily and didn't seem to stick so well. The pup in Mirounga Flats looked healthy
enough. The black part of its umbilical cord was 212 inches of dry, flaky skin that
peeled off easily. It was asleep, lying back to wind and drifted up with snow and a
sheathbill picked at it. The two lower canines had pierced the gum. Its coat was
definitely the second coat, for the hair was light grey-buff, short, stiff, and lay flat. It
was dark on the flippers, abdomen, head and dorsally and lacked the pink papillae at
the base of the vibrissae. Its mother was much less aggressive than before.
Next day 11 Oct all four cows in the green harem had pups. The red/green
female gave birth at about 11 o’clock and the placenta was just being extruded when
I arrived about 50 minutes later. There was a great deal of blood about and the pup
was barking. The mother occasionally trumpeted, lying on her side, holding her head
up and making a throaty sound like someone gargling. I watched the afterbirth; the
cord extended for 6-8 inches out of the vagina and trailed on the ground until the
placenta was shed. Six Dominican gulls arrived within a few minutes of the afterbirth
and stood in a ring six yards away. Then a giant petrel flew in and landed a yard
behind her; it tried to steal the placenta and the cow turned, roaring, and snapped at
it. The giant bird galloped around, first on one side and then on the other, with the
cow swinging right and left and making lunges; she had recovered her normal harsh
roar soon after the extrusion of the placenta. The bird eventually gave up, began to
pick at the pup's umbilical cord and finally squatted down a yard or so from the
female, which occasionally roused and made a lunge, apparently stimulated by the
pup's barking. The ‘dress circle’ increased to nine pairs of Dominican gulls and two
sheathbills. The giant petrel pecked at the pup's back and pulled out some tufts of
hair, then walked away, cleaned its bill in the snow and settled down. The gulls
moved away from it, two skuas arrived, and the gulls rose to mob them.
The red/green cow lay on her side in the green harem and the pup began to
search for her nipples, beginning at the fore-flipper and working slowly backwards,
up and down. As it didn't find the nipple, the mother rolled over onto her belly, her
mouth white with saliva and mucus. The pup barked incessantly and mother
occasionally raised her head and roared in response. The first pup to be born in this
harem was well developed now and frequently raised its head and hind flippers
looking along its back. Occasionally it rubbed its hind-flippers together and stretched
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the webs. As Ralph walked away all the cows noticed and immediately reared up,
noisy. The female with the new pup moved three yards away and her pup followed,
yelping. All except two Dominicans took to the air and flew off. This cow settled
down again and lay on her side. When her pup was searching for the nipples she
occasionally contracted her stomach muscles convulsively, as if in pain, and roared.
Another cow arrived at Drying Point and I marked her with a large yellow 2 on
the left side. The yellow paint showed up well and we found it lasted well. We
weighed two pups – at 122 and 116 pounds respectively, using the spring balance
mounted on the tripod. At 6.30 pm thirteen cow and four bull elephant seals were
visible from Berntsen Point on the fast ice; seven cows and one bull were in a
compact group on the ice edge and the others were scattered.
Blizzards blew all next day, 12 October, and the yellow and green harems
showed no change. One pup sucked from its mother, lips parted – and a good deal of
snorting, coughing, dribbling and swallowing was going on. The cow rolled back
once with a bellow, because it was too eager biting with its only two teeth. Other cow
elephants were now heading into Starfish Bay and Mirounga Flats.
Later I went out east investigate the seals at the ice edge and found two harems,
which I marked red and blue respectively. The blue harem was nearest Paal Harbour
and comprised a bull, three cows and two pups. I paint-marked the cows and tagged
and measured the pups. A couple of days later a bull, cow and pup were the nucleus
of a small harem, which later formed in the bay northwest of Gourlay Point. While I
was there the bull attempted copulation with one of the cows. Biting her neck and
drawing himself alongside her, he placed one fore-flipper around her and grasped
her tightly with digits and claws. But the cow was unwilling and struggled until the
bull gave up. Another pup, when released, made straight for the bull, yapping away.
The bull reared up and roared and the pup stopped – looking rather scared. There
were two bachelor bulls lying on overlooking ice hummocks at 40 and 120 yards
from the harem. One of them reared up and roared when we approached it, which
stimulated the owner bull. He bounced over the ice at great speed, and the bachelor
bull rushed off looking backwards out of the corner of its bloodshot eye to see what
his attacker was doing.
The red harem now included a large bull, 12 cows and six pups. Some twenty
yards north-west a giant petrel was picking at a dead pup; evidently it was stillborn
or lived for only a very short time after birth. I marked the cows individually with
red paint, and gave the bull a red strip on the right-hand side near the hind-flipper;
the red showed up very well on all of them. The bull lay for a long time after we had
arrived, gazing at us with bloodshot eyes, before taking action, while I tagged three
pups. When he did move it was very silently with his two fore-flippers pressed close
to his sides, reminding me again of a very large balloon tyre bouncing down a slope.
He came ‘lolopping’ in this fashion over the ice before I had time to finish with the
fourth pup and lay with his head on that pup's back, disregarding its frantic barking
and sniffing at it. When he breathed the expiration through the proboscis produced a
musical note like a low-pitched tin whistle. Then he placed himself with a foreflipper on either side of the pup which was trying to escape. The mother came over
and twice tried to pull the pup away, but each time the bull reared up and roared
and then snapped at the cow. This happened to me, when I was trying to tag another
pup.
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The cows squabbled among themselves and occasionally bit an intruding pup. A
pup on its own would make for the nearest seal and didn't appear to recognize its
own mother. One that had been tagged went up to the bull, which was lying on his
side, and began to search for a nipple. The monster roared and reared up, but the
pup was persistent and eventually the bull moved away a few yards. Three of the
females had recent wounds on their rumps, inflicted by the him. When fighting
amongst themselves they seemed to use the weight of their body rather than their
teeth; usually this lunge meant that they struck their opponent on her chest with
either their chin or head. Frequently they slyly bit other females when they weren't
looking! One young silvery-grey cow, which looked to me like a virgin (ie small and
slim) was lying a little way from the main clump. No other bulls were present in the
vicinity of the harem.
On 13 October the only change in the composition of the yellow harem was a
new pup, weighing 107 pounds. Born overnight, there was considerable fresh blood
on the snow. We weighed and measured other pups; also those in the green harem,
whose bull was lying at the end of the inlet from Starfish Bay. Two other bulls were
on the sea ice; one of them bleeding badly about the head, lay further away. A cow
elephant well out towards the ice edge, was heading inshore.
Next day we saw no change in the green harem and the green bull was in
Starfish Bay on the sea ice. When I went over to check and saw tracks leading around
the point I followed them and found a second bull lying on the sea ice, south of
Berryhead, but without fresh scars. The third bull from the previous day was north of
Stygian Cove near the eastern of the two islets. I returned around the outside of the
rocks at the point and found the green bull was no longer there – he was now on the
sea ice just around the corner. Although I waited for a long time to see if he would
pursue the other bull, he showed no signs of moving and was still there when I left.
The yellow harem was by now on the ridge of Drying Point, and its composition had
not changed.
Later I skied out to the harems on the ice-edge, passing a large unmarked bull off
Observation Bluff. The red bull was absent from his harem and I found him later at
the blue harem with four cows and two pups; the paint had worn badly but numbers
1 and 2 could just be distinguished. The cows were scattered and the red bull lay 10
yards to the west of them. Another bull lying 100 yards to the south-east turned out
to be the blue bull. I took compass bearings from the two harems in order to fix their
positions. One bull was lying near Shag Rock and another bull with a cow and pup
adjacent lay in the middle of the bay to the north-west.
A violent blizzard continued throughout most of the next day, 15 October, and I
worked in the lab during the morning, skinning a dead pup I had collected; it would
be useful for dissections of anatomical detail. Although on cook duty, I went out to
see the nearby elephants in the afternoon. Both harems were complete but there was
no sign of the spare bulls. The pups appeared to be unaffected by the severity of the
weather; five were sheltered by their mothers, two weren’t; one pup was sucking on
the windward side of its mother. All were equally resentful of disturbance. The
driven snow and ice covered muzzles and heads in a thick mask of ice. It was a
rigorous introduction to a harsh world! I could see no trace of the harems on the sea
ice and open water now extended north of Shag Rock.
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Cow ‘green 7’ flipped snow onto her back twice – once with each flipper. She
brought her fore-flipper well forward, slowly scraped backwards, cupping the digits
and then with a rapid flip threw the snow upwards and forwards onto her back. I
had no clue as to the purpose of the action, but thought perhaps it was to relieve
irritation, or it might be a displacement activity, like the Weddells' ice-rasping
behaviour.
The tracks of the large green bull led down Mirounga Flats and I met him half
way across, moving towards Drying Point, as I went on around the coast to
Berryman Bay I encountered the nucleus of a third harem – a bull and a cow. On the
way back I heard sounds of battle from Drying Point and found the yellow bull lying
on the ice just off Drying Point, much cut up about the neck and flanks. While I
watched he flipped snow onto his back, where there were wounds, using a foreflipper. He did this twelve times in close succession – displacement behaviour?
From the new tracks I was able to make out the course of the fight. The huge
green bull had approached from the north up a snow slope, at the top of which the
harem was situated. The first engagement of the battle occurred at the top of this
slope, the green bull quickly defeating the Yellow bull and pursuing him down the
slope, two further fights occurring before the green bull returned to the harem, after
both had fallen through the sea ice at one point! The ducking hadn't cooled their
ardour! The green bull was on his way back to his harem when I arrived. Very much
larger than the yellow bull and in excellent condition, he made straight for cow
number 1 on taking over and bit her in the neck before attempting to copulate; but
she was unwilling and wriggled away. All this activity was exhilarating and the
distinctive tracks in the snow – and the clear separation of the small harems made it
easy to work out what was going on when we weren’t around. It had not been
described before.
About 6 o’clock three cows were heading for Drying Point from the east. They
came into Factory Cove near Rocky Beach and then abruptly turned towards
Mirounga Flats at 7 o’clock; two hours later they were just east of Balin Point and
stationary. Two bulls lay outside Outer Islet until about 9 o’clock, when they could
no longer be seen. In the evening three more cows were heading into the bay – I rode
on the back of one of them!
A bull and a cow were seen in Stygian Cove on 17 October and they moved
overnight to a position on the sea ice near Balin Point. Next day this harem (Orange)
contained a bull, three cows and two pups, and an incipient harem of two cows
nearby joined it on 20 October. Owing to the apparent instability of the fast ice,
which was expected to break up at any moment, I didn’t visit the distant harems but
binocular observations established that they, as well as the more accessible harems,
continued to increase in size.
Next morning female ‘yellow 3’ had a pup and the green bull was lying five
yards away. Yellow bull lay ten yards north-west of the tip of Drying Point,
decorated with scars that were numerous and erupted – each resembling a miniature
volcano with pus at the outlet. On the sea ice 100 yards southeast of Balin Point was a
new harem of two cows and one pup, with a new bull. The super-dominant green
bull was now in charge of the red/yellow harem and the red/yellow bull was lying
50 yards from the it, but occasionally ‘sneaked’ nearer. When the green bull noticed
this he roared and the other fled; if it came within 30 yards the Green bull chased it.
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A 'super' bull - the ultimate alpha male - he was very much larger and stronger and
moved about twice as fast as any other bull that season. The Red/yellow bull in turn
chased away a bull in charge of the harem further out, which was a small animal; and
in turn it chased the other bull to the south.
That evening I went out again to the ice edge. The red harem now contained 14
cows and 12 pups. There appeared to be no ‘owner bull’, but four bulls lay on the
periphery of a circle of 500 yards radius, to the north and north-east. The red bull
was at the blue harem, where there were ten cows and four pups. Two other bulls lay
120 yards south and one of them was blue bull. It was copulating with a very fat cow
without a pup; of medium size, she was in oestrus and very cooperative. Either she
did not become pregnant last year or her pup was stillborn. I approached them and
this disturbed the bull, which withdrew and lay with half its body across the cow's
back.
Another bull, recognizable as one of the original two hangers-on at the blue
harem, came up behind blue bull from behind, moving slowly. When it was still ten
yards away blue bull heard it and looked around; the other lay still, blowing
stentorously through his proboscis; blue bull turned around again and the other
came closer. The blue bull then turned, pivoting on his stomach, but the other bull
raised itself on fore-flippers and bellowed when blue bull immediately turned tail
and moved off 30 yards to the north. The other bull then took over the cow, which
lay on her belly and appeared cooperative, but then he had difficulty in inserting his
penis; after several unsuccessful attempts he succeeded. The cow appeared more
excited – in oestrus? – than the bull, which throughout was keeping one eye on its
rival.
The harem bull – red – had heard the noise and moved in the direction of the
couple, but soon returned to his cows. One cow appeared receptive, but the bull was
slow; it lay beside the female who lay on her belly, then rested his chin on her neck
and placed a fore-flipper across her back. When she moved the bull bit her in the
neck and then lay for some time with the front of his body across her neck. The cow
moved her body closer and raised her head; she also spread her hind-flippers
sideways and raised her tail, evidently inviting copulation. The bull then brought his
body round – the cow lying still – and copulation took place after several
unsuccessful attempts. The cow moved often during the mating and then broke away
and went 30 yards north-northeast. The bull's penis was much engorged and it had
to wait several minutes before retracting it.
Two days later, on 20 October, the constitution of the harems on the ice had not
changed. The yellow bull was at Drying Point beach but there was no change in the
yellow harem. The red/yellow harem now had four cows and four pups with the
huge green bull in charge. The green harem still had no bull. At North Point there
were two bull elephants and one cow. I skied right around Signy Island and found
no more elephant seals until Gourlay Point. It was fine and I did a drawing of the
wreck of the Tioga on the way, getting back to base by 7.30 pm. I saw Derek on top of
Jebsen Ridge and he got back an hour before me. Ralph had been to Gourlay where
he had a near miss with an irate elephant seal.
The wooden tripod had taken a battering from the bulls during the weighing
operations and on 21 October I made a new one – constructed of 114 inch steel piping
from the whaling station, with legs 15 ft long. That afternoon we began using it and a
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(medical) stretcher to weigh the elephant pups on Drying Point. The idea was to pop
a coal sack over their head to pacify them, roll them onto the stretcher and carry
them up a knoll to the tripod; then we attached the stretcher to the balance and using
block-and-tackle the pup was hauled up and weighed. The advantages of this
method were that the harem bull couldn't get up the rocky knoll to disturb our work,
nor could the pups' mothers, and it was easier to carry the pups away than to fend
off the irate mothers! But it was very strenuous for the three of us. In practice we
found that the pups tended to roll off the stretcher making it extremely hard work to
lift 270 pounds of struggling pup over uneven ground – they struggled violently
even with a coal-sack over their head! But somehow we managed. The red/yellow
harem was still in charge of the green bull but the green harem was still without a
bull; it was as if the alpha-plus status of the green bull was explicitly recognized by
the other males!
I was making a regular daily round of the seals. On 23 October Derek and I made
the round together but decided we couldn't achieve any weighings without Ralph's
help. There was still no change in the green harem. The red/yellow bull held the
red/yellow harem and there was no trace of the green bull. The yellow harem hadn't
changed. Next day the three of us went to the seals: still no change in the yellow
harem, but the bull was much more aggressive than usual. I found that he could be
intimidated by raising the stretcher higher than he could raise his head; when I did
this he backed slowly away. This could be an important factor in aggressive display –
the bull that rears up higher has a decided advantage even before the fight begins.
Since size is correlated with fighting ability this would not be surprising. One pup
now weighed 226 pounds and another over 300 pounds – the upper limit of my
spring balance! I had not anticipated these weights from earlier accounts. Then the
stretcher broke when the bull fell on it – not surprisingly, it wasn't made for such
patients! Red/yellow bull was still in charge of that harem and much more
aggressive. There was no change in the green harem – and still no bull there. One of
the pups showed the beginning of the snow-throwing habit: not yet a flip, but the
flipper was moved forwards and scraped back up and snow was raised, but not
thrown onto the flanks and back.
Two days later a heavy snowfall occurred, turning to rain during the morning.
An unknown bull, which looked similar to one of the hangers-on seen earlier at the
blue harem, was sighted off Berntsen Point moving north-west, his tracks leading in
from the ice-edge. The red/yellow harem was unchanged and red/yellow bull had
ownership. One bull was in the same position as yesterday half a mile from Balin
Point. Tracks and blood-stains in the snow indicated a fight at the harem overnight
and red/yellow bull was freshly scarred about the neck, quite badly. One set of
tracks led off along the outside of the Balin Point islets and I followed them later to
Drying Point whence they led out to Berntsen Point as mentioned.
Another set of tracks led over the col into Starfish Bay where a relatively small
bull lay – unidentified, with bad wounds and much blood staining the snow. Still the
green harem was unchanged, again no bull and no tracks showing. One of the cows
was very light in colour; three had a light saddle-mark across the shoulders, formed
of many small scars inflicted by bulls and there were numerous small scars about 1/4
to 1/2 inch across. In the afternoon the new bull moved in from Berntsen Point and
after a brief encounter ousted yellow bull; he then attempted to pair with cow no. 2,
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but she was unwilling and humped away. He then paired with cow no. 1 who
appeared receptive, but roared at intervals. Cow no.2 indulged in some snowflipping; no.1 then made movements as if trying to get away – or possibly she had an
orgasm?! The bull was very active during copulation and there was not much doubt
that impregnation occurred.
The yellow bull moved closer as the other was occupied in mating with cow no.
1 who was baying a little and evidently trying to escape – but half-heartedly. The
new bull tightened his grasp on her with the digits of his foreflipper. Then he noticed
that yellow bull had drawn near and moved away from the cow, which escaped –
yelping. The yellow bull moved off, pursued by the new bull, until both came to a
halt and the new bull flipped snow onto its back several times. We obtained further
pup weights, including one of 240 pounds.
On this day, 26 October, to my consternation I found the bull elephant which I
shot on 2 July on Drying Point and left for dead, now wedged in a cleft between two
rocks about 10 feet above sea level near Waterpipe Beach. According to my diary I
thought at the time that the only explanation was that waves flung it up there; but
thinking it over this couldn't be right, because the sea was calm when the seal was
shot and froze over the following day. Was it my conscience at work? I didn't like to
contemplate my responsibility for its suffering? I climbed up and found that it was
indeed the seal killed in July. With those terrible injuries it must have ‘come round’,
swum 600 yards across the bay, hauled out on Waterpipe Beach, climbed the slope to
the south of the beach and fallen over the edge of the cliffs there, lodging in the cleft
where I found it. I was comforted by the thought that shock syndrome must have
come into play and reduced its agony. It was a truly sad and cautionary tale and I
resolved to take extra care in future.
The check on the seals the following day showed no change in the yellow harem
and the red/yellow bull in charge of the green harem, lying quietly amongst the
cows. When I appeared he moved four yards in my direction and came to rest facing
me and alert. He then moved further in an arc of about six yards, but fortunately, as I
was handicapped on skis, turned back and made for the cows, which roared – and
one moved away. The bull reared up and bellowed, but was undecided and slumped
down again. He attempted to mate with cow no. 2, but was unsuccessful because she
moved away. The other cows weren't receptive and moved about as he tried to pair
with them; he didn't persist.
The ice was beginning to break up and the next few days saw major changes in
the situation. By 28 October open sea showed to the east, with five fin whales
cruising along just off the ice-edge, blowing in a patch of mirror-calm sea; further out
the pack lined the horizon. Next day there were sleet and snow blizzards in the
morning as I skied around the seals. The yellow harem had now moved into the
whaler’s cemetery, the yellow bull still in charge. There was a mucous flow from cow
no.1 – indicating she was in oestrus? The red/yellow bull was still in charge of the
green harem and he chased me; red/yellow harem had six cows with pups and the
yellow bull also chased me. Even on flat sea ice, when a bull made a charge, it was
easy to get one’s skis ‘in a twist’ – even to fall over – so there were some tense
moments. The blizzard got worse and the visibility was very low. At about 7 o’clock,
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another bull approached to some 60 yards of the red/yellow harem, but in the poor
conditions I couldn't see clearly what was happening. The gale was increasing in
strength and the ice-edge appeared to be receding rapidly; it had almost reached the
two nearest bergs. So, sensibly for a change, I didn't go out there! At 7 o’clock the red
harem was at the ice edge; at 8 o’clock it could just be seen, but it appeared to be
much smaller and there were many seals loosely scattered on the ice around it.
Unfortunately the visibility was low and it was getting dark, with streams of brash in
the open water and no pack ice visible.
Then the ice moved out overnight! As it broke up on the night of 29/30 October,
there must have been great mortality among the elephant pups in the three harems at
the ice edge, where four days earlier I had observed 15, 14 and 9 cows respectively.
Nearer to base we saw several cows and pups lying on floes drifting east through the
bay, which must have represented surviving members of the red/yellow harem, and
all through the day exhausted females were hauling out on the beaches in Borge Bay.
They appeared to be rather weak and lay for a long time below the ice foot before
attempting to climb ashore. I concluded that when the sea ice broke up, there were
about 50 cows in six ‘harems’. Four of these harems, being situated on the fast ice,
were carried out to sea at the ice break-up. Floes bearing cows and pups of the
orange harem drifted out past Berntsen Point on the morning of 30 October and cows
began to appear on shore during the following two days, six of them identified from
paint marks as coming from the ice harems. They seemed to be rather weak and lay
for a long time below the ice foot before attempting to climb it. They joined the
harems already established on land and formed two more, one between Thule Islets
(Mirounga Flats harem) and one on Drying Point (known as Drying Point Beach
harem) near the yellow harem.
Many new bulls now appeared on the beaches. There were six cows in the yellow
harem and two more on Drying Point beach on 31 October when I went around for
the first time after the ice broke up. The bull in charge was a large one, not previously
seen, with a star-shaped scar on its left shoulder. Cow no.1 was lying away from the
harem. The monster green bull was back and had taken charge of the green harem
again; before the break he must have been at one of the ice harems. He was now
looking thin. There was no sign of the red/yellow harem, except for the remaining
seals on floes, and the others must all have been carried out to sea as the fast ice
broke up. Bergs were streaming through Normanna Strait from the west and there
were more off the Robertson Islands. The weather was filthy so I got soaked and then
frozen!
Next day the gale continued and the waves were very high. The bad weather
continued over the next few days, but we weighed and measured pups. We found
the yellow harem on Drying Point; the scarred bull with ten cows and two pups.
Cow no.1 had left, but its pup was still there. Unfortunately our weighing operation
created much disorder and the harem broke up as we began: a rival bull copulated
with one of the cows and the scarred bull went over and tried to round them up. At
the end of the pup weighing there were three cows in the original position on the low
ridge and nine on the beach. The bull went down and rounded them up, moving
about almost like a sheepdog. He occasionally bit a cow in the neck or lay across her
and pushed with his body to turn her around. Four rival bulls on the beach ‘crept up’
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on the fringing cows, which were moving away from the harem, but the harem bull
‘saw them off’ and gradually forced his harem back up the beach.
When I arrived at the green harem it was in charge of the red/yellow bull. The
red bull (formerly at the ice-edge) came up the slope, but backed away immediately
the red/yellow bull reared up. Twenty minutes later red bull approached again and
both bulls reared up, eyeing each other. I noticed that red/yellow was smaller; the
red bull lunged, bit red/yellow in the neck, shook him twice and the latter then
backed away and fled down the slope on the west side of the ridge. In the south gap
of Thule Islands I found the yellow-nosed bull with a harem of four cows of which
one had produced a pup overnight. When I returned to the yellow harem, the scarred
bull was coming down the slope to the beach, bleeding from wounds received in a
recent fight. The owner was now the formerly huge green bull, formerly exceedingly
dominant, now visibly declining in vigour, with only four cows and two pups ‘in
hand’.
When I went round the harems on 2 November however, the green bull was in
charge of the green harem again, with ten cows in it and another some distance
away. Evidently he was still the alpha bull! He went down the slope and began to
push the distant cow up again, but having no success he copulated with her on the
spot.
By this time we too were all getting very tired from our repeated exertions – the
weighing was physically very demanding. Next day was a rotten morning and Derek
was not keen on weighing, thinking it would be better in the afternoon, as indeed it
was when we weighed three pups, respectively 100lbs and 125 lbs, (both born
overnight), and 278 lbs. The scarred bull was now in charge of the yellow harem,
with ten cows and four pups and there was another newborn pup. Next day, 4
November, this bull remained in charge of this harem, with eight cows and two
newborn pups. The other cows had moved to the ice-edge with yellow bull, but red
bull moved over and chased him into the water. The green bull, in the green harem,
was visibly even thinner and much less aggressive; when I tapped him he moved off.
He had been fasting, fighting and mating without stop for a month!
On 5 November I found the scarred bull in charge of the yellow harem with eight
known (marked) cows. Four other bulls were in the vicinity, three of them known.
We did some weighing and measuring; another new-born was 109 lbs. In Stygian
Cove there were four cows and two bulls, all unmarked, therefore new arrivals –
from their appearance I thought the cows were possibly virgins? From the top there
was no pack or bergs to be seen on the horizon; only some brash in Paal Harbour.
Two days later, when making the seal observations and weighings we
mischievously encouraged one small bull on Drying Point beach to back into the
beach harem. He backed into a cow and turned round only to find himself face to
face with the harem bull (scarred-eye). The intruder immediately began to make
high-pitched yelps and whinnies and hurriedly backed away for four yards, then
turned round and fled precipitately, manifestly quaking with fright – (to be
anthropomorphic.) One pup in the beach harem was dead, having been crushed, and
scarred-eye, the owner bull, attempted copulation with its mother. A new bull came
ashore and raised its head to peer over the ice foot, resulting in scarred-eye, and
another bull fleeing at sight of it. Only then did the newcomer bellow and take over
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the harem. From this it appeared that bulls can recognize a stronger bull on sight and
the roar may be secondary.
Weather next day 8 November was bitter at times. I worked on marine biology
collections in the morning and went round the harems in the afternoon. In shallow
water near the digesters two young bulls were engaged in bouts of mock-fighting. A
medium-sized bull and a young cow were gamboling in the water offshore from
Pebble Beach. They were striking each other's necks with their chins. Then the male
placed its flipper lazily over the cow several times as if in a prelude to copulation; the
cow lay quiescent and then both began to play again. I observed a young male asleep
in the water off the beach and timed its breathing rhythm. Next day after doing the
seal weights and measurements and making other records, I went on round the
harems and back via the giant petrel colonies. Some small elephant males were now
beginning to appear. It was fine at times with intermittent blizzards.
Next day was another foul day and when I went round the harems, the numbers
now falling off as cows left. On 11 November the yellow bull was lying 60 yards
south of the cemetery and had apparently been eating mud; its mouth was full of it
and there was a vile smell. (However, in light of my later observations of elephant
seals ‘vomiting’ sand and gravel before they go foraging, this may not have been
eating, but voiding before going to sea. I came to believe that they ate gravel and
stones when they came ashore to mediate the stomach pangs of a long fast and sicked
them up when they went off to sea).
All the elephant breeding activity had been on the east side of Signy and when,
on 13 November, we went up to the top of Tioga Hill we saw only three elephant
seals in Port Jebsen and Cummings Cove. The yellow harem was still on Drying
Point. Over the next few days the green bull was present and the yellow bull was still
ashore. The former was now very emaciated indeed and held only three cows with
two pups in his harem (we were still weighing the elephant pups.) An influx of nonbreeding males had begun, so that there were now 41 medium-sized bulls and four
large ones in Stygian Cove and numbers were increasing in the Wallows area. .
A week or so later scarred-bull was found in charge of the yellow beach harem.
Later he copulated in 2 ft of water with a cow that had left the harem; she escaped
and the bull chased her. A new bull, which had been lying ten yards north, now
moved up to the harem, but the cows all refused copulation; two of them were snowflipping. The ice foot was so high that scarred-bull would not be able to get back to
his harem until the next high tide! The green bull had now given up and moved to
the Wallows, 64 days after our first definite sighting and 45 days since he first
acquired a harem; he was still fasting – it was astonishing!
Over the next two weeks I prepared graphs etc. for my elephant seal Report,
writing and typing it and still weighing pups – we added three heavy ones now 270,
280 and 291 lbs, to the records! The breeding season was virtually over and nonbreeding elephants were rapidly increasing in numbers around the shores. It was
getting crowded and one morning we even found an elephant seal lying near the
Nissen hut.
In December 1948 the number of elephants hauled out was increasing I was
making various observations on the seals in the bay and on 14 December made a seal
count in Borge Bay, finding 1,242 in total, including very few females, but still twelve
pups about. On 30 December I counted 107 elephants in Paal Harbour.
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Chapter 12

Field work on other seals: 1948-50

Weddell seal and pup

F

our other species of seals were resident or visited Signy Island during
our stay. The most abundant was the Weddell seal, Leptonycotes
weddellii, a species that occupies a niche mainly in Antarctic coastal
waters, breeding on the fast ice as far South as 80ºS but is present as a small land
breeding colony at South Georgia. It spends the non-breeding season mainly in
the pack ice. Much less frequently we saw leopard seals Hydrurga leptonyx,
followed by crabeater seals Lobodon carcinophagus, both of which were pack ice
seals. The Ross seal, Ommatophoca rossii has been recorded from the South
Orkneys, but we didn’t see any. The fourth species was the Antarctic fur seal,
Arctocephalus gazella, essentially a sub-Antarctic species, with a large breeding
population at South Georgia; I was pleased to report one individual seen during
our stay, the first record since the days of the commercial sealers in the 1800s.
(Elephant seal encounters and field work are described in chapter 11).
Autumn l948. Soon after our arrival I saw a seal on a growler just offshore and
hurried down to the shore over ice and snow-covered slopes on which my
rubber boots didn’t grip at all. Once down I had to work along to the point
where the growler was aground; all went well until one point, where there was a
60° slope of glistening ice that was impassable. I climbed some steepish rocks
and then traversed on very insecure holds across a steep ice bulge. This took me
about 20 yards across it until the miniature bergschrund petered out and I was
faced with a steep ice slope which was broken 20 feet lower by rocks and snow. I
did a sitting glissade and managed to pull up in time to stop myself going over a
cliff - lucky in gaining experience at so little cost! The seal on the floe was a
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Weddell – probably a 3-yr old female I thought and in very good condition. The
flecking of the underparts was very marked - sandy with dark brown-grey
patches.
A month later at Oliphant Islets I counted no less than seventeen Weddells and
one leopard on an agglomeration of ice floes. On one floe, which held three
Weddells, one of them drank from the sea, leaning over the edge of the floe, and
seven sheathbills picked at its excreta. A leopard I had seen earlier that day had a
very large head and dark markings, the weight concentrated in shoulders and
neck, and the body tailing off behind. It was possible to compare it directly with
Weddells nearby and it was quite distinctive.
Another day, off the West coast, a leopard patrolled the edge of the brash below
us, no doubt looking for birds on the water. On many of the floes, Weddell seals
were basking in the sun, among them two crabeaters. Two Weddells were lying
out on the shore of the last bay I visited and I roused one of them who looked at
me, showed his teeth and leisurely made his way to the water, stopped to drink
and then slipped into and under water. His head reappeared some twenty yards
out regarding me with a quizzical expression. I had the enduringly joyful feeling
that these animals had no fear of man, having never experienced any natural
enemies on land or ice, and only killer whales or leopard seals in the sea.
I made my way around Porteous Point and into Cummings Cove on the West
coast. There were some very large and thick floes there and on many of the
smaller floes lay solitary Weddells; one floe supported a leopard and vulnerable
crabeaters within 12 ft of each other. I noticed another seal in the water and later
saw that it was a leopard. It had the hindquarters of a small elephant seal that it
was tearing to pieces in the water. This it did by gripping the meat between its
vicious jaws, submerging until only its back was showing and then, arching back
and flexing its tail, it flung its head backwards with a jerk, tearing off a chunk of
flesh. It raised its head vertically and swallowed once, twice. A crowd of Cape
pigeons, a few snowies and two Dominicans gathered round for the pickings.
One day after breakfast Derek rushed into the hut saying there was a whale or
dolphin in Normanna Strait. I hurried out with the binoculars and saw that it
was a leopard seal off Outer Islet devouring its prey. In its mouth it had the
carcass of a seal - I could see the tail-flippers - which was freshly killed to judge
from the amount of blood in the water and the colour of the meat. For a
considerable area round about the water was coated with oil from the blubber producing a slick, shiny, calm patch. The usual dress circle of birds had formed of Cape pigeons, snowies, Dominicans and nellies (giant petrels), which
occasionally rose in a cloud as the leopard snapped at one of their number. The
leopard was tearing at the meat in the way described above but more often it
curved back in a concave bend with tail up and only infrequently in the lobster
fashion. I was able to see the colour of the prey, which was brown and from this
and the shape of the hind flippers I decided that it was a young elephant.
Then the leopard began to make off, abandoning the carcass. It swam very
leisurely, submerging at about 2-3 min intervals, and made its way across the
bay disappearing North of Balin Point. There might be an opportunity to take it
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for a specimen, so Ralph and Derek brought the dory around to Berntsen Point
and I, having collected weapons and skinning gear, joined them. It was very
cold in the dory, all armed to the teeth with .303 rifle and two .45 revolvers
between us as well as my skinning knives etc. However, it soon became very
obvious that the leopard was headed further than we dared go, so we turned
back.
On 20 April we found a young female Weddell near the barges on the shore, so I
went up for the .303 and shot it for a specimen - through the neck so as not to
damage the skull; then Derek fired another shot from the .45. The reflexes were
quite substantial and continued some time although the animal was dead. It was
rather a brutal job and I didn’t think I would ever get used to it, but it was
necessary and had to be done. I hated killing animals, and more so seals because
of their large eyes; they are so human in many ways and so tame and essentially
defenseless. I skinned it and collected ovaries, uterus and fallopian tube sections;
I also cut off the head for cleaning the skull. Its standard length was 5 ft 1012 ins,
snout to tip of flipper 6 ft 9 ins. The stomach was empty save for many parasitic
nematodes (worms). I cut out the liver for our consumption. By the time I was
finished it was getting dark and I was very cold and rather bloody.
Early in June I again saw what appeared to be a dolphin at the edge of the bay
ice; it was moving leisurely across the bay, but had gone by the time I had
fetched the binoculars from the hut. Two days later an animal was porpoising
across the bay about five yards from the edge of the bay ice. Fortunately I had
time to get the binoculars and watch it; it was not a dolphin, but again a leopard
seal. After each stretch underwater it emerged in a slow curve very similar to a
dolphin, showing the whole of its back including the tail-flipper. These
surfacings were repeated at intervals of about ten yards. When the sea froze over
on 17 July I went down to the sea ice to inspect the holes in the ice. The large hole
cut for the plankton hauls had been kept open by a seal most of the night because
it was covered by only a thin layer of ice. The other smaller holes all had at least
3 inches of new ice blocking them and I didn’t see any seals.
Three days later, on my way down from Observation Bluff I saw a seal moving
over the ice just off Berntsen Point. At first sight it was an elephant, but it was
small and moving in a different way. I went down to investigate and found it
was a crabeater with a lovely, clean, silver-gold coat, flecked with brown and
four parallel scars which had been inflicted we thought by killer whales,
following general opinion at that time. (Much later I confirmed that leopard seals
inflicted these scars). Returning, Ralph next went out to see it, but it was moving
East fairly quickly and was just off Paal Harbour entrance when he caught up
with it. I decided to make collections for the Natural History Museum, as there
were apparently no data on specimens of that age or time of year; also we
needed a skin to make sealskins for our skis. We took the sledge along and I
made a sketch of it before killing it. It was a male probably in its second year, as
evidenced by its small size (75 inches nose-tail), the scars and small os penis and
testes. I followed the tracks and traced them as far back as Drying Point. We
returned with the spoils to base where Ralph and I sat outside and roughly
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cleaned the skin; lighting a fire and feeding it with blubber. It was a bitterly
cold occupation, and as the blubber heated it was rendered into oil, which
collected in a blazing pool. This drained through the snow and we had visions of
an oil gusher breaking out to the consternation of some sheathbills below feeding
on blubber scraps that we had thrown to them. I chewed a chunk of crispy
toasted blubber and found it most unpleasant - like cod-liver oil - but edible.
A Weddell seal hauled out near Billie Rocks on 22 July. It was lying beside the
tide crack of a small floe that had been grounded there for some time. Ralph and
I went over to look, and came upon it from behind the floe. It was a male, and
didn’t notice us until we had called several times, then woke up, blinked a few
times in surprise and rolled over coyly. We tried to make him move over the ice
towards base, but he was very persistent in circling round so as to get back to the
tide crack. I photographed the tracks and then we left him. I had now had the
opportunity to study the locomotion and tracks of elephant, crabeater and
Weddell seals:
The elephant moves by pelvic thrust and partly by pulling on the flippers. The
weight on the fore-part of the body is taken on the fore-flippers and the body
arched upwards to bring the hind part forwards. It then thrusts on the pelvic
region and straightens its body out with fore-flippers spread, and then repeats
the movement. This sequence happens very rapidly and the animal gets into a
regular thumping rhythm for a few yards at a time, reminiscent of a bouncing
car tyre, until it halts by falling forwards onto its chest.
In comparison the Weddell’s fore-flippers are much reduced and are only used
spread-out if it has difficulty getting out of a blowhole onto the ice. Their normal
movement is similar to that of the elephant, but they lift their body by pressure
of the fore-edge of the fore-flippers which is aligned with the length of the body.
The head usually slides along the ice surface, instead of raised as in the elephant.
When it wants to turn the elephant will arch its tail and head upwards, pivoting
on the abdomen and spinning itself around with a fore-flipper. The Weddell is
unable to do this because of the small size of its fore-flippers and instead rolls
over and over very sinuously, centering on its tail, until facing in the required
direction.
The crabeater is much more agile on land or ice than either the elephant or
Weddell. It moves in three ways: like the elephant or Weddell, and by a lateral
undulation of the body and alternate thrusts of the fore-flippers - a swimming
motion. In turning it can either roll like the Weddell or pivot like the elephant
seal. The young Weddell pup uses its fore-flippers spread out and then - about
when the first moult ends - it adopts the adult type of locomotion, as it fills out
and becomes more rotund.

In the water the Weddell in swimming ability seems superior to the crabeater,
which is better than the elephant. On all counts the crabeater appears to be
intermediate between the Weddell and elephant.
At the end of July and into August there were only a few Weddell seals to be
seen from day to day, or none, but one day in Normanna Strait there were a
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number of Weddells, mostly pregnant females, but including some fighting
males. One elephant seal was seen hauled out at Cape Vik
A few days later in nasty weather, I shot a Weddell seal in the morning and did a
post-mortem. Unfortunately the bullet hit the skull and shattered it. The animal
was 106 inches long. The stomach contained about 4 pounds of stones and
gravel, a cephalopod beak and fish eye-lenses. There was a very dense nematode
population in the stomach - like a pile carpet. The left horn of the uterus
contained a male foetus (49 inches long and weight 52 pounds), which I extracted
and injected for preservation with Ottaway’s solution (an embalming fluid). The
teeth of the foetus had not yet pierced the gums but the nails were well-formed
on both fore- and hind-flippers. I collected claws from the hind-flippers for
possible use in age determination. (Many years later Don Siniff took this further
and published a method, but it is only useful for the first few year groups). Thick
fur covered its body, tinged grey-green by the amniotic fluid. The muscles were
very flaccid and poorly developed and the blubber layer only 14 inch thick at
maximum.
The Weddell seals’ pupping season. Increasing numbers of Weddells began to haul
out now. By the middle of August there were four to the North of Port Jebsen
and two were at the ice-edge off Gourlay; a male Weddell lay off Billie Rocks.
Each day over the next week we saw one to seven Weddells in Borge Bay. When,
exploring, we crossed the strait on 23 August I watched a Weddell coming up to
breathe off Cape Hansen and photographed a very small new breathing-hole in a
tide-crack, about 3 inches across. Several other breathing-holes in the tide-cracks
round the floes had been snowed-over and blocked save for a tiny opening, with
delicate rime crystals from the seals’ breath They were ‘knocking’ under the ice a noise similar to the hammering of domestic water pipes under pressure when
air gets in. The Weddells made this noise with their mouths closed, only the
larynx moving and did so both in and out of the water. Under water the noise
seemed to be amplified. When we camped on the ice during our winter journeys
we also heard a variety of sounds coming up through the ice. (whistles, chirps,
glottal sounds)
Ralph made an ice observation from the Bluff and reported an elephant seal identified by the noise it made - and 24 Weddell seals; he thought that one lying
out near Gourlay Point had pupped. Then, on 24 August he reported a definite
pup sighting of a Weddell off Gourlay Point and one other Weddell lying
nearby. So the first birth was probably about 23 August or the evening of the
22nd. This assumes that seals off our Northwest coast were at the same stage likely since I had seen no pups the previous day from the top of Cape Hansen.
No other seals were hauled out. Next day Ralph and I skied over to look at the
Weddells off Gourlay Point - down to Elephant Flats, up Moraine Valley and
through the ablation channel. We had a good run down to the beach and over
the sea ice, to where the seals were hauled out near the edge of the fast-ice.
There were two pups and the mother of one of them was quite fierce. They were
delightful cuddly creatures with large liquid brown eyes, and covered in long
golden fur. One was probably in its second day, the other about three days old.
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Two other females seemed to be ‘expecting’ and muscular tremors rippled over
their bodies. We went over the peninsula to the other side where there were
seven Weddells and three pups, ranging we thought from two to four days old,
and the other cows were ‘expecting’. It was very cold but we enjoyed watching
their behaviour and I examined them for sex and erupted teeth. Of the five pups
three were female and two male. The behaviour of the mothers was interesting:
two were very ‘fierce’ and the other moved away but came back again
indecisively. When disturbed they all made ‘whooping’ noises in their throats
with mouths closed; some gave the usual seal roar. Bloodstains on the snow
marked the positions of the births and the expelled placentas, except where these
had been dragged away by the scavenging birds. There were two white giant
petrels nearby, liberally spattered with blood from the afterbirths and a few
interested sheathbills. In all cases the seals had moved some distance from the
place of birth, perhaps disturbed by the birds.
The youngest pups were a pale grey-green in colour (due to staining from the
yellow amniotic fluid), but the others were darker, with dark brown diffuse
spots. The hair of the older ones was also more wiry, as opposed to the silky coat
of the younger ones. This makes them look much larger and probably gives
better insulation. The pup’s cry was similar to the adult’s, but softer and more
human.
Several of the pups were separate from their mothers, covered with drift snow,
but didn’t seem cold - none were shivering. Some began to move towards us
until ‘cuffed’ by their mother. They moved with the fore-flippers spread out and
the motive force came from the front end of the body, the hind parts being
dragged along passively. In the oldest pup a slight thrust from the pelvis was
evident and it had developed a rhythmic contraction and elongation of the body
- beginning to resemble the adults’ looper caterpillar locomotion. The pups lay,
some on their back, others on the side or stomach, all with a portion of the
umbilical cord, 3 to 8 inches long, still attached and with a ragged end.
The mothers’ nipples were very prominent and projected about an inch above
the surrounding skin - in the expectant mothers with swelling ‘breasts’ as well as
those with pups. Two mothers nudged their pups quite fiercely and grabbed
them by the skin of the neck with their teeth. One rolled her pup over with her
nose and lay so that her body encircled it. The pups were lively and their
pronounced necks made their movements almost snake-like. Their most striking
feature was the large size of their eyes. They snapped at their mother when
disturbed or when she was trying to get them to suck. In feeding they showed no
preference for the upper or lower teat, though they had to lift themselves using
their flippers to reach the upper nipple.
We noted a very interesting maternal behaviour pattern when the pairs were
disturbed. The mother bent her neck sharply and dug her face into the snow.
She then either swung her head in an arc from side to side, moving slowly
forwards as she did so, or alternatively pushed it down with short jerky
movements in one spot, exhaling and making a lot of snorting noises. She would
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then move on a few yards and repeat the actions. One hesitates to suggest any
directed action, but it looked as if they were trying to make a hole in the ice.
The expectant females lay on their sides; the movements of the foetus could be
seen and in some the uterine contractions were visible, suggesting birth was
imminent.
Numbers increased rapidly and near the end of August from the top of Robin
Peak I could see many Weddells hauled out off the Northwest coast and counted
62 in a relatively small area. I made out three pups for sure, and bloodstains on
the snow indicated nine more. There were still four at Shag Rock near Gourlay
Point, now with three pups. Next day seven Weddells were visible from
Observation Bluff, four with three pups, at Gourlay - and others in the Strait.
Ralph went up to the top two days later and counted 73 Weddells and nine pups
in sight - one with a pup near Outer Islet. There were no Weddells in Borge Bay
though. Next day another Weddell had hauled out near the floe by Billie Rocks.
It was a large male with the scars of many battles. The females seemed to stick to
the ice-edge or near the large tide cracks. There were now 25 Weddells in an arc
from Balin Point to Roberts Bluff and five off Gourlay with three pups. On 30
August Derek and I went up to the top of the Stone Chute; but we counted only
11 seals, five of them at Gourlay all with pups.
On 1 September we counted 38 seals, including five in Paal Harbour; there were
four probable pups in the vicinity of Cape Hansen, Coronation Island. Next day,
from the top, the pack ice was close to the horizon, the old leads were frozen
over and now indistinguishable for the most part. Between Signy and the Divide
were numerous very narrow leads - more accurately cracks - and seals were
hauled out along many of them. I counted 49 in an arc and at least 12 pups. We
descended and found Ralph, who had been very moody earlier, in a better frame
of mind, having been watching the seals and their pups - an illustration of the
soothing effect of natural history study! He had counted 47 seals around the
peninsula and 22 pups. Some of the unattached seals were males, but he couldn’t
determine the sex of them all. One mother tried to bite another pup when it came
near to her own; she made short snapping movements with her jaws while
advancing at the same time. Two days later when Ralph went up Robin Peak he
counted 287 Weddell seals, 129 pups, and one elephant and drew a map for me
showing the distribution of seals around the northern half of the island.
A week later there were 52 adults and nine pup Weddells in the Gourlay area,
and seven below Observation Bluff. Next day a radio message came from Tim
(Jumbo) Nicholl saying that the Weddells in the Argentine Islands began to give
birth on 10 September, the crabeaters not yet. This was 19 days after the first pup
we observed at Signy. A few days later there was a message for me from
Admiralty Bay reporting 60 female crabeaters, 12 Weddells and three pups, one
leopard and one elephant. I sent the same message suggesting what observations
they should make, as I had earlier sent to Argentine Islands. Between them they
would be able to produce some interesting observations on crabeater pups which
in those days had hardly been studied – or indeed observed. The number of
crabeaters reported was interesting - especially if the females among them
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proved to be pregnant. Next day a message came to me from Geoff HettersleySmith: “Over 200 seals in Admiralty Bay now. Taking copious notes as
suggested.”
This influx of crabeaters to inshore waters was extremely
interesting. (I was to observe thousands myself in Admiralty Bay nearly thirty
years later).
After a week Ralph went to Gourlay to see the seals. He reported two elephants,
one a large bull, and 64 female Weddells, 48 pups and four males, and estimated
another 30 were outside the Oliphant Islands. In the evening I designed a metal
clip for marking seals. It was made from the strips of monel metal provided for
bird ringing and I stamped it with: “Inform FIDS Colonial Office London”. My idea
was to make a hole in the web of a hind-flipper at the appropriate distance from
the free edge, and insert one end; it would then be bent to form an overlapping
clip and closed with a pair of pliers.
Next day it was overcast and blizzarding, but I decided to have a look at the
seals for myself - and trust that my foot would be all right. (I had recently been
incapacitated by frostbite on our winter journey, described elsewhere, which
explains why I had missed the seals’ developments). First, I made some more
tags and then went over the sea-ice to Gourlay. There were eighteen Weddells
and fifteen pups off the end of Observation Bluff and five Weddells with pups
off Shag Rock. The pups off Observation Bluff were mostly quite young and the
mothers rather fierce, whereas those at Shag Rock were much older and larger
and the mothers less likely to stay and protect them. Sexing was difficult as there
was a high wind and the pups were encased in drift snow and ice, so I left it for a
better day.
I tried to affix a clip to one pup, whose mother moved away, but her persistent
efforts to return after getting over her initial surprise made marking impossible.
Clearly two people at least were necessary - one to hold off the mother while the
other attached the clip. Several of the mothers made straight for me on sight one when I was still thirty yards away. They would not move far from the pups
and usually advanced up to five yards before returning to their pup. Its
movement and cries stimulated an aggressive maternal instinct.
The variation in colour of the pups was slight, some being a dark, almost
chocolate, brown with intermediate colours through to the more usual greyyellow-green shade, almost golden in sunshine. They were a delight. Some of the
older pups were already moulting and the dark silver-grey of the first new coat
showed in patches where the natal coat had been shed, beginning about the head
and fore-flippers. Young pups snapped viciously when handled but became
more docile as they grew older; the large ones were incredibly strong though.
Noises made by the mothers included barks, whistling in the throat and a sort of
hiccuping or whooping made with the mouth either open or shut: glup, glup,
glup, glup glup . . . . . glup, with increasing pitch. There were several breathingholes in the young ice near the edge of the fast ice and on the way back I made a
sketch of a mother and pup at their hole in Paal Harbour. Shortly after the
middle of the month a Weddell was lying at Outer Islet and one in Paal Harbour,
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and 118 around the Gourlay Peninsula - Clowes Bay area. There was also a
large bull elephant, and probably another further out near the Oliphants.
A couple of days later we decided to visit the Northwest coast to check on seal
numbers and look for limestone outcrops. Derek and I went on ski crossing by
Stygian Col, over a crusty and variable surface, improving towards the shore; we
took a very steep slope at the bottom on skis with trepidation – still not very
expert. While Derek geologised, I went off observing Weddells - I got several
sketches of their attitudes - and sexing their pups, but it wasn’t possible to sex
many of them because the mothers were generally fierce and I couldn’t singlehandedly examine pups that were lying on their stomachs. Some lay on their
backs - indeed this seemed to be a favorite posture, but many rolled over on my
approach. I got a sketch of the area west of the Cragsman (Cuillins) Peaks. While
I was close to one berg it began to turn turtle - and I skied away as quickly as
possible - but fortunately it turned out to be only a slight settling movement, as it
was grounded.
I worked down the coast, joining Derek from time to time as our paths crossed,
and then went out and around Jebsen Rocks. There were about eighty seals in
this area; all of them were Weddells and I estimated about 400-500 on the West
coast, most within 14 mile of the coast. But it was impossible to count them
exactly as many were hidden behind ice blocks and bergs and only visible from
certain angles. The pups in this area were more advanced than on the Southeast
coast. A tenth of the seals lying out were males and a tenth of the females had no
pup.
Several mothers when disturbed went through the actions of swinging their head
with neck bent and sweeping the snow from side to side I has noticed earlier;
some burrowed down directly as if attempting to dig a hole. I wasn’t sure that
this was due to disturbance, as once or twice a mother began to go through these
motions when I was still some distance away – even out of her sight. I noticed a
similar habit in the pups when young, but a tendency to burrow straight down.
The pups at this stage of the moult began to roll over on their backs like the
adults. They also made a squeak or whistle and a bubbly noise similar to the
whooping of the adults. One large pup wandered about on its own making a
plaintive ‘mooing’ noise, and may have been searching for its mother. Some of
the females were extremely attenuated and skinny, especially those with the
largest pups. This was due to the depletion of their blubber layer by the suckling,
so that the muscle tracts were unusually prominent. Research has shown that the
mother loses about half her body weight during a 48-day lactation period, due to
depletion of her fat reserves in transferring milk to the pup.
The pups and their mothers often yawned and stretched their hind-flippers slowly and gracefully - opening out the digits like a fan. Also the older pups had
a well-developed scratching habit; even when quite young they passed a foreflipper across head and face as if rubbing their eyes. Later they were able to flex
digits and use their claws to scratch an irritable spot. Some of the pairs snapped
at each other quite viciously, but without doing any damage - though one
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mother had a large bloodstained scar on her muzzle, presumably a bite from
her pup.
I saw only one dead pup, which was 2-4 days old. A giant petrel was picking at
the carcass and already both eyes were gone, the pelvis had been stripped of
meat and an opening in the abdominal wall revealed the intestines – it was
gruesome.
Thee weeks into September a Weddell and her pup were close-by in Gash Cove
and I watched them for some time. The pup was very playful and the mother
responded by rolling on it and arching her back, snapping and occasionally
making what looked like a yawn. The pup was quite active, shuffling around
her. Then it began nuzzling her side and raising its head, obviously looking for a
nipple to suck. In this way it moved along the side of the mother as far as the
fore-flipper and then back again to the hind-flipper, when it barked, or rather
made a whooping cough. The mother raised her head and looked around, then
mooed and rolled over onto her side. The pup raised one flipper and placed it on
the side of the mother to steady itself, then raised its head to the upper nipple;
regular sucking and gurgling followed and the small brown head bobbed
appreciatively. It changed to the lower nipple for a few minutes, then alternated
between the two and finally came back to the lower nipple, putting in a long
session and curling and wriggling its body in ecstasy. All this time the mother
lay still.
When I moved the mother reared up, making a ‘destroyer siren’ noise, her throat
moving in time with it. Then she snapped her teeth a dozen or so times, like a
rattle - and made directly for me. I stood still and she stopped a few yards from
her pup. Emitting frequent cries she rolled over and snaked her neck a few times,
regarding me with her head on its side - the line of her eyes vertical. The pup
meanwhile was frantically trying to find a teat and barking petulantly. The
mother turned and humped a few yards off, looking around at the pup which
followed. They progressed in this manner to a point seven yards away, when the
mother again rolled on her side and the pup slowly came up to her and began
again to feed.
Next day it was windy and overcast, but we decided to go along the coast to
Stygian Cove under Mt Robin. Derek came along and we travelled on ski across
the sea ice across Starfish Bay and around Berryhead. There were no seals until
Berryhead, where I watched a Weddell and her pup at a breathing hole. The pup
had difficulty emerging from the hole, but got about halfway up a sloping shelf
of ice on one side of it and then became stuck. Its claws couldn’t obtain a grip on
the smooth ice and it used its teeth in the same way as the adults do, to rasp the
ice. This was repeated several times - each time swinging the head from side to
side with the teeth cutting into the ice. I noticed that its gums were bleeding.
The mother in turn rasped at the ice, her jaws open, swinging her head from side
to side and using both upper and lower teeth. This effort produced a series of
parallel grooves in the ice across the slope. Then she got behind the pup, trying
to push it up the ramp. Again no success. So next she tried in vain to push it
upwards from beneath. The pup seemed quite at home in the water; it was
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probably about two weeks old and still in the natal coat. They both tried the
other side of the hole - which was oval in shape - but again failed. Mother and
pup were making a lot of noise, the pup’s efforts were getting weaker and
weaker and one could see its muscles trembling with fatigue. Mother came out
and returned to the water several times, looking around with her neck raised as
if seeking another hole.
When in the water she sometimes supported the pup on her back - possibly
unintentionally. Sometimes she came out and nosed around in the snow in the
usual way. She got agitated and mooed with head in the air and neck
outstretched, and then rolled on her back and rubbed her head in the snow. She
slipped into the hole again on top of the pup. It was still trying to get out, but its
cries were becoming more and more plaintive. The ice was about three feet thick
and though the pup could get its head and fore-flippers onto the flat surface of
the ice, in this position its hind-flippers were ineffective. It dug in its teeth but
was not strong enough to pull itself out and so slid back into the water. The
mother wouldn’t let us approach but eventually we crept up and pulled the pup
out. Mother followed and both began to nuzzle and to roll in the snow. Was this
to dry the coat? It had that effect. She nosed snow and turned on her side for the
pup to feed, but it wasn’t interested - tired perhaps by its exertions.
There was another female and pup pair further into the cove. The mother was
moving on her left side and dragged the hind part of her body - not using pelvic
thrust. Her abdomen was swollen as if she was pregnant - but it was due to
excessively swollen mammary glands.
In Stygian Cove there were sixteen Weddells and fourteen pups and I sexed
some of the pups with difficulty. There was another fourteen with pups and two
without in the vicinity of North Point. Giant petrels and eight sheathbills were
standing amongst the seals. On 24 September Derek and I went up to the top for
an ice Ob and seal count. We saw sixty Weddells in the vicinity of Cape Hansen
and Lynch Island, ten at Shag Rocks, and five dispersed over the sea ice; most
had pups in attendance. On the way down we approached the Weddell and pup
in Gash Cove. I tried tagging the pup but the knife I had with me was unsuitable
and I didn’t want to cause it unnecessary pain; the pup seemed more alarmed
than hurt, but I would use a scalpel in future.
Two days later it was fine and we decided to go over to Coronation Island to
collect the depoted equipment and supplies (from our recent journey, described
in chapter 9) and examine the vicinity of Cape Hansen and Marshall Bay. We
passed many recent tracks of seals with a lot of blood around and later we came
across several males near haul-out holes invariably bleeding from many recent
scars - so the ‘rutting’ season was evidently in full swing. The main regions of
scarring were according to number of wounds: fore-flipper; ventral surface especially around the genital aperture; and neck. In one of them the fore-flipper
was bleeding profusely from a raw area covering about 10 x 6 inches. These
males were all lying motionless, appeared exhausted and paid little attention to
our presence. The Weddells in the area between Cape Hansen and Lynch Island
numbered forty of which 33 were females with well-advanced pups and the rest
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battle-scarred males. There appeared to be a large elephant seal in Stygian
Cove, Signy Island.
From the top of Observation Bluff next day, Ralph and I noticed a female
Weddell with two adjacent pups and thought that they might be twins, so we
visited them, but there was no way of knowing. We sexed twelve pups,
obtaining a sex-ratio of 9 female: 3 male; perhaps we were missing some of the
males, whose genital opening is small and harder to see. One adult female was
lying 200 yards to the West of the main group, with plenty of blood on her head
and a trickle of milk from one of her teats. There appeared to be a wound
between her eyes, doubtless inflicted by another female, she appeared exhausted
and paid little interest to us. This cow might have accounted for the extra pup if
she had deserted it, as twins are unusual – reportedly about 1-2%.
I moved three pups away from mothers to test recognition between pup and
mother. One mother took the extra pup as its own, but the others went around
sniffing and nuzzling the pups; they appeared to distinguish alien pups, because
they rejected them, and carried on until they reached their own offspring.
Eventually we replaced the remaining displaced pup beside its mother, who had
taken the extra pup under her wing - or rather flipper. She made off with two
pups following her and didn’t appear to discriminate between them.
One female with a pup was near a breathing-hole and went into the water when
disturbed. She came up again and began to haul out, but slipped back, before
resurfacing. Then she opened her jaws and, went through the ice-rasping
behaviour, swinging her head in an arc of some ten inches, working downwards
rasping with the front teeth of her upper jaw. I was standing less than a foot
from the action and saw the whole process very clearly. The ice was about thirty
inches thick here - between Outer Islet and the shore - and she worked down
rasping the whole of its thickness; the bottom twenty inches or so necessitated
her being under water. Then she hauled out. They do this chiefly by hind-flipper
propulsion, but sometimes use their fore-flippers for traction after the front of
the body emerges. Another female when disturbed buried her head in the snow
and, with her jaws open, began to rasp a roughly circular groove in the manner
described before. Then she gave up and began again at another spot. A further
cow did the same thing and then began to nose around as if looking for a hole.
The former female went down a hole nearby. Was this unfocussed behaviour
inspired rather by the lack of opportunity for easy escape - a displacement
activity under stress - than by protective instinct as regards the pup?
The infants moved mainly with their fore-flippers at right angles to the long axis
of the body - no thrust from the pelvis yet in most of them. But the tracks of
some of the older pups were similar to the adults - the main thrust was from the
pelvis and the abdominal muscles did the work. They had wet circles around
their eyes where the tears flowed. The coat in mid-moult was wiry, the hairs
pulled out easily and its general appearance was like a doormat! The state of the
umbilical cord varied in pups of the same age: in some it had already sloughed
off, while in others it persisted as 3-6 inches of dry, red tissue.
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On 28 September we visited Gerd Island, where Weddell seals were present in
large numbers, confined to within 300-400 yards of the island. On the return
trip I found two dead Weddell pups, both females and both about a week old,
and collected the skull of one of them. I also sexed another two pups (male and
female) and unsuccessfully attempted to tag one. The tag could be further
improved by shaping the end of the strip to be threaded through the flipper web,
so as to give it a taper, and next morning I modified the tags accordingly and
sharpened my scalpel.
The last day of September 1948 it blew a gale in the morning, but I went down to
a seal in the cove just off Pebble Beach which we had been watching for several
days. I paint-marked her with the help of Derek and Ralph, and tagged, weighed
(110 pounds) and branded the pup (with caustic soda); but the latter was not a
success. The tagging however was a rapidly accomplished and the main problem
was to keep the mother away, by beating a petrol can with an ice-chisel. (A rattle
would be very useful; these seals appear to dislike such mechanical noises,
which they rarely if ever encounter naturally). With the canvas sling (for
weighing) in use, the extremities of the pup tended to touch the ground, so later I
constructed another with bamboo poles as stiffeners for the sides. It had a
concave bottom, which was successfully designed to arch the pup’s extremities
upwards, to keep them clear of the ground. Later I made another thirty tags for
marking the pups. At a time when few seal species had been lastingly tagged for
identification, these ‘hand made’ tags proved to be very effective. (In fact some
were still being recorded on the Signy Island seals up to 22 years later!)
At the beginning of October Ralph and I set off again to tag, measure and weigh
Weddell pups, but it was a bad day with a strong wind and we took about two
hours to complete a mere fifteen applications. Again the main trouble was
separating them from their mothers. I classed the reactions of the mothers as 4
fierce (persistent resistance); 6 medium (fierce at first); 4 weak (indifferent and
made off when disturbed). The new sling was successful, but the weighing was
still hard work.
In two cases while the pup was being marked, its mother made for another pup,
whose mother resented it, so a fight developed. Once the mother made for a
solitary pup and was rejoined by her own, so she had two pups for a time. No
doubt fighting occurred when the true parent returned from her latest feeding
foray. This aggression between females was not violent, usually being confined
to a few passes with the jaws open, while the combatants lay on their side or
belly. When trying to separate pups from mothers for tagging, in two cases the
mother (‘fierce’) repeatedly grabbed the skin of the pup’s face and neck in her
teeth and backed away trying to pull the pup with it. They moved backwards by
reversing the normal locomotory rhythm - thrusting forwards with the foreflippers and looping backwards, caterpillar fashion. One dragged the pup
around to her other side in this way and another lifted it almost off the surface.
When returning to their young the mothers opened their jaws and gently nipped
the pup, and often the pup returned the nip in earnest! The mother usually
nosed the pup all over and on occasion lay on her back rubbing her head from
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side to side on the pup’s body as if it were a pillow. The pups themselves
varied in pugnacity while being weighed and tagged - some fought and bit all
the time; others were quiescent. Two of them went into the water after marking,
although their moult had not yet begun. There was rain, it became very slushy
underfoot and we were soaked to the skin by the time we got back.
Next day the three of us went over to Shag Rock to mark Weddell pups and then
round to the other bays. Derek was bitten in the knee by a large pup and had to
return to base for first aid! Ralph and I carried on. Sadly, one pup whose moult
was almost complete, was very small and grossly deformed; its body was
twisted in the pelvic region and the whole of its hindquarters were paralyzed.
When it moved the hind part of its body was dragged passively, and it was very
small and very thin, with little blubber on it, the muscle contours showing up
through the skin. Its eyes were very bright and the teeth well developed - and it
was very pugnacious. The thin body, long neck and movements accentuated the
usual snake-like appearance. Its mother seemed to be indifferent to its condition.
Off the Northwest shore of the two Oliphant Islets was a dead and almost
drifted-over adult Weddell, with a pup lying beside it. The pup was evidently
about two weeks old when the mother died and had been living on its blubber
reserves since then. It was now very thin indeed, again with unnaturally bright
eyes. There was no visible indication of the cause of the mother’s death, but it
wasn’t possible to see the underside of her body as it was embedded in hard
snow; she seemed to have been in excellent condition when she died. We moved
the pup over to another seal and its pup, so she now had two to suckle.
Next day Ralph and I took a sack of coal (for branding seals) as far as Drying
Point and saw some elephant seal tracks there - a pointer to the imminent start of
the elephants’ breeding season (described in chapter 11). We tagged nineteen
Weddell pups, bringing the total to 54, but I had now run out of monel strips for
making the tags. Most pups were quite large by now and the majority had
completed the moult; they were heavy and difficult to handle. We found another
dead pup with its mother beside it, looking very lethargic and almost dead
herself; no doubt her full breasts were very painful. Two old females were lying
together some distance away from the other seals and when disturbed they
roared, then behaved towards each other as a mother to her pup - nuzzling,
snapping, and rubbing heads on each other’s backs. Presumably their pups had
died, or they had not conceived last season, or were they old and barren?
One mother opened her jaws and went through the ice-scraping motion on the
side of her pup. She repeated this several times and the pup appeared not to
mind, but hair was flying in all directions and it certainly appeared to speed up
the moult! This was the first time I had observed such behaviour and it was
abnormal, possibly due to our presence - an instinctive response to pressure.
Most of the mothers were seen to bite or snap at their pups when we disturbed
them.
I watched a Weddell swimming underwater in its element, through wide tide
cracks, gliding very gracefully and effortlessly by in the crystal-clear green
water. The ice was getting rotten and Ralph got wet falling through one crack.
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Then one day I skied right around Signy Island; it was fine and on the way I
drew the wreck of the ‘Tioga’. The numbers of Weddells on the West coast were
much reduced now - probably only 50% of the number that were present a
month earlier. In Fyr Channel I counted 25 cows with pups. There was a large
area of open water at the eastern end of this strait and the current was strong.
There were more Weddells along the South coast. It was a splendid day and I got
back to base by 7.30 pm. On the way I spied Derek on top of Jebsen Ridge and he
got back an hour before me; Ralph had been to Gourlay where he had a near
miss with an elephant seal.
Summer l949: Throughout the summer small numbers of Weddell seals hauled
out, usually solitary animals; also I was preoccupied with my elephant studies
which left little time for other observations, and so there is nothing special to
report about the Weddells. Towards the end of January l949 I picked up several
averted penguin skins - evidence of leopard seals - and a month later there were
several of these skins on the beach. It was odd that we had seen none lately. In
mid-March four fin whales entered the sound. We saw very few whales over our
25 months ashore, probably because they tend to feed near the shelf break and
around the South Orkneys this is far from land.
A day in early April, l949 was a red-letter day for seal observations. A young
crabeater hauled out on our beach bleeding from freshly inflicted leopard seal
scars. Then, as I came to the East side of the bay I noticed a very dark seal of
unexpected shape which, when I came up to it, proved to be a bull Antarctic fur
seal lying with hind-flippers tucked under its abdomen. His hair was dark sootybrown with light tips, vibrissae, ears light sandy colour and flippers grey-black.
The head was very pointed and the matted fur made gave it a hedgehog-like
look! He lay near the shore on a grounded ice-floe and was not at all disturbed,
even when I walked up close to have a look. There was a musky smell. This was
very exciting as probably the first recorded sighting of a fur seal in the South
Orkneys since commercial sealing brought the species near to extinction in the
nineteenth century. (Little did I think then that in the l980’s and l990’s thousands
of fur seals would haul out at Signy during the summer and a small number of
pups would be born. This was to pose an insoluble conservation problem as the
seals’ trampling destroyed the natural vegetation over large areas of low-lying
ground).
Weddell seal breeding season, l949: The breeding haul-out of Weddells began again,
but this time we were so busy with the breeding elephants that I was able to
make only a few observations on them. On 25 August two males and one female
Weddell were seen near base and five at Gourlay. The fast-ice was receding as it
broke up and its edge was drawing nearer to us. Then another three seals hauled
out near us, one female just South of Observation Bluff, and a number at
Gourlay. Towards the end of August when I went up to the Bluff I saw the first
Weddell pup on a floe down below, so skied to it accompanied by Charlie and
John and tagged it. Then we went on to Gourlay where there were three more
pups, which I marked. A few more hauled out over the next few days and at the
beginning of September Charlie and I went round the coast to Gourlay to mark
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the young Weddell pups. We put flipper tags on two and then on a third; the
latter’s mother was worrying the pup slightly when we arrived and
aggressively came towards Charlie. I tagged the pup, noting that it was in a dirty
condition, thin and listless, having evidently been neglected by its mother.
When finished I walked away with Charlie and the female went for the pup and
began to ‘savage’ it, biting it in the head and flanks and shaking it as a dog
shakes a rat. We drove the mother off and dragged the pup away. This was
difficult, as she seemed to have gone crazy and was trying to get at the pup,
which was in a dazed condition and emitted piteous baa’s. It was very badly
hurt and sadly I had to dispatch it with a ski. We left it on the ice and
immediately the mother came up and savaged its lifeless body, flinging it about
in a fury. Then she rested her head on the body and periodically bit at it or shook
it violently, before moving back to her former position. It was an unpleasant
episode and we felt very upset that our disturbance in tagging it may have been
contributory. However the pup would have starved in any case, and the mother
had been worrying it before we arrived. Perhaps the birth had been a painful one
and the mother associated the pup with this pain. The ‘Scotia’ naturalists had
made a record of similar behaviour at the turn of the century. The wind began to
make itself felt and we turned back in a storm of drift snow.
I had a radio chat with Ralph on 3 September: The crabeaters were in Admiralty
Bay in large pods. Next day Charlie went over to the West coast and examined
the seals for me; they were beginning to haul out in some numbers now. For the
next few days none were visible due to the weather.
Then five days later Charlie and I went over to the Northwest coast to mark
pups, while John took Derek round to Gourlay and made a count for me. We
crossed over by the Stygian Col and had a good run down. After counting the
seals near the penguin and giant petrel rookeries we went on to Jebsen Rocks
counting seals on the way. I came upon one newly-born pup - the gulls were just
gathering and had not yet snatched away the afterbirth. Another was even
younger and the afterbirth had not yet been shed - we usually arrived just after
the event, never in advance! We marked five pups - unfortunately some were too
large for me to mark single-handed and I received several bites. Three is the
optimum number of people for marking - one to occupy the mother and the
other two to deal with the pup. We counted the seals and then returned by the
same route, reaching base at 5.0 o’clock.
Near base several Weddells gave birth in the next few days. There were four
at Outer Islet - two with pups - and an old bull. Two lay out by Outer Islet,
others were scattered about on the ice - away from bergs. By mid-month six had
hauled-out at the berg by Outer Islet and nine others further out.
In the middle of September I also had another chat with Ralph on the radio about
seals. He said there were six hundred crabeaters at Admiralty Bay and only
about thirty Weddells. A few days later he sent message to say that two bull
elephants were seen at Penguin Island on 15 September. On 1 October I had
another chat with him. The crabeaters were still at Admiralty Bay, so perhaps
some would yet pup.
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Four days later I went over to Drying Point with the plane-table to make a plan
for use in plotting seal positions and movements during the elephants’
breeding season. By now there were three Weddells at a berg in Paal Harbour
(one with a pup) and seven cows and five pups by Outer Islet. In the afternoon
of 26 September we went over to Gourlay and marked twenty pups; I sent a
signal to all bases asking them to look out for tagged Weddells.
On 3 October I saw a Weddell bull eating ice in a blowhole, but I couldn’t decide
whether it was for water intake or for indigestion! There was a number of
Weddell pups at North Point at the end of October, and when standing at the
edge of the cliff above a still pool of open water an adult swam along below. Its
motion was supremely graceful and apparently effortless; the hind-flippers were
not pressed together but held out apart, parallel and vertical, behind. Probably
they act as stabilizers held this way and prevent rolling. The fore-flippers were
ad pressed to the body, for streamlining.
On 1 December I chased a young crabeater on Drying Point and found it had a
surprising turn of speed; I had difficulty in keeping up with it in the deep snow.
On 9 January l950, a leopard appeared after lunch and swam along just offshore.
Charlie and I went down to Berntsen Point to see it and he got some
photographs, but it went off before I could change the film in my camera. Next
day there was no sign of it, but the day after that it swam along the shore below
us. The next weeks were pretty fully occupied preparing for our departure and
there were no further significant encounters with seals.
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Chapter 13

The Signy Island Birds, 1948-50

T

he birds gave us endless pleasure, particularly the penguins, represented by
three breeding species - the Adélie, Pygoscelis adelieae, the ringed (or chinstrap),
Pygoscelis antarctica, and gentoo, Pygoscelis papua, the macaroni penguin,
Eudyptes chrysolophus. An emperor penguin, [ ] was a rare visitor. Owing to the
likely of confusion of the name ringed penguin with the activity of ringing penguins,
Bill Sladen later suggested re-naming the species ‘chin-strap’ penguin after its most
distinctive feature. Petrels were abundant and there were several species, which bred
on our island. These included the ungainly giant petrel, Macronectes giganteus, the
lovely snow petrel, Pagodroma nivea, which appears snow-white except for black bill
and eye, mauve legs and Cape pigeons, Daption capense, which have a chequered
pattern. These were the three species most often seen. The Antarctic prions or whale
birds, Pachyptila desolata, are so called because they have a food filtering mechanism
at the edge of their bills, analogous to the whalebone of whales. The storm-petrels
were represented by the diminutive Wilson's storm petrel Oceanites oceanicus, and
occasionally we saw the black-bellied storm petrel, Fregatta tropica. The burrowing
prion and the storm petrels, came to their nests only at night and so were less often
or easily seen. Other petrels occurred from time to time as visitors.
Gulls were represented by the Dominican gull, Larus dominicanus, which looks
superficially like the lesser black-backed gull of English coasts, and the Sub-Antarctic
skua which takes the place of hawks in England and feeds on several of the other
species. Both of these, though not abundant, like penguins or petrels, were quite
conspicuous. (Many years later – from 1978-79 - the Antarctic skua was also recorded
breeding on Signy.)
A cormorant or shag species, the blue-eyed shag, Phalacrocorax atriceps, is a
beautiful bird with a bright cobalt blue area of skin around the eye. It nested in
relatively small numbers at two colonies, one near North Point and the other at
Shagnasty Islet on the South coast.
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The only other birds were the Antarctic or wreathed tern, Sterna vittata, which is
very like the Arctic tern, seen in England, and the sheathbill or ‘paddy’, Chionis alba.
The latter was one of the more conspicuous and amusing birds around base. It is
reminiscent of a pigeon and is remarkable in being the only land bird in the Antarctic
(another, the South Georgia pipit, is sub-Antarctic). Some days the base looked like
Trafalgar Square with flocks of 20 or more sheathbills parading on the roof of the lab,
or picking for scraps at the gash dump. One night an elephant seal came up to the
door of the Nissen hut and we found it next morning snoozing there amongst a mass
of red paint with an empty can lying near; it had knocked over the paint.
Consequently there was a new species of sheathbill about the base - the red-legged
sheathbill. (The usual plumage is pure white and the bill has touches of pink, green
and blue to it).
As we arrived so late in the summer the most interesting season for birds was
over, but I was to be there for two annual nesting periods. Then each day on my seal
rounds I visited some of the bird nests that I was observing - skuas, terns, gulls, giant
and snow petrels, and Cape pigeons. We saw much less of the other birds. The skuas
were very aggressive whenever we approached their nests, and dived at us
screaming eerily, soaring upwards just when it seemed likely that they would score a
hit – sometimes they did buffet us. The terns also were rather troublesome; they
dived at one in the same way, screaming, and usually struck my balaclava hat,
occasionally drawing blood.
Early days, Summer and Autumn l948. We had been rather busy settling in and the
first bird notes appear in my diary a fortnight after our arrival. A large flock of giant
petrels was in the bay for most of that day - with always a flock of birds flying above
Knife Point and Berntsen Point. There had formerly been a larger colony on Berntsen
Point – there were abandoned nests - but this species, despite its large size, was
always very timid. Throughout the year it was enough for us to step out from the
door of the hut, for the giants on Knife Point to take to the air. The percentage of
white birds was about 10%; others were dark- or light-brown. Some of the chicks in
the colony were white as opposed to the more general grey and I supposed that these
would become white adults.
A young Wilson's petrel we had found in a nest burrow near the whaling station
was still snowed up and had not been visited by its parents recently. I cleared the
entrance to the burrow and had a closer look at the chick, which was now about ten
days old. We didn't investigate many nests of this species because they were mostly
among the rocks; burrows where they occurred in the moss peat had to be excavated
to find them and this caused disturbance. (Much later on 15 April I found a fullyfledged Wilson's petrel in a nest by the Digesters. It flew away immediately I put it
down!). One evening, while waiting for dinner, I climbed up to some of the Cape
pigeon nests on the crags to the West. The young were almost fully fledged and
ejected an evil-smelling, oily, red stream for a distance of 3-4 feet when disturbed.
Late that evening I saw a snow petrel; it was the first one for several days and I had
begun to think that they had left us.
I had brought some Monel metal strips and die punches with me to make rings
for the larger birds. One day Ralph brought a gentoo penguin into the hut and I
measured the leg circumference (234 inch), and made a ring for it, punched with a
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number and the address of the Colonial Office in London. A few days later I
measured a young giant petrel for ringing. Its leg diameter was about the same and a
ring of the same size would be suitable for it too. I made a number of rings for the
two species, a tedious job. On l9 March I cut and stamped 30 rings before dinner,
which took me just over an hour. After dinner a week later Ralph helped me and
together we made 90 rings.
One day a score or so of elephant seals were ranged along the beach at Stygian
Cove in lifeless postures and near one of these was a snow petrel. It was scrambling
amongst the brash ice along the shore and couldn't fly, although it flapped its wings
and seemed quite sound when I handled it. Amongst the brash it could be seen only
with difficulty, but was one of the most beautiful birds I had seen. The black tubenosed beak and greyish-pink legs afforded a marked contrast with the pure white
fluffy plumage. Later I found some that had delicate grey vermiculations shading the
white. The interior of their mouth was coloured mauve pink. There were eleven
skuas on that stretch of the beach and I hoped the snowy would not fall foul of them.
We collected a skua for the Natural History Museum, a female weighing 312 lbs.
and in the evening I skinned and salted it. I would be glad when the lab was finished,
as it wasn't acceptable to do skinning and dissecting in the main hut, - because fluff,
blood and sawdust would be everywhere. Another day in March there was a
mystery: six dead giant petrels within an area of 200 yards square. What was the
cause? - skuas? I found one dead skua that had been dismembered by its fellows and
on the slopes above the hut were scores skua pellets composed of undigested
feathers, including skua feathers. One I pellet I picked up contained a complete tern
skull - so they evidently could eat whole terns. (In May I found a skua pellet which
contained some small bones - probably Wilson's petrel, an interesting find then,
because only one other case was mentioned in Brian Roberts' classic paper). The area
was littered with numerous pairs of feathered wings connected by the sternum representing snow petrels, terns, Cape pigeons, Wilson's petrels – the skuas’ prey.
Three chinstrap penguins retreated up the hill before us trying to look dignified
and we caught one after a chase as it tobogganed along. The bony flippers were
hurtful when they connected with our shins and its beak was strong enough to give a
painful nip. Another day several visited the cove. When approached they were much
more pugnacious than the gentoo and when retreating down a steep rock they
turned round to face inwards and jumped backwards maybe ten feet downhill. There
were still some thousands of penguins on Gourlay Point, but the numbers were
thinning and there was a noticeable increase in the number of chinstraps standing
around near Berntsen Point and in Borge Bay.
Three sheathbills now frequented the rocks in the cove, probably they had left
the penguin rookeries as the pickings decreased; they obtained quite a varied bill of
fare from our gash dump. By mid-March they were becoming very tame and
fluttered around like a flock of pigeons whenever I tipped out the gash bucket.
Sometimes when taking off they ran along the ground for some yards like a covey of
partridge before becoming airborne. Numbers increased and I counted 28 in sight
from the gash dump that morning - Ralph reported 41 at one time! They were
becoming more accustomed to us and one allowed me to approach within a yard and
to within 6 inches of my hand.
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In the next few days we watched Dominican gulls wheeling in a flock over the
base. This was unusual although there was a large colony in Elephant Flats only half
a mile away. There was evidence of a former small nesting colony on Berntsen Point
– the piles of empty limpet shells was a giveaway. Why did we see so little of them?
Were they particularly timid?
One afternoon Derek and I climbed the Stone Chute and walked over to the giant
petrel nesting colony on Knife Point to check up on the young birds; there were
about 30 still on the nests and I intended to ring them when they were a little larger.
On 8 March I had found a chinstrap with blind right eye and badly smashed and
twisted beak, probably the result of an encounter with a leopard seal. It was in very
good condition and I penned it for the night; it weighed 4.3 kgs. Post-breeding
penguins go through a moult fast and so we kept it penned, to allow its injuries to
heal. By l9 March ‘Sammy’ as we now called him weighed only 3.5 kgs., although we
didn’t know its sex. The sternum was very prominent and rolls of skin were obvious,
presumably where the subcutaneous fat had been used up during the moult.
Feathers on the lower back and rump, flippers, abdomen, front of neck and brow still
had not been shed. The area round the eyes was pinkish as the new feathers were not
grown and the skin showed through.
Ralph developed a passion (a mania even) for collecting penguins and herding
them into the pen. Three days later he had 15 in the rather confined space. I stood
watching their antics for over half an hour by torchlight that night and they were
certainly very diverting. The chinstraps were much more pugnacious and seemed
unable to let more than a few moments pass before pecking at a neighbour. When
attacked they pecked back or half turned away and flapped their flippers vigorously.
The gentoos were much more placid and not one of them started a squabble; they
were also much less noisy. At intervals I switched off the torch and the chinstraps
began hissing and snaking their necks. In torchlight the eyes of all were bright
crimson. We weighed Sammy in, at 3 kgs. On 25 March he was very restless and
came through into the main hut after stomping up and down for some time. I ringed
him no. 62017, opened the door and he stalked out, down the hill to the beach. He
waddled to a wave-washed rock and sat there. As each wave came in he stretched
out his neck sinuously and drank putting his head well under and lying very
buoyant with neck stretched out at intervals. Then he came back to the rock and
stood with his back to the sea. We left him there trying vainly to dislodge the broken
half of his lower jaw, which was hanging very loosely now and should drop off very
soon.
Sammy was returned a couple of days later and I hurried down to weigh him.
He was now only 2.4 kg, but looked in good condition, now that the moult was over
and no smaller than the other chinstraps he was with. We watched him swimming
among the brash and drinking sea-water. At the end of March many gentoo penguins
were climbing the slopes between the hut and the digesters. All were in very good
condition and very noisy. There was one group of five chinstraps outside the front
door one lunchtime but Sammy wasn’t with them.
Ralph found the Aldis signalling lamps and put them into working order; one
evening I played one on the slopes to see if I could attract any birds. There was a
chorus of protest from the giant petrels on the rock face but the only ‘visitor’ was a
Wilson's petrel, which flew into and down the beam with very rapid wing beats. It
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came to within six feet of us, then diverged and I wasn't able to find it again with the
beam. Later I dazzled a sheathbill with the beam, so much so that it fluttered to
within a couple of feet of us before it managed to avoid the light. It seemed that this
might be a good way of catching them for ringing and later I found that they allowed
one to approach quite close so that it was sometimes possible to catch one by the
neck with a free hand. A month later I caught a sheathbill, which flew into a window,
and ringed it with size 3 ring, no. 301058. Evidently light had dazzled it.
In the middle of March we watched a flock of some 400 blue-eyed shags moving
around the bay inside Outer Islet. They were very closely packed and dived
simultaneously - evidently following a shoal of fish. On 20 March, after lunch I made
another ten rings for the giant petrel young and Ralph and I took the dory across to
Knife Point and landed in the cove just behind it. The number of giant petrel young
had now dropped to 28, of which 2 were white. We ringed all these and painted a
number at each nest for future reference. Ralph held the birds by the back of the neck
while I ringed them. In general they required at least six preliminary coughs before
they were able to eject their noisome red oil, so we had time to take avoiding action.
After these preliminary efforts they were able to eject oil a considerable distance - up
to seven feet or more. It varied in colour, consistency and amount among the
individuals we handled. Some vomited krill in addition. I escaped with only spots of
the oil on my trousers but Ralph was unlucky and the sleeve of his anorak was
drenched in it. On the way back we towed the anorak and my gloves over the stern
so as to minimize the smell. The old seamen's term ‘stinker’ was an appropriate name
for these birds! It was getting dark as we ringed the last one. Wilson's petrels, a Cape
pigeon and prions were flighting along the cliff face and the chirring of the young
petrels increased as darkness fell.
On 25 March, Derek and I went over to the small giant petrel colony on Berntsen
Point quite close to our hut. I ringed four young birds with his help and painted
reference numbers by the rocks with red-lead paint; these were all that remained of
that colony’s nestlings. Other birds of the year were practicing take-offs below,
running along into the wind like a pro-avian reptile, bouncing and landing heavily,
careering from side to side, before some stronger gust of wind made them airborne,
or they came to the edge of the cliff.
Another day we spotted a blue-eyed shag sitting on a nearby rock and decided to
shoot it for the pot - and to provide a specimen. Derek got the 12 bore and some no.7
shot which unfortunately was really far too small, being intended for snipe etc. in
Britain. After two attempts he had only succeeded in winging it, and it flew and
swam across the bay. Ralph and I rowed round to try to catch it and it made its way
back to the digesters, where Derek shot it with the .22, a sitting bird, at six yards! I
took it into the lab and painted, sexed and skinned it. It was a large and beautifully
plumaged male and in its stomach was a large Nototheniid fish the tail sticking out
of the bird’s throat. I also found a yellow and black striped parasite attached to the
mucous membrane of its mouth. It might be an anopluran I thought.
At the end of March - coinciding with an influx of pack ice - a change in the birds
occurred. Snow petrels were around all day and I watched four flighting above the
crags; several Cape pigeons were flying among the floes. Over the next few days
large numbers of snow petrels flew in to their nesting sites in the crags. On the crag
en route to the Bluff I found two snow petrels. My attention was attracted by a
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grating, chirring noise and I located them in a cranny about 6 ins across which
extended into the rock for about a yard. One was sitting on a formless bundle of
feathers that looked as though it might be a dead nestling but I didn't try too hard to
retrieve it as the snowies can eject evil red oil to a distance of 2-3 ft. I also watched a
flock of about 60 Cape pigeons flying along the coast. They also had been seen only
infrequently in the previous few weeks.
While collecting water at our well-pool several snow petrels flew around the
crags in a band, doing acrobatics. One pair flew off across the face of the cliff
repeatedly diving at each other with harsh metallic chirring. I saw several go to what
were evidently nesting crannies and climbed up the rock face to have a look at them.
They all had accumulated droppings and loose feathers so were evidently nests. It
seemed that the adults returned to roost after hatching and fledging of young, since
in some of these sites there were two birds. Then I scrambled up the gully to the
Northeast of the main crags and found many snow petrels in nest sites there. Their
tracks in the new snow made it easy to spot the nests. On one ledge half way up the
crag were six unfledged giant petrel chicks.
By the end of March the pack was all along the eastern shores of the island, with
larger floes and growlers close inshore and a gradation outwards to very small
particles on the seaward border. Several Cape pigeons were flying about and their
plumage pattern merged perfectly into the background of small ice lumps,
particularly when it was dull. Was there any significance in this protective
coloration? I could see none, as the species has no obvious enemies other than skuas
near the nest, against which it would serve as protection. The pair of snow petrels
wasn’t in their nesting hole and I was able to remove and examine the mass of
feathers - which proved to be a nestling in very advanced plumage.
At the start of April I had a look at all the young giant petrels and ascertained
that they still retained their rings. I also found six on Knife Point, which we had
missed and must ring soon. It had been raining and I was soaked but saw a young
giant being fed by a parent and stopped to take notes - so got even wetter. That
evening I sent Bill Sladen at Hope Bay a list of ring sizes, which I had determined for
different species and there followed a long discussion, though reception was not very
clear. Then Dr Fuchs came on from Stonington and said they had been listening and
could I allocate Stonehouse some numbers to fit in with the new system. He was
ringing penguins; I suggested 60301-60400, then had an R/T chat with him and told
him which skins were particularly needed by the Natural History Museum, and so
on.
Bill Sladen sent a message saying that he would send me information from
Murphy (R C Murphy: Oceanic birds of South America, the Antarctic bird watcher’s
bible at that time). Apparently Bill's lab wasn't usable so he hadn't got much done,
but hoped to concentrate on sheathbills and terns. I told him I would work on
chinstrap penguins, snow petrels and terns and we could exchange notes. In the
event I didn't do much on terns, but spent much time watching and ringing the
giants.
I went out to ring snow petrels one evening. About 80 were flying about above
the crags and over the brash in the bay. There appeared to be some sort of territorial
organization because, if one landed near the nest of another pair, there was an outcry
of harsh chirring and one of the sitting birds might even give chase, mouth open,
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chattering and stooping at the intruder. Most appeared to have a ‘roosting’ place
outside the nesting hole and when approached they retired into the crack behind. I
ringed three snowies and one Cape pigeon with Derek's help; not a very good bag
but it became dark quite early. We walked over the top to see the giant petrel nests
but it was too dark to obtain any count of numbers.
Although it was now long past the pairing season, I did see one pair going
through mating actions: the passive bird crouched low and the other mounted and
began treading and occasionally spreading its flippers. Its tail was wagging
continuously and beak bent down to ‘nibble’ the beak of the passive bird, which was
turned up; this was reciprocated. Both birds were ‘trembling’ ecstatically, but
copulation was not attempted and the active bird suddenly stopped, straightened up
and looked around. It was some minutes before he stepped off his partner’s back.
The passive bird then picked up several stones and laid them down in the nest beside
them. Then both sat oblivious of the other! I also watched chinstraps eating snow,
others presenting pebbles etc.
A few days later our local snow petrels and Cape pigeons were very numerous
all day long and making a terrific racket at dusk. I felt sure that there was
considerable variation in the size of snow petrels and decided to do some
morphometric (measurements) work. Ralph was getting interested in birds so I
suggested he should keep a bird log. Snowies and Cape pigeons continued to be very
numerous on all ledges and cracks in the crags. After lunch on 7 April I looked out to
see if any birds were settled among the brash and saw numbers of gulls snowies and
Cape pigeons.
In addition there was a flock of about 150 terns in two groups so I hurried down
to the shore and had a look at them through the binoculars. They were mostly dovegrey in colour with very conspicuous white rump and tail which was deeply forked.
The bill was dark grey black and the black cap was incomplete with crown and
forehead brown. The upper parts were brown, mottled with black. A few birds had
dove-grey upper parts and their caps were incomplete with white forehead and
crown. The bill was deep red-black. I think they were probably Sterna hirundinacea mainly immature birds. Derek and I spent most of the afternoon trying to get a
specimen with the 12 bore. Heavy seas were throwing the brash onto the point and
we shot one, which fell into it. I made my way towards it but the rocks sloped off
steeply to deep water and the waves came up over my knees. In fact the weight of
brash threatened to carry me off into deep water and I had to give up, my boots full
of water. They are most tricky targets to hit - very small and erratic in flight. Also we
had only no.8 shot. I watched them fishing just like the Arctic terns at home,
sometimes submerging completely and flying back and forth along the edge of the
brash. After tea I went down again but though I expended half a dozen cartridges
had no success.
Next day the terns had left and brash ice was streaming out of Borge Bay and
Paal Harbour driven by a strong Northwest wind. Snowies were absent from the
crags and only a few were flying over the ice. But the Cape pigeons were in large
flocks and the other usual birds, including penguins. The terns returned on 10 April
when I saw a flock of a dozen come into the bay, grabbed the 12 bore and went down
to the shore. They seemed to have disappeared, and in the sleet and high wind it was
getting most uncomfortable waiting. Ralph came down with a sou'wester and
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shrimping net. He put up the terns, which were roosting in a hollow, but they were
too near to shoot. I followed them along the shore and got three of them with two
shots as they were flying out to sea; they are most beautiful creatures and I hated
killing them. The flock returned and hovered above and one bird landed beside one
of the killed. I took them into the lab and in the evening made paintings of head, foot,
tail and wing.
Another day Derek had brought along the 12 bore on one of our walks and shot a
shag which unfortunately fell into the sea. Immediately large numbers of petrels
were on the spot but soon flew off. Derek and I climbed round in the hope that the
body might be washed ashore, but the backwash from the rocks prevented this.
Ralph meanwhile was stalking sheathbills and penguins with a butterfly net! He
caught several penguins but no sheathbills. When we returned to the hut he was
standing outside waiting for them. Derek shot at and missed several snowies and
Cape pigeons.
I went over to North Point on 11 April and in a cove to the East of the point
found some 200-300 chinstrap penguins, some on nests, indulging in their usual
behaviour. There were also a few gentoos on nests; they were much more timid than
the ringed and scuttled away when approached. The chinstraps invariably stood
their ground and ‘barked’. Some even went so far as to attack one's shins with beak
and flippers. On North Point itself there was a large chinstrap penguin rookery and I
had to make my way through this causing considerable upset to the occupants.
Those birds not directly affected showed a surprising lack of interest in an intruder.
Giant petrel colonies were sited on the flattish area above the steep sea cliffs
West of North Point and I noted a large number of white downy youngsters. In one
colony of 13 birds there were four white individuals. This was a rather higher
proportion than usual, a more typical colony might contain about 10-20% of the
white form. I saw very few of the intermediate form, black appearing to predominate
followed by white and perhaps 5% were intermediate. This was interesting because
most of the adult birds had intermediate plumage. I saw several chicks being fed by
adults; some of the parents remained by their young and vomitted the red oil at me,
probably, only because they had no clear run for take-off.
Many birds of the year were congregated on the seaward side of the colonies and
attempted to fly away. They lumbered along, desperately beating wings and crashing
into rocks in their abortive attempts. Then, coming to the cliff edge, they found
themselves airborne for a few brief seconds, landing with a crash on the beach or ice
below, or with a great splash in the water whereupon they paddled furiously out to
sea. In such a large bird this ‘cowardice’ was a little out of place and no one had
harmed them. The small snow petrel is much braver and usually stayed at its nest or
retreated a little way inside when disturbed. I watched a couple of snowies in a rock
cranny, evidently a nesting site. They were rubbing bills together, bobbing their
heads alternately from side to side and uttering a trilling note. Cape pigeons are
more wary and fly off on approach.
In late afternoon a band of eight terns flew Northeast above me, mostly with
adult markings of S. hirundinacea, but one was an immature individual with mottled
back. I had found time to skin only one of the terns collected earlier and now was
able to skin the two others, which had been awaiting my attention for some days. All
three were females and weighed about 200 g each.
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As a result of the prevailing low temperatures the bay was now covered with
young ice about an inch thick with a ‘moat’ of open water about 6-8 ft wide round
most of the coast line. There were groups of penguins in the pack, chiefly gentoo
with a few chinstraps and on the bay ice was one party of about 50 chinstrap and
gentoo. Their combined weight was too much and when they changed from file to
‘form three's’ about half the party - comically - fell through the ice, then reappeared
in an open lead off Berntsen Point. I was surprised that I had seen virtually no Adélie
penguins.
Around the carcass of a Weddell seal many sheathbills and giant petrels had
gathered. When approached the giants ‘threw-up’ lumps of blubber, ran a few yards
and unburdened their stomachs further. They usually ended a grotesque flapping
run by crashing through the ice. Compare this behaviour with that of the
unperturbable sheathbill; it just stands back and nips in again as soon as one's back is
turned. All the blubber was gone from the seal’s body and some of the meat. I
watched a skua terrorizing the other birds, causing them to vomit and eating the
scraps of blubber they ejected.
The sheathbills, numbering up to 30 were cleaning the Weddell skull and skin.
They were most amusing to watch and had a pecking order like chickens; when two
evenly matched birds squabbled they stood on tip toe and hustled each other, breasts
expanded, throats puffed out, like pigeons, with wings raised and used to whack an
opponent. A Dalmatian plumaged giant petrel came along and chased off the
sheathbills while it fed, but then flew away as soon as we approached, whereupon
the imperturbable paddies came into possession again.
22 April was an idyllic ‘dingle’ day with several leads through the pack and the
water mirror-calm, reflecting the luminous blue sky, and glass-clear. Penguins were
wandering about on the ice and swimming in the open leads. I watched a group fall
into a lead when the ice they stood on collapsed; the proportion of gentoo and
chinstrap was roughly 15:1. The usual other birds were about, but we had seen no
Wilson's petrels for a week.
One night I went for a walk and was out for an hour. Fully half the time I was
sitting on a rock at the foot of the ‘second step’ on the ridge behind, while snowies
flew about like wraiths, sometimes landing beside me - one at a nesting hole barely a
foot from my side. The moon was bright and surrounded by the most brilliant lunar
halo I had ever seen. A pair of snowies would materialize from the shadows and
flutter across it, shining for a moment with a brilliance that seemed to come from
within them, before flashing on across the crag. From the nesting holes in the crag
behind me came the chattering of some pairs, which separated from the flighting
birds. At first sound harsh, their chattering was really quite melodious and grew on
one.
By the end of April snowies were abundant on every rocky slope, keeping up an
incessant chatter; but by then there were no Cape pigeons. I went ringing them one
afternoon but only captured one pair, which I cornered at its nest hole. All the others
flew away when I approached. Clearly ringing was best done at the nest in the
breeding season. I went out again at 10.30 pm to ring some more but without success
as they could see me better than I them, and it was a little dangerous clambering
around the cliffs after dark. I was liberally covered with giant petrel oil, when I
stepped too close to a nestling that I hadn't seen. The snowies can nip quite hard if
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one's fingers are anywhere near their beaks and they too vomit, though with less
devastating effect than the giants. It was evident that they attacked each other in this
way, and I saw pairs of which one member was freely spattered with the orange oil.
It shows up very well on their white plumage of course.
During Winter l948. On 28 April the pack came in again and in half an hour the bay
was full of large floes - on one of which was an elephant. The floes helped the many
young giant petrels struggling in the young ice which was too thin to bear their
weight. One white bird headed for a flattish area of floes and thicker ice before taking
off successfully. Others just floundered for a few yards and slumped down again.
There were Cape pigeons - a few - many snowies, Dominicans, skuas.
Next day I watched a giant feeding on the head of the Weddell carcass, tearing
bits off with the end of its beak by pulling and rocking its body weight backwards.
The neck muscles seemed to play a large part. After each piece was torn off there was
a vigorous rattling of the bill as the morsel was maneuvered back and swallowed; the
wings were half extended, like a vulture. Skuas, Cape pigeons, snowies, sheathbills
and Dominicans were the only other birds about.
At the beginning of May Derek had a look at the giant petrel chicks and found 11
ringed fledglings on Knife Point - all dark. On 5 May there were 22 terns on the edge
of the brash for most of the day. The sea was in a fury and the swell at the edge of the
ice was substantial. (It was weather very similar to that on first day we began seeing
flocks of terns.) There were two immature birds but the rest were adult. While
watching them through the glasses I saw red crustaceans in the rough water breaking
on the ice; this was what the terns were diving for. Derek went to collect an
immature bird for me but came back with a mature tern and later he brought in a
Cape pigeon and I found time to paint the head before dinner.
On 8 May there were a number of snow petrels on the young ice near the shore. I
counted ten in a bunch and others flying around. The birds on the ice were squatting
motionless but occasionally two would raise their wings and bicker. The ice they
were on was consolidated pancake ice, frozen in a matrix of new ice. I watched them
for some time but their behaviour didn't change. Nor did they eat or drink at the iceedge. Some others were flying amongst the brash occasionally alighting - perhaps to
drink or feed?
Two days later five gentoos came out of the sea and walked half way up hill to
settle down there. All were large and in good condition.
A radio message came from Bill Sladen saying 20,000 snow petrels had passed
over Hope Bay (Base D at the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula), flying Southeast - very
unexpected. On 20 May he sent another message saying that snowies had been
passing South-southeast down Antarctic Sound (near Hope Bay) between 10-19 May
and he thought this was a migration. According to my diary I thought it unlikely:
“Possibly it is a local movement to feeding grounds in the Weddell Sea. In that case it
gives rise to interesting possibilities of open water in the Weddell in winter, …” I
gave Bill my ideas in a message . . . " (Many years later, in the l970s, American
satellite imagery showed that an extensive polyna – an area of open water) occurred
in some winters in the Weddell Sea pack ice). With us the pack now stretched as far
as the horizon, covering 910ths. In Normanna Strait there were some lanes of open
water but all the bays were frozen over with new ice. Paal Harbour was solid but
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contained no floes from the pack - it was all pancake ice. Borge Bay contained some
floes but mainly new ice and pancakes round the shore. Snowies were abundant:
they were floating around the crags of Observation Bluff making use of the air
currents. There were a few Cape pigeons and giant petrels on the ice, and sheathbills
too, which were much fewer now. The penguins were gone.
I saw a sheathbill alight on the water while eating from the carcass of an elephant
seal I had collected. It made its way to land and scrambled out, but seemed quite at
home on the water. Snow petrels were flying around the crags of Paal Harbour.
When gliding down to alight or when chasing one another they held their wings and
head up so that they looked just like the doves in ‘Willow Pattern’ china. No
penguins were to be seen, but there were a few giant petrels on the bay ice, and no
other birds. On 14 May three gentoos were on the slopes below the hut and seven
more penguins of which at least two were chinstraps were on Outer Islet. There were
more to be seen in the pack. Several dark coloured giant petrels and one Dominican
settled on the bay ice.
In mid May there were no snowies about, but a few turned up on the 18 th. Then
on the evening of 19 May they returned in force, though absent for most of the day.
Had they been at the edge of the pack or to open water within the pack? Next day
they were in small numbers again. There were numbers of young and adult giant
petrels on the bay ice. Birds were very sparse for a few days. Then a week later a
flock of 44 snowies alighted on the ice near Bare Rock. I watched one drink from a
tide-crack, but there was no obvious reason for their presence. Two more flocks of
about 120 birds each landed on the ice off Observation Bluff and later in the morning
I came across another of 50 birds - it may have been part of the first group, which had
moved. The snowies were fairly abundant next day and a few giants were standing
on the ice. A flock of Dominican gulls flew past, screaming, at 10.30 pm
On 10 June the pack streamed through Normanna Strait again and the numbers
of snow petrels increased. There were Dominicans about and I watched a few giants
and a crowd of sheathbills picking at scraps, which I threw to them. Their methods of
feeding were quite different - the giants' rapid greedy snatches, the sheathbills busy
with persistent small pecks and frequent halts to chase off interlopers. A week later
Cape pigeons re-appeared in force and the giant petrels were about again in some
numbers, but there were few snowies and I hadn't seen much else for some time.
Eight days later the waves were high and increasing and the bay ice was
breaking up in a great swell. All day there had been the noise of ice blocks crashing
and grinding, one against another. In the evening the wind dropped a little, but not
before the waves had broken up the ice so that there was now open water almost to
Knife Point. The ice-edge hadn't recently been visible because of the snow, but now
we could see that many snowies were feeding along the edge of the brash and a few
Cape pigeons. Dominicans rode to the swell on floes near the edge of the ice; there
were also many giants in the bay.
On 22 June, while watching the large numbers of giant petrels and snowies
making use of the air currents at the end of the point to soar, I noticed what looked
like a Cape pigeon with unusual plumage. The upper surface was dark fuscousbrown with white tips to secondaries and primaries, giving the effect of a white
stripe, and a conspicuous white tail. The underwing was white except for a narrow
black border on the anterior edge. There were no white markings elsewhere on the
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wings. The undersurface of the body and the throat were normal. Other Cape
pigeons were flying about and it was possible to make direct comparison of both
colouring and size, which was similar. We got out the 12-bore and Derek and I went
down to the point hoping to get a specimen. Although we were there for nearly an
hour in driving snow and a bitter wind we were unsuccessful. We saw it four more
times, but it didn't come close enough for a shot. The binoculars were hopelessly
snowed-up so I was unable to get a detailed sight. I hoped that it might turn up next
summer to breed and that we would see it. (It was only much later that I realized that
this was was in fact an Antarctic petrel, the only one we ever saw at Signy Island,
although the species has been seen since).
Next morning I saw a very large flock of shags, estimated conservatively at 1,500
birds. They flew from Outer Islet or beyond and alighted on the sea near Bare Rock.
The large number of them fishing was a great sight; about half of the flock would be
underwater at any one time - emerging jointly with a great splash and churning the
still water into turbulence. This made an accurate count difficult. During June and
July there were moderate numbers of snowies, giant petrels, sheathbills and
Dominicans about throughout each day.
One morning I went over to Elephant Flats on foot to look for seals I had heard
during the night. I saw only one snowy, but counted 35 giant petrels in the air at one
time - larger numbers than had been around for some time. I decided to do a seal
count, although the weather wasn't promising and the ground very soggy. A flock of
20 Dominicans in Elephant Flats rose at my approach and I saw that same flock in
Stygian Cove later. I carried on around the coast and in Starfish Bay came across
unmistakable signs of penguins: on the snow slope to the northern end were the
excreta of about 30 penguins, where they had roosted overnight. I also saw one or
two shags and a few snowies and giant petrels.
Early in July we walked over to Elephant Flats, where Derek shot at a
Dominican, one of several flying around, and missed. Then he shot a shag and
brought it down in full flight, killing it outright; a very good shot. It bounced 2 ft on
hitting the ground and the shock made it vomit up a fish - Notothenia coriiceps which it had just eaten and which had stuck in its throat. I pulled it out and found it
was still alive, so threw it back into the sea; we would have eaten it if it had been
bigger. A flock of about 50 shags was fishing in the bay and no doubt this bird had
come from among them; it was flying in a southeasterly direction, perhaps to
Shagnasty. We buried the bird in a mound of snow, so that the sheathbills wouldn't
find it and went on across Elephant Flats.
At the Northwest corner of Starfish Bay we came upon a group of 55 gentoos,
which were loathe to take to the water when chased, and climbed up the snow slopes
instead. They followed a leader like so many sheep; individuals occasionally
hesitated with a vestige of independence, looked around thoroughly lost and then
hurried on after the main band, side-slipping in the steep snow. We picked up the
shag and made our way up to the hut. In the evening I drew the bird and began to
paint it, but the lights were very dim and I fell asleep. Later I drew it in another
position and was much pleased with the result. I then skinned it and handed over the
carcass to Derek who roasted it for dinner. It was quite edible, but certainly not a
delicacy as Harrison Matthews said it was in South Georgia; there was a slight oily or
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fishy flavour and the meat was very dry. It weighed 2.7 kg entire, the plumage in
excellent condition and it had a very pronounced crest, as it was a male.
On 5 July we saw that the edge of the pack was about eight miles Southwest and
not easily distinguishable. There was plenty of ice-blink to the South, so the pack was
probably dense and extensive. For the next few days the only birds we saw were a
few giant petrels and snowies. Then the numbers increased and we saw that the pack
was unbroken to the horizon. A few days later I saw only one giant petrel; next day
all the usual bird species were about, that is: giants, sheathbills, snowies, Cape
pigeons, shags, Dominicans. The day after that, the only birds seen were sheathbills
and giant petrels. These fluctuations were not unusual during the winter months. A
week later Derek shot two sheathbills, which accounted for echoes I had heard earlier
when on Bare Rock. Later I drew the sheathbill male and female heads and the male's
foot; I would paint them next day if the light were suitable. Derek plucked one
sheathbill for tomorrow's dinner and I intended to skin the other for a specimen.
Next day I went out early to get on with the depth soundings I was doing at that
time. I took the sledge and began work along a line from Pebble Beach to Balin Point.
Two snowies were flying closely about me, which had grey markings under the foreedge of the wings and a similar band across the lower abdomen and thighs probably down showing through. In the afternoon I skinned the second sheathbill
and Derek cooked it for dinner. It was good and tasted rather like partridge and with
a similar texture. That evening I spent typing notes and painting the sheathbill
drawings. In mid July I spent some time drawing up frequency distributions for
snow petrel and skua measurements. I spent the evening working on snow petrel
graphs and got some interesting results, showing very clearly the inadequacy of
Matthews' data and that there was no clear distinction as regards size between his
two ‘species’ Pagodroma nivea and P.confusa, which were based on size.
A week later I was delighted to receive a telegram from Brian Roberts, saying
that my giant petrel no. 62002 had been recovered the previous week in Freemantle,
Australia! This was great news as probably no fledgling Macronectes had been ringed
before, and certainly none recovered outside the Antarctic. A distance of 7,000 or
8,000 miles, depending on whether it travelled East or West from Signy, presumably
the former, carried on the westerly winds. I sent a telegram giving him details of the
bird when ringed. [Later others of the [thirty] I had ringed as fledglings turned up in
South Africa and New Zealand – one shot with an arrow by a Maori!]
Birds remained rather scarce until the end of the month, when a great increase in
numbers of giant petrels occurred. On l August we noticed great numbers of them in
the bay, a twofold increase over the previous day; there were now about a hundred
in the vicinity of the base. They were in great numbers at Knife Point and in pairs at
nest sites. I noticed three black and white pairs, which was interesting. But in the
ensuing days the numbers reverted to the former low levels, the usual sheathbills,
Dominicans and giant petrels, and a few snowies.
Behaviour in early spring, 1948. On 9 August Ralph saw 50 snowies on the sea ice and
around the point. Next day there were [again] many giant petrels about and some
pairs on Knife Point. I went over to observe them in the morning and spent about an
hour there, but they flew off and didn't come back. A blizzard of snow enveloped me
and I gave up, but not before I watched one bird on a nest near the Crown Land
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notice. It was restless, scratching the ground, poking its neck at the ground and
taking off every few minutes to fly around. Its nest was lightly snow-covered.
Couples appeared on some snow-free nests and there were traces of recent activity such as loose stones, which had been scratched up. There were three white birds and
Ralph saw one with two of light-intermediate colouring in attendance. There were no
snowies in evidence, but several Dominicans. Three days later many sheathbills and
giant petrels were around. A flock of 100 snowies on the sea ice at 10.30 am broke up
and gradually re-formed in different positions by 1.30 pm. We went to Knife Point
where Derek collected rocks, while I climbed about, finding tracks of numerous snow
petrels in the snow and, while climbing up the face of the point, clear tracks of a
Wilson's petrel.
I sat and watched the snowies on the sea ice. Pairs sat facing into the wind and
obliquely to each other. They slowly and delicately stroked each other's head and
neck and occasionally pecked petulantly. Then they would appear to forget, preened
a little and sometimes moved apart. If anything disturbed them, such as another bird
flying close, they extended their necks, opened their beaks and emitted their harsh,
grating call in unison. Or they would go through these actions facing each other,
when one of them might identify the other as the cause of annoyance and peck at it. I
found several nests on Knife Point containing pairs of birds. They went through
similar actions, both facing outwards and usually touching at the scapulars.
Occasionally they opened their bills, stretched their necks and emitted the grating,
churring in a regular rhythm - as though it was synchronized with their breathing.
Sometimes the snow was spattered with the smelly red oil, which they ejected. There
was no obvious stimulus for these actions, other than another bird flying past.
Later, I watched several nests on the crags from the stone chute. A ledge 6-8 feet
broad ran obliquely across the face there and the snowy nests were set at the back of
this at about 3 metre intervals. One pair dug out their nest, scraping snow from
under them with their feet and to either side with flicks of their bills. As the feet
didn’t support the tail and lower abdomen, they could shovel snow laterally when
excavating. This particular pair was very quarrelsome and one of them chased the
other off the nest, both churring. After they had flown about 20 yards their initial
conflict cooled and they flew gracefully up and down a few times across the face of
the crag before returning amicably to the nest. Perhaps this was the case of another
bird that was suddenly precipitated out of a crevice as if shot from a gun - pursued
by a flow of petrel invective. A bird, presumably the ejected partner, came to this
particular crevice a few moments later and was greeted by much harsh bickering. It
landed on the ledge, then slowly waddled forward, neck stretched out horizontally
and making an intimidating racket. Once inside the cranny, the noise soon stopped.
From several other crevices came much loud harsh bickering. Most of the nests
contained two birds and others had birds flying up to them at intervals. I watched
one solitary bird eating snow.
Giant petrels were higher up the crags, some nests with three birds, others two,
and at other places groups of up to 12, doubtless related to several nests. In midAugust I noted that there were many giant petrels and a few snowies, also
Dominicans and sheathbills. About 40% of the giants settled in pairs on their nests.
Because they were in the open they were easier to watch than the snowies. One white
bird had six dark ones around it: another approached and there was some bill-
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rubbing; another black bird came up swearing, then another and so on - until there
were eight potential suitors (?) in a ring and then the white bird flew off. I noticed the
same at a nest site on the crags, where a white bird and its presumed partner
attracted a crowd of dark birds. The pairs at the nests were bill-rubbing, swaying
from side to side and undulating their necks up and down, making loud noises.
Other birds lifted their heads with beaks open, called and moved their necks
sinuously from side to side, tracing an ellipse in the air and swaying laterally from
leg to leg. In some cases a third bird came up to a pair and all three opened their bills
and waved their necks about. Then the intruder moved away. Once an interloper
approached a pair, to be greeted by cries and clashing of bills. It retreated a little way,
flapped its wings vigorously, ruffled its neck feathers and sat tight. The other two
flew off in a moment and the interloper moved up onto the nest and began to dig
with its bill, throwing snow to one side away from the sheltering rock. When I looked
again the interloper was still digging and another bird was standing a few yards
from the nest. Was it one of the actual ‘owners’ or looking for a mate? One got the
impression that many of these birds were still looking for a mate; could they be
newly mature birds? All the nests on Knife Point crags and at the hut rookery were
occupied - and all this activity seemed very early in the season to me.
Two apparently unconnected birds started mutual display; one bent its neck
stiffly just behind the head, bill open and moved it from side to side, the motion
exaggerated by the swaying of its body and legs. Suddenly they stopped and began
to contemplate the infinite. Five other birds came along and two of them indulged in
the same mutual display. One of this pair was black and smaller and went through
the same motions but with its head held level.
A week later I watched the giants again. Their behaviour was similar to the
earlier pattern, but more were in pairs now - 60%. Bill-rubbing was more a fencing
duel; one thrust with its bill, the other parried and then returned. Parts of these
actions were similar to feeding the young; one of a pair opened its bill and the other
turned its head sideways and thrust between the mandibles of its partner. I also
noticed with some birds in pairs that one bird stood parallel with the sitting bird,
with its head held higher and a bill-rubbing ceremony followed. The standing bird
might then move round until it was facing the other and then sit. Or the two birds
began standing and then sat; one might move away flapping its wings. The pairs
didn't appear to be quite stable, for extra birds came along and joined in. It was
difficult to tell which were interlopers and which not.
In one case a pair was dosing near the nest, then woke up and one of them
turned around to face a nest where another bird had just taken over. A quick peck as
the other moved off the nest; then it sat on the nest, leaving its partner where it was
before. The partner then moved nearer, opened bill, neck bent and emitted a cry. It
moved nearer and turned to face away from the nest as its partner moved towards it
and began to dig snow with its bill, throwing it to one side; the partner did the same
in parallel. Then they began to nose again.
Next day Ralph saw 50 shags from the top of the hill. There weren't many
snowies around, or giant petrels, but there were gulls at Berntsen Point. The pack
edge was now in a line South from the Robertson Islands along the eastern horizon
where there were many large grounded bergs.
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I began to construct what I called a ‘terragraph’ to record the visits of petrels to
their nests as they entered. It depended on a meteorological recording-drum to give
the time-base and a hinged platform, which would complete an electrical circuit
when a bird stood on it and so give a timed spike on the drum to record the time of
the visit.
Numerous snowies and giant petrels appeared - and I saw one Cape pigeon, the
first for several weeks. A poor day followed with a sudden temperature drop and
chatter from a reduced number of snowies, the giants down to a few pairs.
And sheathbills of course. From the books I had expected the latter to migrate
North to South America. At the end of August I watched a flock of 19 shags fly into
Elephant Flats from the direction of Outer Islet, then come out again and fly directly
overhead. It was a lovely sight - glossy black-and-white plumage, orange feet, and
wings beating in unison - against the intense azure of the sky. They were barely 3 m
above me, flying in an arrowhead formation. During the day we saw besides the
shags and sheathbills, several Dominican gulls and about 30 giant petrels. The
snowies were back on the crags in fairly large numbers that afternoon and we could
hear them chattering at night. One foul day, in snow and drift, the sheathbills were
nosing around the hut for blubber scraps, and Dominicans were near. In the
afternoon Ralph and I went up to the top, meeting Derek. Then we watched the
snowies and went down to the sea in the South arm of Gash Cove, where we found
sheathbill tracks leading into a cleft – so this was where they went in the winter-time!
On the way back to base Derek and I climbed up a steep slope for practice and
hacked with our ice axes through the cornice at the top. The snowies were chasing
Dominicans - I observed this three times - and there were up to 12 Dominicans
around base, all immatures. So the weeks went by, through August and September,
punctuated by blizzards and gales, and fluctuating numbers of birds, the regulars
mainly snowies and giants, with occasional Dominicans.
An unusual visitor, an emperor penguin, Aptenodytes forsteri, turned up one day,
a handsome bird that I collected for science, spending most of a day at work on
skinning it and cleaning off the fat; it was a good skin, a female - destined for the
Natural History Museum. The stomach contained many squid and fish, some
nematodes, several stones - 12 to 34 inch diameter. Some of the stones were layered
(gastroliths) and there were similar concretions on the stomach wall. Were the stones
really attached to the stomach wall as appeared to be the case? What was the nature
of the concretions? The ovaries showed many 14 inch and larger follicles, which
seemed incompatible with July to September breeding, so despite its large size it was
probably an immature.
Towards the end of September Derek found a very small shag colony at North
Point - 4 birds on 3 large nests – which we hadn’t noticed before. At Gourlay Point a
few days later there were large numbers of giants. Later I went up to the crags and
scrambled around, examining the snowies' nests. One of them looked very cosy lined with sand and numerous amphipod skeletons looking like chaff. Ralph took
one bird off its nest, getting covered with oil in the process. I was more than ever
convinced that there was a great size variation. Also I watched some fights; one
fighting pair fell to the ground locked together. The snowies appeared again in flocks
on the sea ice. At the end of September two terns flew together screaming across the
hillside; they appeared very dark, but this might have been due to the poor light. The
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giants were in pairs at most nests now, still showing the behaviour I observed earlier.
The snowies were present in numbers.
Spring and Summer l948. Early in October we saw seven shags flying south and 12
terns over Three Lakes Valley. Derek went to Confusion Point off the South coast, an
island in three parts, with shags in the middle and chinstrap penguins either side. He
reported 86 shag nests in Clowes Bay and about 160 pairs of birds. There were more
Adélies on Gourlay Point and I saw a party of eight crossing the fast ice in Borge Bay
from the East towards the North Point rookeries. Six terns were flying in pairs over
their territories. There were many Cape pigeons and snowies were fighting on the
sea ice; two tangled in mid-air and fell to the ice still fighting, when one flew off and
the other stood and hurled abuse. I sat and watched the sunset and the activities of
the snowies from Berntsen Point. Two days later I went out to watch the sunset
colours on Coronation Island and sat just under the summit of Berntsen Point. There
were snowies on a rock a mere six feet away, finding difficulty in landing in a high
wind. One landed and sat close to me, restlessly turning its head from side to side,
the wind ruffling its feathers. Another flew up and hovered; the sitting bird joined it
and they flew off together - up and down and roundabout the crags - then both came
back and sat for a while before taking off again. I noticed a snowy chasing a white
giant petrel and terns with nesting materials; there were many giants.
Next day we saw penguin tracks leading down from Robin Col and across the
island to Balin Point. There were a dozen or so Dominican gulls hovering over their
nests in the valley, and about six pairs of terns similarly engaged. Parties of Adélie
penguins were now coming in across the ice all through the day, many moving over
towards Shingle Bay on Coronation Island. The colonies on Gourlay Peninsula were
about 25% occupied now. It was spring and life was abundant, a joyful time. Ralph
saw two skuas flying over Paal Harbour. In snowy nests he found two of last year's
unhatched eggs. Adélies continued to move in, many snowies and Cape pigeons,
giants, but no sheathbills seen. There were more terns about, with five pairs close to
the base. I saw a skua near Stygian Cove and the gulls were mobbing it; nearby was a
freshly killed snowy. There were six pairs of terns in Three Lakes Valley.
On 11 October I watched a Weddell seal give birth on the sea ice. Six Dominicans
arrived within a few minutes of the afterbirth and stood in a ring 6 yards away. Then
a giant petrel flew in and landed about a yard behind the female; it tried to take the
placenta and the cow turned, roaring, and snapping at it. The petrel galloped around,
first on one side and then on the other, with the cow lunging to right and left. The
giant petrel eventually gave up, began to pick at the pup's umbilical cord and finally
squatted down a yard or so from the female, who occasionally roused and made a
lunge, apparently stimulated by the pup's barking. The ‘dress circle’ increased to
nine pairs of Dominican gulls and two sheathbills. The giant petrel pecked at the
pup's back and pulled out some tufts of hair, then walked away, cleaned its bill in the
snow and settled down. The gulls moved away from it, as a pair of skuas arrived and
gulls rose to mob them. A few days later a tern stooped at me in Elephant Flats and
one was mobbing a skua; the terns had nesting material in their beaks. There were
also giants, Cape pigeons, sheathbills and Dominicans, including one immature; but
no snowies.
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A week later, penguins were still arriving at Gourlay although the penguin
rookeries looked pretty full. On 22 October I observed two giant petrels copulating
on a nest at the Knife Point colony. That afternoon I went out to ring snowies, and
found two of my ringed birds had returned to the same nests as last year; this was
gratifying. I watched three cases of attempted copulation at nest sites. There was a
good section of crag with snowy, Cape pigeon and giant petrel nests well-placed for
regular observations. I ringed more giant petrels and snowies a week later. Large
numbers of prions were around at dusk, easily identified by their fast, bat-like flight.
They came in large numbers on succeeding days. One evening they flew in early
while it was still light - perhaps due to the weather - and one alighted in the crevices
on the crags. There were very few snowies and the Cape pigeons flew in bands of 2030, close to the ice surface; terns, skuas and giant petrels were present.
Early in November the skuas were displaying, producing their harsh cries; terns
were in pairs and one immature was present; snowies, Cape pigeons on the water;
and three immature Dominicans. There were two bands of 50-60 Cape pigeons on the
water all day and they moved to Drying Point at low tide, apparently feeding on the
shore fauna. Sheathbills were feeding on the limpets. On the way back from the seals
I saw a Wilson's petrel at the top of the Stone Chute and later it flew out around
Berntsen Point.
Next day was the day Ralph found two giant petrel eggs, the first of the season.
And the following day I went round the snowy, Cape pigeon and giant petrel nests
on the crags but found no eggs. There were many giant petrel eggs next day, which I
weighed and measured, for Hugh Cott's egg palatability project in Cambridge. On 7
November there were skuas on the slope and one bird sat and called harshly, like a
jay, with wings raised. Another bird flew around or postured in front of it. The giants
gathered in a flock outside Small Rock and after a seal round I weighed and
measured the new giant petrel eggs. There were no snowy or Cape pigeon eggs yet.
On 5 December I weighed and measured more giant petrel eggs. It was fine at
times with intermittent blizzards and the following afternoon I went to other petrel
colonies to examine snowy and Cape pigeon nests - still no eggs. The prions came in
at dusk and we saw Wilson’s petrels and terns swooping and clacking; the skuas
were displaying. A flock of 100 shags was fishing in the bay, evidently following a
shoal of fish. There was only one giant petrel nest and egg on Berntsen Point. I saw
Wilson's petrels at dusk and more in pairs afterwards.
About a week later we went to Gourlay by boat, landing on the beach among
many elephant seals. We found a suitable chinstrap penguin colony and collected
about 300 eggs for our larder. Jim and I took the dory around to the third peninsula.
After lunch with the others we went on to Shagnasty where we counted 142 shag
nests, mostly with young ones; where there were still eggs, three was the usual
clutch. In feeding the young they were bringing up fish and cephalopods. I saw a
silver-grey fulmar, Fulmarus glacialoides, my first seen at Signy. We went back in thick
fog, steering by compass across Paal Harbour; and had fried eggs for supper, but
some turned out to be in a late embryo stage!
A week later the birds were noisy and abundant; the Wilson's petrels sounded
like crickets. Pack was blocking the bay and the water was calm. In Orwell Sound
there were a few bergs and a little brash. Giants were present in abundance and terns
were fishing, their heads down and tails up; Cape pigeons were restlessly moving
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about. As the New Year was approaching Charlie went over to Knife Point and
reported no giant petrel young had hatched as yet. At midday the prions were in
their nests, one with a pair cheeping, and terns were mobbing the snowies.
On 5 January 1949 I went birding, found four snow petrel chicks and sketched a
snow petrel and chick on the nest for a watercolour. Many snowies had lost eggs (to
skuas?) or they were cracked. There was a good late embryo in one of the cold snowy
eggs, which showed the development of the feather tracts. Jim helped me weigh and
measure 30 chicks until dinner time and again afterwards; I wished to draw up a
growth curve.
Next day I mixed the oil and petrol for the boat and Charlie, Jim Chaplin and I
set off for Gourlay, though I had trouble starting the outboard and had to heat the
spark plug before the engine came to life with a lovely deep roar. It was a calm
day, with silver-white, marbled icebergs in fantastic shapes and of all sizes. We
had a good view of the Cragsman (Cuillins) Peaks and the pinnacle ridge of Sgurr
nan Gillean. We reached the Gourlay beach in record time, but one of the petrol
tank clasps snapped 20 yards from shore and although we fitted a new one, it left
only one spare. I had previously selected a small chinstrap colony for detailed
work and we now marked 60 penguin nests and ringed 40 birds before my
supply of rings was used up. I had made all these rings laboriously by hand from
monel metal strip and numbered them individually with a die-punch (individual
[five] figure numbers). We also weighed eight medium sized birds and 17 young.
I also counted seals. We were back at base by 7.30 pm, the petrol tank having run
dry and the engine stopping 30 yards from the beach – a good run if a little tight!
After supper Jim, Charlie and I went up to the crags to weigh snowy and giant
petrel young and record the state of the colonies. On 9 January I found the first
prions' eggs.
A couple of days later I finished my very limited stock of colour film, taking a
shot of a tern at the nest and made some sketches of a tern nest and Berntsen Point
from Knife Point (later worked up into a watercolour). We watched as a skua
snatched a giant petrel chick from its nest and flew 400 metres with it. There were
already some empty tern nests; had the skuas taken the young? In the afternoon I
went with Jim Chaplin to Knife Point and did more sketches for the tern nest
painting. Going round the nests in the evening I found two Wilson's petrels at one
nest.
On 12 January after the Ob. all the others came with me to Balin Point Beach and
walked over to Starfish Bay for the seal counts. There was a bachelor club of skuas
paddling in Third Lake, terns at Ternery Bay though still no tern chicks, large
Dominican chicks and a young one in the water. Cape pigeons were feeding their
young, the parent regurgitating, then opening its bill and the chick poking its bill in
while both quivered with excitement. It was getting late, so back to Berntsen Point to
drop Jim and Charlie; a cloud of terns hung over the small peninsula in Elephant
Flats. I went back in the pouring rain and had difficulty getting the dory off the beach
unaided, as the tide was going out. There were shags on the water and a green and
lemon sky with a fog bank coming up. I was soaked; Derek who had by then walked
back helped to pull up the dory.
One afternoon when I went with Jim around the nests and weighed and
measured all the chicks, a snowy regurgitated a cephalopod eye-lens - or was it a
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fish's? There was a lovely tern chick to hold weighing only 15 g. In the evening Derek
and Jim and I climbed to the top and looked for prions nests, finding one with two
birds and several with eggs; also Wilson's petrels were at their nests. Another day we
walked over to Gourlay by Moraine Valley and the ablation channel. The snow made
the going difficult and the skuas mobbed us although they had no nests nearby. We
watched the chinstrap penguin chicks and the large Adélie chicks - some in their
thick brown down overcoats and pear-shaped figures like small Falstaffs. I found
again one I'd seen earlier which had three legs – rather a gruesome sight.
One mid January afternoon I did a nest round assisted by Jim and Charlie, which
took over three hours; three snowy chicks in the colony were dead. Next day we had
a good run down the ablation channel to visit Gourlay again and inspected the tern
colony for young, with no luck; the first tern nest still had eggs. In the evening, when
I went around the nests on the crags, there were three new snowy chicks. It was
getting late and I started for home as the sun began to dip. The skuas which were
perched in pairs on all the commanding points evidently suspected me of bad
intentions towards their chicks, and swooped at me, often calling in a wild way, but
turning upwards at the last moment when it seemed certain that they would take my
hat off. One gets used to it and they rarely touch one but even so it can be rather
unsettling.
20 January was a foul day of blizzards and when I went around the nests in the
evening there was only one new Cape pigeon chick. Brash ice, with terns sitting on it,
filled the cove, there were heavy seas and blizzards, so virtually zero visibility. In the
next few days Charlie helped me with the birds and we weighed and measured 24
one day, while the wind was not too strong. The young snowies and Cape pigeons
were getting rather tiresome in their attentions to us and our clothes reeked of petrel
vomit. We measured and weighed the other birds; one of the tern chicks in the first
nest had now hatched. A giant petrel chick was missing from one nest, which
explained the remains we found the previous day just below it - a skua kill no doubt.
I took several photographs of Cape pigeons, reflected as they paddled amongst the
brash ice, Cape pigeons and chick, young tern and parent, prion at nest, and an
elephant flipping gravel. It was very hot and we peeled off a layer of clothing.
Four days later Derek mixed petrol and oil for the outboard and carried it down
in readiness for an afternoon trip. John was going to be occupied, but the rest of us
went over to Gourlay. The Seagull engine was working very well and we took only
25 minutes over the journey, in spite of the fact that there was a very heavy swell.
Several penguins accompanied us and we surprised several elephants. Wind and
swell made landing at Gourlay tricky, but kept the bergy bits and floes out. Charlie
and I began weighing and measuring penguin chicks in the study colony and Derek
went off around the coast, geologising - and seal counting for me. We two spent 212
hours on the penguins, by which time Derek was back, and I managed to break the
thermometer taking the (rectal) temperature of one fractious chick. We found a
couple of young skuas, but had to run the gauntlet of the parents. They were
delightful little balls of light cinnamon-coloured fluff with grey legs and bill, and a
persistent squeak. A few days later we wandered down to the moraine to examine a
skua's nest, which contained two larger young - all legs with a surprising squeakwhistle, like a mechanical toy. We resisted the attacks of the parents and retired.
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I went over the plateau on 28 January to inspect the giant petrel nests on the West
coast. Once there I sat for some time watching an adult and chick and had a good
view of the feeding. The chick piped, raised its head and neck while still crouching,
and knocked the adult's bill. If the parent wasn't ready it made the grumbling noise,
working its throat as if to bring up the stomach contents and struck (quite fiercely) at
the chick which subsided for a few moments. After several of these preliminaries the
adult opened its bill in response to the chick's actions and the chick put its bill inside
the parent's, tremblingly moving the bill in a frenzy to feed. I did two sketches and
returned to base, making a visit to all the nests on the way. All the snowy chicks were
now abandoned by the parents and several of the Cape pigeons too. I had seen no
adult snowies during the daytime for the past few days.
One morning, in between the chores associated with cook duty, I made a ‘bird
snatcher’ from an old ski stick. It was rather like a fishing rod, with a large eye at the
end; a leather loop ran through this and was attached to a wire for closing it. The idea
was to slip it over the bird's head and neck to pull it out of its nest cranny for
handling. After the Ob. Charlie and I went around the nests weighing and measuring
and I tried the snatcher out: it saved me from a great deal of oil and vomit, but was
better with the loop arranged at right angles to the stick. Some of the snowy chicks
were now very large. I had begun to use one of the small alarm clocks as a pocket
watch and it went off when I was dealing with a young snowy - to its great surprise!
Unfortunately the giant petrel chicks had now also begun to eject oil!
On the last January day I had meant to do some sealing, but instead finished the
bird observations, which took all day. The Cape pigeons were growing rapidly and
some had variegated feathering on the wings. Temperature-taking was a slower
business as the clinical thermometer I was using really had a slightly large bulb and I
had to be very careful. I got covered in petrel oil as usual.
Next day all the exposed nests were snowed up. In snowy nests 38 and 39 the
chicks were looking very bedraggled, their body heat having melted the snow and
the resulting wetting had flattened their down - except for a few tufts on the neck.
They looked really comic, but had lost none of their accuracy in ejecting oil! Some of
the Cape pigeon chicks were sunk in snow to a depth of 6-8 inches and one parent
bird was trying to dig it out - using the bill with a flicking sideways motion - a bit
like trying to empty Borge Bay with a bucket. Many of the chicks were on their own all the snowies and most of the Cape pigeons. I walked over the top and into
Elephant Flats, running the gauntlet of two pairs of skuas; the skua chicks, on the
knoll at the mouth of Moraine Valley, had wing feathering free of down by now.
On 2 February we all went round to Gourlay in the morning by sea. There was a
lot of fresh ice in the sound and I steered a wavy course to avoid the lumps of brash some transparent and not to be detected except for the bump of them striking the
bows. A heavy swell with cross-waves tossed us about, especially off the headlands
along our way. The day, which had looked promising, worsened and soon we were
in a thick snowstorm in the middle of Paal Harbour; mist closed down to a few
hundred feet, cutting off the summits of the hills.
Arrived at Gourlay, we were enveloped in the familiar sickly sweet-sour smell, a
mixture of seal and penguin ordure. Derek and John went off around the coast and
Charlie helped me with the penguin observations. We were able to identify all but
two pairs of chicks that had left the nests. I ringed the remaining 17 so that I should
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be sure of identification in future. Their weights had shot up; I now had to use a 25 lb
spring balance. All the measurements showed a continuation of the previous high
rate of increase, including the body temperatures – as they began to achieve
homeothermy (controlled body temperatures). There appeared to be more adults
about. Several of the chicks had wandered from the rookery to be lost amongst the
nearby Adélies and some flattened black remains, well-trodden into the substrate of
vile muck, told their own story. I watched one of the parents of nest 13 chivvying its
chick back to the nest. It had wandered into a group of Adélie young four or five
yards away. The parent pecked it about the head and neck, as it dragged the
unfortunate chick, piping and struggling. Its main efforts were to escape from this
persecution and it was more by good luck than by good management that it was
harried back to the nest. The parent pecked at both chicks about head and neck; then
it pecked and nibbled at one until it lay down, when the adult mounted it for a
moment, stepped down and assumed a vacant expression. As soon as they were free
the chicks nipped off again. Crêches of four or five chicks were forming in this way the chicks huddled together - for warmth presumably? From these observations it
appeared that crêches are formed almost in spite of the parents.
The birds pecked at any intruder entering the territory of the nest. The mate
however responds by crowing, waving its neck sinuously from side to side and the
bird on the nest then joins in. In one case the incoming bird pushed the other off the
nest and began to feed the young. It had not come straight from the sea, but had been
standing nearby for some time - perhaps to partly digest the food? Feeding the chick
was achieved in the usual way. I was covered in guano by the time we had finished,
for the rookery was much dirtier than on our last visit and the chicks were very
muddied. A thaw added to the general squalor.
In early February we had a long day which was fairly typical of one of our better
days at Signy (by better I mean any day that wasn't blizzarding or really unpleasant).
After breakfast we launched the dory, shipped the outboard motor after heating up
the sparking plugs, and set out for the nearest penguin rookery at Gourlay Peninsula.
There was plenty of brash ice (small fragments broken off the bergs and floes) and I
had to steer carefully to avoid this, since it might hole the boat if we hit one at speed,
or at least smash the propeller. There was a long high swell sweeping onto the rocks
along the coast and a number of bergs had drifted in overnight under the influence of
an easterly wind. These must be given a wide berth as they had a nasty habit of
turning over when least expected. Arrived at the beach we were heading for, we had
a little difficulty in landing as the swell was throwing the ice about all over the place.
The dory beached, Charlie and I took our gear along to the small chinstrap colony
under study, while Derek and John went around the coast to do a seal count for me.
I had earlier ringed a sample of the penguins and we set about weighing and
measuring the growing chicks, and taking their rectal temperatures (to study the
development of body temperature regulation). Then we had to get back to base by 3
o’clock for the meteorological observation and radio schedule, so we all piled into the
dory and headed for home. The wind had changed slightly so there was less brash to
worry about.
Two days later, in Elephant Flats, I saw a young tern with buffy dorsal plumage,
incomplete cap, and very dark legs, which I thought must be one of the season's
chicks. The wings were rounded at the ends rather like a partridge's; it flew more
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slowly and heavily than the other birds. A club of 26 skuas was bathing by the outlet
of the First Lake. A few days later I went around the nests again. All the Cape
pigeons except one were paddling in the sea near Knife Point; and the chicks were on
their own. I saw a sheathbill, the first around base for several weeks, because they
had been nesting at the penguin colonies and feeding there on eggs and chicks. There
were still no snowies around during the day.
Next day, 6 February, after the Ob, I went around the nests and found that all the
Cape pigeon and snowy adults were absent from the nests, but I did see one snowy
alight and enter its nesting cranny. Most of the giant petrel chicks were unattended.
The prions were all sitting tight, and in a Wilson’s storm petrel burrow above the
triangular boulder I found the egg was hatched and held a diminutive, less than a
day old, chick in my hand. It was a black ball of fluff - eyes closed and hidden under
the down, only the bill and the small yellow-webbed feet showed. The Cape pigeon
young, when disturbed, half opened their wings, body slanting downwards and
forwards at an angle of 30°, quivering and ejecting their oil at me; it was comparable
to the adults’ threat display. They were also beginning to make low chattering noises
very like the adults. I came back over the top and down by the bridge and found a
prion in one of the numbered snowy nests! Next day all the snowies and Cape
pigeons were away, but they returned at 9 o’clock in a body.
The weather cleared a little on 11 February and I did a seal count which was two
days overdue, taking Derek over in the dinghy for geological work, going on to
Stygian Cove and walking back. The numbers of seals were falling off now and it
was becoming easier; even so it involved a walk of some 10 miles with frequent halts
to count them. The young birds were now getting quite large. The Dominican gull
chicks were leaving the nests and taking to the water. I visited several skua nests and
the adult birds swooped down on me in the usual fashion, screaming shrilly and
almost hitting my hat as they dived. To protect oneself it was wise to lift a ski-stick
above one's head, to which they diverted their attentions. The older skua chicks were
reminiscent of those old cartoons of anarchists clutching bombs under their cloaks with their dark plumage and skulking habits. The young terns had all left their nests
and were almost impossible to pick out from the background. Several penguins had
commenced their moult; the feathers fall out in great bunches and they were very
chary about entering the water.
In early March, near Stygian Cove, was a flock of 13 young gulls emitting their
mewing cries, and in Ternery Bay the young terns' plaintive piping drew attention to
a score of them. At various points there were numbers of chinstrap and gentoo
penguins in moult - the surrounding rocks being hidden under a deposit of feathers.
One of the skua chicks above Balin Point beach was dead and had been partly eaten;
were the parents or another pair of skuas responsible?
A few days later I decided to walk over to Gourlay Peninsula where the main
penguin rookeries were situated, in order to see whether it would be worthwhile to
pay another study visit. A short glissade down the ice slopes and then a walk over
the moss- and scree-covered covered slopes took me to the small colony I was
studying. There I found only about a third of the tenants. The rest, along with all
except one of the youngsters, had left. The one remaining chick was an amusing
sight: the brown nestling down had all been lost except for patches on the rump and
one on the head which looked like a wig. The adults were all in moult, and feathers
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blew about all over the place. They sat in very dejected attitudes when moulting and
now and then one bird would begin to ‘crow’ - not a real crow, but more like a
hoarse, throaty screech. Whenever a bird does this the others join in and snake their
necks from side to side, beginning low down and finishing with their bills pointing to
the sky. They still kept to their territories and trespassers were thoroughly pecked
and otherwise knocked about.
The Winter of l949. On the evening of 17 March giant petrel chick no. 62055 was on
the shore, and 24 skuas on the slopes near the hut. There were prion tracks at one of
the marked nests. Larger numbers of immature Dominicans were hanging around
and although the young terns had gone, there were still some adult pairs. On 2 April
the snowies were back at the crags in great numbers, Cape pigeons also. I noticed a
few sheathbills, gulls and a skua, but the other birds weren't about, although we saw
them from time to time.
During a seal count there was a scattering of seals and two pods at one beach. The
sheathbills were much in evidence jumping from the back of one seal onto another,
and so on around the pod as if playing hopscotch. They would alight on a seal's back,
peck at a sore, the seal swiped with its flipper or reared-up and the bird jumped onto
another. The young sheathbills had dark beaks and were stocky and plump. A skua
followed me down Mirounga Flats and in Stygian Cove there were ten gulls;
otherwise no other birds except three adult gentoos in Stygian Cove and numbers of
snowies everywhere. The snowies were indulging in pursuit flights and landing on
the flat bay ice, now formed. I returned across the ice in Elephant Flats, crossing at its
head under the ice cliffs and skied down the Stone Chute!
Two weeks later 75 sheathbills were at two carcasses of elephant seals I had killed
for specimens (where had they come from?); also several Dominicans and a giant;
and a skua flew overhead. Next day Charlie reported two giant chicks had died in
the recent blizzards on their exposed nests of pebbles. A few days later we watched
large flocks of snowies and Cape pigeons; some bands of snowies were roosting on
the bay ice; prions were still about and Wilson's petrels, and the usual birds were at
the carcasses. In the days that followed the snowies chattered on the crags at night
and large flocks sat on the bay ice during the day. We watched their pursuit flights.
Giants were increasing again after the fall in numbers seen during the month. There
were sheathbills, gulls and Cape pigeons, skuas, terns and prions, including some
freshly killed prions. Once I saw a pair of snowies chasing a sheathbill. A crowd of
giants, gulls and sheathbills was at a carcass on the point.
The snowies gave us a lot of pleasure during the winter, as they provided one of
the few signs of life. At the beginning of May with John's help I made a terragraph to
place in a snowy's nest; I saw no reason to suppose it would not be efficient, but still
had to test it with the birds. I installed it in snowy nest no.39 and it worked, but on 9
May although the snowies came in during the evening there was no kick on the
terragraph. Then on 12 May one or two snowies were about and there were several
kicks in the trace around 10.0 o’clock in the morning. Although each time I went out I
found no bird, I suspected they had been alighting and flying off again, but later
there were three minor kicks which may have been wind. In the middle of May
however, the snowies were about in greater numbers - some in groups on the bay ice.
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There were Giants and a few Dominicans too (one of them immature). An elephant
poked its head through the bay ice below the hut and the snowies gathered round it.
Three snowies were flying near nest 39, bickering and fighting; I thought one of
them might have been a bird of the year. When I went over to the nest there were
two birds sitting on a rock below its entrance and four above. All chirred and
croaked intermittently. I watched the snowies at dusk in the pools in the ice just
offshore. They paddled against the wind with wings outspread, occasionally
dropping into the water or walking on the thin ice. Sometimes they dipped bills in as
if drinking or feeding. Others came and they began to chatter and ‘fight’. I wandered
around the coast attempting photographs of snowy petrels in flight but without
success - almost all were in groups on the sea ice which wasn't yet safe to walk on.
They were about in force and came in at sunset to indulge in pursuit flights near the
nests. A few giants were still to be seen, and sheathbills, but no gulls.
Towards the end of the month snowies appeared again; numbers varied and
more came in the evenings. Some days they were present in force but none entered
nest 39, although several were flying about in its vicinity and a pair landed in front of
it. I thought that perhaps they couldn't enter, so I built a rock platform at the
entrance, but still no visitors. Giants were about in moderate numbers and a few
sheathbills. Another day when the snowies in force I went over in the evening to the
cave at Knife Point to collect one as a specimen. When I flashed the torch I saw
several and one scurried away into another's nest hole. There was a great row and I
saw that the owner of the nest had seized the intruder by the scruff of the neck and
was biting fiercely. The other tried to shake it off and there was much spraying of oil.
Then the attacked bird began to weaken and I separated them before it was badly
hurt, because I thought it might easily have been killed. Near the end of the month a
fine morning and a very colourful sunrise set the birds a chattering. In Starfish Bay
an adult Dominican flew over and there were four gentoo penguins on Outer Islet
which they had reached along a narrow lead in the young ice. The snowies were in
smaller numbers, but large flocks were on the ice below the end of Polynesia Point.
I enjoyed watching them, nesting in some numbers on the crags, and often flying
around indulging in mutual display. Nest 39 was visited again at last and the
terragraph showed several kicks on two days. Another morning it short-circuited
and I had to brush off the snow, when it resumed functioning. One giant petrel flew
over and there were still a few sheathbills about.
On 6 June there was a slight increase in the number of giants - to over a dozen,
but the snowies were limited to two or three, and there were a few sheathbills and
one Dominican gull. Birds continued scarce during the first half of June and then
numbers picked up again, but only a few sheathbills and up to a score of giants;
occasionally we sighted a Dominican. There were no snowies but one evening the
terragraph gave two kicks - thaw had again caused a short circuit - a false alarm. In
early July the terragraph occasionally kicked but these too were short circuits from
the general wetness and there were still no snowies - it was over a month now since
we had seen any.
Pre-breeding activities and nesting, l949. On 6 July giant petrels were flying together
occasionally, possibly the beginning of pair formation, and they were in much
greater force that day. Next day they took up positions by the nest sites and over the
next few days were settling down there, displaying and billing. - the pairs mostly
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appeared to be formed but occasional interlopers were seen to approach a pair and
be driven away. There were no other birds about except the sheathbills.
Four days later, while sledging along Coronation Island I saw a snowy flying
strongly towards the Southeast low down over the ice - the first for over a month, but
during most of July and August we saw no birds other than sheathbills. On 17 July
however, a Dominican was flying around during the day and I hoped to cook it for
dinner, but every time I went out with the gun it flew off. Sheathbills and about half
a dozen giants were present. Exactly a month later the snowies returned and the
giants were back in force - in twos and threes. Influenced we thought by retreat of the
ice edge? This was confirmed on 27 August, the ice-edge was cutting back, drawing
nearer to us, and snowies and giants were present in force.
Next day they were abundant everywhere and the following afternoon I went
round the snowy nests, but ringed only one bird. Snowies and giants were in force,
but only one sheathbill. I re-installed the terragraph, which was clicking merrily next
day. It continued working well and indicated that the snowies were up and away at
about 6.30 am and back again at 8.30 am, then out all day returning at 6.30 pm. I was
now very satisfied with its performance and it continued to demonstrate the
regularity of the birds' movements, influenced presumably by pack ice changes. On 1
September, in bright moonlight, there was much activity; now that it had proved
practicable I decided to build and install terragraphs at a giant petrel and a Cape
pigeon nest. Snowies, giants and two Dominicans were present, but no sheathbills
(they were probably off to the breeding seals by now); Dominicans and a large flock
of shags were sighted in Clowes Bay.
I brought in the snow petrel terragraph because it wasn't working - thawed it out,
put in screw connections and replaced it. On 5 September I spent some time making
a terragraph for a giant petrel nest - necessarily somewhat more massive than for the
snowies - using the spare barograph clock and drum from the met supplies. I
climbed the crags to the West of us looking for a suitable nest for it, but with no
success.
The birds continued to fluctuate in abundance, but still just the same few species snowies, giants, gulls and sheathbills. On 14 September I spent the morning drawing
- in black and white - various postures and behaviours of snowy petrels from my
field sketches to illustrate the bird report, and in the afternoon and evening I began
on a similar sheet of drawings of Cape pigeons. That day I saw the first Cape pigeon
for some time. Next day I ringed and measured three snowies with Charlie's help,
but it took a couple of hours as we had to look for nests and didn’t always find the
birds at home. When they were it was often difficult or impossible to draw them out.
We briefly sighted a single Antarctic petrel. Another day Charlie and I went to
Gourlay in a blizzard to inspect the chinstrap penguin colony, and found the nest
identification numbers still recognizable in most cases. On the way back we saw
another three Antarctic petrels at a range of about 100 yards; in our two years at
Signy we saw only five of these birds. The nearest breeding colonies were on the
Antarctic continent [X miles] to the South-east.
The snowies were now present in force, also a fair number of Cape pigeons,
whose bubbling cry sounded above the harsher chatter of the snowies. One very
large snowy near Observation Bluff was very dark on the upper surface so that it
resembled a very light coloured prion in the markings. I had for some time wondered
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whether the darker birds were older than the light-coloured individuals, but had no
immediate means of checking. We stood and watched them, flying along just above
the ice surface, into the wind, nose (or rather beak) to the ice and zigzagging like
yachts tacking to the wind. At frequent intervals they would alight, standing with
wings outstretched, or run along the surface for a few yards, taking off and running
again, and so on - but always into the wind. Then they would soar up and round to
the back of the queue. Occasionally a pair alighted, one standing astern of the other,
dipping beak to ground in a nervously regular action. I again noticed that the larger
birds were almost invariably darker than the others, but would have to check this by
measurements.
A week later Derek and John went to shoot a Dominican for the pot, which I first
skinned and examined - it had large cephalopod beaks in the stomach. Charlie
rushed excitedly into the hut calling out that he “had seen something queer" coming
out of a seal blowhole. This turned out to be a string of gentoo penguins - 18
altogether – the local version of a Loch Ness Monster I supposed! We walked out
about a mile to them and I caught and dispatched one for the pot - in fine condition
and very fat. Derek and John now appeared at the South end of Mirounga Flats. The
penguins were going in that direction and we followed them, catching another as we
met the others; this would supply us with much needed fresh meat. I skinned
another gull after lunch and then was kept busy preparing and roasting it for dinner.
The snowies, Cape pigeons and giants were abundant, plus a few Dominicans
including one immature; there was still only one sheathbill. I replaced the terragraph
at nest 39, which soon had a bird sitting above it.
Next day we had a penguin for dinner - the meat very palatable though smelling
slightly of kipper! And three days later I skinned and prepared (marinated) a
Dominican gull carcass for Derek to cook. That evening when Charlie and I came
back from the ice-edge it was dusk and the snowies were lined up at the crack
between Outer Islet and the shore, drinking. They followed us ‘leap-frogging’ over
one another. On 26 September John and Derek went over to Elephant Flats and
reported two terns. A well-fed, fat and healthy Adélie penguin was seen between the
two islands at Gourlay. Snowies were drinking at the tide cracks, Cape pigeons in
small numbers, giants in force, also Dominicans. Next day I skinned another two
birds for science in the morning and afternoon - but cleaning the penguin skin took a
very long time.
Bird numbers continued to fluctuate and a tern flew over on 3 October. Adélies
were now arriving over the pack in trickles. Five days later the snowies were in force,
a few Cape pigeons, giants in force, large strings of penguins travelling North and
Northeast; a dozen gulls and a few sheathbills. I heard another tern. Next day the
terragraph was clicking and there were many snowies and giants inshore, a few Cape
pigeons, about 16 gulls, and the usual half a dozen sheathbills. A few terns were now
taking up nesting territories. Adélies continued to stream in, mostly from the South
but we saw an occasional train from the north.
Tern numbers built up, snowies and giants were abundant, a few Cape pigeons,
the usual gulls and sheathbills, and larger numbers of penguins were coming in. By
10 October many of the Adélies at Gourlay were already paired (40%), thieving and
presenting of stones, fighting, crowing, was all most amusing. This behaviour has
often been described in the literature. Strings of penguins were still arriving, mixed
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gentoos and Adélies - stopping and starting like trains shunting. A few days later we
saw three skuas at the Gourlay penguin rookeries and visited the Adélie rookery.
The nests all appeared to be occupied. I watched a pair ‘treading’ - the male standing
on the female’s back - but copulation didn't follow. They were indulging in their
usual activities - stone-stealing, mutual display, fights and much noise and smell! I
saw some snowies squabbling over an extensible nemertine worm – pulling two
ways - that one had caught. More terns arrived - some in small flocks of 6-8, and half
a dozen sheathbills. Snowies, Cape pigeons and giants were in force, Dominicans in
greater force than usual, the usual sheathbills, and yet more terns. We saw a skua at
the elephant seal ice harem, and there were three in Elephant Flats.
A week later there were snowies, terns (including immature) and skuas and gulls
out at the ice edge and two skuas were displaying on the slope below the hut. Parties
of penguins were now going to and from the water - the rookeries thronged (and
ponged!). Around our base there were Cape pigeons, terns, gulls, giants in fair
numbers, very few snowies, and one or two sheathbills; no prions. Two days later
Adélies were still moving to-and-fro in fishing parties. Prions were burbling in their
burrows that night and there were five skuas in Stygian Cove. At dusk two days later
several prions were seen and four more days later several were in their nests during
the day. On 27 October Charlie patiently caught eight sheathbills for me with a noose
and I ringed them with numbered and coloured rings. Most of the birds were in
force. Snowies were entering nest 39 morning and evening. There were a few skuas
and Dominicans but mostly in Three Lakes Valley and parties of penguins were
moving over the ice.
Derek shot two skuas and I examined and collected them - male and female. We
had one stewed for supper - the meat tough but good. The pair of snowies in nest 39
was moving a lot - the terragraph clicking constantly. On 30 October I constructed
and installed a terragraph in a Cape pigeon nest, spent some time adjusting it and by
next day it was accepted by the birds and working well; I still hadn’t been able to
build a workable one for the giants. (But then I had much ‘on my plate’ with the
elephant seal research going on at that time.) Snowies, Cape pigeons, giants,
Dominicans, sheathbills were in force and many prions, terns, skuas. Some penguins
were on the ice. Next day we ate another skua, roasted.
When Charlie and I went around the nests on the crags on 5 November we found
no eggs. The chinstrap penguin rookeries were about 10% reoccupied by then - and
some of the nests were almost complete. The Adélie rookeries were full, as were the
gentoos, and most of the gentoos had eggs, some two. We also saw one of our redself-painted sheathbills from earlier in the year! This season there were 13 shag nests
near North Point and most of them had eggs, some had three. When we arrived a
large flock of immature birds flew in and was standing among the nests when we
observed them. We returned with shag and gentoo eggs.
Next day the prions came in early in the evening - about 6.0 o’clock - and snowy,
and Cape pigeon terragraphs were active. The birds were tripping them all day.
Three days later the first giant eggs were on Knife Point that morning but none at the
other nesting sites; we went up to the crags over the next few days to check on their
dates of laying. On 11 November there was a giant petrel egg in the colony South of
base and nine in nests above the crags.
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I received a message from Bill Sladen, asking me to ring all small Adélie rookeries
on Signy and get photographic cover. This request was a bit thick! I had intended to
ring some for him but it was a major task and I had my own research work to do. I
also received a message from Dr Hamilton (Government Naturalist, Falkland
Islands) asking for twelve Wilson's petrel skins, blue petrel, skuas – without saying
what they were to be used for. How was I going to find time for all this, with my seal
research to do? Reluctantly I had to say “No”.
On the night of 11 November the first Wilson's flew in. Next day I spent the
morning skinning a Macaroni penguin I had collected. We had discovered a small
colony among the chinstraps at North Point. In the evening I went round the birds several more giant petrels had laid eggs, but as yet no snowies. Cape pigeons were
forming in small flocks on the water in the evening. The snowies and Cape pigeons
were absent from the air for several days. Two days later it cleared a little in the
afternoon and I went round the nests. Several new giant eggs but no snowies as yet. I
went out to watch birds at 1 o’clock but saw nothing of particular interest. Wilson's
petrels were in moderate numbers at night, darting and fluttering like bats; the
prions flew slowly in the dark.
A week later I found two gull nests containing eggs and took two for tasting
purposes (by Hugh Cott's Panel). Hugh, in Cambridge, was conducting research on
a large range of birds – world wide – relating taste to conspicuousness, to test the
hypothesis that camouflaged eggs were tastier to predators than plain-coloured
ones.). Later I weighed, measured and collected a relatively large sample of eggs for
him, particularly giants (plain coloured) and gulls (camouflaged). Examination of
snowy nests still showed none had laid; they were still absent apart from an odd
individual. Next day there were still no snowies or eggs; Cape pigeons were absent
also, but shags were fishing in the bay. Then on 24 November when I went around
the nests four snowies had laid at last, but the egg of one pair was cracked. Next
evening I went round all the snowy nests and found a number with eggs. Snowy 39
came in during the afternoon and probably laid, but I didn't want to disturb the pair.
Two skuas were swimming and bathing in the cove below the hut. Terns were
defending territories, snowies were back in fair numbers, Wilson's were coming in
early and in numbers; prions were on most of their nests. Life was burgeoning.
A couple of days later John and I spent an hour trying to capture some Wilson's
petrels but without luck. More Cape pigeon eggs had been laid, but still no Wilson's
petrels. Until the end of the month I was busy writing reports and ringing and
measuring birds and eggs. Charlie helped me with the ringing. We observed shags
fishing, and skuas and prions mating. I wrote up the biological register. Then we had
some heavy snowfalls. On 1 December I examined the terragraph which was
working; the male was on the egg in centre of a drift and when I put my hand in to
test the terragraph he poked his head through the drift and swore. I lifted him out to
examine and he flew off. Several snowies were flighting near and there was a bird at
nest 38.
I continued working on snowy and Cape pigeon data for the bird report. On 2
December I had a welcome message from Brian Roberts, saying ring no. 62056 had
been recovered from a giant petrel in Tory Channel, Queen Charlotte Strait, New
Zealand. This was very interesting as it was a bird of the year and another, no. 62002
had been recovered at Freemantle, Australia, in l948. On 3 December we found the
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first skua egg near Balin Point. There were still no Wilson's petrels in the burrows
and snowies were absent from nest 39, but they were back a few days later, although
very shy. A week later Charlie described a bird seen in Gash Cove which appeared to
be a black-bellied storm petrel, Fregatta tropica.
On 2 January 1950 Charlie went over to Paal Harbour where he measured more
snowies for me - one with a winglength of 297 mm was almost certainly Matthew's
P.confusa and it was breeding with nivea! Charlie also reported one snow petrel chick
hatched. On 6 January when Charlie and I went round the nests in the evening three
snowy chicks had hatched. The time was now approaching for relief and our
departure and my observations on the birds of necessity stopped to allow for other
activities.
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Chapter 14

Cambridge and the Falklands Fur Seal
Survey, l950-51

Group of Falkland Island fur seals

O

n 23 February 1950 the John Biscoe arrived at our island with HE the
Governor on board.. She departed on 28 February, with Derek, John,
Charlie and me on board, first call Port Stanley. During the five days,
which passed very quickly, I had several discussions with [Sir} Miles Clifford
about my work and plans, which involved spending six months at Cambridge,
writing up and preparing for a year at South Georgia, to study elephant seals
and the sealing industry there.
I also joined in the relief operation, helping to transport many tons of stores
and supplies by hand 70 feet up a rocky slope to the base site. It had been
decided increase the complement to five and to enlarge the base. Bill Sladen
was the new Base Leader and I handed over to him – Post Office accounts,
stores inventories and local knowledge. With him were John Cheal (Surveyor),
Eric Salmon (Meteorologist), Ron Worswick, and Dave Duke (Wireless
Operator). While the handover and re-supply went ahead the materials for
enlarging the base, incorporating our old home, were unloaded and building
began – there was to be an extension to provide a bunk room for five men, the
remainder of the base to be reorganized. It had also been decided to remove the
husky dogs from Argentine Islands base and three teams were put ashore at
Signy. During my research we had collected a supply of seal meat for dog food,
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we helped with the feeding process, and got to know them. We envied our
successors their luck in having these splendid animals as companions and
make winter travel easier. They were to make possible the geological and
topographical survey of Coronation Island until 1964.
A journalist, Douglas Liversidge, was on the ship and conducted several
interviews with me. I also demonstrated aspects of my field-work and
collecting methods, which later led to several articles and a book by Liversidge.
During this time too the John Biscoe visited Sandefjord Bay at the western end
of Coronation Island, where a base had been constructed in February 1945. The
original intention had been to establish a station on Signy Island in 1944, but
this was not achieved and the hut was erected instead at Sandefjord Bay, in
February 1945, although there were insufficient personnel to occupy it. Instead
a new hut at Cape Geddes, Laurie Island replaced it in 1946. Both the
Sandefjord Bay hut and the Cape Geddes Hut (especially) were vastly superior
in size and comfort to our primitive little home on Signy. We went ashore at
Sandefjord, on the way seeing at close quarters a leopard seal killing a penguin
in the brash ice. We found the base hut had been erected inside a large, dense
penguin rookery. Apart from the noise there was a pervasive smell and having
climbed the cliffs into the rookery we were spattered by penguin faeces as
birds avoiding us threw up shit with their flippers and spattered our clothes.
When we got back to the ship I was standing on the main deck when, from
above the jacket of a suit followed by a pair of trousers, fluttered into the sea.
Looking up I saw that it was Douglas, who had foolishly worn a business suit
to visit the base hut, and evidently now considered it was permanently ruined!
Then at the end of February just over two enjoyable and exciting years after
we had first landed on Signy we departed, as I then thought probably for ever,
heading directly for the Falkland Islands. We were disappointed to have no
opportunity of seeing neither the Antarctic Peninsula, nor South Georgia.
After a smooth straightforward voyage we had the pleasure, after the
limited Antarctic smells, of experiencing peat smoke and plant aromas as we
approached land again. We were accommodated in a boarding house run by
the local sausage-maker, while waiting for a ship to take us north and home.
We slept in a large dormitory under the roof. It was here that I met Ray Adie
for the first time. He was a South African geologist, one of the “lost eleven”
from Stonington where he had spent three winters. Ray and I were put to work
in the Treasury counting Falklands currency notes and checking their numbers
before they were destroyed. Daily we were locked in a room in the Treasury
building for lengthy periods and the currency was passed to us through a
hatch. We went through about £80,000 in a week, the largest amount that has,
literally, passed through my hands in such a short time.
Other days we walked in the surrounding country, or went trout fishing
on the [Murray] River. We visited various houses for “smokoe” (morning tea)
and sometimes for lunch or dinner, a change from the sausages! Don Clarke’s
home became a favourite place to visit. He was Manager of the Falklands
Islands Company (FIC) and also a keen footballer. His wife, Marjorie, was a
vivacious brunette and an entertaining companion and I grew very fond of her.
Occasionally I went riding with her along the coast towards Cape Pembroke
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lighthouse, on a steady old horse ‘Painter’ with high pommeled gaucho saddle
and reins. One afternoon we came upon a huge ferocious sealion bull in the
dense tussock grass and the horses bolted, which was quite exciting. The
Harrisons and Kathy Redmond, who lodged with them, became good friends;
Bill Harrison was an ionosphericist and Derek and I used his darkroom for our
photography. We also frequented the local drinking places, the Colony Club
and the ‘Glue Pot’ and various Stanley pubs, such as ‘the Rose’, ‘the Ship’ etc.
Kathy was a Yorkshire lass, a teacher in the local school, and I found her
attractive. After 25 months in “the ice” in the absence of women, the civilizing
company of Marjorie and Kathy was naturally enjoyable. So my time in Stanley
was passing
We were also entertained to drinks and dinners by various officials, such
as the Colonial Secretary and his wife, who were glad of company from outside
the limited society of Stanley. We Fids were also welcomed to Government
House by the Miles Clifford and his wife. He had ginger hair and moustache
reminiscent of Adolf Hitler – and among ourselves we referred to him as
“Ginger Geoff”. He was a colonial servant who had been Deputy Governor of
Nigeria, where he had met my brother Peter, a DC. Their dinners were quite
formal black-tie affairs. I managed to borrow a DJ and black tie when necessary
from a visiting Irish contract steel erector, employed by the Colonial
Development Corporation (CDC), who was also staying in the boarding house!
Those GH dinners were followed by the men spending an hour or so, whiskies
in hand, playing billiards and telling stories. The ladies retired to the drawing
room. Unfortunately Mrs Clifford had a serious drink problem.
I spent a morning with the Governor, briefing him on the results of my
research and he seemed suitably impressed with what I had achieved. We also
discussed my future plans. I would spend six months in Cambridge and return
at the end of the year to continue my research at South Georgia, When I put it
to him, he agreed to increase my salary from £360 to £400 a year (equivalent to
c. £8,000 today, 2002), for this second “tour”. In my experience Miles Clifford
was one of the more effective governors of the Falkland Islands, although at the
time very unpopular with the Falkland Islanders, the “kelpers”. So much so
that when he toured the islands on board SS Fitzroy his opponents collected
signatures for a petition to the Colonial Secretary in London for his removal –
which was unsuccessful.
I also saw a good deal of “Ham” or “Shag” (the bird) Hamilton, the
Government Naturalist and his wife Rose, who hailed from my county of birth,
Northumberland, and was a charming person. “Ham” had been in the
Discovery Investigations and had written several papers on the Falkland sea
lions and on the leopard seal. In 1936 he carried out a survey/census of the sea
lions and concluded, from detailed counts in the breeding season, that the
population numbered c. [379,000]. He had also made observations on their
biology, including age and growth, from the rate of development of their skulls
(based on suture closure, which my more precise work on ageing from the
teeth rings, was to disprove). He had not made seriously productive use of his
time on the islands and was now approaching retirement. His main interest
when I knew him was in a hatchery for brown trout, which he had established
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in order to introduce the species to the Falklands rivers, for sport fishing. (We
had brought some eggs down for him, for re-stocking, on the first voyage of the
John Biscoe). He took me to his hatchery on the pillion of his motorbike – an
adventurous ride – and we caught trout at will on bent hooks baited with
worms - very unsporting! It was good, though, to have a fellow biologist to talk
shop with after two years out of circulation in ‘the ice’.
There were some dances in the Stanley Town Hall where we danced with
some of the local girls, many of whom rode in from the camp for the occasions.
Two particularly attractive girls were Heather and Una Sedg[e]wick, both of
whom later married Fids. [Two conspicuous rocky peaks on the Antarctic
Peninsula were unofficially named after two of Una’s prominent attractions!].
We were also entertained by Greta Piteluga, a retired schoolteacher, known as
“the big red lady”, who was stimulating company. She was a member of one of
the founding sheep farming families, which owned a huge chunk of [East
Falkland]. John Huckle, one of the “lost eleven” from Stonington, who became
the Governor’s ADC and stayed on in Stanley, married Diana Piteluga, heiress
to the family fortune.
It was at first uncertain how we were to get home to England, but then we
were told that [ten] of us would be taken to Brazil on the RN frigate HMS
Bigbury Bay and from there would catch RMS Andes to Southampton. Places
were limited and the favoured few were Bunny Fuchs, Bob Spivey, Pat
Toynbee, Colin Brown, Ken Blaicklock (members of the “lost eleven”), Tim
‘Jumbo’ Nic[h]ol (who had been Base Leader at Argentine Islands), Geoffrey
Hattersley-Smith (Base Leader and glaciologist at Admiralty Bay), and myself.
Geoff and me had to get back to write up our research. David Dalgliesh stayed
behind to work in the local hospital. Ray Adie remained to undertake
geological survey work in the islands. (This led him to predict, correctly, that
the Falkland Islands had originally been contiguous with the Karroo basin of
South Africa, and had migrated to their present position over geological time
by continental drift). Derek Maling, my close companion over two years, had to
wait several months for a ship, but made good use of the time writing a thesis
on the geology of the Falkland Islands, for his degree at Durham University.
During this time he also made an expedition to Tierra del Fuego with Ken
Pawson (Port Lockroy), via Punta Arenas, Chile, on the SS Fitzroy
Those of us in HMS Bigbury Bay contingent were crammed in as
‘supernumeraries” and travelled direct to the port of Santos, just south of Rio
de Janeiro. Shortly before departure the ship’s gunners spent a few hours on
target practice trying to sink an old whale catcher anchored in Port William.
They met with no success and eventually had to put a party aboard the hulk to
scuttle her by opening the sea cocks! En route to Brazil there was more target
practice at sea – deafening in the close confines of the steel ship. At Santos we
were put up in a luxury hotel on the beach, a palatial building with large high
ceilinged rooms and floors of marble and polished hardwood – a marked
contrast to our quarters over the previous two years. I had a large suite to
myself – quite a change from the rabbit hutch of Signy Island lacking all
civilized amenities. The first night we were kept awake by a prolonged and
violent tropical storm with brilliant lightning flashes and thunder, circling the
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island on which Santos stands. I went down to a delicious breakfast including
tropical fruits, bacon and eggs.
Geoffrey, Colin and I walked to the sea across the broad deserted beach for
a swim. We left our robes in a pile near the water’s edge, with our three
cameras hidden from sight. The beach was empty, but we periodically
observed at our belongings from the water and noticed no one. However
someone did approach unnoticed during our swim, because when we retrieved
our possessions two of us had lost our cameras, my Leica and Colin’s Exacta.
Geoff’s cheaper Ilford Advocate was untouched! Unfortunately my insurance
cover had just expired and it was several years before I could afford a decent
camera again.
In Santos we met members of the British community and one weekend
drove to Sao Paulo with an English couple, the Smith’s. It was an interesting
drive partly through forest and bush up the escarpment, then mainly through
country cleared for cattle ranching. Sao Paulo in l950 was in a phase of
explosive growth - buildings, roads, factories springing up on all sides. We
spent two nights with Brazilian friends of our hosts, taking in the Brazilian way
of life, visiting excellent restaurants, enjoying the samba music and dancing,
beautiful girls, the colour and life of the place. It was a further step in our reintroduction to civilized society after our years of ‘deprivation’. (Mrs Smith had
worked at the Blue Boar Hotel in Cambridge and they looked me up when they
next came to England).
Then we returned to Santos and on to Rio to join RMS Andes. In Rio we
visited Copacabana beach, then already famous, went up to the Corcovado
outlook with its stunning view, took the cable car up Sugarloaf and generally
absorbed the atmosphere of Brazilian society. We must have had at least two
days in Rio, because we also spent a day visiting a charming town on the coast
some distance to the north. On the Andes we travelled second class, but our
small group had the run of the ship and organized a great many activities. We
made friends with a couple of girls, Ann and Jean, and with two charming
women who, with their children were taking a round-trip cruise on the ship
from Southampton to Buenos Aires and back. They were striking blondes and
we named them “the slick chicks”.
Making some 17 knots, the Andes travelled faster and more smoothly than
the Bigbury Bay, let alone the Biscoe. There were also deck games and
comfortable deck chairs, bars, a dining room; and we made full use of all the
amenities as we glided through the tropics. Andes called at Las Palmas where
we spent a day ashore and Colin Brown and I managed to be detained by a
soldier with a drawn sword when, on an exploratory walk, we unwittingly
entered a restricted military area. But the arrival of an officer who spoke
English resolved the misunderstanding. We also spent a day ashore at Funchal,
Madeira, a lovely port of call, bright with Bougainvilleas, hydrangeas,
geraniums and other blossoms, with a backdrop of blue mountains. A river ran
down through the centre of the town, with steep cobbled streets on either side
and white-clothed locals ran tourists down the hill on wooden sleds. We did all
the usual tourist things, like visiting the ‘caves’ to sample and buy Madeira
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wine, examples of Madeira needlework and lace for presents back home. We
also hired a large ‘barouche’ for a drive into the surrounding hills.
The next port of call was Lisbon, where we had a day ashore walking
around this attractive city and returned, weary, to the ship. Sitting at a table in
a small saloon having a drink with some of the others I noticed a very pretty
girl in a fur coat and an orchid corsage walk very gracefully by. She was with
her parents and younger sister and had just embarked. The ship drew away
from the quayside and we were embarked on the last section of the voyage –
three days run to Southampton.
Later I met the lovely girl, who was called Maureen. In that Spring of 1950
the Holmes family were travelling to England where she was due to take a
secretarial course because that was ‘the thing to do’ those days! She taught me
to dance a bit, and with another passenger, a South American we had
nicknamed "Fatso", she did a kind of cabaret Tango to the diversion of us all. .
We talked and danced the time away; Maureen was a very graceful natural
dancer and of course my skills improved enormously. I made a point of
spending time with her during the three days left to us and discovered she had
a delightful natural personality, adventurous character and charming nature.
The last evening on board our Antarctic group invited Maureen, the ‘slick
chicks’, Ann, and Jean to a dinner party, the menu including ‘baked Alaska’ of
course. So we docked at Southampton, went through Customs and
Immigration and took the boat train to London. Maureen gave me her address
and we resolved to meet again. It was now April and I would have about six
months before heading south again for over a year.]
Maureen was placed by her parents in a family boarding house in Frognal
Road, off Finchley Road, London, with Mrs. Mather, who looked after about
eight "working girls" - provided their meals too. Maureen attended the
"Triangle" secretarial College in South Molton Street, London. Later I invited
her to my college, for the St. Catharine's May Ball, and we met quite often in
London and became good friends. Apart from seeing me both in Cambridge
(punting on the Cam and other diversions) and London, going out to ballets,
operas, concerts and plays - usually in the "gods", and dining out, she had quite
a few friends for company and to visit. Life was pretty full and interesting for
her.
First I travelled north to see my parents and then, at the end of April, went
up to Cambridge. I found digs in Hills Road and renewed acquaintance with St
Catharine’s and the Zoology Department. PhD’s based on extensive fieldwork
were unusual and I had to sort out firm arrangements to meet the ‘residence’
requirement., But with Sidney Smith’s support the Degree Committee agreed
that I could count register and count my fieldwork towards the time
requirement. All my Antarctic field work (some 3 years) was deemed as
equivalent to three terms of residence in Cambridge! This meant that I would
have to put in a minimum of 6 terms residence in order to qualify for my
doctorate.
I could fit in one term’s residence now, Easter Term, April-June l950 and
the Long Vacation, and then would need an additional 4 terms of residence in
l952-53, following a planned year or so of fieldwork at South Georgia. This
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meant that I would take at least three years from registration in April 1950 to
complete my PhD degree. In effect my thesis would be based on two summers
at Signy Island and 1 summer at South Georgia, because there was little or no
opportunity for studying seals during the Antarctic winter. The laboratory
work and writing-up would amount to 21 2 years in Cambridge, l950 and 195253. I was given a large, dark room to myself on the ground floor of the old
Museum of Zoology, where I was able to spread myself once my specimens
arrived on the John Biscoe.. The summer term was spent reading the relevant
scientific literature and working on my method of determining age from the
growth layers I had found in the seal teeth. I completed writing my first two
papers for publication – one on the methods I had developed for marking seals,
and the other on the new method of age determination for a new series of FIDS
Scientific Reports being established by Dr Fuchs. ]
When my other specimens arrived on the John Biscoe I began work on
sectioning seal ovaries and establishing the gross pattern of the reproductive
cycle, and cutting and staining thin sections for histological examination. It was
agreed that my thesis was to be provisionally entitled “The reproductive cycle
of the southern elephant seal”. And so I had to be very selective in what I
included in my thesis; a limit of 80,000 words in length was obligatory.
Consequently, most of my detailed work on growth and age, behaviour and
population dynamics could not be included in the thesis, but was published
separately. I had an enormous amount of observations, data and specimens, all
of which I would have to work up myself, including preparation of tooth
sections, tissue sections, photo-micrography and other processes without
assistance. In the l950’s there were no mechanical calculators, let alone
electronic calculators or computers available. From this mass of materials I
published five substantial papers/monographs published in l953-56, on age
determination, growth and age, reproductive and social behaviour,
reproductive physiology (the main thrust of the dissertation), and population
dynamics and management. (In all I published some fifteen papers arising
from my PhD work).
I was extremely busy in those few months I had to write up my first two
scientific papers, to check on the quality of the material I had collected, by
preliminary observations. I followed up the ideas formed in my years of
isolation by going through the relevant scientific literature, and preparing for a
further year in the field at South Georgia. So I was hard at work for most of
that summer, “burning the midnight oil”. In addition I was re-adjusting to
civilized life and pleasures, such as tennis, squash and punting. In the time
remaining I was pursuing my courtship of Maureen! By then I had already
decided that she was the girl for me. Ray Adie was in Cambridge working on
his PhD on the Geology of the Antarctic Peninsula in the Department of
Geology. He had spent three continuous years in the field working out from
Hope Bay (Base D) and Stonington (Base E), where he spent a year longer than
planned, due to the relief being prevented in l948-49 by adverse ice conditions.
We saw a lot of each other as his laboratory was just across the street from me.
We met up at the “Bun Shop” for morning coffee or afternoon tea or for lunch
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and visited each other in our respective departments – and there were
convivial evenings in Cambridge’s many pubs.
In March 1949 the Treasury had given approval for setting up a FIDS
Scientific Bureau and in l950 it came into being, provisionally for three years.
The Colonial Office provided two offices in Queen Anne’s Chambers, Dean
Farrar Street, London. Dr Fuchs, now 42 years old, was appointed Principal
Scientific Officer in charge of the Bureau, with direct responsibility to the
Colonial Secretary, a member of the Cabinet. With some exceptions the Bureau
was charged with the custody of all specimens and records and with the
responsibility for their analysis and publication. (Topography and Mapping
were the responsibility of the Directorate of Colonial Surveys; Hydrography
came under the Admiralty Hydrographic Department; and Meteorology was
the responsibility of the Meteorological Office). Dr Fuchs recommended that
staff returning from the Antarctic should be given an automatic three-month
extension to their contract for the writing-up of their scientific work. Quarterly
reports were to be provided by the Bureau to the Colonial Office. It was
intended that FIDS Scientific Reports would be published through the British
Museum (Natural History).
Bunny, whose home was in Cambridge, spent his week in London and
visited Ray and me in our laboratories most Friday mornings, either separately
or together and we discussed progress and plans. Bill Sladen was working in
Oxford at the Edward Grey Institute and he came over to Cambridge from time
to time. Ray and I were the first two Fids to take PhD’s and Bill received an
MD for his bacteriological work.
I had dining privileges in college, where there were then only about ten
research students, including Natural Scientists Doug ******, Donald Ramsay
(later FRS), Norman Sheppard (later FRS), Leo Wolfe, and others. My younger
brother Michael had come up to Cambridge in l949 as an Exhibitioner of the
college and was in his first year of the Natural Sciences Tripos. This was good
for me because, apart from his company, I became part of his group and made
friends with his contemporaries. In this way I came to know Gordon Lowther
reading Anthropology and Archaeology (who was later to be a close colleague
in Kenya in the l960s) and Colin McLean who later went into the Foreign
Office. Also Bob Heron (later Director of the Duke of Edinburgh’s
[Trust/Awards Scheme]), Margaret [Raftery] (later married Peter Raftery, the
first Secretary at the British High Commission in Nairobi and became a close
friend), Peter Hall (to become a Cambridge Architect.)
Disappointingly, there were few active biologists in Cambridge sharing
my particular interests. Colin Bertram was now Director of the Scott Polar
Research Institute, which I often visited mainly to use the library. Brian
Roberts, who had recruited me to Antarctic work was still Head of the Colonial
Office Research Department and visited Cambridge (where he had a flat), at
weekends. He was a mentor and a fount of information and stimulating ideas.
In the Zoology Department the research student with the nearest interests to
mine was Barry Cross (later FRS) doing a PhD in [veterinary physiology].
Sydney Smith and Lawrence Picken again provided intellectual and artistic
stimulation and gastronomic treats. The zoologist, Donald Parry was doing a
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PhD on cetacean locomotion, having spent a season as a Whaling
Inspector/Biologist in the Antarctic – as I was to do a few years later. Michael
Swann later FRS, Vice Chancellor of Edinburgh University, and Master of Oriel
College, Oxford) was very helpful with advice on microscopy and
photomicrography in connection with my studies on tooth structure. Hugh
Cott, another vertebrate biologist who had taught me as an undergraduate was
still there and others from my undergraduate days. Janet, now married was
doing a PhD on hydroid nerve nets with Carl Pantin. Geoffrey Matthews, a
contemporary on the Part II Zoology course was in the middle of a PhD on
navigation in birds, conducting experimental work using pigeons. Others
remaining from the Part II Zoology course were *****.
I had followed up my brief encounter with Maureen on the ‘Andes’. She
had digs in Finchley, London, with a Mrs Mather, together with half a dozen
other girls, and was taking her course at the Triangle Secretarial College, in
Bond Street. Increasingly I found myself taking the train down to London for
dinner and theatre, and we were getting to know each other. She came up to
Cambridge too and we often went punting on the river during that warm
summer. I invited her to a couple of May Balls, one in a party with my brother
Mike and his girlfriend Elsie, Derek Thornton and Rhodope, and some others.
Another was with Ray Adie and Kathy (from the Falklands) whom I had
mischievously/unkindly invited. The girls shared a room in my digs in Hills
Road with the consequence that they compared notes!
Maureen had met Bunny Fuchs on the Andes and we spent a number of
Sunday afternoons with him and his charming wife Joyce, helping to keep their
large garden on Barton Road under control, and enjoying the occasional lunch
and many sumptuous teas, with sandwiches and cakes. I learnt to wield a large
scythe, developing a proficiency, which later came in useful when I had a
garden of my own. I knew that I was serious about sharing my life with
Maureen, but she was only 19 and wasn’t in a hurry, so I bided my time,
mostly very happy but occasionally downhearted at the thought that she didn’t
yet share my aspirations. I attended her birthday party in her London lodgings,
which she and the other girls threw. It was ‘black tie’ and as it happened I had
first to give one of a series of talks earlier that evening at the Royal
Geographical Society on my Antarctic work - for which I was of course
overdressed! But I carried it off. Later I gave a number of other talks in
Cambridge and elsewhere. We went to Covent Garden and Sadlers Wells for
Opera and Ballet and to a number of shows preceded by dinner at places we
particularly liked, such as Veraswamy’s curry restaurant in Swallow Street and
Albert’s in Beak Street. I often missed the last train back to Cambridge and took
the ‘milk train’ after spending the night on a station bench.
That summer I contributed an exhibit to the Cambridge Natural History
Society conversazione on my findings of annual layers in seal teeth and at the
same time Colin Bertram, who had earlier been in the Pribilof Islands [check
time of his visit] on a study visit exhibited a bowl of Pribilof fur seal teeth,
showing the external ridges, and a note suggesting they might be used for age
determination. (He knew of my earlier discovery from my l948 annual report
from Signy Island). Victor Scheffer, who had been working on fur seals for
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several years published a short paper in “Science” that year on annual rings on
the outside of fur seal teeth, in which he expressly commented that internal
layers were not clearly visible. A few years later (l953?), following my
publication in Nature (l952) he looked more closely for internal layers in his fur
seal teeth and found clear structures, including records of suckling periods.
Vic Scheffer was in Cambridge for a sabbatical year, library researching
material for a book “Seals, Sea Lions and Walruses”. We had a number of talks
and exchanged ideas. I had also started work on an illustrated book with a
similar theme, but a few years after the publication of Vic’s book in l958 I
decided not to pursue it further. I had a visit too that summer from Professor
Gosta Gustafsson, a Swedish biologist working on methods of ageing human
teeth for forensic purposes. He was an established authority on tooth structure
and histology, but was very excited by my work and congratulated me on the
achievement, which gave me a boost in confidence. We corresponded for a few
years afterwards. At this time I also began correspondence with George
Bartholomew, who had published on the behaviour of the Northern elephant
seal breeding on islands off California. He remarked on the similarity of their
biology, although the northern species was subtropical in distribution
compared with mine, which bred on the frozen sea! I was to meet him in
l959[?] at Dallas, Texas, when I presented an invited paper to the North
American Wildlife Conference on problems of whale conservation.
I was so busy that summer that I didn’t have much time to consult the
recognized authorities on seal biology in Britain, people like Harrison
Matthews (FRS), Richard Harrison (FRS), Humphrey Hewer and Ken
Backhouse. I was aware that I had achieved an enormous amount on my own
with little support, an achievement that was to have a lasting influence on the
development of seal research internationally. And I formed the impression that
‘sour grapes’ abounded and perhaps I didn’t show enough respect! Harrison
Matthews (later FRS), whose anecdotal paper on the southern elephant seal at
South Georgia, was until then the last word on the species, had been surpassed.
The material that the group of senior people doing research on seal
reproductive biology in Britain had acquired wasn’t nearly as impressive or
complete as my collection and - a clincher - all my material was associated with
animals whose ages had been determined from the tooth layering. At any rate
they didn’t show much interest in my ideas or give me any encouragement.
Colin Bertram, though interested and helpful in many ways, was no longer
active in seal research; his valuable monograph on Weddell and crabeater seals
had been published in l940. Sydney Smith provided much moral support and
crucial help, as my official Supervisor in dealing with the University’s
requirements in registering for my PhD; in some ways I was a guinea-pig for
opening the Cambridge system to remote field work. Brian Roberts was always
interested, supportive and ready to give praise and encouragement, and he
was active on the international political and legal stage of the Antarctic. I
couldn’t have received more help and encouragement from Colin Sydney and
Brian in contrast to the perceived indifference/competitiveness of the ‘big
names.’ I think this had the effect of strengthening the streak of independence
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that I had developed in me throughout my early years – reinforced by rigorous
Antarctic experience.
I haven’t yet mentioned Bunny Fuchs’ help, because he wasn’t a biologist,
but he was always very ready with help, guidance and good advice, a true
friend and mentor at that time. He was having a difficult time himself I think re-adjusting - and he also had the task of setting up the FIDS Scientific Bureau
from scratch and with little direct support. He was making arrangements for
the curation of specimens and data and for publication of all the scientific
results of the Survey. Although he didn’t undertake research leading to the
writing up the geological surveys undertaken on his long dog-sledge journeys
with Ray Adie, he did present and publish several general accounts of the
work of FIDS. His activities undoubtedly influenced the policy decision by the
Colonial Office to increase FIDS activities and provide funding for the
additional requirements – to the benefit of us all. It must have been particularly
frustrating for him dealing with the Governor and Secfids. Indeed when I had
problems with the Governor later that year over my new contract for work at
South Georgia, and an increased salary scale, Bunny was not involved. But,
overall, Ray and I and others that followed greatly benefited from Bunny’s
efforts. He was taking the first tentative steps towards setting up a professional
scientific organization.
Life was full and interesting for me too, and I was very busy on my
research. Occupying a large room in the University Museum of Zoology, I had
plenty of space to lay out my specimens. I completed my preliminary studies
on a new method of estimating the age of elephant seals, and other mammal
species, from seasonal rings in the dentine and cement of their teeth. For the
first time there was a way of studying age-related phenomena with some
degree of accuracy (see chapter 10). I wrote and submitted my first scientific
paper, on this topic. I also had other material to study. There was reproductive
material, ovaries, embryos, testes and other related observations to work up. I
analyzed my data on growth, made possible by the relationship between size
and age, and also on various aspects of behaviour from my field notes. I also
took the opportunity to read up on seal biology and related topics in
reproduction, not just of elephant seals, but covering the range of seal species
that had been studied up to then, as well as other mammals. It seemed to me
that much of the earlier work had been anecdotal and often incorrect, and
confirmed the absence until now of an accurate method of estimating age. I put
a small exhibit into the Cambridge Natural History Society’s Annual
Conversazione, which was well received. I also had visits from other workers
interested in my new method, including Colin Bertram of course, but others
too, including Professor Gustafson, a Swedish expert on tooth structure,
predominantly human material, who was particularly interested in my
discoveries in relation to forensic science.
Sydney Smith was my research supervisor, but had no experience or
knowledge of seal or mammal biology. He was helpful in pointing me in the
right direction on histological techniques, during my time in the Antarctic and
a source of advice now. And he was very helpful in advising me how to go
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about obtaining registration for the PhD degree on the basis of the work I had
done at Signy Island. (In the event the University was only willing to allow my
three years field work to count as three university terms; consequently I
needed nine terms of residence to meet the statutory requirement). [Also there
was really no one in Cambridge, or indeed in Britain, doing research similar to
mine, which was a great disadvantage. I visited people like Harrison
Matthews and Richard Harrison, who were studying seal reproduction, mainly
on British seals. But they were not very helpful, rather assertive and cliquish, a
bit of a “closed shop”.]There were not even contemporaries as research
students, with whom I could discuss my work in depth. In St Catharine’s at
that time there were only about ten research students, in a variety of
disciplines, none closely relevant. So I really rather found myself on my own.
But I was enjoying the work, exploring the literature (at that time rather limited
and anecdotal), and the satisfaction of making interesting new discoveries.
Research I learnt was 90% foot slogging on the plains and occasional ascents to
the peaks of excitement.
I was now planning to leave for South Georgia in October. Base M, King
Edward Point, South Georgia was to be set up in Falkland Islands Government
buildings, originally built for the Discovery Investigations in l925, and part of
the Falkland Islands Dependencies Meteorological Service would be located
and accommodated there. I was to be the Base Leader and responsible for a
dozen men, including meteorologists and a weather forecaster for the whaling
industry operating from the island. The Magistrate was to be Ken Pierce-Butler
(earlier Secfids) with his own establishment of Police Officer, 2 Customs
Officers, Radio Operator and engineer, handyman and a Cook, some of whom
would mess in the new FIDS base (M). The Magistrate had a palatial bungalow
and there were houses for some of the other staff. Other structures to be
maintained were a Customs House, Post Office, Gaol, Radio Station, with
generators providing electricity for the small community, storage sheds, and a
billiards/table tennis room for recreation.
I was due to leave in October, but there was a hitch. Miles Clifford
reneged on his agreement with me to increase my salary. At stake was only £40
a year (equivalent to c.£800 in the year 2002), but a principle was involved and
I stood my ground. I knew that I had more than proved myself and given good
value by the work I had already accomplished. Letters and telegrams were
exchanged; it was bureaucracy gone mad! Eventually the Colonial Secretary,
Creech Jones, intervened, sending a curt telegram to the Governor instructing
him to make up his mind on the matter. I suspected that Brian Roberts had
something to do with this. Most of the simple scientific equipment and stores
that I had been purchasing during the summer had already gone south on the
John Biscoe by the time the issue was resolved in my favour.
But, eventually agreement was reached and I made my final preparations,
had a week or two with my parents in Northumberland and made my
farewells to my lovely Maureen. Departing in mid-December I flew with
BOAC from Heathrow (North), then a series of draughty, dilapidated
buildings. The plane was an ‘Argonaut’, twin-engined, propeller-driven in
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those pre-jet days. It was my very first flight and took us three long days to
reach Montevideo, including the long refueling stops at Dakar and Recife.
It was comfortable, though, with a kind of open club space at the rear
furnished with sofas, chairs and drinks tables. The Crown Agents had asked
me to take under my wing a German dentist travelling to the Falklands to take
up a contract with the FI Government Dental Service. But unfortunately the
vibration and noise was almost unbearable. Together with attempts to converse
with my German companion who spoke little English, it was very wearing, but
memorable.
The route took us to Dakar, West Africa, where we refueled and stopped
overnight, and I experienced for the first time in my life the velvet steamy dark,
diverse sounds and smells of an African night. Then across the narrowest part
of the Atlantic to Recife (Pernambuco), Brazil, experiencing a violent flaming
engine failure at the point-of-no-return, which was a hair-raising time. At
Recife we experienced the tropical heat even in the early morning and sat it out
for several hours in the frying pan under a corrugated iron roofed shed on the
airstrip. Then, we flew on over the endless dark-green Brazilian rainforest,
hitting air pockets and trying to go around the violent thunderstorms
characteristic of the region. We saw much more of the earth’s surface than in
later years, because in propeller-driven aircraft we flew lower – at some 10,000
ft. So eventually we landed, exhausted, ears ringing, at Montevideo in
Uruguay. After a day or two there we boarded the SS Fitzroy, captained by
Freddie White and sailed to Stanley, Falkland Islands. However, it was to be
two or three months before I reached South Georgia.
In August Maureen flew out to Portugal for a holiday: tennis, swimming,
dancing, walking and some sailing with old and new friends; she had great
fun, but kept in touch. That Christmas she went to Dublin (by then I was in the
Antarctic again) and stayed with Gaye's family for some of the holiday, instead
of going back to Portugal. It was enjoyable: they went to quite a few dances, to
the Races and saw some lovely country. However, she says that the voyage
there from Liverpool, 3rd class in winter, was awful, and her hosts were
horrified to learn that she had travelled that way; the ferry was packed as it
was just a few days before Xmas and she had not booked in advance. She told
me she had spent part of the night in the ladies room sitting on a clothes-basket
and part of the night on a companionway!
She had finished her secretarial course. In January 1951 [?] she was offered
a job as Assistant Secretary at the Triangle Secretarial College, so they must
have been happy with her progress. – although her pay was only £4.11.2 a
week ( c. £240 a year). Her rent was £3.3.0 a week, but fortunately she had an
allowance from her parents. [Meanwhile, in December I went off to the
Falklands and South Georgia (described later). But meanwhile I invited
Maureen up to Cambridge at weekends and we did a lot in London too –
restaurants, theatres, ballet, operas, concerts. She had a few other boy friends,
but we got on very well. ]
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She had been thinking about visiting Scandinavia and after I went south
again she joined the Anglo-Norwegian Club and attended quite a few meetings
and socials, the occasional lecture and so on. Through them she contacted a
girl, Karen Voight, in Denmark with whom she could stay - and she in turn
would sometime come out to stay in Portugal. Then she interested Gwen
Jenkins, one of the girls at the Triangle, to join her hitch hiking through
Norway!
So in July 1951 she set out to stay for a couple of weeks with Karen, who
lived near Charlottenlund, north of Copenhagen. She crossed on the ‘Kronprins
Fredrick’ to Esbjerg and then by train to Copenhagen. While there she visited a
Danish ex-boyfriend Charlie (from post war German days) and met his very
attractive fiancée; they all had an enjoyable evening out. She also made a point
of seeing Ib Antons, on whom she had been very keen in Germany - to make
sure that she no longer was! After the visit she hitch-hiked on her own up the
west coast of Sweden to Oslo where she was joined by Gwen. They spent a few
days working at the farm of another old boy-friend from her days in post-war
Germany, Torbjorn Ekern. (He was actually old - nearly 20 years older than her,
and a very charming and kind man she said). The farm was outside Hamar,
just south of Lillehammer. She and Gwen spent a month travelling extensively
in Norway, though only as far north as Trondheim, and then on to Denmark.
They visited Oppdal, Trondheim, Kristiansund, Alesund, Geiranger Fjord,
Sognefjord, Bergen, Setesdal, Kristiansund again. In Denmark they went to
Aalborg, Arhus, Esbjerg, where they fell in with a group of businessmen,
including a millionaire, who looked after them for a few days! In September
she was back in London for a week and then took a ship to Lisbon via Vigo.
In September l951 she returned to Portugal on the RMS ‘Highland Monarch’,
and in October her parents, Bonnie and Leonard took her on a tour in Spain
which was enjoyable, though not new to her. (Her sister Sheelagh was still at
school in Dublin). They visited Seville, Cadiz, Algeçiras, Gibraltar, Malaga, and
Granada, which was the most splendid, especially the Alhambra, and Madrid,
where it was very cold. They went to a bull-fight there. [In November 1951 she
met Jimmy Greenfield, back from Hong Kong [?] ]
Meanwhile I was in the Falklands again later South Georgia. I had arrived
in Stanley early in January l951. On arrival the Governor asked me to carry out
a survey of the fur seal population in the islands, because the South Atlantic
Sealing Company was having difficulty making a success of their sea lion
operations. They had asked for a license to take fur seals and so I spent about
three weeks in Stanley, waiting for a plane to fly me out to their sealing station
at Port Albemarle on the West Falkland. Unfortunately the weather had not
been too good for flying and the plane was well behind schedule. It looked as
though I would be in Stanley for at least another week. It had taken us five
days coming down from Montevideo in S.S. ‘Fitzroy’, the mail and supply
vessel run by the Falkland Islands Company, which was the only regular link
with the world. The weather was pretty bad and I was the only passenger in
circulation, as most of the others were sea-sick. I spent much of the time up in
the captain's cabin - talking and eating. Freddie White was a friend from my
first trip south; he also was from the North-East. a 'Geordie'. We had an
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assorted crowd aboard and I wondered how they were going to settle down in
the islands.
I had had a very lazy time since leaving England; it seemed much more
than a month. In Stanley I worked sporadically; the usual daily programme
was: breakfast 9 - 9.30 am; 'smokoe' (i.e. morning coffee) 11.00 – 11.30; lunch
l2.30. Riding 2 - 5 pm.; dinner 6.30 and/or 8.30 (we often had two dinners!) In
the evening there was frequently a cocktail party to attend (which sometimes
continued until 3 a.m.!) or we played Mah Jong or canasta - other times I
worked. It was good to see all my Falklands friends again - people were much
more hospitable in the islands than at home. Occasionally I helped Don Clarke,
Manager of the Falkland Islands Store, with his vegetable garden or watched a
football match. I enjoyed the riding very much - often borrowing one of the
government horses called Bobby, or Rex which belonged to friends. It's pretty
rough country and one easily gets thrown. The saddles were different from the
English ones and all the gear had Spanish (Gaucho) names. Usually I went
riding with Marjorie Clarke, who now owned two horses, Gilpin and Rose. I
had also been doing some shooting (.22.calibre) and fishing - catching three
brown trout one day.
When I eventually got out to Albemarle I expected to travel around the
islands in a small wooden vessel, the Protector and hoped to get down to
Beauchêne Island which is the most southerly of the group. It is a small island
with terrific tide rips and heavy surf and – it was said – no one had landed on it
for over 50 years. It lies about l00 miles south east. I hoped to get in a good
deal of riding in the camp because that was one of the best ways (next to boat
or plane) of getting about and was not subject to bad weather as the others
were. All distances tended to be reckoned in hours riding !
One Sunday night we went out to a small place called the ‘Mons Star’ hotel
(which I’ve mentioned before); it was little more than a wooden shack on the
shore of Rookery Bay some miles out of Stanley. One of the locals was
throwing a party and invited some of us along. We went part way in a lorry,
which kept breaking down and in the end we walked the last mile or so. It was
quite a good party - accordions and guitars were played and we drank and
danced and sang - a typical small party in the islands (as given by the 'kelpers' that is Falkland Islanders as opposed to UK expatriates.)
Three ships came in while I was there in Stanley- the ‘Biscoe’, the ‘Fitzroy’
and a Dutch boat whose name I forget (Monsunen perhaps) - all were excuses
for parties or dances. The ‘Fitzroy’ came into harbour again on 10 January, after
making a camp trip and would take the mail out. I could not expect to leave the
Falkland Islands until the end of February when the Governor (or HE - His
Excellency, as he was known formally) was to make his annual trip to South
Georgia and the other bases. This would further erode the time I had for
research at South Georgia, already reduced due to an unfortunate hassle over
my salary, so I wasn’t very happy about the delay.
I had anticipated quite a stormy interview with the Governor, because I
had achieved the increase in my salary, but we had a friendly talk and I told
him about the new discoveries I had made about elephant seals and their
management, when working in Cambridge; he was very interested. Then, as I
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got up to go he said, "Oh, by the way Laws, you should know that I don't like
having a pistol held to my head". Nevertheless we always got on quite well
and he used my Christian name for the first time. (Much later I came to know
him quite well, as Sir Miles and then Miles, and when he died he left me a
memento of those times). I was to be Base Leader of a team of five, but also
responsible for the messing arrangements for others at KEP. He agreed that we
should have a permanent cook at South Georgia and mentioned that there was
a clubroom there with billiard table etc. also there was a cinema at the nearby
whaling station, home to hundreds of whalers, and it was quite different from
any of the other bases.
On West Falkland, at Albemarle Harbour there was a former whaling
station that had been refurbished as a sealing station, by the South Atlantic
Sealing Company, with funding from the Colonial Development Corporation
(CDC). Its Manager was a chap called Peter Tilbrook. The company had
expected to make a success of the enterprise, which was based on killing sea
lions for their oil. In this they had been encouraged by a report, apparently
written by a desk-bound ‘scientist’ in Whitehall, who had never been near the
islands - nor did he have any special knowledge of seals. The best knowledge
available was based on the reports of Hamilton, the Government Naturalist,
who had earlier been with the ‘Discovery’ Investigations and had published two
substantial papers on the species in l936 and l939. He had carried out a
detailed count of the total sea lion pup production and, applying the results of
his work on the age structure of the population he had estimated that the total
population numbered almost 400,000. A population of this size would support
a small industry, it was thought. However, something had clearly been
happening to cause the population to decline, for the sealers' catches had not
come up to expectations.
To resolve the company’s serious financial situation, Tilbrook had
approached the Governor and Colonial Secretary about a license to take a
quota of fur seals. There were said to be substantial numbers in the islands and
their pelts provided a much more valuable product than sea lion blubber. The
government was interested, as the licenses would provide revenue in the form
of royalties, as was the case with the elephant seals at South Georgia. I was
therefore asked by the Governor to advise him, but did not feel able to advise
without first conducting a survey on the ground to assess the size and status of
the population. Peter Tilbrook agreed to take me around the coastline of the
islands to conduct a census, although it was somewhat late in the season for
best results. I was happy to take up the offer, because it was an opportunity to
see another species of seal in the field.
We therefore left Stanley at 5.30 am, ‘Camp time’, on 17 February after
spending the night on board one of the sealing company's two ships - the
Protector, a small grey wooden ship (formerly a minesweeper); the other, the
Golden Chance, was a very small North Sea drifter. Tilbrook was in command
of the small crew and Johnny Browning the Government Sealing Inspector was
aboard. It was a calm and sunny day, but heavy fog banks flowed in from the
Northwest as we cleared Mungeary Point, accompanied by numerous small
Commerson's dolphins, Cephalorhynchus commersonii, handsome in their black
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and white markings. Volunteer Rocks, a line of rugged rocks north of Stanley,
formed a prominent point and was the nearest known fur seal colony; we were
there by 7 o’clock, cruising along the south side looking for fur seals. Despite a
six-foot swell, the surface was oily calm, a tangle of kelp matting the surface
near the rocks. There was a crowd of fur seals seen through binoculars, darkly
silhouetted against the sky, and as we approached we experienced their
clamour and smelt their distinctive muskiness. Then we saw hundreds on the
second rock, including some large pups. The innermost rock held the greatest
concentration of animals, mostly on top of the islet and twenty feet above the
sea, but there were small groups on the shelving slopes. They were alarmed by
our approach and soon were bounding agilely down to the sea, barking as they
went. Once in the water they bobbed up and down, swam actively about,
porpoising gracefully and showing little fear. All told I estimated about 2,000
of them
The fog was closing in, enhancing the wild beauty of the scene, and the
animals’ graceful grey shapes. By the time we had turned about at least half of
the seal were in the water, in company with groups of rockhopper penguins,
porpoising about the ship. Because of the mist though, we saw very little of the
coast, except the white strand of Cow Bay, until we were almost at Cape
Dolphin. This part of the North coast forms cliffs of sedimentary rock with the
strata of approximately equal thickness, caves, occasional small beaches, but
mainly high cliffs, with a fringing platform just above sea level. As we
rounded Cape Dolphin at 1 o’clock. We passed through large flocks of feeding
mollymauks - or black-browed albatrosses - hundreds of these beautiful black
and white birds dotted over the deep blue sea. Going between two beds of
kelp which extended over several miles, we passed Eddystone Rock and the
coastline stretched monotonously ahead, relieved occasionally by stretches of
white limestone cliffs.
A hen - a cross I was told between a chicken and a turkey (known in the
islands as a ‘churkey’) - was kept in the radio cabin, but managed to escape to
the wheelhouse where it flapped and squawked, creating pandemonium as
Tilbury spoke to Stanley. However we fielded it and shut it up again, only to
find two hours later that it had somehow managed to short-circuit the batteries
on which it was roosting. We hoped the shock might induce it to lay an egg!
By now we had turned down into Falkland Sound, separating East and West
Falkland, which we could see as a long line of black cliffs, more rugged than
East Falkland, with mountains rising behind. Numbers of whales were
blowing around us.
Near Port San Carlos we passed close inshore, along small shingle beaches,
set between headlands of sedimentary rocks and pitted with caves, large and
small. Although I kept a sharp lookout through binoculars, no seals were to be
seen. Fanning Head had precipitous cliffs draped with tussock and moss,
falling sheer into the blue water as we entered the fjord leading to Ajax Bay
and Port San Carlos. The country here was hilly, drier than the East and more
attractive. As we passed a small tussac island, Browning told me that there
was now little tussock on the main islands because somehow sheep cause it to
die; horses and cattle didn't have this effect. (Much later it was discovered that
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a grazing tussock beetle was the culprit). The weather improved and with
scarcely a ripple on the water we passed into Ajax Bay in the evening sunshine.
The rolling green uplands and blue mountains made a perfect setting for a
settlement, but one's first impression of Ajax Bay was a shambles of rusting
machinery, timber, and empty drums. We were carrying some equipment and
stores for the project, which were ferried ashore on a pontoon. Like the South
Atlantic Sealing Company this was a CDC scheme, financed by British
taxpayers’ money. It was a very ambitious undertaking - to provide a freezer
facility for the mutton carcasses to cut out the need for sea transport to
Patagonia, where the nearest freezers - frigorificos - were. The equipment was
good, though wasting, and the well-constructed, pre-fabricated houses were
palatial. We spent the evening ashore, drinking and talking with Mills,
Metcalfe and Gilpin and I had a long chat with young Charlie Skilling, a good
Falkland Island friend who had wintered with me on Signy Island in 1949, and
now had a job at Ajax Bay. He had seen a few seals there, including a leopard
seal and an elephant seal.
Next morning we didn’t get up until 7.45 am and had an idle morning,
while crushed stone was loaded; Mills and Venters came aboard for further
talk. We were not able to get away until early afternoon as it was decided to
take some barrels of cement as well as the gravel which it took a long time to
hoist aboard - losing two in the process. It looked very black over Fanning
Head, but once outside in the Sound the skies brightened as we headed
southwest towards Port Howard. We passed Cat Island, which Tilbury
claimed to have searched for seal, without success. The North West Islands
looked quite promising hauling out grounds for seals and would probably
have been worth a visit; they are low and flat, like so many of the islands in the
Sound.
The mountainous coastline of West Falkland drew nearer and I likened the
approach to the Skye crossing. We saw a number of whales spouting and as
we drew nearer to Port Howard fierce ‘williewaws’ (‘woollies’ to the seamen),
whipped up the sea surface into pillars and whirls of spray, looking like giant
whale spouts. As we passed through the narrows into Port Howard I looked
back, to see the cloud-capped hills of East Falkland changing abruptly near
Port Sussex, to the very low-lying country of the southern region, known as
Lafonia. Ahead was a ridge about 700 ft high with a serrated rocky crest.
Behind it lay Port Howard and then rugged mountains, or rather hills, swathed
in thick cloud. This coastal ridge extends for many miles to the South.
We came alongside at 4.30 pm in a strong wind, which meant that we had
to drop the anchor, swing with the wind, move in towards the jetty and then
warp the ship in by means of ropes fore and aft. Several people were on the
jetty to meet us: Douglas Evans, William Clements (Managers of Port Howard
and Fox Bay respectively), and old Mr Evans. It was a well laid out station,
very neat and tidy, with gardens enclosed by gorse hedges and a good road.
The houses were scattered, but the manager lived near the shore and most of
the houses were there. At the house I met Brook Hardcastle, Bob, the Cadet
Manager and the Douglas family. We had a very good dinner and there was
much talk. Old Mr Evans and Wick Clements had many interesting stories of
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the islands in the old days: the trail of clover from White Rock Bay, pirates,
skeletons, treasure, cannon balls, and the old gauchos all came up. We returned
to the ship at 11.30 pm in bright moonlight; the wind had dropped and the
settlement was reflected in the still water.
We were up at 7 o’clock next day to a fine morning and I walked up to the
shearing sheds to see the wool clipping. There were nine men shearing, rather
slowly for the most part, because they were new hands; it was done standing,
no stools were used and the sheep, which were Corriedales from New Zealand,
were not bound. Bob and Brook took the fleeces and sorted them into the
different commercial grades.
We had an excellent breakfast at the Manager's house, said goodbye and
then walked down to the shearing sheds. Here Tilbury and Ken had their
boots chalked surreptitiously by Johnny (which meant that they would have to
stand a round of drinks!). Eight sheep had to be killed for supplies and thirty
more were loaded on the ship; consequently it was 10.30 am before we slipped
our moorings and steamed away against the southerly wind. I was beginning
to realize that this was a general-purpose cruise, dedicated to making money,
not to counting seals! It was a glorious morning, the sun lighting up the cloud
shadowed hills, which are very rocky, some with startling shapes. Passing
outside of Christmas Island we set a southwards course, taking us between
Swan Island and West Swan Island, and then past North Swan Island, on
which there was a deserted house. We passed numerous small islands - Tyssen
Island, Great Island, West Island, Wedge Island and Calista Island - all very
flat, some covered with dense tussock clumps, giving them the appearance of
tropical jungle. We rounded East Head, passed Fox Bay and began to meet
heavy seas and to ship a lot of water. By 2.50 pm we were just off the entrance
to Port Edgar.
The country became more interesting; the cliffs by Chaffer's Gullet were
very impressive, and as we rounded Lucas Point I had my first sight of Port
Albemarle, our destination. To seaward was the rugged shape of Albemarle
Rock, parts of it picked out in sunshine and the rest black and forbidding. We
passed by the main Arch Island and saw the Nissen hut erected by Cecil
Bertrand - about halfway along the North coast in an attractive bay. On the
beach at Sandbar Island there were hundreds of sealions, but I saw few on
Arch Island. The Natural Arch came into view - an impressive feature with a
roof about a hundred feet high and a deep-water passage through. We
dropped the hook off Jack's Island, in order to put some sheep ashore - for the
grazing.
Our anchorage was just opposite a large sealion harem, in a gap in the
tussock behind the beach. Besides the dominant bull there were four others
(called "jaspers" in the Falklands, after the old sealers' terminology), eighteen
cows and about thirty black pups. Several cows – ‘clapmatches’ - were in the
water and many more came out of the tussock as we approached. On the
seaward side of the harem were a dozen turkey buzzards, which flew off, and
kelp and upland geese were picking their way along the shore. The difference
in colour between sea lion cows and bulls was most noticeable - the cows light
tawny and the bulls dark chocolate, against which the bright pink of the mouth
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showed up startlingly. We put the sheep ashore, and when the first frightened
animal scurried around the corner, pandemonium reigned. Most of the sea lion
cows took to the water, the bulls backed away from the sheep and all except
two took to the water; the pups following.
Protector continued on down the sound to the old sealing station, which we
reached at 5 o’clock. The Golden Chance was tied up alongside and it was
salutary to think that she had travelled all the way from England on her own.
After an abortive attempt to take on water, we left for the South Atlantic
Sealing Company factory, reached at 6 o’clock in bright sunshine. A rider was
coming over the hill from Port Stevens. We saw Ken's horse near the penguin
rookery and he told me to borrow it whenever I wished.
Next day Peter Tilbury showed me around the factory, which was well
laid-out. Later I walked over to the penguin rookery which contained about
three thousand gentoo penguins; it was set well back from the sea and the birds
walked in from the point, which is one or two miles away. The chicks were in
moult and there were also skuas, upland geese and goslings, and some turkey
buzzards. After supper on the ship Tilbury and I went ashore to get some
equipment for the next part of the trip - two sacks of salt, some alcohol and
knives.
We left Albemarle at 4.50 am and it quickly became very rough, our small
ship rolling badly and crockery crashing around in the galley. Cape Meredith
came abeam, a low shelving, rocky headland, where there was a sea lion
rookery, although we saw none. On either side there were high cliffs. Stephens
Bluff was a magnificent cliff with a dark stratified piece in the centre, marks
like a five-barred gate. Castle Rock is very precipitous, with cliffs about 17 ft
high and an arch running through it from East to West. Johnny told me that the
bay between it and the bluff was called locally ‘Ten Shilling Bay’, no doubt
because someone lost ten bob there. On the moorland behind there were
numerous rock outcrops, reminiscent of Dartmoor Tors. Passing outside Castle
Rock, we saw Bird Island on the horizon, reputedly holding one of the main fur
seal colonies in the islands. I was keen to get ashore there, but the full force of
the current was catching us and the waves were quite high. All along this
South coast are high cliffs, except for the extreme southwestern peninsula, and
they were shrouded at the base in spray.
We passed close to rocky Bird Island, but found it too difficult for a
landing. There are high cliffs to the East where a large cave is reputed to be the
haunt of fur seals. We saw about thirty of them on ledges of the cliff, just to the
North of this cave on the Northeast corner of the island. Some were about
thirty or forty feet above sea level, at first sight apparently on a vertical rock
face, and I was unable to account for this until we passed it and looking back
the cliff was silhouetted against the sky - it rose in a series of rocky ledges. The
Manager of Weddell Island, whom we picked up later in the day, told me that
in the past men used to climb down rope ladders to the caves on Bird Island,
kill and skin the fur seals and carry the skins up on their backs. Passing close to
the North shore, we saw large rookeries of penguins (mainly rockhoppers, with
a few macaronis), shags and mollymauks (black-browed albatrosses). We saw a
few more fur seals on the shelving rocky terrace, which forms the western
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extremity of the island and there were more in the water, feeding near large
concentrations of feeding mollymauks. They raced through the water,
thrusting their heads high like spirited horses.
Wood Cove was passed and the high cliffs of Calm Head, not living up to
its name that day, but then in its lee the sea was less rough and we made better
time. Beyond Rodney Bluff the cliffs fell off in height towards the West, but the
bluff itself was impressive, and riddled with sea caves. Tussock-covered Sea
Dog Island came into sight and we passed between it and Cape Orford into
Smylie Channel, obtaining a very good view of the Horse Block as we did so.
This is a stack of rock, with an arch through the centre and high pinnacles at
each end, making it look like a scotch terrier perhaps, rather than a horse.
Weddell Island was by now only a few miles to the North, with rolling
rather bleak hills, and large areas of screes and stone runs. There was a great
tide rip, with foaming breakers to negotiate, abruptly demarcated from the
smoother but shallow water on each side; in the rip were swirling cauldrons of
‘boiling’ water. Nevertheless the Protector made surprisingly good speed. We
passed West Island and Tussock Island, between Stop Island and Dyke Island
into calmer water on the East coast of Weddell Island. We almost overshot
Gull Harbour, where the station is situated and tied up at the jetty at about 9.30
am.
It took about an hour to load the four human passengers, plus three
hundred sheep and dogs, which we were to take to Passage Island, and then
without going ashore we weighed anchor and headed north. The settlement
was very tidy but not so attractively pastoral as Port Howard. Passing along
the West shore of Weddell Island the ship was rolling badly and we lost a
sheep overboard; immediately the following giant petrels attacked it and it
didn’t last long. The hilly landscapes of Weddell, followed by Beaver Island
and New Island, were very beautiful, but the main island, across Queen
Charlotte Bay was relatively uninteresting. The four Passage Islands lay to the
North and we headed for Second Island. I talked with Morris McGill, the
Weddell Manager and arranged to collect some fox skins when we returned;
they are shot for bounty. He had interesting stories about the old sealing days
in the Falklands and in Tierra del Fuego. He had often seen fur seals near the
First Passage Island and thought they bred in caves on the South side.
We went through Whale Passage, appropriately meeting several sei
whales, and came in sight of West Point Island and Split Island; also the West
Point Passage, known locally as the Woollie Gut (for its ‘williewaws’). On the
North side of Second Passage Island we anchored in a small sheltered bay and
immediately made preparations for unloading the sheep. As we were
anchored out, this meant a long and arduous job, for the boats had to be rowed
in through the dense kelp zone and could only carry 18-20 sheep each trip.
The large ‘Johnny rooks’ (striated caracaras) came and perched on the ship,
uttering raucous cries and with them a number of smaller birds, including the
Falkland Islands wren. Flocks of penguins and shags were fishing nearby and
several seals swam amongst the kelp. In the bright sunshine it was an idyllic
scene. There was a small hut on the island and a wool shed near the shore.
The island was covered in tussac, grazed down in the centre, but hanging in a
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‘hairy’ fringe over the cliff edges; the cliffs are quite high, with caves at their
foot. There was a number of bullocks on this island, several of which we saw. I
helped catch sheep and learnt how to carry them and how to tell their age up to
four years, from their teeth. We next went to First Passage Island and
disembarked our passengers and their shearing equipment in the small bay
where the houses were, and then headed north for West Point Island. It
roughened as we got out of the lee of the Passage Islands and headed north
past Split Island and the Death's Head into Woollie Gut. Mount Beaufort was
in cloud, but I could make out Byron Heights and all the small islands Hummock Island, Beuse Island and Rabbit Island. Dolphins accompanied us
and there were several whales spouting nearby. We passed close to the rugged
cliffs of Split Island; they told me there were foxes and guanaco there,
introduced by Jimmy Miller.
In the Woollie Gut there was a very violent tide race but Protector made
good speed, although yawing heavily and at last we rounded the point into the
anchorage of West Point, to find the Philomel lying there, near the little Golden
Fleece. We anchored at 6.50 pm, inshore of Philomel and had supper. As we
were finishing Roddy Napier came aboard to greet us and I went ashore with
him. West Point is an attractive settlement, consisting of a few red-roofed
houses on the hillside and the woolsheds down near the shore. Only six adults
lived there. The island slopes upwards towards the West and South, ending in
high cliffs near Lands End. Mollymauks nested there in large numbers and
many other birds, including penguins and ‘firebirds’ (the Falkland diving
petrel). I had a pleasant evening talking to Mr and Mrs Napier and Roddy
showed me some photographs of Arch Island where he had once stayed for a
few months. He rowed me out to the Protector after showing me several
trypots, formerly used for penguins on the island and now used to extract
mutton fat and tallow. I turned in at 11 o’clock.
Next day we adventurously headed for the string of islands which
stretches out to the Northwest of the Falklands. The anchor was raised at 5.l5
am and we rounded West Point Island, past Cape Terrible and Gibralter Rock
(Slipper Island), with Carcass Island blue in the distance and the remote,
almost mythical, Jasons just showing up to the Northwest. Gibraltar reef
remained on our port side for many miles, a turmoil of raging surf, rising in 1520 feet breakers. We passed between White Rock, near the western termination
of the reef and South Fur Island, with its reefs. South Fur was tussock-covered,
flat and with a rocky coast, but there were no longer any fur seal there.
The Philomel was behind us, falling steadily astern and rolling heavily. The
southwesterly swell increased in magnitude as we emerged from the relative
shelter of the reef and we were soon rolling, pitching and yawing, the troughs
of the waves often twenty feet below the crests – very large in relation to the
size of our vessel. There seemed to be reefs and tide rips in every direction and
on looking up the ‘South American Pilot’ I found the area described in
frightening terms.
South Jason, with its serrated ridge and reefs sticking out from both ends,
had to be rounded ‘south about’ before we could head for Elephant Jason. As
we saw the South Jason end-on it appeared as a perfect cone, but at both East
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and West ends there are areas of low-lying tussock-covered land. Rounding
South Jason we now saw Flat, Grand and Steeple Jason Islands, blue on the
horizon, Steeple the most impressive with its knife-edge ridge. The coast of
Elephant Jason was wreathed in fine spray from the heavy swell and we were
sailing into the sun. But as we drew near we made out the main features of the
coast: it has high cliffs, caves and gullies, and off the Southwest point stretched
a number of small rocky islets. We passed around them to the north, retraced
our route and went up the south side. With great excitement I saw that the
most westerly, and smallest, of the islets was packed with fur seals - Johnny
Browning estimated about four thousand and I put it at more than three
thousand. The seals were lying on the Southeast shelving slopes and even on
the ledges of the steep cliffs of the northwest coast,. It was impossible to count
them, for they were closely-packed and many must have been out of sight in
gullies and depressions. It was impossible to land though, and after this
tantalizing glimpse we carried on up the south coast of Elephant Jason looking
for more accessible spots.
Several months earlier fires had been reported burning there and the
smoke had reached Stanley. ‘Cracker’ Davis was the only person to investigate
this, sailing from New Island in his small boat, via West Point where he picked
up a man to go with him. The peat fires were still burning high up on the
mountain. As we progressed along the North shore of the island, the cliffs
became lower and we found that the whole of the northern end was fairly flat
and tussock-covered, and with rocky beaches. We attempted to anchor in a
small bay, but the water was too deep, so we hove-to offshore and had
breakfast. The ship started rolling heavily, beam-on to the high sea and
everything came loose in the saloon - crockery, sugar, and condensed milk,
bread, mutton chops and God knows what else - all ended up on the floor. Ken
narrowly missed being swamped in the mess. I spent some time watching a
few hundred sea lions on the shore; the pups looked smaller than those on
Jack's Island.
We then made for North Fur Island and went in close, to North Fur Rocks,
but although the ground was suitable for fur seals we saw none. Flat Island
stretched along the western horizon ringed with heavy breakers; Eddy, who
had spent several weeks ashore there once, said that he had seen a lot of
driftwood on the beaches, but no fur seals. We came south again and at 10.10
am, were off the East Jason Rocks. We reckoned that the tide would turn in
about an hour’s time and as it was then setting from the east against the wind,
it was to be expected that the swell would decrease at slack tide and
afterwards. We hung around close to the rocks, getting very good views of the
seals and discussed ways and means of landing; we even seriously considered
putting out oil. But the sea from the Southwest swept up both sides of the
rocks and it was too risky to attempt a landing. Then a squall came up and so
we gave it up and left for New Island. (Then we had only a pram dinghy and
oars; many years later, with an inflatable rubber dinghy and powerful
outboard motor a landing might be possible in these conditions). Of course it
cleared again when we were headed southwards and we had very good views
of the Jasons - but the mainland remained obscured.
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New Island, Beaver Island and Weddell came in sight and at mid afternoon
we passed the apparently inaccessible North and Saddle Islands and turned
into New Island’s Ship Harbour, past tussac-covered islands, and anchored. It
had been a rough trip. I went ashore with Peter Tilbury and Johnny and two
seamen. Cracker Davis agreed to take us over to the fur seal rookery on the
West side of the island, and we decided to walk rather than ride. The way led
over a hill north of the settlement, called Rookery Hill, and then down to a
rocky cove between Precipice Hill and Landsend Bluff. There had been fires
here and the blackened ground was covered with small pebbles, lying a few
inches apart, looking as if they had just been cast down.
Scrambling down we found ourselves overlooking some shelving rocks, on
which were lying over five hundred fur seals of all ages. It was a wonderful
sight for me to see these rare animals at such close quarters. There were one or
two sea lions amongst them. The old ‘wig’ fur seals were very large and looked
like old ‘jaspers’ (sea lions), except for the shape of the head and body and
absence of a mane. Many had silvery fur. There were several large pups in
sight and doubtless others among the rocks. The slopes above were black with
oil and filth, showing that the seal had often climbed one or two hundred feet
up from the sea. I found two dead pups and obtained two teeth and
measurements. The fur seals were very tame and it was only when we
dislodged a couple of sea lion ‘clapmatches’ (females), which plunged into the
sea, that the fur seals took fright. They played about in the water just offshore,
displaying no fear. Some of their attitudes were amusing; they would stand on
their heads under water, with only the hind flippers waving in the air for long
periods; they reclined gracefully and scratched their heads with their hind
flippers, or fought each other playfully, barking hoarsely. Others on the rocks
below Precipice Hill nearby didn't move.
We left them and climbed over the hill and over to Landsend Bluff. There
is a narrow channel between the main island and a small island, which has
rock walls falling vertically, even overhanging in places, to the boiling surf four
hundred feet below. The small peninsula we were on was equally precipitous.
Cracker led the way, along a narrow exposed ridge with a sheer drop on either
side, in a gale of sleet that threatened to blow us off. Lying down and looking
over the edge, which actually overhung, I saw an amazing sight. On a ledge,
which jutted out from the foot of the cliffs, both below us and around the small
island, were thousands of fur seals looking like wasps around a jam pot.
Smaller narrower ledges higher up were also packed tight and the seal were
even lying in shallow recesses cut in the rock by the waves. Other seals were
playing in the water. Not counting these, there were over seven thousand in
the area we could see; I was sure that ten thousand was a moderate estimate
for the numbers on this part of the coast. Cracker told me that there were more
on North Island and that he thought the seal here were an overflow.
We turned back and walked along the western side of the island above
more colossal cliffs. The views to the South were wonderful; all along this
coast was a line of cliffs of varying height, with boiling surf stretching out from
their base. Behind were rolling hills and then the gentle slopes of the East coast
with small sandy bays. Across the water stretched the expanse of Weddell
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Island and Beaver Island, and even the main island of West Falkland was quite
clear.
The ground we walked over was riddled with holes made by the diving
petrels, and the remains of the skuas’ feasts were liberally strewn about; the
skuas dive-bombed us a number of times. We walked through a colony of
rockhopper penguins and smaller colonies of mollymauk and shag. The
mollymauk young are odd creatures; they rock backwards and forwards on
their feet and snap their bills together with loud claps. In passing through the
rookery, we stumbled through a large stand of tussac, disturbing a ‘jasper’
which was lying some hundreds of feet above sea level; he made off in a great
rage.
Arrived at the settlement I met Mrs. Davis (known as ‘the Wren’ by virtue
of her wartime service) and the four children. We drank gin and talked for
hours and then had a very fine dinner - thick onion soup, mutton, cabbage,
new potatoes, mushroom pickle, followed by gooseberries and cream - all
home-grown. We then went down to the garden, some distance away and
came back with two large sacks full of rhubarb, cabbage, turnip and parsley.
Tea followed and several stronger drinks -"for the road" - some strawberry jam,
and a showing of the family photograph album completed the evening. Joe,
one of the seamen, came for us in the boat and we left at 10 o’clock, after a very
pleasant time. We had packed an awful lot into the day, one that I still
remember vividly.
Next day was 22 February. We sailed from New Island in the early
morning, and anchored off First Passage Island at 8 o’clock. It was a lovely
morning - not a breath of wind and the sea mirror-calm, with West Point and
the main island miraged and apparently floating in the sky. We had to take on
board 165 lambs and 87 sheep, using the two pram dinghies. I sat in the bow
and watched the marine-life in the kelp; in the clear water there were crabs,
spider crabs, starfish, jellyfish, hydroids, crustaceans, including lobster krill,
and some fish. It was as well populated - if not more so - than a tropical jungle.
The cutter Weddell came over from the West - Roy Cove - and moored
alongside us. Then Johnny and I went ashore to shoot some geese for the pot.
We saw only two pairs and they were very wild. We tried several shots from
over 100 yards, but without success and returned through the tussac to find the
loading almost complete. The island is dry and grassy in the centre and long
sea coves indent the West coast; some of these have large caves but we saw no
seal. Johnny rowed out to the ship to collect his camera for some photos. There
was a school of Commerson's dolphins feeding on the fringes of the kelp;
Tilbury cut some tussock grass. Just after noon we weighed anchor and set a
course for Weddell Island, overtaking the Weddell, which had set out before us.
It was still very calm, with mirages to North and West and we made very good
time.
We unloaded the lambs and took on board ‘Remo’, Tilbury's new horse also hay for the horse and milk for us. I went ashore and got a couple of fox
skins from Mr McGill. The Protector was touching bottom at the stern, where
there was a ledge of rock, but we got her off with the engines. Remo was put
on the portside deck and we left at 4.15 pm for Albemarle via Bird Island,
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where we still hoped to land, weather permitting. The tide-race in Smylie
Channel was very strongly against us and as it was relatively calm, formed into
hundreds of small whirlpools about 6-10 feet across, with water bubbling up
elsewhere. It was a most impressive experience and at times the Protector was
almost standing still, even with her engines racing. However, we got through,
passed Tea Island and Staaten Island, inside Sea Dog Island and then rolled
around Rodney Bluff, where there was also a strong tide. At Bird Island the
swell was again too high for a landing; we rounded Cape Meredith in the halflight of a very fine sunset and so on through the channel between Clump and
Tussac Islands. There we narrowly missed a reef; then with Natural Arch dead
astern we entered Albemarle and dropped anchor at 9 o’clock off the factory.
Next morning we left at 8 o’clock to land sheep at Jack's Island where we
dropped anchor an hour and a half later. The sheep were ferried ashore in
three boats, tussock was cut for the horses and, taking the large boat in tow, we
returned to the station. I did some typing before lunch and at 1 o’clock Johnny
and I went ashore with my .22 rifle to get some geese for the pot. We walked
over to the penguin rookery, but the sheep startled the geese and we had to go
over to the freshwater pond near the shore. Here we shot ten - five geese and
five ganders. Johnny showed me how to attract them, by lying down and
raising a leg in the air - for the upland geese are very curious and come to
investigate. We plucked the five geese and gutted them, took the wings of all
(for they attracted a bounty) and walked back to the station, well laden. There
was a number of teal, rather small for a .22 rifle, and some widgeon, grey duck,
and logger duck at the pond. A party was held ashore, which I did not attend,
to celebrate Jack's daughter's wedding and Ken's promotion. The beer must
have been strong, for the boys came back aboard in a very drunken state; two
fell out of the pram into the water, providing some amusement, but of course
this is potentially very dangerous.
On 25 February we left Albermarle at 6 o’clock and headed for Beauchêne
Island (called ‘the boosheens’ by the boys) – a reputed fur seal stronghold. A
heavy swell made the Protector roll badly and breakfast was quite an
adventure. At 9 o’clock we changed course for Sea Lion Islands, because the
sea was worsening and in any case a southerly swell is hopeless for a landing
on Beauchêne. We dropped anchor at Sea Lion Island around noon intending
to wait a few hours for any sign of moderation in the sea. We were to take 150
sheep back to the station, but they would not have stood the trip in that sea. I
went ashore to the landing place - a natural flat jetty of natural rock on one side
of a narrow inlet, with fourteen feet of water alongside. Above, in the tussac,
were two sheds and a sheep-pen, and sheep and stores could be raised or
lowered by means of a thirty foot wooden chute, with a retractable lower end
like a drawbridge. The sheep in the pen had to be hobbled with rope, manhandled to the chute and thrust down it to slide to the rock ledge below. Then
they were loaded onto the pram dinghy, an oarsman sat on top of them and
rowed out to the ship. Arrived at the ship, the sheep were hoisted aboard by
means of a noose around their necks. They seemed none the worse for the
brutal experience and, once on the deck quickly huddled together again.
Unfortunately, on the journey out to the ship, some sheep inevitably managed
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to struggle overboard and were scattered, swimming amongst the kelp, so the
rower had to go back and collect them up - with difficulty. One handles sheep
by thrusting one’s fingers into the wool and gripping tight, but it induces awful
cramps after a while.
Mr and Mrs Lee invited me to stay the night and be picked up next day,
but I was interested in seeing if there were any elephants at Bull Point, where
we intended to stay the night. So we collected cream tarts, vegetables, a bullock
hide and a wool press for delivery and left at 2.30 pm. It came on to blow quite
strongly and the ship’s rolls were up to 45° quite often. Bull Point materialized
out of the gloom and soon we were rounding it into calmer water, anchoring
between two beds of kelp. We walked westward over the camp, among high
grass tussocks with deep holes between them in places, and struck the coast at
a large bay, with a pebble beach and a reef of islands, across the mouth of
which surf thundered. We wandered along the beach finding several sea lion
skulls (which I collected) and much driftwood, old tree trunks and other
debris, which must have floated across from Patagonia. In places banks of kelp
were thrown up. There were several pairs of kelp geese, upland geese, grey
duck, logger duck, and some oystercatchers and shags - the only life we saw.
We walked back in rain-squalls to the boat and had an easy row back, helped
by the wind. Supper was at 6.45 pm and we spent a long evening talking with
the stove roaring inside and the wind outside.
Next day there was still no improvement in the weather. We weighed
anchor at 9 o’clock and headed for Fanny Cove. We were looking for a place to
collect shingle and, after a false start, due to errors on the chart, anchored in the
kelp off a shingle beach. Boats were lowered and loads of shingle carried off
from the beach, but there wasn’t enough and it was of poor quality, so we
weighed anchor and moved to Fanny Cove. Here the gravel was better and the
boys worked hard filling the hold. On 27 February the weather was again
unpromising, but Mr Lee at Sea Lion said the swell had moderated and that the
Gulch was quite calm, so we left for Sea Lion Islands. It was a gloriously fine
day, with bright sunshine and not a cloud to be seen. Mr Lee was there and
loading commenced immediately. It was a long process for the sheep had to be
lowered singly down the chute on a rope and then rowed out a considerable
distance in the boat.
I went ashore at 11.40 am and, gearing up the horse, took a ride over the
island. There were a number of elephant seal and sealion skulls, also many
very tame upland geese and some turkey buzzards. I enjoyed my ride
immensely and returned to lunch invigorated. Loading of sheep continued
and it was not until 3.30 pm that all were aboard. We weighed anchor and
headed directly for George Island. The wind was freshening and the swell was
higher. Some sixty sheep had been loaded into the hold and the hatch covers
had to be battened down. When it was uncovered again the heat and smell
from our cargo was oppressive, coming out in waves. We passed Barren Island
and anchored off George Island, as the sun was setting. After supper, and
some accordion music Tilbury, Ken and I rowed ashore to visit the Lee family.
Mr Lee and two boys were waiting at the jetty and we walked up to the house.
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The evening passed quickly with tea and cakes, more accordion music and
then we rowed off again, under a moon partly obscured by cloud.
Next day we were up at 5 o’clock and soon under way - down the passage
between George and Speedwell Islands and then straight to Jack's Island. We
passed main Arch Island, the natural arch came into view and then we were at
Jack's Island, where we anchored and began to unload sheep. I worked in the
hold with Verney, where it was very hot and the smell overpowering. Then
back to Port Albemarle where we tied up alongside the Golden Chance, for a
while, before towing her alongside, to the sealing station. The next few days at
the station were uneventful and I arranged to spend a few days on Arch Island
with Johnny Browning, leaving after lunch on 3 March.
It was a very fine day when Johnny and I boarded one of the pram
dinghies, with all our gear, feeling a little like Robinson Crusoe and Man
Friday – I’m not sure who was who. We landed on a lovely sandy beach below
the huts and spent some time hauling the pram above high tide mark; then
carried our gear up to the main hut, tidied it up, collected wood and dug a well
for drinking water. We lit the stove and had some tea. Having seen no seals we
went out looking for them and also to reconnoiter part of the island. This took
us to the top of the island behind the huts, a ridge that forms its backbone; we
had to force our way through dense tussock, up to ten feet high and then
suddenly emerged onto open moorland, with diddle-dee, strawberries and
very luscious grass. We found a deep chasm, which Roddy Napier had
described to me - a rent in the island falling to sea level - and we could hear the
roar of the swell at the bottom. It would have been possible to climb down but
we didn't. Then we came to another similar hole, which had developed a stage
further as the roof of the tunnel connecting it with the sea had collapsed,
turning it into a narrow inlet running inland for about 120 yards. We enjoyed
excellent views of the other islands and watched a herd of seals, looking just
like a moving patch of kelp, fishing and playing in the surf. The heavy swell
from the Southeast was breaking on the cliffs, sending clouds of spray on the
wind and boiling surf for fifty yards from the rocks. We found six dead
bullocks on the highest part of the island, lying as they had been shot, and
could not understand who had done it and for what reason.
Coming on to the South coast, now forcing our way through tussock, we
came to the first of the sea lion rookery grounds, disturbing a clapmatch which
bounded out of the tussock, roared defiantly, and went down the hill. Another
jasper rushed, with a little persuasion, into the sea. We walked on around the
coast, meeting families of grey duck, kelp geese, upland geese, some penguins,
but very few seal. We picked up a number of skulls and teeth and found two
dead sea lions, which I investigated the next day. At the hut I fetched the rifle
and collecting materials and we went back a few hundred yards to kill a jasper
that had just hauled out, for specimens, he was not very large. Back at the hut I
cleaned the skull while Johnny cooked supper.
There was frost during the night but we slept well despite the bare boards
and rose at 6 o’clock, to a glorious sunny morning, the kelp shining coppery
against the deep blue of the sea and each tussock plant with a fringing halo of
light. Sea lions were playing in the water offshore and, looking down, I could
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see their every movement against the bottom of silver sand. After breakfast we
walked around the shore to the Southwest to collect teeth from the two jasper
carcasses seen the previous night, and also collected a few more sea lions and
an elephant seal for biological specimens.
We walked along the beach, beneath nests of shags placed on overhanging
brackets of tussock and ran the gauntlet of their droppings. Tracks led up into
the tussock and then, about twenty yards in from the beach, we came upon the
most amazing scene. A large hole, about fifteen yards long and ten yards wide,
was filled with noisome, black, oily mud. At first it looked empty, but as we
watched we heard an animal breathing and, looking closely in the direction of
the sound, we saw a bump on the surface of the mud. A well-aimed stone and
the black, glistening body of a large bull elephant seal jerked up out of the
mud, and it roared at us. The seal, when we disturbed it to encourage it to go
into a patch of sunlight for a photograph, stirred up carcasses and bones to the
surface by its struggles. (We later found that there were in this pool, several
dead seals and more in an adjacent pool). In the surrounding tussock there
were several other smaller pools and no doubt more that we didn’t see. Some
were in the first stage of formation - it appeared that they started as ordinary
wallows, depressions in the ground, then filled with rainwater and were
churned peaty and black by the seals' movements. The large pool was at least
seven feet deep I found, when I sounded it. I thought that the carcasses could
be accounted for by the fact that in a dry year the mud level would fall owing
to evaporation, so the banks become higher, and as the mud becomes thicker,
so the seal cannot climb out. It was obvious to us that the tussock was no place
to be on a dark night!
Johnny took some photos and after taking tea we decided to visit the North
end of the island and set out through dense tussac, intending to go straight up
to the crest of the island. It got thicker and thicker as we climbed; sometimes
we were walking, forcing our way between tussocks; sometimes jumping from
top to top. We came to the crest and saw, to our disappointment, that the
tussac stretched right across from shore to shore. We had had enough of
forcing our way through it, so turned southwards to the grassy part of the
island. Johnny took several photos of the ‘pot-holes’, we collected some
bullock bones and then returned to the hut.
We had a good night and were up early. We decided to visit the ‘Goldfish
Pond’ as we now called the elephant wallow, to determine how deep it was.
Sounding with a pole gave a depth of seven feet near the edge, so it was
probably deeper at the centre. We prodded one seal and he glared at us
through muddy bloodshot eyes. (I think of him when anyone says: "Here's
mud in your eyes."). We found another pool with at least two dead seals. It
was oppressively hot despite the wind and the sea was very calm, especially
inside the zone of kelp.
After lunch we followed an indistinct path up to the top of the island,
where we shot three geese for the pot. While on the cliffs above an inlet on the
East coast, two sei whales swam gracefully below us; it was perfectly still and
we heard the rasping noise of their spouting before we saw them. They swam
around in a large arc, their large bodies plainly to be seen in the clear water,
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and then headed towards Albemarle Rocks. In addition to the usual birds
there was an owl, a Johnny rook, some caranchos (crested caracaras) and a
peregrine falcon. In the evening we went for a last walk along the shore to
observe the seals. It was a very still evening, with colourful reflections in the
mirror-like water inside the kelp belt, the green and yellow of the tussock and
the brown and red rock, contrasting with the blue of the sky.
We packed everything up and cleared the hut, expecting to be picked up at
3 o’clock the following morning. However the Protector did not come and we
had some very tough mutton-chops for breakfast. We filled in time, but then
decided to row across to Albemarle. Leaving mid-morning and taking turns at
rowing we made quite good progress. It was quite rough enough crossing the
tide rip off Sandbar Island where the sea lions were roaring, but the clouds
cleared and the wind dropped a bit. The next tide rip, near Jack's Island, was
not so difficult to negotiate and from there it was just a long hard row, with the
wind behind us. It took about an hour and a half. Johnny and I killed seven
geese and a gosling to take back to Stanley and the Protector left for Stanley the
following morning.
I had had a most enjoyable and interesting trip, although the original
objectives of the voyage had not been seriously addressed because Tilbury had
been preoccupied with taking on miscellaneous contracts, in order to raise
money. This was perhaps not surprising. The sealing venture was not founded
in reality. Our voyage had shown me that neither the sea lions nor the fur seals
were as abundant as people had thought. With considerable extrapolation, I
estimated a total fur seal population of 14,000, and I did not recommend to the
Governor that he should issue a license to the company. (It was to be some
thirty years before another fur seal census was undertaken by Ian Strange, the
then Government Naturalist, using aircraft. He came up with a total of 14,000
fur seal population, exactly the number I had estimated in 1951, but a mere
3,000 sea lions, less than one per cent of Hamilton's estimate made in the l930s).
The John Biscoe was due to leave Stanley on 9 March, heading for South
Georgia.
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Chapter 15

The Island of South Georgia: Summer
and Autumn, l951-52

Royal Bay, South Georgia

O

ne of the Dependencies of the Falkland Islands, South Georgia lies in the
South Atlantic Ocean between latitudes 53° 50' and 55° S. and longitudes
35° 50' and 38° 15' W. The island is about 120 miles long from northwest to south-east and its greatest breadth is under thirty miles: it is heavily
glaciered with an indented coastline and a backbone of high mountains rising to
some 10,000 ft. We had sailed x miles, taking
On 14 March, 1951, at 9.30 am the John Biscoe tied up alongside the F/F
Southern Venturer at Leith Harbour, in Stromness Bay, South Georgia and I set foot
on the island for the first time. We were at Leith for only a short time and my
overwhelming impression was of the noise of machinery, smell, steam and smoke,
ramshackle buildings of rough construction – wood, rusty corrugated iron,
peeling paint, and hard working men. There were jetties at which whale catchers
were tied up – small, purpose-built vessels. Then Biscoe moved on down the coast
to Cumberland Bay and the government station at King Edward Point, where I
was to spend a year as Base Leader and Biologist. We passed along a rugged
coastline, backed by glaciers and high mountains.
Entering Cumberland Bay we headed for its eastern arm. A strong warm wind
was blowing off the land, and as we rounded Sappho Point, we were enveloped
by a powerful sickly sweet, oily smell. It was compounded of whale oil and blood,
and diesel oil fumes, borne on the wind in a cloud of black smuts and glowing red
hot particles. They came from a factory, owned by Compaña Argentina de Pesca
(Pesca for short), half a mile away across the King Edward Cove. As we
approached we could see the whaling station, lit by a red glow and emitting
clouds of steam and smoke – a scene from Dante’s Inferno. Known as Pesca, for
short, or Grytviken, its purpose was to make money from whales, by hunting and
killing them with catcher boats, using explosive harpoons. Then the carcasses
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were towed back to the station and rendered into commercial products, primarily
whale oil, but also meat and bone meal and other by-products. An annual quota of
elephant seals was also taken from the beaches around the island by sealing
gangs. The company had been in continuous operation since 1904, when it was
founded by the Norwegian whaler, CA Larsen, and was the start of the Antarctic
whaling industry.
The government station was built on King Edward Point, a low tussockcovered promontory near the entrance of the cove, opposite Pesca, The land
running roughly east to west at the north-east side of King Edward Cove.
Grytviken means pot cove in Norwegian, from the many old cast iron trypots left
by the early elephant sealers. At other times there was a beautiful view including
Mount Paget rising to [nearly l0,000 feet][2915m]. It was very lovely and not really
polar at all, for there was an abundance of green vegetation. It had been the site of
the British administrative headquarters since 1909, of the Discovery Committee’s
Marine Biological Laboratory, 1925-31, and for a few months of the FIDS Station,
South Georgia.
Biscoe tied up at the KEP jetty and instead of the usual FIDS base I found
myself in charge of a base which was more like a very run-down hostel. There was
electric light and central heating. I had three rooms to myself in the old Discovery
House, the laboratories of Discovery Investigations, set up in l925. They were at the
back of the house, embracing a magnificent view of Cumberland Bay and the
Allardyce Range. The main entrance was on the north side, for the planners had
assumed that as houses faced south in the northern hemisphere, the reverse was to
be preferred in the south. But it meant that here they faced into the steep face of
Mount Duse (1663 ft) and were in shadow for much of the year. I had a laboratory
with running water, a study and a bedroom. My laboratory had been the boiler
room for central heating, with sturdy benches, a concrete floor and outside access
– ideal for dissections and preparing specimens. My study and bedroom were
parts of the old laboratory, the remainder of which was now a storeroom and a
billiards room! It was quite a home from home. With a permanent cook and
several of us to share the housekeeping chores, I was able to devote nearly all my
time to work. South Georgia operated as a FIDS Base only for 1950-1951; from l952
to 1969, it was a government meteorological station; and in l970 it became a BAS
research station (until the Argentine invasion in l982).
At the western end was a strong jetty of wooden piles where the bottom
shelved steeply into deep water. The Post Office stood on the shore just south of
the jetty and alongside it two boathouses. A track led eastwards through the
middle of the settlement. On the shore side was first the Meteorological Building
(built in 1907 by the Argentines), near it a store (1925), to which a truck railway
led from the jetty. Discovery House (1925) came next, an attractive building erected
to house the Discovery Investigations staff and containing living accommodation,
offices, dry and wet laboratories. Then came the Magistrate’s House (1925) a
Customs House (1947) and a hard tennis court (more recently a Helicopter landing
pad). Opposite the tennis court was a brick built gaol (1913) which had housed
only a few prisoners over the years; east of it was the Police House (1950).
Westwards down the track from here stood the Radio Room and Residence and
store (1925), then the Power House and a cylindrical fuel tank on the shore. The
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Radio Station was established in 1925 when the use of radio by whaling ships was
already well developed. Because of atmospherics and the remote location two
high aerial towers were built in a steel lattice construction like miniature Eiffel
Towers. The call sign was ‘ZBH’ and it was a registered coastal station for ships’
communications.
Completing the establishment, there was a boat store and general store on the
shore between the Powerhouse and the jetty. Finally King Edward Point is
bounded to the east by Hope Point, the northern entrance of King Edward Cove
marked by a cairn and white cross in memory of Sir Ernest Shackleton. Between
the cross and the rest of the Point was a full size rifle range, for Falkland Islanders
are great marksmen.
In addition to myself, the other Fids in our group were: Ian Biggs
(Meteorologist), Danny Borland (outgoing Base Leader; Met Forecaster), A I ‘Mac’
Macarthur (Met), Arthur Mansfield (Meteorologist), Jack Newing (Radio
Operator, Meteorologist). We also had a cook, ‘Andy’, whose surname I forget.
Arthur was a close friend from Cambridge days, with a degree in zoology, and
had joined FIDS at my suggestion for the experience. He was employed as a
meteorologist, because he had spent his national service in the Education Branch
of the Navy specialising in meteorology. He had been at King Edward Point for
some months already. It was good to have his company for the year ahead. (After
his year at South Georgia he was to go on to Signy Island as Base Leader
(Meteorology and Zoology), where he began a successful career as a seal biologist,
eventually becoming Director of the Arctic Biological Unit based near Quebec,
Canada). With periodic home leaves, Danny stayed on the island for another
[twenty] years.
The other members of the community on KEP were Ken Pierce-Butler
(Magistrate) who lived in a well-appointed bungalow, near Discovery House; his
cook, who was Andy’s wife; Bill Bonner (Policeman), Henry Luxton, (Customs
Officer), ‘Charlie’ (whose surname I forget, Engineer) and his wife. I knew Ken
who had earlier been in charge of the FIDS base at Stonington and then SecFids
(see chapter [7]).
In the next few days I worked on putting the laboratory and my rooms into
order, including some posters on the walls to add a little colour. At the first
opportunity we rowed in our small 10-12 ft dinghy across the cove to the whaling
station. (There was also a track along the north shore of the cove leading to
Grytviken about 800 yards away). We spent some time on the plan – a large
wooden deck – for the first time watching the whales being hauled out and
processed. There was a cinema at the whaling station – Grytviken Kino – with
showings twice weekly and whenever there were more than three whale catchers
tied up at Pesca. We walked around there about once a week, played table tennis
and often ended up at l a.m. after a big drinking session. The Kino also provided
space for a badminton court. On the Point too we had table tennis, darts and
billiards and there was little chance of anyone getting bored. We had plenty of
fresh meat (pork or whalemeat) from the whaling station and occasional fresh
fruit and vegetables whenever a ship came in during the summer.
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This was the first station to be established in the Antarctic, when Captain C A
Larsen arrived on 16 November 1904, with about 60 other Norwegians on three
ships, Louise, Rolf and Fortuna. The first whale, a humpback was taken on 22
December and the factory, operational in about a month produced the first oil on
24 December. The station they established was the forerunner of the immense and
extensive Antarctic whaling industry that developed later. It had accommodation
for 300 men and was designed to produce whale oil (from baleen whales) sperm
oil, whale meat meal, and bone meal. A few years after my time there it also began
producing protein solubles, whale meat extract and frozen whale meat. It was an
efficient factory and could process some 24 fin whales, each 60-70 ft long in 24 hrs.
(As many as the floating factory Balaena could process over 24 hrs in 1954). An
additional 100 men worked on the catcher boats in the whaling season and the
total winter complement was about 200. There were three other stations on the
island, an hour by sea up the coast to the north in Stromness Bay. These were
Husvik (Norwegian owned) and Leith Harbour and Stromness (both owned by
the British Company, Christian Salvesen). Husvik and Leith Harbour were active
whaling stations, Stromness, with a floating dock, was used for major engineering
repairs.
Grytviken, was located half a mile across the cove from King Edward Point. A
track led around the shore to the complex, which was built on flat ground below
Mount Hodges (605m). Its factory buildings were mostly clad in corrugated iron
sheets, living quarters and offices were of wood. Its primary function was to
process the whales that were caught by Pesca. Almost identical numbers of whales
were caught by Pesca in the two seasons I was there – 1950/51 and 1951/52 –
namely 796 and 798 respectively! Nineteen blue whales were taken in 1950/51, by
far the largest number taken in any recent season. In these two seasons
respectively 515 and 567 fin whales were caught, 165 and 155 sei whales, a mere 2
and 5 humpbacks and 95 and 65 sperm. The combined catches of all species at
Grytviken, Husvik and Leith Harbour were 2,662 and 2,333 respectively in
1950/51 and 1951/52, so the Grytviken catch was roughly a third of the total
caught in these years.
Central to the operations was the wooden flensing plan, raised on piles. It lay
between the two main jetties of the station and was about 75m long by 45m across
(roughly an acre). The dead whales were towed into the cove by a ‘buoy boat’ (or
the catcher involved) from where they had been killed and flagged, up to 300-400
miles away. Usually they were attached to one of a number of buoys in the cove,
until they were ready to be processed. Then one of the station motor boats
collected them and moored them at the foot of a slipway that led up from the sea
onto the plan. On a signal from the head flenser, a whale would be maneuvered
to the slip and a wire strop passed around its tail just in front of the flukes. A
heavy hawser was heaved down from the steam winch (45 ton pull) mounted at
the other end of the plan, which was kept slippery with water and with blood and
oil from previously dismembered whales. Steam winches on either side ripped off
two sheets of blubber, progressively freed by the flensing knives of the flensers,
shaped like a giant hockey stick. Whale blubber is not flabby like the fat on
overweight humans but firm, a network of dense fibrous tissue in which the oil is
stored. Winches at the side of the plan rolled the whale over to remove the lower
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strip of blubber. The whole process was rather like peeling a banana on a grand
scale!
On the northern side of the plan was the blubber cookery. Strips of blubber
were drawn over to it, cut into smaller pieces which were carried in conveyor
buckets up to the top of the blubber cookery, the blubber ‘loft’, where they were
fed into a dozen huge digesters or pressure cookers. The oil was separated from
the blubber by blowing steam in at the bottom until the oil separated. Each cooker
would hold up to 24 tons of blubber that was cooked for about 5 hrs at 60 lbs/in2
of steam pressure. The oil separated from the water and was ‘blown off’ to the
separator house, behind the main winch, for a final separation by centrifuging.
The remaining contents of the cooker, grax, consisting of the solid fragments of the
blubber, soluble proteins and some oil, were also sent to the separator house. After
this purification the oil was pumped for storage in whale oil tanks to the north and
west of the station. With a good supply of whales to provide the raw material, the
station could produce 1000 barrels (six barrels to the ton) of oil a day.
On the other side of the plan was the meat cookery, to which the remnants of
the whales – the meat and offal - were drawn by winches. This raw material was
pulled up a steel slip to the top platform or ‘loft’, where guts, tongues and belly
blubber, were fed through circular iron hatches, like drain covers, into special
rotating Kvaerner cookers for cooking. A perforated inner drum rotated under
steam pressure in the cooker and the heat and attrition broke down the tissues,
releasing the oil. The flippers and ribs were cut up by ten-foot long steam saws
and treated the same way. The meat cookery and blubber cookery each had their
own boiler house to provide steam power.
At the back of the meat cookery the huge back fillets of meat – up to ten tons or
more each – were cut up and the chunks were loaded into a bucket conveyor and
taken to a cutter for chopping up. The minced meat was then slowly cooked, to
coagulate the proteins, as it was conveyed through treatment tubes and emerged
at the end onto a vibrating screen. Liquid passed through the screen to a battery of
horizontal centrifuges or desludgers, which removed the fine particles of solids
and sent the liquor to the separator house for recovery of oil. Two large screw
presses squeezed the remaining liquid out of the meat and sent it for oil recovery.
The press cake emerging then travelled to a cutter on the deck above to be broken
up and loaded into huge cylindrical dryers to have the moisture removed. One of
these was used for bone meal, the others for meat. An oil-fired flame was blown
down the drier to evaporate the moisture.
At the head of the plan, farthest from the sea was the bone cookery where the
heads and backbones of the whales were drawn up to the bone loft. Four huge
steam-powered bone saws cut them up into chunks small enough to be fed into
many bone pressure cookers and one Kvaerner cooker. Cooked bone was
unloaded into a skip, wheeled into the meat factory and tipped onto the floor,
where the larger chunks were cut up with axes and fed into the breaker. Bone took
longer to cook than blubber but yielded as much as a third of the oil in a whale.
The dried meat and bone meal was milled and bagged in 50 kg bags. The
factory could produce 150 tons of meal in a day and the huge shed behind the
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dryers, the guano store, would be filled to its capacity of 7,500 tons with bags of
meat and bone meal, by the end of the season. The on land storage capacity for
these products gave the land station one great advantage over the floating
factories, where space was at a premium.
The production part of the factory depended on various boiler houses,
generating plants, machine shops, electrician’s workshop, smithy, carpenter’s
workshop, barracks, hospital and stores, a laboratory, various stores, a ‘slop chest’
for clothing, a bakery, a Manager’s house or ‘villa’ and barracks and bath house
for the men. A large galley/dining room served for the men. Pigs and hens were
kept for meat and eggs and there was a butcher’s. The entire factory area was
crisscrossed with pipes carrying water, steam, and oil, some running across an
alley a foot above the ground. One pipe, underground, led around the shore to
provide a water supply for KEP.
Much of the equipment in the factory was manufactured at Grytviken and the
staff included engineers and other tradesmen with the appropriate skills. The
station was for six winter months of the year a self-sufficient community, reliant in
summer on tankers and cargo-passenger ships to bring down fuel and stores and
carry away the whale oil and meat and bone meal – as well as men.
Of the two main jetties the larger to the north took large vessels, tankers and
storeships, alongside and the Manager’s Villa stood opposite it across an open
square. Two other buildings were the church, which originally stood in
Strommen, Norway, was dismantled and re-erected at Grytviken in 1913, and the
cinema, the Grytviken Kino. We each had a season ticket, proclaiming it the
southernmost cinema in the world.
The smaller jetty to the south was associated with the catcher’s stores – each
vessel had its own small lock-up in a long building. The mechanical and
engineering, machine shop, electrical workshop, smithy, plater’s shop, also
provided the facilities for overhauling the catchers during the winter months and
carrying out repairs during the whaling and sealing seasons. These facilities were
extensive, capable of ship and heavy machinery repairs, as well as straightening
the heavy iron harpoons and making hooks in the smithy. Most of the catchers
were tied up at the station for the winter.
Across the water to the south-east lay the hulk Louise, a wooden barque, one of
the first three ships to arrive in 1904. Built in 1869 she was dismantled shortly after
arrival and used for coal storage into the 1920s. Half way around the shore track
from Grytviken to King Edward Point was an explosives store. A small dam to the
north provided domestic water and Gull Lake, also man made, was a reliable
source of fresh water on a large scale for the factory; it also provided water for a
very efficient hydro-electric power plant.
I spent hours observing the whaling operations on the plan and in the factory.
After conducting post mortems on elephant seals I was used to large mammals, but
the whales were on a vastly different scale. I observed the anatomy of a number of
fin whales, sei and sperm whales, and was privileged to see at least one blue
whale and one or two humpbacks cut up, after they had been measured using a
long tape measure – the largest was about 85 ft long. I particularly noted the
streamlined body form of the rorquals, their flippers and flukes, the unusually
large eyes, the large baleen plates, and the ungainly shape and black and white
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coloration of the humpbacks, the barnacles and lice on their prominent callosities.
Some of these corpses were females and it was saddening to see the foetuses,
perfect in distinctive whale form – to the distinctive flippers/flukes and the throat
grooves along the belly – as they lay on the deck in all the blood and oil. I also saw
my first sperm whales close-to and investigated the complicated head, with only
one nostril, the other evolved into the ‘case’ containing spermaceti, which we now
know plays a functional role in sound production and echolocation, and possibly
in diving physiology. I was able to follow the processing of the carcasses through
the factory. One got used to the smells, except when a long dead whale was
brought in, known as a dauhval which was bloated from decomposition and had
meat dripping off the bones and a vile smell as it was processed. However, even
grade [3] oil had some value! But my own elephant seal research didn’t leave any
time for studying whales.
The first modern whale research had been carried out by the biologists of
Discovery Investigations, starting in 1925, when Discovery House was built. The
first whale biologists to work there were Mackintosh (leader), followed by
Wheeler, Harrison Matthews and others. They began work on 5 February and by
the time the station closed down for that winter had already examined the
carcasses of 241 whales, a remarkable achievement. An outstanding study
published in Discovery Reports, by Mackintosh and Wheeler on ‘Southern blue
and Fin whales’ (1929) was many years ahead of its time and based on hundreds
of whales examined on the Grytviken plan. They set new standards in the study of
whales, examining some 1208 whales at Pesca as well as another 454 at Saldanha
Bay in South Africa. This publication comprising 283 large pages covers external
characters, baleen, food, blubber, external parasites, reproductive organs, breeding
and growth (sexual maturity, breeding season, sexual cycle, ages and growth) and
conclusions on the stock of whales and its composition. Their work helped to
provide the beginnings of a solid foundation for the regulation of whaling. In
1954 I was to start work under Dr Mackintosh at the UK National Institute of
Oceanography on some of their material and was staggered to see its quality, for
its time, given the difficulties that had to be overcome).
So, Grytviken was a most interesting place. It stood half a mile directly across
King Edward Cove from King Edward Point, where the British Government
Station was sited. To the north a track led up the Bore Valley to the Bore Dam
(freshwater supply) and over a col, past freshwater lakes to Maiviken in West
Cumberland Bay. Around to the south a coastal path led under low cliffs, bright
green in summer from a dense growth of Acaena (burnett), past a Hydroelectric
Power House on the slope, run by water from Gull Lake. Then on past the
graveyard where Sir Ernest Shackletion is buried, and so to Penguin River and the
extensive plain of Hestesletten (Norwegian for Horse Plain), named after some
horses, introduced by the whalers, that used to run wild there).
. On top of the cliffs commanding the entrance to the cove, just before Penguin
River was reached, stood a gun mounted in the First World War. Behind the gun
emplacement rose Brown Mountain (330m). A long curving shingle beach, backed
by tussock grass, led south-east from Penguin River to Discovery Point at the
mouth of Moraine Fjord. On fine days a superb view opened up behind
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Hestesletten of Mt Paget (2915m) and Mt Sugartop (2325m.) in the Allardyce
Range.
In fine weather, from April/May to September/October it was an idyllic place
but during the whaling and sealing season, October to April, particularly when
whales were aplenty, the factory belched smoke and steam, and noxious smells
were common, though usually ignored as we became accustomed to them. Then it
was a hellish place with whale oil droplets and sooty particles born in the steam in
the air, flames belching from the smithy and the water in the cove surfaced with
noisome oil, blood and grax from the whales. One could stand at the slipway and
see little of one’s surroundings. A few whale carcasses would be floating at the
buoys, pecked at by the black and white dominican gulls, and a line of battered
old catchers moored to the jetty until they set off again after whales. The beautiful
surrounding environment was often hidden from sight and mechanical sounds
drowned out the bird calls.
I couldn’t help thinking how different it was from the rest of the island and
from the peaceful, unspoiled environment of Signy Island experienced during the
previous years. Yet the impact of the whaling operations was relatively limited in
time. Twenty five years later, biochemical studies of the sediments in the cove
showed that bacteria had broken down the oil and organic matter in the cove,
organisms were recolonizing the sea floor. Kelp was growing back, although the
shore line still was covered in a thick layer of thick oil and tar. The same studies
showed that the extent of serious pollution was limited to the environs of the cove
itself. Outside of it the enormous impact of the whaling operations appeared to be
largely reversible in a few decades.
The pattern of my life at South Georgia now became fairly settled. I was
usually out every other day, depending on the weather. It was very busy during
the summer but once the seals began leaving for their winter foraging at sea, there
was not a great deal of urgent work to keep me busy. My usual field day in
summer was to row across the bay in the morning to Hestesletten. There I would
count seal occasionally shoot duck for the pot, or just to get exercise. Often I took
the whole day counting the seals, sometimes killing and examining one or two for
data and specimens in connection with my research. Often in the afternoon I was
engaged in writing, or examined and analyzed the material collected, and time
passed all too quickly. The evenings usually went very rapidly, writing or
drawing or perhaps dissecting specimens.
On 17 March 1951 Arthur and I rowed, first time for me, to Hestesletten. It is a
very flat, low-lying, moraine plain, bounded by a high ridge to the north and by a
low-lying moraine ridge to the south, beyond which lies Discovery Point and
Moraine Fjord. To the west are two glacier lakes and then the land climbs steeply
to a hanging glacier and thence to Mt Sugartop (7,623 ft). Behind the beach there
is a strip of tussock grass of varying width, but on average about 20 yards wide,
dotted with wallows and pools caused by the activities of the elephant seals
during the moulting season. A small hut stood between two small but
conspicuous crags at the north end of this beach and near it Penguin River entered
the sea. The beach itself was of boulders and pebbles and landing was usually
difficult because of the surf.
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An important part of my research was to collect material by shooting and
examining elephant seals, to obtain hard data on their population ecology
(reproduction, growth and age, and population structure). This was necessary if
we were to learn anything about the population and its dynamics, in order to
manage the sealing industry rationally and sustainably. So that day we shot three
cows and made collections. In one I found a tiny embryo in the uterus; another,
when shot rolled into the surf and we had the devil of a job to collect the essential
data and specimens; by the time we were finished we were soaked in cold, bloody
sea water.
We also collected teeth, for ageing, from four other carcasses, including a bull
we found with a bullet wound in the head, killed no more than a day or so before.
This was disturbing, for it meant that someone from Pesca had shot it and I
reported the crime to the Magistrate after we had rowed back to base. Then in
extreme contrast we had a bath and did some domestic chores and afterwards
took a boat through a snowstorm across to Grytviken, where we saw an amusing
Swedish film, with Norwegian subtitles (which didn't help us!). Much later we
returned in the boat, with the lights of the whaling station reflected in water, all
very still, and wintry. So ended my first day's field-work at South Georgia – what
a contrast to the Signy Island years, particularly the bath and film!
Next day the specimens were examined and stored for further examination.
Laster I drew up large-scale maps, on which to plot the locations (numbered
stations) of the collections I would make during the year. We planned to produce
more accurate maps from compass traverses. The evening was spent sorting out
‘canteen’ stores – toothpaste, brushes, soap, sweets, cigarettes and tobacco, etc.,
which were supplied free to members of the base. Two Norwegians from the
station looked in. They were Egil Undrum and Johan Holte Larsen, who worked
in the office. We particularly liked Johan, who was to become a good friend and
attempted to teach us Norwegian during the coming winter; he was a blond
Viking about 6 ft 4 ins tall.
Arthur and I rowed to Hestesletten again the following day, getting drenched
while landing the boat. More seals were collected and three had unimplanted
blastocysts in the uterus, a particularly interesting find, ovoid, translucent and
about 2 cm long; the blastocyst is an early stage in embryonic development.
Before we worked on each post mortem examination, I cut the carotid arteries to
ensure that the animals were dead; unfortunately the heart of the last one was still
pumping and Arthur standing six feet away was drenched in blood. We cut off
some meat to take back for Ken Pierce-Butler's dog ‘Monkey’. In marked contrast
to this gory scene, Sugartop was clear of cloud, a pure white summit piercing the
blue sky. We had a perfect view of it, the whole seven thousand feet, rising from
Hestesletten at sea level, to the sharp fluted ridges leading to the summit. The
shadowed nearer ridges were dusky blue in the low sunshine, with the parts
picked out by the sun showing a mellow, golden brown. The other mountains
were clear of cloud only for odd moments. The sea sparkled with diamond points
of light and the vegetation along the shore was a brilliant emerald-green.
When not out in the field my usual day was to work in the laboratory, making
up various reagents and fixatives for the collecting, dealing with specimens and
preparing clean data sheets from the field sheets, which were often blood-stained,
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and the light administrative duties of a Base Leader. The others on the point were
variously occupied. Ken and Henry might go up to Leith Harbour by boat, on
Magistrate's business; Charlie and Jack would be servicing equipment, doing met
obs and meeting radio schedules; Ian occupied himself doing various odd jobs; the
cook Andy was in his kitchen; and the others all on meteorological duties. It was
very different from the other bases to the south, because at King Edward point
work places and duties were dispersed and one often saw little of people except at
mealtimes.
We still had to explore the surrounding country and next day Arthur and I
packed rucksacks and set off for Maiviken, a small bay opening into West
Cumberland Bay to our north. The path took us up the Bore Valley to a dam, built
to provide fresh water for the whaling station. Beyond it there was no path, but
the whalers had erected cairns to mark the route over the pass. It was very green
lower down, the slopes covered with a dense carpet of burnett, but above 600 ft
the vegetation was much more sparse and opened into a rock wilderness – a thin
layer of scree lying over mud, moraines and rock slabs. The crags on either side
were very impressive. At the top of the pass we came upon a superb view across
West Cumberland Bay to Larsen Point, blue in the morning haze. Shortly after
leaving the top of the pass we found ourselves in a boggy patch, covered with a
deceptive blanket of bright green mosses. But we sank no further in than our
ankles, except where there were miniature potholes, masked by the luxuriant
vegetation. Descending, we passed several waterfalls and lakes hidden in hollows
of the hillside, each a vivid turquoise-blue in colour and so clear that if there were
no ripples on the surface: one could almost think there was no water there.
Then we came down to the coastal tussac and evidences of occupation by
elephant seals in the form of wallows and flattened tussock plants. Climbing up
again we found ourselves above a little rocky beach, with ridges of rock running
out to sea – crusted with bright orange, yellow and black lichens. There were
banks of dead tussock grass, presumably brought down by recent floods, along
the high water mark and elephant seals were lying on this. It was a day in a
hundred, calm with the sun sparkling on the sea and no sound but the surge of the
swell and the muffled breathing of an occasional seal.
We went over the headland to the West Cumberland Bay and found a number
of seals there. I shot several of them and we occupied ourselves collecting the
needed specimens. Then we climbed up to see the light-mantled sooty albatross
nests on the cliffs. Their young are very like the young mollymauks of the
Falklands, but darker. Several of the adults glided along the cliff face but did not
land; they fly in pairs a graceful, acrobatic nuptial flight, hanging on the air
currents just below the cliff edges, and are very beautiful birds, various shades of
grey-brown and light chocolate. I could quite understand how Arthur had
already lost his heart to them. A sealing vessel – the Albatros was working one of
the beaches across the bay; we watched with interest but they didn’t take many
seal and soon left. That evening I went to dinner with Ken Pierce-Butler and the
Karlsens. It was an interesting evening, for Karlsen (the Manager of Pesca) talked
good English and told us a lot about the present whaling activities and history.
Mrs Karlsen was rather left out of it, making an occasional remark in Norwegian
that her husband translated for us.
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On Good Friday, I woke at 6 o’clock to see Mount Paget a brilliant orange in
the morning sun, framed in my window. It was very beautiful and I watched the
orange turn to yellow and then to a dazzling incandescent white, while the deep
purples lightened to ice blues and cobalt. Glistening frost covered the nearby
vegetation and there were silvery patches of ice on the surface of the sea. As so
often happened, the rest of the day did not live up to this promise. We spent it
tackling various tasks in the laboratory and around the base – and one of the
drains had to be dug up to clear it, a lengthy job involving plenty of man power –
so life went on. One morning a friend, Asbjorn came round from Pesca and
stayed for smokoe (morning coffee). Some of the catchers from F/F Balaena came
in early that morning – very clean, well-designed, modern boats they looked
compared to the older dilapidated South Georgia catchers. (Little did I think then
that I would sail on them some years later in much more southerly waters;
chapter[11]).
One night, as we strolled along the shore, we saw the lights of a catcher
coming in to the Point; it was Kai formerly one of the Balaena's boats, now used for
towing because it could do only 12 knots. We caught the insidious habit of going
to the Kino with the lads to see light films like ‘Two girls and a sailor’! I started a
sketch of the view from my rooms to the south, which I thought would be good,
showing Hestesletten, Discovery Point, Moraine Fjord and the mountain backdrop
including Mount Paget. In the foreground I placed two king penguins. During
the day I heard the result of the Oxford and Cambridge boat race on the radio:
Cambridge won by 15 lengths! It was a world away. We explored the nearer
shore below Mount Duse, climbed up to sooty albatross nests to the east of the
base, and watched the movements of the ships – Albatros crossing the bay and
Petrel towing six sperm whales in. In the evenings we did some photographic
enlarging and I looked through the old sealing files.
One day I decided to visit Dartmouth Point, a Seal Reserve on the other side of
Moraine Fjord, opposite Discovery Point. Ian Biggs took Arthur and me over in
the government motor launch, Stella, towing the dinghy behind. We were off the
point before noon, but decided not to land on the outer beach as it was very rocky
and there was heavy surf. Instead we rowed through the line of rocks across the
mouth of the fjord that marked the former terminal moraine of the Hamburg and
De Geer Glaciers. We had a wetting from the surf, as the water was quite shallow
over the submerged moraine, and landed on a sheltered beach, crowded with
seals. Ian went, as we thought, back to base, while we walked down the beach on
the western side of the point, counting and classifying the seals by age groups.
There was much jetsam on the beach: driftwood, boxes of gunpowder, spars, an
oar from the transport Harpon, baskets, fenders and many whale skulls and
vertebrae. I found a very large leopard seal skull, measuring 425 mm in length
(the largest previously recorded in the scientific literature was 431 mm!).
As we were walking through the tussac we remarked once or twice on a
strange noise the seals were making, then realized that it was Ian, and saw him in
the motor boat just outside the rocks. He was holding onto the kelp to keep the
boat off the rocks as the engine had failed. At first he had intended to beach her to
the east of Dartmouth Point, but thought better of it when he saw the surf crashing
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on the rocks. We launched the dinghy and rowed out to him. I chucked the
grapnel anchor overboard, without much faith in it, but it held. We tinkered with
the engine, localized the trouble as a blockage in the petrol intake, and soon had
the engine going again. Ian headed back to King Edward Point and we continued
the seal count to the east.
On this side the beaches stretched some four or five miles, as far as the
Nordenskjold Glacier, but we went along only a mile or so, to where distinctive
rocks formed a convenient limit to a counting area. The beach was composed of
large boulders, laid down by the glacier, and was exposed to the swell, so few seal
were hauled out along it. We returned through the tussac, after spending some
time studying the crevasses of the glacier. This is the biggest glacier on South
Georgia and extremely heavily crevassed.
The flat land around Dartmouth Point was obviously a raised beach, about
twelve feet above the present sea level and composed of glacial mud, with a series
of terminal and lateral moraines on its surface. The weather cleared a little and we
had glimpses of Sugartop and Mount Paget shining above the clouds; it was a
magical place. When we returned to the boat, about 3.30 pm, we shot a small cow
and spent some 40 mins over the post-mortem. Later we launched the dinghy and
rowed out through the line of rocks, choosing a time when the surf appeared to be
less. We had covered about a third of the way home when Stella appeared and
took us in tow.
In this fashion I had been spending my time, when at the end of March, as
Arthur and I were about to set out for Hestesletten again, Captain Karlsen came
over to tell me that I could go on the sealer Albatros to the west coast, leaving at 11
o’clock. It was a dull morning with much new snow on the hills and cloud down
to about two hundred feet. He sent a boat over at 10.30 am to collect me and I had
a rush to get all my kit together in time. I introduced myself to Captain Hauge
and installed myself in the chart room below the bridge, where I was to sleep on
the floor. We slipped away from the jetty and out past King Edward Point
towards the open sea. The swell increased, but it wasn't yet necessary to put the
fiddles on the table for lunch. It was an excellent meal: rice soup, whale-sausage,
potatoes and onions, followed by chocolate blancmange. Everything was spotless,
the cabin white-painted and a red checked cloth on the table.
As I came up from lunch Maiviken was just behind us and soon we were
abreast of Jason Point (pronounced ‘Yahsen’). Then along the rugged coast, past
Stromness Bay and the smoke of Leith Harbour, Fortuna Bay, and the high and
heavily crevassed Fortuna Glacier, which was very conspicuous from the sea. All
along this coast were traces of a raised beach, about thirty to forty feet above the
present sea level. We could see little of the coast after leaving Fortuna Bay, for the
wind increased to gale force and the light snow developed into a blizzard. I went
below and was chatting with the crew when Captain Hauge came down and
asked if I would like to see the wreck of the Ernesto Tornquist, a former supply ship
for Pesca, which lay about 200 yards east of Cape Constance. A 6,620 ton ship 138
metres long, she had run aground the previous year, during a gale and blinding
snowstorm. Fortunately crew and passengers, some 260 people, were rescued,
mostly by Petrel. I followed him up to the tiny open bridge and he took the
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Albatros right in to the wreck, which lay on a rock ledge at the foot of high cliffs, in
a small bay. Three masts stuck up out of the water and the bows were still
showing. Behind were several caves, in one of which the survivors had spent the
night, and a ship's life-boat lying on the rocks emphasized the calamity. Behind,
the cliffs rose rugged and steep for several hundred feet.
It was calm in there, but as soon as we headed out again past Cape Constance
the wind increased and we were soon pitching heavily. Visibility dropped to zero
and I went below again and when I next went on deck we were cruising off Cape
Crew, which was just visible through the blizzard. After waiting awhile to see
whether the weather would clear, we headed for Prince Olaf Harbour. I had a cup
of coffee and went up to join the ‘funnel parliament’; this was the warmest place
on the ship and everyone gathered there except the Captain. I had a chat with a
Pole who was peeling potatoes; he had lived two years in Britain at Chester and
Aberdeen, after the war, before moving to the Argentine.
Soon the light of Prince Olaf Harbour entrance was to port and then, through
driving snow, we saw the buildings of the whaling station now disused, with a
Leith Harbour catcher tied up alongside the quay. As the harbour belonged to
Salvesens now, we passed it and went into the inner arm of the fjord and anchored
there. It was still snowing heavily. In the saloon aft we had the radio tuned to
Oslo Radio and listened to Norwegian music. Supper was at 6.30 pm, delicious
pork chops, and afterwards I read in the tiny wardroom, sitting on slippery leather
seats. The wind was very violent and it was necessary to put out a second anchor.
At times the ship would heel over violently as the wind, veering, caught her beam
on. That evening went by in the galley drinking coffee and talking about politics
and economics with one of the Poles and a Norwegian until late. The Pole was
anxious to return to Poland, but felt that, while the Russians were there, it was not
worth living in his country. I heated a bucket of water using the steam pipe and
had a shave and wash on deck before turning in. (Facilities were primitive; the loo
was an open shelter over the side of the deck). It was colder and the snow froze
on the decks, while the wind screamed incessantly.
The only problem at night below was that it was too warm, but outside in the
morning it was colder and the wind as strong as ever. Washing with a bucket on
deck was chilly, but refreshing. We had porridge, whale-blood sausage, and
bread. Then we listened to the catchers talking with Leith Harbour and Grytviken
over the radio – we could receive but not transmit. The weather was still too bad
and so Albatros remained snug in harbour, hoping for a change next day. Lunch
was a rather good roast beef and vegetables, followed by the Norwegian 'jellied
fruit'. Everyone went to his bunk afterwards and I read until 3 o’clock, when the
Second Mate came to ask if I would like to go ashore. After some trouble starting
the engine of the motor boat, several of us piled in and chugged inshore to the old
whaling station. There were two whale-catchers there, the Stora and Southern
Gambler, both Salvesen’s boats, from Leith. We tied up alongside Gambler and
crossed the jetty, through four inches of snow fallen during the night, which hid
much of the unsightly litter of the ruined old buildings. We pottered about among
the flapping rusty corrugated-iron, trying winches, tapping digesters, in a
professional sort of way as we went along. The engineer, who went on ahead, had
worked at this station before it closed in l931; it now belonged to Salvesen
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(formerly to Lever Bros.). The wind howled from the crags behind, rattling the
debris, and the scene was very melancholy; our steps rang hollow in the empty
mess room, once so full of life. When we returned to the boats, their crews were
fishing from the sterns with conspicuous success, bringing up large Notothenia,
South Georgia cod, one after the other, using a lead weight with two unbaited
hooks.
Our engine started with a few turns of the crank handle and we left the dismal
scene – a mass of rusty girders and corrugated iron, with the two catchers belching
black smoke, a smudge against the pristine white slopes behind. Returning to
Albatros in a wide circle, examining the beaches for seal, we counted seventeen
elephant seals, mainly small males – certainly no large animals – and soon
clambered aboard again, glad to be out of the searching wind and snow. We
listened to Radio Oslo until supper, when we had a warm stew and various
Norwegian tinned delicacies. I read Peter Fleming's ‘One's Company’ and then
turned in, hoping for improved weather on the morrow.
When I went on deck next day at 7.15 am we were crossing the Bay of Isles.
Low cloud shut out the view and all that could be seen was a number of grey,
tussac-covered islands, outlined against the white of the glaciers. It was rough and
windy. After breakfast I went up to a seat by the funnel, changing position from
time to time in an effort to escape from the wind, which always found me out.
The Second Mate, Hammarstadt, was there and we had a long talk. He pointed
out the various landmarks, capes, bays and islands, as we passed them and told
me their Norwegian names, which often differed from those on the chart. (The
sealers kept their own charts with sketches and annotations about the details of
landings and anchorages).
In the early days, 18th and 19th centuries, the beaches were worked by gangs of
men in small cutters of 30 to 40 tons. These craft, known as ‘shallops’, were built
in South Georgia from materials brought down by the parent vessels. The gangs
returned periodically to their ship, anchored in one of the bays, with loads of skins
and blubber. But in the more inaccessible parts they remained ashore and lived in
rough huts, sometimes throughout the winter. The try-pots of these parties can
still be seen in various parts of the island.
Clubs were used to kill the young, the older seals were lanced and old bulls
were killed when they reared up by firing a musket ball through the palate into
the brain. The blubber was flensed off with the hide, and cut into several strips,
which were left to soak in seawater for twenty-four hours to remove the blood.
The strips were then cut into small pieces and boiled in cast-iron try-pots, which
were mounted on bricks. Often, skins from slaughtered penguins were used to
feed the fire. The pots were arranged in series, and the oil was run into a second
pot after the first boiling, boiled once or twice more, and then run off into casks.
Alternatively, the blubber was tried out aboard the parent vessel.
Now, in the year 1951, we passed Cape Buller, Inhospitable Bay (which amply
justified the name), the tussac-green Welcome Islands, Right Whale Bay, with its
interesting rock formations and rugged Cape North, which came abeam around 9
o’clock. The triangular outline of Bird Island came into sight, with Bernt (one of
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The Brothers rocks) silhouetted against it. The whole of the area west of
Possession Bay was much less heavily glaciated than the south-east and what
glaciers there were seemed to be regressing rapidly. The snow surface around the
nunataks too seemed to be receding fast (as shown by the absence of colonizing
lichens on the rocks) and large moraines showed up black at the edges of glaciers.
There were many cape-pigeons, Wilson's storm petrels, albatrosses – wandering,
light-mantled sooty, black-browed and grey-headed. The latter I saw for the first
time at close quarters when one remained paddling in the water as we passed; it
was a beautiful bird.
After a glimpse of the little haven of Elsehul, we rounded Cape Alexandra and
pursued an erratic course, dictated by the many rocks, visible and invisible, down
La Roche Strait (Bird Sound on the British Admiralty charts) separating Bird
Island from the mainland. This was typical of the adventurous seamanship shown
by the sealers, but also based on extensive knowledge. On its eastern shores Bird
Island is quite precipitous, [with a number of macaroni penguin rookeries, and the
other side of the strait was very steep and rugged too. As we left the shelter of the
island, we caught the bad weather from the west – the fetch largely unbroken
from Patagonia, over – and began to pitch about. I chatted with the Gunner, Arne
Bogen; he was a very jolly Norwegian, always laughing and joking, and obviously
very tough. We passed inside Three Point Island and round Cape Paryadin into
Undine Harbour.
Sealing methods had changed greatly since the early days, but because of the
difficult nature of the coastline and the necessity of working close inshore small,
easily maneuverable, vessels are still required. In l951 Pesca had four sealing
vessels, all of them obsolete whale-catchers. These were the Lille Carl, built at Oslo,
1884, 83 ft long; Dias, Beverley, 1910, 108 ft; Albatros, Svelvik, 1921, 107 ft; Don
Samuel, Oslo, 1925, 111 ft. The following account of sealing at South Georgia the
l940’s and 50’s is based upon [three] trips I made in 1951 on board the Albatros, Ole
Hauge, master. There were small differences in sealing techniques and in the
composition of the crew in the other vessels. The Albatros was a steel-built, oilburning vessel retaining traces of her former occupation as a whale catcher, such
as the gun pillar in the bows. She was 107 ft long, 210 grt, 112 net, with steam
engines. The crew, excluding the captain, numbered about sixteen and comprised
an engineer, two firemen, one motorboat man (who occasionally helped in the
engine room). A mate (who was also gunner ashore), two seamen (one of whom
was in charge of the pram dinghy), a cook, a mess boy and seven sealers. The
captain, mate, engineer, motorboat man and cook lived aft, the crew's quarters
were forward of the hold. Men of five or six different nationalities might work in
the Albatros, and the language in general use was a mixture of Spanish and
Norwegian, although most of the sealers were expatriated Poles. As in the
whaling industry, a system of quota and bonus prevailed. The seal ‘quota’ on
which the bonus was based, was arrived at by taking the average number of
barrels of oil produced in the previous three years, and a bonus was paid for each
barrel obtained. If the set quota was exceeded, an increased bonus was paid. In
December, January and February the sealers worked at the whaling station at
Grytviken and at other times when they weren’t sealing. The majority spent the
winter in Argentina, and returned to South Georgia each spring.
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Most of the charts of South Georgia were inaccurate and several sealing
captains had compiled their own. In general, their knowledge of this stormy,
rocky and treacherous, frequently fog-bound, coast was so intimate that they
dispensed with charts and even compass. They were without means of
communication, but fuel depots were placed round the coast, so that, in the event
of a vessel being wrecked, her motorboat could fetch help. This is what happened
later in that 1951 season.
When sealing, the Albatros was seldom out for more than a week at a time.
After spending the night in some sheltered anchorage, work usually began at
about 05.30 hrs, or if those beaches had been worked on the previous day, the
anchor was weighed at first light and the vessel steamed to the next bay, before
the men went ashore. Work continued as long as there were seals to be taken, or
until the vessel had the maximum cargo it could stow. There were no fixed meal
times and food was often snatched while the vessel moved from one bay to the
next. The working day usually ended about 7 o’clock and sometimes much later,
although at the beginning and end of the season it was shorter, because of the
reduced day-length. Despite the weather, days when work was impossible were
rare; but this relied on the determination and strong constitutions of the sealers.
They were responsible for raising and lowering the boats and for collecting and
rafting skins to the ship, where the other members of the crew hoisted them
aboard and stowed them. Their efficiency, born of long practice, and their
ingenuity in meeting unforeseen circumstances was remarkable.
When the boats were lowered, the sealers and the gunner jumped into the
heavy pram dinghy and were towed to the beach by the motorboat, which ran in
as far as possible before casting off the towrope. The pram was then rowed in,
often through very heavy surf, and the party jumped ashore. Then the pram
usually waited just outside the line of breakers, but occasionally, if there was little
or no surf, might be hauled up the beach. The sealers, who frequently worked up
to the waist in water, wore overalls, rubber thigh boots, and, over the boots,
rubber or oilskin trousers tied below the knee with string. Waterproof jackets and
sou'westers were usually worn, or, if the weather was fine, a peaked leather cap.
The equipment consisted of iron hooks about 3 ft. long, rope strops about 10 ft.
long with a loop spliced in each end, and a long ‘spekk’ (= blubber) line. The
gunner carried a Krag-Jorgensen rifle (.458 calibre) and a small canvas satchel
containing the soft-nosed bullets. Swedish Eskilstuna knives for flensing were
carried in wooden sheaths, made in South Georgia, with a sharpening steel and a
small hook attached. These knives were washed frequently in the sea and kept
razor sharp with the steel. I acquired such a set of equipment for my own use. A
whetstone for coarse sharpening of the knives was usually carried by one of the
flensers, and they were honed with the steel. (For more drastic attention there was
a whetstone grinding wheel on the deck of the sealer). One man carried two or
three metal tubes about 10 ft. long and 1 in. in diameter, condenser tubes from a
defunct boiler at the whaling station.
The seven sealers had three separate tasks: beating, flensing, and hauling. The
beater selected a bull and drove it backwards to the water's edge, by tapping it on
the proboscis with one of the rods and shouting ‘Ush-aaaaa’ or ‘Oh-ho-ho’, or
some other taunt, sometimes striking the rod with a stone to make more noise. At
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the water's edge the gunner shot it in the head, the killing shot usually striking
obliquely behind the eyes, but sometimes from the side, in front, or from directly
behind. Bulls were never shot through the palate, as the old books record, and
one bullet was usually sufficient. When the bull slumped down with a dying roar,
the eyes, by relaxation of the pupils, turned a brilliant emerald green as the
reflective tapetum was exposed.
The flensers would then immediately start cutting off the blubber. First, to
make sure that the animal was dead, a knife was thrust into the thorax, piercing
the heart, to encourage bleeding. A series of cuts was made in the skin. Thus, the
skin round the base of each fore flipper was freed with three strokes, so that the
flipper could later be pulled through inside the skin. Transverse cuts were next
made behind the eyes and in front of the tail and finally a median dorsal cut
connected the transverse cuts. Using the small hooks, the flensers stripped the
blubber off one side. Using their longer hooks, the haulers then pulled the foreflipper on that side upwards through the hole made previously, and the whole
flipper, including the scapula, was cut off by one of the flensers and thrown away.
The fore-flipper thus severed was on the side towards which the carcass was to be
rolled. The haulers pulled the other fore-flipper inside the skin and, digging the
larger 3 ft long hooks firmly in, hauled the whole carcass over. At the same time
the flensers freed the blubber with deft sweeps of their knives, using the short
hook as an extension of their hand to grip the blubber. The gunner and beater
helped to haul the carcass over if it was exceptionally large, for a large seal might
weigh up to 4 tons. Alternatively, the flensers severed the backbone and each half
of the carcass was flensed separately, although the skin came off in one piece.
The whole process took on average three to four minutes. If several seals had
been killed, one or two skilled flensers went ahead, making the initial cuts and
freeing the blubber from the back and sides, while a third followed with the three
haulers and completed the flensing. In this case the most expert completed the
first part of the operation. The thickness of the blubber might vary between one
and six inches. While all this was going on, I had to obtain, opportunistically, the
scientific material I required for my research. In this way the blubber and skin (the
sole objective of the commercial operation), were removed in one piece, which
was roughly circular with two holes where the fore-flippers had been removed.
The haulers put a strop through one of these holes on each piece, and, if several
seals were killed close together, the pieces were dragged into the sea and the spekk
line was threaded through the loops in the strops. The pram came in as close as
possible and the spekk line was thrown to it and made fast. The pram was then
rowed out to the waiting motor-boat which towed the skins to the parent vessel
where they were hoisted aboard with the winch and stowed away.
If many seals were killed in a small area, a wire cable with a number of smaller
wires spliced into it, each about 6 ft. long and fitted with a 9 in. wooden toggle,
was brought ashore and the toggles were attached to the strops already fixed to
the blubber. A long rope line was taken aboard the pram, and one end was made
fast to the parent vessel. As the pram was rowed towards the shore the line was
paid out and, on reaching the shore, the end was made fast to the wire cable, and
the winch on the ship then hauled the load out to the vessel. Earlier, in the 1920s,
according to Harrison Matthews, this method was always used, the blubber being
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flensed from the seal in eight strips. In my time, when seals were possibly less
plentiful, it was more usual for them to be killed at irregular intervals as the
sealers walked along the beach. A hauler remained with each skin to attach it to
the pram, before moving on to help with another seal. Only at the end of a
voyage, when it was difficult to store complete skins in the vessel’s hold, was the
blubber taken off in more than one piece. In that event two strips were flensed off
the back and sides, and when the seal had been rolled over another strip was
taken off the ventral surface.
The gunner was responsible for seeing that the work was done safely and
efficiently and he decided which seals were too small to kill. He was a man of
great strength and energy, putting his hand to everything. He was usually last
into and first out of the pram. A sealing captain and his gunner customarily
worked together for many years and developed their own system of signs for
communication between ship and shore.
To return to our immediate situation in Undine Harbour: the motor-boat and
large pram dinghy were lowered and I joined the nine sealers who went ashore
through the surf. On the lengthy beach and in the tussac behind we found only
one bull, which was sixteen feet long, large enough to take. The beater drove it
down the beach, backwards, by tapping it on the snout with his metal rod – a
condenser tube from the whaling station. There, at the water's edge, the Gunner
shot it with an l890 model Krag Jorgensen rifle, delivering a .458 bullet. With their
large, wonderfully sharp, Swedish Eskilstuna knives, the sealers made the cuts
down the back, round the neck and the flippers, and flensed the blubber off in one
roughly circular piece. A rope strop was threaded through a hole where the
flipper had been and tied to a rope from the pram. This was then rowed out by the
Norwegian seaman, who had remained in her just offshore – outside the breakers
– to the motor boat which towed it and the blubber to the ship.] I collected my
specimens for research while the seal was being flensed, assisted by one of the
sealers – measured the body length and blubber thickness, collected a tooth for
age determination, took parts of the reproductive tract, and testis weight. I
examined the stomach contents and sampled any other bits and pieces as time and
conditions allowed. (To augment my collection of female material I had a special
permit to take some females, to collect ovaries, embryo or foetus.) I also made
counts of the seals, particularly cows and pups.
The carcass was left on the shore and we walked along the beach, looking for
more seals, but seeing only six undersized males, we returned to the ship for
lunch around noon. The anchor was raised and then we moved on along the bleak
coast, steaming close inshore and looking out for seal. Past Coal Harbour and
Schlieper Bay and into Ice Fjord we scurried in deteriorating weather. We landed
ashore at North Bay; the wind increased and a heavy sea wet us all pretty
thoroughly as we passed through the surf and leapt ashore. We got one fourteen
foot elephant, which I examined as the sealers were working, fitting in with their
procedure. There were also five small ones, and several skeletons, picked clean by
the giant petrels, which testified to a previous visit by sealers. Returning to the
ship at 3 o’clock we crossed to Middle Bay, cruising inshore to South Bay. Seal
were seen on the beach there, so the boats were launched and we piled in again
and were towed ashore.
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It was now really dirty weather – Arne Bogen, the Gunner kept saying ‘Plenty
wind – bad for lobos’ (i.e. for taking seal) and we were all drenched repeatedly.
We didn’t land, because closer inspection showed only four or five small seal, and
so we returned to Albatros at 4.10 pm for coffee. I borrowed a pair of trousers from
Bogen while mine were drying and drank a mug of coffee going round Kade
Point. The motor-boat man was eating too and we discussed seals and evolution;
and he told me about his home in Norway and the house he was building in the
woods. In Wilson Harbour, where we were to spend the night, were two whalecatchers, Busen 9 and Stora, and another came in after we had anchored – the
Southern Gambler. The Gunner remarked in his halting English, that sounded so
like the so familiar Geordie dialect, that it was ‘yust like Liverpool!’ and roared
with laughter. For dinner we had dozens of whale steaks with onion and
potatoes. Then we repaired to the after wardroom, where the two mates played
cards in a boisterous way and I found myself falling asleep after a very active day.
Next day I was woken at 6.30 am by the Second Mate telling me it was time to
go ashore. I dressed, had a cup of coffee and jumped into the boat with the others.
Two of the whale catchers were still anchored but Southern Gambler was on her
way out to sea. We were towed in to the nearest beach, a long stretch of fine
shingle, littered with ice blocks, from the glacier, and skeletons strewn upon it
from a recent slaughter. Behind was the usual area of tussock, which we
proceeded to search for seals. We had covered about a mile and a half of beach,
extending almost to the snout of the Schräder Glacier, when a shout from way
back showed us one of the Poles, Pilat, driving a large bull down the beach. We
hurried back, having seen only 26 small or medium sized elephants. The bull was
shot at the water's edge and examined, the sealers cutting off the fore-flipper on
one side to make it easier to roll it over. Cast up on this beach was a blackfish,
Globicephala, carcass about 18 ft long, from which I took a tooth for later
examination and further along the beach lay a dead elephant pup, but there was
no apparent cause of death. We had some difficulty getting off that beach because
of the high surf, but managed it with only a wetting. The trip back to Albatros was
longer, because we had walked so far.
Breakfast was served when we got back, the anchor was raised and away we
steamed to King Haakon Bay. There the ship was anchored in a small cove, under
the towering blue ice cliffs of a, for these parts small, glacier much crevassed and
rising about 120 ft above us. The boats were lowered and we went in to a small
beach where there was a ‘pod’ of about thirty elephant seals, mostly small. Two
bulls were killed, though only four to five years old, and I collected material – and
took photos of the team, which caused some amusement. Then out to the ship
again. We weighed anchor and steamed into King Haakon Bay under tremendous
ice cliffs with the peaks and snowfields above occasionally showing though the
cloud. Numerous birds accompanied us; in addition to yesterday's species there
were diving petrels (small-winged birds with a strange darting flight, reminiscent
of bats or some insects) and there were a few prions (whale birds).
King Haakon Bay was very bleak, the shore comprising glacier fronts and
steep moraines for the most part. But the sun came out and it was pleasant
enough sitting out of the wind in the lea of the funnel, admiring the views.
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However, the chart appeared to be sadly inaccurate! No seal were visible,
although we steamed slowly along, just offshore and at 12.10 pm I went down to
lunch as we increased speed and left the bay, heading back to the north-east coast.
From the description given in his book ‘South’, it was possible to pick out the site
of Shackleton's ‘Peggotty Camp’.
Nothing of interest happened as we returned to the north coast; we saw more
of the country, for the clouds were not so low as when we passed that way earlier,
but it confirmed the first impression of extremely bleak ruggedness and bareness.
Again we took the hazardous short cut through La Roche Strait/ Bird Sound. The
wind increased again as we left and we were borne down the coast by a following
sea, the crests of the waves against a low sun being a translucent jade green, lined
with darker streaks of foam; birds glided along the slopes. A whale-catcher
appeared on the horizon behind us, but probably went into Elsehul, for we saw no
more of it. We passed inside Welcome Islands, home to a large macaroni penguin
rookery on the south coast – above cliffs with only a narrow ‘staircase’ for ingress
and egress by the birds. Then we rounded Cape Buller, passed Koppervik and at
7.50 pm anchored in Allardyce Harbour as the sun was setting. The evening
passed quickly, reading and talking in a mixture of languages and on all kinds of
subjects.
All night there were rain-squalls and strong winds and it was still blowing in
the morning. I got up early and listened to the whale-catchers talking amongst
themselves on the radio – the bad weather seemed to be universal. We remained
at anchor all day and were joined by the whale catcher Busen 9. The day passed
quickly enough again, reading, eating, sleeping and talking. Arne, the Gunner,
told me that he had been coming down there for thirty years – 23 whaling and
seven sealing. The Second Mate had been whaling for nine seasons, but this was
his first sealing season. Captain Hauge had been based at South Georgia for thirty
years and had plenty of interesting and adventurous tales. In the evening there
was the usual session in the galley; I tried maté, an infusion of the leaves of a South
American shrub, but didn't particularly care for it. The discussions centred on
atomic energy, Argentina and women. The Engineer proudly showed me photos
of his wife and family back home in Norway. The wind had been blowing at gale
force all day and the ship rolled to the squalls as though she were in a heavy sea;
at times it seemed as if she must turn turtle, but the sea surface remained flat.
We up-anchored at 6.30 am next day and left. I had an unsettled night as the
door of the cabin flew open several times and it filled with wind and snow. It was
colder than usual washing on deck. There was the usual black pudding, bacon,
porridge and coffee for breakfast; the coffee was always chopped finely with a
knife, rather than ground, and left to brew upon the stove all day, with more
chopped coffee beans being added from time to time – so it was pretty evil stuff.
We passed inside the main islands of the Bay of Isles, but saw little of the
mainland because of low cloud. Then, passing Cape Crewe and Possession Bay,
we anchored in Blue Whale Harbour at 8.20 am after twice steaming around close
inshore to reconnoitre. The boats were lowered and we landed on a beach, where
I saw my first king penguin and counted 82 small and medium sized male
elephant seals. We saw none large enough to kill though, and set off back to the
ship, which already had the anchors aweigh and was leaving the cove. It was a
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race to catch up and we boarded her at 9.15 am. Then pressed on, around Cape
Constance and across Antarctic Bay, to the coast west of the Fortuna Glacier.
Landing on a beach just west of the Guides, where there was a small waterfall
spilling over from a lake behind, we examined three beaches, counting 136 small
and medium male elephant seals, but again none large enough to kill. On all these
beaches and in Blue Whale Harbour there were many empty wallows previously
occupied by seal.
Out to Albatros again and on past the Fortuna Glacier. The coast was rugged,
with precipitous cliffs rising behind a coastal strip varying in extent, and evidently
a raised beach. Various albatrosses, penguins, cape pigeons, prions, Wilson's
storm-petrels accompanied us and from the rocks ashore many sheathbills and
gulls watched us pass. A rainbow framed the bay as we left. Then we rounded
Cape Best and entered Fortuna Bay; steep rock cliffs on either side made it
forbidding, and occasional small glaciers perched high up in the corries. At the
head of this bay a large glacier sprawled along the beach; it was receding and had
none of the cerulean-blue cliffs, which are such a lovely feature of many of the
others. Instead it was a slagheap of moraine material, which discoloured and in
places completely hid the ice; the beach was continuously exposed along the
shore. Gone were the 120 ft cliffs of the former glacier snout – now it just faded
out indeterminately. There were no seals on several otherwise very suitable
beaches in this bay and so we turned and steamed out again at noon, passing
around Fortuna Rocks and on along a monotonous (relatively so!) coast to Cape
Saunders. The strata were particularly contorted along this piece of coast; folds
and overfolds abounded.
An hour and a half later we rounded Jason Island and saw that Cumberland Bay
had also had snowfalls during the past week. Busen 6 was fishing near the east
shore. We passed close inshore and, rounding Larsen Point, came to anchor in Allen
Bay. The beach was crowded with young seal – I counted 301 altogether – and
within a few minutes of landing the sealers had killed four medium-sized bulls.
While I was examining them the Gunner searched the tussac for more, but without
success. The motor-boat towed the blubber back to the ship and as we walked
westwards along the beach, one bull at the water's edge got away, and they killed
another on the point that marked the western extremity of Allen Bay. This (my
scientific station no. 59) was on rocks with a heavy swell drenching us with spray as
we worked. The pram was, with great difficulty, brought alongside the rocks and we
all jumped in and returned to the ship to warm up. Josef, one of the sealers, had
collected a reindeer antler, one of many scattered along the beach. The reindeer here,
around 300 in all, according to Bogen, belonged to the Husvik (Busen) herd and
weren’t hunted at all by Pesca people, who confined their activities to the East Fjord,
Barff Peninsula, reindeer. The motor-boat went on ahead to the next bay and the
pram was towed alongside Albatros as we followed, giving time for a cup of bitter
coffee before we anchored in Jason Harbour. There we landed on a shingle beach
strewn with the bones of generations of elephant seals of all ages. They shot one
medium-sized bull on the beach near a stream, which issued from the tussac, and
while I examined it the Gunner and some of the others went to look for more. We
followed them past a small hut that contained a table and bunks, through the tussock
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to the almost landlocked inner bay. The motor boat and pram collected us from a
rocky point that formed one side of this bay, and deposited us on the next beach
along.
We walked around the shore as far as we could, but saw no seal large enough to
take – as the Gunner said ‘More peeples que elefantes!’ We were taken off to the
ship at 5 o’clock and went on to Enten Bay (or Little Jason Harbour according to the
Gunner), where we landed on a shingle beach, with the usual tussock grass stands
behind it. But we got only one fair-sized elephant here and when it had been dealt
with, waited in vain for the motor boat, which remained alongside the ship. Finally,
as it was getting rather cold, we started to row out. The wind squalls were very
strong indeed, despite the protection afforded by a line of high cliffs to the east. It
was bitterly cold and, drenched with spray, we were only too glad when the motorboat eventually came and took us in tow. Reaching the ship as it was getting dark,
everyone was very tired and there was a fine outburst of "fahnning" (swearing) from
the Mate when some ropes became twisted while the motor boat was being shipped.
But it had been a slightly more successful day than was usual on this trip. The
sealers were always very cheerful and joked and pulled each other's legs; they
certainly needed a keen sense of humour to keep up their spirits in such a rigorous
and strenuous occupation.
We quickly weighed anchor and headed for Maiviken, where we anchored half
an hour later. As we crossed the West Fjord a fine view emerged of the three glaciers
– Lyell, Giekie and Neumayer – the latter being one of the most magnificent on the
island, with high blue ice cliffs. Unfortunately, much of the hinterland was obscured
as usual by low cloud. People were talking about the expected arrival of Harpon, the
transport vessel from Buenos Aires, due that afternoon. I thought she might have
some mail for me.
Next day, 6 April, we moved out of Maiviken as dawn was breaking and I went
on deck as we rounded Sappho Point. The low sun gave promise of a fine day and
as we crossed the East Bay there was a fine view to the south. The high mountains
were still in cloud, but their lower slopes were bathed in warm sunshine. The rocks
glowed with ruby tints and the sky was a coppery pink, where a band of cloud hung.
Soon we were cruising down the east shore of the fjord, again looking for seal hauled
out. We saw two herds of reindeer moving gracefully across the lower slopes of the
Barff Peninsula, making for higher ground. In Sandebugten we dropped anchor and
went ashore, but got only one seal (station 62). Then breakfast while Albatros towed
the pram and the motor boat travelled under its own power. In the next bay we got
three medium-sized seal and saw the reindeer again at closer quarters; some 250 had
moved over the spur from the adjacent corrie. We cruised on down the coast as far
as the Nordenskjold Glacier and then gave up the hunt. At about 9 o’clock, in bright
sunshine, we turned and headed for Grytviken. I took photos of the sealers and
crew, who had become good friends, and threw my stuff into a kitbag. At 10.30 am
we tied up at Pesca and I was taken across to the Point in one of the station's motor
boats.
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Chapter 16

Spring in South Georgia: 1951

I

n September 1951 I spent several weeks camping alone on Dartmouth Point,
visible about 6 miles across Cumberland Bay from King Edward Point. I
thoroughly enjoyed myself except when a tent pole snapped in a gale, and it was
an inch thick! The weather was particularly bad at times and I usually skied more
than ten miles a day whatever the weather, counting and observing seals, painting
them for identification purposes, and killing and examining some individuals in
connection with my studies.

Setting up camp on Dartmouth Point: elephant seal pupping begins.
The adventure began on 18 September when Arthur and I loaded the camp
equipment into the clapped out government launch Stella before breakfast. After
Arthur completed the met forecast Andy and Ian started her up and we headed for
Dartmouth Point, a Seal Reserve in East Cumberland Bay. (Although Dartmouth
Point was a reserve it turned out that it was affected by sealing activities. There was
heavy sealing too at "Hestesletten" and Discovery Point (west of Dartmouth Point in
east Cumberland Bay) and, more especially, at Maiviken).
It was a perfect day for our purpose, with hardly a breath of wind and the sea
mirror calm. The anchor was dropped 30 yards offshore near the conspicuous bluff
south of the Point and taking several trips the equipment was ferried ashore.
Although the sea was dead calm, with hardly any swell, we got quite wet in the surf,
though fortunately none of the vulnerable kit, such as bedding suffered. Ian and
Andy returned to KEP, after we had hauled the dinghy up the beach, but Arthur
remained with me. We moved the gear in several loads to a place where I had
decided to set up camp, about 200 yards inshore near a large triangular detached
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block of rock. We erected the two tents on level snow and had lunch; then we set
about making the camp shipshape, setting up the aerial for the radio and so on.
As I hadn’t arranged for Andy to return until 4 pm to collect Arthur, we walked
along the shore and into Moraine Fjord, a considerable way. There were many bulls,
but few cows. A small rudimentary harem had formed and when we approached the
bull backed away. We returned to the tent and I brewed some coffee, which we just
managed to drink before Andy was back. He brought my 0.22 rifle, 4 tins of tobacco,
and a welcome letter from my PhD supervisor Sidney Smith in Cambridge. Another
mail delivery was due soon via Leith Harbour. When the others had gone I
continued sorted out my things – one tent was a ‘living room’, the other for
laboratory and generator - and then climbed the hill behind the camp. It was a lovely
evening, but a sealer was working the other shore of East Fjord and I heard shots.
Another sealer Albatros rounded Sappho Point and went in to Grytviken. From my
vantage point I had a fine view of Sugartop and the Three Brothers to the north west
and the Nordenskjold Glacier to the south with other peaks behind. Two giant
petrels were sitting on nests nearby; there were a few elephant seals on the beach
After a comfortable night, I walked along the shore to the south east, observing
and counting the seals. The coast here was rocky, with a boulder beach stretching all
the way. It was backed by a narrow strip of low lying land, with apparently two
beach levels (or moraines) and then steep slopes rising to 200 ft or more. The seals
tended to concentrate where there were wider strips of flat land and southwards the
flat area widened to about 200 yards at the Nordenskjold Glacier. I drew a rough
map of this stretch of coast and divided it into numbered areas, 1-12. The numbers of
seal would be recorded by area on a census sheet and positions recorded on a map.
After a break for lunch I continued westwards to complete the count.
The designated study areas on the point itself were naturally defined by distinct
terraces. The long boulder beach to the north, with cliffs behind it didn’t hold more
than an occasional seal and it was on the flat tussac-covered area near Dartmouth
Point that most of the seal had congregated. I was wearing skis, which helped in the
deep snow, and as I travelled [west] along the shore of Moraine Fjord, the seal
numbers tailing off. Then I came back to my camp. It was a lovely day, almost too
warm, but began to darken as the clouds formed. I had seen and heard a sealer
working the east shore of Cumberland Bay and now it passed by – Lille Carl towing a
pram dinghy. I decided to kill a cow on the beach near the tent, for my research
programme, but by the time I had the equipment ready she had returned to the sea.
Then I saw Stella approaching; she anchored off the camp and Charlie and Mac
rowed ashore bringing a small generator, some odds and ends and a bag of mail for
me. We had difficulty getting all this ashore as they had chosen a bad place to land.
They helped me to carry the generator to the top of the snow slope behind the beach
and we took the other equipment over to the camp. The others left immediately and I
sat down to read the mail – two parcels and several interesting letters. After supper
in the tent I listened to BBC radio for a couple of hours, before getting into my
sleeping bag. Atlee, the PM, was talking about the impending elections in the UK –
about time I thought!
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Next day began as a glorious morning, with sparkling snow cover, sea and
bright blue sky. Not a cloud was to be seen. I took a pot of paint and skied along the
beach counting the seals. I had timed it well; no pups had yet been born to the south
east, but I paint-marked the bull near the stream with a “red-nose”; he was rather
pugnacious. One cow was in the snow near the water, shivering violently, probably
near to parturition; another lay on the beach, scratching her hind flippers together.
Several of the cows had an infection in the form of orange pustules, looking like a
fungus, on face and back. It was more noticeable when the cows were wet, but not
very apparent when they dried. They appeared to be of all age groups, perhaps more
young than old. (I hadn’t seen this before at Signy Island).
After lunch I sat in the sun for a while and then went round the areas to the east,
to count the seals. One cow had pupped in area 8 and I painted her with a red XO on
her rump (for convenience cow A); her pup was small and very quiet. All the seals
appeared very timid compared with those in the South Orkneys; due to the sealers
perhaps. I returned later and took the sledge over to fetch the generator. I painted
another cow (yellow-right-spot; cow B) and a bull (yellow-nose; bull B) in the harem by
the camp, and would continue paint marking new arrivals in order to get timed data
on them, and to follow their movements and changing behaviour. It clouded over
and the wind began to blow, so I returned to the tent, where I wrote up notes etc.
read a book and listened to a puerile detective play on the radio before climbing into
my sleeping bag.
21 September was a watery morning with threatening bank of cloud in the east,
when I left on a round of the beaches. One bull had now moved up to the top of the
slope, just east of the camp and bull B had moved about 300 yards south. In general
the bulls appeared to be waking up to their responsibilities. There had been plenty of
roaring during the night and evidence in the snow of their conflicts. Several bulls had
small harems now – the largest was of 16 cows in area 8 and the bull was collecting
more, and preventing others from leaving. Altogether there were 3 new pups. I
marked the cows with a red-O to serve as identification of date of birth. Two of them
were exceedingly timid and didn’t even stay to defend their pup, but the third was
quite vicious.
I had done the southern beaches and was heading for the point itself when I saw
“Stella”, but she appeared to be going in the wrong direction. Then Arthur appeared
as I approached the paint depot. He had landed from the dinghy just inside Moraine
Fjord. Charlie had been about to come to fix my generator, which was giving trouble,
but took one look at the surf and flatly refused. Arthur accompanied me round the
rest of the beaches and we got back for lunch at noon. There were 118 elephants here
- compared with 7 he had counted yesterday on Hestesletten. After lunch we
climbed the hill behind and I showed him the giant petrel nests. Then we walked
southwards, re-crossed the ridge by a col into Moraine Fjord and returned to camp in
driving snow. I wrote a letter, since this will be the last chance of catching “Harpon”
before she heads north, and we went over to the dinghy after a cup of coffee.
Visibility was very low, it was “blizzing”, and the breakers didn’t look too good, but
Arthur in the dinghy rode them well. There was no sign of “Stella” so he began to
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row back to Grytviken along the outer edge of the kelp. I turned back to camp, quite
wet, and set about drying my things.
Heavy snow continued during the night and the wind increased towards
morning, with about six inches of fresh snow. After a leisurely breakfast I skied
around the beaches. It was windy and unpleasant, with very high breakers all along
the shore. At the harem in area 1 the bull was engaged in collecting three more cows,
but the other bulls were paying no attention, and were not noticed by bull A; the
nearest lay only 8 yards from the harem.
The other large harem in area 8 now numbered 28 cows and 5 pups, but I was
able to mark only one of the two cows with new pups. The cows here were very shy
and left their pups at the first sign of trouble. Two pups were crushed beneath cows
and bull, and emerged looking dazed, but otherwise none the worse. The harem bull
attempted copulation with an unmarked and therefore pregnant cow, but she was
very unwilling. Altogether there were now 127 seals in the whole area – 71 of them
cows.
I returned to camp as the wind increased in violence, and was confined to the
tent for the rest of the day, except when I went out to tighten up the guys. At times
the gusts were exceptionally strong, (perhaps 80 knots) and I didn’t feel too happy.
One of them whisked away the generator cover and I couldn’t find it. The wind
continued strong throughout the night and about two inches of fresh snow fell. It
was blowing hard next morning, but after breakfast I left to go round the beaches
although it hadn’t abated much. It was still blowing fitfully, but the wind had
dropped, The sea was not so rough.
There were no new pups, but I was able to mark the cow that pupped in area 8
the day before and had wandered away from the harem. There were now six harems,
the largest with 33 cows and 5 pups, in area 8, the next largest with 25 cows and 2
pups in area 1. In these two harems the bull seemed to have no trouble with other
bulls, which kept at least 20 yards away from it. If they came nearer than this the
harem bull roared and if necessary made for the intruder. Yet the day before bulls
lying nearer to the harem weren’t disturbed, possibly because they were motionless
and showed no aggression. Several bulls had taken to the water and presumably
moved to a different part of the shore. I noticed several cows and bulls flipping snow
onto their backs, a displacement activity.
Some of the cows were very large – and old – but many seemed quite small. (The
pups also looked to be smaller than those born in the South Orkneys). Two yearlings
were still present in the area. The total count was 163 seal, of which 56 were bulls.
Later the wind dropped slightly and I went out again and sat for about 30-40 minutes
watching the harems in area 8 from the hill above; it was cold. None of the pups were
sucking; only two were with their mothers and others were wandering around,
yapping incessantly. They were snapped at by other cows and pecked at by
sheathbills. These are daring rogues, pecking the cows’ hindquarters, also the pups
fore- and hind-flippers. The seals have no effective retaliation, for when they swing
around roaring the cause of the trouble walks off sedately, just out of range.
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At harem 8b (north of the main one) the bull chased two others which
approached to 18 yards. Red-face bull (bull C), of harem 8a raised himself on his foreflippers when two other bulls approached to within 20 yards and they retreated. One
was bull B, who found solace trying to seduce a cow that would not co-operate. A
cow pupped and I painted her with 2-red-spots in front of the tail, as a date mark. She
was lying quietly, then raised her hindquarters and moved around, when I first saw
the pup and placenta, but the whole expulsion process had taken only a moment. She
wasn’t able to make a sound, other than an incoherent strangled gulp, but about 3
minutes later was quite recovered and barking continuously. The cord wasn’t
severed and she didn’t attempt to bite it. Nor did she clean up the pup – she nuzzled
it and another one near, and decided on her own, which was yapping all the time. It
was not suckled before 1800 when I left.
Then I lifted another pup out of a deep hole, one I had counted but didn’t mark
the previous day, and I date-marked its mother red-X. After I removed her pup from
the hole she stared into the hole, with large eyes and a scared expression, making a
throttled bark. The pup crawled towards her yapping, but she continued to look into
the hole, as though she associated her pup with it – possibly scent?
24 September started with a real blizzard and when I went out visibility was
down to about 10 yards. Possibly it would clear later. During a lull in the storm I
decided to go round the southern beaches, though it was still blowing hard even in
the shelter of the hill, and gusts of great force came down from the mountains.
There was only one new pup, though several new cows had hauled out to swell
the numbers. I painted the cow with the new pup with a red-spot near the tail and
repainted the proboscis of bull A. This bull now had a dispersed harem, of 32 cows
and 3 pups; none of which were sucking. Another bull, which I painted red-x (bull
D), lay in the centre of the harem, with bull A some distance south near four
straggling cows. Bull A appeared to tolerate his presence and I thought at first that he
had been displaced, but bull D was smaller and then edged away from bull A. This
drew the latter’s attention for he roared and the other beat a retreat. However bull D
didn’t go far enough, for, with a series of roars bull A chased him for 25 yards and
then returned to his harem. Several of these cows were very large. Many had the
skin disease noted before – a reddish yellow rash, mainly about the nose and eye,
axilla and fore-and hind-flippers. In some animals it also extended down the back. In
area 2, near the rock which was its northern limit, was a bull with a scar on his rump
shaped like an arrowhead (bull E) and very distinctive.
The wind continued to blow after I returned to camp. I found that one tent pole
had broken but could do nothing about it, except build a snow wall affording
protection. The wind increased in violence, if that were possible, and I expected other
poles to go. Whenever I looked out it was blizzing thickly. Then at 1645 the wind
suddenly abated and I was able to go round the other beaches. The grand total was
69 bulls, 117 cows and 12 pups – 198 altogether.
Bull B was not to be seen. I marked two more bulls, one in charge of harem 8b
became red-arrow (bull F), and one with a harem on the beach in area 10 became redright-mouth (bull G). There were 2 more pups in areas 10 and 12 and I date-marked
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the cows red-tail. Two of the cows of harem 8b joined 8a pursued by a medium sized
male, who tried to cut them off but was unsuccessful. Bull F then rounded up the
others, but approached red-flipper’s (bull H) harem too closely. Red flipper reared,
roared and bull F retreated, pausing to attempt to retrieve another of his cows. Bull H
roared again and bull F retreated – the cow joined harem 8a. (Thus bull H now had
33 cows, bull F only 5, and harem 8c was reduced to 1 cow). Meanwhile the medium
male had been on the outskirts of 8a attempting without success, to pair with cows.
Bull H took no notice, but the small bull retreated when H roared at F.
I thought the lining of the bulls’ mouths was very red compared with other times
of the year. Possibly a red mouth, caused by enlarged capillaries, is of value in
enhancing the threatening attitudes adopted before fighting? The bull in area 12 took
a bite out of the nearest cow when I approached – displacement? In area 14, one cow
and a bull lay about 300 yards inland and 80 ft above. I returned to the tent, had
supper, wrote up notes and so to bed.
I didn’t wake until the morning sun, striking the tent, loosened the snow. After
breakfast I set out around the beaches, going to the western areas first. There was one
new pup in area 12 and I painted its mother red-cross. It had pupped no more than
half an hour earlier, for the foetal membranes were still attached in places to the pup
and the placenta hadn’t been shed – the maternal end of the umbilical cord hung out
of the vagina. bull H was still in charge of harem 8a, with 33 cows. When I left he was
collecting 2 more cows from the beach, and 2 cows from harem 8b (with bull F) were
trying to escape to 8a. It seemed as though newly arrived cows tried to join the
largest concentration of cows before pupping and it would be interesting to see
whether any pupped alone.
A small harem of 1 bull and 2 cows was in the corner (8d). On the beach below
where 8c had been – probably 8c relocated – was a harem of 1 bull and 10 cows. In
harem 12 there were 2 bulls, tolerating each other’s presence. They were both quite
still, as were bulls A and I yesterday. The bull and cow high up in area 14 were still
there. The total for these beaches was 40 bulls, 100 cows and 10 pups. In area 6 there
were 2 bulls at the top of the beach. The very large cow, with skin disease was still
there. Cows and bulls in all the other areas were scattered and there was only one
‘harem’ - a medium bull and cow in area 3.
• In area 1, bull A appeared to have been displaced. He was lying with 4 cows
near the stream and bull I was lying about 15 yards upstream. Possibly A was just
collecting cows and would return to oust the newcomer. The new bull had a scarredleft-fore-flipper and many other scars (bull J). The nearest other bull to him lay 30
yards away, on the periphery of the harem (unless he could be regarded as a harem
bull with 2 cows). Bull A was 60 yards away.
A small, harem of 4 cows and a bull had now formed south of the big harem,
which had 34 cows and 4 pups. I painted the last cow to pup with red-right-axilla-spot.
Red-O female I repainted.
• After lunch, the weather having cleared slightly, I went over to area 8 and
watched for about an hour. The sheathbills were clearly a major cause of disturbance
in the harems and at times the cows went quite berserk, fought with each other, even
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left their pups. I saw no pups being suckled. There was one new pup in harem 8a
and from the behaviour of the cow and the condition of the afterbirth I thought
parturition had occurred about 1300. I painted her with yellow-O on the rump. Bull F
was now south of harem 8a.
• There were two harems in area 10. The largest, harem 10a, with 8 cows, was in
charge of bull G, [whom I repainted with a yellow-nose since the red had become
indistinct]. The bull with harem 10b was bull K. In harem 12a two bulls, M and N
were amongst the cows. They; no doubt they would reach a settlement soon.
I returned to camp and dug out both tents, building a snow block wall on the
south side, which gave additional protection. It was a lovely evening, with
magnificent cloud effects. All was now peaceful and still, the sea was a bright lime
green and sky of turquoise. Hills across the fjord were lit up by sunlight and
streamers of cloud were golden in the sun. Over Grytviken though, it was gloomy
and there were snow squalls; I noted that “Harpon” had left.
Very heavy winds again during the night died down and I left to do a count in
the morning. In areas 2 to 5 the sexes were in general separate and not yet formed
into harems. In Area 1 two groups of 3 and 5 cows lay beside the stream, without
bulls. Harem 1a, the bull J, had 41 cows, including a group of 3 cows and a male on
the outskirts. Harem 1b was about 20 yards south. One of two new pups in 1a lay
beside the bull, but I was unable to decide on its mother; the other was with its
mother, which I marked red-nose. In area 6 there were three harems. Bull A, which
was formerly with harem 1a now held 6a, with only 12 cows. The other two harems
contained only 2 and 3 cows respectively.
Having finished the regular count I left the paint and rod to be collected on my
return and went on to examine the coast, as far as the ice cliffs of the Nordenskjold
Glacier. It was a glorious day – the sun reflecting sparks from the sea and from the
ice girding the shore. Unfortunately the peaks behind the immense glacier were
hidden by cloud. Near the glacier front I found six fairly recent carcasses of bulls left
by the sealers.
South of area 1 there were 21 bulls, 75 cows and 8 pups, mainly in three harems.
This area was not chosen for detailed regular observations, and I toyed with the idea
of crossing over the headland to work on the Moraine Fjord shore, but instead, under
a broiling sun, returned to camp for lunch. Away from the shelter of the ridge, the
wind was still blowing, but it died down and when I reached camp it was more or
less calm. I had copious drafts of snow water and some apricots and cream, as well as
more sustaining food for lunch. Then I discovered that an improvised ski binding
was on its last threads, so had to repair it. However, by 2.30pm I was able to get
away again and visited the western beaches lining Moraine Fjord. There were several
cows on the northern beach too.
In area 8 bull C had a phenomenal 58 cows in harem 8a, which now included
part of 8b. Harem 8d had increased to 12; there were 10 pups and I date-marked the
two new cows red-nose, judging both to have pupped within the previous 2 hours.
Some of the cows were extremely large and one I almost took for a bull! Bull F had
taken over harems 10a and b and K lay close by. In area 12, bull red-neck-yellow-nose
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(bull O) had 14 cows and 2 pups. Bull N was on the outskirts and the cow formerly
high up in area 14 had gone to sea.
So far, no cows had pupped without the company of other cows. Probably I
thought, their tendency is to swell existing harems until these become too unwieldy
to be managed by a bull, when they split up into smaller groups. Certainly this bull
couldn’t much longer control 58 cows, in face of competition from other males.
The total counts for the regular beaches today were: 62 bulls, 210 cows, 19 pups;
altogether 291, an increase of 60 over yesterday.
I again set aside the paint and rod and carried on down the shore of the fjord,
still bathed in bright, warm sunshine. The seals in this area were very scattered and,
surprisingly, there was a preponderance of bulls over cows: 31 bulls to 21 cows and 2
pups. The area covered extended from area 14 to the glacier. One of the cows, which
had just pupped, was yelping in a hysterical fashion at her pup only a few feet away.
She flipped snow on her back, still yelping. When the bull rushed towards her she
made off and he followed and fell on her neck. She squirmed, appeared to realise the
futility of resistance and returned, grunting, to her yelping pup. The afterbirth I
noticed had not been ejected. The lower part of Moraine Fjord, east shore was
jammed with ice blocks, but I didn’t think this was the sole reason for the small
number of seals.
Returning in the evening with the declining sun casting long shadows, I reached
camp at 1730, washed, changed and then sat watching the sun set, while listening to
a Chopin nocturne from the BBC -it was wonderful. Then to more practical matters –
supper and writing up notes.
A windless night gave restful sleep, but in the morning it was snowing and the
wind increased to a steady blow. However, I sallied forth and it soon cleared as I
went round the western beaches, expecting to see “Stella”.
In area 14 there were still very few seals – 4 bulls only- but area 12 now had a
harem of 20 cows and 4 pups with bull A in charge. I repainted his proboscis with 2yellow-spots – the red had faded. The two cows that had pupped recently I datepainted yellow nose and Bull L was lurking. Bull F [red-arrow] was the harem bull of
10a, now incorporating 10b. Bull P was lurking; and later he was in the water trying
to get out opposite 10a, but bull F repulsed him with damages. I date-painted the
recently pupped cow in 10a [yellow-nose-and-head]. In area 8 harems 8a and b were
now fully combined, with bull C now in charge. This harem straggled and stretched
over 80 yards x 50 yards. I noticed that the tendency of the cows was to move to
where the concentrations of cows were. There were now 71 cows in this enormous
harem. I painted the three recently delivered cows [Yellow-nose], for date marking.
The harem occupying the former the position of 8e consisted of 13 cows and 1 pup
and I also painted this other new mother [Yellow-nose].
As I was turning away, having finished areas 7-14 I noticed what looked to be a
piece of ice moving rather quickly, but it turned out to be Arthur in the dinghy. As I
waited until he came ashore, I watched a rather bedraggled rat, nibbling at the kelp
on the shore. We hauled the boat up and then strolled to the camp with 3 cans of
petrol, 2 loaves of bread and sundry other items. Arthur acquainted me with the
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latest news from King Edward Point: of the ‘beaching’ of “Stella” by the Magistrate,
and a ‘rebellion’ by the small community on the Point against him. It gave rise to a
scurrilous cartoon, graffiti on Discovery House, the barricading of Bill Bonner’s
house. It was all rather childish, but diverting! Arthur had endeavoured to cool
matters down and by the time I got back the anger had subsided, but I believe its
origins were in Ken Butler’s high-handed ways. We installed a new lighting circuit,
supplied by Charlie and with very little trouble soon had the genny going again.
After lunch outside where, although windy, it was warm and sunny, we set out to
cover beaches 1-6.
In area 6 there were 3 harems, the largest containing 12 cows and 1 pup with bull
A; I date-marked the new mother [Yellow-nose]. Very few seals were on beaches 2-5,
but in area 1 was a large harem of 58 cows, 9 pups and 2 bulls, one of which was
Scarred-left-fore-flipper. There were 3 new pups and I painted the mothers [Yellownose] with some difficulty (also the cow which I omitted to paint yesterday, giving
her 3 distinct yellow spots).
When we returned to camp there was no sign of ‘Stella’ so we had tea and
walked over to the dinghy, talking over plans. The wind was high so Arthur decided
to row across Moraine Fjord, beach the dinghy, and continue on ski to KEP. I
watched him rowing across, making a slow passage, and when he was halfway
across returned to camp. On the way I spent some time watching activities in harem
8b where 3 cows had pupped since noon, based on the presence of afterbirths. A total
of 64 bulls, 252 cows and 31 pups meant 42 new cows had hauled out since the
previous day’s count and only 2 bulls.
Next day, 28 September, it was very calm with heavy snowfall when I woke and
I thought I had heard rain during the night. When I looked outside it was very
unpleasant, and I went back to the sleeping bag for another hour. When I looked out
again it still hadn’t moderated, but I got up, and did the round after breakfast. In area
1, Bull J was still in charge of harem 1a. He now had 49 cows, possibly 55 if another
bull, with still-bleeding wounds could be discounted, and 12 pups. The other bull lay
on the outskirts with 6 cows near him, over 20 yards from the first. I date-marked the
three new mothers yellow-tail. Harem 1c had a bull and 7 cows, and 1d had a bull and
9 cows. There had been an influx in area 2, probably from area 1, where bulls had
been fighting. In area 6 there were 3 harems: 6a with bull A in charge of 15 cows and
2 pups (additional new cow also painted yellow-tail); 6b with only 2 cows; and 6c
with 5 cows. One bull and one cow were hauled out on the north beach and later two
more large/medium bulls hauled out there. In area 7 cows and bulls are scattered.
Bull H now had 85 cows with 18 pups and 6 bachelor bulls on the outskirts. The
latter fought each other and one chased another into the dominant bull’s territory.
This was 50 yards from H, but he reared up and roared which caused the others to
flee. It left no doubt that H controlled the whole group of 85 cows. I date-marked
each of the 5 cows with recent pups (yellow-tail). Harem 8c contained only 4 cows,
rather scattered, 8d had broken up and 8e bull now had 22 cows and 1 pup. Bull P
[yellow-right-fore-flipper-&-nose] was in area 8, on the beach with a cow.
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In area 10 there was one harem of 23 cows and 4 pups; several of these cows
appear to be from area 11. One pup had died and lay in the water at the ice foot. In
area 12 there was a harem of 23 cows and 4 pups one of which was trapped in a hole,
away from its mother. The harem bull was [red-mouth-yellow-nose , bull Q]. Area 13
contained a bull and 3 cows, scattered, and in area 14 a cow with a bull had recently
pupped; I date-marked her.
The light snow decreased during the day until I could see across Moraine Fjord,
but it remained wet and overcast, the snowfall varying in intensity. Several cows and
bulls were “snow-flipping”. I returned to camp and tried to start the generator; when
I finally got it going it packed up after 5 minutes and I suspected the fuel was dirty. I
had lunch and wrote up notes.
The total for areas 1-14 was 60 bulls, 292 cows and 41 pups; altogether 393.
I rose next day as the sun struck the tent and loosened the snow, prior to which
the wind had been blowing gustily. As I left for the beaches it was in brilliant
sunshine and deep powder snow. Bull A with harem 6a now had 25 cows and 2
pups; the bull in charge of 6b had 10 cows. In general the seals in areas 2-5 were still
scattered. In area 2 there was a small harem, north of the detached rock, comprising a
large-medium bull, 5 cows and a medium bull The latter was attempting to pair with
one of the cows, very inexpertly and she was struggling and flipping snow onto her
back. Possibly the larger bull took the other male for a cow, or was he just not
interested? He took to the water when I came along, possibly to retrieve a cow, or
perhaps from fear of me?
Harem 1a was rather complex. Bull J was clearly the harem bull, although other
bulls were at the periphery of this harem. Altogether there were 82 cows, and only
one bull that could be considered a rival to the harem bull. Harem 1d, at the mouth
of the stream, had only 10 cows.
In area 8 a similar state of affairs existed as in area 1. Bull C was strongest and
now had 116 cows, of which 57 might be vulnerable to the attentions of infringing
peripheral bulls, none of whom remained in place when the alpha male challenged
them. There were 22 pups. Harem 8c had 14 cows and 2 pups. Harem 8d, now
moved to area 9 had 15 cows and 2 pups. A new pup had been born in 8c.
In area 10 there were 2 harems, 10a and 10b which each had 13 cows and 1 pup, 2
pups having been washed away. 10c had 5 cows; 12 a and b, amalgamated,
numbered 41 cows and 4 pups, and bull Q, with 2 bachelors in attendance. One of the
pups had been buried in a hole by the recent snowfall. I painted no cows that day.
The daily totals were: 73 bulls, 385 cows and 47 pups (plus 3 dead) altogether,
excluding dead pups 505.
I returned to camp and spent at least half an hour getting the generator to work.
Then I had lunch and wrote up my notes; then, after doing various odd jobs, I set off
for area 14 to kill a cow. She was one of a number now dated in relation to
parturition, by paint marking, for subsequent collections of reproductive material to
enable me to work out the post-partum cycle. This operation was complicated
because the cow slid down a snow slope into the sea when I shot her, but I was able
to collect all the necessary material including the pituitary gland. The latter involved
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deep dissection at the base of the skull, using a hammer and chisel. All this took time.
Then I spent time taking photographs, restarted the generator, and filled in the proforma seal data sheets. My supper was stew and tinned peas, followed by apples.
That night there was an hour of music on the radio – Delius first.
The last day of September was fine, but very windy at first light, so I remained in
the tent until the wind moderated, leaving for the harems at 8.30 and returning for
lunch at noon. It was still a very cold and strong wind as I set out and I noted that the
seals had left the exposed beaches.
In area 6, bull A, with harem 6a now had 31 cows and 7 pups, and I date-marked
the four cows that had produced new pups. Harem 6b had 14 cows but as yet no
pups. In area 1, matters were becoming complicated and I drew a map to show the
positions and sizes of the harems; there was one new one. Bull J now had 88 cows in
his harem, split into 3 groups with another bull on periphery. The harems were still
entirely confined to the beach and had not invaded the tussack platform behind.
In area 8 I also drew a map, for here again the position was becoming very
complicated. Bull C had a very large harem of 112 cows and 23 pups, with one bull
lying on the outskirts. 8d now had 21 cows and 3 pups; 8c had 24 cows and 1 pup.
The rest were rather scattered, though each harem had peripheral bachelors.
Harem 10a had 10 cows and 2 pups. I date-marked the newly delivered cow. The
largest harem in area 12 had 54 cows and 9 pups. The bull in charge had retained
possession after a very bitter fight with another bull, which lay on the beach. Both
were covered in blood but the harem bull seemed to be most severely damaged, with
his proboscis badly torn. At the south end of this beach was bull Q, with 2 cows.
Several bulls and cows were snow-flipping that day.
Total numbers in areas 1-14 were 59 bulls, 447 cows and 13 pups (including 4
dead ones); altogether 579. I thought the falling off in numbers of bulls was due to
the wind and drift.
After lunch I did some ‘housekeeping’ jobs and then went over to beach 10 to kill
2 dated cows for reproductive material. I tried to move the bull, but couldn’t, so I
killed and examined the first cow with the bull only a few yards away. However, I
had to move the bull and another cow, before killing the second date-marked cow.
The results of my examination were interesting. Of the cows, there was no difference
in the ovaries of the first two, but one of that day’s cows (7-days post-partum)
already showed larger follicles in the active ovary (developing for the next oestrus
cycle) and the corpus luteum (CL) in the other ovary was much smaller. Later, closer
and more detailed examination would show more.
At 5.30 pm I climbed the crags just north east of camp and sat for an hour
watching the sun go down. It was a glorious evening: the wind was setting up
furious snow squalls and eddies on the plain below and I could see how relatively
sheltered my camp was, for only occasional gusts reached it. The sea was lilac green
with mauve and yellow tints in the calm patches, produced by the kelp band. The
hills to the east looked as if painted in glaring colours, purple and orange, and set up
as stage scenery.
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1 October was a fine morning with little wind. In area 1 matters were still
complicated. It appeared that there were three groups in harem 1a: one with bull J, of
56 cows and 18 pups; another under an unmarked bull, of 17 cows and 6 pups; and a
third, also with an unmarked bull, of 32 cows and 9 pups. 1d had 18 cows and 3 pups
and was rather open; 1e was now reduced to only one cow; Harem 1f had 11 cows
and 1 pup and there was a group of cows, with no bull, near 1e – possibly part of it. I
drew another map. A cow had pupped recently in area 2; she was with 3 other cows,
but no bull. In area 3 there were no seals and in area 4 they were scattered.
Harem 6a now numbered 37 cows and 11 pups; 6b had 11 cows and no pups. I
noticed that one cow that had recently pupped was snow flipping – none of the
others were doing so at the time. In area 8 I had to draw a map to show the
dispositions. Bull C had probably 85 cows and 20 (or more) pups. Many pups were
trapped in deep holes melted in the snow and weren’t visible, so in making the
counts I had to allow for this. Even so there were probably more pups in this area
than I recorded – perhaps eight (+20%). One bull had 41 cows, but it was difficult to
say whether, or not, C controlled them whenever he wished. This area included most
of the cows that formed his original harem (paint-marked). All the other bulls at the
fringes of the harem fled whenever Red face roared. There was a continual noise of
yapping pups and grunting cows.
Another small harem (8e) had formed in the north-eastern corner - of 1 bull and
8 cows. 8d had 26 cows and 4 pups, 1 male and 1 female included. In area 9 there
were six cows which were heading towards harem 8d.
In area 10 harem 10a had dissolved; there were many birds at the carcasses of the
cows I had killed for research material, and a new large-medium bull. In area 11 were
a bull and 2 cows, the bull roaring. At the north end of 12, 12c was composed of 16
cows. 12a and b under bull F, which had been there for some days now, had 48 cows
and 9 pups and the bull was lying on the beach near the water, probably having
chased off an intruder. When my presence disturbed the harem he went to round up
some outlying cows. In yesterday’s fight he had a large chunk torn out of his
proboscis and I found it today - measuring 6 x4 inches.
A pattern was beginning to emerge in the social organisation of the breeding
areas. From my observations it was obvious that the cows are gregarious until they
give birth. After pupping they don’t tolerate other cows near and the harem tends to
expand, and take up more room. This makes it impossible for one bull to control the
huge harem and so others step in. The commercially driven sealers naturally select
the largest bulls they can find, so that only the smaller ones are left. The latter are
unable to hold large harems and the result is a greater number of smaller harems.
(Whether one bull, however large, can successfully impregnate over 80 cows, is
another matter, but if the northern fur seal can, there is no reason to suppose the
elephant seal is not equally potent). Cows newly hauling out to join an expanding
harem, find that the suckling cows already there are aggressive. Their nature being
gregarious before pupping, they tend to form separate aggregates (eg 8a, 8d, 1d, 1f,
12c etc.) which become the nucleus of new harems thus further increasing the
number of harems. Did this explain the apparent lack of interest in cows, displayed
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by some bulls early in the season? The fact is that they can expect to acquire a harem
later when the situation “hots up”.
The totals for the counts that day were 74 bulls, 488 cows (plus three killed) and
106 pups, including the dead ones. I also made a compass traverse map of areas 1 to
6.
After lunch I heard footsteps outside and there was Mac with some boxes for me;
Andy was waiting in Stella offshore. We had a job getting the dinghy out through the
surf and in the end I took off my boots and stockings and waded out. They were still
having difficulty getting the engine started when I left to repaint some cows in areas
8 and 12 and when I returned at 3 o’clock Mac and Andy were still trying hard to
start it. Being unable to help I continued on to area 1 and repainted four cows and
date-painted a newly delivered cow in area 2.
When I returned at 4.30 pm, they were still anchored offshore, so I shouted to
Andy to take me out to Stella, which he did. The engine was full of water – probably
a crack somewhere. We played about with it until 6 o’clock, trying everything we
could think of, and then gave up. No search party was visible, so I decided that the
best thing was to tow Stella behind the dinghy; as far as home if possible, if not to
take her into Moraine Fjord, anchor her in shelter of the moraine rocks, and return to
KEP in the dinghy.
Andy and I towed her about a third of the way across the mouth of Moraine
Fjord, when a search party appeared and Andy rowed me ashore so that I could
return to camp. The breakers were large, our boat hit a rock and next thing we were
in the water, soaked! However, nothing was lost; we managed to empty out the
water and during a lull in the breakers pushed off again. But it was a hectic five
minutes especially when a seal I took for a rock, tried to bite me. I saw the Pesca
launch come alongside Stella, which Andy and Mac had rowed out through the kelp,
some figures waved and I waved back. Then, suddenly, very cold, for the sun had
gone down, I ran back to camp. It took me a long time to get warm again!
Next morning was fine, but I delayed starting in order to dry out all my clothes,
which were damp from the preceding day’s adventure. I decided to do areas 7-14
and Moraine Fjord first, so that I would know if Arthur came over. In harem 8a there
were three groups of 20, 67 and 30 cows each with a bull. These bulls were 30 yards
apart, from C in the centre, but there were no rigid lines of demarcation among the
cows. The expansion process had continued, as the cows’ individual distances
increased, and the harem now occupied much more ground. A small new harem, a
bull and 10 cows, had formed in the south east corner of 8 near 8e which contained
15 cows and 2 pups; 8c had 9 cows and 3 pups; harem 8d, on the beach, now had 3
bulls and 42 cows. The cows, which hadn’t yet pupped lay together. Two of the bulls
were within 5 yards of each other.
Harem 12c had 16 cows and 2 pups; 12a and b with bull F in charge had 48 cows
and 18 pups. Nineteen cows plus six pups were on the beach now with a bull in
attendance. Possibly they should be considered a separate harem. Area 14, with
lower-lobed-lip (bull R) in attendance contained one harem of 7 cows, some of which
he had shepherded south to link up with the others.
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In area 6 several cows had hauled out west of harem 6a, 12 in fact. Bull A now
had 53 cows and 16 pups. 6b had 18 cows and 1 pup.
In area 1 harem 1e, which was reduced to 1 bull and 1 cow yesterday, now
included 9 cows and 1 pup. Harem 1d had 34 cows and 4 pups, one dead, crushed by
the bull. A new harem, which might have split off from 1a, was 1g, with 7 cows; it
was just south of 1e and at the water’s edge. 1a was now in two parts: 63 cows and 18
pups lay at the water’s edge, and 38 cows and 12 pups mainly on the snow above.
Some cows were actually lying in the water at the edge of the beach, because of the
heat. The others were flipping snow or gravel onto their backs, and others (those on
the smooth boulders of the beach) were going through the motions of ‘flipping’. It
was very hot in the sun, the pups were irritable and the cows moaning more than
usual. I saw no gravel- or snow-flipping before 10.15 am and this behaviour probably
developed as the sun rose higher and warmed them up. It also appeared to be a
reflex action when irritated. A day-old pup in harem 6b was flipping although lying
on a boulder beach with nothing but air to flip!
The totals for areas 1-14 were: 79 bulls, 570 cows (+3 dead), 125 pups (+7 dead),
altogether 784.
The east shore of East Cumberland Bay had several large isolated harems, south
of area 1. The two largest had 1 bull, 65 cows and 17 pups; and 1 bull, 53 cows and 21
pups. The next largest, under the moraine of the Nordenskjold Glacier, had 19 cows
and 5 pups. Altogether in this area there were 32 bulls, 211 cows and 51 pups, a total
of 294.
In Moraine Fjord the numbers were much less. The largest harem had 34 cows
and 8 pups, the second largest only 15 cows and 5 pups. Where ice blocks were
grounded along the shore there were no seals ashore. I saw one bull, which had been
eating gravel.
Totals for this area were: 42 bulls, 120 cows and 19 pups, altogether 181. It was
odd that the ratio of cows to bulls should differ so greatly from adjacent East
Cumberland Bay.
During the counts I made some other observations. ‘A pup looking for the teat
explores with the muzzle, and sucks at the cow’s belly with loud noises at intervals,
but doesn’t find the teat. It seems to be purely trial and error, and the mother didn’t
help. Perhaps when she felt a milk pressure building up she would encourage the
pup. Pups have very extended necks when looking for a teat.’
One cow, which had given birth since I first passed by, had a bloody mouth. She
had been snow-flipping, although the sun was not then very warm. I noticed that
most of the cows in area 1, formerly at the water’s edge had moved up the beach
again. I removed my shirt early in the day, in order to make the most of the sunshine,
and was quite sunburnt by the evening. It was a glorious day, with not a cloud and
hardly a breath of wind. Returning to camp at 5 o’clock I killed and examined a
newly hauled out cow, and was in camp at 6 o’clock as the sun was going down.
Baked beans and corned beef for supper. An amusing programme “How to
broadcast” with Stephen Potter and Joyce Grenfell, was on the radio.
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On 3 October in area 6 bull A now had 60 cows and 14 pups. Harem 6b
numbered 17 cows and 3 newborn pups, the mothers of which I date-marked. A
small harem, 2a, now contained 12 cows; it was south of the second detached rock.
Harem 1e had 11 cows and 1 pup and 1f, 6 cows and 2 pups; a new harem 1g
(which might have been part of 1f) had 10 cows and a pup. The bull lay between f
and g. Harem 1a now numbered 69 cows and 31 pups, with bull J. Another bull had
18 cows and 4 pups. Between 1a and 1d was a group of 10 cows with a bull; 1d had
25 cows and 8 pups (+ 1 dead).
There was now a harem in area 7 recorded as – 7a with 15 cows and 1 pup,
rather scattered.
At the south end of 8 was a bull with 35 cows and 17 pups. There was a wide
band with only a few scattered cows between this and 8a. Bull C had 87 cows and 29
pups, covering a large area. Two bachelors lay 50 yards from him, on the outskirts.
Harem 8g had 5 cows; 8f 19 cows and 6 pups; 8d had 49 cows and 8 pups; 8c had 7
cows and 1 pup. The rest were scattered in distribution.
Harem 10a, reforming under bull P, had only 2 cows. 12a had 28 cows and 8
pups and bull F had moved to the beach; 12b contained 35 cows and 8 pups. Bull F
apparently controlled both groups. The harem in area 14 had dissolved. Totals for
areas 1-14 were: 72 bulls, 613 cows, 158 pups including dead ones.
In harem 8d I observed the birth of a pup:
‘The cow lies on her belly, the hind flippers apart, and raises herself on
the fore-flipper, expelling the pup in jerks. She remains a while with the
pup half out (0958-1007) and then begins moving the hind flippers from
side to side. Then she swings her hind end through about 15° and faces
downhill, raising her body on the fore-flippers at each move. She turns
through another 20° and begins to move downhill a few yards. She turns
30° the other way and moves downhill, swinging slightly to left and right,
the pup’s head sticks a little and with a final jerk it comes out at 1012. It
was born tail first, the whole process having taken about 20 minutes. The
cow lies quietly for another few moments until the pup begins to move
and make noises. The pup takes its first breath at about half a minute after
birth. Whenever the pup snuffles the cow turns partly and makes a
throbbing moan, with the tongue half out. At 1015 she swings around to
nuzzle the pup and the cord drags out part of the placenta. I believe that
normally this movement breaks the cord.’
I returned to camp for lunch at 12.30. After lunch there was no sign of Arthur so
I decided he wasn’t coming and left for area 12 to kill a date-marked cow. Having
accomplished this and concluded the examination, despite interference from the bull,
I heard a motor and saw the Pesca launch. I walked back to the camp along the shore
and Mr Larsen, the Skuseths and Arthur landed from the launch. They brought with
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them a most interesting monster – Siamese twins of an elephant seal, of which more
later. We had coffee over at the camp. The Skuseths were in good form and so was
Larsen. Apparently Ken Butler suggested he should use the blubber from the cows I
kill and he is willing to come over on the 9th and 12th, when I planned to kill a bunch
of date-marked females.
Arthur told me that Ken Butler refused him the use of the boat, even on days like
yesterday, when it was flat calm, with neither a breath of wind nor a cloud in the sky.
I asked Arthur to tell him that I took a dim view of this decision and that it was going
to mess up the seal work. It had been pleasant seeing the visitors but they soon had
to leave. I saw them off at 4 o’clock and went to harem 6a to kill two cows, but I
couldn’t get at them because of the bull, so returned to camp.
Charlie was to have a schedule with me at 8 o’clock on 4165 k/cs, one way, and I
was to flash a light if I heard him. This went off quite well and I heard him loud and
clear. Arthur came on the air and said I would be getting some petrol earlier than I
expected. So it looked as though he had had some success in negotiations about the
use of the boats. I read until 9 o’clock and then turned in. At 5.30 am I was woken by
the sound of Arthur’s skis and then “wakey wakey!” He had rowed across before he
went on duty to deliver some petrol and report on events at the Point, but couldn’t
stay because he had to get back by 7.30 am. for the Met Ob. I appreciated his great
support.
I sallied forth, starting at beach 14, in order to pick up a battery and some petrol
that Arthur had left on the beach. In area 12 bull F had only 24 cows and 8 pups –
spread along the beach. Bull M had 41 cows and 19 pups in the tussac. In area 11
there was a harem of 11 cows on the beach with white-nose (bull S).
Area 8 had changed somewhat: at the south end of the tussock were 21 cows and
11 pups and bull C on the beach had a group of 22 cows and 8 pups. Then there was
a band with just a few scattered seals, then 28 cows and 14 pups, followed by a huge
concentration of 80 cows and 32 pups. Harem 8f had 12 cows; 8g had dissolved; 8a, a
new group, had 10 cows and 3 pups. Harem 8d along the beach in area 9 now, had 71
cows and 11 pups; 8c was small, with only 6 cows and 1 pup.
In area 7 was a harem of 10 cows and 1 pup. On beach 6 bull E had 7 newly
hauled out cows. Bull A at 6a had 58 cows and 20 pups; 6b had 20 cows and 4 pups. I
date-marked the mother of the latest pup, red-back.
There were two harems in area 2; north of the rock were 11 cows and 1 pup;
south of it also 11 cows and 1 pup. Then some scattered cows, the mother of one new
pup I date-marked.
Harem 1e numbered 11 cows and 2 pups. A cow that had pupped that morning
was making flipping movements, although there was no snow or gravel to flip.
Harem 1f was very small, with only 5 cows and 2 pups, and no bull present. Most of
the cows had moved down the beach to 1g, which contained 9 cows and 2 pups. The
coes in 1h had split off from 1a, the result of a similar movement down the beach; it
now had 24 cows and 9 pups, including some of the original marked cows of 1a.
Harem 1a itself now had 83 cows and 30 pups. 18 of those cows might have been
considered a subsidiary group, but the bull with them was subordinate to bull J.
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There was a detached group of 14 cows and 2 pups and then harem 1d, with 29 cows
and 11 pups.
Altogether there were (in areas 1-14): 67 bulls, 721 cows, 201 pups, almost a
thousand, 989 in all.
I returned for lunch at 12.30 pm and then at 13.15 pm went over to area 6 and
killed three date-marked cows, with pups aged 3, 5 and 8 days old. On this congested
beach I found the best procedure, when the tide was low, was to alarm some of the
cows which had not yet pupped, driving them down the beach and into the water.
The bull followed and while he was trying to round them up I had time to kill and
examine the others. It was an unpleasant and difficult task on my own. Returning to
camp, I started the genny and began to examine the ‘monster’ delivered by my
visitors the previous day. I made a sketch and took photographs, but when I opened
it up found putrefaction to be very advanced, so made only a cursory examination. I
buried the head so that the birds would not take it.
I ran the genny for 3 hours and had a one way chat with Charlie at 8 o’clock.
Then I listened to Mendelsohn’s Italian Symphony and Elgar’s Wand of Youth suite
no. 2.
5 October started with an overcast morning with cloud down to about 300 ft and
very calm. There were no new harems in area 1 and the situation was quite
complicated. Bull J still had the largest number of cows, 52 with 21 pups. In the large
group of cows there was possibly a break and I attributed the next 46 cows to another
bull, lying 30 yards south; it was difficult to be sure. The bull in the next harem was
40 yards south again, with a bull in the same harem only 6 yards away from him. The
next harem bull south was 25 yards away. Very few cows were now lying on the
snow. The tendency was for them to move to the water’s edge, and the harems were
strung along the edge of the beach. Area 1 was now quite full and small harems were
forming on adjacent beaches; area 2 now had 5 groups, the two largest of 15 and 16
cows respectively. In area 4 there were also two small groups of cows, one with a
bull.
Area 6 contained 3 harems, a small one having formed west of 6a. In the
afternoon it changed hands three times, each challenging bull being slightly larger
than the preceding one! Bull A, at 6a, had 71 cows and 22 pups. He spent at least half
of the day in the water, herding cows back into the harem. In the water the cows
made little attempt to escape, but were stubborn. The bull bit their necks and tried to
turn them back; sometimes he succeeded, with perhaps 60%. Harem 6b had 15 cows
and 4 pups. Bull E was lurking at 6a.
On 6/7 there was a number of cows and one harem of 3 at the west end, with a
bull. Area 8 was little changed – the largest group of 61 cows and 35 pups had moved
eastwards several yards. Bull C had 44 cows and 14 pups and lay on the beach. He
was rounding up cows when I was there. Harem 8d was under bull P, but the bull of
harem 8e chased him, after a few blows, and also another one. These fights weren’t
sustained – a few blows were exchanged and then one backed away making
tremulous roars. The harem (8e) now in area 9, with 83 cows was the largest.
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There were two harems in area 11, one on the beach, of 8 cows with the bull in
the water, rounding up other cows. Harem 11a was in the tussac behind the beach,
near one of the ponds. It contained 7 cows and 2 pups.
Area 12 had, probably, 2 harems; bull M lay with 47 cows in the tussac and bull F
had 27 cows on the beach.
Cows newly hauled out looked sleek, with wet coats. They lay with eyes
tightly closed and fore-flippers spread out - looking exhausted. I saw another cow
giving birth. The pup came out tail-first. The mother stayed in one place and
swung her tail from side to side. It took only 4 minutes and the afterbirth was
expelled at the same time as the pup. After birth at 9.50 am the cow swung round
through 180° and nuzzled the pup, making moaning noises. She then lay still. The
pup began to make noises and movements about a minute after birth. The cow lay
head on and nuzzled the pup, or, with head in the air, moaned. The pup barked
for the first time 3 minutes after birth, occasioning a fresh outburst from the cow.
Lying on one side the pup gulped, tremors passing through its body. There was
much mucus dripping from its nose; it was breathing through one nostril most of
the time, the eyes open, but nearly closed. Seven minutes after birth the cow
flipped gravel in a half-hearted way. At 10.01am the pup began to make more
barking noises, and the mother to moan and move around. She backed away from
the pup and made the more normal harsh grunt. The pup was still making
sporadic attempts to bark, but sounded pathetically weak. The mother grunted
and moaned alternately and flipped gravel. The pup’s voice was getting stronger
and its eyes opened wide at 10.04 am. Some cows became very bloody on their
sides, because they scooped the placenta instead of gravel! The pup raised head
and moved at 10.06 am, but its uncoordinated fore-flippers fell away and his chin
hit the shingle with a smack. At 10.13am it started looking for milk, the bark quite
strong. The cow didn’t co-operate and made mock bites at her pup’s head.

Total for areas 1-14: 64 bulls, 760 cows, 249 pups, altogether 1073 seals.
I returned for lunch and then went to harem 6a and killed a date-marked cow;
fortunately the bull was in the water. I then killed another cow, which had been
hauled out for 4 days. The examinations took some time, and then I skinned the pup,
returned to camp and started the genny – charging the new battery and one of the
old ones. The new one started gassing strongly almost immediately.
A very fine sunset developed with the cloud from the west coast pouring over
the Allardyce Range, and a bright clear moonlight night. I had a sched with Charlie
and received some news about shipping and a press message. I listened to Mozart
Violin Concerto no. 1, and woke at intervals during the night to change the distilled
water in which I was washing the Zenker-formol fixed material, for later histological
examination.
Next day began very windy, but the rain had ceased. Bull A at 6a had 38 cows
and 16 pups; 13 cows had split off from the southern end and formed a new harem
with a small bull; and 6b under bull E had 13 cows and 4 pups. There were four small
harems in area 4, one with a medium bull in charge, 6 small harems in area 2. All
these small harems were on the beach and about 30-40 yards apart. A large/medium
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bull coming out of the sea at one harem was cautiously looking to see the size of the
harem bull, who looked round out of the corner of an eye but didn’t consider it
necessary to move, whereupon the other departed.
There were seven harems in area 1. Bull J had the largest, containing 50 cows and
26 pups. I saw a cow give birth – tail first again and the afterbirth voided about a
minute later. Bull H heads the largest fixed harem in area 8 – with 59 cows and 20
pups. 8e had 96 cows, but there are several moving away and other encroaching
bulls. The bull of 11a was on the beach rounding up 2 cows. One cow of this harem
had moved 60 yards south-east with her pup.
Area 12 was still complicated. That morning bull F was on the beach with 27
cows and 14 pups, but later I watched him rounding up cows from inland and
attempting to copulate. None of the cows were ready. The other bulls kept away, so
evidently he still controlled the whole harem complex. His nose was festering badly
and looked a glutinous bloody mass. Moreover he appeared to have lost much of his
vitality.
After lunch I went to harem 6b where I had a lively time killing and examining a
date-marked cow. The bull (E) chased me repeatedly, and I was forced to give up,
before obtaining all the data and material I needed. At times like these I realised how
much safer and easier it would have been with a helper.
Then I went to harem 12 and killed a yellow-nose cow, date-marked, with a 10 day
old pup. Her ovaries showed two large follicles approaching ovulation (just like a
cow of 11 days I collected at Signy Island). It appeared that post-partum activity
began after about 10 days. I returned to camp at 4 o’clock and started the genny,
wrote up the data sheets and transferred specimens to osmic acid.
7 October was for a change, another fine day with little wind and much
sunshine. There were many more small harems forming now, many without ‘owner’
bulls. The number of bulls still seemed to be constant. I asked myself: did bulls know
they would get no sexual satisfaction until the cows were ready to mate? - or are
there really so few bulls throughout the season? Many must be in the sea. Possession
of a harem does not signify, for a small bull may still challenge a large one.
It was very warm and many of the bulls with harems near the water were in the
water preventing the cows from escaping. The bulls lay head-on to the beach. A new
cow joined harem 1d and the bull rounded her up in shallow water. Further along 3
cows lay in the surf, basking; the bull rounded one up and she was more or less
acquiescent, except for occasional bursts of activity. The bull pushed her like a tug at
a liner (or more like a liner at a tug), the cow making little effort to swim away, but
occasionally snapped at the bull and ducked underwater. Another bull came along in
the water; the bull of 1d, looked along his back, arching his head backwards, and
roared, whereupon the other departed. Three of the harem bulls on beach 1 were
now in the water. So was bull C in area 8 and F in area 12, the former just offshore.
His back was out of the water because he was lying on the bottom, and he splashed
water on it from time to time, the action being the same as flipping snow or stones.
About 50% of the cows were flipping that day, stones, pebbles etc., as well as many
of the pups, some only a day or two old. The action digs great holes on either side of
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the cows and creates a bank in the middle. Some of them shot the stones with great
force, 5 or 6 feet into the air. I saw one cow at 1e flipping water from the stream in
this way.
I sat for an hour on the top of the hill at the south end of area 1, watching the
general activities in the harem. The bulls were more or less motionless, conserving
their energy. The pups yapped and moved incessantly, causing the cows to move,
which precipitated mean little bites by other cows, retaliation and so on. The
sheathbills were very much in evidence. Very few cows were suckling pups and
there were 3-4 pups grouped together in places, having left, or been left by, their
mothers, for the time being. One cow was suckling which had very full breasts, for
when the pup changed from upper to lower nipple a stream of milk squirted over it.
I did the other half of the count in the afternoon. In harem 8a there were 12 dead
pups in an area of about 20 square yards and all except 3 of them had died in holes
melted in the snow. This was the only area where the pup count was likely to be far
wrong and so I made a very careful count, so think the figure is correct.
I repainted 8 date-marked cows in area 8. They would all be easily identifiable
on 12 October, when they were to be killed for material dated post-partum. All were
more or less together in a small group where originally painted, indicating that cows
move very little when suckling pups. Those which had moved were unaccompanied
by pups and had probably lost them.
Next day the weather was very bad – wet and windy - and I didn’t start the
count until 10 o’clock. The continuing accession of cows was into the small beach
harems, between the large concentrations. There was also a noticeable increase in the
number of bulls. It continued windy and wet and I saw no stone- or sand-flipping
until beach 12, when the sun appeared for a short while and the beach was more or
less sheltered from the wind. There was a dead bull in the water off this beach, but I
was unable to ascertain the cause of death – perhaps a traumatic shock when fighting
(a heart attack?). In general there was little of interest to record and the pup count
was approximate only. Totals were: 82 large bulls and 8 medium, 981 cows, 391
pups. Altogether 1,462, not counting those killed.
I returned to camp and started the genny, then read and made some notes. I had
a radio chat with Charlie, but he had no very important news. Southern Opal had
reduced speed to 5 knots, so would be later than expected.
It was very wet again next morning but the wind had moderated. Arthur had
offered to help me out, but I didn’t expect him because of the heavy swell and
immense breakers along the shore, and decided to wait until 10 o’clock and then try
to carry out as much as possible of the work on my own. However, at 9.30 am I made
out the boat coming across the fjord. They attempted to land at the usual place, but it
was quite impossible, so I signalled them to go round the corner to area 5, which was
partly protected from the swell. Even so it wasted a lot of time, and it was 10 o’clock
before Arthur and I set off for area 1.
We managed to kill and examine all the date-marked cows I required for
specimens, representing the period 13 -19 days post-partum and I was very pleased.
So far as I knew no dated specimens of this kind, had been obtained by any other
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researchers. We had some difficulty with two of them, which were in the centre of
the harem, but the bull, fortunately, was amenable to persuasion. Having examined
and collected specimens, we flensed off the blubber, and turned the pieces skin-side
up, as it was evident the sealers would not be able to take the whole carcasses off the
beach. The birds should not make inroads and they could be collected by Pesca later
as requested.
As we returned we saw the boat coming at about 15.45 pm as we approached
camp. Larsen was aboard. I went up to the tent to get some specimens for Arthur to
take back and he got off quite easily through the surf; in the prevailing wave
conditions. But they decided not to go for the blubber and waved goodbye. I
returned to camp, very wet, changed and had supper early as we had had no lunch.
The morning of 10 October was not windy, but the swell was if anything higher
and the breakers very noisy. I left at 10 o’clock for the harems. There was a noticeable
increase in the number of harems, and a decrease in the size of most of the large ones.
Bulls in general were closer together. In harem 6a I saw two pups suckling from one
cow at the same time – one above the other! There was a certain amount of snowand shingle -flipping. In area 8 several pups were with their mothers in the water,
owing to the overcrowding on the beach. One attempted to suckle in the water,
which was 9” to 1 ft deep. On other beaches cows and pups were lying at the water’s
edge, quite wet, and I suspected that some pups must be lost this way particularly if
waves are coming in.
I returned for lunch and as I made my way westwards I saw Lille Carl coming
along close inshore. I thought she blew her siren twice, but was not sure, so
deafening was the noise of the breakers.
At 4 o’clock a cow which I was observing in harem 6a began labour
contractions and I was able to make full notes for three-quarters of an hour,
although I was shivering violently and glad to finish! When labour began the cow
lay with her neck bent at right angles and her muzzle resting on the stones, the
mouth open. Her body lifted up and down in spasmodic jerks, caused by
compression of the flanks. She raised her head for a short time, eyes closed and
the contractions continued, together with a slight rolling. The cow then rested her
head on the ground and slight jerks continued, rather like hiccups! At 4.20 pm she
began to lift her hind end and moved it from side to side. Due to pressure from
the flanks the area around the vaginal opening itself widened slightly at each
series of contractions. The hind-flippers were now raised in the air and her tail
raised during most spasms. At 4.30pm the movements became more convulsive.
She was quite silent throughout, her eyes slits. At 4.35 she moved forward a few
inches and a slight trickle of amniotic fluid and blood ran out. The foetal
membrane was visible at each jerk – extruded like a balloon, with the black fur of
the foetus visible through it. The hind flippers were crossed. At 4.40 her
movements increased in strength, each one pushing the membranes further out,
only to slip in again during the relaxed phase. Then the cow inched forwards,
facing downhill. The membrane broke and the pup’s head showed at each
contraction. The cow lifted her tail end, swung it from side to side, and inched
forward.
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Then the pup slid out in a rush at 4.43pm – no foetal membranes adhering to
it. It started yapping immediately, and the mother made a slight gargling sound.
She was apparently trying to make a sound with mouth open and larynx
vibrating, but no sound came, except a very short, cut-off yodel. She nuzzled the
pup, starting away at first as if in surprise when she touched it. At 4.45 the pup
was moving, its eyes wide-open. At 4.47 the cow moved her hindquarters and the
cord broke, evidently at a weak spot, noticeable as redder in colour than the rest.
The pup started looking for milk and the cow ‘bit’ it gently in the neck. I didn’t
stay more than 10 minutes after this, but the afterbirth had not appeared.

The totals for that day were: 84 large bulls, + 3 medium sized, 1047 cows, 552
pups. This included the cows killed by me, and 50 dead pups in area 8. Charlie and
Arthur came up on the radio at 8 o’clock, but there was little news.
A fine day followed, overcast at first, but later clearing to bright sunshine. I went
round the harems at 10 o’ clock, finding little had changed. Bull F in area 12
attempted to pair with several cows, but none were receptive. When the bull was
trying to pair the cows flipped shingle. A small bull invaded harem 8k, while the bull
was sleeping and attempted to mate with cows, but had no success. I watched a pup
suckling, searching for the nipple, making sucking noises as he explored the cow’s
side. He barked with frustration and his movements got more eager. I measured a
placenta that was 10” wide.
Total numbers were: 94 bulls; 1066 cows; 621 pups. There were 52 harems.
I returned at 4 o’clock and killed a dated cow in harem 6a and one in area 8. I
slipped on the ice while dodging a bull, and managed to cut myself rather badly;
falling down with the heavy collecting box on top of me I scrambled clear just in
time, when the 3 ton bull was about a foot away! I hurried back to camp where I tried
to stop the blood from the cut, which was rather deep. Charlie and Arthur came up
at 8 pm, but had no news. Arthur expected to get over by 10 o’clock next morning. It
was a fine morning with no wind. I saw the Pesca boat approaching at 9.20am and
they had no difficulty in landing opposite the camp. Arthur and I went to Area 8 and
there killed 8 cows, dated relative to parturition. Unfortunately the oldest dated cow
had gone, although her pup was still there. We then flensed 3 of the cows, which
were near the beach, in case Larsen would want the blubber. One of them was I think
the biggest cow I have ever seen; I also looked for and found what I thought was a
clitoris bone, a homologue of the penis bone found in the male elephant seal.
This work took us until about 2.30 pm and we had time to return to camp, pack
some essentials and transport them to the beach. The remainder of the camp was to
be evacuated on the next real calm day. Promptly at 3.30pm the Pesca boat appeared
and without much difficulty we loaded the equipment and specimens and left for
King Edward Point.
Return to King Edward Point.
I had been 25 days camping at Dartmouth Point, considered that I had achieved
all my objectives, and had set new boundaries in the rigour my scientific approach.
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This both in terms of observing the behaviour of known individuals (by paintmarking as I had done at Signy Island in previous years), and in managing to collect
biological material accurately timed, relative to birth. This was needed to elucidate
the reproductive process in the female elephant seal, during the period that followed
parturition. I owed an enormous amount to my firm friend Arthur, who had
overcome many difficulties to join me in the field when at all possible. I couldn’t
have collected all that material without his help.
Having returned to King Edward Point, I set about processing the material and
writing up my notes, maps, tables and graphs needed for the annual report. I had
from September made counts at Maiviken, Hestesletten and Discovery Point, and
now continued the Dartmouth Point work on a less intensive scale at Hestesletten
and Discovery Point, to obtain material extending the Dartmouth Point observations.
However, instead of being on the spot, each day’s work required making a trek along
the beaches to Grytviken, with my equipment, and then along the coast, past Horse
Head and Penguin River to Hestesletten and beyond. This might cover 5 -10 miles
and kept me very fit.
15 October was a typical day when I walked to Hestesletten and it began
snowing heavily later. I had drawn up maps of these areas and defined study areas
as on Dartmouth Point. On beach H2 there was some shingle-flipping, even in slight
snow and wind. I date-marked a cow that had just pupped (red-nose). There were 2
pups nearby, a male and a female, with cords still attached to their placentas; as no
other cows were near, I suspected that they might be twins, but couldn’t be sure. In
area 4 there were several harems, stretching inland. The bull in 4d chased a largemedium male; bull S (red-right-face) chased the former and a bull from 4c came up to
chase him in turn, who fled. The 4c bull was yellowish in colour. This yellow bull, T,
had a 40-yard territory, and S one of 30 yards radius. I saw one pup with a dirty
white patch of natal fur, 8” x 2” extending forwards from the navel.
In area 5, bull U, which I painted red-left-proboscis, was trying to mate with a cow
in harem 5f; unsuccessful he moved to 5g and chased two large-medium bulls, one of
which took to the water. He then chased 5I bull, took over the harem, and tried to
mate with the cows. The bull from 5I chased the large-medium bull, previously chased
by bull U. A blizzard developed and I made my way home.
On 22 October, a clear sunny day, I went on ski to Hestesletten again. In area H2
almost all the cows were on the beach, sand-flipping. Some were even in the water.
The small harem in area 3 had increased slightly. Yellow bull (T) now had a large
harem and he chased 3 bachelors and the bull of 4a. The harems in area 4 didn’t
extend quite so far inland. Another pup with a small white patch on the ‘chest’ was
seen; I didn’t recall seeing others with this mark. There was much overcrowding on
the beach in area 5 and few cows were left in the tussock. Several cows were actually
in the water with their pups. Sand- and snow -flipping was very pronounced
everywhere and a few pups had sunk into holes in the snow.
For the remainder of this breeding season, when I was not accompanying the
sealers on their commercial operations, I continued to collect data from Maiviken,
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Discovery Point and more extensive information from Hestesletten, which was the
closest.
Results of five counts at Maiviken from 24 September to 30 October, were
available. The only seal present on 24 September was one bull. Total numbers
increased from 1 to 207, pups from 2 to 182; harems from 3 to a peak of 6, then
declining to 4. The number of cows per harem initially 5.3 rose to 46.25; cows per bull
from 4.25 to 51.7.
For Discovery Point the results of 5 counts from 20 September to 31 October,
showed total numbers increasing from 2 to 429. The number of harems increased
from 1 to 10 and then fell to 9. Cows per harem increased from 2 to 47.6; cows per
bull increased from 0.66 to 26.6 then fell to 21.4.
For Hestesletten plus Discovery Point the results of 10 counts 20 September to 17
November, showed total numbers increasing to a maximum of 938 and then falling
to 192. Pups increased from 0 to 1023. The number of harems increased from 0 to 20
and then declined to 16. Number of cows per harem rose from 15.1 to peak at 46.2,
then fell to 12; cows per bull rose from 0.75 to a peak of 24, then declined to 4.8.
Arthur kindly made some of these counts, when I was away on sealing voyages.
We had another whaling transport, the Southern Opal, arrive at the end of
October bringing down many more people - twenty in all including three women
and three children. Arthur moved in with me to make more space. The six people
who comprised the South Georgia Survey, an independent expedition led by Duncan
Carse, interested me most, because their work was similar to what Derek and I had
been doing in the South Orkneys a few years previously. . When I showed them my
photos of the island it changed their plans rather, because they had not realised that
it was so difficult to travel over.
This was the first of a series of four expeditions between 1951/52 and 1956/57.
Carse had previously visited South Georgia on RRRS Discovery II in 1933 and was a
member of the British Grahamland Expedition, 1934-37. The Expedition was housed
in the gaol at KEP. Carse had a separate room and I spent a number of evenings there
with him drinking scotch and orange from large mugs. Carse had something of an
alcohol problem. He was older than the other members of his expedition and there
were differences between them which seemed serious at times. I think Carse found it
useful to have an outsider to talk with and unload his problems onto. I allowed
myself to be used in this way, in the general interest. Carse was a strange, sad
character, who had an obvious chip on his shoulder and had to exaggerate his own
achievements.
Most of the interior of South Georgia was little known and what little mapping
had been accomplished, primarily by the Kohl-Larsen Expedition (1928/29), was
well behind the coastal and hydrographic surveys. The first season’s work from
October 1951 to April 1952, was a limited programme of topographic survey and
familiarisation with the island, to help planning future seasons’ work. But they
covered a lot of ground and gained necessary experience.
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The whaling season had started and we again had the distinctive smell wafting
across to us whenever the wind blew our way. It was not so bad when you got used
to it but we hadn't had time for that yet and it was rather unpleasant. Since the first
ship of the new season came down life had changed slightly. There was a new
manager at the Whaling station, who was very helpful and cooperative.
Consequently my old friend Eskedal was demoted to works manager, which meant
he controlled the engineering and repairs to the catchers. He was very keen to get
some sealskins for his wife, and I helped him to get some skins from leopard seals
which are not fully protected; the Magistrate issued some permits under the
legislation. I took the opportunities to collect biological material from the animals
shot. What he really wanted was some fur seals skins, and as I was the only one
allowed to take them (for scientific purposes), he was full of plans for arranging
another trip for me up to Bird Island in the north west. It didn’t materialise, however,
because I didn’t believe there was a strong enough scientific case for collecting fur
seals.
I have mentioned that the Skuseth's were especial friends of mine. We used to
go out skiing every day in the winter and I used to drop in to their rooms at the
Pesca villa before and after the kino. They invited me to stay with them in Norway,
and I suggested going at Easter l953 when the skiing would be at its best. They were
going to rent a hut up in the mountains, self-contained, so it would be rather like
South Georgia in some ways. Doc was quite a good skier - he came in just behind me
in the race (!) and Fru was not too bad. On our trips Doc and I usually went twice
round the course and made side excursions up the hills while she took the straightest
way.
One day, though blizzarding before breakfast, the day later turned out to be very
fine, so I took my skis, rowed across the bay and skied around counting seals. This
tended to annoy them; the big bulls reared up when I approached so that their head
was about ten or twelve feet off the ground. Then they flopped down and tried to get
their teeth into me - but without success. When this failed, they tried chasing me, and
if I ran around them in circles they tried to follow by pivoting on their middle, so
that they looked like a huge rocking horse. They soon got tired of hurling their
weight around and then were reduced to roaring at me. Their mouth is very large
and red and it can be quite irresistible to throw stones into it, rather like a fairground
game. If a stone went in they assumed an expression of great surprise and quickly
spat it out with great force. Surprising what one did for amusement there and
reprehensible; this was almost a sport with the sealers. It was very warm in the sun
so I found a dry spot and basked for an hour before turning back.
That evening I went over to see the Skuseths, and we made a night of it. At least
Doc and I did, while Fru, who was recovering from a bad attack of urticaria (a rash
caused by food poisoning) sat up in bed and watched us enviously. Doc made some
rather good synthetic liqueurs from puro (near absolute strength ethyl alcohol) and
various essences. We had run out of better stuff!
Did I think that I would be back in Europe by Xmas? If so it was a miscalculation
for it now looked like being mid-February or thereabouts at the earliest. I hoped to
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depart on the first visit of Biscoe which was expected to be in early December, and
travel round the other bases, back to Port Stanley and up to Montevideo. From there
I hoped to catch the RMS Andes again, as in l950; I understood that she still made a
call at Lisbon, where I hoped to stay with Maureen’s family.
The South Georgia Survey people had asked me to go with them on their first
journey inland, probably from Cumberland Bay to the south end of the island,
because of my previous experience. I understood that they had only two
mountaineers in the party with previous snow and ice experience. I hoped that I
might be able to fit it in on top of my other work, but I hadn’t much time left and
wanted to do two sealing trips before the sealing season ended on 25 November.
Then I had plenty of reports and other work to do. Still it would be very interesting
and I should enjoy it - just like old times with the boys at Signy and Coronation
Island. Incidentally their expedition was under contract to provide articles for
Illustrated London News.
Nothing much happened at the beginning of November. The weather had been
very bad for whaling so there was much "whale sickness" at Pesca. It had also been
bad for sealing and I was still waiting for my last two trips. The Albatros was out in
the field at the time, but for only a short sealing trip because its crew was needed for
unloading the Southern Raven that was due in on 10 November, and might have some
more mail.
I mentioned earlier that we had ‘welcomed’ some new people, but didn't think
much of them. One of the women was not very pleasing, nor was her husband.
Neither of the new wireless operators seemed capable of doing his job and Charlie
was going out on the Harpon;. He was now busy packing. All year Ken Butler, the
Magistrate, had been saying how incompetent he was, although in fact it was just the
opposite and now they found he was indispensable! There had been a move afoot to
turn me out of my three rooms but I was resisting it. In my own FIDS complement
there was some discord. The forecaster, Danny Borland, who was here when I
arrived in March and left the place in a terrible mess when he departed on leave, will
take over from me when I go and I am afraid it will be just the same mess again
within a short time.
[I had been having some arguments with the higher authorities but I felt I had
won most of them.] However, that didn’t make them any easier to deal with, perhaps
the reverse, and I seriously considered a proposal from Duncan Carse to join his
expedition, but realising that it would mean an extra six months away I decided to
return to UK at the first opportunity. That was by first boat to Port Stanley and
thence to Montevideo and on to Europe by Royal Mail Line I hoped. As the time for
my departure approached, most days just then I spent working on the seal
management plan and writing up some of my thesis, which was likely to be rather a
thick tome by the time I had finished. It had been well worth while coming down
again for the extra time in the field and I considered that when my results were
published they should cause quite a stir in zoological circles.
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Another sealing voyage.
Shortly afterwards I was out again in heavy seas, 20 ft waves, on board Albatros
again - as we made our way to Isfjord (now known as Ice Fjord) on the west coast,
where we were to anchor for the night. I was off on another sealing trip and
enjoying it very much. That trip we were out more than a week and saw many more
elephant seals, because it was during the breeding season. So far we had covered the
whole coast, north from Grytiviken to the stretch of coast just south of Undine
Harbour in the west. It was a good job that I was a good sailor, young and very fit.
That day, 15 November, for instance, had been typical. I was up at 3.30 am and
ashore with the sealers in the pram dinghy which held eleven of us. They killed all
the bulls they could find and flensed them while I tried to count all the cows, pups
and bulls and contrived somehow to examine every one they killed. I collected the
needed biological material from it, including measurements, a tooth for age
estimation, sawn off with a hacksaw, and reproductive material. All the landings
were in heavy surf, which drenched us and there were intermittent blizzards. The
Gunner, Arne Bogen, again took a great delight in firing his heavy Krag-Jorgensen
rifle just next to my ear, so as to startle me - and deafen me. He had a perverted sense
of humour.
We covered several beaches in this way and then at 8 o’clock returned for frokost
- breakfast - which was very welcome, but had to be taken in a hurry because after
twenty minutes, to a cry of arriba todos !, we would all pile into the pram again. Then
came a series of long beaches. We all wore rubberised trousers that came up to the
armpits and a rubberised jacket. In order to keep dry we wore rubber thigh boots,
with the trousers worn over them, tied below the knee with string, to prevent the
water getting in, for often we were up to our chests in the icy cold water. I had to
carry my knives etc. and heavy collecting equipment and fluids for preservation of
specimens. Landing through the heavy surf was therefore difficult and wetting and
we might walk ten miles before lunch, in our clumsy thigh boots, killing and
examining seals on the way. Lunch was taken on the ship between beaches, and then
the same activities continued until café at about 4 o’clock – if we were lucky. Another
two hours passed in the same way, and we that day we returned at 8.30 pm to have
rum and lemon before supper, while the ship headed for a convenient anchorage. I
had to sleep on a hard bench in the chart room, but usually was so tired that I could
have slept anywhere.
I still got on very well with the sealers, who I liked and respected - nearly all
Polacks with a Dane, some Norwegians, a Swede and a Finn. One day I lost my pipe,
so they presented me with one (together with two pipe-cleaners) with many words
and deprecating shrugs. It was not a sweet pipe, being cheaply made from relatively
soft wood - not briar - but it was a kind gesture and I smoked it occasionally to show
my appreciation. Often now they would ask me down to the fo'castle for a drink which meant polishing off a whole bottle of aquavit at a sitting. Still it was all very
interesting. Don Samuel another of the four sealing boats, captained by Hammarstadt,
formerly mate of the Albatros, had been wrecked a few days earlier. But as there was
no radio communication at that time (no radio transmitters were fitted), no one knew
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of it, although her motor boat made a remarkable journey round the coast to
Possession Bay to seek help. Despite this, the first anyone knew of the event was
when we steamed around a headland near the mouth of King Haakon Bay in Albatros
and saw some figures among the tussac behind the beach waving to us; I think it was
in Nilse Hullet. Although it happened very quickly, all the crew had survived the
shipwreck, because of their very professional seamanship and experience in handling
boats and reacting to events. They had been living under an upturned boat for a
week, eating albatross chicks and elephant seal meat. I was disappointed that I had
missed such an experience; they all seemed to have thrived on it!
This shipwreck confirmed just how dangerous these waters were, for the
hydrographic charts were inaccurate and the sealers relied to a considerable extent
on their own hand-drawn maps, or used no maps at all (having the knowledge in
their heads). The Don Samuel had been steaming ‘full fart’ - full speed - heading for an
anchorage for the night, when, in deep water, it hit a rock and sank in a couple of
minutes. Ironically these rocks were later charted and named Samuel Islands in l958.
(There is another hazard in the area called "Hammarstadt Reef" and for many years I
thought Don Samuel had foundered on those rocks! It couldn't have happened to a
nicer man!). As a result of this shipwreck, the sealing boats were fitted with radio
transmitters from the next season onwards).
Although we had been heading for Isfjord, we actually went into Wilson
Harbour and spent the night there surrounded by glaciers that were calving
continuously and making a noise like heavy guns. The water in these fjords was
incredibly clear and blue-green. I had never seen anything quite like it - the nearest
concept is liquid ice. Off the glacier fronts, particularly the bigger ones, the sea is a
milky green-blue and opaque, due to the glacier flour or dust carried down by the
glaciers - and sharply demarcated from the clear water of the open sea. Well, we had
a quiet night and went ashore at 4.30 am, to work a long beach. From Wilson
Harbour we went to Elephant Bay. That was an incredible place, and a surprise, even
though I had been there before. You sail along miles of high forbidding cliffs, then
the ship turns and heads straight for them and you think the man at the wheel must
be drunk. But, suddenly a narrow channel opens and passing through we find
ourselves in a pleasant bay with rolling hills behind and two glaciers - everything is
green; the water, the ice and the tussock-covered land. There are several such spots
on this coast. Later we went into Langestrand and worked for 6 -7 hours in torrential
rain, most unpleasant. Then it froze, but later cleared again. Arne Bogen once again
the gunner this trip, said in his quaint English "Ef I your place, I no work - I stay in
bed all day, go sleeps". We had a minor happening in the afternoon. It was very
rough and the heavy motor boat capsized and rapidly sank; fortunately it was
attached to the Albatros at the time, not just with a painter, but with a stronger rope.
It took an hour or so to raise it and get it on board. a remarkable achievement I
thought, given the limited capacity of the equipment available. These men are very
practical and adaptable - and extremely good seamen.
It was nearly the end of the elephants’ breeding season and on the beaches now
were mainly pups, lying together like sardines in a tin. They are the only kind of
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elephant seal, which have anything to recommend them except to a scientist or a
sealer. Like most young animals they are wholly charming - with large brown,
wondering - and watering - eyes, and immaculate silvery-grey coats. They like to lie
in the fresh-water streams - occasionally having mock battles, when they try to
imitate the big bulls, and raising up their bodies on their fore-flippers they thump
each other on the neck and half-heartedly bite. They do this if one approaches them,
looking back along their backs at you and barking in their frantic way. One of them
did a double backward somersault when I tickled his ribs!
In the evening returning from the fo'c'sle, my steps were sometimes a little
unsteady and clambering over the blubber heaped on the decks, was difficult,
particularly if there was a swell. The sealers used to ask me down for a drink after
the day's work was over - often it was puro (absolute alcohol) thinly disguised with
fernet branca, or aquavit. It was very interesting to see them at play as well as at work.
We had games of cards with continuous rollicking commentaries in Spanish - Polish Norwegian - English and it was great fun. Spending most of their day up to the waist
in bloody seawater and handling oily blubber and so on, they made a special point of
being very clean when work was over. One of them, Pilat, was just like Chico Marx
and I had to smile every time I saw him, when he smiled back shyly. Another was a
former Polish University Professor.
But to see them landing on a beach, they looked like a bunch of pirates. They had
a quaint way of shouting to the seals. "Oh huh! lobo, scapage scapay, oh ho ho! look out
lobo ehuh!" and so on. Then to a cry of arriba all leaped out of the pram, brandishing
their long blubber hooks, knives like small swords and with lengths of rope swathed
round their torsos, and crying lobo querido (dear seal) proceeded to kill all they could
find!
That day, after spending the night at anchor in King Haakon Bay, we worked the
beaches in the bay. I walked what seemed like 20 miles in thigh boots, much of it
along rocky ledges and was more tired than usual. It was a very interesting coast.
Waterfalls spilled over glaciers and steep rock cliffs, but dissolved in spray before
they reached the ground, causing rainbows to form when the sun was shining. The
ship was now loaded with blubber, on deck as well as in the hold. To get into the
wardroom aft, it was necessary to climb over it and as it was slippery ‘rubbery’, stuff
this was very tricky. In the saloon, or wardroom, where we sat around on leather
upholstered settees, one saw above if one raised one's head, the skylight, blotted out
by the deck cargo of bloody rafts of blubber. Then I had to negotiate it again to get to
my supper!
We got back to Grytviken on 20 November after an interesting trip and I was
feeling very fit after all those days in the open, so found it rather cramping to have to
sit in my study and type out long reports. Probably few would read them, at any rate
not in the Falkland Islands! For a day or two we were kept rather busy storing the
new provision and so on which were to last the base for another year. I say we, but as
I had to finish my reports, I told the others what to do and could stroll away from my
typewriter, from time to time and see them all working away.
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The South Georgia Survey team had had a successful initial trip and travelled
from Royal Bay in the east to Cumberland Bay in six and a half days which was
rather good going. I wished I was staying with them, but one couldn't have
everything I supposed. One night recently there was a terrific party on the Point, for
along with our other stores we received some rum and gin, though the whisky had
been stolen. The Norwegian Chemist, Troim, from Pesca and the winter manager
Eskedal came over and also Doc and Fru, but the latter wisely left before things
warmed up. The party broke up in great disorder in the early hours of the morning
and Troim and Eskedal had to be transported back to their station. Our miniature
railway came in very useful to get them back to the jetty and then we took the motor
boat. One of them nearly drowned and the other lost both his boots on the way. It
was rather sad to see two very nice chaps get so totally drunk.
The new people who had moved next door were very fond of entertaining and
frequently had parties lasting late into the night so that sleep was difficult. Also they
had a small daughter who spent most of her time screaming. I sometimes rather
wistfully longed for the piano of the former occupants, even though it was toneless
and the tunes were limited to four, none of which was ever completed.
In early December we learnt that Biscoe would call to pick up Arthur, Alan and
me at the end of December and take us back to Stanley and civilisation. Meanwhile I
hoped to go around the island on one of the Leith Harbour boats to point out various
features to the South Georgia Expedition, but when they (the survey party) were put
ashore at Royal Bay I would return to the Point. It should be an interesting trip
though taking only 5 or 6 days. The island is really a wonderful sight from the sea
and it has been likened to the Alps in mid-ocean. After that trip I hoped there would
be time to go out on a catcher for a few days to see the whales hunted.
We had had a very bad summer so far - 6 December - rather worse than an
English winter but with much more snow. However, it was looking rather more
promising now and there was no snow in our immediate vicinity. Just then the wind
was howling rather dismally and we had run out of fuel so it was very cold in my
room, and I was muffled up. I finished the seal report and was rather pleased with it.
Resulting from of my work over the winter I had made the first population model (in
terms of both numbers and biomass at age) for the South Georgia elephant seal
population (and possibly the first for any large mammal).
Also I had estimated sealing quotas for different parts of the island and
recommended that the company should be licensed to take a quota of seals (6,000) for
the next few years, but as specified subquotas for each of the three divisions being
worked each year. If they followed my proposals, I predicted, they would be able to
take about 6,000 a year indefinitely, but more rationally distributed about the island,
because related to the size of the stocks in different parts of the island. The average
age and size of the catch should increase, and the oil yield per seal and consequently
the value of the catch, should rise. This would put the industry on a sustained yield
basis and reverse the decline in the population, which my studies had demonstrated.
The present sealing system of using small obsolete whale catchers, with limited cargo
space and limited range meant that they had to make short inefficient sealing
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voyages, with the blubber 'burning' (deteriorating) due to bacterial action, before
they got back to the factory, resulting in a lower quality oil. Mr Holland, the visiting
Director, was trying to improve both the whaling and sealing profits for the
company. I did my best to persuade him to buy a small ship and convert it into a
floating factory for the sealing. That way the company could really rationalise the
sealing, utilise the carcasses as well as the blubber and make an extra profit of
something like an extra £100,000 a year if the price of oil remained at the same level
(that is equivalent to £1.84 million at 2003 prices!). The basis of the industry would
be much more efficient.
So it now looked as though I would spend Christmas in South Georgia and not
in Port Stanley after all. It should be a rather strenuous time with Eskedal still trying
to drink me under the table! We heard that an Argentine cruiser was coming down
our way so there would probably be one or two British warships arriving before too
long.
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Chapter 17

Cambridge and the Arctic: l952-53

Inuit in Kayak

W

hile I was away -it must have been early in 1952 – Maureen, in Portugal,
met Jimmy Greenfield, who had come over to Portugal to visit his
parents and sister, Rosemary, on leave from his job with Jardine
Matheson in Hong Kong. (His aunt, old Mrs Greenfield was a friend of the
Holmes). She also met the rest of his family and they became good friends and
had a great time together. He fell in love with her - but although she liked him
very much and enjoyed his company, she didn't reciprocate, and there was me
down in the Antarctic! Anyway, Jimmy had returned to the East before I turned
up again.

My return to Europe, via South America and Portugal. Later in l952, I returned to
Europe on John Biscoe from South Georgia to Stanley, then to Montevideo aboard
Fitzroy, sleeping in the day-cabin of Captain Freddie White; it was difficult to
obtain a normal berth!. (Freddie (who was also from Tyneside) and his Falkland
Island wife Nel, were by now good friends). We went via Rio Gallegos in
Patagonia, with a cargo of about 250 sheep. Our course was over the Falklands
Shelf, shallow waters which are notoriously rough, and we lost most of the sheep
in a bad storm, and steep 7-8 m. waves, whipped up by the winds. The sheep
were loose on the foredeck and as the storm grew, one by one they stumbled and
fell, were trampled on by their fellows and became very bloated with digestive
gases. Crewmen continually went on deck to kill and skin them before flinging
the carcasses overboard. The diversion to Rio Gallegos was to deliver the sheep
for slaughter at a frigorifico (a freezer plant), but there were only about 20
survivors, so the journey was not profitable for their owner! The tidal range in
Patagonia is very large and I seem to remember that ships unloaded their cargo at
low tide after they settled on the mud in the estuary. This was a brief call, before
we went on to Montevideo in Uruguay. During a few days there day Freddie and
I had an enjoyable drive to Punta del Este, a select resort up the coast, stopping
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for lunch on the way for steaks and red wine at a small restaurant among the
sand dunes. Then I boarded the RMS Alcantara for the voyage to Europe, calling
at Rio, Las Palmas and Madeira, before stopping off at Lisbon where I had
arranged to stay with Maureen and her family in Estoril – “Spring in Portugal”
was the currently popular fado song.
We had a very agreeable fortnight together; her parents took us all, including
her younger sister Sheelagh up north for a week - to Batalha, Viseu, Urgeirica,
Bon Jesus, Braga and Oporto. Urgereica was a [golf] hotel set in charming
country and encompassed by grassy glades and pinewoods; the scent of the resin
was everywhere. In Oporto we stayed in a large hotel, Infante do Sagres, and
explored the city. I got to know the family, including her father, Leonard and
mother, Bonnie, before her marriage Bonnie Dundee! Finance was a little
awkward for me, because in those post-war years the British foreign currency
allowance was still very small. I think I had to borrow some money from
Leonard. Then we drove back to Estoril, I went on to London by ship and
returned to Cambridge to finish my PhD research, but Maureen would soon be
coming over to London.
I was by now registered for a PhD, still with Sydney Smith as my mentor and
Supervisor, and my younger brother Michael was an undergraduate, reading
Natural Sciences, making him the third Laws brother to go to St Catharine’s. I
was awarded a Research Scholarship by the College (equivalent to a pre-doctoral
Research Fellowship now, and worth about £800 a year then, £13,400 now). I was
entitled to free rooms in college and occupied a comfortable set in a charming
small classical (modern) cottage standing in the centre of a courtyard just off the
main court and known as Gostlin’s House. All my meals were free. I was also
appointed a University Demonstrator in Part I Zoology; I worked in the Zoology
practicals with Anna Bidder (later first President of Lucy Cavendish College) and
George Hughes (later Professor of Zoology at Bristol University). In addition I
had my salary from FIDS (a princely £360 a year, equivalent to £6030 now) so all
in all I was quite ‘well off’! So much so indeed, that I decided to contribute to my
brother Michael’s costs as a student - £75 a year, which was quite a lot in those
days (£1256 now) – and a way of repaying my parents too.
I had consigned my larger specimens, including 73 elephant seal skulls to the
British Museum (Natural History) in London. In Cambridge I spent several
months finishing the laboratory work for my thesis entitled the “Reproductive
Cycle of the Southern Elephant Seal”. I was based in the Department of Zoology,
and allocated a large room on the ground floor of the Museum of Zoology, where
I had plenty of room to unpack and lay out my specimens. There was a great
deal of material to get through, without assistance, including estimates of age
from the seal teeth, preparation of slides for studying the histology of the
reproductive organs, including ovaries, uterus and vagina, pituitary, testis and
epididymus, and photomicrography. The sections had to be embedded in wax,
sectioned and stained with dyes to bring out the cell structures, from which I
analyzed the seasonal changes, including measuring tubule diameters, thickness
of epithelia, stages of spermatogenesis etc. I was now in the final stages of writing
up my thesis, as well as several papers for publication, work which could not be
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included as part of my thesis, because it would have transgressed the length
limit! As my field work counted as only one year (three academic terms) and I
had done two terms in 1951, I had a minimum of four more terms of formal
residence to put in before I could submit my dissertation.
At that time Cath’s had only about ten PhD students. They included Donald
Parry and Norman Sheppard, Doug Wilkinson, Leo Wolfe, Frank Merrett (?),
[other names?] the first two later becoming FRS’s. We all got on well and I was
fortunate in joining my Brother Mike’s social circle, which included Colin
McLean who became Ambassador in Oslo, and Bob Heron, later Director of the
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme, among others. In addition there were a few
people whom I knew from before, so social life was quite good, when I could
drag myself away from my research. I still knew many people in Cambridge,
including the FIDS geologist Ray Adie now nearing the end of his PhD; we two
spent a lot of time together and regularly met up for morning coffee, at the “Bun
Shop” or “Copper Kettle” to compare notes. We often met up with Bunny Fuchs
when he came up from his London Office on Friday mornings to discuss our
progress with us.
Maureen arrives. Later in the summer Maureen, in Portugal, met some chaps out
from England to take part in or just to watch the Portuguese Grand Prix racing.
One of them, James Gourlay invited her to the Aviz Charity Ball, which was fun.
A few weeks later her parents drove to England and Maureen went in James's car
– a wooden-based body Triumph roadster, part of the way. When sailing
recently with Bill Thorburn (old friend) and others on his small yacht she pulled a
muscle and it ‘froze’, so riding in James' open roadster didn't improve the
shoulder. By the time they arrived in Angoulême, it was so stiff and painful that
she saw a doctor, who put it in plaster. It was very hot in Paris, but she did
manage to accompany her parents to the Eiffel Tower, Versailles and the Folies
Bergères, her father’s choice! I met them at the Selsdon Park Hotel, Sanderstead,
Surrey, and stayed the week-end. Poor Maureen was still in plaster. Then they all
came up to Cambridge, for a few days to be shown around. After her parents left
we often met in London for dinner and/or a theatre and then she came up to stay
in Cambridge.
She was 21 that year and had come over to the UK to get a job as an Air
Hostess, but although she sailed through the first interview with flying colours, it
didn't work the second time; she thought it was because she was too tall. So she
took a secretarial job in a small family fashion store in Cambridge, called
Heyworths (now long defunct), near the Arts Theatre. She was staying at a
boarding house in Cambridge, on the Lensfield road, run by Danuta Smaczny
(am Czech who was only about ten years older than she was) and Danuta's exRAF husband who was Polish. Danuta had lost her family to the Germans in
Poland during the war and had been sent herself to work in Germany. She was
very sophisticated, yet charming and Maureen liked her very much. (She is still a
good friend forty years on, still living in Cambridge, and we see her from time to
time).
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An Arctic Voyage. A friend from earlier days, Arthur Lee, was now an
oceanographer at the Fisheries Laboratory, Lowestoft and he invited me to join
his team on a research cruise to the Arctic. We had been up at college together as
students and on the three month "expedition" in South Devon l947. He was Chief
Scientist, in charge of the cruise. The objective was to undertake hydrographic
surveys and to carry out experimental fishing off Greenland. I accepted and took
five weeks leave. So, in August 1952 I took a train to Grimsby where I was met
by Philip Tallantyre, one of the scientists whom I knew from Cambridge
undergraduate days and he took me to the ship, the RV Ernest Holt, which was
berthed in the Victoria Dock. She was small, no bigger than a commercial
trawler, but I shared a luxurious cabin with Arthur; we had a huge en-suite
bathroom, but water had to be rationed. The wardroom too was large and
comfortable and Captain Aldiss was a very good chap. I found that we had
several friends in common, including Pat Toynbee, from FIDS days, who had
been a shipmate on the Queen of Bermuda, the armed merchant raider on which
Pat was gunnery officer. There was a steward to clean the cabin and make our
beds. The food was excellent and plentiful and it turned out to be almost like a
pleasure cruise. We went into Grimsby to do some shopping for the voyage; I
bought a new toothbrush, some apples, oranges and tomatoes and a fruit cake,
the latter sold by the square foot and cost sh 27/- for two square feet!
To Bear Island, Jan Mayen and Iceland. We left Grimsby that evening and met heavy
wind and sea in the North Sea which sent most people to their bunks. I had
brought some research material with me and put in some time on my thesis, as
well as talking with the Captain. I saw nothing of the Norwegian coast because it
was stormy all the way up to Bear Island. We passed a number of Danish and
Norwegian fishing boats and on Friday 22nd crossed the Arctic Circle, the first
time for me, and later saw a small whale catcher. In the evenings we played
dominoes or cards.
On the run up to Bear Island it was extremely rough but when we arrived
there on 25 August the sun came out, the waves smoothed and we had a glorious
morning trawling for fish in sight of the island at nearly 75°N. The island's claim
to fame was said to be a donkey which lived only on fish and two mad
Norwegians who spent their days, shoveling coal out of one hole and into
another, and back again - and their nights boozing! We shot the trawl in 80
fathoms about 22 miles south of Bear Island - for the ‘breakfast haul’ and got
about five baskets of fish, not much but including cod and tiger catfish. From the
day’s breakfast haul we could each select a fish to be cooked by the steward, a
Newfoundlander (‘Newfy’ naturally) for our breakfast. All the features of Bear
Island were clear except the summit, Mount Misery, which was in cloud. The
mountains are at the south end of the island and the rest was only about 100 feet
above sea level. There was a weather station on the north side.
Various other trawlers and a long liner were in our vicinity, but reported
worse catches than ours. At noon we came up to the position of the first planned
scientific station, with Bear Island astern and east of us. I helped Philip with
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plankton hauling on the first two stations, NX and N. At each station the ship
was stopped and the depth measured. If it was deep enough we sent down two
series of Nansen water bottles to 1200 m - off Greenland we hoped to get down to
3000 m. These bottles have thermometers affixed to them and by an ingenious
mechanism, first developed by the Norwegian explorer Nansen, samples of water
are taken at depth intervals. We analyzed the samples for saltiness and recorded
the water temperatures. Then we sent down an instrument called a bathythermograph that drew a graph of the temperatures, down to a depth of l40 m, on
a smoked glass slide. While this was going on two others were making a
plankton haul, sending a special kind of net down to as deep as 600 m and
hauling it up slowly. This caught plankton (the floating life of the sea - small
shrimps and worms, jellyfish, snails and minute plant life) and the samples were
bottled and stored for future examination under a microscope.
Then I helped Arthur until 10.30 pm, when I turned in. The weather had
worsened during the day and there were snow squalls, but it cleared in the
evening. It was still light and remained so for most of the night.
Next day I was up at 5 am to help Arthur. The ship was heading for station W,
a lowering comprising water bottles, salinity and oxygen samples, temperature
and bathy-thermograph. We finished in time for breakfast - delicious fried cod.
Then Arthur went to bed and I filled in some data, did a little work and spent
some time on the bridge with "the skipper". (In addition to the Captain, there
were several trawler skippers aboard, who supervise the trawling operations, not
the running of the ship). He told me that seals, from his description harp seals,
were often caught in the trawls. The weather improved and we found ourselves
sailing into the sun. The sea was becoming calmer all the time and there were
interesting cloud shapes on the horizon, to relieve the seascapes. We saw a
number of fin whales in the mirror-calm sea, blowing and splashing; who would
think we were in the Arctic? We worked another station at 9 pm – bathythermograph and plankton hauls. Then the weather deteriorated again.
Next morning it was rougher again and I took the bathy-thermograph traces
at stations P and L, experiencing trouble with the net acting as a sea anchor for
the whole ship. Glaucous gulls, little gulls, terns and fulmars appeared. At about
9.45 pm the island of Jan Mayen appeared on the radar screen, 19 miles off on
bearing 280°. It was very rough during the night and next morning, with an
overcast sky and low visibility. We "dodged" about during the night and then
sighted the island at 10 am, first a low cape and then higher land, cloud-capped,
but with snow patches visible. Blue sky appeared and the clouds cleared
progressively throughout the day, so that we had a very fine view of Beerenberg,
named after a Dutch admiral and nearly 8,000 feet high. It had a truncated
volcanic cone covered in snow and ice, with glaciers flowing down the sides like
streams of molten white lava. The position and size of the moraines now
indicated a great regression of the former icecap. It was an interesting-looking
island, with strange cliff rock formations, reminiscent of Deception Island in the
Antarctic. There was a Norwegian weather station on the island but we saw no
one.
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We did three bottom temperature casts and bathy-thermographs and two
trawls. The hauls consisted of Chlamys (clams or ‘queens’), and capelins mainly,
with other fish and echinoderms (starfish and urchins); there were some large
prawns (Sclerocrangon) which we had for supper and found very tasty. We only
caught three cod, because the trawl was torn during the second haul. We fixed
the position of the rock marked on the chart as p.d (position doubtful) and then
with the island glowing orange in the evening sun, and Beerenberg towering
majestically above, we headed south for Iceland. Next day the weather cleared
until in the afternoon the sky was cloudless and the bright sunshine glittered and
sparkled on the sea surface. An American plane flew over from the southwest
and buzzed us several times; it was probably curious because there was little
shipping in these waters. The skipper put up the ensign, but the halyard broke
and a tattered rag hung from the flagstaff!
On 30 August the coast of Iceland came in sight at breakfast time, looking
grim and forbidding in the grey light, battered by heavy seas. We rounded the
Cape and passed along the West coast crossing the mouths of numerous fjords,
indenting a flat-topped table land with scattered snow patches. The plateau
ended abruptly in precipitous high cliffs with layered strata, possibly
representing larva flows or layers of ash.
We passed Isafjord and began to see many small herring boats and one or two
large trawlers making for the fjords. It was a typical Iceland scene I imagine. In
the evening we rounded Snaefell, about 5,000 feet high and ice- and snowcovered, but its summit was in cloud. In Faxa Bay the sea was dead calm, the
water barely rippled and curling away from the bows in an oily wave. There
were thousands of jellyfish of all shapes and sizes to pass through. To the east
the coastline and mountains stood out dark against a reddish sky - like a theatre
backdrop.
We anchored late, in the middle of the approaches to Reykjavik and tried to
attract a Pilot, but didn't go alongside the quay until about 1 am. The day dawned
fine. We were to have had two days in Reykjavik but were behind schedule so
would be there for only a short time and there might not be time to see the
geysers. We were having a beard contest, for which the captain had offered a
bottle of whisky as a prize. Beards to be judged by length, thickness, curliness,
colour and sex appeal! At that moment the steward and I were neck and neck for
first place; his was black, mine blond but already with grey streaks!.
A run ashore. It was the Icelanders berry picking day, so the town was almost
deserted. With Philip and Leon I went ashore and explored. The town gave an
impression of rapid growth. There was much corrugated iron, but the shopping
centre was quite attractive, squares were attractively laid out with colourful
flower beds and there were numerous statues of Vikings. We walked along the
shore of a small lake, with many ducks on its waters.
After lunch the Captain, Arthur and I were invited for a drive with the Agent,
Mr Geir Zoega; the Chief Engineer came along too. We drove northeast, over
rolling barren country with massive shattered crags to the north, then along a
large lake - Tingvellir. The road ran down a rift in the larva fields - a steep-sided
gorge - and we saw the pool where criminals used to be drowned in the distant
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past. It was very clear water into which people throw silver to see how long it
takes to reach the bottom; there must have been thousands of pounds worth in
there. We went on to Valhalla Hotel and stopped for a coffee. Tingvellir is the
site of the Althing - the world’s first parliament and the President's summer
house stands nearby.
Then we drove on across a lava plain and along the east shore of the lake. At
its southern end a foaming torrent flowed down into a lower lake through a rift
gorge. We came to a big hydro electric plant at Irafoss and were shown all over
it. It gave an amazing impression of controlled power with its massive, humming
turbo generators. As we were leaving, the man in charge - only one was needed
because of the nature of the controls - asked if we would like to see a waterfall.
He turned a handle and opened one of the sluice gates in the wall of the dam so
that a torrent of foaming white water rushed over the bare rocks beneath us as we
gazed from the observation window. It was an awe-inspiring sight with clouds of
spray rising high; then touching the control again he cut off the water and the
rocks appeared again. It was an impressive demonstration of man's power over
nature. However, an unfortunate fly fisherman below, was nearly swept away by
the flood!
Below another dam was being built and we inspected the huge tunnel, which
was to carry water to turbines below.
Then on through very lovely country clothed with dwarf willow and birch
trees, with the Icelanders' summer houses dotted about - several of them old turfwalled and roofed dwellings. We went across a river and around a large craggy
mountain. Everywhere along our route the berry-pickers were at work. Then we
came to Reykir and halted to look at the geysirs. They are rather impressive coming out of the sandy-clayey ground all over the place; one small spring
emerged at the base of a telephone pole. Some of the geysirs are tapped for
heating; they have a boiler with a safety valve and a boxed, insulated pipe
leading away the hot water and steam. We were told that occasionally a geysir
appears in the middle of the drawing room of a nearby house and then they have
to rebuild it! We saw many greenhouses with carnations, tomatoes, lettuce, even
bananas - growing in them.
We travelled on through the village and up a hair-raising road along a
precipice with a thousand foot sheer drop to one side and a wonderful view out
over the plain, with the Westmann Islands over to the south east and the
mountains, including the volcano Hekla to the east.
Continuing over very rugged country, we passed many summer and winter
houses, ski jumps, and other signs of winter sports. From the south came long
tongues of lava, 20-30 feet high, frozen as they had cooled when they reached the
limit of their flow. We saw a glider in the air and another on the ground; rather a
hazardous sport in this country one would think. All along the road people
waited for the bus, and others were riding their powerful Icelandic ponies, laden
with baskets of berries - mouths and teeth quite blue from the juice. We got back
to the ship at 6.30 pm and that evening I developed toothache. Next day I found
a dentist, who removed the offending tooth. Probably I could have kept it if I had
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gone to a dentist in England - another one of them gone! We looked around the
town, did some shopping for ceramics and the consul came aboard for lunch.
Onwards to East and West Greenland waters: We left Reykyavik in the early
evening in bright sunshine, with sparkling views. After dropping the pilot we
travelled westwards along the coast of Reykjanes with the boats of the herring
fleet trying to keep up with us. There was a beautiful moon rising to the south - a
brilliant orange. We headed towards Greenland expecting to be l6 - l7 days in
Greenland waters and then to return to Grimsby via Reykjavik and Aberdeen.
The sea continued calm, great shearwaters and little auks were common and we
saw five killer whales one evening.
On the morning of 4 September we were in thick fog, the water was oily calm
and we proceeded very slowly, with blasts of the foghorn at intervals. There was
a chat over the radio with Kingston Topaz which had filled up its hold with fish in
six days. A few icebergs were reported. On board there was a chapter of
accidents during the day; a station winch broke hauling in the bathythermograph, and the trawl broke twice - the headline and side line. The first
time it brought up nothing, the second try Sebastes (redfish) and large sponges,
two feet in diameter, which the crew call ‘duff’ – from the resemblance to plumduff. The main winch brake failed to work properly; and the thermometers of the
bottom frame were reading incorrectly. Later the fog closed in and I did three
bottom temperature lowerings, the last at 11.30 pm in a howling gale. There were
some icebergs around us during the night and we "dodged" slowly. After a tot of
rum I went to bed very tired.
Next morning there was thick fog that cleared about 10 am to give us our first
glimpse of the Greenland coast, west of Cape Farewell. The coastal mountains
were bare, rocky and pinnacled, with a vision of glaciers and snowfields behind.
A belt of fog obscured the actual coast and through it we could see the misty
shapes of islands and some grounded icebergs. There were two large bergs
ahead; dolphins kept us company and there were kittiwakes, little auks and
fulmars about. We listened to the skippers talking about their experiences on the
RT. Mostly they had been out of luck, with gear repeatedly breaking. One man
had had eight one-ended hauls; another had spent 48 hours mending gear. This
was probably caused by the accumulation of heavy ‘duff’ on these relatively
untrawled banks.
Later the weather cleared when we were off Nanortalik Fjord, and the scenery
was now truly magnificent. It was typical glaciered country with only a few
small snow patches and glaciers visible further inland. The hills were very varied
in shape and colour and the watery atmosphere lent depth and an air of grandeur
to the scene. It was a distinctive and beautiful coast, but dangerous on account of
the off-lying islands and grounded bergs. We counted seventy of these, one
carrying a block of rock the size of a cottage. Four trawls were ‘shot’ during the
day and I worked until 1.30 am. We measured 385 cod and took otoliths from 100
(for age determination), stomach contents and other collections. We also weighed
some fish to establish liver size in relation to body size; a cod of 7-8 lbs has a liver
of only 4-5 oz, at this time of year. I did four bottom temperature lowerings and
one bathy-thermograph cast - becoming quite expert at it by now. Then, while I
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was measuring the fish on deck during the afternoon minus my waterproof
jacket, a large wave broke over me, leaving me soaked to the skin.
We drifted about 16 miles northwest during the night and headed back
towards Nanortalik for another line of trawl hauls. The coast to the north was
low-lying and blue in the distance, blotted out in parts by local rainstorms.
Ahead was a jagged mountain ridge with many white streams and waterfalls in
the corries. We did two trawl hauls there, but the second one ripped the belly out
of the net and a new net had to be prepared. The first haul had also damaged the
net pretty badly. We marked about 50 fish, and measured a huge cod that was
130 cm long. We dredged with a conical dredge and brought up stones and a
little benthos. I helped Philip (Tallantyre) with the Clarke net. Then, when the
new trawl was shot it snagged almost immediately, a footrope was broken and it
brought up only six fish.
All afternoon and evening there was a thick fog and rain; some bergs were
quite close and one overturned as we watched. We put out an anchored Dhan
buoy, with light and reflector so that we should know our position. Another ship
about a mile away was lit-up and we had a tot of rum before turning in just after
midnight. We lost the Dhan buoy during the night - presumably torn away by a
berg and began shooting the trawl again just after breakfast. I was getting a good
apprenticeship in the realities of the trawlerman’s life.
For the next week we wandered about off the east and west coasts of
Greenland, doing similar work - trawling with otter trawl and Agassiz net,
making stramin net hauls and doing hydrographic work. The weather on the
whole was very good, including some splendidly clear days with wonderful
views of the coastal mountains. There was very little snow and ice to be seen, but
everywhere the landscape pointed to a recent history of glaciation. The ridges
were a mountaineer's paradise, with shear walls, serrated knife-edge ridges and
extensive aiguille formations. Our farthest north was the aptly named Cape
Desolation. We saw many icebergs and one night an extensive and colourful
auroral display. I made several sketches with compass bearings to conspicuous
navigational features of parts of the coastline - Cape Desolation area, Sermersok
and Cape Farewell - for the Admiralty’s Arctic Pilot, which contained no
illustrations of the west coast.
By 11 September we had moved down to the Cape Farewell region again - in
‘flatta’ calm as the Icelanders would say - and found 16 trawlers working in the
lee of Eggers Island, trawling in territorial waters. There was a temperature
inversion layer where the smoke from the trawlers spread out in a thin black
band and was visible from miles away. In the cold layer below the inversion
were startling mirage effects - floating islands, icebergs looking huge, and a
trawler that appeared to be a full-rigged sailing ship. Later we went in amongst
the trawlers. They were making fairly good catches, going round and round in
circles, one behind another. Then two sets of gear became entangled and another
came fast on the bottom. The latter cut his warps because he thought he was
entangled with another vessel’s. When he discovered his mistake the air was
blue!
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As the trawlers lay all night gutting fish, fog descended and in the morning it
was rough. We did a trawl haul and a bottom temperature and then ‘dodged’ a
bit. At 4 pm it was still blowing a gale and we came 160 miles south overnight.
In the morning it was still blowing and worsened during the day, but by 8.30 pm
it seemed to be easing off again. Several were seasick; I spent some time on the
bridge, watching the green ones come over the bows and rush with a roar at the
superstructure.
It was calmer again a few days later and we did a line of stations to Cape
Farewell, then up the East coast doing some bottom temperatures and occasional
trawling and Agassiz trawling. By 16 September we were up near Cape Bille and
I did another sketch of the coast as the ship steamed northwards, taking
soundings at 1 nautical mile intervals. In the evening we did our last trawl haul
and got a net full of ‘soldiers’ and four cod. It was dark by then and we turned
and headed for Reykjavik. I stood on the bridge and watched a most impressive
display of the Northern Lights – huge curtains of green rippling in the sky. The
beard competition was held among the crew and won by Scottie; Newfy was
runner-up with 14 votes (one behind Scottie).
In Iceland waters again and back to Cambridge. On 18 September it was just after
midnight there in Iceland, a clear starry night with the sky enhanced by the
Northern Lights and the mail had just come aboard including a letter from
Maureen. We had been in port for only about an hour, as we had to wait outside
for the pilot. That day we were to leave again, early, and there might not be a
chance to get ashore. We were to call at Aberdeen on our way back to sell our fish
catch and I hoped to be back in Cambridge by the following Wednesday. It had
been a very enjoyable trip and I was glad that I had come, but it would be nice to
get back.
I was now more or less in a position to begin to compare the Arctic and
Antarctic. Incidentally I received a cable from my friend Arthur Mansfield who
was now at Signy Island. The sea ice was starting to break up and he had fallen
through the ice with his sledge and dogs. He was getting on well with the seal
research - on Weddell seals. The rest of our trip went well and the fish catch was
sold in Aberdeen; then on to Grimsby where we signed off. I took a very large
Greenland halibut with me back to Cambridge, where I presented it to the High
Table at St Catharine's College and settled down to writing up my PhD thesis.
Maureen was still in Cambridge and life was good.
Looking to the Future
I was admitted to Degree of Master of Arts (MA), University of Cambridge.
The main reason for taking this degree was that it was awarded (5 years after
being awarded a first degree) for a small fee. More importantly it meant that, as a
Senior Member of the university, one could now be out at night without having
to wear a gown – a regulation that otherwise applied to undergraduates and
recent graduates.
In January 1953, Maureen and I took a ship to Norway to ski. We stayed at
the Youth Hostel or Ungdomsherberge, in Lillehammer (where Gwen and
Maureen had stayed in 1951 when they were hitch hiking around Scandinavia).
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We had 13 days holiday, inclusive of everything from Newcastle to Oslo return
by ship, train to Lillehammer, the stay in the YH and a hotel one night, for £23
each! (The equivalent after inflation is £385 today). It was an interesting and
enjoyable holiday though the snow could have been better for skiing, especially
because of Maureen's limited skill, and skiing through the forest requires special
skills. We did a bit of ice-skating, which neither of us had done for years and she
tells me that I almost went off with a beautiful Norwegian girl who skated like an
angel! Of course I don’t remember.
In July, Ray Adie, an Antarctic colleague and close friend of mine who
Maureen had also known for some time, and Aileen, were married at St. John's
College and I was best man. Bunny and Joyce Fuchs and their daughter Hilary
were also at the wedding and other FIDS friends. Maureen had got to know
Bunny and Joyce well and we worked quite a lot in their garden at week ends,
ending up with a splendid tea for the workers!
Later that month I took her to the Lake District for the first time and we
stayed with my elderly Quaker friends, Freda and Cuthbert Woods, who had
looked after me during the war years when my school was evacuated from
Whitley Bay to Windermere. I loved my time there and knew the entire district
very well indeed. The Woods' house and garden were beautiful and overlooked
Lake Windermere. They had a small sailing dinghy, which we used; I had sailed
her many times in my younger days. Maureen’s first long walk was up Fairfield,
near Grasmere: this was a horseshoe ridge walk that went on and up, on and up,
on and then down and down, all day and without water. Maureen passed this
test and we did become engaged! She was wearing Joyce Fuchs' walking trousers
and jacket and wore heavy walking boots for the first time. (She only began to
enjoy my walks when she bought a pair of really lightweight boots some years
later). It was superb swimming in the cool rocky pools of the lovely river flowing
from Langstrath, near Stonethwaite, in Borrowdale, where we later came to
camp. There were little waterfalls to cool off under as well. She certainly fell in
love with the Lake District from that time on.
After six months or so working at Heyworths, she decided to try some
fashion modeling and went to London for an interview at Majorie Molyneaux's
Agency. It was a wet day so she was in boots and raincoat. All the other
hopefuls were in very high heels and little black dresses! In spite of her boots
striding the modeling platform, she was told that she walked very well and yes,
they would take her for training. So she moved to London, having found a small,
newly finished flat at 5, Emperor's Gate, Gloucester Road. Eventually she found a
flat-mate, Heather Watty, whose parents lived in Portugal, and for the next year
modeled in various fashion houses including Harvey Nicholls. She quite enjoyed
it, mainly because it was different, and she loved to put on the attractive clothes,
but it was very boring much of the time, so in Harvey Nicholls she used to help
sell the clothes. She enjoyed doing that and was enthusiastic and honest, in her
opinions! I would come down to visit, usually at weekends. I supervised her
when she was trying to cook a roast in the oven for lunch and I bought her a first
cookery book, the "Penguin Cookery Book", which she still uses though it is now
very tattered!
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At that time FIDS had no future jobs to offer and I had been looking around.
During 1953 I was offered a job at the Fishery Research Station in St. John’s,
Newfoundland. It offered the prospect of continuing research on seals – mainly
the Arctic harp seal and perhaps other species including hooded seal By now
Maureen and I were engaged and discussed it at length, but decided not to take it
up. Meanwhile my achievements over my years in FIDS, were well known to the
FIDS Scientific Committee and people on that Committee like Colin Bertram and
Brian Roberts and of course Bunny were thinking about my future. As it
happened Dr Neill Mackintosh who had done classic studies on the large whales
from South Georgia (where I had lived and worked in the former laboratories of
Discovery Investigations) and who was now Deputy Director of the National
Institute of Oceanography (NIO), was a member of this committee. He offered me
a permanent appointment at the NIO in the small group of three comprising the
Whale Biology Section. The laboratories were located at Wormley in Surrey and
the starting salary was reasonable, though not munificent. Maureen and I
discussed this prospect in depth. I had no doubt that I could obtain an academic
research post elsewhere, perhaps in Cambridge, where I was known. But whale
research sounded interesting and had a practical purpose – to work much as I
had done on seals - towards understanding of the biology of the larger whales
and to contribute to their sustainable management and conservation. It would
also be my first permanent and pensionable job. We decided that I should take up
this appointment as a Senior Scientific Officer at the NIO and this meant that I
would be part of the Royal Navy Scientific Service.
However, at least nine tenths of the life of a large whale is spent under the
surface in the vast remote reaches of the world’s oceans. It was not then possible
to study their population ecology by direct observation, but there were three
main ways of studying their biology indirectly. First, inferences about their
distribution, and abundance could be made from sightings of their conspicuous
blows at the surface. Secondly, by firing whale tags into their blubber, hoping
they would be recovered when the whales were killed by whalers other
inferences could be drawn - about their migrations between the Antarctic feeding
grounds in summer and breeding areas in winter, and perhaps over time about
their age and abundance. Thirdly, the most promising method, the basis of
Mackintosh’s classic studies with Wheeler in the 1920s and 1930s, was to examine
the carcasses of whales killed in the whaling industry – on shore stations or in
pelagic whaling factories on the high seas. The observations and measurements
of the dead whales, and collection of organs for subsequent study of feeding,
growth, reproduction and age was the primary source of information, and was to
provide validation for later non-invasive research methods. I had gained much
experience of this approach in my elephant seal research and had seen whales
being processed at the whaling stations on South Georgia.
Such material could best be obtained by joining a commercial expedition
where a fleet of whale catchers caught whales of several species and delivered
them to a mother ship – a floating factory – for ‘rendering’ to oil, bone meal and
meat meal, frozen meat and other so-called ‘by-products’ such as meat extract.
The floating factories were just that – each a complicated processing factory,
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contained within a large hull designed with a stern slipway leading to decks
where the whales were dismembered and introduced into the factory below.
While these operations were taking place it was possible for a biologist to collect
material for research. But space to accommodate the ship’s company was at a
premium; every berth had to be filled by a worker and there was no room for
supernumeraries. However, the International Whaling Commission (IWC)
regulations called for each factory ship to accommodate two Government
Whaling Inspectors. Their duties were to observe, record and so ensure that
whaling was carried out in accordance with the regulations on, for example, the
whaling season, minimum lengths, prohibition on catching protected species or
lactating or ‘milk whales’ of any species, They also imposed fines for
infringements set by the IWC. Biologists were recruited to serve as inspectors as
a means of undertaking research.
I was to start my new job as a Junior Whaling Inspector, employed by the
Ministry of Agriculture and Food (MAFF) for the duration of a 6-7 month
whaling voyage on a British registered factory ship the 23.000 ton Balaena. I had
until the end of October to receive a briefing from the MAFF, and from the NIO,
including reading up on some of the relevant literature, then much less than there
is today.
Also I submitted my PhD thesis, and the oral examination was conducted in
October 1953 by Colin Bertram (Director of the Scott Polar Research Institute) and
Leo Harrison Matthews FRS (Director of Science, Zoological Society of London).
They gave me a good grilling and recommended that I had reached the required
standard.
Now I was ready for the next big adventure in my life.
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Chapter 18

New ideas for Management and
Conservation of the Elephant Seal stock:
their implementation

T

he South Georgia sealing industry under government control since the
beginning of the twentieth century has been more successful than most if not
all marine ‘fisheries’ industries. Between 1910 and 1964 over 260,000 elephant
seals were taken producing nearly half a million barrels of oil. The industry ceased in
1964 following the end of the whaling industry at South Georgia, to which it had
been subsidiary. At the present day the number of pups born each year is close to the
estimate I made in 1951 and the total number of all classes is probably rather more
than it was then, because the adult male component of the stock increased after
sealing ended. I developed the model discussed in this chapter over winter during
my year working on the island in 1951, showed that the population had in fact been
declining for over twenty years, and made recommendations for putting the industry
on a sound sustainable yield basis. The Falkland Islands Government implemented
these proposals from 1952, through new legislation, and the monitoring I had
recommended confirmed their validity in practice. The results all improved as
predicted until the industry ended in 1964. My predictions for increased catch per
unit of effort (and reduction in the length of season) increase in mean age of the
catch, and oil yield, were to prove remarkably accurate.
Early history.
The sealing industry began soon after Captain James Cook rediscovered South
Georgia in 1775. In the early days the beaches were worked by gangs of men in small
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cutters of 30 to 40 tons that were built in South Georgia from imported materials. The
sealers returned periodically with loads of skins and blubber to the parent vessel, but
in the more inaccessible bays they remained ashore and lived in rough huts,
sometimes throughout the winter. The try-pots of those parties can still be seen in
various parts of the island. We know from accounts of sealing in other areas that
clubs were used to kill the young, and the older seals were lanced. Old bulls were
killed by firing a musket ball upwards through the palate into the brain. The blubber
was flensed off with the hide, and cut into several strips, which were left to soak in
seawater for 24 hrs., which removed the blood. The strips were then cut into small
pieces and boiled in cast iron try-pots, which were mounted on bricks. Often penguin
skins were used to feed the fire. The pots were arranged in a series, and the oil was
run into a second pot after the first boiling, boiled once or twice more, and then run
off into casks. Alternatively the blubber was tried out aboard the parent vessel.
It proved a lucrative employment, but the sealers killed indiscriminately all the
seals they found and the beaches were soon depopulated. In the early days southern
fur seals (Arctocephalus gazella) were taken as well as the elephant seals, but the fur
seals were quickly exterminated owing to their greater value and by 1822 were
virtually extinct. That industry reached a peak early in the nineteenth century, but
the decline in the numbers of elephant seals was less dramatic because the value of
the product in proportion to the effort expended, was much less. However, the stock
of elephant seals was so depleted that after 1865 few ships visited the island and by
1880 it had become unprofitable to hunt them. South Georgia was then deserted until
the turn of the century, when the species was found to have increased to numbers,
which made hunting profitable again. The Falkland Islands Government enacted a
Seal Fishery ordinance in 1899, the first step in conservation and management of the
species.
The basis of rational exploitation. The biological basis of rational exploitation should be
apparent from the biology of the animal (described in chapter 17). It is highly
polygynous, a single male being able to serve a large number of cows (We know
from this species and the northern elephant seal, that a few of the males on a beach
may father the great majority of the pups). As the sexes are nearly equal in numbers
at birth a large surplus of males can therefore be harvested without affecting the
reproductive potential of the herd. A related characteristic, which makes the species
ideal for exploitation in this way is the enormous sexual disparity in size, a large
adult male weighing around eight times the size of the average adult female. The
industry has been based on the oil yield from the blubber was available in large
units, so it was most advantageous to take the older males and this could best be
done during the breeding season. Because the largest males tend to haul out first on
the beaches the sealers automatically selected the most productive animals. This did
not apply to autumn sealing, which ended in 1954.
Clearly, it would have been quite irrational to attempt to exploit the females in a
sustained yield operation, although the early sealers didn’t discriminate in this way.
Nor would it be right to take pups although it has been proposed - if only on
practical grounds, and in theory, as disproved below. For it would directly interfere
with recruitment to the herd. Also such catches would have to be made in the
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breeding season for optimum condition and maximum productivity of oil, which is
when the cows are suckling their calves. Moreover, in the early part of the breeding
season when bulls and cows are in good condition, the pups have laid down little fat.
In fact the taking of females and young seals, which was such a wasteful feature in
early days of uncontrolled sealing – and contributed greatly towards the decline of
the herd during the nineteenth century, has been prohibited since the beginning of
Government control. Elephant seals don’t lend themselves to pelagic sealing
operations as some northern species do, and this too greatly simplifies control and
inspection.
In order to prevent a recurrence of the previous indiscriminate slaughter the
Falklands Islands Government in 1899 introduced a Seal Fishery Ordinance, which
was the first step towards putting the industry on a rational basis. The position was
revised by further ordinances in 1904, 1909 and 1921. A result of this legislation the
coastline of the island was divided into four ‘divisions’. The first extended from Cape
Nuñez to Cape North, the second from Cape Buller to Cape Saunders, the third from
Larsen Point to Cape Disappointment , and the fourth from there to Cape Nuñez
Several seal reserves where no hunting was permitted, were designated. The
Divisions were worked in rotation; each year the seals in one division were allowed
to remain undisturbed. Licences for taking a stipulated number of adult male
elephant seals were issued annually to the sealing company by the Magistrate. It was
forbidden to hunt fur seals and, since 1916, Weddell seals because the latter species is
confined to a small relict colony in Larsen harbour at the southern end of the island.
Leopard seals could be taken until 1927, but yielded a negligible fraction of the total
oil output of the sealing industry. The four reserves were were Willis island and Bird
Island, the coastlines from Cape North to Cape Buller, from Cape Sounders to Larsen
Point, and in the vicinity of Dartmouth Point in East Cumberland Bay.
The first licence was issued in 1910 to the oldest established whaling company at
South Georgia, the Compañía Argentina de Pesca (CAP), and that company
monopolised the sealing industry until within a few years of its demise in 1964. The
Magistrate, as the senior civil authority, issued annual licences. At first only the
divisions nearest to the station were worked, and from 1 October to 31 December
was a close period. Later September was also included in the close season, although
September sealing was allowed in certain war years (1914, 1916-1918). The seals were
therefore virtually unmolested in the breeding season. In 1921 the close season was
altered to extend from 1 November to 28 February, and the licences permitted
September and October sealing from 1922 onwards. Sealing was also permitted in the
first part of November in 1923, 1924 and 1932 and each year from 1938 onwards the
company applied for and was granted an extension into November. In 1942 the
sealing crews did not arrive on the island until 3 November and the season ended on
30 November, in 1951 the main season ended on 25 November and in 1952 on 30
November.
Although there was only one close season the sealing operations fell into two
parts, for the animals left the beaches to lead a pelagic life during the winter. In
practice hunting under control now began in early September and ended about midNovember. Operations used to start again on 1 March and continued until the
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beginning of April, but since November sealing began this period accounted for only
a tenth of the catch, and from 1955 there was no autumn sealing.
The number of seals that could be taken was subject to annual revision. For many
years it was fixed at 6,000 – by ‘rule of thumb’- but in 1948 it was raised to 7,500 on
the recommendation of the Magistrate, [Fleuret] then in 1949 and 1950 to 9,000. The
1948-1950 quotas were not achieved, a warning sign. In 1951 the quota was set at
8,000, but in spite of extending the season to 25 November, the company was only
able to take 7,877, the highest annual catch under the regulations. Until 1952 the
quota was divided equally among the three divisions worked each year although the
stocks in the four (geographically defined) divisions have probably always been
unequal in size. Following my work quotas were allocated to the divisions in
proportion to my estimates size of the stocks within each (see below) and certain
other conditions were enforced.
Sealing methods in the 1950s and 1960s. Sealing methods had changed greatly since the
early days, but because of the difficult nature of the coastline and the need to come
close inshore to land on the beaches, small easily manoeuvrable vessels were always
required. In my day the Compañía Argentina de Pesca (CAP) had four sealing
vessels, all of them obsolete whale catchers, Lille Karl, Albatros, Diaz, Don Samuel and
Petrel, the latter replacing Lille Karl, originally also a whale catcher, but later a sealer
for over forty years. But Don Samuel struck a reef near King Haakon Bay and was
lost in 1951. (see chapter 15/16).
I made three adventurous sealing trips in 1951 on board the Albatros, with
Captain Ole Hauge. An experience described in chapters 15 [and 16]. The other
vessels showed small differences in sealing techniques and in the composition of
their crews. The Albatros was a steel-built oil-burning vessel, retaining traces of her
origin, such as the whaling ‘canon’ pillar in the bow. The crew, including the captain,
usually numbered sixteen, and seven of them were sealers. Each sealing trip usually
lasted about a week. The nights were usually spent in a sheltered anchorage, and
work began about 5.30 am; the working days ended about dusk, continuing through
the day as long as there were seals to be found. The sealers raised and lowered the
boats to land on the beaches and collect and raft the skins (and attached blubber) to
the ship, where other members of the crew hoisted them aboard by steam winch and
stowed them.
The seven sealers had three separate tasks: beating, flensing (removing the skin
and blubber with large knives) and hauling. The beater drove the seals backwards to
the water’s edge, by hitting them on the head with a metal tube about two metres
long. At the water’s edge the gunner shot them in the head with a large calibre rifle.
The flensers immediately started removing the blubber, in one piece from 1-7 ins [2.5
– 18 cm] thick, roughly circular with two holes where the fore-flippers had been. The
gunner and beater helped to roll the carcass over if it was particularly large. The
haulers put a rope strop through one of the flipper holes and if several seals were
killed close together the pieces were dragged into the sea and the line threaded
through these loops. The pram dinghy came in as close as possible through the surf
and the line was thrown to it and fastened. The pram was then rowed out to the
motor boat – waiting outside the surf – and the skins, which floated, towed to the
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parent vessel. When carcasses were abundant in a small area a long wire cable was
brought ashore; a number of smaller wires were spliced into it ending in wooden
toggles which were threaded through the flipper holes in the blubber rafts. The
ship’s winch was then used to tow the load out to the ship. The carcasses were left to
rot at the water’s edge, and be eaten by scavengers like giant petrels, skuas, gulls and
rats - the most wasteful feature of the industry.
Requirements for achieving maximum sustainable yield.
Although Harrison Matthews (later FRS) travelled with the sealers and wrote
about the sealing industry in 1929, his account was largely anecdotal. The sealing
regulations were predominantly ad hoc and apparently not based on any scientific or
quantitative findings until I reported on my work in 1951. Several factors were then
considered to devise the best method of sustainably harvesting this natural resource
in order to exploit it to the fullest reasonable extent – indefinitely – while conserving
the population.
The catching season. The commercial basis of the industry was the blubber oil, and the
yield per seal varied seasonally. Elephant seals are virtually absent from land from
May to August and various components of the herd are absent at other times. The
factory output statistics show that over the thirty-year period 1929-1958, the average
oil production per male seal fluctuated greatly over the months when they were
taken. For four months, during May – August they are foraging and fattening up at
sea, and not surprisingly the highest blubber oil production per animal was found in
August/September (c.2.3 barrels/seal), at the beginning of the breeding season. It
progressively declined through October (c.2.1) and November (c.1.8). Then they
remain at sea through December to February and when they hauled out again in
March and April respectively the blubber oil produced averaged c.1.8 and c.1.7 per
seal. In years when sealing took place in January and February the average oil yield
was about [1.2] barrels/seal. This suggested that the bulls were about twice as fat at
the beginning of the breeding season than in the moulting season. These figures were
probably influenced by two main factors: a change in physical condition associated
with the stress of the breeding season and the utilisation of the fat reserve in the
blubber associated with that fasting period. Probably it also represented a
progressive change in the size and age composition of the catch, because in general
the oldest and largest males are the first to haul out (see chapter 17).
Possibility of utilising carcasses for other products. It had always been the practice of
elephant sealers to take only the blubber and skin from which to extract blubber oil,
leaving the carcasses to rot on the beaches – providing food for scavengers. The
blubber and skin together account for some 40% of the body weight, so the wastage
of protein and oil was considerable. As early as 1926 – the year of my birth - it had
been demonstrated that the extra oil from the carcass could increase the yield by as
much as 26%. Fifteen large male elephant seals taken in September of that year
produced on average 2.00 barrels of oil from the blubber and 0.52 barrels from the
rest of the carcass. Later experiments in 1947 and 1948 gave an increased oil
production of 22-25% on full utilisation and 58-65 kg of meal per carcass. In 1954 the
company estimated that full utilisation of the carcass should produce 16% more oil
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and 316 kg of meat and bone meal. Further experiments in 1956 and 1957 showed a
16% increase in oil produced and an average of about 250 kg of meal per seal.
At 1951 prices such higher yield amounts to a potential increase of about £73,000
(at 2004 prices = £1,362,000) in the value of the products of a season’s sealing, from
about £109,000 (£2,006,000) to some £182,000 (£3,350,000) if the carcasses could be
processed more efficiently. However, the biggest drawback was the small size of the
sealing vessels, which limited the volume of product per ‘trip’. So in order to process
the carcasses sealing methods would have had to be drastically changed, and the
only feasible solution seemed to be to use a small factory ship, with a fleet of smaller
vessels to capture and deliver the seals to it for processing. I explored this possibility
in 1951 with a senior executive of CAP (Mr Holland) and it was considered again in
1957 (by the then Station Manager, K S Pierce-Butler). Butler was the Magistrate in
my day – gamekeeper turned poacher! But it proved economically unsound, for
advantages (outlined earlier) of the existing traditional system would be lost.
Namely, the sealing industry as then prosecuted, was very economical and the
value of the product high, for the seal oil was equivalent to the highest grade of
whale oil in value. In terms of capital investment the costs were small, because the
shore-whaling factory was already up and running and improvements in its
equipment occurred from time to time for processing the whale catch. Also the
sealing vessels were obsolete, very old former whale catchers, the cost of which had
already been written-off. Their running costs were small – their fuel supplies arrived
by the same transport as the whale catchers’ fuel, and subject to similar bulk buying.
Their equipment was unsophisticated - until 1952 they were not even equipped with
modern communications equipment. Their manpower was in monetary terms
unskilled, though rich in experience. Because of the quality of the product it was part
of the marketting arrangements for the whale oil produced.
Other requirements. Two other requirements for full rational sustained exploitation are
first that the numbers of animals that may be removed without causing depletion are
known, and second the optimum target age-distribution of the catch is achieved.
Because of the elephant seals’ biology and energetics this was best be done by taking
adult males on the beaches in the breeding season. The optimum distribution of the
quota between the various beaches (zones) around the island must also be
determined. These assessments were expected to be subject to revision from time to
time in the light of the improvement of knowledge of the herd, which could be
expected from future observation, monitoring and research.
I made a preliminary study of these questions which was based on my necessarily
limited field observations and counts at South Georgia in 1951, discussions with CAP
and the sealers, and analysis of the company’s records. My research suggested that a
marked deterioration in the ‘health’ of the stock had taken place, which if not
reversed might be expected to continue causing serious depletion of the resource.
Following my recommendations (made in a thick report submitted to the Governor,
Miles Clifford, on my way home in 1952) the sealing regulations were altered in the
way best calculated to restore the herd to a sound condition. In particular: a method
by which the age composition of the catch could be assessed and followed from year
to year, was introduced; also a minimum length requirement; and attempts to restrict
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catching to the breeding season. Fortunately when my recommendations turned out
to be succeeding, a full time sealing inspector was appointed in 1956, the additional
safeguard of sample counts was introduced and marking experiments begun. Now I
should go into more detail.
Population Studies
How did I come to conclude that a progressive decline of the stock had set in?
What were the results of my preliminary assessment of the overall population and its
composition and dynamics? My conclusions as to the optimum target age
distribution of the catch? The application of the results of my population studies to
management?
Evidence of progressive deterioration up to 1952. I extracted, from the CAP records and
the Magistrates’ reports, details of the annual catches of seals at South Georgia over
the period 1910 to 1951. (Up to 1927 some 752 leopard seals and, up to 1916, 97
Weddell seals had been taken, averaging about 50 a year, but this had little effect on
the results). The total number taken up to 1951 was 193,328 mainly adult male
elephant seals, which produced 299,000 barrels of oil or 1.6 barrels per seal. This was
several times the return from an uncontrolled slaughter of the whole herd, as had
taken place in the nineteenth century. It demonstrated, if indeed that is necessary, the
value of rational exploitation in producing a sustained yield. But there was evidence
to suggest that from the late 1930s onwards the condition of the herd had been
progressively worsening in spite of the conservation measures then in place. The
first hint was given in the Magistrate’s annual report for 1936, which stated that
although there was no sign of diminution of numbers, the animals were vacating the
large open beaches for smaller beaches often inaccessible to sealers. The reports for
1939 and 1945 also remarked on the increase in the size of the colonies on these
smaller beaches, and it was evident to me in 1951 that many of the large open
beaches were under-populated.
As a measure of the relative size of an exploited population over time we can
define a unit of fishing or hunting effort and then calculate the changes in the size of
the catch per unit of effort (CPUE) which occur from year to year. This is a well
known practice in fishery research where it gives a measure of the density of fish
stocks in the sea. So far as I know, it had not then been deployed to study mammals
In the case of the elephant seal, the most convenient unit of effort – probably the only
one - was the catcher’s day’s work (CDW). This was not open to the same objection
as the CDW as a unit of effort in whaling research, where the factor of gear saturation
(days of ‘stop catch’) was significant. Nor had there been much change in the type of
ship used or in the method of working the beaches. Reliable data for calculating
CDW were available to me only from 1931 onwards (in the Magistrates’ reports) and
in the period 1931 to 1951 there had been no change in the ships engaged, and very
little if any change in the nature of the operations. However, the spring sealing
operations had shifted to a later date, so variation in the length and timing of the
season could perhaps affect the figures for CPUE s calculated for the whole period of
spring sealing. In order to minimise this possible source of error, effort data were
calculated only for October sealing which had usually accounted for well over half of
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the total annual catch. But a decline was also shown for calculations based on the full
season.
There was a large variation in the calculated CPUE s, due to the system of
rotation practised - by which the stock in each division was rested every fourth year.
The CPUE should vary according to which three divisions were worked. Factors
involved were types of coastline, varying exposures and difficulties in landing,
varying sea ice conditions, and the distance of beaches from the station so that more
CDW were spent travelling to and from division IV than division II for example. To
eliminate that source of variation, I therefore lumped the data in 4-year periods and a
more consistent picture emerged. It showed that there had been a progressive decline
in the CPUE from 38.3 seals/CDW at the beginning of the 1930 s to 27.6 in 1949-51,
that is a decline by 28% over two decades. This doesn’t reflect a similar proportional
decline in the male stock in all divisions and some (for example Division II – closer
and much more accessible) had certainly been more reduced than the rest. This
change had begun well before the higher catches in 1948-51, which followed the
raising of annual quotas in that period.
Almost all the quantitative data on abundance came from the adult male
component of the herd, because few if any systematic studies or counts of females,
pups or young males had been made. Also, in an exploited polygynous species like
the elephant seal (in which one alpha male can impregnate dozens of females – often
more) the ratio of adult male and female seals can vary quite appreciably without
affecting recruitment. Up to a certain point a reduced number of males can serve the
same number of females as formerly achieved by a much larger stock of males. Also
young sexually mature males, which formerly had little prospect of breeding, now
played an important role in maintaining recruitment to the population. The
estimated pregnancy rate of about 82% was quite high. But if the male stock
continued to decrease, at some point this trend would affect conceptions, recruitment
and in due course the adult stock. I believed that danger level had been reached in
Division II and Cumberland Bay (Division III) by 1951. [The determination of the
optimum harem size is one of the more difficult aspects of management]
Estimated Size of the stocks in 1951. The detailed observations and counts that I made at
South Georgia in 1951, mainly in Divisions I, II and parts of III, indicated that the
condition of the herd, particularly in the first two, was deteriorating. I was able to
make only one visit to division IV (a special voyage was arranged for me at the
beginning of the breeding season because it was closed to sealing). Supplementary
information obtained from the sealers indicated that seals were much more abundant
in divisions III and IV than in the two northern divisions. In the latter I noticed that
some of the large open bays with extensive beaches were depopulated (by
comparison with photographs taken in earlier years) and that the seals were much
thicker on the ground in the smaller inaccessible bays and rocky stretches of the
coast. This in itself didn’t mean that the stock was deteriorating; perhaps only that
the sealing activities had induced seals to move to the less accessible (to sealers), and
so less visited parts, of the coast but it was a disturbing trend. It may also perhaps
partly explain the decline in CPUE since 1940 or earlier. But I considered that this
fall in the CPUE was too large to be attributed solely to behavioural changes and
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with the exception of division II, many of the large beaches still held very sizeable
colonies in 1951.
Other evidence supported this. The average harem size at the Dartmouth Point
reserve in 1951, where sealing was prohibited, was 1 male to 24 cows and the overall
mature sex ratio there 1:13. In contrast, at Hestesletten and Maiviken, Cumberland
Bay, exploited beaches, the average harem sizes were 46 and 52 respectively and the
mature sex ratios were respectively 1:28 and 1:34 – although seals had not been
removed from these beaches thus far that season. The interpretation of the figures
was complicated by the fact that sealing operations were continually removing a
proportion of males from these exploited beaches, replaced by other males, fresh
from the sea. [Also the average age of the bulls was much lower than expected in an
unexploited herd, including sexually mature animals only [41/2] yrs old. In some
areas it was very much below the usual age at which harems are acquired in an
unexploited herd.
I made an estimate of the size of the stock in the various divisions. In November
1951 I counted all the pups on the beaches visited in areas I and II. They leave the
beaches when they are [a few] [about six] weeks old and the figures were adjusted to
allow for this; regular control counts were made on Cumberland Bay beaches. On the
beaches visited in divisions I and II the proportions of cows and pups on a given date
approximated to the proportions of the control counts. It was therefore assumed that
divisions I, II and III (Cumberland Bay) were more or less synchronous as regards
the pupping season. The actual counts were therefore corrected (to allow for pups
which had departed), by reference to the control counts.
The corrected total was 31,075 and a further allowance was made for the few
beaches not visited, which brought the total to about 35,000 for these two divisions. I
concluded that about 20,000 of these pups were born in division I, and 15,000 in
division II. Because of my previous experience the basic counts were unlikely to be
much in error, though the totals were extrapolations. This could not be said for the
estimates on the other two divisions, which weren’t based on counts. After talks with
the sealers, in which their opinions of the relative status of the herds in divisions III
and IV was sought, an arbitrary figure of 32,500 live pups was assumed for each of
these divisions, making a grand total of approximately 100,000 pups which survived
to weaning. This was a very round figure, but the best I could do, given my
resources! Pup mortality from birth to weaning was assessed at 2% (from more
detailed observations). This gave a total estimated annual recruitment to the
population of about 102,000 pups. Of these I estimated that 20% were in division I,
15% in division II, and 32.5% in each of divisions III and IV. Although these
estimates could only be approximate figures they were the first ever to be made and
served as a basis for further calculations.
Other parameters used in assessing the size of the population included: the sex
ratio at birth (estimated from detailed sexed samples); average ages of the sexes at
sexual maturity (estimated from tooth-aged samples); the pregnancy rate of mature
females, from post-mortems; information on longevity of females (from the tooth
collections). Also data on the size of the commercial catches in previous years, and on
the age composition of the commercial kill of males in 1951, were available. For the
purpose of the calculations it was assumed that recruitment and natural mortality
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were stable and natural mortality rates were assumed which fitted the other
parameters. (They now appear to have been fairly close to the actual figures). My
calculations resulted in rough estimates of the size of the population in each division
and of the annual accession, by sex, to the different (yearly) age classes. In view of
the low average age of the bulls that the calculations showed, I concluded that
measures were needed to raise the stock of breeding bulls in each division to equal
one twelfth of the estimated stock of adult cows, to promote an average harem size of
12. The estimated surplus annual accessions of bulls calculated by divisions on this
basis, and tabulated, and I calculated from my life tables the sum of surplus bulls at
5,842 in a stabilised population under natural mortality only (see below). It therefore
seemed reasonable to return to a catch quota of 6,000 adult bulls per year, leaving
one division ‘fallow’ (unworked) each year in rotation. But it was clear that this
overall quota should not be divided equally among the divisions, as before, because
the size of their stocks differed. Depending on what subsequent monitoring told us
about the validity/accuracy of these assumptions it should eventually be possible to
exploit all four divisions each year – leaving out the one in four years ‘fallow’ cycle,
originally introduced as a safety factor.
My calculated estimated surplus annual accessions were Division II, 876, division
I, 1168, divisions III and IV, 1899 each. Over the period 1940 -51 the average annual
catch per division had been 1447, 1450, 1675 and 1489 in divisions I, II, III and IV
respectively. The proposed management plan therefore required a substantial
reallocation of divisional quotas within an overall island quota of 6,000. This would
have to be phased in over a period. According I calculated and proposed quotas, by
division, from 1952 to 1956, when they should be reconsidered in the light of results
from the proposed scientific monitoring and commercial results. The proposed
proportional distributions of the sub-quotas between the various divisions appeared
to be reasonable, although division II might require further protection.
This revision of the divisional quotas to bring the contribution into line with the
estimated size of the available surpluses was the most important practical result of
my work in 1951. The setting up of a monitoring programme based on tooth
collections to follow the age distributions was also a key requirement. Considering
the approximations necessary to the calculations I felt remarkably confident that I
had it right! Was I over-confident? Time would tell, but first I had to convince the
Governor to implement my proposals and set up the monitoring programme,
including the appointment of a sealing inspector.
Provisional life tables and population dynamics
I considered that in principle rational management of the herd should aim at
allowing the bulls to reach an optimum size (that is the time when the year class is of
maximum weight) and then catching them before natural mortality has reduced their
numbers too much. Account needed to be taken of the age at sexual and breeding
maturity and the optimum sex ratio of mature seals. The relationship between yield
and effort would also be important.
As a first step I attempted to draw up provisional life table models from the ages
of the seals I had collected. Then from the growth curve (body length) I had
established, converted from length/weight data on elephant and other seals, I could
estimate the biomass – the weight of living matter - of each age class in the
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population. This could only be a crude approximation owing to uncertainty about
several parameters of the herd, but it could be shown that even large differences in
the initial assumptions led to rather similar results. The values I used were all based,
to some extent, on actual counts I had made or samples I had taken. Initially I
assumed that the population was more or less stable, for an industry had been
prosecuted for forty years, without obvious decline. [The apparent uniformity of the
age composition of the catch in recent years supports this [???]
With these reservations I drew up three [cross sectional] life tables, based on
different assumptions. Human life tables present a tabular numerical representation
of mortality and survivorship of a cohort at birth at each subsequent year of life. It
comprises an array of measures, including probabilities of death, probabilities of
survival and life expectancies at various ages. The original data are to be found in
archives of births, deaths and marriages, etc. In 1951 life tables were well established
for people, but novel for wild animals, particularly large wild mammals. A paper by
E S Deevey (1947) is now a ‘citation classic’ and I had been fortunate to come across it
when I was in Cambridge in 1950 after my first two year Antarctic sojourn. Life table
notation had not previously been used in field ecology: to paraphrase it tabulates
survivorship at each age x, from birth to x max (the maximum age for the cohort). If
ages of wild animals (alive, found dead or extinct) are known, “fates of oysters and
song birds can be quantitatively compared with the fates of people and fruit flies”.
Now it guided my thoughts to ways of analysing the population dynamics,
management and conservation of the world’s largest elephant seal population. In this
case I had age data from my collected samples, data on sex ratios at birth, ages at
maturity and an estimate of pregnancy rates. I was working in isolation, but my
approach and presentation was similar to that later published by American biologists
working on the northern fur seal (Kenyon, Scheffer and Chapman (1954) as part of a
large, well-funded programme of research on that species. My whole programme,
including other studies, cost my annual salary (£400), plus limited travel to and from
South Georgia, food and accommodation on the island – no more than £1500 in all.
That is equivalent today allowing for inflation, to some £25 -30,000.
My three life table models were for females exposed only to natural mortality, for
males exposed to natural mortality and for males exposed to both natural and
hunting mortality. The following basic data were used: a) total number of pups at
birth estimated to be 102,000; b) sex ratio at birth estimated to be 54% male; c) age
composition of 74 mature females, from my earlier studies; d) a pregnancy rate of
82.5% annually from the third year; e) potential maximum longevity of 20 years,
from ages from teeth; f) an average assumed catch of 6,000 males (later revised to
5,818 males per year (actuals, 1955-58), having an age composition based on
examination of tooth layers.
The female life table model was constructed from the first five of these values. A
crude time-specific survival curve was drawn up for the small sample of females I
had collected, assuming it to be random, and the female population to be stable in
time. A straight line, on a logarithmic scale, representing annual mortality rate of
about 13% was fitted from 2 -11 years. A peak of females estimated at 12-years-old,
included older females (thought due to ageing inaccuracies) was extended to later
age groups (up to 18 years) to produce a more regular curve. Recruitment to the
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population – the initial cohort – was calculated from this smoothed curve, the
estimated pregnancy rate and the sex ratio at birth. The survival was completed by
interpolation so that annual mortality in the first two years was 40% and 20%
respectively. To draw up an approximate female life table the initial cohort was
taken to be 46,920 female pups (46% of 102,000).
In drawing up a male life table the initial cohort was taken to be 55,080 (54% of
102,000), and it was assumed that due to exploitation there was no escapement above
14 years, since no older males were found. The samples from the catch showed a
uniform total annual male mortality of 65% from 8 years upwards. A survival curve
was initially constructed by working back from 14 years age, assuming similar
annual mortality rates as for the female. However even in those days it was generally
thought that male natural mortality rates are higher than in females, so I adjusted the
life table accordingly.
A potential natural life table for males was drawn up using these initial rates,
extended to a maximum age of 20 years.
As a check on the accuracy of the estimate for the total annual recruitment, I
applied the provisional natural mortality rates to the estimated recruitment for
divisions I and II separately, taking into account the size of the annual catch and its
age composition in each of these divisions. For division I my calculations showed no
escapement beyond 14 years, so the life table fitted that parameter. For division II a
1.4% downward adjustment of estimated recruitment gave the same result. This
check suggested that the accuracy of the estimate of pups born annually in all
divisions is about the same as the estimates for divisions I and II, which were based
on adjusted counts of pups.
These very crude life tables suggested that the size of the herd in the 1950 s was
about 370,000 animals, but this maximum figure was never actually attained. The
average mid-year population is probably about 310,000. The potential life tables for
an unexploited herd suggested that the corresponding figures should be about 390,00
and 330,000, that is about 3.8 or 3.2 times (mean 3.5) the number of pups. These
factors could be used to obtain an estimate of the total size of unexploited
populations for which pup counts are available.
Biomass estimates for the herd. At the time I did this work there were very few records
of the weights of elephant seals and this is a property that is subject to large seasonal
fluctuations during the annual cycle. I estimated a weight/length relationship from
the limited elephant seal data, which suggested a similar slope and intercept to the
linear regressions obtained for two Arctic species. Comparison with the elephant seal
data suggested that a bull elephant seal of maximum length (7.9 m) in average
condition would weigh about 5000kg. An average full-grown male (length 4.8 m)
would weight about of 2032 kg. (Original calculations in ft. and lbs. pounds are here
converted to m. and kg). Because of the paucity of data, to calculate the biomass of
the herd I assumed that such a linear relationship represented the weight-length
relationship of both sexes, but this may have given a slightly higher estimated female
biomass than real. The biomass of each age group for each sex was calculated by
converting length at age data to weights and multiplying by the numbers in the life
tables age classes for the two sexes.
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Estimates of total biomass at birth by sex were 2.7 million kg for males and 2.15
million kg for females. The curves for both sexes reached a peak of respectively 11.0
million kg and 9.4 million kg at weaning, 23 days later. These and other seasonal
fluctuations are not shown in the figure and the curves take their origin at an age of
about two weeks. Similar calculations were made for subsequent age classes. In the
female there was a steady decline in biomass after the first year; in the male it
declined to 3 yrs and then rose to a peak at 6 yrs, after which it declined again. This
reflected the male growth spurt in body length and weight. The estimated weight of
the catch in each harvested age group is also shown in [fig 12]. It totalled 10.44
million kg and appeared to be equivalent to taking no animals less than 8-year–old
and then taking the entire 8-yr–old year class, leaving no escapement. A catch about
17% heavier should result if it were possible to take the entire 6-year-old class. But it
isn’t possible to confine the catch to a single year class in this way, and for
reproductive success an adequate stock of breeding bulls must be present on the
beaches. Furthermore, in order to obtain this increased yield a large increase in effort
would have been needed, for instead of 5437 8-year-olds, 7922 6-year-olds would
have had to be taken. There would be operational/financial penalties of this 45%
increase in the actual numbers taken.
The calculations were necessarily crude approximations, but despite this it would
appear that the 1958 size and age composition of the catch came close to fulfilling the
conditions necessary for obtaining the maximum sustained yield of males. An
estimate of the total year-round standing stock of the herd, from these calculations,
was about 169 million kg. An annual male catch of 10.44 million kg would be about
6% gross of the total standing stock if the whole carcass could be utilised. In terms of
blubber only it is only 2.4%, because blubber and skin equal 0.4 x body weight.

Some results of implementing the new regulations
Catch per unit effort. A sharp rise in the CPUE after the new regulations had been
introduced in 1952, with a catch quota of 6,000, looked promising. It rose from 27.6
seals/CDW in the period 1949-52, to 34.3 seals/CDW in 1955-58 - that was by 26.1% and appeared to reversing the trend. In 1957 and 1958 sealing operations were
hampered by exceptionally bad weather and the full quota wasn’t attained. Then
unfortunately there was a change in the catching effort, which meant that the
measure of CDW had changed substantially, so I was not able to extend this analysis.
(Vessels changed; the larger Petrel, 245 grt, replaced the older, smaller Lille Karl, 77
grt. Two sealing captains of twenty years experience (Edgardo Lees and Thorlief
Hammerstad) retired and were replaced of by Gunnar Virik Nilsen and Arne Bogen)
in 1957).
Oil yield. Figure 7 also shows that the date of mid season became earlier, by about
two weeks, on the introduction of the new regulations and smaller quota. This
would be expected to be associated with a higher oil yield per seal, because the
depletion of their blubber due to fasting and aggression, would not have advanced
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so far. In fact the average oil yield increased by a third of a barrel during these years,
due to this. Also the effects of the other changes (lower quota and a minimum size
regulation) led to selection of larger males. It was also partly associated with the
cessation of autumn sealing and slight improvements in factory methods. However
an increase in the average age of the catch suggested that the improved oil yield was
probably a result of the altered regulations. In the absence of full carcass utilisation it
might have been expected to fluctuate around 2.1 barrels per seal, unless the average
age of the catch continued to rise, the sealing season advance or oil extraction in the
factory improve.
Age composition of the catch. My collections in 1951 had revealed an average age of the
catch of 6.64 ± 0.34 years from samples mainly from division III. From 1952 annual
tooth samples were collected and returned by the sealers, for estimation of age
composition. This was a very important element in the new regime. I was still
closely involved, though writing my thesis, but the early history of the tooth
collections illustrates some difficulties of remote control of operations at the other
end of the world. The first annual collection (1952) was unfortunately lost in transit
and in 1953 the collection wasn’t subdivided according to the divisions worked. But
from 1954 onwards the collections were satisfactory. In 1956 Nigel Bonner, a biologist
who had earlier worked for a year on fur seals at South Georgia (in the Bay of Isles),
was recruited as the Sealing Inspector that my plan had called for. (I think the
Falkland Islands Government was waiting to see whether my proposals were
practicable!) (Nigel became a good friend and filled this post for some seven seasons.
Later he led the Seals Research Division in one of the Natural Environment Research
Council’s (NERC) institutes, and then joined the British Antarctic Survey, as head of
Life Sciences and some years later became my Deputy Director)). I was able to help
him get started and we worked on the first collections together to standardise the
methods. Some 1767 teeth were collected between 1953 and 1958, and Nigel made
control collections in 1957 and 1958, totalling 439 teeth. Nigel Bonner and/or me
aged all these teeth, in my case in my spare time for which I received a small
honorarium. The FIG was doing very well in terms of the costs of the monitoring
operation called for under the regulations!
The great majority of the teeth collected were entirely suitable for age
determination. Comparisons of the frequency distribution of ages in the commercial
samples (1955-58) and the Control Sample (1957-58) showed they were in near
perfect agreement. But just how representative were the samples (5%), of the total
catches? I have described the sealing methods elsewhere. The sealers work
intermittently, at times in haste under great pressure from time or conditions, at
others more leisurely. I expected that the teeth would be collected during the least
fraught periods of a sealing trip, when there was more time available. When these
collections were proposed in 1951 I believed, from having worked with the sealers,
that they would be conscientious and the bias if any would be small; this proved
correct. As an additional safeguard Nigel arranged for the required number of teeth
representing 5% of the number caught on each trip, to be returned to the sealing
inspector after each trip. This prevented them making up the required number by
intensive collection at the end of the season.
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Of the six divisional collections of teeth made in 1957 and 1958, only division IV
in 1958 showed a significant difference between the mean ages of control and
commercial samples. The age frequencies for all areas combined were similar for
commercial and control samples. The mean ages for 33 control samples of the catches
by divisions from 1953 to 1964 when sealing ended are shown in figure [3
monitoring paper]. (Samples were not available from 1952 (collection lost) and 1962
(no catch)). This graph shows unexpectedly low mean ages for 1959 and 1960. The
most likely explanation I can think of, is that these age readings may have been
wrong. (I was not involved in the age determinations after [1958?}. The oil yields in
these years were the highest recorded over the whole series (2.17 and 2.20 barrels per
seal) suggesting the mean ages should have been higher than those recorded. (In
1953-55 and 1959-60 when mean ages were similar, the oil productions averaged
respectively 1.94 and 2.19 barrels per seal). I concluded that the mean age of the bulls
on the beach increased over the period 1952 to 1961 to about 7 7 years and levelled
off. This was very close to my 1951 target of 7.5 years for the average age of bulls on
the beaches.
The samples from individual divisions suggested that bull elephant seals don’t
necessarily return to breed in the areas in which they were born. If this were so then
the age pattern of the annual samples would have been different: thus, in each
division the sample taken in a year following a closed year should have a much
higher age than the sample taken before the closed year. This was not so and I
believed that the adult male component of the herd tended to be distributed about
the island according to the availability of cows. This implied that a large proportion
of the stock of adult bulls (possibly cruising offshore) acted as a reservoir from which
places on the breeding beaches, left vacant by the killing of dominant males, were
filled. Thus, the mean age of the catches from division II [with the exception of 1955],
was lower than in other divisions. Mean ages of samples from division IV were in
general much higher in the earlier years of sustained management; and those from
divisions I and III were intermediate. What this suggested was a relatively greater
surplus of adult males in division IV and possibly a continued relative deficit in
division II. A large difference noted between the mean ages of samples from
Divisions I and II in 1954 and 1955 might then be explained by a movement of
surplus males from Division IV, which was closed to sealing in 1955. Possibly it was
only by such immigration of males from under-exploited areas that the stocks in
over-exploited areas had survived. It was possible to rectify this by further
adjustments to divisional quotas and alterations were made to quotas from 1957
onwards.
The final few years. Albion Star (South Georgia) Ltd. took over the sealing licence from
CAP in June 1960, together with the three remaining sealing vessels, Albatros, Dias
and Petrel. But at the end of the 1961/62 season sealing was suspended. “The
decision was bound up with the falling price of both whale and seal oil and the
company’s increasing difficulty in obtaining a viable whale catch. Sealing thus
followed suit, for that industry was carried on as a subsidiary to the whaling aspect
and it was not considered an economic proposition to man the sealers and the land
factory exclusively for sealing operations.” There was no sealing or whaling in 1962.
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In 1963 sub-let its lease to the international Fishery Company (IFC). This consortium
of three Japanese whaling companies applied to the FIG for a sealing licence, which
was granted after Albion Star had agreed to train Japanese sealers. (The government
needed to be satisfied that the Japanese would have the necessary expertise and
equipment to kill and process up to 6,000 bull elephant seals as permitted under the
regulations).
Sealing was now undertaken using experienced crew and ships from Albion Star
– Bogen on Albatros, Nilsen on Dias and Hauge on Petrel. (I had sailed with Hauge
and Bogen in 1951). The Japanese filled twelve positions on board: in the engine
room and galley and all the shore workers with the exception of the gunner. Each
ship had five Norwegians, including the chief engineer, mate and boatman, plus a
government sealing inspector. The arrangement s worked very well, despite
language problems and the Japanese adapted to the shore work, using long-handled
knives for flensing the blubber. The Japanese were late arriving at Grytviken for the
1963 season and sealing didn’t begin until September 1963. The sealing season lasted
only five weeks, 3.998 seals were taken and yielded 7,156 barrels of oil. In 1964, both
IFC and Nippon Suisan Kaisha (NSK) applied for sealing licences and 5,147 seals
were taken. NSK had an experimental licence to kill up to 100 bulls in February 1964
to familiarise their crews with sealing methods. This yielded 2.01 barrels per seal, the
highest ever recorded for autumn sealing, but in spring 1964 only IFC had a licence.
In the final three seasons of sealing the mean age of the catch had stabilised at about
7.7 years, just above my target for sustained yield. Government licensed sealing at
South Georgia ended in 1964 after 54 years with the stock in an optimal state
condition; better than had been achieved in any other elephant seal population.
Some 260,860 elephant seals had been taken yielding 476,742 barrels of oil or 1.83
barrels per seal. Over the whole period of government licensed whaling and sealing
at South Georgia, 1910 – 1965 seal oil represented 16.3% of total oil production - not
inconsiderable; its probably came close to meeting the running costs of Grytviken
whaling station. The five species of whales caught totalled 54,473, yielding 2,769,456
barrels of oil plus other products, including 202,105 [long] tons of guano, frozen
meat, meat meal and salted liver as well as 475 tons of baleeen.
Conclusion.
Seals are now protected under the 1975 Falkland Islands Dependencies
Conservation ordinance [and under the 1982 Convention on the Conservation of
Antarctic Marine Living Resources].
Although these methods fifty years ago may have been crude compared to today,
the management research I had accomplished was way ahead of its time. This was
primarily due to the fact that I had developed an accurate, precise (to within months)
method for estimating the age of a mammal, which allowed me to construct agespecific models of growth and of biomass. What had gone before in research on seal
biology was very broad and gross. Unreliable estimates of age were based on crude
parameters, broad age classes – based on rough biometrics analyses, skull suture
closure, and a lot of guesswork. For the first time it was now possible to monitor age
changes in the commercial catch, as had been possible with fish for many years. It
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was probably the first time that such methods had been successfully applied to a
large mammal in the wild.
Moreover there was an opportunity to check my results. Long after my earlier
work in 1948-51 Carrick and Ingham (1960) published an important paper that
provided remarkably close confirmation of the accuracy of my age data and
population models. This confirmed the validity of dentinal growth layers for estimating the
age of the species. Through the kindness of Robert Carrick I was able to examine
photomicrographs of teeth from elephant seals branded as pups and later resighted
at various ages. They also analysed data from Heard Island on long-term survival of.
Their estimates of the total recruitment at birth at Macquarie and Heard Island was
110,000 pups and a maximum population of 3.5 times this. This was in remarkably
close agreement with my estimate of potential 3.8-3.2 times (mean 3.5) for an unexploited
herd at South Georgia. They also concluded that there was a 27% survival rate for 6-year-old
females at Macquarie Island, amazingly close to my figure of 27.50% for the 6-year-old female
cohort at South Georgia!
In conducting the work I had been virtually on my own, isolated from fellow
biologists – except for the enjoyable year at South Georgia, when I was able to
discuss ideas with Arthur Mansfield, a fellow zoologist. (There was no e-mail then.)
I had no access to computers (taken for granted today), or even to a calculating
machine. Life tables in research on wild mammals had only just come into play. I
had applied concepts like catch per unit of effort to investigating historical trends in
a harvested/exploited wild mammal population, probably for the first time(?). The
fieldwork was conducted under rigorous environmental conditions. Added to all
this, the size of my ‘experimental’ animal – up to four tons in weight and up to 6 m
or more in length, was daunting. I had combined detailed anatomical, physiological,
behavioural and mathematical methods at Signy Island and South Georgia to build a
body of knowledge - most of it new to science – which was not merely of basic
interest. It had also led to the formulation of a management and conservation
strategy that rescued a species from over-exploitation and provided for monitoring
and testing of hypotheses. Furthermore it was my first venture in research, with
minimal resources and virtually no supervision. I had to be self-reliant and this
suited me well. It was also, I think, a key component, and one of the peaks, of my
research career; a time when I enjoyed to the full the joy of discovering new facts and
paradigms, tested and confirmed over a longer period by prediction and monitoring.
In consequence, I formulated new legislation and proposed, introduced and
supervised a new control/management system for overseeing the progress of a small
industry.
I saw this work as only a beginning and was aware of the need for more precise
information on life tables and population models, and changes in them with time.
Weight-at-age data were sparse, more work was needed on sex ratios and optimal
harem size under exploitation, and pregnancy rate data were sparse. Information on
changes with time in the relative and absolute abundance of seals along different
parts of the coastline, and better estimates of most parameters of the population was
needed. Finally, I should say that this innovative study, done in parallel with my
PhD was not included in my dissertation. Owing to the length restriction it was
entitled “The Reproduction of the Elephant seal” and my work had gone much,
much farther than that.
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In the event, when I became Director of BAS in 1973 I was able to implement
further studies on the South Georgia elephant seals (described in a later book). These
more or less confirmed my earlier studies, with small variations. The most satisfying,
most exciting result was that detailed intensive counts of the whole coastline of South
Georgia in 1985 and 1995, from the yacht Damien II, concluded that the pup
production was 102,000 in 1985 and 110,000 in 1995! It is the only elephant seal
population that appears to have been in a stable state between the 1950 s and the
present day.
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Chapter 19

A whaling voyage on Balaena: 1953-54

T

owards the end of October l953 Maureen and I travelled up to Newcastle and
Whitley Bay by train and a few days later Maureen and Dad saw me off at the
quayside on MS Blenheim to Oslo. I was going to join the Floating Factory ship
Balaena and would be away at sea for seven months. When I got back Maureen and I
were to be married in Portugal. Although the months stretched ahead, we were
happy. After I left she was to stay on for a few days, selling subscriptions to a
magazine, ‘Canada Review’. Shortly, she would go to Lisbon to stay with her
parents until our wedding in June l954.
The trip across was uneventful, flat calm all the way with fog and mist. I read a
little, slept a bit and talked with Commander Henry Buckle, RN ret., who was to be
the senior Whaling Inspector and had several years of experience on the job on F/F
Balaena. He was a retired Royal Navy officer and I thought he was a very agreeable
chap. It was dark when we arrived at Oslo in the early morning of 29 October and
went through the customs, to be met by the Secretary of the Balaena, Ole Ness-Jensen.
After seeing to 83 members of the crew, he took us to Tonsberg and the ship, owned
by Hector Whaling, a British Company. I found the ship tidier than I had expected.
She was lying near Husvik in deep water close inshore - moored to rocks on the
beach - and a small motor boat ran between ship and shore. Husvik was a small place
where the Norwegians came in the summer for the fishing. The houses were all
jumbled together on the wooded shore with roofs of all colours and mostly white
walls.
My cabin was aft, to one side of the slipway at the stern up which the whales
were hauled. It was small and I was to share it with the young Third Chemist James
Clifton, although after we left Cape Town I might get a cabin to myself. Our
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departure was delayed and we weren't expecting to leave until 3 or 4 November.
The oil tanker Powell, for which we had been waiting, turned up on 2 November and
anchored some distance away. Because of the gale that still blew she was unable to
come alongside, so there we were until the wind should drop and then it would take
a further 36 hours or more to refuel. I did some work that day on an elephant seal
paper I was writing for the F.I.D.S. Scientific Report Series, but dropped off to sleep
in Cdr. Buckle's cabin. Later we went up for drinks with Captain Virik, his (British)
wife and some others.
It was rather tedious filling in time tied up near the shore; if only the wind and
rain would stop I could go ashore and take a long walk through the woods. The
surrounding country looked really lovely - a long indented shoreline with thick
woods and islands lying out in the Fjord. It looked a bit like Derwentwater, in the
Lake District. Four days later it was still raining and blowing a gale as it had done
nearly all the time since we arrived. Salvesen's Factory Ship Southern Harvester now
arrived from Newcastle and anchored in the fjord. Ahka Christopherson kindly
drove Commander Buckle and me to Sandefjord, where we had drinks in his very
modern and attractive home followed by dinner (smorbrod) with his family. Then
we went on to see his father, who had been Captain of the FF Abraham Larsen until his
retirement. My equipment went astray and I had been trying to arrange for it to be
sent on. I made enquiries of the British Naval Attache in Oslo about my ten boxes of
equipment, and a lorry was sent to collect them. Henry Buckle and I went ashore, to
inquire about the boxes and he bought two pairs of spectacles. At last it seemed that
my equipment would be aboard that night.
We left Husvik on Guy Fawkes Day, 5 November, after the Powell completed the
transfer of oil. The 23,000 ton Balaena moved out with the assistance of one tug, and
we spent seven hours swinging the compass and testing the direction-finding and
other radio equipment. This meant steaming slowly in circles in the Fjord near some
lovely wooded islands. The following day we were in the middle of the North Sea
with dozens of lights indicating the position of other ships. I was to work in the
chemical laboratory, near the stern and one deck down from the main deck - the after
‘plan’. I had been busy putting my part of the laboratory in order, unpacking my
equipment and scrubbing the benches. I still had to do the floor, which was stiff with
dirt after the refit.
The ship entered the Straits of Dover two nights later after dark, so we didn't see
the white cliffs of Dover. It had been quite rough - wind to gale force and a heavy
swell - the water looking very green showing that it was shallow.
Meals were at unaccustomed times: breakfast 7.30 am, lunch 11.30 am, coffee 3.0
pm and supper 6.0 pm. I fell into a regular routine of working until near supper-time,
then cleaning up and showering. At 8.0 0’clock there would be a film show in the
mess room, to which I usually went. The refrigerator wasn't working yet but it
would be useful in the tropics. There was an oven in the lab, not for cooking but for
scientific work. Initially I hadn't any work to do in connection with whaling. Each
day I got the ship's position from the bridge and certain other information and wrote
it up in my journal. There was nothing much to enter as yet, except the bird
sightings. I spent a quarter of an hour or so on deck each day with binoculars looking
out for birds, but so far we had only had gulls of various kinds and a few land birds
which took a rest on the ship before flying on again.
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By the evening of 8 November we had passed through the Channel seeing
Guernsey during the afternoon, and were off Ushant at midnight. We would be
crossing the Bay of Biscay next day and it was already getting quite rough. At lunch
we had red wine (Medoc) and a wonderful Norwegian cake smothered in lovely
cream in three layers with pineapple filling! Unfortunately as the voyage drew on
the food was not to be very interesting. I had been writing most of the time in the lab.
It was very tidy by now and no one disturbed me; with luck I would finish the seal
paper but I wanted to get on with it before the tropics - or it might be too hot to work
on it!
Next day at noon we were in the middle of the Bay of Biscay – the sea quite calm
for a large ship like us, but other ships were bucking about. The Balaena was so long
and so huge (23,000 tons) that it took a big sea to make her move at all. I walked
about on deck in the afternoons, watching the crew splicing wire strops, making
wooden toggles, painting ship and doing other jobs. They also laid the false deck (a
wooden deck that covered the real deck and was to protect it from the heavy wear,
and staining with blood and oil during the whaling season). The crew stowed
harpoons and other stores and the blacksmith's shop was making equipment. We
had a Leach's fork-tailed storm petrel fly aboard and saw a few shearwaters, but the
birds left us later that day. Chris Ash (Chief Chemist) showed Jim Clifton and me
around the factory, explaining the working of the various plants: blubber oil, hard
blubber processing, meat oil and meat meal and the bone plant. It was all very
interesting and I was getting used to the sickly sweet smell of the ship.
I had a cable from home saying that I had been awarded my PhD degree and
threw a little party on the strength of it. Seven of us got through a bottle of gin in
half an hour - it was quite a hard-drinking community. The wardrobe in my cabin
now contained 2 cases of gin and 1 of whisky and there were two cases of gin under
the washbasin, and a bottle presented by the Captain to each of the officers. At dutyfree prices the spirits were ridiculously cheap - as I recall gin was 8s/6d and whisky
10s/6d!
Now is the time to introduce the people I lived with on this long voyage. The
Commander I have already mentioned. He was a charming old (64yr!). ‘rascal’. Then,
there was Christopher Ash (Chris), the chief chemist – a degree from Cambridge,
about 35yrs and a very good chap. Alec Robertson, a little older, was the meat expert
who selected the whale meat suitable for freezing (for pet food). He rejected meat
which had deteriorated since the whale was killed. He had spent six years at
Smithfield Market in London, came from Newcastle originally and drank like the
proverbial fish but could take it - he also knew Portugal well. Richard Sheppard
(Shep) was the radar man and chief technician or boffin concerned with all radio,
electrical and electronic work and projected the films on film nights - but he was
more than a mere technician as we were to discover later in the voyage. Mitchell
(Mitch) was a freezer engineer who provided the cold for freezing meat. He spoke
Norwegian well and drank too much, but was a pleasant chap. Ole Ness Jensen secretary of Balaena, did all the office work and administration and was very capable;
he had an English wife. Jim Clifton, the third Chemist with whom I was sharing a
cabin was not as insufferable as I had thought at first but still a bit of a nuisance.
Captain Virik was a very good sort, a bit reticent but friendly; he served in the Royal
Navy during the war, as did many of the Norwegians, and had an English wife.
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There was not too much to do and I began a painting - of a Weddell seal at its
blowhole from an earlier sketch. I was finding it difficult to settle to anything just
then.
By 10 November we were steaming southwards off the coast of Portugal,
probably just west of Lisbon. So I reflected that I was somewhere near the spot where
I first met Maureen on the Andes! It was very warm although we weren't anywhere
near the tropics and all my good resolutions about work were fading rapidly. It
seemed such a waste to be down there in the lab, under electric lights when up on
deck the sun was beating down and there was a fresh breeze, blue sea and sky and
white foam of the ship's bow wave. I love being at sea, but it makes me very lazy.
We had a film that night - very funny at the time - "Who Goes There?" Soon we
would be watching others out on deck under the stars. There was a silver sickle of a
new moon shining on the water with a path of silver leading to it across the water.
It had been very warm those last few days and I sunbathed for an hour one
afternoon, as we were approaching Madeira. The best place to be was on top of the
‘monkey island’ (above the bridge). First we saw Ilha de Porto Santo - the most
northerly - and then we were passing Funchal on Madeira itself about four miles to
starboard. It is a lovely island, with terraces up to the tops of the hills and hundreds
of little white houses gleaming in the sun. Some local fishing boats were about too the ones with the triangular sails. I supposed they were to the same design as the
Lisbon boats. Shearwaters, gulls and a few land birds accompanied us. Then clouds
obscured the sun and we went in again. The previous night we had seen a
remarkable display of bioluminescence, the sea shining jade-green and so bright one
could read by it. The bow wave of the ship looked like molten metal except that it
was green instead of red - the most startling effect of this kind that I had seen.
On the morning of 13 November we saw the island of Palma, Canary Islands, on
our port beam. We were told that there would probably be a mail opportunity from
St. Vincent so letters had to be written. The weather was getting really warm and
damp, with air temperatures over 80°F and the humidity about 75%. We were now
well over 2,000 miles from the U.K. and steaming on at a steady l3 knots.
One night there was a fine display of summer lightning, St Elmo's fire - an electric
blue – caused by static electricity and on the morning of l6 November I was up at 5.30
am as we moved slowly and majestically into St. Vincent anchorage. This volcanic
island is very jagged and rocky - red rock - and it seemed to be glowing in the heat of
the sun. At the entrance to the bay there is a jagged rocky island with a light on its
summit and a coastguard station. St. Vincent itself straggled along the shore of the
bay, shimmering in the heat. They get very little rain - last time I was there they
hadn't had rain for seven years! Most of the water supply comes from another island
in tankers. There we were stuck in the middle of the bay with two oil barges
alongside, refueling us, pouring out black oily smoke which enveloped the after part
of the ship. One firm of traders was selling bananas, oranges, coconuts and a few
very shoddy souvenirs, and there were black police and port officials on board (also
selling souvenirs!).
In the morning we had lifeboat drill, which involved mustering at the lifeboat
stations, while the boats were launched. But it took over three-quarters of an hour
before the first boat was in the water; then the engines of the motorboats wouldn't
start! This inefficiency didn't augur very well for a real emergency, particularly in
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the Southern Ocean. It turned a little cooler, but it was such a relief when dusk came,
very quickly. A passenger ship the Vera Cruz, Lisboa, brightly lit, had come in from
Brazil. Next morning we passed between the islands of Fogo and Santiago. Fogo has
a perfectly shaped volcanic cone on the East side, rising to 9000 ft, and looked quite
attractive in the morning sun - casting long shadows. Flying fish were now quite
abundant gliding 50 -100 ft in the stiff breeze. However, on such a large ship, with
the main deck well above the sea surface I felt somewhat detached from the ocean
and its biology - in marked contrast to my voyages on the very small John Biscoe some
years earlier.
Our next landfall now would be Cape Town. Each day I was writing up my two
Journals - an official one for NIO and a private one for myself. The most interesting
happening those days was a school of killer whales - about 30 of them. They passed
by the ship during the afternoon, moving quite leisurely and all one could see was
the sharp fin - like a shark's. They are said to attack and kill other whales and seals
like a pack of wolves. One was seen to breach. The Norwegians call them spekkhogger
- blubber hogs, because they feed on the blubber and especially the tongues of other
whales. It was very calm and very warm, +33°C (about 94°F) and I caught the sun on
one or two days. Apart from a couple of hours working, most days I was out on deck
reading and watching the flying fish. One afternoon the steering gear broke down
and the ship's course became very erratic; the engineers used the two engines to steer
until the mechanism was repaired. Cdr. Buckle gave a little party to introduce me to
the doctor's wife - so he said! I liked him a lot.
22 November was another fine sunny day with hundreds of flying fish flickering
away from us on all sides. The previous night there had been a concert, given by the
crew, but it was all in Norwegian and not very easy to follow. We had a party in
Richard Sheppard's cabin, which didn't break up until 2.30 am and even then I didn't
feel like turning in. My PhD had gone down well on the ship; it gave me much
higher status than I expected and would probably make my work a lot easier during
the whaling season, so maybe it was worth all the hard work after all!
It was a lot cooler when there was a good breeze and one afternoon I worked on a
painting in the lab - from a sketch I did at Lillehammer in the snow with Maureen. It
made for coolness and the best part was a track in the foreground and the shadows. I
spent quite a time sitting in the Commander's cabin writing and listening to the BBC;
it was more comfortable than my own. Some days were rather dull, but before
dinner one day I had the Captain, the Doctor and his wife, Alec, Chris and Shep to
drinks in the Commander's cabin. It was a very jolly little party but soon over; then
after dinner. I went along to see Mitch who had not been very well. Mally – Mr
Mallinson, who taught me biology at school (theoretically, not in practice) – had sent
me a telegram addressed to Doctor Laws, Balaena with congratulations on the
doctorate. Then I caught 'flu and was out of sorts for some days.
The day before we reached Cape Town, we saw the first albatross - flying ever so
gracefully in the wake of the ship. It was one of the big wandering albatrosses with a
wing span of about ten feet and we could expect to have these birds with us all the
time further south - it was the first of the Antarctic birds, but we also saw a whitechinned petrel. Fortunately, although there are a lot of people practicing shooting on
deck with air rifles, nobody shot it so we didn't expect to have the trouble that beset
the 'Ancient Mariner'!
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On 30 November, a few hours sailing from Cape Town we had wonderful distant
blue-tinged views of the Cape Peninsula - Table Mountain, flat-topped, the Devil's
Peak, Twelve Apostles and the Lion's Head - a hazy blue in the distance. Cape Town
undulated over the slopes surrounding the mountain. To the East of us, on the far
side of the enormous bay was a low-lying sandy coast which looked rather
interesting - probably in the vicinity of Saldanha Bay (where there was a shore
whaling station). The water was muddy grey-brown instead of the deep-sea blue to
which we had become accustomed and the shallow water had made the swell more
noticeable. Coastal birds flew to and from their fishing grounds - the shags in long
lines low over the water and the black and white boobies very gracefully but
seemingly aimlessly. Small schools of penguins were in the water - the Cape penguin
or jackass - and a number of fur seals porpoised away from the bows of the ship; I
had one under close observation beside a piece of kelp. The sun was shining, the
wind blowing and all was right with the world.
Balaena came into the harbour that afternoon and tied up alongside. The Customs
Officers came aboard and so on. Then as the formalities were completed, the catchers
came alongside and began to load up with stores and take on fuel oil. Hugh Symons,
Second Chemist came aboard, sporting a huge black beard. He had been on the
Balaena the previous season in my position, (Junior Whaling Inspector), stayed in
South Africa during the off season and was coming down again, now working for the
Company. He was a zoologist and was a student at Queens' College, Cambridge. He
invited me ashore to a party arranged for some of the others - Chris Ash, Shep, Alex,
Hugh and myself. I changed and got some South African money from the office, and
then we all took a taxi to Hugh's hotel - called ‘Arthur's Seat’, a very Scottish name
but with a typical Africaner stoep, where we sat in the coolness of the evening with a
drink. Table Mountain was looking very fine. It rises immediately behind the city - in
fact the city straggles up the lower slopes and a blanket of cloud was just pouring
over the plateau from the South and sinking down towards the city. It is known as
the 'table cloth'.
Three of the girls came along as we were having a drink. They were Monica, very
attractive, blond and a painter, Phyllis, a bit older and fairly ordinary, and Pat, a very
pleasant Australian girl - but the only girl I've ever seen with freckled lips! We sat
and chatted over drinks and then Gillian, tall, blonde and very glamorous in black
velvet, and Claudia, Italian South African, came along. Dinner was excellent and well
served in a pleasant room with delicious South African wines and afterwards
liqueurs and coffee on the stoep. Such a change from life on the ship! Gill turned on
the charm and became my partner for the rest of the evening. She reminded me of
Maureen in some ways - tall and glamorous (and she liked Scandinavians!). She had
a degree. We all went on to the Clifton - a hotel on the coast at Sea Point - high up
and overlooking the sea with the surf down below on a sandy beach. It was really
very romantic, but I wished that Maureen could have been there instead. We danced
and drank champagne on the terrace until the place closed at midnight.
Then we returned to the ship by taxi and gathered in Chris's cabin. I showed Gill
around the ship - the factory, bridge, laboratories and so on - and then back to the
party, which continued. At 3.30 am. we left in a taxi to take the girls home to Sea
Point and arrived at Gill's hotel to find her aunt waiting up for her! The taxi taking
Ole and me back to the ship broke down and we had to search for another, so we
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didn't reach the ship until 5.0 o’clock. A meal in the pantry of ham sandwiches and
beer was followed by a few hours in the bunk. It had been a very enjoyable evening
after all those weeks at sea.
We had a second day at Cape Town, but were due to leave at 2.0 o’clock, and as
I'd gone to bed so late it didn't leave much time to do anything. I got up at 7.30 am,
and as there was so little time I'd decided at least to go up Table Mountain. Gill had
arranged to show me around and I met her at l0.0 o’clock, still wearing her red four
inch high heels! We took a bus to Kloof Nek, a winding road rising above and behind
the city. There we changed to another smaller bus that took us along a road running
along the mountainside with a steep drop on the left and lovely views. It wasn't far to
the Cable Railway Station, a pretentious concrete building and there we had a wait of
l5 minutes for the next car. It was an interesting experience, especially the last few
hundred feet when we seemed to be climbing almost vertical rocks. It had the effect
of suddenly making one seem very insecure, realizing that one was apart from the
Earth.
At the top we had a soft drink in the restaurant (it was very hot) and admired the
view, then scrambled around the summit plateau. It was scattered with prickly
bushes, novel colourful flowers and weirdly shaped rocks; four inch heels were
definitely not suitable. We could see all of Cape Town, a small city, the Cape
Peninsula, Cape of Good Hope, and the Atlantic and Indian Oceans - with long lines
of cloud on the horizon to the South. Above was a clear bright-blue sky and strong
sun. There was a feeling of being at land's end. Down again just after noon, but it was
too late to meet Claudia as arranged for lunch. I tried to get a potted plant for my
cabin, but without luck. So back to Balaena at 1.30 pm. as we were due to sail at 2.0
o’clock; Gill stayed until 3 and we sailed at 4 pm! Three of the catchers were ahead of
us, the others following, and I was off to the Antarctic again.
Cape Town I had found a disappointing city, small and apparently with little to
offer, apart from what I had experienced in a day. No theatres, concerts and very out
of touch with the rest of the world I should say. We left on Tuesday, 2 December, and
on the Thursday the catchers reported ice l00 miles ahead. On 5 December we were
at 50°S latitude and it was thought probable that the first whale would be caught the
next day. In fact three sperm whales were caught, inflated with compressed air and
brought to Balaena, where they were tied up astern to be worked up when more had
been caught. Our position was now about 56°S, l9°E, and we passed the first iceberg
that afternoon. It was a massive one, about l20 ft high, with three gleaming white
pinnacles rising from the sea. A fairytale castle is a cliché, but the best way to
describe it. All day we were in thick fog and steaming at reduced speed. I entertained
in my cabin and we drank to the first whales. The following day work began in
earnest.
Commercial whaling came under the International Convention for the Regulation
of Whaling (ICRW) and the schedule to the Convention was amended as necessary at
meetings of the International Whaling Commission (IWC). In that l953-54 season,
sperm whales could be caught at any time and there was no catch quota for them, the
baleen whaling season began on 2 January, but there were further restrictions on blue
and humpback whales. The blue whale season began on 16 January and humpback
whaling was limited to a specific four days from 1-4 February. There was an overall
catch quota for baleen whales of [15,000] Blue Whale Units (BWU). One BWU was
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equivalent to one blue whale, two fin whales, four humpback whales or six sei
whales. At that time the other baleen whale species, the small minke whale, was not
hunted, because it was not considered to be commercially valuable. The Bureau of
International Whaling Statistics (BIWS) based in Sandefjord, Norway kept records of
the whales caught, as they were sent in by radio, from the individual expeditions. As
the baleen whales quota, in BWU's was approached towards the end of the season,
the BIWS made a daily revision of the expected date of the attainment of the quota as
it was approached. Then a few days before it estimated the quota would be reached,
the Bureau notified all expeditions by radio of the date of the end of the season. This
was usually in early April, so we could expect a whaling season of about four to
four-and-a-half months of unremitting toil.
Each expedition had two Whaling Inspectors, appointed by the respective
governments, whose job was to see that the rules were obeyed. These governed the
start and end of the seasons for different species, areas closed to whaling, the
minimum size limit for whales caught, and the prohibition on catching lactating
females, that is cows with calves. Work went on continuously over the 24-hours,
except when there were no whales to be processed, due either to bad weather or lack
of whales. Apart from the ship's officers and crew, who worked normal seagoing
watches, everyone else on board worked a system of two 12-hour shifts.
On 7 December I examined my first whale! During the night there were sundry
clanking and rattling noises and I looked out of my cabin port at 2.30 am and saw
one sperm whale lying on deck. I looked out again at 5.30 am to see whether I should
get up and saw three sperm whales in the slipway, just below my porthole. Strange
bedfellows! After breakfast at 8.0 o’clock, one of these was worked up, and I followed
all the operations on deck in a blizzard. It was a male, over 50 ft long, pulled up the
slipway by a winch attached to a ‘grab or tongs’ that clasped the tail flukes.
(Virtually all sperm whales in the Antarctic are males, which migrate from tropical
and subtropical waters to feed in summer on Antarctic squid. Females remain year
round in warmer waters in family groups.) First the flensers stripped off the blubber
by attaching a hook and by means of a winch and a wire cable peeled off a long strip
as they cut with their flensing knives – large curved blades fitted to wooden handles
about five feet long, which are continually sharpened by whetstones. I noted the sex,
measured the length, measured the thickness of the blubber and made notes on the
colour and external appearance, the presence of parasites and so on. When the
blubber had been removed another cable was attached to the tail and it was hauled
from the after-plan to the fore-plan, through an arch in the superstructure of the ship,
called "hells gate". On the fore-plan the meat was stripped off in similar fashion, and
the head severed from the backbone and sawed up by the ten-foot steam saws. The
backbone was cut up in the same way and all parts except the intestines and other
offal, cut into sizeable blocks, went through round holes in the deck for processing in
the steam pressure boilers.
I collected some specimens, including two teeth from the lower jaw. In 80-90
minutes there was nothing left of a prehistoric monster which was 54 ft long and
weighed probably 70-80 tons. When there are more whales each one is processed in
about half an hour, but this was more leisurely and provided a good chance to see for
the first time how it was all done. Although I had seen the whaling operations at the
shore stations at South Georgia, work on the floating factories is faster and much
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more hectic. I spent the rest of the day working on specimens and got the refrigerator
going.
That evening Hugh showed his whale film, taken the previous season, and we
watched a western called ‘Stampede’. The radio informed us that the Oxford and
Cambridge Varsity Rugby Match was a draw, 6-6. The following morning, although
no whales had been caught I got up at 5.30 am, just to get into the hang of the
routine. The work is divided into two 12-hour shifts beginning and ending at
midnight and noon, and I wondered how I would stand up to this working day, or
longer, for four months or so on end. It's a long time.
From then on we often had bad weather all day - blizzards, strong winds and
very rough seas, when catching rates slowed or stopped. The visibility was often low
and some days the catchers didn’t even see any whales. At noon on 9 December we
were at latitude 57°21' S, long 32 °48' E and the catchers ahead told us the fringe of
the pack-ice was about a hundred miles South. We were steaming on course 080
degrees, almost due East and parallel with the ice-edge. There was a large tabular
iceberg that day, the first real berg we had yet seen. It was about half a mile long and
seemed about 200 ft high with a flat top like a table and caves cut in the cliffs by the
waves - which I termed the whale hangars! There was no colour though, because it
was such a dull day.
The following day was such a change becoming fine and sunny with little wind. I
worked in the lab during the morning because no whales were coming in. They
hauled the first ones up the slipway at about l.30 pm, and I worked on them until
5.30 pm. Then I had drinks with Shep in his cabin and listened to a gunner on the
radio telling how he'd shot a whale with an experimental electric harpoon (there's
only one) and had not been able to kill it. They were still putting current into it after
half an hour, and it recovered every time they shut off the current. This was
horrifying. If only it worked to plan, it would be such a blessing for it would kill the
whale instantaneously instead of slowly and save it so much pain. The equipment
was in an experimental stage. It had been designed and built by a British firm of
gunsmiths, Wesley-Richards, and the "canon" was a spigot-gun: instead of fitting
inside the barrel of a gun as in a conventional whaling cannon, the harpoon shaft
fitted over the gun barrel or spigot. It was supposed to have a flatter trajectory and
thus be more accurate. The main problem was to conduct the electricity to the whale,
once the harpoon had struck. A flexible copper mesh conductor within the harpoon
line was intended to be relatively elastic, but it often snapped when the tension came
on the more elastic fore-runner - the "fishing line". The Norwegians seemed to be
conservative, and were against the new technique and obstructive. They wished to
revert to the well-tried Svend Foyn gun. I was very tired, but got up at 5.0 o’clock
and collected the list of whales from the previous day to take up to the Secretary's
cabin. Breakfast was not due until 8.0 o’clock and was I hungry. Whaling goes on all
night but I'm only on duty (officially) from 6 am. to 6 pm.
There was good news on 12 December. I was working on deck examining whales
when Mitch came along and told me there was a catcher, Setter III going to Cape
Town for repairs to the propeller. Naturally she would be taking mail and I had
about half an hour to write to Maureen in order to be sure of catching it. The
previous day I had had my first taste of real hard work so far. I was up at 5.30 am coffee and list to the Secretary. Then at six o’clock changed and out on deck for
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sperm whale work. Worked till eight o’clock – breakfast - then 08.30 to 11.40 on deck.
Then lunch break. 12.30 to 2.30 on deck followed by 3.30 to six o’clock on deck. It
was quite hard work too. To collect some of the specimens I had to use a felling-axe,
for example, cutting out a tooth (which may be up to ten inches long) from the jaw,
for later age estimation (according to the method I had discovered on elephant
seals!). Also, chopping at the vertebrae to see from the epiphyses whether a whale
was still growing or if it had reached physical maturity and stopped growing in
length. So I could expect to get very fit, in contrast to normal shipboard life. Later,
just writing up the notes and preparing the specimens took another three - four
hours.
I had done ten whales in all so far - only four that day. But it was interesting and I
liked to have plenty to do. What I didn't like was changing every mealtime out of
sea-boots, sea-boot stockings and overalls, washing blood off hands and face and
then walking to the other end of the ship and up and down about twelve flights of
steps to the mess room. But I probably took much more exercise than ashore in
England!
I would be going out in a catcher some time. They are fast boats (l6 knots), about
230 ft long with the harpoon gun in the bows, and a catwalk so that the gunner can
walk from bridge to bows without getting his feet wet.
A few days later, on 14 December, at lat. 50° S, 45 ° E. we were steaming along the
fringe of the pack ice. There was great excitement for me, because I saw my first seals
of the voyage - seven beautiful crabeaters - lying out on the floes. I thought then that
they would always be my first love in the animal world. There were great numbers
of birds, which were really attractive, although not brightly coloured. The Antarctic
petrels are brown and white. The cape pigeons brown and white too, but in a
different pattern and the blue petrel has slaty-blue wings, a bright cobalt-blue beak
and legs the same colours with bright yellow webs. It is very smart, distinguished
from the prions by a white tip to the tail feathers. The snow petrel was my favourite
though. In a snow-storm it looks just like an exclamation mark lying on its side –
comprising the bill and eye. The sooty albatross at night has just the small white ring
around the eye visible.
But maybe I ought to digress and tell the reader something about the sperm whale.
It is up to 55-60 ft long and its grotesque head is one third of the length of its whole
body. There is only one functional nostril, the left and the other has evolved into the
spermaceti organ or ‘case’, which contains the waxlike spermaceti. Only the pole-like
lower jaw has conical teeth, 22 on each side (which are used by the whalers for
carving penguin or whale souvenirs!). It can stay under water for an hour or more,
diving to 2000 m, and lives on squids and fish. The titanic struggles with squid are
reflected in large scars on the head and body, from squid suckers and claws.
The bulk of the population lives in family units (FUs) of females, calves and
immatures) in low latitudes, together with some socially mature adult males, which
seek out oestrous females in the FUs for mating. On reaching sexual maturity, the
males leave the FUs and increasingly (as they age) migrate South to the Southern
Ocean in the spring and summer months. There they are caught mainly during the
early part of the whaling season, before the ‘long whale’ season targeted on the
rorquals, but some are taken then in the absence of rorqual catches. The practical
problem is that the meat of the sperm whale is not edible due to the strong flavour of
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spermaceti, and the sperm oil likewise is different from the baleen whale oil; so the
two cannot be mixed in the tanks.
Next day it was lovely early on with a bright sun and oily-calm water. A few
watery icebergs drifted past and there were small patches of brash ice, golden in the
sun. I examined only one whale and spent the remainder of the day catching up on
notes and lab work, for only two whales were caught that day, and we found
ourselves in thick fog and travelling westwards, our position lat. 60°S, long 44 °E. As
we were going west it might mean that we would stay on that side of the continent,
instead of going round to the Ross Sea. In the latter event we would have to travel
further when the season ended and would call at Cape Town again. But it now
looked as though we might go straight home up the Atlantic without calling
anywhere and get home a couple of weeks earlier. Yet, this could all change in the
light of events during the season; it all depended on the whales and the weather.
On 16 December we had our first taste of real Antarctic weather. Outside there
was a howling gale with the wind screaming past the ship (we were now in the
"shrieking sixties") and blowing the tops off huge grey waves about 10-15 m (30-45ft)
high from trough to crest. It was much rougher than it should have been down there
at that time of year. The rolling was just beginning to get unpleasant. Even so
Ellefsen, the expedition’s top gunner caught one whale. At supper time we had to
hang on to plates and other items in order to prevent them sliding off the table and
then, as it got worse, we held onto our chairs to remain seated in them. All this on a
very large ship. But my cabin was very tranquil. My normal pattern was to write up
my log and diary for the day, and when I'd finished it I would read a little. Then
Hugh would knock on the wall and I'd go next door for a ‘nightcap’, or I would
knock and he would come to my cabin. The drinks would be Benedictine probably
or Van der Hum or Scotch whisky. There was still a vestige of civilization! But it was
offset by reality. On such a typical evening, outside of my portholes would lie, side
by side in the slipway, two very large, very dead, very ugly whales, so I kept my
curtains drawn! Possibly during the night another whale would be hauled up the
slipway and I might be rudely awakened as the whale claws, jockeying for position
around the tail flukes might slip and crash against the bulkhead near my head, with
a deafening ‘clang’. However, only one whale was caught that particular day, so
there wouldn't be much doing tomorrow and I'd be able to catch up on writing. We
were hoping for a mail on the morrow from the supply ship Thule.
The weather continued rough, we received heavy snow, and passed through a
plenty of drift ice - small pieces of ice about six feet across which bobbed about in the
water like so many apples in a tub as we go by. It does damp down the swell though
and some nights it was comparatively calm. We watched a film 'Mr. Music' with Bing
Crosby and walked back across the dark, deserted deck through swirling snowflakes
to our cabin - no whales were caught that day owing to the weather. It was reported
that Thule was still 200 miles away but we might see her tomorrow. I sent off a
Christmas cable to Maureen and hoped it would arrive in time.
We continued to move west and there was still no sign of Thule. No whales were
caught - nothing was happening. I had half a dozen chaps in for drinks before lunch
one day and Chris gave a little party in the Commander's cabin before supper, with a
champagne cocktail; later I settled down with a book - Harrer's "Seven Years in
Tibet". We would have to get used to the fact that it would be like this most of the
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time on the whaling grounds. We hadn't caught any whales for six days, and every
day had been expecting some. If only I'd known there would be a gap of six days, I
could have made an effort to do all kinds of things. But as it was time had flown, just
in talk and conviviality and I'd read a couple of books and done a little work on the
FIDS paper. I found that it is often hard to settle down to this on board ship; the life
at sea casts its spell and I enjoy just being there within the vast 360 degree horizon
and immense expanse of sky. I still went up to the bridge two or three times a day to
see if there were any whales reported from the catchers.
Ships were on their way with mail for us, but we'd been dodging around for days
with Thule and Bransfield (store ship and refrigerator ship) in our vicinity. Then on l9
December we had heard that Bransfield with 33 bags of mail was expected alongside
that night. However, she was still l30 miles off and - as far as I could make out - lost!
However, we were heading towards her so there might be some mail that night. The
sea was leaden-grey with heavy clouds and fog patches in places. It seemed to be
getting rougher and there were many white tops to the waves. I had moved into a
new cabin on my own once the season began and was very comfortable. At 11
o’clock. the mail from Bransfield finally arrived and I collected mine in the
Commander's cabin. There were many letters from home and from all sorts of
people, including Anne Speyer (one of the girls on the "Andes" voyage), but none
from Maureen. I had a letter from my FIDS friend, Ray Adie the geologist, in
Cambridge, telling me that he was taking a job with a firm in Birmingham, Albright
and Wilson.
We had been heading East again but might get home a little earlier if we could
stay in the West. One point favouring that option was that the price of whale oil was
down that season and the price of fuel oil had gone up. So it would be economical if
we stayed West, instead of going East. In that case, just as soon as the whaling season
ended, we'd be home in about 23 days. However, it was early days and all depended
on finding whales. On that night, the sea was mirror calm; we'd been sailing through
a belt of snow-white pack ice during the day and now that we were through it the sea
was incredibly flat, the swell damped down by the ice. Several catchers were near us,
their lights reflected in the water, and the Bransfield also was in sight. On 22
December we saw the Norwegian factory ship Abraham Larsen in the afternoon and
evening.
Next day it all changed again. We started off on our travels eastwards after
waiting around about 20°E for a few days. Soon we were at almost 30°E and
pressing on at full speed, not sighting or catching sperm whales. Under the
regulations of the IWC it was still too early to take baleen whales. The catchers
formed a line in front of us searching for whales and covering a broad transect across
the endless ocean. Christmas was very near and there wouldn't be much activity on
deck. In fact it looked as though there wouldn't be much until the long whale (baleen
whale) season began on January 2nd. That day we had a Christmas present from the
company. I received a bottle of Haig Scotch, one of Norwegian brandy, four bottles of
South African beer, five bottles of soda water and a bag containing nuts, figs,
chocolate, a packet of cigarettes and a cigar. It seemed rather a nice gesture! It
reminded me of the year before when I had been on a skiing holiday in Norway with
Maureen and bought some chocolate with orange filling. Some of the gift chocolate
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was like that and reminded me of the main street in Lillehanner around Christmas,
with the candles, decorative lights and Christmas trees, snow and sledges and skis.
That night Jahre and Norheim, the day-shift foremen of the after plan and fore
plan, came to my cabin for drinks after supper and I gave them each a bottle of
whisky for Christmas; it should help to make the work move more smoothly!. On
Boxing Day we were at 63°S; 44°E. Well, we had (some of us at least) recovered from
the Christmas festivities and that day they caught 30 whales before breakfast, so it
looked as though I would be rather busy when they came in - any time just then.
Christmas had begun on Christmas Eve when I had a bath at about 5 o’clock and
changed into suit, collar and tie - very distinguished with beard! Then I went over
the way for a drink with Hugh, Mitch and Frank Day (the electric harpoon expert).
Incidentally I had cables from Roy and Jennifer Harden-Jones in Cambridge, Arthur
Mansfield and Dad and Mother for Christmas. At about 6.30 pm along to the smoke
room forward where people were listening to recorded messages from Norway and
drinking a vile cocktail. The Norwegians had gone down a bit in my estimation since
I came aboard Balaena, for they really were a very sentimental lot. Every message
from home was much the same - beginning and ending with 'Jeg elsker deg' and we
all had to sit around solemnly listening. I would have been embarrassed to receive
such messages in public - chuckles were frowned upon, it was all a very serious
matter.
Christmas Dinner followed at 7.0 o’clock. It was very good: turkey and all the
trimmings, and Christmas pudding, wines and crackers and flickering candles, paper
hats in the crackers of course. Also, we each received a very fine leather cigarette case
from the Company with a picture of the Balaena embossed upon it. Things began to
get uproarious and we had small booklets with carols in Norsk and English, which
the Norwegians began to sing - we joined in. Later we went to Frank's cabin and
returned to the smoke-room for coffee and liqueurs. Then we all visited Alex's cabin
where Jim Clifton (who had just got up to start the night shift) fell fast asleep after
two whiskies - like the dormouse in Alice. I must have been the mad hatter because
later when we returned to the smoke room and a guitarist and later an accordion
player came along, I kept asking for the record "Spring in Portugal" - and finally got
it. Back to another cabin and I left at midnight, but just as I was getting into bed
Frank came along and said he had been deputed to bring me back. Well, I didn't get
to bed until 3.0 o’clock, but it was a good evening.
Christmas Day was very dull and most people didn't appear until late afternoon! I
just read and lazed. I think we saw a film in the evening. On Boxing Day, however, I
was up at 5 o’clock and worked on deck all day until 8 o’clock in the evening, when
Setter 9 - the new diesel-engined catcher - arrived with mail from Cape Town,
including a sixth letter for me from Maureen. I was so glad to get it only two weeks
after she'd posted it.
The following day was a beautiful, calm, clear day. I worked on eleven whales and
wrote up notes, cleaned specimens and so on. I took several photographs and
finished the first reel of cine film on shots of setter 8 and Terje 4 delivering whales at
the stern of the Balaena, and of sperm whales being flensed and cut up. (Our whalecatchers were called Setter (after the dog) 1 - 10 and Terje (terrier) 4 and 11). At sunset
there was a glorious riot of colour along the horizon. Hugh and I stood on the poop
and talked as the ship ploughed through the calm water with several whales towed
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from the stern. One was hauled aboard every twenty minutes and cut up and put
into the factory coming out as oil, meatmeal and meat extract. The contrast with the
living animals in their environment is immense and one forgets that side of it – the
killing – in the hustle and bustle (one has to, for peace of mind). It's a strange
business - quite unbelievable to those who haven't seen it! In marked contrast a very
good film was shown in the evening ‘Mr Denning drives North’ with John Mills and
Phyllis Calvert. We were now in a howling gale with driving snow blocking the port
holes and heavy seas moving the ship about – we were less than eighty miles from
the Antarctic continent at Enderby Land (the nearest land was Proclamation Island)
29 December was quite a busy day after all. I worked on seven whales in a
blizzard on deck - it was very cold on the hands and I felt rather tired that night as I
relaxed from 9.30 pm. The day had been pretty wild - very rough seas, some ice and
wind and snow. I put on my Norwegian fur lined cap for the first time and had the
ear-flaps down. The whalers had found a large lump of ambergris in a sperm whale
the previous day weighing about 50 kilos - so at sh35/- an ounce it was very
valuable. I took a small a chunk of it - about an ounce - for a souvenir. It smelt like
cow-dung (it is in fact whale dung!) but in a year or two, if I kept it, it should have
matured to a pleasant smell; it's used as a base for fixing the scent of the most
expensive perfumes. It comes from the intestines of the Sperm whale and is thought
to form by irritation set up by the hard beaks of the squid on which the whale feeds.
I'm not so sure about that though, I think it may be caused by something quite
different. Setter 3 (which took the last mail out) would be back from Cape Town in a
few days with another mail. Then Biscoe an oil tanker, would join us shortly
afterwards. We were moving eastwards quite rapidly and it now seemed that we'd
be fishing near the Ross Sea after all, just East of the Balleny Islands I expected. So
we would probably return to Cape Town. I worked on seven sperm whales and my
friend Harry Weeks, the British winchman on the after plan, came in for a drink
before supper - and to show me a whale carved from a sperm whale tooth.
Next morning was yet another dull day and we didn't move much, just rolled and
pitched in heavy seas while several of the catchers were bunkering - filling up with
fuel-oil, and various stores. No whales were caught. The old converted catcher Kai
was taking meat meal across to the supply-ship Thule. We had by now seen some of
the really large tabular icebergs but, on the whole, there was very little ice about for
the time of year. The spray of course freezes on the ship building into great chunks,
and sometimes walking across the deck there's a big crash as one of the lumps breaks
off the superstructure and falls to the deck. I printed some photos in the morning and
in the afternoon Jimmy, the lab assistant, gave me a haircut. It was his first attempt
and I taught him as he went along - but it wasn't too painful and the result was
passable. That day I wrote up my notes as usual and worked on the structure of
sperm whale teeth, with a view to using their dentine layering to determine the ages
of the whales.
New Year's Eve went off quite well, but I was quite glad when it was over. I had
Hugh and Mitch in for drinks before the celebrations began. There were only three of
us English there - Hugh, Mitch and myself and the Norwegians were rather stodgy.
The cocktail was quite good - rather like Bunny Fuchs's ‘special’, and roast port for
dinner. Tio Pepe sherry, white and red wine, coffee and liqueurs. Songs afterwards.
The evening finished about 1.30 am. Hugh couldn't remember getting to bed -
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actually it was quite early. It was one of the more unusual of the many times I had
seen in the New Year. Biscoe turned up.
The ship seemed deserted on New Year's Day. There was no hangover for me but
apparently everyone else had one (except Commander Buckle). As there were no
whales to be worked up I read most of the day. Later we saw a film called ‘Wedding
Bells’ - which augured well for l954! I did some developing and enlarging in the
evening and was on deck during the day. Setter 3 returned from Cape Town. I'd
gone to bed when, at 11.30pm Mitch dropped a couple of letters inside my door. One
was from Maureen - and such a wonderful surprise. A very good start for the year the year l954 when we would be married! The other letter was from the National
Institute of Oceanography: as from November (when I became "established" as a
Senior Scientific Officer) my salary had increased to £875 a year, and next November
it would go up by £50 [equivalent to £X000 in 2004).
The baleen whale season began at midnight on 1/2 January, when they caught 22
fin whales. For some reason Ellefsen turned in the new boat Setter 9 and returned to
his former boat Terje 2 – later, as will become clear, I concluded it was because of
uncertainty about its stability. Robbie gave a "by-products party" to mark the start of
the frozen meat production. We drank black velvet - South African champagne and
Guinness. Next day there was fog, snow and very heavy seas so that no whales were
caught. Everyone was idle - which was perhaps appropriate as it was a Sunday.
Biscoe arrived about 8 pm. Next day there was a film in the upper saloon – ‘The
Upturned Glass’ with James Mason. The sea seemed to be rising even more and the
wind was howling about the ship - everything outside was covered with snow. The
ship was rolling a lot - in fact during the film the picture suddenly went sideways
right off the screen and there was a terrific crash as the projector fell off the table onto
the floor. Next day there was nothing much to report, although despite foul weather,
the catchers managed to take 43 fin whales! I worked on deck during the afternoon
but spent the morning reading and writing. Hugh had a party in the saloon that
night - his birthday - and afterwards we watched a cowboy film.
5 January seemed a very long day; I was up at the usual time and worked right
through until 9.30 at night - about l6 hours and there were only four whales! I spent
about six hours on one of them - fixing pieces of tissue in different chemicals for
examination later and drawing some of the structures. Coming up from the lab I had
a lovely bath and was in bed by 10 o'clock for an early start in the morning - 5.30 am.
The expedition and the factory were working at full speed catching, and
processing whales over the next few days and this kept me very busy. There were
two beautiful days of clear skies and blue seas with a few magical-looking icebergs
around us. The whale catchers had been doing very well and on each of the fine days
they stopped catching at l0 o’clock, because the factory was at ‘full cook’ and couldn't
handle more. It clearly showed how dependent the whole operation was on the
weather. It changed again on 8 January and work rate slackened off because of this,
the boats caught only ten whales - so I knocked off at 6 o’clock, though I had to go
down to the lab again to change some specimens at 8 and again at 9.30 pm. I was
feeling very tired that night and looking forward to an early bed - I now found
myself needing plenty of sleep. That night was "Tot" night - a bottle of gin appears on
each table as an incentive or ‘thank you’ from the company, for every l0,000 barrels of
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oil and yesterday the expedition ‘take’ reached 20,000 barrels. We were now at about
84° E
My overall work was going moderately well - my special interests a bit better - but
it was too early to feel pessimistic because there was at least another 8 weeks of the
season to run! We heard that ‘Powell’ the next tanker - had been delayed and
wouldn't be arriving with mail until the end of February. This dampened some
spirits.
Four days later, the weather had still not permitted ‘Biscoe’ to come alongside us.
On ‘Balaena’ we had been very busy but nothing very special had happened; we had
all got well into the routine of the work. I was really more interested in the mature
females and usually left the males alone, because I couldn't examine every whale in
detail. The foreman, whose English was none too good, called them ‘boys’ and ‘girls’
so when I went along to the poop deck, where his office is, I asked "Any girls about
today?" There were many more boys than girls, so I was often heard to say
regretfully in the lab "damn! - sixteen boys astern and not a single girl". As the
whales were brought in to the factory ship, they were tied on by steel hawsers fixed
to their tail flukes, and towed behind the ship. When they were required a huge pair
of metal tongs lowered by winch was maneuvered to fit over the tail flukes; they
were then winched up one by one onto the after plan. There the flensers stood
waiting to strip off the blubber and skin - just like peeling a huge banana - and take
out the baleen plates from the upper jaw.
Both blubber and baleen are pulled away by winches as the flensers cut with their
long, very sharp flensing knives. The blubber is cut into pieces small enough to be
fed into the mouths of pressure cookers, like large steel sweet jars. They are located at
the side of the plan, standing on the factory deck under the main deck, with their
open mouths flush with the level of the main deck planking. When they are full the
tops are closed and steam is fed in to digest or cook the oil from the blubber. These
boilers are called ‘digesters’ or ‘cookers’. The mass of baleen plates, in one chunk,
about fifteen feet long is cut away and then swings in an arc over the deck,
suspended from overhead derricks, to hang over the side. The rope strop is cut with
a flensing knife and the mass tumbles into the sea. Men are occasionally crushed
against the bulwarks by the 2-ton mass as it swings across the deck. This happened
once on our voyage and I was extra careful when in that vicinity. While all this was
going on my job was to record the species and sex of each whale, measure its length,
make external observations of diatom film, parasites, scars, and if the whale was a
female check whether it was lactating, by examining the mammary glands on the
underside.
Each whale was then attached to the main winch and pulled through an arch in
the ship's superstructure (called Hell's Gate) to the fore plan, where it was
dismembered. First the head was taken off; it is about twenty feet long and weighs
several tons. Then the meat was cut off leaving only the backbone - perhaps 50 - 60
feet long and 5 feet high. The rear end of the backbone was shackled to a large ring
bolt in the deck and the neural arches joined to the vertebrae comprising the
backbone were cut from the vertebrae. This operation involved a heavy hawser
attached to a winch with an 80-ton pull; on the end was a large hook, sharpened on
the inside, which was fitted into the first neural arch. Tension was then put on the
winch and the hook ripped along the backbone cutting, or tearing, through the
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arches. The operation was repeated on the other side of the backbone. The skull and
the back bone were then sawn up into smaller pieces by steam-driven bone saws –
each about l2 feet long - and the men dragged the pieces and slid them into the meat
and bone pots. These were like the blubber digesters - just visible as circular holes in
the deck - and pressurized steam rendered the pieces into oil, meat and bone
products. Much of the meat was frozen (if Robbie passed it as fit) or made into meat
meal and meat extract; the heart and guts went into other pots to make a poorer
quality meal. The liver went to the liver plant for liver oil. The remaining offal was
dragged by winch over to a gap in the bulwarks on the port side near the front of the
fore plan and slipped into the sea. In half an hour nothing remains of a monster
eighty or more feet long; the largest I measured was a blue whale of 97ft..
The biologist's job is an adventurous and potentially dangerous one, the most
dangerous in the whole operation. On deck, disorientated and bathed in clouds of
steam, one had to keep one’s wits about one, to be looking around all the time for
wires and hooks. A harmless cable lying in innocent curves on the deck would
suddenly become a taught wire 6-8 feet above the deck as winch power was
suddenly applied by turning on the steam pressure. It often seemed that the whalers,
whose sense of humour was primitive, delighted to try to catch me out in this way. In
escaping such disasters it would have been easy to step into one of the open digesters
and fall fifteen feet to its bottom - if it was still empty. The Biologist Inspector was the
only person on the ship who, in the course of his job, ran the gauntlet of every one of
the specialized operations I have just described, from the time the whale appeared at
the top of the slipway, until the offal disappeared over the side. The most dangerous
elements were the removal of the baleen, (as I have mentioned), and the ripping of
the backbone (when the sharpened hook sometimes came adrift and it snaked
through the air on the end of the tensioned (70 ton) hawser). On one occasion it did
hit me as it flew through the air, fortunately a glancing blow, otherwise it would
have killed me. One of my jobs was to examine a number of vertebrae to check
whether their ‘epiphyses’ (disks joined at each end of a vertebra), were fused to the
centrum (the ‘cylinder’ of the vertebra) or not. This information was needed to work
out the progress, with age, of fusion and the stage at which physical maturity was
attained, that is when growth in length stopped.
I also had to collect internal organs for my research, such as the ovaries and testes,
adrenal, thyroid or other organs and to check on the stomach contents. The ovaries
were a particular difficulty, because the whalers' work went on at an inexorable pace
- they would not stop for me, because time was money. So often I found myself
chasing and clambering over a huge pile of slippery offal trying to ‘excavate’ the
second of a pair of ovaries from the heap, right up to the last moment when the guts
were about to slip over the side. If one had gone over with the remains one would
have lasted a few minutes at most in the cold Antarctic waters, for the ship was
moving and the lifeboat drill at St Vincent many weeks before had shown the futility
of lowering a boat to save a man overboard. But I had become used to it by then and
knew when and where to be careful. I nipped in when I could to examine the
backbone and later the insides, and collect bits and pieces which I took down to the
lab for examination later, when samples would be popped into jars of fixative, or
frozen. Sometimes, frustratingly I had to break off my search for the second ovary,
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say, to avoid going over the side, negating much of the effort I had already put in on
that particular whale over the last hour or so.
I wrote to Maureen that if she could see me she'd think me an awful ruffian. I wore
a dirty boiler suit, big leather sea-boots stained with oil and blood and with metal
spikes in the sole to keep a grip the wooden deck, and a beret, or when it was really
cold a fur cap. My beard was quite a size by then. It might be thought that this was a
nightmarish existence, but with experience one quickly took it all for granted; the
dead whales were no longer great, splendid creatures - merely smelly lumps of meat,
bone and blubber. One could not permit oneself to think of the horror of it all.
A week later it was still very rough down there but we were heading south to
where the weather was usually better and where we could expect more blue whales.
Very heavy seas had made ‘delivery’ of whales very difficult and I saw two slip their
hawsers when being hauled up astern. Several ships of the fleet were in sight, but
disappearing from time to time in the troughs of the waves so that only their crow's
nest was visible. The total first week catch for the whole fleet had been 1,700 Blue
Whale Units. In two days time the short blue whale season would begin (16 January).
There had been few whales that day - most had been shot yesterday and I had spent
most of the day in the lab, working on the specimens I had collected so far. It was
getting quite interesting and I thought I was onto something important; I hoped so
anyway. It looked now as though the season might end about 10 March, in which
case we would be back in England by early April, but it was still too early to say.
On 13 January we had had a ‘tot’ for 30,000 barrels. Commander Buckle had been
very ill - with shingles - and was only just recovering. He spent several days in bed
and it was very painful - his face all swollen and erupted - but in a few days he
would be quite all right. He said at one stage, he thought he'd had it, and tore up all
his letters and papers! He was nearly 65 and it's not a pleasant ailment, especially on
board a ship, far from home. That night Chris and Hugh came in for drinks before
supper and there was a film after but I came out after the first reel. They might come
to our wedding in Portugal. And Alec was in Lisbon a year or two ago. Hector
Whaling Co. started a small shore station at Sao Thomé, a small island off the African
coast (now closed down) and they flew into Lisbon one day, still wearing their
whaling clothes and shoes, and had difficulty getting into a hotel. Although in the
season we became inured to the smell more or less and didn't notice it, I was afraid
an outsider would justifiably think we stank. I was told that when one has been away
for a few days in a catcher the smell is very apparent on return. Probably if I would
be taking my catcher trip in mid-February or later. It still looked as though we
would be heading for the Balleny Islands and the Ross Sea so plenty of ice would be
encountered. We were seeing some very large icebergs by now.
A week later it was a lovely day. We were at 63° 56' S, 86° 16' E - the sea mirror
calm, temperature 8°C and occasional sunshine. The tanker Biscoe came alongside
that morning but I hadn't been across to sample some English food - though I could
have done with some! We get the same menu every week and supper was nearly
always the same 'pa legge' - cold meats etc, and bread. In the messroom we had an
‘English table’ and occasionally when we got fed up with Norwegian cooking, we
asked for an English meal - they usually interpreted this as corned beef and boiled
potatoes; we couldn't win! That day was also very notable because I found a huge
pair of blue whale ovaries with a combined weight of l31 lbs. (73 and 58 lbs). I froze
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them for later examination, but they must easily be the heaviest mammalian ovaries
on record! I later published an account of them in the scientific journal "Nature".
22 January was a very full day and particularly interesting. I found a pair of twin
foetuses and one whale which had just finished lactating - a landmark in the
breeding cycle. Now I had examined all except three pairs of the ovaries I had
collected and written up my notes for the day - whale log, specimen log, lab notes
and journal. I was sitting in the quiet of my cabin with a long pjolter (whisky) at my
elbow writing to my darling Maureen! Everyone else was watching a film. I was
feeling very well; it's a healthy sort of tiredness and satisfying. Harry Weeks, from
Portsmouth, one of the senior winchmen working the after-plan, told me one day
that I'd done more work on deck than any other scientist that had come down and he
has been coming down for seven years! Harry is a British AB (able seaman) and quite
a character - so much so that he had a Christmas card from the Chairman of the
Directors, Rupert Troughton. Harry had been very helpful - coming down to the lab
tell me when suitable whales were hauled up and so on. I'd had him in for drinks
occasionally and he asked me that day if he could bring along a bottle to my cabin to
return my hospitality. He planned to get together a whaling exhibition - with a view
to making money! - when he got back home and I had been helping him out a bit. He
is an expert on scrimshaw and promised to carve me an ivory whale out of a sperm
whale tooth.
Another beautiful day followed, clear horizon and deep blue sea with dozens of
lovely greeny-blue icebergs drifting majestically by. I hoped that the ciné film I was
making (with Leonard Holmes 9.5mm camera!) would be a success so that Maureen
could see what it was like down there. I spent the day between deck and the
laboratory; it was very invigorating on deck in the sun with the shade temperature
just below freezing point. It was ‘tot’ night again (50,000 barrels of oil)
By 25 January we had turned westwards and were still travelling that way,
catching plenty of whales so it now seemed quite likely that Balaena wouldn't be
going to the Ross Sea after all. In a way I was disappointed because I would have
liked to see that area, but it meant that we'd be home that much sooner. The day had
been pretty hectic again and I had just left the lab at 10 o'clock, after examining
ovaries. I spent most of the day on deck - until 5 o’clock and it was quite a
Christmassy scene, with large snowflakes falling softly, blanketing the noise and
bustle on deck. I had discovered a source of a new kind of cartilage for a plastic
surgeon who had asked for some; apparently whale cartilage was better than any
other (including human cartilage) for certain kinds of surgery. Well it is, and small
amounts had been collected before on the whaling ships - but I had found a part of
the whale's skull which yields a uniform piece about ten feet long by one foot in
diameter! We took out a section that day and cut it up into small slabs - which I
understood might keep all the plastic surgeons in Britain happy for five years! It was
stored in a mild antiseptic cetavlon until it was to be used. What I collected that day
might be a hundred times the current stocks in England! The whale is a fabulous
beast!
Another ‘tot’ night came up - marking 60,000 barrels I thought. The pay bonus
depended on this and probably (as it didn’t affect me) I was the only man on the ship
who didn't know for sure! It had been a lovely crisp sunny day but I had to spend the
morning in the lab catching up on specimen preparation and in the afternoon there
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was a bitterly cold wind on deck. It looked as though we'd certainly stay more or less
where we were now because it was by now too late in the season to go East to the
Ross Sea. It was rough again with a very heavy swell so ‘Biscoe’ couldn't come
alongside and I had a little longer in which to write letters.
Ellefsen, the top gunner last year and 'King' gunner of the Antarctic (who was only
second in our expedition so far that season) is rather an obnoxious character as far as
I can make out - conceited and so on. He had a terrific rowing from Virik (the
Captain) that day which was the talk of the ship. Apparently he had accused the
officer of the watch on Balaena' of favouritism in sending the "buoy" boats to pick up
other gunners' whales before his. Virik tore him into little shreds at a time when the
rest of the fleet were listening in and Ellef was very chastened! Whaling is a fantastic
business. I wouldn't have missed the trip for worlds - it will always be an experience
to remember and so unusual and fabulous, yet horrible, that I thought that no one
would ever believe me.
On 16 January the blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) season began. Once again
we were among dense pack-ice and some fantastically carved icebergs in the most
perfect egg-green (or blue) colours. It is impossible to do them justice in a
description. Standing on the poop deck that afternoon I saw my first blue whale
"spouting". There was a heavy sea running and crashing against the blue walls of an
iceberg, and just by the iceberg a flock of birds on the surface of the water. Suddenly
the whale blew and all the birds flew off. I don't know why it's called a blue whale
because it isn't really blue but a lovely slatey-grey with lighter patches. They really
are magnificent beasts and I'm extremely impressed by them - they beat all the other
species into a cocked hat. Six blue whales were caught that first day and I was on
deck throughout. For a change the weather was pleasant - occasional bursts of
sunshine and a temperature of 3°C., which felt quite warm. At the end of the shift I
was rather weary but fortunately up to date in the lab, so I decided to write letters
and then have a long soak in the bath next door. I trimmed my beard for the first
time.
The Commander was better now and doing his twelve hour shift again. Hugh
suggested that I should go to bed after doing a 24-hr shift for the week (!) but the
Inspectors’ duties are very simple. I'd say being an Inspector and nothing else was
the easiest job on the ship. For me an Inspector’s duties averaged perhaps two hours
a day and the rest of the time was free for my research. However, signing on as an
Inspector was the only way for a biologist to get a berth on the ship, because all the
space was required for the commercial operations. I was getting interesting results
from the detailed examinations of the ovaries, but it was too early to be at all definite
about anything yet.
A few days later, the Biscoe came alongside and pumped fuel oil over to us. She
went away for a few days - perhaps as long as a week - to clean her tanks and then
would be back to take whale oil from us. Probably after a few hours alongside she
would leave for the UK taking the mail with her so I had to get some letters written.
Two days earlier there had been another whale-less day and I managed to catch up
on the lab work. Mitch rushed in during the day to tell me there was a seal nearby in
the water, an unusual sighting as they are widely dispersed and underwater most of
the time. I dropped everything and dashed along the passage and stood in the icy
wind watching, but it didn't come up again. There were some penguins though. All
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around us now were huge gleaming white icebergs in all varieties of shapes and sizes
and colours; they really were incredibly beautiful.
Everything about the whale is fantastic. The largest we've hauled on board so far
was a 92 ft long blue whale; we have had several 89 - 90 ft long. (Later I measured
one 97 ft long – 30 m). They really are huge - the biggest animals that have ever lived.
A big one produces say l50 barrels of oil worth about £2,000 and meat meal, meat
extract and liver oil to the value of about £1,500. So it was a very valuable animal
intrinsically and in economic terms, and it was a terrible shame to see them being
slaughtered in such an irrational manner. The blues were very scarce now and the fin
whales had become the backbone of the industry. They fetched probably £2000 each
on average.
On that day, after hanging about for days we were heading further West again to
where one of the catchers had reported many whales. We heard that Powell would be
in Cape Town on 6 February and already I was looking forward to more letters from
Maureen.
At the end of January Balaena was off Enderby Land, part of the Antarctic
continent, the first land we had seen for many a day – since leaving Cape Town in
fact. We had a few quiet days around then - a few whales had been brought in the
previous day but none that day owing to bad weather. The catchers had caught some
but they were about 200 miles away and we were steaming full speed towards them westwards. It was the stormiest weather yet with the ship rolling and pitching to
some heavy seas and the wind filling the air with noise and spray. As we were now
going west, we had gained an hour so far, which meant extra sleep. I spent the
morning getting up to date on my notes and did some photography. It was Sunday,
so with lunch we had beer or wine - I had red wine and slept for a couple of hours!
A wonderful day followed the previous day's storm - bright sunshine and oilycalm sea, with a few fairy-tale icebergs on the horizon. Biscoe came alongside to
bunker us and take the oil from us. As soon as she was finished with loading she
would be leaving for the Cape and England. I took the afternoon off to finish off the
letters I had to write. On the night of 3 February there was a serious operation on a
man from one of the Setter boats, for a mechanically obstructed intestine, which
lasted 5 hours (and was successful). I was asked to be the blood donor so I waited up
but in the end they didn't require any - perhaps they found my blood had too high an
alcohol content! It had been another long day and I had done post-mortem
examinations on some 230 whales by now. As the middle of the season drew near (6
February was the day when the day shift changed to night and vice versa), I was
beginning to feel a bit weary, but it was still very interesting. I promised myself a
long soak and early to bed that night - but doubted if I would get the latter.
Shortly after the shifts changed Harry, who was now on night shift, came along at
about 9 o’clock to tell me that there was a nice fresh female whale on deck. I didn't
feel at all like going out but it was too good a chance to miss so I dressed-up and
went on deck. It was a lovely clear night with a sky of many colours merging
together - and once I was there I felt fresh and alive and stayed out hard at work for a
few hours.
We were now just about 40 miles off Proclamation Island, Enderby Land. One
night I set my alarm for 1.30 am and got up to see the land. It was a lovely night sky the sunset that merges into sunrise at these latitudes in summer - and just below a
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long low black cloud on the horizon - the hillocks and mountains of the land were
silhouetted against the crimson sky. I was just in my dressing gown and pajamas and
stood there until the cold drove me in.
Another fine day on deck I collected a mass of material including a thyroid gland
(about 2 yards long!) and parathyroids for a surgeon in London; I was feeling rather
pleased with myself because the scientists last year couldn't find it! (Doing a postmortem on a whale is out of the ordinary; I think my earlier labours on elephant seals
had been a good introduction). The work was going well. Now there were hundreds
of Antarctic petrels around the ship, feeding on the offal and refuse that was thrown
overboard. They were very greedy and very fat. The crew amused themselves by
tying a piece of blubber at each end of a bit of string and then two birds had a tug of
war!
On 11 February we were still off Enderby Land in the middle of the most terrific
gale - force 11 or 12 (56 to >65 mph) on the Beaufort Scale. Fortunately we were
surrounded by ice packs which prevented the seas getting too rough, but even so
Balaena had been rolling very heavily. The sea outside was flecked with long straight
lines of white foam and the wind was causing the 8m (25 ft) waves to break like the
rollers at the Guincho (on the Atlantic coast of Portugal). The spray was carried on
the wind, so that it was difficult even to breathe on deck! During the morning most
of the breakable things in the cabin and in the lab. broke, so I was not worrying
anymore! But it was rather uncomfortable and tiring as one had to hold onto
anything handy to remain in place. If I stood up on the mat or sat in the easy chair in
my cabin, they sailed backwards and forwards at each roll.
The engineers had to close down the factory machinery so as to get enough steam
for engine-power to keep the ship from hitting icebergs and we managed to find
shelter in a gap in the pack ice which smoothed the swell. Apart from the wind
howling outside it would soon be so steady that it might feel quite calm. That night
was film night and I was going to read for half and hour and then join the others.
16 February was a wonderful day. The mail arrived on Powell during the
afternoon and when I went along to supper at 6 o’clock there was a big pile of letters
by my plate and most importantly seven from Maureen. Then I must have dozed a
little because at 1.15 am the light went on and one of the sick bay attendants wanted
to know if I'd give them some of my blood for an operation, so I put on my dressing
gown and toddled over to the hospital. A man had been working in the steering flat
of one of the catchers (Setter1) and still inside the guard rail. The gunner suddenly
began chasing a whale, twisting and turning of course, and when the wheel was put
hard over, the heavy metal quadrant (which engages cogs and turns the rudder)
caught the man, who was kneeling, and pinned him to the wall for a moment. His
pelvis was crushed and he was in a very bad way by the time he was brought
aboard. The Danish doctor from Bransfield (the meat freezer ship with the expedition)
came over and the two doctors decided to operate. There was a lot of internal
damage and they had to amputate a leg. In fact the man's injuries were so serious
that he didn’t survive. It was a terrible business. Of course I was only too glad to
help, and I was able to make up for lost sleep the next day. Otherwise the day had
been uneventful for me, but we watched a film about Lady Godiva - which made it a
little more eventful, if vicarious. What a strange choice of film to show on a whaling
ship, apart from the nudity of course!
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A few days later I was due to go out for a trip on a catcher, but missed the
opportunity. So the captain of Setter 8 had promised to let me know next time he
came in for bunkering, but he forgot, so the first I knew was seeing her leaving - and
I had to wait another week. The weather was very bad, with dense snowstorms and
wind and rather cold on deck. I think everyone was beginning to get very tired now
that the season was drawing near to its close.
I had been pretty busy for several days, and on 24 February I fell asleep where I
was sitting after lunch and slept for nearly two hours. Fortunately no whales were
being worked up then. It was a glorious day, cold with a slight breeze but bright sun
and the Antarctic continent still in sight showing lovely ice-clad peaks. The land was
only about 30 miles away and that night there was a half moon to port and a very
colourful sky, salmon-pink near the horizon and then shading off into yellow, green
and blue - with a few dense black clouds. We got mirage effects down there in still,
cold weather caused by a layer of heavier cold air (instead of the hot layers found in
deserts) so that the land that night appeared to be floating! Icebergs miles away
looked tall and thin - like skyscrapers. The fleet was scattered on the ocean around
us, showing lots of twinkling lights and the moon drew a track upon the sea.
26 February was another lovely day and I decided to go over to the Bransfield, the
refrigerator ship, to help Hugh with some experiments he was carrying out on
preserving meat in formic acid, plus gelatin, and trying the effect of coating it with
chlorophyll before and after freezing. We left about 9.l5 am. First we had to get
ourselves and our gear onto Kai the small vessel that ferried the meat across from
Balaena to Bransfield. This was done by climbing into a basket, and being lowered
from the stern of Balaena onto Kai, while both ships moved about with the heavy
swell. It was an interesting experience.
On Bransfield, after a rough crossing, we carried out the first part of the
experiments. I was due to go back in Kai when she returned two hours later, but
decided to stay on Bransfield for lunch. A storm came up pretty quickly and it became
too rough to transfer from ship to ship so we carried on with the work. By tea time it
seemed obvious that we would be unable to return that night and we were given a
cabin and a bottle of Haigs Gold Label whisky with which to console ourselves. After
dinner there was a film (Lady Godiva again!) and then I turned in as I was - no
pajamas or anything - not even the usual toothbrush. However at 0.30 am we were
woken because the sea had settled very quickly - actually we'd steamed into better
weather - and Kai was alongside again. We had a long and very cold trip back on the
bridge of Kai - at first in bright moonlight and then a lovely sunset-dawn which we
watched changing until it was almost full daylight by the time we got back to
Balaena. After being away all day it was quite a shock to see all the steam and smoke
and smell the shocking stinks coming from her. Living on board we had become so
used to it that we no longer noticed these things. My nose took some time to settle
down again! Still it was a change. Also I got some photos of Balaena from the sea
which turned out quite well.
On 1 March I worked on deck most of the day. Powell was bunkering us, that is
delivering fuel oil, but the weather deteriorated and she had to break off at 7 o’clock
in the evening. I worked in the lab until Hugh came along with the news that Setter 9
was bunkering. The Commander agreed to request the gunner, Hem, to take me out
and at about 10 o’clock. I went over in a sling to Setter 9. That's a sort of breeches
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buoy, with a wire loop through which one puts a leg and is then hauled over. As we
left the weather was really very bad, with driving snow, strong winds and heavy
seas. Balaena was pitching violently and the stern would sink deep, then as it rose the
water poured over the sill of the slip way like a miniature Niagara, and the
floodlights at the stern made a jade-green pool in the blackness of the sea. She
looked immense and squat viewed from the stern with a whale in the slipway, as we
delivered our fenders – large inflated protective rubber tubes.
Captain Hem, the gunner, was a huge red-bearded Norwegian about 6'3" tall and
weighing probably 16 stone; he was a very likeable fellow and offered me a bunk in
his day-cabin (a settee, fitted with side boards to prevent falling out) which was very
comfortable. We were now heading South to the ice. Our position was 64°50' S, 54°
06' E. Setter 9 was the most up-to-date catcher in the Antarctic at that time. She had
diesel engines and a variable pitch propeller so the speed could be controlled directly
from the bridge by altering its pitch. She was also equipped with 'Asdic'. This was an
apparatus, which transmitted ultra sonic signals that were reflected from the whale
and picked up again by the operator on the catcher. It was possible to follow a whale
with it when it was under water (and out of sight). The specially trained operator,
Barnett, was English.
Some whales were about, including a fin whale mother and calf, but we headed
west for better weather. The crew was working to knock ice out of the rigging and
de-icing the gun and forerunners (the rope attached to the harpoon). Many more
birds were now visible from the smaller ship: Antarctic petrels, cape petrels, a few
snow petrels, one white-chinned petrel, a giant petrel, moderate numbers of silvergrey fulmars, Wilson's storm petrels, and two light-mantled sooty albatrosses. The
first day we caught five fin whales and the other boats only caught three between
them. The following day we caught two large fins before breakfast and by 2 o’clock
had taken five, all quite large.
After they had been harpooned and killed, they were pumped up with air and a
red flag carrying the catcher's number was stuck into them; they also had a radar
reflector. A buoy-boat later picked them up and took them in to the factory. We had
to look hard for the last two flagged whales because the weather was bad. We found
one of them and in very bad weather, after dark, made it fast and began to take it in
to the factory ship 16 miles away. The wind rose to above force 12 and the seas
became very high and threatening. It was impossible to sleep and I paid frequent
visits to the wheelhouse to see what was happening, but could see nothing in the
dark but the white tops of waves towering above us. Balaena came in sight - a blaze of
lights and pitching heavily; Setter 6 had three whales to deliver, and before we could
deliver our whale it broke loose in the very heavy and confused seas. Each roll
seemed to be our last. We were particularly worried, because the gunner told me that
he had had some trouble with this new ship's stability in seas much lighter than this.
In fact he had been instructed to ensure that his oil bunkers did not fall too low, for
the weight of the oil low down promoted stability. Unfortunately the storm hit us
when his fuel supplies were getting low and dropped even lower as he needed full
power to keep the ship headed into the wind. So we became very concerned about
‘turning turtle’; for this had happened on occasion to other whale catchers.
I fell asleep for a couple of hours and was woken for breakfast by one of the ABs
"God morn! god morn! frokost er ferdig"; I wished I hadn't woken. Hem suggested it
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would be safer to remain on the bridge - in case the ship foundered - which sounded
a bit ominous. The catcher was moving about excessively and mountainous seas
were rushing down upon us; each roll seemed likely to be the last one. From the
bridge we looked up the long slopes through the spinning Kent "Clear view" screen
to see waves breaking on the crests. Occasional small bergy bits swept down the
slope towards us narrowly missing the ship. The catwalk, gun and rigging - in fact
everything forward of the bridge was thickly crusted with grey ice at least three
inches thick. From time to time pieces broke off in the wind and crashed against the
wheelhouse windows. Everyone was very subdued. They said it was the worst
weather they'd ever experienced - including the gunner, Captain Hem. The wave
height was estimated at 60 feet (25m) at times. Certainly it was the worst storm I had
been in at sea - it had me worried and I was glad to know that I had never in my life
had a problem with sea-sickness - though that was the least of our worries. We heard
over the radio that Balaena's wheelhouse – 14m (45 ft) above sea level - had been
flooded!; nearby Thule was drifting down wind upon Willem Barentz (a huge Dutch
factory ship) which had already lost a whale overboard from the plan, taking
bulwarks with it. Altogether during these few days our expedition lost 23 whales,
including five blues, in the storm, representing in total value over £50,000.
The storm continued during 4 March and worsened if anything. The seas were
like mountains and white with foam. Huge 12-15m (40-50 ft) waves were breaking
over us, and every so often the ship was punched and shuddered to a stop in the
middle of a roll. I've never experienced anything quite like it. The Chief Engineer
confessed that he was seasick. Hem said he wasn't very happy about our chances;
the coating of ice thickened, the gun mounting buckled under the force of the waves,
and we had lost the harpoon and forerunners. Luckily, however, at 5.30 pm we
managed to run into an ice-pack and were in calmer water, but there were heavy
thuds as we continued to hit bergy bits and ice floes.
Next day the wind was still measured at force 11 - but we were in calm water in
the lee of icepacks. I worked with the crew on deck in the morning chipping ice from
the rigging and from the winches and deck fittings - what was left of it, that is! We
were then in position 66°58'S, 45° 33' E. We could now see the full extent of the
damage: the bow rails had been bent to an angle of 45° and there was a big piece torn
from the catwalk. Then, passing South of the Antarctic Circle, we chased a blue
whale later that day - from 7 to 9 o’clock - along the edge of a tabular iceberg 25 miles
long, but didn't catch it. Hem had one "bom" (miss) and the second mate had one too.
We saw one crabeater seal and six Adelie penguins, a few snow petrels, silver-grey
fulmars, Antarctic petrels, terns and several of the small minke whales (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata). That night it was clear and moonless with a glorious display of the
Aurora australis, flashing across the sky - predominantly a green curtain, but shot
with reds, blues and yellows. I wished Maureen had been there to see it – but
perhaps best not?
The storm abated, and in the morning we were chasing blue whales, at 4.30 am,
catching two before breakfast and another four later in the day. The asdic deserved
most of the credit. We were in the vicinity of the large iceberg and on the edge of the
pack. It was lovely, calm and clear with the beautiful blue and white pack-ice - so
spotless and untouched. Whales went into the pack ice but came out again. When
they were among the ice it was remarkable how they surfaced in the leads and
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managed to avoid the ice floes; had they miscalculated they would have been badly
cut by the jagged underside of the floes. Clearly they had some way of avoiding this echolocation or sonar. It seemed to me that the blue whales were the lords of creation
- so large, graceful and so beautiful in their majesty - the largest animals which have
ever lived - up to 32m (l03 ft) long and weighing more than 150 tons. I captured all
this on film.
After the fifth whale of the day, Hem, the gunner, came in to the cabin and as he
so often did, insisted on my having a 'liten drink' - in other words half a tumbler of
neat gin, or ‘yin’ as he called it! Later, when we were on the bridge looking for
whales, he sent down again for the gin and we repeated the dose. It was
appropriately warming. I should mention that when a whale was harpooned and
killed it was winched alongside, and a special harpoon connected to an air hose was
inserted to inflate the body and keep it afloat. Then it was marked by cutting the
catcher number into the blubber of the tail with a flensing knife, and fastened by a
chain to the ship. The tail flukes were cut off to prevent the carcass ‘swimming’
inadvertently in the waves, a flag and radar reflector were attached and the carcass
was cast adrift to be picked up by the ‘buoy boat’ and towed to the factory for
processing.
Next day we had had quite a good day - four fin and two humpbacks; we were
now in the very limited 4-day humpback season. The humpbacks are very tame and
so ugly that they are beautiful. Our expedition caught and processed about [200] in
the four days but as I was on the catcher I had no opportunity to study this new
species. However, since one was dismembered and disappeared into the factory
every half hour any opportunities would have been limited. I had seen some during
my year at South Georgia in 1951. Humpbacks are ungainly compared with the faster
rorquals. They measure up to their name really having a ‘hunched’ looking back,
with a small fin and series of bumps on the spine. They also have longer flippers, are
coloured more starkly white and black, with large bosses of barnacles infested with
the large whale lice. They are slower swimmers, but ‘breach’ more often, leaping out
of the water and subsiding with a great splash. Some gunners claimed that they had
shot humpbacks in the air – one even claiming that he had shot two at once ‘as they
were flying.’ But this was probably an exaggeration put on for the gullible.
Hem shot a penguin - a cruel business; they are so tame, unconcerned and
defenseless that it seemed a particular shame to kill one. "Stopp Fangst" (stop
catching) came at 4 o’clock that day. This meant that I had an hour or two free. More
'yins' as I skinned Hem's penguin for him. He is a very agreeable fellow and despite
his dispatch of the penguin I liked him very much. He showed me pictures of his
home in Norway and his family. At sunset the ‘capital ships’ of our fleet, Balaena,
Bransfield and Thule were silhouetted against an appropriately blood-red sky, with
clouds of steam and smells arising from the factory ship - obviously she was on "full
cook". I talked with the mate about the electric harpoon experiments. Later I had a
radio message from Hugh telling me that the laboratory on Balaena had been flooded
during the storm, with serious consequences. We looked for our flagged whale after
supper and took it in to Balaena.
We went down to the ice again looking for blue whales, but had no luck. It was a
lovely morning, but the weather was unsettled. We caught two fin and took them in
to the factory. Then we caught two more in very bad weather, although Hem was
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predominantly under water for an hour or so on the gun platform. The other boats
did better, mainly because, having gone to the ice and being unsuccessful there, we
were late in arriving among the fins. I saw several parties of terns, a few lightmantled sooty albatrosses, a few Antarctic petrels, a giant petrel, Wilson’s storm
petrel, moderate numbers of snow petrels.
We were once again in the open sea, catching fin whales. Chased several but
broke off and headed towards Ellefsen who was among many fins; we took four.
The weather looked threatening again, so we headed South towards the ice for
shelter. It was very calm just within the ice edge, with many snow petrels, Wilson's
petrels and some Antarctic petrels in the brash ice. I saw a Ross seal on a floe and
many Adélie penguins in small groups, about fifty in all. In one of the bights in the
pack ice four humpbacks appeared ahead, rolling lazily about in the flat calm water,
flapping their long, grotesque flippers and throwing their flukes up into the air. We
took two - a huge female and a smaller male. Both lines were out at the same time.
The first of them was really huge, encrusted with many barnacles. We flagged them
and left them at the ice edge. The other two we could not take because the day's
quota of six was filled. We saw several fins, which we chased and lost and were
chasing two blues at 3 o’clock, when the signal for ‘stopp fangst’ came. So we went
back to pick up the humpbacks and took them in to Balaena. Hem shot another
Adélie penguin, which I skinned for him later. We had the usual drinks and talk
before turning in for the night.
It was "fri fangst" again from 6 am and we went down to the ice again. A signal
came saying that each boat could take two more and we got our two very easily from
among the hundreds about us. Hem decided to go in to the factory for more
harpoons and needed fuel and I went back on board Balaena again - back to the smell
and dirt after a really wonderful, adventurous week on ‘Setter 9’. I had enjoyed it all even the storm, though that probably more in retrospect than at the time. It was an
experience not to be missed, although it had its downsides, not least the deaths of
these magnificent animals.
They were still talking about the storm on the factory ship. I found most of my
books ‘soggo’, instruments thick with rust and everything ‘higgledi– piggledi’! Even
so I never saw it at its worst because my good friend Harry Weeks (the AB) had
cleaned up most of the damage. It was very kind of him. With a friend of his (Leo,
the Irishman - the one he planned to go into partnership with at home) he'd worked
like a slave all night mopping up the water and clearing up the broken glassware.
Most important - and what took most of the time, he washed all my photographic
negatives (including microphotographs of elephant seal tissues that I needed for my
FIDS scientific reports) and hung them up, in order, to dry. Unfortunately, a jar of
iodine-crystals had been smashed in the general upheaval and that had ruined many
of the recent negatives taken on Balaena. It is so discouraging. But for Harry’s efforts,
the whole lot would have been ruined. He was a sterling character.
I was told what had happened on board Balaena during the storm. She's a big
ship, 23,000 tons, but was tossed around and at one time did a 37 degree roll! That
was when everything came off the shelves in the labs. Books, glassware, records,
specimen jars, chemicals, including a gallon of concentrated sulphuric acid made a
grand jamboree on the deck. Nor was that all, for water came in through the
ventilating system and lay about six inches deep on the floor. "Lay" was not the right
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word because they told me that it slopped from side to side and halfway up the
walls, repeatedly wetting almost everything. Barrels were careering about and on the
factory deck heavy iron harpoons (l60 lbs) were hurled about. Fortunately, the only
casualty was one man who had his foot crushed.
Water swamped the bridge 14m (45 ft) above the waterline and a wave broke into
the Chief Officer's cabin on the deck below – breaking through the armour plate glass
in the porthole it swamped him - then cascaded down the stairs to the saloon. The
forward facing windows imploded and splinters of glass were embedded in the
wooden furniture. Oh! It was a storm! The waves buckled the foredeck - of heavy
steel plates – and this caused some apprentices who were near the bows to be
trapped below when the doors jammed, and they were very panicky and shouting
out until released. Of course no work was possible; it was a matter of sitting it out
and surviving. One of the lifeboats was carried away and an 80 ton whale (very
dead!) was careering around the fore plan wrapping itself around the deck fittings, as
a gang of seamen chased after, trying to get ropes attached it to tie it down.
Eventually it was swept overboard, carrying a stretch of bulwarks with it.
When the storm struck seven whale carcasses had been hauled up into the
slipway, but these were lost as well as the others being towed astern. Harry said it
was far away the worst storm he'd experienced in 17 years at sea, seven of them in
the Southern Ocean. Henry Buckle also said that, and he had been at sea for 45 years
- l5 of them in the Antarctic. So you see I haven't been exaggerating above about the
position on Setter 9 during the storm! As if to atone for the trouble it had caused the
sea was now flat calm and the sun shining. I spent a whole day trying to clear up the
remaining mess. Bransfield was to depart on the night of 10 March and I wrote some
more letters as it was probably the last chance for some time.
The Antarctic whaling season ended on 18 March that year and we finished
working up the last whales the following day. It was such a relief, because life had
become so monotonous, especially after the excitement of the catcher trip. Getting up
at 5.30 in the morning every day, with large bloody whales on deck and everything
rather dirty, was dispiriting. We had a very unfortunate accident - on the very last
day of the season. One of the catcher mates was disarming the harpoon gun on his
boat for the last time when it went off and decapitated him. It was very tragic and
more so coming at the very end of the season. We had a burial at sea from the foreplan deck. However, to know that at last we were heading north again and that every
hour brought me nearer to Maureen was a great raiser of my spirits. One
disadvantage of the end of the season, though, was that more people came on board
from the catchers and consequently there was less cabin accommodation, but I
arranged for Hugh to move in and share with me.
My work had been crowned with success – though so far mainly negative I
feared. I had revised the Discovery Investigations' theory about the formation and
accumulation of whale corpora albicantia (bodies in the ovaries recording previous
ovulations, which threw light on the reproductive history). It was of some 25 years
standing, but I considered that my data and other analyses were pretty convincing
and was feeling rather excited. (Later I was to incorporate these ideas in two large,
28 page and l60 page, monographs that were published in the "Discovery" Reports
series in l958 and l961; see chapter 17).
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I printed a few photographs for Captain Hem, the gunner of Setter 9 and stuffed
his second penguin - in quite a life-like attitude. He came on board one night before
sailing to Norway, ahead of us, and I got up to talk with him, from midnight to 2
o’clock. My beard would be coming off soon! The ship was looking much cleaner.
On the way to Cape Town, the false deck, impregnated with whale oil and blood,
was ripped up and thrown overboard and the remaining decks and superstructure
were all scraped and washed with caustic soda to remove the oil and dirt. It was
quite dangerous to go on deck because the seamen were spraying caustic
everywhere.
Time speeded up. For my part I scrubbed out my lab and washed my implements
and so on. Now it looked a very different place. We were due to arrive in Cape Town
early on Saturday 28 March and leave early on the Sunday. We expected to arrive at
Liverpool about 19 April. However, we still had some difficulties. One night we had
a bad storm in the forties and the ship was rolling heavily. I got up twice to clear up
the debris and came down to the lab once. The bridge expected it to be rough again
the next night. It was much warmer now; we had rain and it was lovely to feel it on
my face - so refreshing.
The weather became baking hot for the first time since we left Cape Town over
four months previously, and it was agreeable to wear lighter clothes for a change and
to stand basking in the sun. The crewmen were still working to get the ship
reasonably clean. They washed off more oil and grease with caustic soda, then
washed with water, followed by more caustic, water and then several coats of paint.
So life on the ship continued for another eleven days as we moved northwards.
Another event was that I shaved off my beard! I had become so used to it that when I
first looked in a mirror after taking it off I couldn't understand where my chin had
gone. It certainly made a difference! The effect of the removal of Hugh's beard was
even worse because it had been bigger. We both looked about ten years younger too.
On the following day, Saturday at about 7.0 o’clock, we would arrive at Cape Town,
which would be such a novelty - after four months at sea. I had never been away
from land for so long at a stretch and I was looking forward to seeing some flowers
and trees, to smell the grass and have other civilized experiences - and just to getting
away from Balaena for a short time. I was going ashore in the morning to do some
shopping - just for essentials and to have a haircut. Then we planned to hire two cars
and to drive down the coast - maybe have a swim. The same party as last time
probably. We would have dinner up at Constantia Nek - outside Cape Town and
maybe a dance or two and would sail at dawn on Sunday morning. It all came out as
we planned and it was a very relaxing, if action-packed stay.
We tied up at 9am on 8 April and went ashore at 10 o’clock for some shopping. I
met the others at the Grand Hotel and we spent the remainder of the morning
drinking South African champagne. Pat and another girl joined us for lunch and
then another English girl called Caroline - who wasn't at the last party but was
substituting for Jill who was still in Rhodesia. Hugh and Chris were there. We had
lunch - our first decent meal for months - at the Marine Hotel Buttery and then drove
in a hired car, to Fourth Bay where we bathed in the icy sea water. It was a beach
with large breakers and fine sand. Then tea and a drive along the coastal road, which
is really rather hair-raising. Literally a sheer drop of several hundred feet on the
seaward side.
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Then to Haut Bay, which was very beautiful - a high peak called the Sentinel at
one entrance looking like the Sugar Loaf at Rio. We crossed the Cape Peninsula to a
town called Fishhoek and then back to Cape Town. We dropped the girls at the Kai
Apple Grove and went back to the ship to change. Then we collected them again and
went on to dinner at the Clifton, Sea Point. After dinner we moved to the Haut Bay
Hotel where there was a bit of a ball, and danced until quite late - about 2 am. It was
all very civilized and very enjoyable after all those months away. Caroline reminded
me very much of Sheelagh (Maureen's sister) and she was in the same sort of job,
nursing. We drove back and up to Signal Hill to see the lights of Cape Town, a
wonderful sight, the town stretching out below us. Then we drove the girls home
and ourselves back to the Balaena which was to sail in the morning.
The ship was originally due to sail at 9 am, but we heard that she wouldn't be
leaving until 11 o’clock, so we collected the girls and had a bit of a party on board
until sailing time. I was glad to be leaving though and to be on my way back to
Europe. There was such a lot of packing to do and reports to write and it had been so
hot that I seemed not to have done much in recent weeks. I knew that my new ideas
about whale reproduction, growth and age were really substantial and I didn't feel
my time had been wasted. I was really excited about it, and it might well mean that
I'd get quicker promotion than if I had returned with nothing much! It also meant
that I could begin to plan my work for the next three or four years. With the
arrogance of youth I considered that my new story knocked the previous one,
advanced by Mackintosh and Wheeler 25 years earlier, right on the head! So
naturally Mac would be critical (as it happened he wasn’t). However, I was sure of
my case, which would be difficult to refute.
So we headed north again. We had been hoping that we might call in at Las
Palmas for a few hours to take on fuel oil and have a run ashore. It might have been
fun but the owners decided against it. They told the Captain that he must reach
Liverpool on l9 April, although we could easily do it in two days less. But there were
some exciting twists. One day, at l0 o’clock when I was down in the lab the ship
suddenly heeled over and I ran up on deck to see what was happening. Balaena had
changed course, steaming in a large circle and there were some life-belts in the water.
Then we saw what appeared to be a bloated corpse. But it transpired that one of the
Norwegians - a nephew of two Directors of the company and uncle of another, in a fit
of melancholia, induced by the thought of getting back to problems at home, had
jumped overboard from the stern. It took l5-20 minutes to lower one lifeboat and
nearly an hour to get the ‘body’ on board. Fortunately he survived his experience
and ate a hearty lunch! The day before another of the doctor's patients had died. It
had been in some ways an unfortunate season for deaths and serious accidents.
There had been three deaths and a further one was to come. As we approached
Liverpool we heard that one of the crew had jumped over the stern and was
drowned.
We docked in Liverpool on Easter Monday and I got home the same day to have
about five days with my parents before travelling to London to start work again.
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Chapter 20

Marriage and Young Family, Surrey
Idyll: 1954 to 1961

I had joined the staff of the NIO in the summer of l953 and in April 1954 I
returned to England from my whaling voyage (for which I was seconded as a
Whaling Inspector to the Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food), to re-join
the staff of the NIO. Some of the biological staff had remained at the Natural
History Museum, South Kensington, where the Discovery Collections were
housed and whale material was examined. On my return from the whaling
voyage in Balaena I worked there for about two months, examining my
collections in "the hut", a large wooden hut located behind the main museum,
with rather limited facilities, and did some analysis. I spent most of my time at
a desk in the Natural History Museum's "Whale Basement". This was a large
and dark storage area, the only windows near the ceiling at ground level, and
with a silent but steady "rain' of dust from the specimens housed there on
ranks of stout shelves. These included complete skeletons of giant whales and
dolphins, individual skulls and other bones. It was filled with the pervading
smell of such places - musty, oily and slightly sweet. I can't say that I enjoyed it
as a workplace, but most of the time I was alone and there were no distractions,
except when I went over to "the hut" for a cup of coffee. So I got quite a lot
done.
Dr Helene Bargmann, who was in charge of the small group, had been
working for Discovery Investigations for years and was responsible for the
Discovery Collections, a huge number of jars and tanks full of specimens
collected in Antarctic waters. She was an intelligent, attractive woman with a
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keen sense of humour and stimulating company. There were two assistants,
John Smoughton and Miss Doris Wilson. John was a general
handyman/assistant, who was later to help me to examine the material I
collected and later collections. Doris was working on an extensive index of the
large published Discovery Reports Series.
During this strange-seeming hiatus, a period in limbo, I stayed at 13
Ashfield Place, South Kensington, where Bunny Fuchs had rooms. My
landlady was Diana Russell–Cowan a statuesque blonde whom we had met on
the Andes cruise in 1950 – one of the two "slick chicks". I liked her and her
husband very much and they were very kind to me at this time of flux. Now I
had acquired the necessary residence in Britain and as prescribed by the
Church of England, thankfully put up the bans for my wedding to my darling
Maureen. I planned to travel out to Portugal by train at the beginning of June.
In the event the time passed quite quickly as I had a great deal to do, and I
found myself on a train from Waterloo heading for Gare du Nord, Paris.

At the end of May the RMS "Alcantara" arrived in Lisbon with my parents,
my brother Mike, Sheelagh, and Arthur Mansfield who had all come out for the
wedding. There were a few others as well, including a rather amusing Irish
chap, Sam Glassey, an Antarctic friend, travelling out to take a holiday in
Portugal and who was also invited to our wedding! Maureen went dancing at
the Casino with them, Sam and Bill, Mike and Arthur and of course Sheelagh
and other girlfriends. She got home at 3.45 am with tired feet and feeling
famished!
Meanwhile I had travelled out by train: perhaps it was cheaper, or the
timing fitted in better with my work and the marriage bans in South
Kensington. Leaving from Waterloo Station the train was overdue at the Gare
du Nord, Paris, and in a mad rush I took a taxi to Gare du Nord, catching the
southbound train with only moments to spare. Then at great speed down to
Irun on the Spanish border, where I changed trains (as the gauge of the tracks
changed) and continued on across Spain. I was travelling third class, not very
comfortably, and felt cold on the high Spanish plateau with no heating in the
coaches. The train seemed to be full of priests and troops, and country people;
it made a number of stops on the way, as sitting upright in the crush I tried to
sleep. The journey improved when we reached Portugal; coming to the
Portuguese frontier, [I think] we transferred into another train, which was
daintily old-fashioned, with Pullman tables and lamps, and flowered porcelain
fittings in the toilets. There was a soldier sitting at a desk in each carriage I
think. This toy train, pulled by a puffing steam engine negotiated the beautiful
winding river valleys of northern Portugal and down to the coastal plain
seemingly at breakneck speed and eventually, with much hissing of steam,
pulled in to Lisbon station on Friday 4 June. Maureen drove into Lisbon on her
own (for the first time) to meet me. We were both rather nervous and felt a
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little odd and constrained at first, as we hadn't seen each other for at least
[nine] months. Maureen said 'oh dear' several times during the first moments
of our reunion! I almost turned tail and went back on the next train; just joking,
I'm so glad I didn't! Marrying her was the best thing that ever happened to me.
I had met the cost of my parents coming over for the wedding and they
were staying in the Holmes’ villa, ‘Boa Vista’. The next day Leonard Holmes
took us to Sintra to collect drinking water from the usual azuleijo-tiled spring,
and the rest of a set of Caldes crockery breakfast dishes Maureen had been
buying for us. In the evening the two of us had a lovely drive along the
Marinho.
Monday 7 June was the day of our civil marriage performed by the British
Consul, a lady. It was not very impressive, except that the rules provided for
the Consulate door to be left open so that if necessary an objection could be
made! Afterwards we bought a small wrought-iron, tiled table and Maureen
got her hair done! That evening we had a reception (cocktail party) for about 80
people as our wedding luncheon two days later, after the Church wedding,
was to be small. The wedding was in the small English church, St Pauls, in Alto
Estoril, at 12.30 pm. It went off well and Maureen was looking divine in a 34
length white grosgrain dress (the fashionable 'Princess line' so I was told) with
a small bolero jacket. Sheelagh was bridesmaid, in white embossed organdy
over pale blue taffeta dress, and my brother Michael was the Best Man. After a
delicious happy luncheon at Boa Vista on the terrace and in the dining room
with the usual goings on, speeches and jokes, of wedding receptions, Maureen
drove me off in Bonnie's Triumph Mayflower car, to the old walled town of
Obidos, about an hour's drive away. I still hadn’t a driving license!
We spent the next fortnight driving around Portugal, much of which I had
never seen and some of which Maureen hadn't either. We visited Luso, Tomar,
via the beautiful Mondego river valley and stayed at the Castella-do-Bode
pousada, on the edge of the Tomar Dam. On to Santiago do Cacem, via Evora
where we visited the Roman Temple of Diana and then to the Algarve via the
charming little fishing village of Sines followed by a rather dull run through
the Alentejo to Praia-do-Rocha. While there we visited Cape St. Vincent and
delighted in the bright pink and red geraniums that covered the banks on each
side of the road much of the way. We spent two nights in the Hotel Bella Vista
which was rather expensive and too large and formal for our liking; also, we
didn't care for the attitude of the staff. So to their dismay we moved next door
to a small pub–like kind of hotel, appropriately called the "Penguin". It was
rather old and grotty, let into the cliff in whitewashed tiers like a Tibetan
monastery, but much more homely. Two queers owned it, though at the time
they were away and some friends of Bonnie and Len, who had been at our
wedding, were looking after it. And so ever after, Bill and his wife ‘Billie’
Neville, (who habitually wore a monocle!), told everyone that they had been on
our honeymoon. We had a drive to the spa in the hills at Monchique via Silves,
a rather dull trip but with pretty hills, although it was really too hot to enjoy it.
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Taking a picnic we drove to Carvoera, where there were interesting red
cliffs in many grotesque shapes with caves and tunnels and grottos and deep
blue sea beyond! Albufeira, now a crowded tourist resort, was then a small
fishing village on long quiet beach under the cliffs, but it stank and the sea was
dirty. The colourful fishing boats were drawn up on the sand and the nets
spread out to dry. It was a long day's drive home to Estoril via our favourite
place Arrabida and the fishing village of Sesimbra which was very quaint.
We stayed in Portugal until the end of the month, enjoying every day to
the full, doing something different, until we boarded the Blue Star line's
cargo/passenger ship RMS "Uruguay Star", returning from South America,
taking passage to Southampton. We had three nights on board. The small
group of passengers included Gerald Durrell, the naturalist and author of a
number of very amusing, informative and readable books on natural history.
He and his wife were returning from a field trip with a live collection of South
American animals, including an anteater and monkeys. We ourselves had a
vast amount of luggage and large crates and wooden drums of wedding
presents – nothing live though. Our heavy luggage was consigned to the
‘British Museum (Natural History)’, which had kindly agreed to store this
mixed cargo until we could deal with it; possibly I had told them it was a
collection of specimens! And so we came to our first home in Wormley,
Surrey, near Godalming: it was a tiny wooden cottage that I had found with the
help of NIO, with a small garden full of flowers, fruit trees and a minute lawn.
We called it "the base hut" as it looked and was primitive, like a small Antarctic
field hut. Appropriately only one rather small bed was provided for the two of
us! We rented it for a few months until we could find something larger.
At the end of July we collected a 7-week-old male cocker spaniel – a
copper-coloured bundle of mischief whom we called ‘Brandy’. It took ages to
get to the kennels and back, as we had to use bike, bus and train as transport;
in those days we had no car. Then in September we moved into an Admiralty
'pre-fab' bungalow in Hatchett's Drive, in a very pretty situation on top of
Woolmer Hill, outside Haslemere. Leonard and his car helped to move all our
stuff and the next day with Brandy we moved in. The weekly rent was 2l
shillings! So our life assumed a new pattern as I became a commuter and took
the stopping train down the line to Witley Station and the National Institute of
Oceanography (NIO) where I now worked. We enjoyed the long evenings and
the weekends, when we explored the surrounding countryside. The area
around our home was really beautiful and we did plenty of cycling to explore
it. Nearby were the hills and valleys of Hindhead and the Devil's Punch Bowl,
full of heathers, russet bracken, trees and bushes. There were pretty little lakes
in Waggoner's Wells and at Frensham Ponds, and Blackdown Heath was not
too far away by bicycle. Brandy had a lovely time running along with us, or
sitting in the basket on the handlebars.
December came with deep snow and we travelled up to Edinburgh where I
was to receive the "Bruce" medal for my Antarctic work from the Royal Society
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of Edinburgh. The lecture I gave, on elephant seals, went off very well and we
enjoyed the dinner at the Royal Society of Edinburgh, where we met some
interesting people, including Michael Swann (later FRS) whom I had known at
Cambridge and were treated to a very impressive display of mental arithmetic
by a famous guest. We stayed in a large stone house in old Edinburgh, as the
guests of the Ritchies (he was the Society's Secretary). With snow lying outside
it was bitterIy cold in the vast bedroom, with a four-poster bed in one corner
and a tiny open fire in the other. After a couple of days we went to see my
parents in Whitley Bay, before returning to Haslemere.
Meanwhile we had been looking around for a house to buy. We didn't find
anything suitable, but came across a site in Braemar Close, up a hill from the
town of Godalming. It was only a few miles from the NIO at Wormley, where I
was working. With help from Maureen's parents and Freda Woods, and a
mortgage, we were able to buy the plot and build a house on it. It was in the
old gardens of a former large estate now gone wild. There were already about
ten houses in the Close and this was the last one left unsold and very attractive.
Our longish back garden had mature apple trees and was in the shape of a
fishtail, opening out to the view, overlooked nearby trees and hilly, wooded
countryside – with not another house in sight. The front garden was tiny. So in
June 1955, we moved in to "Arrabida", 13 Braemar Close, Godalming, named
after our favourite beach in Portugal. Or should I say, Maureen did, for I
happened at the time to be working in Norway at a whaling station for a
month! (see chapter XX). Maureen's school friend, Gill Garnett, visited her at
that time and they used her car to drive Maureen and luggage over from
Haslemere to the new house, after a removal van had collected the furniture
and other contents. Gill stayed with her a few days and helped to polish the
wooden floors – at night, as it was too hot to do it during the day and the
ground was too hard to dig or plant anything.
In October of that year, her good Norwegian friend from Portugal, Gerd
Thingvold, married a British naval officer, Commander Richard Franklin, in St.
Pauls church, Estoril. A few days later, they came to stay the night with us in
Godalming; we went out, leaving them a nice dinner to eat alone – as it was
their honeymoon! Maureen's family came to stay for Christmas. Her parents
Bonnie and Len were over from Portugal and Sheelagh came down from
London, where she was studying to be a nurse at Bart's Hospital. Then on
New Year's Eve, Bonnie and Len, Maureen and I and some neighbours in the
Close, Charles and Ann Holding, went off to celebrate at the Sally Lunn
Restaurant near Hindhead, on top of the hill.
In the summer of 1957, Richard Anthony, was born on 9 July, a very
beautiful 8 1b baby. The following year we drove to Portugal, with Richard in
the back of our first car, a green Commer Cob van. We camped and stayed in
pousadas and paradors en route to Estoril but on returning, we left Richard
with Bonnie and Len, who were coming to England by ship and brought him
with them. We drove back via the Dordogne and saw the real caves of Lascaux
which were beautiful and most impressive. The prehistoric paintings were so
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brilliantly coloured and the calcite ‘veneer’ made it like a cinema screen,
enhancing their impact.
At the end of 1958, Christopher Peter, our second son, was born on 23
December, about a week early, weighing 634 lbs. He was a funny little mite, and
there were no real problems. As Maureen was out of action over Christmas, I
was the homemaker for a few days; it quite wore me out! A few months later in
February 1959, another of Maureen’s schoolfriends friends from Portugal got
married in Sussex. Pamela Richards married Brian Cunliffe, and we went to
their wedding. Brian was working for BP and we have kept in touch.
At the end of that year, Sheelagh married Eric Fairley, in Portugal a Scot,
born in Southern Rhodesia, but working as an electrical engineer on the
Portuguese underground in Lisbon. He had called to see us in Godalming,
some months before, so we knew him. Maureen and Sheelagh and both
Richard and Christopher went out to Portugal together on the ‘Eagle’ car ferry.
I drove them down to Southampton, but unfortunately, owing to commitments
at work, couldn’t travel with them or attend the wedding. It was a large
wedding, but Maureen knew few of the guests; she was matron of honour in a
beautiful blue velvet dress with dark pink shoes and headband; Richard was a
page-boy in blue velvet trousers and a white frilled shirt. They stayed on for
Christmas, which I must have spent on my own.
And so the years went by, very happily and busily for us both. We had
some good holidays - all represented in the many photograph albums Maureen
has filled.
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Chapter 21

Among Oceanographers, but cast
ashore! : 1953-1961

I

would say something now about my work at the National Institute of
Oceanography (NIO) from l954 to l961. The NIO was a newly created
government institute, which was first mooted at a meeting of the Scientific
Advisory Committee of the War Cabinet in l944, when the Hydrographer of the
Navy pointed out that Britain had fallen seriously behind many other countries in
its contribution to research in oceanography. In view of our traditional interest in
the oceans of the world, a British Oceanographical Institute should be set up. The
Royal Society, to which the question was referred, was strongly in favour of
setting up such an institute, with the purpose of advancing the science of physical
oceanography in all its aspects. The Scientific Advisory Committee supported its
proposals, but recommended that the work should also embrace biological
oceanography.
Of most interest to me as a biologist, was that in l946 the Colonial Office had
raised the question of the future of the Discovery Investigations, which had been
working since l925 on behalf of the government of the Falkland Islands
Dependencies. It was financed by a fund fed by the revenues from whaling
operations in that region and controlled two specially constructed research vessels
- RRS Discovery II and RRS William Scoresby. Discussions continued slowly
between the Admiralty, the Advisory Committee on Scientific Policy, the
Treasury, the Colonial Office and others, and during l948 it was decided to
establish by Royal Charter, an Oceanographical Research Council to run a
National Institute of Oceanography (NIO). The object of the Institute would be to
advance the sciences of physical oceanography and marine biology; it would also
continue part of the Discovery Committee's work.
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Because of the Navy's great interest the Admiralty assumed a leading
responsibility for the new Institute and the initial Chairman of the Council was the
Chief of the Royal Naval Scientific Service. A Director (Dr G E R Deacon FRS) and
Secretary of the new Institute were appointed. The two ships, RRS Discovery II and
the RRS William Scoresby, were purchased by the Admiralty from the Falkland
Islands Dependencies Government and presented to the Institute. The remaining
scientific staff of Discovery Investigations, headed by Dr N A Mackintosh, were
taken over by the NIO, and other existing groups of physical oceanographers were
added.
Thus, the origins of the physical and biological groups within the institute
were separate and from the beginning there were tensions, not least between
Mackintosh and Deacon (who had also served with Discovery Investigations).
Possibly their antipathy had its roots in the past. The biological work at that time
was mainly concerned with whale biology (the original raison d' etre of Discovery
Investigations), associated studies on krill, (Euphausia superba, a shoaling
crustacean 6-7 cm long, the staple food of whales, and many seals, birds and fish,
in the Antarctic) and other zooplankton. The Discovery Investigations had borne
various responsibilities for the care and curation of collections, which passed on to
the NIO. (The extensive Discovery Collections were housed in ‘the hut’ at the
Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, where I had worked briefly on my
return from the Balaena voyage). Publication of the Discovery Reports by
Cambridge University Press continued under the editorial eye of Dr Mackintosh.
At the same time by arrangement with the Colonial Office, the new Institute
assumed responsibility for the data and collections accumulated by FIDS, pending
the establishment of a Scientific Bureau for these purposes in London. This was a
continuing link to my earlier interests. In fact, although I had submitted a
dissertation and been awarded a PhD by the University of Cambridge, I still had
to write up and publish much of my work on the southern elephant seal. In the
early years of our marriage I spent many of my evenings at home completing two
more scientific monographs on the southern elephant seal, which were published
in the Falkland Islands Scientific Reports Series in l956. (These reports were on the
social and reproductive behaviour of the species and on the physiology of
reproduction. They remain key references to the biology of the species). I also
published my management studies, which had led in l952 to a sustainable
industry. But this did take up a lot of my spare time, which was not fair to
Maureen who was very good about my dedication to this task, to the detriment of
other more social activities. The Scientific Bureau was set up in l955 (?) by Sir
Raymond Priestley, an eminent Antarctic geologist who had been with Scott and
Shackleton in the heroic era of Antarctic exploration and was later Vice-Chancellor
of the University of Birmingham and of the University of the West Indies. I
enjoyed my contacts with this great man then and later. I was also very
appreciative of the help I had from Evelyn (known to all as "Anne" – after the film
star) Todd who had the burden of editing and production of the series. But
publication was delayed.
When I joined the NIO in l954 I was one of only five Senior Scientific Officers physicists and biologists - in a scientific and technical staff then numbering only
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41. A new headquarters Building had just been completed at Wormley, Surrey,
about 38 miles Southwest of London. The building an ugly one, had been built for
the Admiralty as an extension of the Signal and Radar Research Establishment at
Haslemere. As well as large shared laboratories there were workshops, library,
canteen and other facilities. By l955 the staff had increased to 48, but there were
still only 53 scientific and technical staff at the NIO in l958, when I was promoted
to Principal Scientific Officer. In l960 the scientific and technical staff of NIO still
totalled only 59.
Colleagues
In my time at NIO my colleagues in biology included: Dr N A Mackintosh,
Deputy Director of the Institute, my boss and distinguished for his work on blue
and fin whales in the 1920s. James Marr, famous as "Scout" Marr on Shackleton's
last expedition and Field Leader of FIDS in [l945-46], was working on Antarctic
krill. John Hart, a distinguished botanist - phytoplankton expert - had several
Antarctic voyages to his credit on Discovery II. Ron Currie was particularly
interested in primary production (and later to become Director of the Scottish
Marine Biological Station at Dunstaffnage). Peter David worked on arrow worms
(Chaetognaths), particularly Sagitta gazellae; he was an Oxford graduate, a sophist
who, sadly, delighted in cruelly interrogating junior colleagues who were less
articulate, but was an outstanding photographer of marine life. Peter Foxton, a
popular colleague with a great sense of humour, studied the 'standing crop'
distribution of Antarctic zooplankton and later on salps, jelly-like creatures that
have a strange biology and life-history (many years later he took a post in NERC
HQ and was liaison officer with BAS). Arthur Baker worked on another krill
species, Euphausia triacantha. and on the copepod, Calanus acutus. .
Also there was the Whales Research Unit (WRU), including as well as myself
Robert Clarke and Sidney Brown. Robert was an Oxford graduate turned whale
biologist who had specialised on sperm whales in the Azores, and the open-boat
whaling methods practised there. Sidney was a mine of information and later
mastermind of the international whale-marking project, particularly on dispersal
of blue and fin whales. He worked with Dr Mackintosh on whale sightings
surveys in the Southern Ocean. (Much later Sidney came with the WRU to become
part of SMRU at Cambridge). Arthur Fisher, was my assistant in the whale ovary
work and much later in his career assumed responsibility for the NIO ships in the
1970s.
Other scientists on the staff of the institute included the Director, George
Deacon FRS (later Sir George), a distinguished physical oceanographer. Henry
Charnock (later FRS and Director), was also a physicist. Tony Laughton (later Sir
Anthon, FRS and Director), was a marine Geophysicist from Cambridge. Michael
Longuett-Higgins (later FRS), was an applied mathematician and John Swallow
(later FRS), worked on ocean currents. David Cartwright, (also later FRS), was an
expert on tides; Mike Tucker, technical wizard, later head of an Institute on coastal
and estuarine processes. Jim Crease, mathematician and Henry Herdman,
extremely knowledgeable about the ships. Brian Hinde, later to become Head of
the Scientific Services of the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC).
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Arthur Stride, was a marine geologist; Cox, a chemical oceanographer developing
electrical salinity meters and others. It was in all an eclectic group of scientists in
which to be involved.
Part of my duties was the organisation of field collections, particularly whale
ovaries (for estimating age from counts of corpora lutea and corpora albicantia) by
whaling companies and biologists. A number of biologists worked for me over the
years as whale biologists/Whaling Inspectors. Their number included: Malcolm
Clarke (later FRS and an authority on cephalopods – mainly squids); John Currey
(later Professor of Zoology at York); John Bannister (who later became Chairman
of the Scientific Committee of the IWC and was Director of the Perth Museum,
Australia); R D Weston; Douglas Raitt, Dennis Crisp (who joined the Institute of
Terrestrial Ecology) Gordon Williamson, Jeremy Sambrook and Cdr. Hernert
Jones, and finally Ray Gambell (who filled my post when I left NIO and later for
many years was Secretary of the International Whaling Commission).
We biologists all worked in a large, square, open-plan laboratory with
windows on three sides. We occupied desks along the sides, separated by free
standing bookcases. Centrally were cupboards, tables and chart tables. I also had
access to a small laboratory next door in a store room, which I set up for
histological preparation of whale tissues. This was hardly ideal. There were two
elderly scientists (ie in their sixties!): James Marr, when in the throes of composing
his magnum opus on krill, was wont to declaim passages of prose like an actor, or
to recite dirty limericks he had just composed, or to belch loudly and disgustingly.
John Hart, phytoplankton expert, was reclusive; he spent quite a bit of time during
the day doing his football pools, but was quiet as a mouse.
Robert Clarke was an admirer of Ernest Hemingway - he wore broadbrimmed felt hats and string ties, and waxed lyrical in a sonorous manner, about
the aphrodisiacal properties of ambergris - a concretion from the large intestine of
the sperm whale, on which he was an authority. An old-fashioned ‘actor manager’ came to mind. One day a Visiting Group descended on us - an
inquisition on the research work. The group visited each of us in turn and we
could all hear the questions and answers as it progressed around the room. Robert
was the first to be seen, and as he was then in his ambergris phase (the open-boat
whaling phase had faded by then), he gave an impassioned account of ambergris
in ancient history. This involved cuisine, love potions, word descriptions of its
smell - "like bat's shit in an old sea cave", a fungus that was supposed to be found
only in association with ambergris, etc. The visitors listened, evidently fascinated
by the performance; Robert completed his final peroration and a distinguished
Professor (the famous J Z Young, FRS) said: "Ah, yes Mr Clarke, but what
precisely has this to do with basic research on the biology of whales - for which
you are paid your salary?" There was a deathly hush, but we never did hear
Robert's explanation. (It was said that Young, a neuro-anatomist/physiologist,
had been invited to serve on the Committee by mistake; a minion at HQ had been
told to invite 'Professor Yonge' to serve; much more appropriate since Professor C
M Yonge was a distnguished marine biologist! The mistake was partly rectified by
inviting CM Yonge onto the Committee as well!) Naturally all these aspects of our
environment, although entertaining were disturbing to our concentration!
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I have mentioned that there were tensions, not least between Mackintosh and
Deacon. This probably reflected the historical background to the NIO: in some
respects Mackintosh was senior to Deacon, and this had been the case in Discovery
Investigations; Deacon and Marr, old shipmates on Discovery, were very close and
Deacon, a physicist remember, interfered in the editorial process involved in the
production of Marr's 'great work' on the krill. In my view this had probably been
quite a tight monograph ten years earlier, but with slack research discipline it had
become very diffuse and wandering, so that the scientific arguments tended to get
lost in hyperbole, hypotheses over the course of decades had become
theories/axioms and the whole work needed tightening up. When ultimately
published in l962, after a gestation period of a decade or so it comprised 463 pages
including 157 figures, 64 tables and a bibliography of about 750 titles.
Mackintosh tried to make it less discursive, but was over-ruled by Deacon; he
invoked the help of Professor Alister Hardy, FRS, a zooplankton specialist and
stalwart of the Discovery Investigations days, to no avail. Although Hardy, with a
similar specialisation to Marr, supported Mackintosh this wasn't enough.
Reluctantly and not without a fight Mackintosh, a real gentleman, gave in, but
significantly he negotiated a disclaimer in the form of a flatly stated Editor's note:
namely, "This report is a comprehensive study of an important organism in
relation to its environment and the treatment and interpretation of the data are those of
the author." (my emphasis). I don't recall any other report in the series that has such
an Editor's note. However, it must be said that Marr's report is a very significant
contribution to Antarctic biology, although I suspect that only a handful of
biologists have read it thoroughly; it would be a daunting prospect! It was in these
strained conditions that we pursued our research.
My research on the whale ear plug
I should here mention my involvement in the establishment of an exciting
new method of age determination for baleen whales. I had brought back from my
Balaena voyage, deep-frozen, a large chunk of fin whale whale skull, containing
the auditory meatus, middle and inner ear; it included the so-called wax plug,
described by Lillie in l9ll [?]. This was requested by Francis Fraser and Peter
Purves, his assistant, for experimental investigation of the auditory process (i.e.,
hearing mechanism) of baleen whales. However, in the course of his work Purves
had examined the wax plug collected by Lillie and held in the Museum
collections, and a paper on the wax plug in the ear of baleen whales was in proof,
due for publication under Purves' name in the Discovery Reports in July l955.
The significance of the wax plug, or ear plug as it was later called, apart from
its functional significance in conducting sound to the inner ear, lay in the fact that
Purves, on sectioning Lillie's specimen, had discovered that it showed discrete
layers, like the layers I had found in teeth of seals and other mammals. Clearly
these might be useful in estimating the age of baleen whales, with more precision
than before. For some reason this discovery had been kept very secret until that
summer when it was proposed that I should go with Peter Purves to conduct field
work on whales from the shore Whaling Station, Steinshamn, Norway. (This
expedition is described in a later section). I had the necessary experience from my
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work on Balaena. and would be better able than Purves to find my way around the
enormous, daunting whale carcasses. So in l955 I worked at Steinshamn with Peter
to establish the best method of extraction and use of the whale ear plug to
determine age, and to develop a method for large scale sampling of the age
composition of the catches of whales. This led to a joint publication and to the
widespread adoption of the method, replacing earlier methods of ageing baleen
whales from ovaries and baleen plates.
A collection of ear plugs was made by Hugh Symons, a Cambridge biologist,
by now Second Chemist on the Balaena who published a short paper on his limited
results. Our biologist Whaling Inspectors were now briefed by me to collect ear
plugs as a routine from the whales sampled from the catches of the whaling
factory ships, and the first collection was made by Malcolm Clarke. I made the
collection available to Peter Purves on the understanding that we would work on
a joint paper, to include the results of our work both on ear plugs, ovaries and
other aspects of this and subsequent collections. Purves had the first crack at
ageing the ear plug collection, which involved preparation by roughly bisecting
the plug longitudinally and then grinding it down on wet and dry paper on a
band-sanding machine; this brought out the finer structure when the layers could
be counted.
I was also ageing the plug collection, but meanwhile I also started work on
certain other aspects. For example, I was interested in looking into the prospects
for 'back-calculation' of whale length from the spacing of the laminae in the ear
plugs. This was a technique that had been pioneered on fish otoliths and opercula
bones (as I had seen as a schoolboy at the Freshwater Biological Association on
Windermere. First it was necessary to determine the relationship between ear plug
core length (the part showing the layering) and whale length. I found a good
correlation and set about measuring the spacing of the layers in individual
earplugs in the samples (up to a maximum of about 80 layers in a single earplug).
I discussed with the NIO workshop technical staff the design and construction of
an instrument to make these numerous measurements. This was essentially a preelectronic era (for example, at that time I recall that even the physicists were still
using a mechanical spectrum analyser, a revolving drum, for wave heights), and
so my instrument was based on mechanical principles: gearing to enlarge the
spacings in a record on paper strip five-fold, the position of the layer to be
recorded being determined by a cursor with a parallax sighting device; a key to
depress to complete an electric circuit and activiate a chopper bar, which applied a
mark. So I began to collect a large series of such records, which, using methods
established by the fishery biologists, I began to analyse. Happily I found that I was
able to back-calculate whale body length from the ear plugs in this way. I had also
been analysing the reproductive data.
Now Purves dropped a bombshell: he told me that he was going to break our
gentlemen's agreement because he felt that he should be the sole author of the
paper on the collection. He had had access of course to the supporting logbook
data. (In his earlier work, particularly on baleen whale hearing, he had
collaborated with Dr Francis Fraser, FRS, Keeper of Zoology and his boss at the
Natural History Museum, and Peter was upset that the resulting papers had
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always had Fraser as senior author). He considered that his career would best be
served by publishing the results as sole author. Of course this was monstrous and
completely contrary to our agreement. I took the problem to Mackintosh, who
seemed sympathetic and talked with Fraser, proposing that the original agreement
should be adhered to. However, this was not to be and to add insult to injury the
paper was eventually published, in l9--, in the Bulletin of the Natural History
Museum, as a joint paper with a statistician, Malcolm Mountford. I was furious,
but there was nothing I could do. I discontinued my promising work on the
earplugs and concentrated on completing my major monograph on fin whale
reproduction, growth and age, which contains a short section correlating ear plug
laminae with other methods of age determination; it was published in l962. But I
had wasted a year or two.
Scientific Meetings
So by now I was getting a bit fed up with my professional life at NIO, on
account of the internal political strains and this personal setback. One of the other
contributory reasons was that I had very little support for foreign travel. I guess
funds were rather limited, but I felt that I should have been given more
opportunities.
In fact there were relatively few opportunities during my time at NIO and I
will mention some of the more significant. In l955 I participated for the first time
in International Commission for the Conservation of Whales (IWC), Scientific
Committee, on which I served until I left the NIO in l96l. I write about my IWC
involvement later. In l955 I became involved in the International Biological
Programme as a member of the Committee on Marine Mammals and served on
this committee until l96l.
In l957 I participated in the first course in Fish Population Dynamics
organised by Ray Beverton, later FRS, (a contemporary of mine at Cambridge,
later Deputy Director of the Lowestoft Fisheries Laboratory and Secretary of the
Natural Environment Research Council, NERC) and Sidney Holt - at the
Lowestoft Fisheries Laboratory. We lived in the Victoria Hotel and appreciated the
superb fish menus provided there. John Gulland (later FRS), Basil Parrish (later
Director of the Aberdeen Fisheries Laboratory), and Rodney Jones were our
teachers. The students included Gotthilf Hempel (who became the first Director of
the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar Research, AWI, with whom I was later
closely involved in the SCAR BIOMASS Programme), Deitrich Sarrhage (later
Professor of Fisheries Laboratory at Hamburg and first Chairman of the CCAMLR
Scientific Committee), Age Jonsgard (an eminent Norwegian whale biologist at
Oslo University who was a colleague on IWC matters and was later elected an
Honorary Member of the Society of Marine Mammalogists), Lars Boerema (FAO),
Robert Clarke (my colleague in the NIO Whale Research Group), ----Ostvedt (who
became a Chairman of the Scientific Committee of CCAMLR and ----- others. Ray
and Sidney had just published their classic book on Fish Population Dynamics and
the other teachers were all leaders in the field. One could not have had a better
course.
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In l958 I was an invited speaker at the 15th International Congress of Zoology,
where I spoke on Age determination of whales by means of the corpora albicantia [in
their ovaries]. It was held in the Royal Albert Hall, London, a daunting
experience as the audience was about 5,000, but I enjoyed meeting zoologists from
all over the world.
In l959 I was appointed to the Consultative Committee on Grey Seals and
Fisheries as one of 2 Independent Members, remaining a member until l966.
Barton Worthington (formerly involved in African science, and then Deputy
Director of the Nature Conservancy and later a member of the NUTAE Committee
and Director of the International Biological Programme (IBP)) was Chairman. He
was one of those who pursuaded me later to take up work in Africa. I first met
John Morton Boyd (later Director for Scotland, NCC) through this committee and
he became a close friend. We had some good meetings occasionally further afield,
like Edinburgh, and . . . . . , where Captain Stansfield, Chairman of the Scottish
Salmon Fishers Association and also a member of our Committee entertained us to
lunch in his castle on wild Scottish salmon. At another meeting he distributed
salmon to members of the Committee, gratefully received in my case by Maureen.
At the l960 British Ecological Society, Symposium on The exploitation of Natural
Animal Populations; Durham, I gave paper on Some effects of whaling on the southern
stocks of whalebone whales. Here I met Ian McLaren, Canadian seal biologist and
marine biologist, David Jenkins, a grouse researcher, later Director of the Culterty
Station of the NERC, and Adam Watson, also based at Culterty, an eminent
Scottish ecologist/naturalist, working mainly on game birds, for the first time. In
l960 too I was an invited speaker at 25th North American Wildlife Conference,
Dallas, Texas, where I gave paper entitled: Problems of whale conservation. Here I
was very pleased to meet George Bartholomew, who had done original work on
the northern elephant seal on the islands off California and with whom I had
corresponded over the years. I travelled there via Hamilton, Canada, where I
visited my elder brother Peter and his family. I also visited New York, my first
and only visit; I met my sister-in-law's brother, who lunched me in the New York
Athletic Club, and I ascended the Empire State Building, visited the Statue of
Liberty, Central Park, Fifth Avenue and other landmarks.
Of course I attended a number of other meetings in the UK. But my point is
that this was a very small number of significant meetings for a scientist of my
relative seniority to have attended over the eight years I worked for NIO.
Nowadays, an SSO would expect to attend as many in one or two years.
Expedition to Steinshamn Whaling Station, Norway
The first opportunity to actually see some whales, albeit mainly dead ones,
came in June-July l955 when I travelled to a small whaling station on an island off
the west coast of Norway, where Peter Purves and I were to undertake a project to
establish the value of whale earplugs for determining the ages of whales and to
work out the best method for collecting the earplugs. It was a flat-calm crossing
and the sun shone all the while; I went ashore at Kristiansand on Sunday, 19 June
and had an hour there before sailing on to Oslo via Arendal. It meant going
through a narrow channel with wooded islands to the south and wooded coast to
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the north. Lots of gaily-coloured little summer houses perched in the most
impossible places and each with a stone or wooden jetty and one or two boats. It
was dead calm and our wash disturbed the reflections. We got into Oslo at 6 am.,
and I left the ship at 8.0 am., and took a taxi to the hotel expecting it to be in the
city but it was right up in the woods near Holmenkollen - a lovely situation.
On Monday I called on Professor Ruud, who I had met at the IWC Scientific
Committee meeting in London, and we talked most of the morning and then Age
Jonsgard a very nice chap, who I later got to know quite well, took over as Ruud
had other business. We visited Framhuset and Kon Tiki and saw the
Folkemuseum, where we lunched. Mr Moe, whom I had also met at the Scientific
Committee, came with us, and we enjoyed ourselves. Afterwards I went out to
Jonsgard's home in the suburbs and spent a very pleasant evening sitting out in
the garden. I got back to Vettakollen at 11.30 pm. On Tuesday I was up at 6.30 am.
to go to Sandefjord with Jonsgard first by train to Tonsberg (in Vestfold). We had
breakfast on the train and at Tonsberg met the curator of the whaling museum,
Mr. Bakken and had coffee at a saeter in the hills behind. Vestfold is a very lovely
district - rolling hills, fields and trees and many very well kept farms.
In bright sunshine we drove to the Sandefjord whaling museum (which
included an elephant seal 20 ft. long!) where I met Vangstein; he was a very
important man because he was Director of the Association of Whaling Companies.
He took us to lunch at the private club of the whaling directors - a remarkably
luxurious place - and gave us a gourmet dinner which lasted from 3.30 pm. to 7.0
pm! We were to have taken the 7.0 pm. train back to Oslo but Vangstein sent us by
taxi - about 80 miles! It meant that we saw more of the country and also were able
to spend more time in Sandefjord. Vangstein took us to see everything: one of the
biggest whaling factories; some of the newest catchers and lastly to the top of a
mountain from which we had a wonderful view of the harbour. We got back to
my hotel at 11.30 pm. and I had to get up early to take the train north to
Andalsnes. It had been a very full and wonderful trip so far - every minute full of
new experiences.
The journey to Andalsnes was very interesting - 11 hours from Oslo through
the most beautiful country - especially the last part with the Trolltinden and
Romsdalhorn mountain ranges. I had a fine dinner - of three large boiled salmon
cutlets with boiled potatoes and peas on a silver platter. The following morning, I
was up at 05.30 am for breakfast before taking the 6.30 am. boat to Molde. It was a
fine morning with the sun lighting up the peaks as we chugged down the fjord,
leaving a V-shaped ripple on the calm water. As we rounded each headland a new
hamlet or village would appear.
Arriving at Molde at about 8 am. on 23 June I went along to the Alexander
Hotel where I expected to find a message from Steinshamn. But there was nothing
for me and the clerk told me that the next boat to Steinshavn was at 4.0 pm. So I
wandered round the town and had coffee and cakes at a konditori; back at the
hotel at 11.0 am. there was still no message and I discovered that there was no
boat until 11.30 am. next day. The hotel was full so I phoned Steinshamn and they
said they'd send a boat over to Hollingsholm - the nearest point on the mainland. I
was to take a taxi there and would be picked up at 3.30pm. I wandered around
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Molde and had lunch at the hotel. The trip to Hollingsholm took about half an
hour and my transport, a small 70 ft. fishing boat with a tonk-tonk (diesel) engine,
came alongside as a ferry left.
Due west lay Steinshamn on the island of Haroy and it was quite a rough trip
as we headed into the waves, taking about two hours and passing several other
islands on the way. The whaling station was quite deserted - no whales, the 3
catchers were in harbour because of the rough weather - and not even a smell! I
was given a room to myself looking out over the harbour and others came in to
see me; Peter Purves had arrived the night before. We talked and drank whisky
until midnight when it was still broad daylight; I had difficulty in sleeping
because it was so light. The only others I met initially were Danielsen, the
Inspector, Heiste, the sales manager and Asrumn Saebjornsen, the attractive
daughter of the owner. Our gear had not arrived and was not likely to reach us
until Wednesday, 29 June! But it looked as though there would be no whales for
several days at least, because of a series of gales.
The island of Haroy is about 7-8 miles long, 3-4 miles broad at the widest part,
with a hill at the south end, otherwise low-lying, mostly peat bogs, with a
scattering of brightly painted fishermen's and whalers' houses. There were three
shops and a post office serving about 1,700 inhabitants. Breakfast was served at 9.0
am. and I went out for a walk through the village. The whaling station was on the
extreme NW tip of the island - a series of factory buildings and storage tanks quite a pleasant little harbour with lots of small boats and a long breakwater. That
afternoon it was fine and sunny and Purves and I walked round the coast to a
disused radar post, erected by the Germans during the war. There were numerous
gulls and various ducks, terns, oyster catchers etc. round the coast and the water
was very clear, but too cold for bathing. The wind began to blow before we got
back and a strong gale was raging most of the night, so strong that it blew rain in
through the cracks round the shut windows and wet a lot of my papers. Lunch
was at 12.0, coffee at 5.0 and dinner at 8.0, the landmarks of most days when we
had plenty of time to fill in when there were no whales to examine.
The birds on the island were interesting. There were many different species
and they were amusing to watch - especially the eider ducks and oyster catchers.
We took several more walks but it was very wet when one left the road. The views
over to the snow-capped hills of the mainland were superb.
For religious reasons whaling stopped on Saturday and started again at
Sunday midnight, so late on Sunday 26 June I joined one of the catchers - the Berg
Karl. - for a trip expected to last until Tuesday or until we caught a whale. We cast
off and began to move away from the jetty at 1 am in the perpetual sunset, the sea
mirror-calm. I stood on deck until we were clear of the islands - hundreds of them
silhouetted black against the purple red and gold sea, reflecting the sunset and
colourful cloud masses above. Then I turned in to sleep at 2.0 am. - my bed a
settee in the gunners day cabin, only l'6" wide. I had a fitful sleep until the gunner
came in at 7.30 am and said it was time for breakfast. The day was fine with a
fresh breeze and I spent a few hours on the bridge. One of the boats - the Berg
Andreas had taken a fin whale, but neither the Berg Bjorn nor mine the Berg Karl
had even seen a whale yet. So I would have been at Steinshamn for at least 6 days
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- nearly half of the time available - without seeing a whale; I decided to extend my
stay instead of taking some leave near Bergen as planned. It was such a waste of
time hanging around at the factory, but I had been able to do some writing.
We sighted a Fin whale at l0.57 am. and chased it until l.38 pm. It seemed very
intelligent because time and again it doubled back and we'd be watching the
empty sea for a quarter of an hour before someone would shout that it was behind
us or to port or to starboard - never where we expected to see it. However the
gunner eventually took it with one shot; it was fastened alongside like a huge fish,
and we headed southwards again. If we saw any whales on our way home we'd
chase them. Berg Bjorn - the boat Purves was on had been unlucky, but they were
chasing a whale just then. It was very cold up on the bridge which was open to the
strong breeze, but the gunner signalled me to come down to the cabin with him
for a glass of home-brewed liquor - it was warming if nothing else.
On Tuesday 28 June I was up at 2.30 am and we chased another whale, but
again it was too intelligent so we headed for the station, appreciating a wonderful
scene in the east - snow mountains lit up by the sun, others grey and misty shapes.
The sea was mirror calm and reflecting the sky's colours. We passed various rocky
islets - one with several seals on it and reached the station at about 4.0 am. I
worked on the "plan" (a wooden deck where the whales were dismembered) until
6.30 am when I took an hour's sleep before I needed to be there again. Purves
arrived back that night having enjoyed his trip. Next day we were both up at 2.30
am to examine two whales - under a wonderful sunrise of reds and golds. To bed
again at 5.00 am, up at 7.30 am for breakfast and then back to the whales at 8.00
am. They took a longer time to work them up there (than at South Georgia or on
the Balaena), because they took the meat for human and dog food. It was not
allowed to touch the plan, but cut straight from the whale into wheelbarrows and
wheeled to the benches where it was prepared and packed in boxes for freezing.
We finished work at 11.00 am., lunch was at noon and I slept in the afternoon for a
few hours. Time went by slowly and in the absence of whales there was not much
to keep us occupied. Small coastal passenger boats call once or twice a day and we
thought of going to Molde or Alesund but it was hardly worth it.
On 30 June I got up later than usual because no whales were expected until
11.30 am. We spent the morning and part of the afternoon working on the plan.
Our boxes of equipment etc. had arrived at last; we unpacked them and felt much
more at home in working clothes. There had been only one whale that day which
we examined from 5 pm. to 8 pm. and there would be no more until Tuesday, 5
July. After supper we went for a stroll. It was a very monotonous life - only 8
whales since I arrived - and there were few English speakers.
They didn't catch whales on Sunday because of religious observance, and this
meant that no whales came into the station until Monday night or Tuesday
morning. So we decided to go into Molde on Monday by boat and then across the
fjord to Helland and by bus to Alesund - returning to Steinshamn by boat. It
would relieve the monotony. The boat left for Molde at 7.00 am hours, but we both
slept until we heard its hooter and had 5 minutes to dress and get down to the
jetty. We made it, unshaven and dishevelled, but determined not to stay behind
for another fruitless day. It was a dull day with fairly low cloud but occasional
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patches of sun. The ferry called at Horten, a nearby island, then it past Ankra and
Otteroy - two large islands - and round a headland to Molde. The first thing we
did was to go to a barber's where we each had a shave and myself a haircut also.
Then we did a little shopping and had coffee and cakes in a konditori. This took
care of the two hours we had to kill in Molde, until we could take a ferry at 11.30
am across the fjord to Vikebugt and Hellend, where we went ashore. From
Hellend we took a bus to Alesund. The road ran through a birch-lined valley with
snow-covered hills on either side and past several ski hotels. This was a much
more traditional region with many old houses, their roofs steeply sloping and
with carved gables. Later we heard that at noon that day two lynx had been seen
near the road - just about when we were passing.
The road passed over a saddle and then ran downhill through a winding
valley to Storfjord and on to Alesund, which we reached at 2.15 pm. The boat
sailed for Steinshamn at 4.0 pm. so we had time for lunch at the hotel Noreg and a
brief look around. I would have a few hours there next Monday to see more of it. I
went to the shipping office to change my passage Alesund to Bergen from
Thursday, 7 July to Monday 11th, as we had not been able get through the work
planned. This meant that I would have only a day in Bergen, but it couldn't be
helped. We had a long trip back, calling at many islands and gradually shedding
passengers until we reached Steinshamn at 9.15 pm.
No whales came in on Tuesday until 10 pm, but I was up at 8.30 am. and
checked on specimens etc. most of the day. Then we worked on plan until 1.0 am.
and were up at 6 am. for the next whale - working on the plan until 3 pm. Went to
bed for a couple of hours then - very tired, up for supper and to bed at 10 pm.
expecting another whale at 2.0 am. Unfortunately I wasn't called as requested and
by the time I woke the whale had been worked up! So disappointing to miss one.
By Thursday 7 July we'd had only 15 whales to examine and I was disenchanted
with the situation. There wasn't really much work to do - mostly hanging around
waiting for whales and when they'd arrived, hanging round waiting for the men
to get on with cutting them up. They came at all hours so we slept when we could
fit it in.
On Friday, 8 July - two whales came in. It was fine and sunny and very warm
and I took some colour photos on the plan - whale carcasses, aspects of their
anatomy and suchlike. In the afternoon when all was cleared away I went for a
walk along the coast and found a lovely place on top of a headland where I could
sit in the heather with my back to a rock and look over the island to the hills on
the mainland. I sat sucking up the sun as a sponge does water, my eyes closed
after a while and beautiful fleeting coloured patterns chased each other over my
retina and I thought of Maureen.
On Sunday 10 July, after coffee at 6.0 pm. we went fishing, for saithe, in Bjorn
Saebjornsen's boat with Asrun S - accompanied by Bergtor S and another chap in a
second boat. There was thick fog, and one couldn't see more than a few yards. The
sea so calm that it mirrored and merged into the mist. It was cold, and through the
mist, the low sun occasionally broke to shine on the greasy calm waters. Standing
in the bows of the boat was like standing at the end of the world with nothing
above or below - a strange feeling - nor was it possible to tell whether the boat was
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moving because there were no features to compare. The fish were jumping at the
surface - some right out of the water - and large numbers of birds were gathering,
but we caught very few. Most of the time in fact we were lost and could hear no
sound but the mewing of the sea birds. We lost the others and then found them
again and took them in tow. Finally we found the station - still in very thick fog
and there was quite a crowd waiting anxiously. It was 1.0 am. We had coffee and
bread and jam and went to bed.
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Chapter 22

Ron mor : the Great Seal, 1958-63

I

n 1959 I was appointed to the Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food
(MAFF) Consultative Committee on Grey Seals and Fisheries as one of two
Independent Members; and became involved in Grey Seal management in
relation to the fish stocks around the British Isles. I remained a member until l966.
Dr E Barton Worthington (Deputy Director, the Nature Conservancy) was
Chairman, and later a member of the NUTAE Committee and Director of the
International Biological Programme (IBP)). He was one of those who persuaded
me later to take up work in Africa (Book II). I first met Dr John Morton Boyd (later
Director for Scotland, Nature Conservancy Council) on this committee.
Through this association, I made an exciting field trip to the seal island of
North Rona. I joined a Nature Conservancy Council (NCC) Expedition to North
Rona, organised by Morton Boyd. Our objective was to make a census of the grey
seal population, the largest colony of this species in the world, to brand as many
pups as we could for long term study and make other observations. There were
four of us. We were landed with our supplies by Fishery cruiser Brenda, lived in a
prehistoric stone hut, got water from a well on the cliff and kept in touch by radio
telephone with the Butt of Lewis Lighthouse. The weather was characterized by
frequent North Atlantic gales and huge waves. I sampled an esoteric selection of
malt whiskies and was introduced to the Scottish “bap”. And we studied various
aspects of the biology of grey seals.
So it was that I left home at 8.30 am on 8 October and Morton met me at
Edinburgh. He was the Regional Officer of the Nature Conservancy for the West of
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Scotland and the Hebrides, about my age and very lively. He drove me out to his
home, where we had an excellent dinner, of steak and kidney pie and a bottle of
Beaune. For desert a Pavlova. Winifred was obviously a good cook. We had a long
talk into the night and then to a comfortable bed.
Next day we made a fairly early start and Morton drove the Bedford
Dormobile, heavily laden (including two Antarctic tents borrowed from FIDS) to
Perth, where we lunched at the George. It was very good, with large helpings and
all for 7/6d. There I met Stewart Dalgleish, a fellow rugby player from student
days and had a brief chat with him; he was now in insurance at Singapore and on
home leave. I drove on to Aviemore where we had a cup of tea at the Deer Unit's
headquarters and Malcolm Douglas, the third member of our party met us there.
He was a tall dark, lean highlander, the Warden of a Nature Conservancy Reserve
at Braemar. He was rather quiet - dour is the Scottish word for him. He knew
much about red deer, but this was his first experience of seals. As the only smoker,
he ran out of cigarettes half way through and took to whistling highland dirges
and tapping his feet. But he was a tower of strength.
Then on to Inverness where we arrived at Jim McGeogh's home in darkness.
Jim was a Detective Inspector in the Inverness-shire Police. He was a specialist –
taking photographs the scene of the crime, or victims of it, and was a finger-print
expert. He was also a keen amateur photographer and cine-photographer. He has
worked his way up from the ranks, starting on the beat in the Gorbals, a very
tough district in Glasgow, part of his repertoire of rather startling stories about the
lower rungs of society. As one can imagine he had a lot of tales about his
experiences, some rather gruesome, others very funny, and told in a broad Scottish
accent. He was a very cheerful, very Scottish character. He had been on Rona last
year, and for six years before that he went out to Sula Sgeir with the Men of Ness.
He was the Honorary Warden of North Rona and Sula Sgeir Reserve and had
spent his annual holidays in this way for the past 6-8 years, mostly on Sula Sgeir, a
tiny island to the west of Rona. It's a bit hard on his family and his wife but she
came from Lewis and didn't seem to mind.
We had a good dinner and some of the creatur (whisky), and then drove on to
Kinlochewe, Loch Maree, the Anancaun Field Station on the Ben Eighe Reserve,
where we stayed the night. Jim Poulson was the Warden and his wife Maureen
cooked us a good breakfast. Then we drove on to Kyle via Strome Ferry to embark
on the Loch Seaforth for Stornoway. This was a rough crossing and we didn't get in
until late. Many people were suffering badly from sea-sickness. We saw our gear
aboard the Fishery Cruiser Minna and made ourselves known to Captain Murray.
Then we went along to the Caledonian Hotel, where we were to stay the night.
After sandwiches and more of the creatur we retired to bed. Next morning we
moved aboard Minna. Morton and I shared a cabin opening onto the deck, but the
others were below. We spent the day getting organized and doing some shopping
in the town.
On 12 October we went out to the Butt of Lewis Lighthouse to meet Archie
MacEochran and his family. He would be our daily radio contact from Rona and
transmitted messages to our families. He kindly phoned Maureen from time to
time to tell her my news. We went by bus to Barvas and along a rather dreary road
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along the coast. Many of the old Lewis stone houses still stood. Archie met the bus
and took us by car the last mile to the Butt.
We had a very good dinner and then looked around the station and climbed up
to the light. A fine view showed over stormy, dark cliffs; otters played on the rocks
below. Back to the Minna in the dark. The ship was lying alongside the quay, by
then it was low tide and our berths were right next to the quay. Above us was a
pile of empty propane gas cylinders, which produced an unpleasant and
nauseating effluvia. We woke during the night with headaches and feeling sick. I
coined the term "hadal depths" and we made a joke about it, but it wasn't funny.
There was not much to report for the next two days. The shipping forecasts
were bad – very bad. Twice Minna went up to the Butt of Lewis to see what the
swell was like, but Captain Murray didn't like it and turned back; the swell had to
be suitable for landing us at Rona. The second time, on 13 October, we caught a
poacher - Valhalla - seine-netting near Broad Bay inside the 3-mile limit. We
arrested him and confiscated his gear. He had seen us go by and thought Minna
was out of the way for a while. This occupied the Captain and Officers for the
whole of the next day - writing a report and other paperwork. Morton and I went
that afternoon with Peter Cunnigham over to the West of the Island by car. We
visited Callanish Stone Circles – said to be the largest and finest in the British Isles
apart from Avebury. We also visited the Broch at Carloway, a circular tower with
hollow walls, probably a defense against marauders. People used to live in the
walls, in spiral passages; the cattle were kept in the central enclosure. Later we
visited a river and loch where Peter rents the fishing. Morton caught a sea trout at
the first cast and Peter caught a brown trout too. I had no luck. We also rowed up
and down Peter's lochan spinning, but with no luck and I had only one bite. It was
very cold. A flight of whooper swans passed over and we returned late to
Stornoway in the dark.
Finally, on 15 October we left Stornoway at 4 o’clock for North Rona. We woke
to a moderate swell, but little sea and were off the island at 10 am. The mountains
of Sutherland to the East on the horizon included Suilven and Canisp, blue-black
silhouettes sinking below the horizon as we travelled north. Gannets and fulmars
accompanied us. Rona appeared on the horizon, as two humps at first. We could
see the swell breaking on the South coast - little spurts of white spray in places, but
otherwise it looked quite promising. Captain Murray did not venture close in. We
steamed all round the island in the bright sunshine; it was tantalizing, but the
swell was still substantial and he was not willing to put down a boat to land us.
We saw Sceapul and Loba Sgeir, the western cliffs, Fianuis and the Tunnel Cave,
down the East coast, but we did not attempt a landing or even lower a boat. We
each took a number of photographs. Numerous seals were to be seen and it was
very disappointing to be returning without attempting a landing. The swell
lessened as we went South and the sea was oily-calm. A small trawler offered us
fish and we went alongside to collect it - cod. Back to Stornoway then, and we
moved aboard the other Fishery Protection vessel Brenda, under Captain
Mackinnon in the evening. Captain Mackinnon is a very forceful but quiet
personality. He came out with us for a drink at the County Hotel and we returned
to the ship at 8.30 pm. Then off we went to anchor in Loch Erisort for the night,
where it was much better than the hadal depths.
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Next day Brenda was off Rona at midday in a moderate swell. The boat took Jim
in to inspect the eastern landing, but it didn't look too good, so we had lunch
aboard before the boat went inshore again. Eventually we landed all our gear by
means of a small motor boat, which had to come in to a certain rocky ledge - the
only suitable place. We were then able to land the gear and then moved boxes and
packages up to the grassy part on top and set up the two Antarctic pyramid tents
in the shelter of the "fank", a stone-walled sheep pen from former days. We passed
a good night in the tents and woke to a fine day, with a slight breeze.
We carried our gear on Commando carriers over to the south side of the island,
where the original inhabitants used to live. Last century the island supported
about 30 people - who must have had an unusually hard life. There were five
households in the seventeenth century but no one has lived there since 1844 and it
is still very seldom visited. The islanders lived in stone houses, sunk into the
ground and covered with peat. We took over one of these, now known ironically
as ‘the Manse’, open to the sky and about 18 by 8 ft in size. We fitted a ridge-pole an old ship’s spar - roofed it with tarpaulins and brought over several loads of
equipment and food. We stuffed turf and moss into the cracks in the walls, making
a comfortable abode by the time we had finished Although it was draughty and
damp, it made a secure home for the rest of our stay. We had to weight the roof
down with stones and criss-crossed ropes to prevent it blowing away in the gales!
We had a calor gas stove to cook on (2 burners) and a paraffin lamp. Our
accommodation was rather Spartan, with a rough earth and rock floor, over parts
of which we had spread a tarpaulin. Despite the fact that we had removed angular
stones and attempted to make the floor smoother, it was un comfortable, but we
were usually so tired that we quickly fell asleep and slept like the proverbial logs.
Also, between us we had about ten different varieties of malt whisky and one of
our evening activities was to have blind tastings to see which came out best. This
also made for a good night’s sleep!
One reason for living here was that the only suitable water supply on the island
is on the South coast - presumably the reason for originally siting the settlement
there. The island first came to public attention when the Scottish naturalist Dr
Frank Fraser Darling erected a simple hut and lived there for a year with his wife
and family in the 1930s. He wrote a successful book ‘A naturalist on Rona’ about
the experience published in 1936. According to Darling the village is the site of a
stone age settlement. He was a mentor and good friend of Morton’s, who has
published books about him.
Just north of the dwellings is St Ronan's cell, a chapel and a burial ground. St
Ronan was a hermit monk of the eighth or ninth century and his cell is about 12 ft
by 8 ft. built in dry stone, the 10 ft high walls leaning inwards and narrowing to 2
ft apart at the top. It is linked to the larger rectangular chapel by a low doorway.
There are three crosses in the burial ground. Sloping south from the village there
are about 12 ha of lazybeds, soil banked in low ridges, giving the hillside a striped
appearance in the long evening shadows.
Our water supply was from a spring down the slope, near the shore and we
had to carry our supplies up from there. The domestic arrangements were
primitive and the food was rather basic - cooking on primus stoves. I was
introduced to the scottish "bap" - a circular bread bun, about 5-6 inches in diameter
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and an inch thick, slightly soft, but very filling. We had a large supply, which Jim
had brought along, but as time passed they became progressively more stale and
less appetizing. We took turns at cooking. My specialty was curry and rice, which I
made with a liberal addition of jam, and some of the usual side dishes.
Rona is a beautiful island with very varied scenery and huge cliffs of pink rock
on the West coast. They have white veins of quartz in them and fall sheer to the
water. The island is riddled with caves and one could hear the deep boom of the
surf in them and the 'singing' of the seals. A few sheep grazed and there were
many black-backed gulls, some kittiwakes, and puffins in the nesting season;
migrants pass through and we saw some snow buntings. But the seals are the main
attraction, the largest breeding colony of the grey seal, Halichoerus grypus, in the
world; the species that had brought us there.
The island is about 120 ha in extent, roughly triangular in shape and rising to
116 m at Toa Rona. There is a central grassy ridge running northwest to southeast
bounded by sheer precipices and rocky cliffs. North of the village is the very high,
vertical west cliff. A low-lying, narrow rocky peninsula about half a mile long.
called Fiannuis extends northwards; the fank was set at the neck where Fiannuis
joined the main part of the island, and to the west of this neck was the huge arched
tunnel cave, Sgeildige, which funneled the Atlantic swell to explode in dense spray
through a blowhole inland, quite near the fank. Another promontory called
Sceapull slopes down to the south west and seaward of it are two small islets, Loba
Sgeir and Harsgeir, separated from it by narrow channels.
It was on the northern, low lying Fiannuis that the seal herds hauled out and
turned it into a sea of mud, dotted with dead calves by the end of the breeding
season. Leac Mor, a great slab where it is easy for the seals to get ashore, lies on the
east side of Fiannuis and two gullies run across inland from it - the centre of calf
production. While we were there we made three censuses and found that there
were about 2,400 calves born - indicating a herd of about 8,000-10,000; they have
since increased. When counting the pups we marked them with dye to preclude
counting any twice. We also branded over 200 with the letter R and tagged about
250 with a plastic numbered disc attached to the tail. This was strenuous work as it
meant wrestling with the pups and they are very strong. By the time we left I was
certainly a lot fitter than I had been a month earlier. Strangely enough the cold and
wind and damp didn't affect us; we had colds when we arrived, but they soon
cleared up.
It was very absorbing to be able to study this species of seal and to compare it
with the others I had been able to study. The pups are born with white, or rather
cream-coloured - fur coats and are very lovely. They are soon weaned and then
moult to lose the birth coats and become a glossy silver and black - truly
handsome. Unfortunately we found that about 25-30% of the pups died within a
few weeks of birth. Adults crushed some, others died of wounds, bites from the
adults, etc., which invariably became septic. An unknown number was washed
away by high seas which sweep the rocks; others fell over cliffs to their death.
The adults were rather timid and shy, and difficult to approach without
causing disturbance - a great contrast to the Antarctic seals, which are very tame.
The bulls were great cowards, much more so than the cows, which remained to
defend their pups when we approached.
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We spent a little time that day on Fianuis, observing the seals and looking at the
scenery, but we were quite tired by evening. Next day dawned wet and blustery
with visibility about six miles. We were up early and over to the fank by 8.45 am. I
took the 9.05 am radio schedule receiving messages for Morton and Malcolm. I
made up a frame for branding irons, of Dexion and tins. At 10.30 am we began
branding seal pups and completed twenty before lunch. All went well and we
quickly got the hang of it. 15-20 seconds is sufficient for the brand to ‘bite’, but
when weaners struggle it slips. The brand is a 3 inch letter "R". After lunch I made
a Dexion frame for restraining the pups; this went very well after we got the hang
of it. There were not many weaners at this date and much of our time was spent
searching for them among the boulders, carrying all the gear with us. This was
time and energy consuming. We branded 42 pups in all and were very tired at the
end of the day. Snow buntings, fieldfares and redwings were abundant.
A very stormy day followed with the wind at gale force. The waves were very
heavy at the eastern landing, but not so bad to the west, although there were
clouds of spray. The tent flapped like mad and the radio aerial pole snapped. The
snow buntings were still with us, also ravens and grey geese. We branded 35 pups
that day and again were all very tired; it was very heavy work. The Fianuis North
terrain is very rocky and much more difficult that Fianuis Central yesterday.
A heavy surf was pounding the East coast as I went along Sceapull. In an inlet I
came upon a bull and cow copulating in quite a heavy surge. From the top of a
fifteen foot cliff they were immediately below me. First they were on the surface,
the bull on top, with teeth dug into the cow's neck and holding her with his
flippers. Then they submerged for about three minutes and surfaced again in the
same position, but rolled over so they were side by side and the cow was visible;
the penis root was showing. Then the cow saw me and panicked, diving, but the
bull dived after her and caught her head.
On 20 October Jim and I made a count of pups on Fianuis North and Sceapull.
The others did Fianuis Centre and Fianuis South. We marked the pups with purple
dye as we counted so as to avoid double counting. There are some lovely rocky
islets off Fianuis North and Sceapul. I watched seals in the surf after Jim went back
and took some telephoto shots, although the light was bad. They have an
astonishing ability to keep their position in the surging surf - to within a foot or
two of the wave-swept rocks.
When submerging the grey seal usually shows its back, except when bottling,
that is standing in the water. When alarmed they turn and dive, slapping the
surface with one foreflipper as they do so and rolling over. The bulls all seemed
very timid and retreated when approached - almost as timid as the cows. I put up
a short-eared owl and a curlew.
On 23 October it was blowing hard all day and it was my turn as cook. We
rearranged the roof ropes and weighting stones and then went over to Fiannuis. A
force 7 wind from the East made work very difficult. We worked south of the
gullies in Fiannuis Central in the morning and then returned to the fank for lunch
in shelter and worked around there afterwards. We were all very tired, what with
the wind and the rain and the struggles with the seal pups, but we managed with
difficulty our self-imposed quota of 30 brandings.
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The procedure was to approach the pup and lay the Dexion frame down in an
appropriate place. One man grabbed the hind flippers and dragged the pup back
onto the Dexion. The others fell on it - one on the neck, the others on the flippers.
Sacking was put over its head to calm it. A strap was fastened behind the foreflippers to attach it to the frame - the position of the pup was adjusted if necessary.
Another strap was fastened behind the neck, the end drawn back and fastened to
the belly strap. The rope at the tail end was drawn forward and similarly fastened
to the belly strap. The pup was then carried to the branding iron and laid down
head to wind. A tail tag was attached – smeared with Stockholm tar to prevent
infection, a patch of fur on the back was sheared with clippers and the branding
iron applied. Branding lasted about 20 seconds. One man holds the hind flippers,
one is at the head, one puts a foot on the pup's back and the brander does the
same. The brand shows initially as a shiny, slightly crinkly surface and is brushed
with hot, therefore thin, Stockholm tar to minimize infection.
On 26 October, tagging in the morning, we used up all our supply of
appropriate wire. We were all rather tired. In the afternoon we tried out a thinner
wire, but were not very happy with it - even though softening it by heating was a
great improvement - because the wire was still too thin. Also we did not feel too
happy about our necessarily rough treatment of the seals and had a long talk about
it in the evening. To bed at 10 o’clock very tired.
Next day my turn came round again as cook. I woke early to the sound of a
diesel engine and saw a small Norwegian fishing vessel in the bay (SF738) that
came slowly across and hove-to off the West side of Sceapull. Jim was worried
about his photographic gear at the fank and so went across immediately after
breakfast. The Norwegians didn't land though. We decided to spend the day
observing and photographing seals. I exposed several films although the light
wasn't good. I went up the West side of Fianuis to North Point and used my new
telephoto lens for colour portraits and for shots of seals in the water and basking
on the rocks. I was very pleased with it, but would have to await results to assess
its performance. After lunch I returned and took black-and-white photos. The light
was bad and I stopped about 3.30 pm. I spent some time at the northern end
watching seals in the water - virgin cows and some bulls. There was some play and
one seal came up with a fish in its mouth. Curry and rice for dinner, which was
well received.
There was rain in the night and Morton slept in, so we had breakfast later than
usual. It was a census day. Jim and I did Fianuis South and North. The day
brightened and I took some photos before lunch and again after. Then we pressed
on with the census. I saw and photographed a jet-black female moulter, a beautiful
animal. We counted 1691 pups in all. The evening was lovely with the sun a
golden ball and a fine sunset, South of Sula Sgeir on the horizon. We walked home
in the moonlight - a half moon shining in the sea.
So the days went by. When westerly or northerly gales blew the waves surged
through the steep gullies on the west side of Fiannuis to a height of fifty feet or so
and huge seas broke over the cliffs drenching the island in spray.
29 October was a good day when I collected skulls from three skeletons and
three dead and decomposing seals; also four skins from dead moulters for
processing. In the afternoon we went up to the North end to a seal trapped in a
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cleft in the rocks - it was unable to move and we could not extract her. Morton and
Malcolm had seen her during the census yesterday and I had brought my rifle to
shoot her to end her pain and distress. A very wet day followed. We went over to
the fank in the morning but spent most of the day sheltering and doing odd jobs.
The news that Minna would not be with us before Wednesday 2 November was
disappointing; we were expecting her on Monday. I sent a message to Maureen to
warn her. I was on cook and made a curry in the evening, which was much
appreciated.
The last day of October was cool and the sun rose like a ball of fire below low
clouds that dispersed and gave us fairly bright sunshine and a clear sky for a
couple of hours. I took a few photos. We went over to the fank where we branded
and tagged all morning; it was slow work because Jim was filming and he had
trouble with his camera. I took shots of the branding and tagging operations. In
the afternoon we tagged again for a couple of hours. Then we began to repack and
clear up the fank camp. I went to look at the large cave in Sgeildige Geo, scrambling
down from the headland to the shelf of rock and looked in. The cave is a very
regular arch – cutting straight into the cliff with shear sides and the cliff is marked
with patches and bird droppings and contorted strata. The swell from the West
ran straight into the cave and produced a deep and impressive booming. On that
day the beautiful deep sea green of the water was marked by foam swirling
around the reddish rocks. Seals were swimming and playing in the geo.
Returning to the fank I took a telephoto of Sula Sgeir in the evening light and
we had a casserole steak for supper. We had been successfully sending and
receiving messages in the evenings through Archie at the Butt of Lewis and I heard
from Maureen at the evening radio schedule that Sheelagh, Maureen's sister, had
given birth to a baby girl, so was able to send my congratulations. Archie broke the
news - and we had a dram on the strength of it.
In the bright moonlight I went out for a couple of hours - to the top of Toa Rona
with Morton. There were fishing boats to the East and southwest. The Cape Wrath
light, flashing red and white, was clearly visible. There was beautiful moonlight on
the water and a very fine Aurora borealis in apple green curtains and streaks. We
stood at the top of the Pap and took it all in. The sea was dark grey, with white surf
and black rocks and the lighter bulk of the main island. Seal noises were carried on
the air and Fianuis was clear in the moonlight. Jim was there recording the seal
noises. He flashed a torch and we answered him. Then Morton went down to the
fank to join him and I followed his course by the flashes. Malcolm was out too and
went on to the Manse. I stayed up there for some time taking in the magic of it all
before I went down home.
1 November was a wild day with a wind of gale force 8 and heavy seas
pounding the island, which was continuously ringed with surf. Many pups must
have been washed away. We lay in our sleeping bags after a cup of tea and bread
and jam. Then Morton and I went across to the fank to give a weather report to
Minna at noon. However they could not hear us, so Archie at the Butt of Lewis
passed on our message. I also sent a message to the Nature Conservancy asking
them to explain the circumstances to the NIO, my employers!
The weather continued vicious, with the wind to the southeast and harrying
our roof, so that it was very clamorous. We overhauled the roof in the afternoon,
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rearranging the weighting stones and putting extra ropes across the tarpaulin. In
that weather there wasn't more we could do. I went out for a couple of hours and
took a few photos. I went down to Sceapul but couldn't get far without putting
some cows into the surf, so I turned back. The light was very bad. A trawler to the
South was battling against heavy seas, heading towards Pentland Firth, at times
completely blotted out by spray. In spite of this disappointing weather, which
prevented us from doing much and undoubtedly meant a further postponement of
our departure we were all thoroughly cheerful.
Next day the wind had veered easterly, force 2-3, a blessed relief from the
flapping and creaking, but it was a dull day with rain and very poor visibility. We
were up at 8.30 am but couldn't do anything outside, although the sea was calmer.
Fine rain kept us in, but two went over to the fank for the noon radio schedule.
Minna did not appear on the air. I prepared some soup for lunch, cleaned the Tilley
lamp glass and put on a new mantle.
After lunch I went down to Sceapul, the others to Fianuis. I stalked a herd of seal
on Loba Sgeir - about fifty or so - immatures and idle bulls, lying on ledges above
the channel. They had very varied colour patterns - predominantly light yellow
with black or brown mottling. I managed to take some telephoto shots before they
became alarmed. Some went straight into the water; others waited and looked
around before diving in; others went to the edge but no further. I took some other
shots of a small group on a ledge further along. I also made some pencil sketches,
with notes to work up later. Another large group I had seen further up was hidden
from me. I saw them again later, about 40-50 in all on the West side of Loba Sgeir.
Later, on Sceapul, a cow was slapping her side with her fore flipper, perhaps
warning another cow (?). The light was failing when I got home at 5 o’clock.
After dinner I went with Morton to the fank for a radio schedule with Archie at
the Butt. There were no messages for us, but we sent one to the Minna. Callum had
taken our noon message in to Stornoway; he reported that Minna was lying
alongside and reported that they said “they had been doing something else and
had forgotten about the noon schedule". Incredible but not too surprising.
After heavy rain during the night we woke to find the wind had shifted to the
southwest and the sea was much flatter, with a confused swell. We walked over to
the fank for the radio schedule and learnt that Minna was at the Butt of Lewis,
contemplating coming for us tomorrow, about 10-12 am. A Shackleton aircraft flew
low over the island. After a frugal lunch the sun came out and I went to the North
end and took photos. There was very impressive surf where the westerly swell
struck the island. Not many cows were left by now; most animals were weaners,
pups and bulls. We found another dead tagged and branded moulter, which
brought the casualties up to four. Later we packed up the gear at the fank and
stored the collected skulls in the collecting tank. Then back to the manse for supper
at 6 o’clock.
4 November was a fine day. We were up early for breakfast and took a load
over to the fank in expectation of Minna arriving before noon as promised. It was a
lovely morning; still some swell from the southwest, but not enough to stop us
getting off. Returning from the fank at about 8.45 am. we saw Minna approaching
from the South. So we took another load over, and saw Minna in the bay, but still
some distance out. We busied ourselves preparing the gear, packing, etc., having
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inspected the landing place to ascertain that it was in reasonable condition. Next
we knew Minna was gone - without a signal, after spending only 15 minutes in the
bay. We thought she must be taking a turn around the island, but she didn't
reappear. Morton went up to the ridge and returned to say that Minna was
heading South fast! We couldn't believe him.
All of us were very disappointed, especially as the sea conditions continued to
improve all day. It was flat calm at the landing place, better than when we landed.
We tried to contact Minna twice by radio but with no luck. Captain Murray came
in for some hard words. If he had lowered a boat or waited an hour or so we
would have felt better. Certainly we felt badly let down. We had a schedule with
the Butt and Minna spoke to us. Captain Murray hadn't much to say; he said the
swell had been too much. He didn't know when we would be taken off, but Brenda
would be up some time next week. We were all disgusted with the man. I sent a
message via Archie to Maureen.
Then we had to set about setting up home again. Having torn up our roots, it
took us most of the day and we were all quite tired, but went for a walk in the
afternoon. Up to the top of Toa Rona, along the South coast, across to the Pap and
down to the fank, then back. I cooked supper of Irish stew, potatoes and onions.
Early to bed.
A fine morning followed, but the wind was northerly and there were heavy
seas. We got up late and had breakfast at 9 o’clock. I went out, to see a boat
approaching, which turned out to be a French lobster fisherman with a crew of 7-9,
the colours dark and light green, registration CM3093. He came in close, to within
50 yards of the coast and began to sow his pots.
We went over about noon for a radio schedule with the Butt and Captain
Mackinnon of the Brenda. He was in the area and sought a daily weather forecast.
He would get us off as soon as he could. We all felt much better for the news. In
the afternoon we did a census of living pups. Jim and I counted Fianuis North and
Sceapul, where there were only 324 in all. Morton and Malcolm did Fianuis South
(287) and Fianuis Central (330), making 941 altogether. This total excluded dead
pups so was not strictly comparable with the other counts. There were heavy seas
on the eastern shores, with huge breakers crashing on the rocks. The Frenchman
came round the corner, pitching very badly - and quickly turned back. He was
anchored under the cliffs on the South coast overnight.
We were all tired in the evening and on restricted rations - soup, month-old
bread (the baps still remarkably good) and creachans. We were all a bit subdued
as the uncertainty continued, since we had finished our work, the weather was
deteriorating as we ran into November, and the novelty of our situation had
definitely worn off. Some of us were more resilient than others. Malcolm was very
melancholy and used to sit on a rock looking out to the Scottish mainland - about
45 miles away, for long periods. We did our best to cheer him up.
The next two days passed slowly, but eventually the weather and sea state was
adequate for our relief and the Brenda came for us on 7 November. Captain
McKinnon was a very determined man. Conditions on that day were hopeless at
the usual landings, but he suggested the south side of the island, where the swell
was less. This meant that we had to carry all our gear back again over the hill, but
he sent 14 men ashore to help us so it was possible - although it took 4 hours of
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hard work and we had to lower the packages down an 80 ft cliff. That day we had
breakfast at 6.30 am and didn't have time for a meal until 5.30 pm, when we had
dinner on the cruiser! It was delicious to have our first bath for three weeks and to
get rid of our beards, and feel civilized once more. We arrived in Stornoway at 10
o’clock, took the steamer to the mainland at 12.15 am and caught the train to
Mallaig at 7.42 am, to Glasgow, then to Edinburgh and London. I got home at 1.0
am after over 24 hrs traveling.
It had been a very interesting interlude and I felt that I knew more about the
biology of the grey seal and seals in general. The Rona expedition was a very
enjoyable change from the Institute, but we were exceedingly unlucky with the
weather - or perhaps this is only to be expected up there at that time of year. In our
three weeks on the island we had only one reasonable day and on other days
occasional flashes of sun. For the most part we had gales, rain and overcast skies.
This brought an end to the field research I was able to carry out at the NIO. In
eight years at the NIO I was only able to spend about nine months in the field,
including my initial Balaena voyage and none of it was what I really considered to
be field research. My years in the Lake District and Antarctic experiences had
stimulated an interest in work outdoors and, looking back, it is surprising that I
stood the life at the NIO and the politics of the IWC for so long.
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